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FOREWORD

The Columbus, Ohio Board of Education closed their schools
effective at the end of the school day on Friday, February 4, 1977
/.

until February 25, 1977.

Id

They also

to February 28-March 4, 1977.

Spring Break from April 1977

Schools were reopened on March 7,

The energy crisis, specifically 11a shortage of natural gas,

1977.

i
f

caused by the unusually cold Winter of 1977 had suddenly and severely
disrupted the school system in that community and in many surrounding
communities.

This report is a description of-the 'responses to the

school closing made by the education system and surrounding community,
including government and business/public service agencies not part
---,of Columbus proper.

Objectives of the study reported in this

document included:
1.

to describe the social; political, and educational
context within which the alternative program was

4

being offered; (see Chapter I)
2.

to characterize and assess the design of the alternative
educational system, with particular attention to the
programming that was done in the areas of mathematics,
natural science, and social studies; (see Chapter III)

3.

To describe the extent that the design for the alternative program was being implgmented, and, in particular,
to describe how science education was being provided;
(see Chapter-III)

7
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4.

to identify effects on students, families, the Gollob
School District, and the Columbus community; (see
Chapter III)

5.

to obtain judgments of the worth of the alternativ

edu-

cation program from students, teachers, and paren s;
(see Chapter III); and
;6.

to ascertain the extent that districts outside of Columbus
made use of the Columbus District's alternativ- education
program.

(see Chapter III)
1

This study was made possible through/collaborati n by several
agencies.

The Columbus Public Schools sUggested tha

he study should

be done, and the Evaluation Center at Western Michigan University
I
ti

agree6;t0 attempt to Organize and conduct the study.

The latter organ-

ization'contacted several funding agencies, and th- National Science
Foundation immediately funded the study by adding funds to an existing
contract that they had with the;Center for Instructional Research and
Curriculum Evaluation at the University of Illinois.
of Illinois

/

The University

then made a subcontract !with Western Michigan University

so that their Evaluation Center

conduct the study; and the Evalu-

ation Center and the Columbus Public Schools subsequently cooperated
in carrying out the s,ady.

Only the prompt actions 'pf these organi,

zations allowed this study to occur.

These hasty actions were justified, becaUse educators needed greater
insights into the capacities of school personnel to cope with crisis conditions and into the effects of emergencies on the quality, ofeducation,
and because the Columbus situation presented an exceptional opportunity
to gain these insights.

This justification is borne out by the findings

8

that appear in this report., Numerous groups can learn much that hai
relevance to schooling under crisis conditions by studying this document.
Most notable among these groups are:
1.

Columbus, Ohio.Public and Parochial School administrators,
O

teachers, and school board members;
2.

citizens of Columbus, Ohio;

3.

the National Science Foundation;

4:

other local, state, and national education agencies;

5.

the national public;

6.

the education research community; and

7.

education policy makers.

.

There are many findings, issues, implications, and recommen-

,

dations to be reported and carefully analyzed from this case study/.
This report contains a'comprehensive compilation of information
about the Columbus experience.

It is arranged as follows:

r,

Chapter I

Context of the Crisis

Chapter II

Description of the Study

Chapter III Findings reported by Investigatory Method
Chapter IV

Conclusions by Objective of the Study

Chapter V

Implications ror the Future

Accompanying reports contain analyses of the content of this
'tethnieal report.

Copies of this report and accompanying reports

are available at cost from:
)

The Evaluation Center
College of Education

Western Michigan-University
Kalamazoo, MI

490Q8
4
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CHAPTER I

CONTEXT OF0THE CRISIS

The City

1

Columbus, Ohio is a Capitol City,

It is located in the center

of the state and in the drainage area of the Ohio Myer.
in an area of changeable weather.

It is located*

Air masses from central and north-

west Canada frequently invade this region.

Tropical gulf masses often

reach central Ohio during the summer, and to a lesser extent in the
fall and winter.

.There are also occasional weather changes-brought about

by cool outbreaks from the Hudson Bay region of Canadia', especially
during the spring months:

Infrequently Columbus will receive showers

A

or snow from the Atlantic.

(Columbus does not have a "wet" or "dry"

season as such;

According to the Columbus area Chamber of Commerce, the population
of the standard metropolitan area (1970 census) is 1,017,847.
city of Columbus itself has a population of 539,677.

The

The white and non-

I

white lidOuTations of the city are 81% and 19%, respectively.* The area
.1

covered by the city is 173.9 square miles and the city has a tax rate

o
(per $1,000 in 1976)

$40.40.

O

Thecity is serve \iiy the major state university and seven other
colleges and universities within the surrounding county.

In addition,

there are four business!and technical schools of higher education in
the county.

The city is served by a major airport and national bus

and railroad facilities.

In the surrounding county there are nine

radio stations, four television stations, two daily metropolitan newspapers, and fifteen weekly neighborhood newspapers.

10
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!

..,lee'CitY is a major center of cultural activity in central Ohio

%ow

.,

.1

with five major theatres, nine community theatres,`o ballet companies,.
;
`--:

professional sports, and public recreation.

FourteemTusical organi7

.

f
zations, four fine arts galleries, and two cultural arts centers
are also found in this city.

It is the second largest city in

Ohio and twenty-first largest city in the United States.. It is'also
the Ohio city with the largest gain in population from 1970 until 1974,
and the only major city in Ohio showing an increase in population.
The,.average'annual temperature in. Columbus is 51.5 degrees with

the monthly average of January being 28 degrees,.and the monthly
average of July being 74 degrees.

Sources of energy in Columbus are the

"Columbia Gas Company as th0 gas supplier and Colbmbia Transmission as

the gas distributor:: There are 25 fuel oil distributors in the city
and 10 coal sources.

In a dition, there are 13 LP gat-distributors.

The type of government e ployed by.the city is the mayor council
systeM.

Major employers in Col Timis are,.in order of size, the

following:

*Name of EIMpl`byer

Type of Product
or Service

State of Ohio
Government
Ohio State University\
Education
Federal Government
Government
Columbus Public Schools
Education
F & R Lazarus Company
Retail
City of Columbus
Government
Western Electric Company
Telephone
Ohio Bell- Telephone
Utility
Sears Roebuck and Company
'Retail
Fisher Body, Division of GMC Auto Parts

Number of,
,
Employees Year Established
17.321

16,164
12,452
7,636
7,415
6,839
6,380
5,000
4 II 571 IN
4 ,074 '

,

1803
1870
1813
1845

..

1851

1812
1957
1921

1964
1945

Considering tAe statistics summarized above, i.t is fair to say
that Columbus is a. growing, vibrant midwestern city with substantial

c)

S:,,)
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resources that, ntribute to the cultural and educational.well=being
of this community.

It has all of the-resources required for con-

tinued growth and prosperity asi community.

)

4
The Columbus Public Schools

The Columbus Public Schools serve approximately 96,000 students
in 177 school buildings., The district employs about 4,606.classroom

teachers With 360 administratorsand 320 professional,suppok staff.
The budget for the school year! runs about $116,600,000 of which?-

i

67.5% is spent for instruction, 11.25% for plant operation, and 12.25%

for fixed charges.. The amount cimoney going to'salarles and fringe
benefits totals 87.1% of thestotat,expendittlires MI the district.
.

. The, Columbus Board of Education consists of spv6ii members, each

elected on a non-partisan bailotby the people for terms Of-four
.

years.

I.

The Board is the policy-making body for the Columbus Public

Schools.

The Columbus Public Schools has.hacia history of close community
Nf.

i

relations evidenced by participation Of school district administrators
.

in community, service organizatio nS such as. Kiwanis,lrequentneetings
Ji

between school almiltratori and city and state government'off.:itials,:.
'periodic and frequent 'media presentatjois by school personnel over
b

television and radio, gnd central 4.4ministratton'staff=assigned
speCifically to communicate district info rmaAtton to ,parents; le§i, s:
,

lators, government and business leaders, the Media, and representatives

of community special interest groups, 'The School Board has had A

good relationship with the superintendent\rdceritral.administration,
supporting them at almost every turn.

4
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However, the Columbus Public Schools did experience some difficulties during the 1976-77 school year.

In NoVember, 1976, a leVY failed and

the levy was to have been brought up again in June, 1977.

Furthermore,

the school district was involved in a desegregation suit brought
about by the Columbus chapter of the NAACP.

The racial makeup of

the schools is approximately 67% white and 33% non-white, and although

no noticeable civil disturbances existed, the Black community was
concerned that the distribution of students to buildings within the
district had historically segregated Black students.

It is,wotth

noting that the makeup of the School Board was four whites and three
Blacks.

Several votes, especially those relevant to the desegregation

issue, followed racial lines.

The Crisis and Its History
As far back as the summer of 1976, the Columbus Public Schools
were offered supplemental natural gas supplies for the coming winter.
IF

At that time the Columbia Gas Company offered to obtain and supply
natural gas at a cost substantially higher than the normal rate
to supplement the normal allocation of gas to the school system.

The

supplemental allocation would have to be used first before the normal
allocation could be used by the system.

Since heating trends had

been fairly stable in the past and the school system estimated that
its normal supply of natural gas would be sufficient for the coming
year, they declined this offer by the Columbia-Gas Company.

By

January, 1977,-jt began to becothe evident to the school system and to
the gas company that the normal allocation of gas to the Columbus

Public Schooir would be insufficient unless the cold weather were to

10

break.

It did not, and by the last week in January decisions about

continuing public education in Columbus had to be made.

According

to school superintendent John Ellis he first realized the school
system had to do something about one month\prior to the date when the

_decision to shut down the Columbus Public Schools arrived.

As time

progressed through the month of January, ideas about how to continue
public education during a natural gas shortage were discussed.

Alter-

native ideas included shutting down the schools completely and
extending the school year into the summer, half-day schools, and
continuing education outside of regular structured classrooms.

Even-

tually the third alternative was selected and a project called School
Without Schools was created under extremely uncertain conditions.
During the latter days in January, estimates of gas availability,
allowable actions, and schedule changes changed almost daily.

The uncertainty of the situation was reflected in the following
memorandum ussued by Superintendent Ellis to school staff on
January 27, 1977:

"I know you are concerned about when you will have definite information
about closing school. We have been "up to our eyeballs" in emergencies,
meetings, etc., trying to find gas, getting legislative relief, and
developing ways to keep education on track. This memo -- tentative
though it is -- should provide insight into the possibilities. Please
share it with your entire staff.
A special meeting of the Board of Education is planned for Friday,
It,will be
January 28, 4:00 p.m. .at the Columbus Education Center.
It is essential that administrators listen to this
broadcast on WCBE.
Staff members are also encoura0d to listen because we intend
ffleeting.
to cover important information on the, energy crisis, and the Board may
take official action to close on a specified date.
It is
Agiif this writing anything is possible, including no closing.
frustrating, I know, not to have definite information, but let me give
you my best guesses at this time. The following events are likely:

14
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1.

Schools will probably be closed for approximately one month,
possibly a's early as Wednesday, February 2.

2.

The legislature will probably ease the attendance laws so we
can get credit for some or all of the days missed.

3.

The Mayor and other city officials will be highly cooperative
by making available city personnel and city facilities for
education.

4.

School personnel will be paid for the time schools are closed
because they will work.

5.

Buildings using coal, oil or electricity will be kept open
for system-wide activities that have yet to be developed.
The other buildings will be closed with minimum heat to keep
pipes from freezing.

6.

Newspapers, radio stations, and TV stations will cooperate
extensively by broadcdstjng lessons, assignments, tests, etc.

7.

School personnel will be encouraged to use maximum creativity
in making assignments and maintaining contacts with pupifi via
small groups or large groups in homes, recreation centers,
schools that are open, etc., and through telephones or correspondence., Television and radio lessons should be considered
an essential part of the process.

8.

The April vacation would be cancelled for students, but school
personnel would have equivalent vacation during the period we
are closed for emergency. This vacation may be designated for
a specific time for virtually everyone or it could occur at
' varying times depending on the needs of the system and
preferences of individuals.
This, of course, must be negotiated
with CEA.

9.

A high level of trust and creativity will have to prevail so
that the informal nature of,the schedules will produce responsible reactions. We don't want a,lot of hassle, or punching
time clocks, or filling out endless forms.

10.

We will have a tremendous opportunity to demonstrate what
educators can do in concert with the total community to meet
an emergency in a positive way.

The items I have mentioned are subject to-considerable alterattorr-and may not occur. Nevertheless, I want you to have this information
so you can think ahead to the good things that can happen if we
are forced to close.
We are facing emergency conditions, and time
is very short. Teachers are already thinking about what essential
lessons can be assigned in advance and what books and materials they
will need'to take with them. This is good and should be continued.

12-

We want to observe all conditions of the contracts, and are communicating constantly with CEA, OAPSE, and CAA. There is general
recognition on the part of all organizations that emergency conditions
exist, and we are going to have to respond in an exemplary fashion.
To summarize, the staff can plan on working during the emergency
period weare closed except for the vacation period that is specified.,
It will be different, but it can be a real adventure in education.
I know
Ingenuity, creativity, and cooperation will be the passwords.
we have a quality staff, quality students, and a quality community.
We can do it."

On February 1, 1977, the Board of Education issued the following
resolution:

WHEREAS, Governor James A. Rhodes on,January 27, 1977, declared a
statewide natural gas crisis under powers granted,in Section 122.87 of- '
the Ohio Revited Code; and
WHEREAS; Mayor TomiMoody.promptly issued a similar declaration
applicable to the City of Columbus; and
WHEREAS, the President Pro Tempore-of the Ohio Senate and_theSpeaker of the Ohio House of Representatives on January 28, 1977, issued
.
a statement proposing "to authorize, through temporary legislation,
an additional 15 days to the schedule of closures for response to
energy shortages"; and
.

.

WHEREAS, the Columbus Public Schools have conducted an exemplary
program to conserve natural gas only to be faced with rapidly escalating
curtailments applied by Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc.; and
WHEREAS, said curtailments of Columbia Gas have reached the prohibitive level of 85% for 45 Board-owned facilities, a level tantamount to
the unilateral closing of schools by Columbia Gas; and
WHEREAS, the school system has explored every conceivable avenue for
relief from the curtailment-levels imposed by Columbia Gas; and
.WHEREASI realistic 'calculations indicate that the supply of natural
gas allocated to the Columbus Public Schools will be exhausted on or about
February 17, 1977; and

WHEREAS, prudence_dictates-that--theschool-systerrh-rapidly-dwindling
supply of natural gas be used so as to prevent costly structural damages
or other harmful effects to school facilities;
NOW. THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: That the Columbus Board of Education.
recognize the existence of a crisis of such proportions that the only
reasonable course of action available to the Board is to cause all schools
to be closed effective at the end of the school day on Friday, February 4,
1977.

16
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the school administration be authorized
and directed to employ such measures as are required to protect and secure
all Board-owned facilities serviced by natural gas.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the school, administration plan with the
school staff for the most effective educational utilization, from
February 7 through February 25,1977, inclusive, of all other Board -owned
facilities and such community facilities as are offered voluntarily .and
'without charge to the Board, provided that each such community facility
is determined by 'a Member of the administrative staff to meet reasonable
standards of safety and fitness for the educational purpose intended, and
it included on a list of approved fatilities compiled by the SuPerintendent
of Schools, which list shall include all publicly-owned facilities made
available to the Board by the Mayor of Columbus.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Board express its support for the
"School Without Schools" project, which shall be conducted between
February 7 and February 25, 1977, and which shall :feature imaginative
scheduling of pupils into schools serviced by alternative sources of
energy, television and radio lessons on commercial stations as well as----WCBE, newspaper education activities, instructional activities i
variety,of municipal facilities made available to the Board
the Mayor
of Columbus, and a wide range of creative learning experi nces in private
facilities dOnated to the Board.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Board request parents and pupils
to tooperate with all segments of the school staff and the community in
helping the "School Without Schools" project realize its fullest potential.
BE IT FURTHER KESOLVED: That the Board express special thanks to all
community organizations, institutions, and media which have already offered
to contribute materially to the implementation-of the "School Without
Schools",project; and specifidally request that the administration maintain
a complete log of all such contributions during the course of said project
so that the contributions of the community may be spread upon the minutes
of the Board.and duly recognized:
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Board approve the attached
"Memorandum of Agreement" with the Columbus Education Association,
containing provisions relating tp "Calendar Changes" and "Emergency
Guidelines," and authorise and direct-the President of the Board and the
Superintendent of Schools'to affix their signatures to said "Memorandum
of Agreement."
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That holidays previously scheduled for
classified employees and educational aides during the week of April 11,
1977, shall occur during the week of February 28, 1977.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That classified employees and edutational
aides who elect an unpaid status:during this period shall be considered
to be on, a Board-approved leave of absence.

.17

14.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That all use of building contracts for all
Columbus Public School buildings by outside organizations be suspended
for the duration of the emergency, effective'ut the close of business on
Friday; February 4, 1977.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:
March 7, 1977.

That all schools be reopened on Monday,

Around the January 27 date (over a one week period) the superintendent met with the Board of Education and received encouragement from
the Board.

He also met with Mr. Gene DiAngelo of a commerical televisiOn

station who offered the Columbus Public Schools free television time
every weekday morning from 7:30 unti1,11:30 to provide instruction.
The superintendent also met with the mayor who offered the city's
services in the event the schools were shut down.' He met with :the

executive director of the Columbus Education Association and explained
that he could not do° innovative things. without their support due to

contract restrictions. The superintendent outlined the general !plan
for School Without SchoolS'and asked for the union's opinion.

The \

union executive'director supported the plan,-met with. building repre,

sentatives, and agreed to 'contract changes that would allow School
L.

Without Schools to be implementeI.

According to Superintendent Ellis, the major breakthrough in
allowing instruction to be restructured were the offer of television
14

time by Mr. DiAngelo, support of the..tEA, and offers of support by
the cityJs mayor.

The leadership of Father Sorahan, Superintendent

of the Catholic Diocese was another vital element.

.

In fact, hi&

contingency plan, in the event of a gas shuMowh, for cycling the
Diocese students through their buildings that were not on:natural
gas provided a kind of prototype plan for the public" schools' School
,

Without Schools Program.

The public demonstration of cooperation

18
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and strong leadership started a ripple effect within the community,
and soon many offers of support were being received.

Dr. Ellis' and

Dr. Sorahan both noted that their second line administration provided

them with the support they needed in order to implementa crash program.

Finally, legislativ' action which extended the number of snow

days (or crisis days) allowable to an Ohio school district by 15
additional days provided the legal basis for implementing School
Without Schools.

The CEA Memorandum of Agreement dated February 2, 1177, that,

was appendedto the Columbus Public Schools February 1 resolution,
was a vital factor that allowed the School Without Schools Program
to be conducted

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

The Columbus Board of Education and the Columbus Education
Association hereby agree to the following school calendar changes
and to the guidelines set forth herein relative to the emergency
closing of most Columbus. Public School buildings as a result of the
natural gas shortage currently being experienced by the Columbus
Public Schools:
-

Calendar Changes

1.

The Professional Meeting day previously scheduled for February'
21, 1977 shall be eliminated. An Emergency Planning day shall
be observed Wednesday, Februdiy 2, 1977 as a day for teachers
to plan with their building administrators foi" activities to
take place during the emergency closing. At 'Feast hall' of said
Emergency Planning day shall be reserved for individual prepa
rations by teachers.

2.

The spring break days previously scheduled for April 11 through
15, 1977 shall be observed as a winter breO to be scheduled
February 28 through March 4, 1977.

EmergenerW4e3ines
The Columbus Board of Education and the teachers at the Columbus
Public Schools, represented by the Columbus Education Association,

A
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shall endeavor, during the period of emergency closing to provide
the best\possible education for pupils of the school system under
the emergency conditions by utilizing available community facilities and resources in addition to available school system facilities and resources.
.

During the period of emergency closing teachers shall be assigned
duties or shall undertake duties usually associated with the teaching profession and shall be assigned duties of a "make work" nature,
extensive clerical duties, or assignments not usually associated
"with .the teaching profession.

3.

Participation in the programs designed for presentation in the
media shall,be on a voluntary basis.

4.

Participation in activities beyond the normal work day of teachers shall be on a voluntary basis.

5.':

Teachers shall-have no less than the normal preparation, planning,
and lunch periods provided' during the regular school year, on e
weekly average.
A joint Conflict Resolution Committee, composed of four members
shall be established to expedite the resolution of problems
related-to the emergency closing or programs"-and activities
arising therefrom. The committee shal report at least weekly
to the Superintendent and the:President of the Columbus Education Association and shall-operate under the rules for joint
committees,set forth in Article 508 of the
CEA-Board Master
_
_ _
Agreement.
-(2/2/77r

Origination of the Study
The present study was initiated by Dr. Howard Merriman, Asiistant Superintendent for Instruction, in the Columbus. Public Schools.

He noted that during the last week irJanuary all resources in the
Columbus metropolitan area were being directed toward restructuring
the Columbus Public Schools program to allow education to continue
without the use of school, buildings.

He felt that it was important

to capture this_eVent,not orily'for future' use of the Columbus Public'

Schools, but.alsoffor the use of school districts throughout the
4

w

country which at some time-w11.,be faced with crises similar to this

4
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one.

Dr, Merriman contacted Dr. Daniel Stufflebeam, Directoeof the

Evaluation Center at Western Michigan University to request assistance in documenting the School Without Schools program, and Stufflebeam
in collaboration with Dr. James Sanders, Associate Director of the
Evaluation Center, responded by seeking support from several federal
agencies for such a study.

The National Science Foundation was able

to iespond immediately to such a reqdesi 00-provided the monetary
Support for the-study,

The-thluation Center was able to provide

immedia;e,assistance via staff reallocation and the support Of

Western Michigan University administration needed to undertake the
Study.

A copy of the study proposal is appended to this :report.

Scope.of the Study

This report contains a great deal of inforMation,aboUt the
School Without Schools Program.

Now the program got Started, how

it operated, and what its effects were,,..have been studied from many'

perspectivet and through the use of many techniques.
The' perspectives included those of students; teachers; admini,.

strators; parents; school board members; community members; state
and local government officials; commissioned experts; business and
industry leaders; gas company officials; minority group and union
representatives; TV, radio, and newspaper personnel; other research/

ers studying "School Without Schools"; and educators in surrounding
communities.
te

`Whenever possible, several different methods were used to inves-,
tigate each study questio

hypothesis, and tentative conclustion.

Methods employed were observe ion, hearings, interviews, document

retrieval, Oestionairres, and telephone surveys.

Results of the

school testing program and of television rating studies were also
obtained.

Finally, in compiling this report, the'co-investigators

tried to describe and asses School Without Schuols,as completely
4

as the study data permitted.

Limitations of the Study

,

There are, however, several limitations of the study that must
be borne'in mind.
1.

These are as follows:

Only a sample of the people, places, and events that constituted School Without Schools was studied, and'there is
no guarantee that this sample is representative of School
Without Schools.

2.

School Without Schools officirlly was a program of the

Columbus Public Schools, but actually-it was
munity effort.

total com-

This study concentrated on the public

:

n

school district's portion of the program and does not
adequately reflect the role of the Catholic Diocese and
-

other acencies that/were involved.

3.

The non - experimental nature of the study as well as the

impossibility ofippropriate testing of students makes it
impossible to establish cause'and effect relatibnships
between School Without School's and students' learning.

Finally. no generalizations are possible concerning how
"School Without Schools" would work elsewhere or even in
Columbus during another year under different,social, political, economic, energy, and climatic conditions.

t.

I
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he message of the limitations is that the reader should exer\
\-

cise

Howeve

aution in interpreting and applying the contents of this repbrt.
we urge that the study be. used as .one -- but 'certainly not

the only -- source of information for planning how to conduct education under emergency conditions.. We also tnink7this report is a rich
source 'r hypotheses and questions that can guide further research
in the area of educating under crisis conditiong.

a

Vo
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-CHAPTER II
ION OF THE STUDY

DESCRI
1

The Evaluation Center at Wester

Michigan University was first

contacted on February 5, 197-when pr. Howard Merriman, Assistant
1 j

Instruction in the Columbus Public

Superintendent for Curriculu

Schools contacted Daniel St f lebeam, and invited him to study and

0

document the school system's

esponse to the energy crisis.

The

National Science Foundation was first contacted by the co-directors
Verbal approval to proceed through

of the project on FeUtuary10.

a subcontract arrangement with the University of Illinois, was given
by NSF the evening of February 11.

The instant response by the fund:

ing agency, the cooperation of Dr. Robert Stake of the, University of

Illinois, the ability of the project Co-directors to move into the =

Columbus Study with little advance warning, and the full cooperation
a

1.?

of the public and private school districts and of many other groups
(too numerous to name) in ",'olumbus were critical factors in conducting this case study.

The plan for the study was generally outlined

in they February 11 proposaj to NSF and.is provided in Appendix A.
t,7

Ion verbal approval of the' project and commitment of funds; by
a

NSF, le co-direct-ors immediately prepared to mnve on site.

Prior

arrangements made at the Evaluation Center included general planning
s

for iniljal activities, gathering materials, and tape recorders that
.

might be useful on site, clearing calendars, cancelling or resched-

\

uling other commitments, arranging for expenditures in the upcoming

icontraCO and turning adMinistration of the Evaluation Center over
\
.1

to Associate Dire\ctor Dr. Mary Anne Bunda.
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The co-directors arrived in Columbu's on February 15, met With

schdol system contacts, established officeS, and began structured

used to create a list of potential team members
for the two teams
'Planned for the study, to contact those people, and
to arrange for

orientation meetings.

The two teams were:

(1) a Olaisroom obser-

vation team, designated as the eyes and ears'of the co-directors
in
elementary and secondary classrooms and school buildings
and (2) a
site visitation team of specialists in school
administration, science
.

I

education, community education, finance, and school
law who would
\.
obs rve and report on the program experience wtside
the classroom:.
;

Listp of team members are included w

the \project
project personnel list
1

in,Appendix C.

Preliminary instructions given to each team can be
*

l'

;

found, in Appendix D.

The co-directors also enlisted two project

reseOch assistants from the graduate studentpOpulation at Ohio
i

State 'university and the assistance of two evaluation staff members
of

\

the school

district and cle ical support

fro.;

that

\

evaluation unit

All staff members were given assignments to cover most
of the project
\1

during this inttial week.

1

Other contacts made the first week were

with the\Colum8us Education Assodation and Ohio State
University
researchers conducting studies of, the program.

Additionally, a sol-

.

;

icita ion\of4 information about therogram was made through
the Col;
i

S

lumbus

ewspaper (see Appendix E) and arrangements for observation
\I

1

-_.

kteam-visitS were made withbuilding principals and
classroom teachers.
.

-,

i

1

'

Thus, f rst week activities of the project were spent
on organizing,
;

.

Structur

ng\,

and arranaing for data collection activities to follow.
i

r

2J

;

.

1
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,*

The second week of the project was the last week of-opetion
for the School Without Schools program.

The site visitation team
.

.

worked throughout tie week collecting informationfrom 6" wide,Variety of sources.

The observation team spent 2-3 days each in assigned

classroom and school buildings following a Monday. evening orientation
meeting.

The co-directors continued interviews, collecting- relevant

documents and administering data collection activities.

Hearings'

with science teachers and teachers 61-1' radio and teleVAsion were

Meld late afternoons during this week in facilities provided by
the Columbus Education Association.

Finally, a memorindum,v(as.sent#1

to all school personnel requesting copies of any materials they
might haye Collected or produced that documented
Schools program.

he School Without

This data collection activity proved to be'profl

ductive and enlightening.' The data provided by scpool staff greatly )
enriched those Collected by personnel on this project.

The-second

weekof the project was primarily one of data collection.
ti

file

third week of the project Was 'one of retre chment for

project staff.

This was Sring Break forthe Columb s Public,

Schools and hence, no site activities were planned. \Revisions

in the research-:Oen were made based on information already 616

lected and 'arrangemdas were made fo'i- upcoming data ccllection.
.-

Observation` team revisits for the week of March 14 were planned

and arranged and telephone interviews of surrounding school districts were 'begun.:
.

.

During the following week, the Columbus Public Schools reopened on a normal schedule and the co-direc
experience it.

rs were on hand to

Interviews were also conducted during this period
Cl

t.
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t`,

with commercial television station staff, a legislator, curricular
specialists in'the Columbus Public SchoOls involved with the School
Without Schools program, personnel of the Columbus Dioceses, and
4
more central office adMinistrative staff.
1

OOP

The fifth week of the project, the second week of normal
classes, found the observation team revisiting,the same class.

rooms they saw under School Without Schools conditions.

A second

report was* written by each team member: and submitted shortly there'after.

Each team member spent-2-3 days using the itinerary found

in Appendix D.

The coordinators obtained a videotapedocumentary,1

from a teacher;s perspective of the School Without Schools program
at this time also.

The videotape was produced by WOSU-TV, the

local public broadcasting station.
The remainder of the data. collection efforts of the project
consisted, of-a mail 'Lir'vey,. a meeting with Ohio State Department

of Education personnel-to.gain permission for the survey, a site
visit by NSF, a hearing with the Columbus PTA Council, and receipt

of data from an Ohio State University survey study of the School
Without Schools program.

Reports from each site visitation -team

member were also received and are included in Chapteraof this
document.

Two.reports were recieVed from each obser4tidn team

member (one for observations made'during the program and one for
observations made two weeks after regular programs resumed). *hese
reports are also provided in Chapter III.

The mail survey was.condwted to provide-a representative
sample of students, parents, and teachers an opportunity to report
their experience in the School Without Schools program.

27
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'
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collection had been focused on selected observations, interviews,
- document analyses, review of solicited materials, and solicited
reactions to the program frcim various audiences, hearfngs, and

analysis of existing data (e.g.,.ARBITRON and Nielson television
ratings,.Ohio State University survey data).

The mail survey.

served to confirm, or disconfirm, Many hypothese that were Tormed.
earlier.

Results of the mail survey are provided'in Chapter IiI

of this report.

Copies of the survey instruments, cover letters,

and follow-up 'letters may be found in Appendix F.

The survey form

was sent during the'first week in April 1977 to independent random
samples of 200 students (grades 7=12), 200 parents, and 200 teachers

,selected from computer files keptby the Columbus Public Schools.
The response rate for each group, following one follow-up letter
sent the first week in May, 1977, was as follows:
---,.

-

116 students (58%)
79.parents

(39.5%)

146 teactiers'(73q)

Using the responses from each group reported in Chapter III, the
distributions of respondents on such variables as age, grade level,
and number of children caused no alarm over response bias in these
data.

However, the survey results were used only to supplement

other'sources of data in arriving at conclusions and not as a
.

.

primary source of information for this report.
The final stage. of the study involved the careful review and

consideration of all sources of information by the co-authors of
this report in order to arrive at a defensible set of conclusions
and recommendations.

(//

The analysis method involved personal theory

28

,-

generation and hypothesis testing where impressionistic;-te tative
conclusions were put forth and then confirmed or disconfirmed by
available evidence and the experience of the co-investigators.
P

Only those conclusions that could Withstand rigorous debate and
confirmation were alTowed to remain.

Conclusions resulting fimm

this. analysis are discussed in Chapter IV of'"this report.

fmpli-

cations of the findings from this study are discussed in Chapter V.
In summary, the methods used in the study may be outlined
'I'
as follows:
1.

Preliminary planning and project organization.

2.

Initial interviewing and document collection

3.

Classroom observation(teams used)

4.

Site obse'rvation and data gathering (teams used)

5.

Solicitation of voluntary information and relevant materials

6.

Snowballrsampling for further interviewing and information
gathering

7.

Hearings

8.

Collection of existing information

9.

Mail survey to collect retrospectiVe information

10.

Development of conclusions and discussion of implications

23
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CHAPTER III
FINDINGS
REPORTED BY INVESTIGATORY METHODS

A.

Classroom and School Building Observation
A team of professionals in elementSry and secondary science
--education was formed during the first week of the study.

They, were

scheduled to observe classes and school building operations. during
-

the School Without Schools-Program and again after the regular
program was reinstated.

Their role in the

was to serve as

the eyes and ears of the principal investigators in the public
schools. of Columbus.

Preliminary instructions given to the team

and their itineraries are provided in Appendix D, but'all were
encouraged to use whatever observation methods_ they had \found to

be successful in the past in recording events of interest.'',The.
assignments of the observation, team were as follows:

Terry Denny (elementary education professor, University ofIllinois)--elementary and secondary classrooms, social
studies
Barbara GrandPn_ (elementary teacher, Scioto Downs, Ohio School
District)--elementary classrooms, elementary science

Marilyn Suyda (mathematics education, Ohio State University)-secondar classrooms, mathematics. Dr. Suydam's report
was supplemented by reports from Dr. Joe Crosswhite
(mathematics and science education, Ohio State University) and several graduate students

Arthur White (science education, Ohio StateUniversity)-secondary classrooms, science
Miriam Brierly and Margaret Wehner (evaluation specialists,
Columbus, Ohio Public Schools)--elementary and secondary
classroom,
Dr. Denny reported i forinally to the co-directors and his findings
,

were used by the co-directOrs in deVeloping this report.

The other

tea m members submitted formal reports and these are presented in

complete form in the following pages.
\

\
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FIRST OBSERVATIONS

School Without SchoolsTrogram
Elementary- Science Education

by

Barbara Grandon

-During this energy crisis period, three of tbe four schools I visi.

'

tedl were meeting in traditional school buildings while one school on its

One'day in school sessiorrwas meeting in a site very different from its
home building.

ticGuffey Elementary School, a traditional school with self -

contained classrooms,'had as its School Without Schools site, an open
rr

space school.

A teacher at the first,sctiool visited told-me:that each school in the

Columbus School System could design their own program for meeting with
children on the'days their school was not in session.

I found some teachers

were meeting
with their students only one day a week and others were meet_
ing with their entire class-or small group in homes, churches, or libraries.

In one school, the principal stated that her teachers worked as a team

taling-and.making arrangements for teaching sites outside the school.

Most

of the children in this school met for half a day two to four times a week
in addition to their day in school.
-

These teachers seemed to have more con-

tarts with their students than did the teachers interviewed at, the other
schools who had had to make their individual arrangements for teaching chil-

*

dren in other places.

The -umber, of times'a teacher met with her students

or the size of the group she taught varied from teacher to teacher.
Only one teacher gave a reason for not meeting outside school with her
students,

She said they were not motivated to learn and would'not attend:

The chart below shows how those teachers observed or interviewed
scheduled their meetings with students.
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1.

TEACHERS INTERVIEWED

1

2

3.

Monday

Tuesday

6

5

4

8

7

9

small

small

small

group

group

group

10.

11,

12

13

half
day

half
day

half
day

half
day

half
day

half
day

half
day

half
day

half
day

14,

all

all

all

all

all

all

all

small

day

day

day

day

day

day

group

small

small

small

small

group

group

group

group

small

small,

all

all

all

all

all

all

all

all

group

group

day

day

day

day

day

day

day

day

half
day

half
day

,

Wednesda

15

day

..

ThuAday
..7,

Friday

small

group

.,

.

-

In addition to.meeting with the children one or more times each
A,

week, teachers gave children assignments to complete at home.__Accor.

ding to one teacher, the first week assignments were optional but as
the program went into,its second week the teachers were told tolcollect assignments and grade,them.

A first grade teacher reported that

she gave assignments only to those children who could read.

Two other

teachers-said they gave fewer assignments the second week than the

.

first as their children complained about the amount of work they had.
to db.

Many of the assignments given children were to review subject
material in the classroom.

About ten teachers stkted that their .1

assignments were to review lessons.

Some teachers assignmed new mat

erial in history, science or social studies.

The assignments'in theie

subjects werAto read a chapter and answer the questions at the end
of the chapter.

Some enrichment assignments were given to children

but I did not find out what these were.

There was as much variation in the scheduling of field trips as
there was.in the setting of classes out of school.
scheduled field trips and other's did not.

Some teachers

Trips were taken for a

variety of reasons - -to supplement a social studies or science lesson
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taught before school closed, to extend science_ concepts, to enrich

children's experiences, and to serve as motivation for discussion
when school resumes.

Ohe sixth grade teacher with a predominately black class did

not meet with her children for instruction outside school but she
did take small groups of students to, the Cehter of Science and

Industry, the Ohio State School for the Blind, the Black Cultural
Center, the Lincoln LeVeque Tower, and T.G.I. Fridays, a very mod
restaurant

in Columbus, for enrichment experiences.
/

.

The staff at one:school planned an all day,trip for all the
students to the Columbus Zoo on the last day of the "School Without Schools," and two other teachers planned bowling and gymnastic trips for enrichment, also.

Teachers at the traditional school sites commented that the
childrsen had seemed to adapt quickly to the new school and that

attendance had been good.

Several teachers said attendance was

better on the one day in session thin on regular school days.
One teacher felt this was due to children's curiosity and the.

parent's desire to have the children take advantage of their only
day,in school each week.

Some children were_reported to have not -attenda_at all,
even when pArentt were contacted and drged to send them to schoo.,
Teachers also said attendance dropped at out of.school sessions
and/on field trips.

Subject areas being emphasized were reading, spelling, and
math.

Teachers said they had been requetted to concentrate on

these basic skill areas.

One principal was quite emphatic in

telling me that I would not see science or social studies being

00
Vt)
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taught in his school.
ISome.histbry and social studies were being taught but, little
science.

Other than science related field trips, only two teachers

plannec' science lessons for their classes.

One teacher took her

- class to her home to learn how to care for and feed horses.

The

other teacher related that she had shad the childremplay.a science
-game patterned after'a Columbus television program called "In the

know" in which students from two schools compete by demonstrating
.

their knowledge of various topics.

This teacher's questions for

her "In 'the Know" game were based on her "out of school" science,
assignments.;
..

Only one teacher that I talked to tried to correlate the
,television programs-with her classroom teaching.

Others suggested

programs that the Children might watch for enrichment.

Several

teachers said they felt the programs on radio were better tha
those prepared by teachers for television and had asked students
to listen to these.

In the different classrooms children were involved in the

following activities; solving math problems independently, check-

ing math problems or assignments withteacher, listening to a math
demonstration, writing numbers in sequence .on the chalkboard,

working on spelling payers, writing answers to questions related
to reading or social studies and playing math games.

Children's interest was high only in the classrooms where
games were played.

In classrooms where students were meeting

with their teacher more than once a week, children worked quietly
and were attentive when the teacher spoke.

In those classrooms

where children had Contact with their teacher once. a,week, interest

3 4..

as-low and the children were restless,

Ole

The teacher's role in the classroom as I perceived it was
more that of a facilitator than teacher as he or she had children

complete-assignmEhts or gave faividual hilTalneedeth---Teachers
stated that they were giving much more individual help now.

The teaching'techniques I observed being used were discussion,
demonstration, and reading.

When asked if they had tried any
4
different teaching methods, one teacher replied that she had
not tried any different methods as this would tend to confuse
.-.:,....

..
.

the children.

t-

Another teacher said she didn't change her methods ,.

,)

,i

.

but she brought new material to the new school to stimulate chil:

drents interest.
/

1
1

There was a little concern about my presence in two of:the
schools.

v

One teacher in the open space schoof came over to me

and asked why I was there.

He said the teachers in his building

wanted observer ,screened.

After I informed hi

about the purpose
.

of my.visit, he invited me to, visit his class al he was having a
science lesson.

After observing this lesson, If,.felt the lesson

.had been contrived just for me. .Children were bored and very

4'

fidgety. The teacher had difficulty getting-children to answer
questions about a chapter in a science book.
this was the Only science lesson

I must add that

saw,-

In another building the princiPal conducted me to tt4 two'.

.

classrooms he selected for me to visit.

was teaching reading and I

dicj

In one room the teacher

not get to talk to her at all un-

ChilOren had been dis issed from schoOl.

classroom, the teacher-stoppe

In the other

whatever activity she was having

0

and asked if I wanted the chi dren to show me some math games

0 t:
0'0
/
1

1

they had played.

The pysfncipal preceded me into both classroonis ansd
,

i

invitedlne in after he hed talked to the teachers.

.....

1

When the "School Without Schools" program was initiaced, several
teachers were dubious about the effectiveness of, such a program.

:

Now

they feel the program has been successful and some positive benefits
derived from it.

Teachers working with small groups of children in

places outside the school discovered they were becoming better ac.

quainted with their children and were teaching more material than would..
have been possible in the regular ClassrOom.

Some said their small

group contacts were more successful than their one day in school contact.
A first grade teacher found that two children who she thought were;
possible retentions had made so much progress, as a result of\small
group work and parental help,.would probably not be retained'this year.

Another teacher thinks.parents have discovered that they can help their
child make better progress in school` and these parents will continue

to help their children.'
A teacher in the open space school said be\thinks his students-will

have a greater appreciation of the quietness of their self-contained
classroom.. He also said he had picked up ideas for small group activi4

ties while in this building that he' might try when he returned to his
home school.

!

Teachers were not without problems
gram.

concerns in. this crisis pro-

Some problems they shared, such as begging teaching materials
I

each time at a new school site.

One
teacher said
she.-hdto.haul
three
"
.
.
A

,/,-

boxes of materials into the school just to teach readiA, spelling, and
I

math.

SheIfelt this moving oftmaterials'was burdensome.

Others did, too.

1

Gettigallthe.children to turn in their assignments was another
shared pro lem.

Teachgrt in the open space'school found the noise.
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level distracting, making teaching difficult.

One teacher in this

setting said her children'from the traditional building viewed school
in-this new building as one big playday.

Several teachers commented

that all the children did here was Watch what everyone else was doing.
They did think the children would adjust to this learning environment if there long enough.
.

ty

Not knowing the =tent of the television programs, until the

.

'third week of the crisis program made'correlating.classroom activities
with television programs impossible.

Arranging,and.scheduling of field

trfgs was difficult fOr some because of the great demand .for trips`.

Organizing for the one day'in school and organizing all the material
for the out of school assignments was found to be a formidable task.
Teachers were also concerned about how much time and effort would
be necessary to help those 'students who .had not attended any of the

school sessions and/or had not turned in assignments.. They felt the
gap-in the achievement level would be even greater.

Comments 'about

r

'ithe amount of time necessary for helping the children catch up 'range
from "little time will be needed for catching up work" to "the
dreh will never be able to make up the missed instruction."
,Some. teachers whoLhad made' arrangements to meet°With small groups

of children several times a week did not think much instruction had
been missed.

Yet, other teachers floing the same thing,said they had

only maintained skills and would need Io concenthte their efforts
on catching up on material that would have been Covered during this
time.

One teacher thinks the results of the city wide tests will

show how effective instruction has been
It was not pdssible to interview many childreh but most of those
to' whom I spoke to wanted, to go back to school for a variety., of reasons.

*

They wanted to see their friendsl.
Homework was getting. harder.

They wouldn't have so much homework.

They wanted to learn.

Then, there were

/those who said they liked stayin'q home because they liked watching
t

television or didn't like schooil

a
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SEeOND OBSERVATIONS
S6lool Without Schools Program
Elementary Science Education

\

by

Barbara GrandOn

On March 15th and 16th I visited the four schools that I had ob\

served duiing the School Without Schools programs.

Eactischool--McGuffey

School, Huy Road School, Kent School, and Fairmoor School--were back in
session full'time in Lheir own school buildings.
'I spent one half Clay

n each schOol, observed a total of eighteen

classrooms, first grade\through sixth grade, and interviewed eight teachersc

In these eighteen classrooms, seven were involved in reading.activi-

ti s, five in math, two in spelling,*, and one each in art, writirg, 'Ian-

% g age, health, and social studies.

The methods of instruction in these

c assrooms were question-answer discussions and teacher demonstrations.
Ib several classrooms children were engaged in workbook
assignments and

he teacher helped individual children as help was requested.

as possible, I intervi6edthe teacher in the classroom.
eachers observed were interviewed.
ot visited were also interviewed.

Nbt all the

Six teachers whose classes were
I have included the list of qUes=

tions used with my observation sheets.

my questions in each interview.

When it

It was not feasible to cover all

On two Occasions in teachers' lounges,

teachers in discussions about the School

Without Schools proghm told me

more about how they felt about this program than I had asked.
In on.e.school wherethe 'principal limited the number of clasgrooms I
`could visit during School Without .Schools, the same problem occurred again..

The principal seemdd"somewhat more receptive to my visit this time and
stet.
,
.

.

, <

.ed that he hact4adi:arFangeme$s for me to visit the same two
.

/)

I,

"

visited bef9re.
4.

5

*

,

,

teachers

However; when I expressed a desire to observe more

I had
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classrooms, Ahis principal did not welcome thy' suggestion.

I was

able to observe only the two teachers.

All of the teachers interviewed in the four schools stated that
they had resumed their normal teaching schedules.

Some are not

emphasizing any .one area of the curriculum while others are.

One

second grade teacher said she always emphasizes reading and math with
her children as they are culturally deprived and most of their first
grade instruction focused on readiness activities.
to make up work even in a normal school year.

She felt she had

A fifth grade teacher

and a fnurth grade teacher are concentrating on math.but said they
usually did this.

Another primary teacher is spending most of the

school day in reading and math instruction'as her students are slow
learners.

Two teachers related they are emphasizing language instruc-

One teacher said she always teaches only the basici.

tion.

Since I did not observe any science lessons or see much evidence.

of science being taught in any classroom during the crisis period or
wben'schools were back in session, I made it a point to ask each
teacher if she taught science.
lessons so far this year.

Nine teachers had not-had any science

Of these nine, two said they taught science

incidentally -* if children brought something to school of a science

Several of the nine teachers said they would start science

nature.
soon.

Some of the reasons given for not including science in the

curriculum were, disc l ke of?the textbook, dislike of a textbook approach,

lack of equipment, lack of knowledge to teach science, lack of time,
the having to share science textbooks, and the giving of grades in._

science every other six weeks compared to every six weeks for social
studies.
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Eight of the teachers interviewed indicated they were teaching
science regularly:

orthese were using a textbook to teach

science and the eighth-teacher used children's interests for her
science lessons.

A second grade teacher said she had attended grade

level science workshops for Columbus teachers and had been liyen all
the science supplies she needed.

She said all Columbus teachers hia

the opportunity to attend these workshops.

One teacher taught science

instead of history in her class as she didn't have time to teach
both and felt students found science more interesting.

Teachers' comments about being able to make of the instruction
missed was divided.

Six stated that they wouldn't be able- to cover

the same amount of material as in a normal year.

One teacher felt

she was five weeks behind and another said she was a whole unit
behind in every-Subject area.

Two teachers who had met every day

with their children.said that-thechildren could not possibly
0

accomplish what they would have if school had been in session and
that the crisis program was a stopgap solution.

Another teacher

thought it was too early to tell if children would catch up.
Seveh teachers -thought the School Without Schools was a success.

Three said that catching up wasn't necessary because of small groUp
instruction in out of school sites.

In some instances children Made

more-progress in these small group sessions than they have in school
full Time.

Ih one school where students were in school one day a week and
given out of school assignments, four teachers said the students
weren't behind if they had completed their assignments and come to
school one day a week.
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When I questioned teachers about the benefits of the School

Without Schools program, I found most teachrs thought the parental
help and cooperation were the greatest they had ever been.

One

teacher thought the donation of time by a TV station exceptional and
the community support tremendous.

Others cited small.group instruc-

tionas advantageous to students.as instruction was more effective
and more individualization was made possible.

They, also, commented

that they were able to become better acquainted with their students
in these small groups.

Other statements were that parents had found

out they could help their children-learn and that learning could
go on out of school.

One said children discovered they could learn

on their own.

While teachers felt there were positive effects from the School
Without Schools program, some had concerns about its effectiveness.
Some of the remarks were:,

"the program was not worthwhile but only

a stopgap measure," "this year was a wipe-out because of weather
and the energy crisis program," "the program was inconsistent - if
children had to go to school every day in one building, then, children

in all schools shouldgo,every day," "the best learning time was cut
out of the school year as the weather would be getting warmer and
children would not Work as hard," "the program was overemphasized
because of the need to pass

levy," and "the program was politically

oriented."

After observing the school Without Schools program, interviewing
teachers and later revisiting the schools, I did not find teachers
trying new and innovative teaching methods or expanding any horizons
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of knowledge, other than one teacher expanding her students' horizons
by taking them on a wide variety of field trips.

I did find teachers

using conventional methods of teaching, stressing-the basics both
times, and trying to meet childrens' needs under difficult conditions
during the crisis period.

t

4
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FIRST OBSERVATIONS
School Without Schools Program:
Secondary Science Education
by

Arthur L. White

Abstract

The School Without Schools program was received with different
judgments concerning quality by different people.
were glad to be returning to normal.

Most all teachers

Theupper-level students

generally liked the freedom, flexibility and responsibility for pursuingetheir education on their own time.

The younger and/or lower

ability and lesser motivated students felt a need for more teacher
contact.

This contact served as assistance and clarification as well

as motivation for them.

The teachers tended to follow a-feaching pattern including reading

assignment*worksheets, discussion and lecture concerning worksheets followed by quizzes and testing.

Very little usecwas made of

laboratOry or other investigative activities in,or out of\clais.

The type of resources which the teachers felt a need fv were
instructional units or packages which are'self-contained.

They

should include objectives, references, materials, worksheets
evaluation materials or activities.
Most teachers ..'nd students felt the School Without Schools was

better than no school but that it could and should be improved.
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Source of Data
The data for this report were collected over a three day period
from February 22, 1977 through February 24, 1977.

This'was the third

and final week of the School Without Schools program in the Columbus
Public Schools.

The weeks preceeding this three week time were plagued

with days of school missed due to snow and cold.
t'

rata collection was the spring break.

The week following

The break was moved to

early March to help alleviate the need for gas in the school buildings.
The classroom observations were obtained from high school and

/junior high science classes.

The schools, courses, levels and topics

are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1

Classroom Observations
School

Location

Course *

Topics

1

North High
School

North High
School

Biology

Genetics

2

North High
School

North High
School

Physical
Science

Chemistry
Temperature
Conversion

3

North High
School

North High
School

Earth
Science

Weather &
Glaciation

4

North High
School

North High
School

Chemistry

Solution
Concentration

11 - 12

5 &

Brookhaven
High
School

Linden McKinley High
School

Chemistry

Molarity

11 - 12

6

(Mole
Problems)
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Grade Level
10

.

Modified
10 - 12

10 - 12

'42
School

Location

C ur e

Topics

rade Level

.

7

Medina Junior
High School

North High
School

General
Science

Structure of
Matter

9

8

Medina Junior
High School

North High
School

General
Science

Metric
System

9

9

9

10

Dominion Jun-1,

Crestview
Junior High
School

General
Science

Weather

ior High
School

Dominion Junior High
School

Crestview
Junior High
School

General
Science

Simple
Machines

.

9

.

-

11

McGuffy Junior High
School

Linden McKinley High
School

General
Science

Metric
System

9

12

MCGuffy Junior High
School

Linden McKinley High
School

General
Science

Chemistry
Balancing
Equations

9

.

13

McGuffy Junior High
School

Linden McKinley High
School

..

,

Health
Science

Emotions

8

.
.

14

Hiltonia Junior High
School

Briggs High
School

Science
(Pilot)

Earth's
Atmosphere

7

The interviews were obtained from teachers and students in the
classes, between classes, in the. lunchroom, in study halls and in

local eating places outside the school.
settings are summarized in Table

2.
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The schools, individuals and
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Table 2
Interviews
School

Individual

orth High
School

BiOlogy Teacher

North High.
School

Student teacher
(Ohio State Univ.)

orth High
School

Physcial Science.teacher

Hall

NorthHigh .!
School-

Chemistry student
Ilth grade girl serious student

Chemistry laboratory

Setting
Classroom (Homeroom)

.

1

r

Classroom

i

.

:

North High
School

Chemistry stlulent

Brookhaven High
School

Boy - not serious
student

MacDonald's at noon

Brookhaven High
School

Three special education
teachers

Free period - empty
classroom

Brookhaven High
School

Science Department
Chairman & Chemistry
Teacher

During and after

Brookhaven High
School

English teacher

Chemistry laboratory

11th grade boy serious student

.

1

7

8&
10

9

4"

chemistry, class

.

Teacher's lounge
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/

.e-

School

Individual

Setting
\

.

1

ledina Junior
ligh School

---7.

Generdl Science
teacher

Planning period.
-..

.

,
.

4

12

ledina Junfor
4igh School

General Science
student

During class

13

gediha Junior'
.igh. School

General Science
student

Study hall

7'

1
,

.

-

.

_

14

Dmainion Junior
igh School

General Science
teacher

Lunch and classrtime

15

Dominion Junior
High School

Three Health Science
students - 8th grade
boys

Lunchroom

-

2

.

Jr-

,..

f

,

--1% .....

16

Dominion Junior
High School

General Science
teacher

Classroom during quiz

17

McGuffy Junior
High School

General Science
teacher

Planning period

18

McGuffy Junior
High School

General Science
students

Class, discusiion

!

following quiz

I

19

McGuffy Junior
High School

General Science
teacher and baseball
coach

During study hall

20

McGuffy Junior

Health Science
teacher

Before & after
class

HighSchool
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.

# --- School

Individual
---

21

Hiltonia.Junior
High School

General Science
teacher

.

Study hall

.

,

22

23

Hiltonia Junior
High School

7th grade Science
_j_ _______.

Lunchroom

Klot_teacher____

Hiltonia Junior
High School

7th grade Science
Pilot students

Classroom

.

t

,

Data Collection Guides

Two instruments were used to guide the observations and interviews.
The information collected was not limited to that included on these two
forms.

The instruments were:

A.

School Without Schools:

Observation Guide

B.

School Without Schools:

Interview Qu'6stions
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SCHOOL WITHOUT .SCHOOLS

Observation Guide
.Date:

Observer:

Time:

Observed Group:
Subject:

Grad

Topic:

Group Size:

Level:

ACTIVITY:

Taking attendance
Returning assignments
Collecting assignments
Clarifying assignments
Making assignments

**.

Lecturing
DiscusSion
Laboratory
DemonSrtrating

Using AV materials
Asking questions
Answering questions
Testing
Disciplining
CLASS:

,.
'T

tea:her centered

student centered

111.MM.MMINIP

important

trivial

order

chaos

exciting

blah

excited

blah

TEACHER:

orginized

confused

pleasant

irritated

STUDENTS:

blah

excited

active
cooperative

passive

50

resistant
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SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS
Interview Questions

1.

What do your think of the School Without Schools program?

2.

How has attendance been during this program?

What resources should be made available to make your job easier:PI

4.

Did you try anything new or different that you are going to continue
to
do .when you get back on the regular schedule?
!

sit

5.

Did you attempt to expose the students to new material and concepts or',
was the tiMa spent on review?
CA

6.

If you had it all'
the situation?

do over again, would you change the way you handled

-

\

\

\

7.. How did you provide for laboratory activity?

'48

Distribution of Classroom Activities
.

The classroom ktivity can be organized into seven categories

4,

,

which account for the major portion of classroom use of time.
categories include activities related to:

These

.
;.

\A.
'8.

\,

.

Attendance'
Assignment management

C.

Instruction

D.

Laboratory

E.

Testing -

F.

Diciplining

G.

Other

,

The distribution of time spent in these categories as derived

from these observations is summarizedln Table 3:.
The major portion of the time was spent in instructional activities.

The ovrall percent of time in instructional activity was about 55%.
This ranged from a high of 82% for the advanced level science (chemistry)
.e-

o 42% for the 9th grade science classes.

Laboratory activity was also

.lassified as an iastructional activity:

More time was spent in the lower grades than in high school on
Classroom management such as taking attendance, dealing with assignments and,other procedural matters.

The 9th grade science teachers

used more time for testing than did the others.

The standard curriculum

fdr 9th grade general science is a laboratory approach.

The teachers

either, deviated from it or selected special units from it due to the
laboratory constraints.

Since they were teaching special units during

the School Without Schools program many of them had made their plans

52

so the unit would terminate on the last meeting before the spring
break.

This was partially related to the high percentage of testing
4

observed. NStudenti were generally not prepared and did not.take tests
and quizzes at Seriously a5 the instructors thought they would.

\
N,*'*
-

A'

Table 3

Distribution by Percentage of Time
,

Spent on Activity, Categories

Activity
Ca
ory

High School
Advanced
nx2

Attendamm

'1:5%

AssignMent
Management

.

\

Higll School

Juiior High

General
nx3

(9th)

Junior High
(7th & 8th)

(n =6)

(nx2)

.

6.0'76\

-0

\

.

Over41

1.

.

1.. 7%

6.0 %

18.7%
-

.14.3 %

,

Average

-

10.5%

5.0%

.-'
-

12.0 %

13.7%

-

),,

\

:

.

Instruction

34.5 'if,

60.0%

41:5 %

59.5%

47..5%

.0.0%.

.4.8 %

0.0%

7.7%

15.5%

20.6%

.0.0%

0.2%

4

Laboratory
...o

Testing
4

47.5%.

i

'

Disciplining

0.0%

..

,32.8 %

13.3%.
.

1.4

0".0%

A
.

0.0 %

.

.

.

A

Other .,'

11.5%

a
..

5.3%.

"' 4.5

%-

.

2.5%

-

5.3%
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,.Pattern of

,6

InstructiaActivi=ies

The science ihstruction in the secondary schools can generally be
characterized as follows:'
A.

Worksheets:

The students were given handouts either prepared

by or selected by the teacher.

These handouts included

The

questions and problems related to the topic-under study.

students were to complete these worksheets and-problems
from week to week.
B.

Lecture and discussions:

The time in class (about 48% of the

period - 20 minutes) was spent in discussing questions and
difficulties encountered by the student.

These difficulties

were identified by the students in some cases and bysthe
teacher in other cases.

The response to student questions or

teacher identified needs was mostly in'a lecture modeonce
the difficulty was clarified.
C.

r Extra sessions:

The teachers generaly-had some additional,

contacts arranged with the steents.
'three types:

These..were basically of

fieldtrips, help sessions, or''ielephone contact.

The attendance at these additional meetings was from 10 to 50%.

Most teachers did nit require or reward students speCifically
for attendance.

Often a vague consideration at grading times

was the only external incentive for students to participate.
For the most part the teacher felt that those students who
took part in the extra sessions benefited

from them.

They

also felt that the students who were mosin need did not
attend.
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D., Laboratory:

There was little laboratory activity.

Of

fourteen
classes observed, 9rtly two made any\attempt to

makPrise of the laboratory during the once a
session.

required

Major use was by a chemistry class which met in

its home school.

The class consisted of juniors and seniors

who were college preparatory students.

The comparable course

for the school using faci'li'ties other than their own did not

make use ,f the laboratory.

The scheduling and the arrange-

ments for use were deterrents.

Two of the 9th grade science teachers selected a unit on light from
the science curriculum (IME) because the equipment for the laboratory
consisted of simple items which would commonly be found at.home.

In

these cases home laboratory experiments were assigned.

Classtime Atmosphere
Each of the class sessions, the teachers and the students were
rated by the observer using the three different semantic differential
item: included on the Observation Guide.

These ratings reflect the

observer's perception of the teaching style, importance of the content,
the organization and motivational quality of the session, the interest,

participation and\cooperation of the students, and the motivational
ability, organization and good nature of the teachers.
summary of these perceptions.

5r

Table 4 is a
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Table 4

Summary of Observer's Perceptions of the Nature
of the Class, Teacher and Students

.CLASS:

Frequency

Mean

-

SD

a)

teacher centered

4

3

2

2

2

student centered

3.38

A.51

important

2

6

5

0

0

trivial

3.77

0.72

order

7

1

5

0

0

chaos

4.15

0.99

exciting

0

2

6

5

0

blah

2.17

0.72

Mean

SD

TEACHER:

Frequency

excited

1

3

6

3

0

blah

3.15

0.91

organized

4

3

5

1

0

confused

3.77

1.01

pleasant

6

5

1

0

1

irritated

4.15

1.16

Mean

SD

a

STUDENTS:

Frequency

excited

0

active

1

- cooperative

5

1

6

4

6

2

blah

2.31

0.85

3

4

3

passive

2.54

1.26

1

1

0

resistant

4.15

0.90

a)Each of the pairs of terms were 'coded from 5 to 1 from left to right
i.e.,

space #'

term 1

1

2

3

1

5

value = 5

4

3

2

1

56

term 2
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There wasa great deal of Variation in the focus of the activity
in the class session.

In some classes it was extremely teacher cen-

tered and in others it was equ011y student centered.

The content of

the session was considered important and an atmosphere of order preThe sessions; were not particularly motivating.

vailed.

The teachers were neither inspiring nor totally bored with their
task.

They tended to be organized and quite pleasant with the students:
The students were not at all excited about what was happening

during the class sessions.

The degree of student activity varied from

sleeping to complete involvement as in the laboratory.

/

In almost all

classes, the students did not resist the teacher and submitted to the
instruction.

Reactions To School Without Schools
Teachers

Question 1:

What do you think of the School Without Schools program?

The teachers reactions varied-fro:: "I like it" to "there has got

to be a better way."

The major concern of teachers was for the lack

of motivation for the kids. ,Some blamed it on the parehts, some on
-the vagueness of requirements by administration and some orb the

inappropriateness of the curriculum materials, activities an

teaching

methods.

It appeared that a large segment of the student population considered the whole episode to be an adventure and a vacation.

The

students did not expect to be held accountable for learning.

The

extensive use of ditto worksheets did not serve to motivate the students.

5"

N

N
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Most teachers did not develop creative uses of the situation.

Few

of the teacher identified activities.and units were specifically suited
to the School Without Schools schedule.

Consequently the teachers

spent their time running dittoed worksheets which the students spent
their time filling out.

After which the teacher spent their time

grading.

One student teacher asked the students in his Biology class to
keep records of food intake, energy output and weight change for part
of a unit on nutrition.

More activities of this nature would have

been useful.

Two teachers remarked about the phenomenal amount of material which
the students were able to cover.

They are apt to let this new perception

carry over and prevail in their teachings during the "normal" schedule.

The level of understanding may be sacrificedJor quantity.

Question 2:

Now has attendance been during this program?

The attendance at the one day a week sessions has been good.
has been as good or better than regular attendance (75% to 95%).

It

The

attendance on the day of the observations' seemed to be below what it

had been the two previous weeks.
meetings and field trips was poor.

The attendance at the extra events,
It ranged from 0% in several in-

stances to 50% for a trip to COSI or the Zoo.

The teachers were

very discouraged about the extra scheduled activities.

Several thought

that the extra sessions should have been required.

Question 3:

What resources should be made available to make your job

easier?

Teachers felt that the arrangement for buses to transport students
on field trips was teo much trouble and complicated.
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Some felt that
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the buses should have been made available for extended trips.

The

attendance, or lack of, suggests that students have already been to
the places selected.

The apparent enthusiasm for field trips during

the normal school schedule may be due to the desire to get out of
school rather than to learn.

The teachers who met.their classes in a classroom at some other
school did not feel comfortable with using someone else's equipment.
The communication and cooperation on equipment use needed to be
encouraged and facilitated.

One teacher felt that the administration

should have mandated that each teacher mount a complete educational
program.

This might include instruction, laboratory,,help-sessions,

and evaluation plans.

If this kind of effort is to be repeated it would be appreciated
by teachers if some instructional packages, for home use, were
available.

These should'contain home laboratory activities, refer-

ences, worksheets, quizzes, and equipment improving suggestions.

Question 4:

Did you try something new or different that you are going

to continue to do when you get back on the regular schedule?
Iwo points seem to reoccur here.

Some teachers put worksheets

(20-30 pages) together which they planned to use again.

Some teachers

disco. ::red that they could cover a lot of material faster than they

thought they could.
lated by the student.

No consideration was made for how much was assimuSome teachers indicated that they 'were going to

demand more,of their students in the future.

Question 5:

Did you attempt to expose the students to new material

and concepts or was the time spent on review?

5)
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Most teachers went ahead with something new.

Very few went on

with'the unit which would have been covered if no schedule modification
had been made. -Two or three teachers out of fourteen made use of the
radio and TV broadcasting.

Teachers tended to fall back on something

in worksheet and handout form which they already had available.

Question 6:

If you had it all to do over again, would you change the

way you handled the situation?
The major reaction was to require activities.
the students' option.

Do not leave to

.Hold the students and the staff accountable,

for learning activities.
There were some suggestions concerning scheduling.

It would be

better to meet for at least an hour once a week and then set up a
half-day schedule on another day.

The students need teacher contact

on a scheduled, required basis more than once a week.

Some teachers felt they needed to be much more precise in their
instructions and assignments to the students.

Question 7:

How did you provide for laboratory activity?

The majority of teachers did not provide any laboratory activity
for the.students.

Some identified take home laboratory activities

from the existing curriculum.

One chemistry course was run entirely

as a laboratory course with students spending ninety minutes a week
in the laboratory.

Students

The chemistry students involved in the laboratory activity seemed
to get along fairly well under the system.

00

Some said it gave them an
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opportunity to spend more time on chemistry.
needed the day to day contact to keep moving.

Some felt that they
Without it, they felt

lost.

Generally, the more motivated by grades, parents, and future
plans the students were, the more apt they were to like the program.
The lower level ability, younger and lower socio-economic level students
were of two opinions.
1.

It is ridiculous and we should change back.

2.

It's fine as long as we don't have to make it up.

One student liked the schettale.

He had already made $200 working

with a building contractor to remodel a house.

Another student voiced

a favorable opinion because he could learn a lot more.

He also

cautioned that you had to learn not to put your work off until the last
night.

He had learned the hard way.

He also commented that some

courses require more frequent teacher contact than just once a week.

The lower ability students complained about School Without
Schools being barder than regular school.
some to be boring.
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It was also reported by
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SECOND OBSERVATIONS

School Without Schools Program
Secondary Science Education
by

Arthur L. White

Source of Data
The data from this report were collected over a three-day period
from March 15,.1977 through March 17, 1977.

This was the second week

of school following the spring break and the last week of the- grading
period.

The grading period was extended one week.

The classroom observations were obtained from high school and
junior high science classes.

The schools,.courses, levels, and topics

are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1

Classroom Observations
0

School

Location

Course

To ic(s)

Grade Level

.

.

1

North HighSchool

North High
School

Biology

Normal
Distribution

2

North High
School

North High
School

Physical
Science

Water Purification and
Household
Chemistry

Modified

North High
School

North High
School

Earth

Exam
Weather

10 - 12

4

North High
School

North High
School

Chemistry

Reaction
Rates

11 - 12

5

Brookhaven
High School

Brookhaven
High School

Chemistry

Mass-Volume
Relationships

11 - 12

3

,Sci:iii-ce

.

10

10 z..12

\..
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#

School

-Location

Course'

Toric(s)

Grade Leve
.

.

Medina Junior
High School

Medina Junior
High School

General
Science

,Exam
Energy

9

7

Medina Junior
High School

Medina Junior
High School

General
Science

Atomic
Theory

9

8

Dominion Jr.
High School

Dominion Jr.
High School

General
Science

Velocity

9_

9

Dominion Jr.
High School

Dominion Jr.
High School

General
Science

Velocity

9

6

.

10

McGuffey Jr.
High School

McGuffey Jr.
High School

General
Science

Volume
Measurement

9

,

11

McGuffey. Jr.

High School

McGuffey Jr.
High School

General
Science

Atomic
Energy'

9

12

McGuffey Jr.
High School

McGuffey Jr.
High School

Health
Science

Respiration,

8

13

Hiltonia Jr.
High School

Hiltonia Jr.
High School

Science

Observation
and
Interpretation

7

(Pilot)

The interviews were obtained from principals, teachers, and
students in the classes, between clashes, in the lunchroom, and in
study halls.

The schools, individuals and settings are summarized

in Table 2.

(3n
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Table 2
Interviews

School

Individuals)

Setting

North High School

Student

Biology classroom

North High School

Biology, Teacher

3

North High School

General Science
Teacher

General Science
classroom

4

North High School

General Science
Student

General Science
classroom
,

North. High Street

Earth. Science

Teacher

Earth Science
classroom

1

:-

Biology classroom

1

6

North High School

Chemistry Student

Chemistry classroom

7

North High School

Chemistry Student
Teacher

Chemistry classroom

8

North High School

Chemistry Student

Chemistry classroom

9

Brookhaven High
School

Chemistry Teacher

Chemistry classroom

10

Medina Junior
High School

General Science
Teacher

General Science
classroom

11

Medina Junior
High School

General Science
Teacher

General Science
classroom

12

Dominion Junior
High School

Principal

13

'Dominion Junior
High School

Students

,

.

I

Hallway

(3)

School Office

e"
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School

Individual(s)

Settin

e.

-

14

Dominion Junior
High School

General Science
Student

General Science
classroom

15

Dominion Junior
High School
.....

General Science
Teacher

General Science
classroom

16

Dominion Junior
High School

General Science
Students (2)1

General Science
classroom

17

Dominion Junior
High School
-

HealtRS-cienca

18

Dominion Junior
High School

General Science
Teacher

19

Dominion Junior
High School

General Science

General Science

Students (2),

,-

,

.

.

..

Students (4)

.,---, School Lunch Room
1

.

.

..--

School Lunch Room

-

_ . _

i

/

20

/

.

McGuffey Junior
High School

General Science
Students

General Science
classroom

/
1

,

i

21

McGuffey Junior
High School

General Science
Teacher

Study Hall

22

McGuffey Junior
High Schbol

Health Science
Teacher

Health Science
classroom

23

Hiltonia Junior
High School

7th Grade Science
Teacher

Faculty Lunch Room

,

,

24

Hiltonia Junioi,

High School

7th Grade Science
Teacher
,
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7th Grade Scienceclassroom
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Data Collection Guides

Two instruments were used to guide the observations and interviews.

The information collected was not limited to that included

'on these two forms.

The instruments were:

A.

School Without Schools:

Observation Guide

B.

School Without Schools:

Interview Questions

\

The interview questions for the follow ul?schoolyisitations
.

.

were different from those for the initial visits.

/
1

I

a

..

.
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I

SCHOOL WITHOUT'SCVOOLS
Observation Guide
Observer:

Date:'

School Building;

Time:

Observed Group:

'Subject:

..

Group Ldvel:

Topic:.

Group Size:

ACTIVITY:

Taking attendance
Returning assignments
CorBcting assignments
Clarifying assignments
Making assignments
Lecturing
Discussion
Laboratory'
Demonstrating
Using AV materials

I

Asking questions I.

Answering questions
Testing
Disciplining
CLASS:

teacher centered

'student centered

important

trivia?

order

chaos

exciting

blah

excited

blah

'`P

TEACHER:

organized

confused

pleasant

irritated

STUDENTS:

excited

blah

active

passive

cooperative

resistant
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4

School Without Schools
Interview Questions

.1.

Have you noticed any gobd after effects due to School Without
Schools program?

2.,:Have you noticed any bad after effects due to School-Without
Schools program?

3.

Have you done any testing over material covered during School
Without Schoolp program?

4.

How did the students do?

Are you'doillg anything diffewtly due to the School Without'
Schools program?

S.
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Distribution of Classroom Activities
The classroom activities have been organized into ten categories which account for the major portion of classroom use of time.
These, categories include activities related to:
A.

Attendance

B.

Assignment Management

C.

Use of AV Materials

D.

Introduction

'E.

Teacher Demonsti-ation

F.

Laboratory

G.

Working in Class

H.

Testing

I.

Disciplining

J.

Other

The distribution of time spent in these categorfes as derived
from these observations is summarized in Table 3.

/A
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Table 3
Distribution by Percentage of Time.
Spent on Activity Categories
Activity
Category.

Attendance

High School
Advanced

High School
General

(n=2)

(n=3)

3.5

4.0

Junior High
(9th)
(n=6)

Junior High
(7th & 8th)

Over'al'l
(n=13)

(n=2)

3.2

0.0

2.9

12.0

7.2

.47.0

13.8

0.0.

0.0

2.8

0.0

:1.3

78.5

23.7

34.3

Demonstration

0.0

3.3

2.8

Laboratory

0.0

29.3

12.3

13.5

Working in
Class

0.0

0.0

13.5

U.0

6.2

Testing

0.0

27.0

17.5

0.0

14.3

Disciplining

0.0

0.7

112 _ --

0.0

0.7

14.5

0,0

5'..i 2

11.0

6.3

1

Assignment
Management

3.5

of MI
Ursa
atserials

Instruction

:

--

/

28.5

37.8

.

2.1

0.0---:

14.5

..

Other

I-
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The major portion of the time was spent in instructional activities includin

lecture-discussion, demonstration, laboratory, and

use of AV material
activities was 55.7%.

The percentage of time for these combined
This ranged from a high Of\78.5% for the ad.

vanced level science (chemistry) to 42.0%,for the seventh and eighth
grade science classes.

These percentages are nearly identical,to

the values obtained during the School Without-Schools program.
More time was spent at the seventh and eighth grade levels on

classroom and assignment management than at the upper levels.
The class time spent in the various activities was not much
different during the School Without Schools' program and the follow-up
visitations.

Thek.. was sliahtly more time snent taking attendance and in

testing during the School Without Schools program.

There was less

time spent in laboratory activity during the School Without Schools
program.

Pattern of Instructional Activities
Patternt of science instruction were, not readily observable.

NO one sequence of activites was predominant\as it was during the
School Without Schools program.

Most of the activity.during this week had been devoted to review
of work covered during the grading period.

This period Included the

three weeks of School Without Schools program.

In addition to review,

the students were completing assignments, getting notebooks together
to hand in and making up work missed.
or preparing to during this week.

Most classes we're taking tests

The students in the classes were

generally attentive to the task at hand.

Rost of the teachers com-

mented that the students were more appreciative of the schbol and
valued the. teacher more since the normal schedule h

71

resumed.

Most
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of the students made some mention of how it was better, or important, or easier when you could listen to what the teacher said.
For some this was a form'of motivation, for some a chince to get

things clarified, and forothers an easy way out for getting a
"If the teacher tells you what besthinks is important,

grade.

you don't have to worry about all the other things."
The results would suggest that the once-a-week aspect of the
School Without Schools program did reduce the use of labdratory
activities.

From their data it is not clear what the influence

of meeting in.someone else's classroom may have had.

All of the teachers returned to the plans they had made
prior to the energy crisis.

Most reported being behind where

they w uld normally be.

Classtime Atmosphere
4

L'ach o f

the class sessions, the teachers and students were

,;

ratbd by the observer using the three different semantic differ 4

en,:ial items

included on the Observation Guide.

These ratings

reflect the obs erver's perception of the teaching style, importance
of the content,

he organizational and motivational quality of the

session, the inter est, participation, and cooperation of the students.

Table 4 is

summary of these perceptions.
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Table 4

Summary of Observer's Perception ofthe
Nature of the Class, Teachers, and Students

CLASS:

student-centered

Mean
2.92

S.D.
1.12

1

trivial

3..46

0.78

0

1

chaos

4.00

1.15

8

3

0

blah

2.92

0.64

3

7

2

1

blah

2.92

0.86

5

4

3

1

0

confused

4.00

1.00

3

4

4

2

0

irritated

3.62

1.04

excited

0

3

7

3

0

blah-

3.00

0.71

active

1

5

4

1

2

passive

3.15

1.21

cooperative

4

2

4

1

2

resistant

3.38

1.46

a) teacher-centered

1

3

4

4

1

important

0

8

4

0

order'

5

5

2

exciting

0

2

excite,0

0

organized
pleasant

TEACHER:

STUDENTS:

a) Each adjective pair was coded 5-4-3-2-1 from left to right.

The class session ratings indicated a greater tendency for stutl

dent-centered activities during the regular schedule than was the
case for the School Without Schools schedule.

The range of the scale

was from teacher-centered = 5 to sillident-centered = 1.

The mean for

School Without Schools observations was 3.38 and for regular schedule
it was' 2.92.

The other characteristics rated appeared to indicate

no changes.

The ratings related to the teacher indicate the teachers were more
pleasant (Mean = 4.15) during the School Without Schools schedule than
during the regular schedule (Mean = 3.62).
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The students were more interested, more,active, and more unruly
during the regular schedule than during the School Without Schools
schedule.

Reactions to School Without Schools
Teachers
Question 1:

nave you noticed any good after effects due to School
Without Schools program?

The teachers who had extra sessions, field trips, and other per,

sonal contacts with students felt they got to know a few of the kids
they had not gotten to know before.

Some of the quieter students had

an opportunity to make themselves known.

Also, some students who did

,

not do well under the School Without Schools nrogram seemed to be

working harder and applying themselves more now to make up for their
loss.

One of the teachers commented that the School Without Schools

program gave him an opportunity to do some relevant science which
the regular curriculum does not.

Another teachers said it made him

thankful for the facilities, materials, and conveniences he does have.
Question 2:

'

Have you noticed any bad after effects due to School
Without Schools program?

The teachers identified a variety of bad effects due to the

School Without Schools program.

The most common concern was with

the break in the continuity of study habits and discipline for the
students.

The students were not ready to buckle down and work.

They had "gotten by" with less effort and with a flexible, rejiaxed

discipline, and tended to let it carry over when the regular schedule resumed.

After being back,on normal schedule for a week the

students were about back to their patterns of before the energy
crisis (both good and bad).
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Many teachers felt that the kids were not accustomed to reading
to learn.

They seem to have become dependent oil oral and visual

learning.

Most teachers have not required the students'tO read and

understand on their own.
Question 3:

Have you done any testing over material covered during
School Without. Schools program? How did the students do?

Most teachers who had tested the students indicated the results
were not good.

Some felt that the poor performance was due to the

choiCe.of units for 'the .School Without Schools
program,_but_more-gener.

ally, it was-due-to the lack of daily reminders to students to study.
One teacher's records indicated that 10-60% of the homework
assignments were not done at all.

The top 10-20% of the students

did well as usual.
Question 4:

Are you doing anything differently due to the School
Without Schools' program?

The majority of the teachers indicated that they returned to
the same patterns of instruction and classroom organization-immediately upon return to regular schedule.

Two teachers indicated th'

they were skipping some of the things they usually do as science
demonstrations because they take too long.

One teacher is demon-

strating all the laboratory at.Livities instead of having the students do them.

/

Students

The students were generally pleased to be back on regular
schedule.

Students indicated a need to have interaction with their:

teachers.

One student said that he could not get into learning

without the teachers interest and enthusiasm.

Some of the students preferred the regular schedule becau5e it
was easier.

They complained of having to work harder during The__
f
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School Without Schools Program to learn the material.

Many over.

looked the benefits which these added efforts may have.

One of

the students said that he was.much more efficient at home since he
could have a longer period of time in one block to do his school
work.

"I don't waste as much time in between as we do at school."

The students could roughly be classified into one o
gories.

four cate-

First we divide them into serious students and "not so"

_____slous-students-.-- For-the Serious students, there is one group,

probably, the brighter group, which liked the independence of the
School Without Schools program because they could put in as much
or as little time as needed on each subject.

The "not so capable"

serious students did not like the School Without Schools schedule
because they needed the discussion and explanation of the teacher
to learn.

In the "not so" serious category one group liked the

School Without Schools program because they did not have to do anything and they were not constantly being "bugged".

The other group

wanted to pass the, course but did not like the schedule because

there was too much reading and written work.

They felt they could

pass by simply .being in class and listening to the teacher.

That

is a lot easier than doing all the work that was required during
School Without Schools.
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SUMMARY OF
FIRST OBSERVATIONS

School Without Schools Program
Secondary Math Education
by

Peggy Kasten
Dwayne Channel
Marilyn Suydam
F. Joe Crosswhite
Diane Thomas
.

Five evaluators visited the six assigned schools, talking with
thirty to forty teachers and over one hundred students. 'After we
had individually summarized our notes by writing responses to the
set of questions, we compared our reactions.

As a result, it seemed

apparent that individual reports addressed:many idiosyncrasies.

Therefore, we are including one report whichsummarizes key points.
7 With few exceptions, little change in curricular emphasis was noted.
Many teachers were continuing with the content they would have taught
had school been in regular session. Some were reviewing. A few were
using content termed enrichment.
- "Business as usual" and "accept and make the best of the situation"
seemed to he the prevailing reactions.

- Help sessions (in community buildings or by telephone) were proqde8
by most teachers. Attendance at these was considered disapROntin9;,
though the chance to give individual help was judged to be 'Useful.'
- Review of homework, brief explanations, and question-answering were
the typical methods used:
this reflects no change from what can be
viewed in the regular program. Activities and.projects were used
by one teacher, tests by one, learning packages by one: the latter
,
was the most innovative approach seen.
- The textbook, the chalkboard, and worksheets-were the only materials
used by most teachers.
- Only two of the teachers were attempting to use the television lessons.
No use was being made of radio or newspaper lessons. Many cited
sequencing or insufficient information as the reason for non-use.
-,Field trips were conducted by none of the teachers.
1- There appeared to be a minimal degree of uneasiness about the situation.
Teachers seemed more concerned about fulfilling contractual agreements
than about quality of teaching. Students were concerned about the
impact on grades more than;any.o.ther factor (except the social one).
-
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- Students-. felt thit more homework than usual was being assigned.

- Attendance varied by school 'and-to a lesser extent by level of class;
the rLnge was approximately 20% to 95% present. Attendance was declining each week (accentuated by the warm weather on the days we observed).
The novelty effects appeared to be wearing off.

- Expectations of n chers varied.by level of class.
Most felt that
slower students we
being hurt by the program, while the most capable might be gainin in independence.
- Teachers expressed dissatisfaction with the way decisions about SWS
were communicated, with the delay in making the decision, and with
the "switching of signals".
- Many teachers considered,SWS as the "best of the alternatives".

- There appeared to be little cooperative
- Horizons did not appear to have expanded

it
1,-
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nning.
.

.

.
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FIRST OBSERVATIONS

School Without Schools Program
Secondary Math Education

-

by

Observer A

1. What change in emphasis has occurred in the curriculum?
2. What was being taught?
In the first class which'I visited, an applied math class, the
teacher had selected various activities for the students to work on.

These were piper-andlpencil activities, to be sure--but they were not
activities which would have been assigned to the students in the regu\\

lar school program.

The students were interested and involved--to the

point where they were using materials, such as playing cards, to devise
ways of solving the problems in the activities.

The teacher was ex-

cited and involved, too; while she commented on the additional time
it had taken her to find the activities, she felt it was well worth
it, for the students were displaying bt.haviors which they did not ordinarily e:.hibit.

She commented\that her higher-ability classes were

working on projects, also an innovation for her, and all was going well.
I rather wish that had not been the first class I visited, for
it was the high spot of my observations.
\

The next,teacher had spent all \three school days giving.full-period
tests.

(That might be considered innovative for the SWS program

.

.

.)

Teachers 3, 4, 6, and 9 were reviewing gontent covered before the
SWS program.

Teacher

Is a substitute who read the homework assignment to the

students, then baby-sat for the rest of the period.
Teacher 7 had students working on the probability and statistics
chapter from the end of the book, a ,chapter not ordinarily covered
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during the course.

(We have for many years hoped that more teachers

would teach probability and statistics4is-the-SWS program the way to
accomplish this?)

Teacher 8 was working on new content, the number theory chapter,
while Teacher 10 was presenting the three cases of percent in a way
which indicated that it might have been new work.

3. What different_Wching methods have been used during the three weeks?
What material ,was used
4. How have teachers organized for teaching?

Except for the first teacher Iobserlied, there was no evidence
of teachers using teaching methods which differed from those which
they probably use in the regular program.

Review of homework prob-

lems, a briof demonstration on the board of some point, and assigning
of new .homework appears, according to research, to be the modal plat.

tern for secondary school mathematics classrooms, and the SWS program
did not differ decidedly fiom this.

Worksheets might have been used

more frequently than In the regular program, but worksheets were, the
only material as.ide from the textbook and the chalkboard which I saw
in use.

Only one of the teachers (and a student teacher at that!) was
attempting to\use the television lessons as a component of his instruction.

A"few others had suggested to students that they watch the tele-

vision programs,, but were not integrating it with their classwork.
Alt least one other had not checked until I asked the question to find
,:

clut how many of her students had viewed any of the lessons.
of

The teachers frequently commented that content of the television

i

"programs was not mad'
1

known to them until after they had already
.

planned their lessons for the SWS program; therefore, apparently,

/
1
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they felt no responsibility for using it.

Several others noted that

the content on the television lessons did not parallel to what

heir

students were doing.

No teacher appeared to be attempting to make use of radio or
newspaper.
N.,

No teaLfier had taken students on a field trip.

5. What role changes have occurred for teachers?
Within the classroom, it was difficult to note any changes in
role--with the possible exception of the first teacher I observed.
A few were meeting students for extra help sessions during the,days
students were not in school; a few were talking regularly with'students on the telephone.

In such cases, they noted that they liked

the chance to give individualized help, but little enthusing was
done on this point.

6. Have teachers felt uneasy due to the new freedom?
advantage of it?
7. Have students felt uneasy due to the new freedom?
reacted.

Have they taken

How have they

Whatever was meant by the "new freedom",, teachers seem Unaware
of it.

Several felt they were working harder than in the regular

program; several commented on the amount of pressure they felt because
they were only meeting classes once a week.

Most did not appear to

want to talk too much about what they were doing on the other four
days of the week

.

.

Many teachers commented on SWS as the "best of the alternatives".
In general, I was impressed by the positiveness of their attitudes.
Even though several suggested other alternatives, they were questioning rather than. upset.

Several noted that they wished they had

had more notice about the SWS piogram; they felt that the d,cision
to open or close the schools could have been clarified sooner than
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it was.

Many felt that the influence and positive attitudes of par-

ents was one of the most positive outcomes of the program.

Students varied somewhat by grade level, with most carrying on
as usual, as if they always went to school only one day a week.

A

little more concern was expressed by students in grades 11 and 12
who were in the college-bound program. 'Many students were'sleeping
late, and enjoying a causal life; some with part-time jobs were
working additional hours or full time; some s.elt tht.., because they
had so much homework, they were going to get better g,riades than they
had ever gott4n.

In general the attitudes of the students might be

termed accepting.

8. What variablilty do you see among teachers, within classrooms, over
grades, across schools?
Variability among teachers was present in.terms of individual

.

manner.' with students (not an outcome of SWS), discipline (problems

appeared to be no different because of SWS), and the like; variability because of SWS was slight and has been noted previbusly.

The greatest variability across schools was in the number of
students present:

almost full classes in the northern-area sch6o1S,

no more than 50% present in the center city'Schodl..

There appeared

to be a high correspondence with the usual.attendance patternsin
these .schools.

9. What decisions had to be-made by teachers?
Could they have used more belp?

How did they decide?

The teachers had to decide what to teach during the days the
`Students were in school, and what to do to provide help for students

during the non-school days.
decisions.

In most cases, these were indiyidual

In one junior high school, teachers of Math 7 decided

ih a group meeting to use the probability and statistics chapter,
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but even there not al?, teachers were using it.

Perhaps they could

have used more help--but perhaps they not have acceptecrit.
political line was apparently being walked

.

.

,

A fine

Teachers were

allowed professional freedom, and it is obvious that there was no
coercion to be innovative

.

.

10. How have changes in setting affected the lives of teacher and stu-__
dent? How have. they affected instruction?

The only ways in which the change in setting appears to have
affected teachers and students is that the unfamiliar setting was
slightly confusing_or slightly exciting, and the lack of access to
usual materials was slightly disturbing.

In general, it was diffi-

cult to tell that the students were not in their home environments.
11, Are teachers concerned with anything?

Are students concerned?

Teachers: were slightly concOnedNwith whether they could catch
up, but most accepted the situation.
of reality was-high.

The level of pragmatic facing

Most students appeared to-be accept4ng the

situation with only the college-bound juniors and seniors facing
/71

a potential problem.

12 What evidence is there that students are learning?
.There was no more or less evidence than there usually is

.

.

.

18. What evidence is there that students', horizons are being. expanded?

The answers to the previous questions should make.this obvious:
none.

14. How much catching-up time is anticipated to be needed?
The answer tothis will vary by school and by class, depending-on
what content was taught during the SWS program, how well students were
learning from homework, how many students were present and absent, and
similar factors.

In general,'teachers appeared to feel that they would

try to "catch up", but they probably won't.
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Senior High School

1

Class:

Applied -Math

Present:

9 of 24 (usually 50% present)

Observed activity:

(1)

Review of activity assigned for'homewor

(2)

Activity worksheet worked on in class, independently
or in pairs or small groups

e.

Teacher ,comments:

Tried to use more games now, whereas

stick mo e to the

b000k in regular class.

It's a lot of hard work -- hourS spent going throdgh books
getting materials.

The students are learning -- but it may not show up\
on an achievement test.

Not being in own room has made a difference:

would have

liked our own school open more, to get materials.

Tried to talk with kids on phone, but didn't reach alf-L
especially lower groups.

Staff at this school seemed to give us the cold shoulder
at first, but they warmed up as the weeks passed,
The kids are really into it:

told they had to come, they
I

do.

They gripe about assignments, no lockers, etc.,

but nothing major.

The college -bound were upset,

esnecially at first:

this isnq going to help them.

Over one month of missing book learning:

there's no

way to make up the time.
Haven't used field trins -- low groups won['t come, upper

groups are working on Projects.
Haven't met with them senaretely, though' some teachers hae.
1
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Observer comments:

In class, there was good interaction between students
and teacher.

Attention and interest were good.

The group seemed involved, and they were attacking
the activities with some creativeness.

Class:

Algegra I

Present:

15 of 30 (5 or 6 less than in past weeks)

Observed activity:

Brief explanation of exponents, scienfific notation, square
roots, followed by open-book test

Teacher comments:

If there had been more time for planning, it coulhave
been worse:

as a reaction to a crisis, there was

more cooperation (from general `public, too).

Parents are not really encouraging kids to go to
school (there is more bussing to their home school
than to many other senior high schools, with kids
coming from all over the city).

The kids present

are those with parents who do care, plus a few with
nothing else to do.

Many are working full time at

their part-time jobs.

The break in routine is really hurting students.
dOn't know how to work without structure.

Some

There

are differences between applied, regular, col",qebound.

Our kids need routines, daily help.

Expect retention loss; they'll need review when they
corlie back; some might give up or drop out.

Once a week puts too much pressure on kids; to do it
requires parental guidance, planning.

It's good

that the schools didn't come to a complete standstill.
And it is succ=2sful. to have as many kids show up
as do is a good dign.
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Trying to maintain basic routine/rhythm:

I don't think

we should go off on another course.

There's some
/
moving of assignments from another point in fhe
year, but no "field trips since they aren't integrated

with what we're doing.

Many teachers are doing

what they normally would but at a different point
in the year (e..g., trips to COSI would have been

made in spring but were made earlier).

A look at

the kids might have thought school is not important.
It's important to maintain the regular grogram,
to teach as you would have anyway.

Help those who

are there; don't worry about ones who aren't there.
Couldn't use '11 /since we're hot at the same place, and

you can't push the kids through.
Perhaps we should plan "shutdown" periods; go 10-11

weeks, shut 2-3 weeks, etc.

Or try trimesters,

with double sessions during one of them.

It's a rough time, but we're not going to stop, nor
are we going to do busy work.
a_cept, to be flexible.

Everyone has to

Certain things should be

done because they need to be done.

While some

teacFers are being creative, teachers don't need
to be different.
Observer comments:

The presumption behind the last comment seems to be that
teachers normally do a good job, therefore they
shouldn't change their pattern in a crisis.

Students had little to say (to me) about the situation:

"It's O.K.", "I'd rabOr be in my own school", etc.
c.)U
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In the faculty lounge, it was "business as usual":
cards, conversation knon-school-related),, etc.

Administrator noted:attendance has decreased each week;
some parents are surprised at how much homework the

kids get -- but like it; central scheduling is needed
for field trips and reservations.(e.g., by COSI)
should not be accepted dffe-ct'y; discipline diaintained
D

as in home school.

Senior High School 2

Class:

Algebra I

Present:

24

Observed activity:

Discussion of problems on board; homework then
assigned.

Teacher comments:

(Observed only last part of lesson.)

Response to the program varies with initiative
of the students:

some are learning, some are

not making "forward progress".
All

in all, it's not as bad as I thought it would be.

TV programs were assigned only as supplementary
activity, not integrated with program.
Observer comments:

Attention of the group was varied (typical); most
focussed on the teacher,

Class:

Algeb-a I (student teacher)

D

Present: -,'22

Observed activity:

Teacher asked several questions about problems on TV;
skimmed through the content of the week's programs.

Then stated that upon return to school they will
review the chapter covered during February (including

TV); there welliTrotests from approximately half the
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students whb haven't been watching TV (they disputed
that it was assigned).
Teacher comments:

More advanced students are doing more on their own;
."41r

others need pushing.

Not sure about the value of the program; it's hard
to keet going.

It's helping some kids.

It's

probably the best of the alternatives.
I'm assigning 2 to 3 days work, not weeklong assignments.
If we knew farther in adyance, it would have been better.
There was not time to plan field trips, etc.
Student comments:

I like,the program -- going to school once a week.
I'm noc watching TV -

can't get up that early (10 a.m.).

It takes too much time.

I'm doing more work -- my grades will probably be up.
Observer comments:

Attent(On of students poor, few concentrating.

Lack

of confidence of student teacher evident at times.

Class:

Algebra I (substitute teacher)

Present:

26

Observed activity:

Homework as-igned forjthis week and for March 8, 10,
14, 16, and 18: odd or even numbered problems on
various pages; watch TV.

Students then asked for help with problems

the

substitute said she is not a math teacher, therefore
couldn't show them how to do the problems.

General

concern vias verbally expressed by the class.

While the subst* yte babp:sat, I worked with a group
of some questiOn
Teacher comments:

k

A shrug.
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Observer comments:

It is sad that an unqualified substitute was assigned
during this period when students are in school so
infrequently.

That attandance was so good in this

class in the third week of such treatment is surprising.
Lacking other alternatives, she might have had students
work with other students -- or she might have taught

them the subject matter she did know -- or shown a film -or .

Junior High School

Class:

Math 8

Present:

21

Observed activity:

.

1

Review of homework by giving answers to problems on
board.

Teacher comments:

More would be accomplished if schools were open, but this
is one.of the best alternatives.
excellent response to homework.

There has been
I offered extra

help, but they didn't want it.
We selected a chapter 'from the end of the textbook

that they wouldn't have trouble with (statistics)
and with which their parents could help..

Half are doing problems from the newpaper for extra
credit; half are watching TV (some watch algebra, which
they thought was easier).

They're suffering in some areas: uncertain whether
they'll catch up.

The independence of the students is greater.
If"

It would have helped to have known about the program

more 'n advance, xip more time for planning; we
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quickly put together lesson plans.

But the

general attitude of the teachers is "take a big
sigh, then get in and do".
I'm a little disappointed in "the kids, expecially

that they didn't want to meet for extra help.

Class:

Math 7

Present:

27

Observed activity:

Students working on statistics workshee4.

Teacher comments:

We're the best of a bad situation.
My slow eighth grade class is finding it hardest;*

they need to be in school every day.
All have done homework, even better than usual.

About 6 to 10 are watchingTV (the students
commented that it was boring, the actors (!)

.

were terrible:it was a good review of metric).
The newspapers are not at

eir level -- too

elementary
Perhaps we*shouldn't spend the whole day, including
study halls; half-day sessions with only classes
would be .harder to schedule, but better.

/ We didn't know what was to be on TV in time to
/

Class:

Mat/h 7

Present:

24

make use of what was planned in ou planking.

/

Observed activity:

Homework handouts for the week handed out (teacherprepa.ed comments 'On the number theory chapter),

completed on board:

01'0
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Teacher comments:

I won't know how well things are going until

I

evaluate -- there will be a full-period exam
on the Friday after they come back.
I'm taking the work in sequence.

Homework, attendance follow normal paUerna.
I don't teach over the phone; it's not logical.
There's so much presure:
one class a week.

weren't open?
are concerned:

push-push-push to cover

Might it be better if we

I'm not sure, as far as the students
I need to evaluate their work first.

It would cost more if we were closed.
.

(

Class:

Math 8

Present:

25.

Observed activity:

Review of problems on addition with vnlike fractions:
child explains, teacher writes on board.
Homework all due March 7.

Teacher comments:

I'm working on review of material taught earlier.

Attendance is great; it's worked out well.
I gave assignments for the entire period, meet
students at the Rec Center 8-10 for individual
help.

It was disorganized at the beginning, but it smoothed
out the first day.

We could have used more notice,

however.

We needed more notice about TV and radio -- but the
students are watching.
Observer comments:

Attention pretty good: no noise but bursting out as
papers are collected.

91.
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Some questions of whether they needed the review:

all

children answering responded without-errors.

Junior High School 2

Class:

Present:

Math 8
c26

Observed activity:

Lesson on board on three cases of percent.

Observer comments:

During my limited stay in the classroom, much time
was spent in sending students out of the room:

"If

you don't want to work on our one day, then get out."
No opportunity to talk to teacher, since he was
'DI the hallway talking with students.

9')
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FIRST OBSERVA4IONS

School Without Schools Program
Secondary Math Education

by/
ubservel

1.
2.

B

What emphasis, or change in emphasis, has occurred in the curriculum?
What was taught? Was it new material, enrichment', review?

Two of the three teachers that I observed had elected to cover
enrichment material rather than go on with regular course work in all
of they- classes.

The third teacher .ocused mainly on-review and prac.

tice activities for his students during this period.

All three teachers
\,

gave the same reason for their choices:

they fejt that if they stayed

with the regular curriculum and tried to cover new material during this
period, they would need to do a great deal of reteaching when students
returned to nromal sessions in March.
3.

What different teaching methods have been used during the 3 weeks?
What material was used?
Each of the three teachers I observed had proceeded differently.

One teacher used only worksheets, giving his students drill work for home-

--

work (he estimated he gave about 15-20 problems for students to work each
night as homework) and once, a'take-home-test of computation problems.
Two of the in-class sessions were used for going over some of these homework problems, while the third session was used as an examination period.
A second teacher had students do individual or small-group projects (she
Said that the projects wer not assigned specifically because of the
unusual circumstances- -she had planned for students in all her classes

to do projects during this semester and she just're-arranged the time
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ti

schedule a bit); class periods were devoted to getting.help from the
teacher cencerning the projects or working together with other people in
their group (in.one class, students did seem to be working on their projects
during the class period; in a second class, however, class time seemed
to consist mostly of social chatter).

Neither of these teachers made

any use of radio, television, or, newspaper lessons, beyond simply suggest

ting that siudents might follow some of the lessons on their own.

Both

teachers felt that the material being covered in the media lesions was
inappropriate for their students, or at the wrong level, or at the wrong
Point in time for their classes.

The students that I talked to in these

classes seemed to have watched the first TV lessons and listened to the
first radio lessons out of curiosity.

They said that the 15-minute TV'

lesson was too short and that the teachers spoke too rapidly on the half-

hour radio lessons for them to be able to followwhat was being covered.

a
Nobody would admit, to watching or listening after that first day or so.

The trd teacher, along with her student teacher, made learning
packages for the students.

A set of worksheets was given to each student;

the first sheet listed assignments from the text that students were to
work each day; in addition, the TV lessons were integrated into the,
assignments and worksheets were included to supplement the text and the
TV.

(In'one class, students also were expected to complete 4 special short

projects during, this time--a floor plan, a family budget for a month,,and

income tax based on the IRS booklets--and were given additional worldheets
to guide them in doing the projects.)

In-class sessions were used for

answering questions about the work students did on their own and for
working sample problems that students would be encountering.
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Some of

the classes were given a take-home midterm test'-during this 3-week period;

in other-classes, a test over the material that the students were covering
was announced for the second day back to'school in March.
4.

How have teachers organized for teaching (Scheduled, used field trips,
radio, TV, special meetings, time periods, change laboratory routines,
done testing
In addition'to the instructional organization described in question

'3; the teachers made provisions to be available to their classet'during
ti

restricted out-of-school time.

One teacher said he orgarOrzed tutoring

groups for his algebra students and would contact these students indivi
dually if they needed help;:for.his applied mathematics students he felt

that if they wanted to do the mathematics they would attend the once-aweek in-class sessioris,-and if not, he would make no effort to contact them
individually.

Another teacher has set up a time each day during which her

students can phone her for, help--also during this time she said that she

calls the individual'students who,aid not attend the in-class sessions, in
order to check up on them.] This teacher said that it was very difficult
/

to

f4

r..-range meeting plac s (her classes were not meeting at their home

school, and she was not

Mowed to use the new school as a meeting-place

during the'"off" days) and 1so.most of the individual help she gave to

stets was over

phone.

The

.ird teacher and her s't4dent teacher

(who were meeting their students at,stheirliome school) arranged to be in

that school two other morni igs in the week so that Students could come
.

.

in then for help (no specia

--

room was assigned for this - -they would meet

in the corridor and find an emply.room to use)i they also gave students
their home phone numbers so that students could contact them there, if
necessary.

/.

el

4/

9.2,

What role changes have occurred for teachers?

5.

Overall, there doesn't seem to be much of a role change for the
teachers that I observed.

The only thing that was striking was the

teachers' willingness trgiie out their home telephone numbers and their
encouraging students to 'ball theiat home for individual help--under
normal circumstances, the teacher-tutor role is usually confined to the
...school setting.

1.
L......,:

i

;

-,-,,

Have teachers felt uneasy due to th,new freedom?

-6.

'advantage of it?

;

Hive they taken

,
c,

.1

Two of the:tpachers at one school mentioned tilat they were not given
;
,

much planning tine when the decision to bedin'the school Without Schocls

, i
program was made (they were first told cn Thursday that school would close
on Friday, then later, that school would close on Tuesday of the follow'

ing,week) and were uneasy about that.

e

Otherwise, each of the teachers seem to view this ai*a short-term
crisis situation in which they are responding as best they. can.

The

""new freedom" doesn't involve radical changes in teaching approaches.
Have teachers taken advantage of the new freedom?
I saw doing so w
in. question 3.

,1

The only ones

the third teacher and her student teach r, described

administrator at one.school remarked how diffi.ult it

was for secondary school teachers to arrange special activities such as
field trips for their-$ tudent-S=2'one, because students did not all come

from one location!in the city s'o that it was difficult,t.

,t everybody

together at the same time for a trip, and two, because there were
scheduling conflicts (some individual teachers would make arrangements
with places like COSI on their own, rather than _going through a coordin°

ating center at the Board of Education.

Ai a result, sometimes classes

.

.

would have a place to visit but no busses to get there, and in other cases,
0..

-......

,

0 r.
.
.

_.

0 u

,
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busses would be available but the institution being visited had a full
schedule at the time that the classes wanted to come.)
Have students felt uneasy due to the new freedom?
reacted?

07.

How have they

Teacheri feel that students are reacting according to a pattern- those who were normally good students and conscientious about attending

school and doing schoolwork still are, and those who were erratic still
are.

Attendance for this third in-class session in the "inner city"
school was down somewhat from the first two sessions.

For the classes

that I visited:
"Inner City" School
Applied Math--9 present (13 or so would come in the regular
sessions)
Algebra II--20 present (normally 26-27)
Geometry--16 present (usually 28)

"Outer City" School
Geometry--21 present (usually this number in class)
Algebra II--21 present (again, usually this number)

,Students were emphatic in saying that they were getting more written
work:than usual.

At the "inner city" school (as mentioned in question 3)

students said that they were not watching TV or listening to radio
lessons any more (they also said these lessons were boring)--but then,

their teachers were not following up the media lessons in any way.
not get to ask students at the "outer city" school

I did

how they felt about

radio-TV lessons.
8.

What variability do you see among teachers, within classrooms, over
grades, among schools?
See response to question 3.

Also, attendance at the third session

seemed to be better at the "outer city" school than at the "inner city" one.
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9.

Is there any unrest developing among teachers, students?
Some of the teachers were unhappy about the "non-sharing" policy

they found at their non-home school--they had to bring things like
dittos, paper, and attendance slips with them from their home school.
(This policy evidently was not system-wide, however.)

10. -What decisions had to be made by teachers--what did they decide-how did they decide? Could they have used more help? What?
,

The teachers at both of the observed schools,said that there was
no uniform policy within their mathematics department (or within the

,

school itself) concerning what to teach or how to teach it. The decision
to follow the usual curriculum, or to introduce supplementary materials,
or to use the 3-week period as a review -and practice was up to the

individual teacher, as was the decision to use worksheets or to use the
special media lessons or to stick to the text.

The feeling of the

teachers at both schools was that their respective administrations gave
teachers good cooperation and were well-organized, that help was there
if the teacher requested it, and that teachers were notified about what
was going on as well as could be.

One teacher remarked that he felt

that the teachers had been treated as professionals.
11.

Now have 'Changes in setting affected the lives of teacher and
student; affected instruction?

The students are expected to do more of the work on their An and
to rely on more than just the teacher for-explanations of the material
being covered.
12.

Are teachers concerned with anything?

Students concerned?

All of the teachers felt that the slower students in their classes
were not being helped Ly the once-a-week class schedule, -that these
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''.
..

students needed more supervision than they were-getting in doing the
.

--.,,,
fy

.

4

1

classwork and homework assignments, and that-parents (especially
,

those of (the "inner city" students) were not helping the students.
13.

How do teachers/pupils spend their time?
In class:

Teachers lecturing or working examples, one teacher

talking with-individuals or small groups about their projects.
Students listening or asking questions, one class taking a test.
Out of Class:

w

Students say they are very busy with school-

related activities (doing homework, usinc the library, going to
athletic practice at the school).

Teachers say they are very busy with paper-grading, planning,
helping students individually either at school or over the phone.
14.

What evidence that students are learning?
Teachers at both of the schools graded all the worksheets' given to

tkestudents.

Two of the teachers had used take-home-tests with their

classes (one of the teachers included problems on the test that had not

.

been covered in the in-class sessions so that students would have to work
some on their own), one teacher used the third in-class session as an
examination period, another announced a test for the second day back in
March.

For the teacher who had students working on projects during this

time, the evaluation will come both when the students present their pro-

jects to the class in an oral report form and when they hand in a written
report (both will heppen, later in. the semester).
15.

What evidence that students' horizons are being expanded?
9
O

16.

How much catching-up time is anticipated to be needed?
All of the teachers I'observed intended to return to wher

off in the regular curriculum when school resumed in March.

0

The two

left
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teachers using enrichment materials during the school' without schools

period had indicated that they nromally would have included some.of these
enrichment topics during the semester but had just shuffled the schedule
a bit, so that they anticipated that not much time would be lost overall.
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/FIRST OBSERVATIONS'
School Without Schools Program
/Secondary School Mathematics.
by

//

Observer C

1.

What change in emphasis has occured in the curriculum?
O

There appeared to be no major change in the curriculum.
all classes a "business as usual" attitude prevailed.

In nearly

OCcasionally

a unit or chapter was taken out of the sequence of the text.
seemed that this was usually done fOr one of two reasons:

It

rarely an,'

empt was made to coordinate with TV lectures or a topic was
covered that was not considered to be "essential".

These two

occurrences were the exceptioh; in general, material covered
was'what would have been covered during regualr school.

2.

What did they teach?

In nearly all cases teachers classified the material they were
covering as new.

3.

One felt it was new and-enrichment.

What different teaching methods have been used during the three weeks?
What material was used?

I saw no "different" teaching methods.

My observations. were in classes

where "traditional" methods were used.

I saw lectures and homework

assignments being graded -- little else.

In general the material used was the text.

Several teachers.had made

assignment sheets for the entire SWS time period.
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Also though I did not observe it, some teachers werevable to ON's...,"

tutoring at times when their schools were not in.session.

One

teacher felt this was the most positive aspect of SKIS -- time-to give

individual attention outside of class.

Some dissappointment was

expressed at the small number of students who took advantage of these
figssions.

4.

How have teachers organized for teaching?

Field trips?

In math?

I found no teacher who had taken field trips.

The majority of the teachers were operating their classes without
consultation with other teachers or any,emphasis on TV lectures.

5.

What role changes have occured for teachers?

In general, no significant.role changes were evident.

A few did

develop a more personal and tutorial relationship with a few students.
a.

6.

Have the teachers felt uneasy due to the new freedom?

Have they

taken advantage of it?'

I don't understand this'question.
to feel less "freddom".

The teachers I talked with seemed

They had a great amount of material to

cover in a short time.

7.

Have students felt uneasy due to the new freedom?

How have they

reacted?

My impression was that, the students dial not feel uneasy.

The teachers

felt that while reactions among students were varied, the reaction
S

from individual students were usually predictable, that is, the
students who had always been responsible and hard-working continued
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to be responsible and hard working; while those students who were

iaTined to goof off continued to goof off.' In generalt .th:69:gh, teachers
praised the reaction of students.

A few were said to perform'above

general levels.

8.

What variability do you see among teacher$ whithin classrooms, over
grades', across schools?

.

Though I'm not sure it fits here, I saw no classroom that was
relying on TV lectures.

A few of the teachers advised their students

to watch it, but I could detect no attempt at follow up.

The other variability I saw was a function of teacher personality
and had little to do with grades or schools or the Schools Without
Schools program.

It should be noted that I observed in only two

schools -- both junior highs and both kid of typically mod!il-e class.

9.

Is there any unrest?

Not that I could detect.

Though of course teachers would have

preferred a more conventional calendar.

Students and teachers

seemed glad it was the last week for Schools Without Schools.

10.

What decisions had to be made by teachers?
How did they decide?

What did they decide?

Could they have used more help?

I think nearly all curricular decisions were made by teachers.
Most of them decided to take the material that they would have f',"
ordinarily covered and cover it.

Whether or not they could have used more help.may be a matter of
opinion.

I think they could have.
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11.

Have changes affected the lives of teachers and students?

Have they

affected instruction?

Well

...

.

.

the kids have More free time (in spite of the fact some

reported that more homework was being assigned).

The burden on

teachers was a big one if they were conscientious and tried to teach,
be available for help sessions, and grade massive amounts of homework.

12.

Are teachers Loncerned with anythin? Students?

Teachers are concerned with "getting as far in the book as they
got last year".

Perhaps because I saw junior high, the students did not,seeM concerned.
They were not thinking ahead to what, if any, long-term eff'ects SWS
would have.

13.

How do teachers and pupils spend their time?

During the time a given school was in session, they spent their
time in a usual.Tanner.

Classes seemed to be being run in the same

way they were run during regular school.

14.

What evidence is there t:lt students are learning?

I can't think of any.

One teacher felt learning was more surface

because there was no time for reinforcement.

Most felt students

were learning.

15.

What evidence is there that student horizons are being expanded?

With the exception that some seventh grade (?) teachers were
doing a statistics and probability unit that is not usually done,
I don't think I saw any horizons,being expanded.
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16.

How imich.catch-up time is expected to be needed?

,,,.

Teacher answers to this question rammed from:
to "one day".

..

"I'llneve;.,catch up"

Some teachers view SIDS as three weeks lost, others

feel they have 'covered nearly as much material as they would have

2

if school had been in session.

.4

\\_
..

3

1.05

0
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FIRST OBSERVATIONS
.School Without Schools Program
by

Observer p

Following are iny individual reactions based on visiting several classes,

talking with seven mathematics and five non-mathematics teachers, and
interviewing well over fifty students.

I have shared these individual

observations withjMarilyn Suydam and she will attempt to incorporate
them in a consensus summary.

1.

At both the high school anti junior high school levels, there seemed

Qq
to be only very

changes in emphasis in the mathematics curriculum.

The general rule seemed to be that teachers, continued in the sequence

of lessons they would have taught if the schools were operating normally.
The variance from normal practice was more in pace than in content.
Some teachers, particularly those of more advanced classes at the high
school level, tried to give:long-range assignments to cover a normal
three-week period. 7My-impression was that this was only moderately
successful and that the strategy was not sustained after the first
week.

Highly-motivated students did attempt to follow through initially

on Such assignments but, unless they were also quite capable, they
ran into problems they could not handle alone.

Even with the "help sessions" conducted at local recreation centers,
churches, etc. 'the students found it difficult to move very far in

their texts without teacher guidance.

In slower high school

such as Consumer Mathematics or Applied Mathematics, and in the
general courses at the junior, high school level, the more common

pattern was to teach a single lesson each week with a more substantial
a

1 06

homework assignment than usual.

In the Consumer Mathematics course

0A
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at Brookhavnn the teache s,,Woduced an Income Tax unit but this does
.

_

not represent a major departure front the usual curriculum in that this
.

,

unit is regularly used at about this point in the year.

2.

There was little evidence that mathematics teachers were making any systematic use of the televised lessons in.mathematics.

A few teachers suggested

that students view theseprograms and some inditated that
.

students could

.

gain "extra credit".if they followed the lessons and recorded their-contentf.
Even 4n classes where such extra credit was indicated, L:talked'with-Tio,stu-

dents who had viewed the programs consistently and almost all said they had
not viewed them at all.

These students did indicate that in some'of their

classes (other that mathematics) where the teacheri had attempted to relate
directly to what was being done on television, they had viewed a number of
A

the programs.

The common reason given by both teachers and students for not

utilizing the television programs was that the lessons were out -of- sequence
for their class--that is, either the lessons had already been covered or
(more often) the class way not yet ready for those lessons.

I alsehad in-

dications from the teachers that they felt t e television lessons were too
quickly paced--for example, linear measurement in the metric system was
covered in 15 minutes on television and they could have devoted several
40-minute classes to this topic.

3.

Myobservations did not sugest that teachers were using methods other than,
those they would normally use.

In.fact, I saw nothing happening in mathe-

matics classes that I have not observed hundreds of times before.

The

pattern was primarily one of working problems from the homework assigned
the week before.

Since this was the last lesson before vacation, the

teachers were not often assigning additional work.

In several cases, students

indicated that the assignments made during SWS were not due until after

vacation and many ,indicated thaipy Would'not do it until just before it

011!4"071,
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wasrequired.
.

4.

In general, with respect to teaching methods, it seemed to

;$0

be a "business as usual" approach.

Most teachers arranged to conduct problem sessions in recreation centers
or churches.

Attendance at these sessions seemed disappointing--for ex

several'teachers indicated that they had as few as 3 or 4 students show
1"

for some sessions.

Others had 12-35 but even that represented less than 10%

of the potential attandance.

Only those teachers of more advanced classes

0
indicated satisfaction,with attendance at problem sessions.

Some teachers did T, that they had talked to a number of students on the is
phone kit in ink sample of aver fifty students interviewed, I did not locate
any of theses students.

.

,I found no teacher who indicated they had taken mathematics classes on field
trips although this seemed a rather common occurrence.in non-mathematics
classes.

.400
"'',s4:

Neither did I find cny'use of laboratory lessons, or gathering

data from non-text, non-school sources.

None of the teachers I saw had

given tests during SWS.

5.

I did,not feel that teachers had made any conscious change in thpir role be
yond conducting the problem iessionsat non - school' locations.

0,6
6.

Some teachers indicated an uneasinc,--but not often about their teaching.U,
They seemed more concerned about "getting behind" cnd extent to which they
If mathematics teachers

were fulfilling their contractual obligations.

"took advantage" of the situation, I saw little evidence that it was in the
direction of improving mathematics instruction.' Their use of the additiona
_free time created by SWS seemed to be highly idiosyncratic...

7.

Students seemed to have adjusted more easily and more quickly than did teacher

Several teachers made a point of tellinfe this:
Li.

.

The only student concerns
**
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I encountered were with respect to the,possible impact on their grades,
whether they might have to "make it'up" during the summer, and the disruption
in their personal and social life.

Some students at the junior high school

level expressed concern about having missed some element in their program
for the full three weeks because they did not happen to meet that class on
Thursdays and the school always ran on a ThursdaS, schedule.

8.

There was a great variability among the teachers.
in their level of expectations.

This was most dramatic

In fact, this seemed to me to be possibly

the major source of differences in student perfor*nce.

Student interviews

revealed qUite clearly that they worked for those teachers who expected them
to work and this seemed at least somewhat independent of the pattern of their
interests.

Often the same teacher held quite different levels of expectation

for the students in his separate classes -- usually expecting substantial effort

from the college-preparatory student and little if anything from the general
mathematics student.

This may have been a legitimate response to a great

variability in attendance by level of course--with 80-90% attendance in the
college-prep classes observed and 25-50%sin the Consumer or Applied /;lathe'matics classes.

Attendance at the junior high school level seemed more stable

across classes and teacher expectations seemed more stable as well.

9.

Several teachers expressed the belief. that one could sustain SWS for only
a limited time.

The novelty effect:seemed to. carry things along the first

week or su but teachers felt this was wearing off and that the situation
would deteriorate seriously if they had to go on much longer.

'

10.

Both teachers and students expressed some dissatisfaction with the way de-

Acisiens were made and communicated.

Students attributed some of the low

Iattendance to the impression, apparently wides0ead, that school attendance
during SWS was voluntary.

Teacher dissatisfaction seemed primarily to be
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with delay in making a firm decision and the "switching signals" they
received at different points.
among the teachers.

I did not see evidence of cooperative planning

It seemed more a matter of "every man for himself".

Of course, there may have been much more cooperation than I observed..

NOTE:

Much of my impressions came from student interviews.

It should be r

membered, of course, that I talked only with students who were in school,.
One might get very different impressions from those.who were not.
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FIRST OBSERVATIONS

School Without Schools Program
Secondary Math Education
by

Observer E

Question: !What was taught and what methods and materials were used?
Response:' Most mathematics teachers attempted to cover or

/

review the' regular

curriculum but the pace of coverage varied greatly from teacher to teacher.
Some gave the students long -term assignments with the requirement that all work

be completed by the first or the middle of March.

These teachers.,/used their

weekly class meetings to clarify the assignments, help individual students, and
answer group.questions

Very little content teacheing ancLin some cases,-very

little student work was observed in these classes.

Many of the students in these

classes indicated
indicated that they had been given_more_work than they could complete and

that,the amount of work required exceeded their normal-,twork requirements.
,

One

student reported that she tiad given up trying to get Oe-,work done since whe

could not get help often enough.
.

,

.

For those teaching one lesson per week, class .activitiei'ttiChot differ
greatly from what would normally be found during regular class sessions.

For the

most part students in these classes were much more positive and more likely to
be-involved with the lesson.

No enrichment materials were seen other than the use of income tax forms
in a.couple of applied math classes.

These were used on an individual basis and

some students did very little work with them.

Othe'than this, no other mater-

ials besides the textbook and dittoed worksheets were utilized in the calsses.
The attendance in the classes was poor.

The highest percentage present

was 81% (17 of 21) in an analytic geometry class.

The lowest percentage of

attendance was 21% (6 of 28) in an applied math class.

Most teachers reported

that they had experienced higher attendantirttes during the first.two weeks of

108

SWS.

Students who attended gave reasons such as parental pressur, fear of lower

grades, socialize with friends, and to break the boredom.

They indicated that

those who were absent were working full or part-time jobs, were sleepihg at home,
found school too far away to walk, or thought the one day per week session a
waste of time.
Question:

What resources outside the school have been used?

Response:

Every teacher provided for extra help sometime during the week.' Some

used telephone calls, others met students fn churches, shopping centers, movie
theaters, etc.

The high school student attendance at these sessions,was poor for

all but the advanced math classes.

One teacher reported to have called between

40 'arid 50,students to set up a session and only one student attended.

teachers reported greater suctess with these sessions.

Junior high

Some of the junior high

students found it difficult to work sessions for different classes because they
were located at different places and times.

They suggested that the times and

places for these sessions be better coordinated.

Only one teacher required his students to watch a TV program.

His geometry

students were held responsible for the constructions and were to use the TV
lectures instead of waiting for any class lectures.

He felt he could gain back

about 6 to 8 days forinstruction of other topics if he used the TV lectures:
Other teachers indicated they offered extra credit or would allow students to
C

replace assigned work with written reports of the'TV lectures.

These teachers

reported that not one student had taken advantage of these offers.

Students

said that they had watched the math program on TV once or twice and had foUnd
that it was no relevant to their assigned school work.

Many said they did use

the TV for history, English:and health science because their teachers had made
assignments which related to or incorporated the TV presentations but.this was
not the case for math.

Testing or grading in any class was rare.

(One class was given a test.)

The students were told to expect tests during the first week of regular session
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by one teacher.

Grades for this period were to be based, for the mu7,t part,

on the homework that haebeen assigned.

Some students indicated that their

teachers based part of the grade on (or gave extra credit for) their attendance
at the school and help sessions.

(For some of these students this was their

only reason for attending.)
.Question:

Are there any teacher concerns?

Response:

It was apparent that some teachers did not know how to handle the

,SWS situation particularly with the lower ability math students.

One teacher

requested that no one ebserve his applied math classes since the students were
not working and nothing was being accomplished.

Many teachers were trying to

cover the text material at the usual pace and students complained-of too
little guidance.

Teachers did feel that the slower student was being hurt by

the abSence of aregular school program,
the average and above average students.

The concern was less pronounced for
Some felt that their-most capable

students were actually learning more since they had developed independent
study habits and could make better use of the help sessions.
One teacher felt that holding classes in another building made it more
difficult to deal with problems of discipline and tardiness but he did not
know a solution to this.
Question:

Are there any .student concerns?

Response:

Students seem to have handled the SWS situation very well.

Most

felt they were learning just a much as in regular school classes and none
- felt they would be at a disadvantage if ,Compared to other students who had

received regular School instruction during this period.

Some of the concerns

expressed centered around the lack of or inconvenience of transportation,
the location and time of help sessions, the lack of organized sports programs

between schools, and the high cost of the weeklong physical education activities
that had been organized.
r
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Question:

Is there any unrest between students and teachers?

Response:

Teachers reported a drop in student enthusi "asm as the SWS program

progrested.

,

This was indicated by dropping attendance rates.

One student felt that this had improved Telationships between' students and
teachers since it gave the, teachers a chance4to relax and talk to individual

students about their problems.

One teacher felt that the novelty of the SWS program had worn off and
students were becoming restless.
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SECOND OBSERVATIONS
School Without Schools Program
Secondary School Mathematics
by

Observer A

Follow-up Evaluation Visits:
1.

A few points in particular are:

Since we saw little that was innovative in SWS, it was evident that
we would see little innovation"carried forward from SWS.

It was

nevertheless disheartening to see instances where a promising practice
in SWS was not being continued in regular session.
2.

The adjustment from SWS to regular session seems to have been accomplished
easily.

While there is some concern about catching up, the resulting

pressure has been accepted at "a cminimal level.

The lack of clear

administrative decisions about attendance, credit,,and grading,are sources
of frustration.

But, in general, "acceptance" is the key word to

.

describe the attitude of teachers and students.
3.

While most students behaved as teachers expected (in terms of completing homework, etc.), in at least one instance poorer students
performed better than expected.

While few innovations were seen in the (now random) selection of mathematics

classes weobserved, it must be remembered that some mathematics teachers
were innovative.

Not the least of these were the teachers preparing

the television lessons.

School #1

From "business as usual" in SWS it's "back to business as usual"
in regular session.

Getting back to order and re-establiSlling the routine

seems satisfying to the teachers with whom we talked.
There is relief at being .back in their own school.

There'is relief

9
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at being back with their textbooks.

The teacher who in SWS had been

using activities with Applied Math students is having students work
examples from the textbook -- that is, 'half of the students were doing
the examples, the other half were sitting.
same class were all involved.)

(In SWS, students in the

In that teacher's other classes, projects

continue at home (on their own), since they are what the classes usually
do.

The projects are due in May-Other years; therefore the students have

tried to turn them in now sincethw work was completed during SWS. ;
If planning for SWS could be redone, this teacher would do more
structured assignments in the regular material in the textbook rather
than supplementary material.
of time:
year.

The teac er is concerned about the lack

all the usual content will no,,

e covered by the end of the

The content will not be covered in depth; e.g., emphasis will

be on recognition of shapes and equations rather than analysis of properties.
The teacher felt that the better students were hurt by the lack of review,
especially in terms of the Math Contest last weekend.

'Por grading,

1

attendance will be counted, plus part of the SWS homework assignments.
Classes have had tests during each week since regular school resumed.
A second teacher also had the students working in class from the
The first week back in

textbook, doing an assignment on budgetin4.
regular session was spent in review.

He felt that students had reacted

well, with relief, to the transition back to school, back to the normal
routine:
again.

they were motivated to do well now that school was "Counting"

When asked what he would dodifferently if he could plan again'

for SWS, he discussed the field trip to a bank he was planning for next
week, pointing out that he could not take a field trip ddring SWS because'
the needed preparation had not been doen.

He felt that because of the

methodical nature of mathematics, students might have been hurt more in
mathematics than in other areas.
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He felt that students wouldn't reach-the same point as in other

years, but they weren't three weeks behind, and there are ways to catch ,
uo -- such as eliminating a test.

For grading, homework or making up

work will count, with little accounting for attendance/.
Both teachers seem to treat review time as "lost' time.
Attendance was at the normal 50% level.

School #2
As in School #1, it seems to:,be a relief to be back in regular

session (this school was "at home".during SWS).

,

The classes visited

were being conducted primarily through discussion.

One teacher hAd put a challenginb problem on the board, and the
class wat attempting to solve it.

The teacher suggested three general

alternatives; he then led them to think qf analogies:
problem-solving strategies.

both are useful

The problem ras unresolved at the end of

the period, and therefore added to the homework assignment.

He felt that the students had lost.out\n terms of what they could
r\

have accomplished had school been in regular session.

Classes in which

discussion was emphasized were hurt more than those in which the crass
could learn by reading on their own.

He felt that his worksheets were

licit sufficiently adjusted so they could continue on their own during
SWS.

If 'he had known about the TV and other features 0 SWS in advance,

he would have liked to have tied these in more.

A few of the students

had questions about points in the TV programs, but most did not benefit

markedlyr m the TV programs since the content was not what his classes
were covering.

N,

here content was parallel, some learned from TV.

For.

grading, he is now gi 4ng tests covering material assigned during SWS;

N

therefore the SWS learning

ill be embedded in grades'.

%NS tudents

A second teacher felt tha

had suffered more in mathematics

114

than in other 'classes, )ecause of the obstacles so likely to be met in
----mathematics, the need to go into details.
A

Differences in learning were

apparent between students in, e.g., Applied Math and Geometry -- the
latter generally worked harder.

He is giving quizzes to add marks for

4

grading purposes (rather than mark on the basis of one test), though
he would rather strongly favor the Pass-Fail system now rumored.

He

C

felt that he'd probably do little differently if he could replan for SWS.
A third teacher felt that SWS had made little impression -- the
students who would have learned in regular session learned during SWS
because they did the assignments; the students who learn little in regular
session did little work and therefore learned little in SWS.

Almost all

were now working to catch up;' how will ,they did would vary by student.

A fourth teacher felt that the students were catching up faster
than he'd expected.

Since he had assigned TV and the content was parallel,

he felt that students had learned from it.

SWS was a period to go through
back to usual.

--

it's now over,rperiod, we',re

Students talked to in the hallways merely expressed a

"so What's to talk about" attitude.

SWS is long in the past, and school

\1

is back to its anticipated routine.,

Since attendance was high during SWS,'no sjgnificant difference was
'observed.

Little,can be added from visits to other.schOols.
students have readjusied.to the routine of school.

Teachers and

Grading for the

period and "catching up" are mild worries -- accepted as acceptable.
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SECOND OBSERVATIONS
School Without Schools Program
Secondary Math Education

ey
Observer (4

N-SWS Evaluation--Part 2
School #2

Teacher 1 -- Evidently the Columbus downtown administration has not yet decided
what shcool-wide policy/should be used for grading student work
done during the SWS period - -a pass/fail option was ,considered,

"extra credit" was another option, as was a "grade as usual"

As

policy, but no final decision has been communicated to the
'tepchers.

This teacher's reaction was "It's criminals"

Her evaluation of the students' work done during the SWS period
shdwed that perfdrmance was poorer thari usual.

This teacher and

her student teacher had made a special effort to integrate'TV
lessons with special worksheets and. text material into learning
4

packages for the students, and both teachers were available to

students in addition to the once-a-week class sessig5.

The

geometry students didnot'take the initiative=to come in for
-extra help; they seemed to have watched the first TV lesson,
..'but none after that.

(The teacher felt that the TV lessons

were clear, well-paced, and at the proper level for her classes,
so that the students should not have experienced. that much
difficulty with them.)

The Algebra II students did not do as

well on the tests and homework on rational numbers as was
expected; the teacher attributed this, to the fact that these

students were not mature enough,to do so much ofthe algebra
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on their own, even with her guidance through the learning
packages and the in-class sessions.

She felt that the 3-week

period was especially hard on students in thelipper level math
courses.

Some of. -her Contemporary Math students, who had four special

fr

projects to do in addition to the learning packages, pleasantly
surprised her--she said that some of these students who had
usually not responded well to the regular work' had made good

attempts (or, even just some attempt) on the projects.

She also

commented that the Mature of the projects (a home floor plan, a
personal cash flow recors, a family budget for a month, and

income taxes) had madeher much more aware Of the students' home
life and of the problems they bring to school with them than did
any other work she had done with them previously.

Teacher 2 -- (This teacher had not been interviewed previously.)

This teacher

felt that during the SWS in-class sessions he was much better
prepared than usual (he made special overhead transparencies for
his lessons and "covered many more examples ") - -he felt he taught

about two days worth of material at each one-day session.

He

noted that this has affected his pacing iin class now, that he
gets more material into a period because he i5 mucht better
organized than befor.

The units covered in all of his classes

(2 Physical Science, 1 Algebra II, and 3 Contemporary Math.
classes) all have taken much longer than normal (these units were
all in the regular curriculum).

He had not used any TV, radio,'

-.or newspaper lessons because he thought these were not at a

\'

high enough level for his students and because he had already
1

prepared special materials for his clad ses.
0

-
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He focused on students
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helping each other during the SWS period by listing the names of
all the A students, along with their phone numbers, for each classand encouraging other students in the class to consult "the
experts".

.

(Students seemed to respond well to this, he thought- -

many who had previously' grumbled about their own low grades in
his courses were surprised, to learn that others had been getting

A's, and the A students seemed to be pleased when they were asked
to help out.

Students told him that they did call eacivoiher about

the math lessons.)

He. found kids eager to get sack to work--the

*first week in the regular sessions, students.were energetic, glad

to get somethin to do, and much more well - behaved. than usual,
even when compared to after a regular vacation. :Grades will be
affected, he said, with more high and more low grades than usual,
.

a

'

,...

because he told students all the work done during SWS wouTd be
.

for-extra Credit.

When asked if he would have done anything

differently .(in terms of materials used, or topics,covered, or

organization) he responded only that he wished he had not fade
the "extra credit" promis--that up t6 25% of some students',
grades would be extra credit.

Teacher 3 -- She was a TV teacher during SWS, working with a team of two
other teachers on the geometry programs.

Her teamhad *complete

freedom to cover whatever material they felt appropriat'.
chose topics on the basis of:

They.

(1) What would be best served by

a visual approach, (2) What was new for the students yet would
be easy enough for them to work on by themselves, and (3) What
Was in the textbook, but beyond the material that students had
covered so far in the semester.

Geometric constructions and

coordinate geometry were the topics chosen.
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The geometry team sent each of the high schools a schedule of

what would be covered in each of thegeometry TV programs, but

since school mail was not delivered regularlysOme schooM did
not receive the information.

Many teachers learned about the

content'of the prOgrams only by rumor.

Teacher 3 -- The teacher commended Channel 10 personnel for their` excellent
,

-

cooperation,in giving the needed technical help, and praised'the
art teachers from the Columbus system who did all the art work
and graphics that mere required for the 'TV:lessons.

The video

tapes that
were made remain the property of Channe1.10;
.

,

'' evidently the Columbus system does ncit haveaenough money to

purchase any .of the tapes for the system's professional library.
k

'

While she was doing the TV lessons, her awn classes were covered
by a substitute teacher who vas not a mathematics teacher.

The major problem in SWS; she thought, was the downtown
administration's fluctuating between optional and mandatory
attendance policies for students.

J

4
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SECOND OBSERVATIONS

School Without Schools Program
Secondary Math Education
by

Observer D

Follow-up Visits
Okservations:
1.

At both schools but especially at the high school classes seemed'to
be back in normal operation with a verylxfsiness-like atmosphere
prevailing.

2.

In marked contrast to4iy_vists during SWS, students in study halls,
'libraries, or learning centers were--busily engaged in school work.

'There was very little of the "milling about in the halls" or general
idleness observed in both schools during SWS.
3.

The-consensus of the teachers with whom I talkid was that they were
-about 'two weeks behind with respect to cdntent covered.

they would be able to "catch-up":

Some felt

Others were somewhat concerned that

the students', performance on standardized tests might be lower this
Spring.

Or--1

4.

As during SWS, there were noticeable discrepancies in the teacher
reports for the "good" clasSeS and for the "sloWer" 'classes.

Several

felt that the experience may have-been quite good for their better
students in that it gave them a chance to "set their own pace" and
"learn to work more independently as they'may*ve to do in college".

However, both the teachers and the students also indicated that there
was considerable frustration fro many of the students in being unable
to maintain regular, almost daily contact with the teacher.

With slower

Oases the feeling I received from both teachers'and students was that
not very much permanent learning (of mathematics at least) had taken
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Both teachers and students in slower classes

place during SWS.

conveyed an impression of "didn't do anything much in mathematics"
during SWS.
5.

Some teachers, usually those of Consumer or Applied Mathematics at
the high school level, indicated that their attendance was lower than
before SWS.

One expressed the opinion that some potential drop-outs

may have used SWS as a motivation for making that decision early.
Several teachers said that some of their students had not shown up

,

since school resumed.

In general,' teachers felt thit'SWS may ,haye

contributed to greater irregularity in attendance patterns because
of the habits students may have developed.
6.

Some teachers and several students indicated that one of the-more
negative aspects of SWS was the rescheduling of their Spring vacation.

r

They felfthat a break in late February ju.st could not replace the
"warm weather" vacation.

'7.

In spite of some of the limitations expressed above', both teachers and

students seemed glad to be back in school.

They also ,felt that it

was good that Columbus had initiated SWS instead of just taking an
extended break.

While the teachers felt they were two weeks behind

.

now, they felt that without SWS they would have been much further behind.
8.

Teachers indicated that restarting was much like starting school in
September after a summer vacation -- or at least after an extended
Christmas vacation.

They felt that they had'Io re-establish class-

room discipline and provide review lessons much as one would at the
beginning of,school.

The junior high school teachers expressed more

concern about the readjustment of students.

While the high school

students seemed to have "settled down" after a day or so, the junior
high school students seemed' more restless and to be giving the teachers
C

1.24
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more difficulty in "getting them back to work"
9.

Although students had been given assigned work they were theoret- ally
expected to master during SWS, I found no teacher who had not reviewed
extensively before testing students on such material.

The results

Of tests given during the last w-ek was varied but there was some
indicationIthat only highly motivated classes were clbse.to expected
adhievementl levels.

In two geometry classes at the high scLoof, for

example, the "better" class averaged 14/20 in the first post SWS test
and the slolver class, 6/20.

failed the

In'the second instance over half the class

One teacher's solution to this problem was to give

a "take-home" examination.so the students could use, their texts, notes,
or other resources.
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Schools Without Schools
Observations
by
O

ti

Miriam Brierley

Summary Statements:

The following statements reflect impressions of School

Without_Schools (S.W.S.) which are describedfin more detail in the narrative
section of this'report.

1.

Attendance during School Without Schools was good in the 8 classes
observed.

2.

One of eight teachers interviewed incorporated media lessons in S.W.S.
assignments.

Three other teachers reported that some students voluntarily

N watched TV lessons or listened to-the radio.

r
3.

Participation in field trips arranged by four%of the eight teachers
,interviewed was good.

4.<SenfOr High teachers
liked the flexibility permitted by S.W.S. for student
),

.
teacher contacts and interactions, for the daily school day, for field
trip -rrangements, and for individual student learningstyles._
5.

Parent's of two classes of elementary students assumed some responsibility

for more than one child, donating home space for class meetings, telephoning
class meeting schedules and field trip information.
6.

Classr om behavior patterns during S.W.S. and regular school were perceived

by the observer to be pretty much the same.

Student behavior,, class

management and teacher behavior did not appear different in the emergency
situatiim from that observed once regular school had been resumed.

In

certainklasses the same could be said for instructional activities and
materials.

Tile difference in the latter appeared to be "location".

During School Without Schools kids carried out the same kinds of assignments
they ,werr usedIto but outside of the school.

k"
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Differences in materials and

activities were reported by some teachers in the interview session, but

were.not part Of the observable activities in the classrooms.
7.

At the Senior and Junior High levels all the students in a cla'ss were
responsible for the same assignments., Work done in,class was the same
activity for all.

This principle .beld true for most elementary students

.

but wasmore likely toinvolve,Eths sub-groups of students.

One exception

was the class of third graders observed at Fair Avenue, to be involved in
a variety of learning actiyities as a result of having a team of teachers
Assigned for the S.W.S. day in school.
8.

The amount of planned ar organized instructional activities carried out
during School Without Schools varied greatly among teachers and also by
schools.

For example, one high school teacher had her day in school and

was available to students* phone but did not arrange field trips-or
extra "class" meetings.

one day a we

The other high school teacher held office hours

in addition to her day in school, was available by phone on

all other week days, and arranged two field trips.

Neither junior high

teacher, with two regular class days in school each week and a third day
r

on which they reported for special project help, had arranged field trips
or additional class meeting hours.

One elementary teacher had good participation in field trips, some of which
are best defined as environmental studies.

A second teacher reported

.

several field trips and two daily meetings with different groups of students
for reading, math and social studies, while the third teacher used contractual
assignments to cover material between "days-in-school".

Another teacher

met with her class at 'a Community Center location two days a week and
arranged three field 'trips.

12 '1
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Overview
Information in this repOrt was obtained by observations in eight Columbus
School classrooms and interviews with the teachers of the classes.. The observations were accomplished during the third week of School Without Schools,
February 22-24, 1977 and during the second week following the return,to regular
school, March 15-17, 1977.

Two high school classes, two junior high classes and four elementary classes
Were visited in the efforts of this observer "to have-a look" at math and social
studies, including science instruction in grades kindergarten through twelve.
With one exception, observation time in each class was determined by the length
of the class period - approximately. 50 minutes for secondary level classes and
c,

15-30 minutes at the elementary level depending on teachers' management of time.
Classroom activities were viewed from a perspective baked generally on the
Crosswhite observation, guide.

More specific details are included where certain

activities, materials or interactions created strong impressions in the observer
about methods of instruction.- in other words, shed more light on what the
teacher and the kids were actually doing all diy in school.

The teacher interviews provided an opportunity for the observer to posedirectly certain of the issues and questions raised by the researchers.

Intervigis were based on the amount of time teachers were willing to take to
talk, often determined by class schedules.

*

'Duration of the interviews was a

few minutes to 25 minutes.

Findings
High School

At North Higb School a twelfth grade psychology teacher and an eleventh
grade American Studies teacher were interviewed.

Both classrooms were visited

00e:*-I

when regular schobl was resumed; the latter was observed during School Without

e.4

L

chools.
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Eleventh-grade American Studies

American Studies is a course planned co-operatively by the English
and Social Studies Departments at North to co- ordinate instruction of
the two content areas.

Twenty-two students attended class on the S.W.S. day in school and
twenty-fiVe on thei-eguiar school (RS) day.

The percentages of time

.taken for various activities on both days are as follows:
S.W.S.

Taking attendance
Returning assignments
Collecting assignments
Clarifying assignments
Making assignments
Lecturing
Discussion
Asking questions
Answering questions
Testing
Disciplining
Other (see text)

R.S.

2

2
0

-5
20
25

5

10

5

5

10
-

5
5

3
5

10

,

5

75

The first several minutes of the S.W.S. class period were used by the
teacher to tell students where and when she could be contacted in the school
building on'the following day and to give directions for an all-day ?aid
trip scheduled for the coming Saturday.

Lecturing and discussion.du/ing

'the S.W.S. observation occurred extemporaneously in response

to-41r

reporting on various American Revolutionary personalities (categorized

above as collectiglassignments).
On the regular school day most of the class period (75%) was Used

by students to copy notes which the teacher had written on the chalkboard
before-the class began.

Three students took make-up tests during the

period and the teacher sat at her desk glancing around the room, making
non-task related comments.

Two field trips were planned by the teacher for S.W.S.

An all-day

trip to Adena which was-planned for an April date during Spring break
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had been rescheduled to occur on a Saturday during the period of S.W.S.
A field trip to the 0.S.U. Black Studies Hall of Fame attended by 52 out
of 76 American Studies students was consiojerpd a great success by the
teacher.

There were comments from this teacher which speak to certain of the
issues posed by the reasearchers.

She reported feeling greatly pressured

about writing 30 lessdn glans within a two day period in preparation for
School Without Schools..

She was concerned about grading and "unfinished

business" froM interrupted learning activities.

The flexibility of scheduling, of student contacts, of pacing learning
according to student needs and abilities had "positive relaxing affects='
on,her.

/

She would like to have a day a week under normal conditions when

her students could work on topics of individual interest without the'
restraints of the 9-periods-a-day schedule.

For herself, one week at the

end of each semester free of the daily schedule would provide a reasonableamount of time for course planning and preparation.

She was especially

pleased with student-teacher interactions during S.W.S.

Flexibility in

scheduling had increased dne-to-one contacts with students and had improved
the quality of the interaction because of time and opportunity to relate
as individuals.

Twelfth-grade Psychology
The twelfth grade psychology students were leaving class, two at a
time, for several minutes on the regular school day visit.

They were

being. measured for caps and gowns.

During the time they were in class they. copied notes which the teacher

was'yriting, a few paragraphs ahead of themn'the chalkboard.

Some

questions for the teacher as well as informalconversation among students

occurred, however, the class appeared tatziented and businesslike in a

"'

:

4
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comfortable environment (as compared to the American Studies group who
had "a sting" to their bantering' and an attitude of non-interest toward
content during joth observations).

Alrtwenty students in this class had completed'four S.W.S. assignments:
a)

to read a biography or autobiography about a person undergoing
change (ex. Dibs, Black Rage),
4

b)

to read a book that explains a theory of psychological change.

C)

to keep a diary of yours own attitudes,, -(motions, frustrations,
during S.W.S.

d)

tcanswer questions on the study handout.

Y

These assignments for out of school time had been planned to cover
academic aspects of the course while the days-in-school during S.W.S.
were given.to activities which provided for
studied.

experiencing" the concepts

The teacher expressed great satisfaction in the work done by.

students to complete the 4 assignments.

However, she thought dais

participation was hindered when inadequate time for "lead-in activities"
as well as less time spent together as a group created threat in the the
"experience" Situation.

The teacher had not been able to follow "her,

sequence of concept introduction" either, out of the necessity tq alter
the course content and eliminate some of the activities.

She did not

expect to have time.to maka-up the material, saying that S.W.S. limited
the course content to fundamental concepts.

She based her premise that

her students were learning on the completion of the home assignments
(100%), on the number of teleptione contacts and the specificity of

:

problems or'questions she received from students, and on student comments
on in-school days such as "I haven't thought of this before", or "This
is new to me", or "Now I know why I'm learning this".

During S.W.S. th psychology teacher liked the willingness of the
.

students to call her for advice about their work, she felt more relaXed
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I

in preparing for less class time and *as a result thought that her
.

.*.

preparations, as well as her evaluation activities had been improved.
She thinki' that three days a week in school and two days for outeofclass, out-of-the building away from the 9- period a day schedule,
O

would-enhance the "pursuit of learning" for students and their teachers

.

and should be.considered for regular school.

Junior High
A seventh grade class in World Geography and an eighth grade class
,

.

in American History were visted it Indiario)a Junior High, a building that was

,a host school only two days a week.* During S.W.S., Indianola classes were

held on the regular schedule two days i week:,

On the third lay the building

was open to students, with teachers availablevr Work on special projects
or phys:cal education.

All field trips were to/6e scheduled as well on the

lird day.

Seventh-grade World Geography

t
Two/seventh grade students were abient from-the World Geography
class'in the S.W.S. observation period; all 25 were present in the'second
observation when school was back in regular session.

Activities which

focused On a unit of study on the USSR during both observatgns were
as follows:
S.W.S.

Taking attendance
Clarifying assignments
.Making assignments
Discussion
Laboratory (Work period)
Asking questions
Answering questions

5
5
1*0

60
10
10

'65
5

20

The observer arrived a bit late for both sessions but assumed a

percentage of time for attendance since the teacherkn w, when asked;
how many students were missing.

The class proceeded s

.
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othly as students.

,)\\
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got busy on individual map-drawing activities after the unit on Russia
was announced and the.map assignment explained.

The' teacher circulated'

during this working period responding to individuals with advice or
suggestions to those who asked for help and with reinforcing comments to
others.

Neither she nor the students did a lot of talking but there was

some informal conversation among student-teacher and student-student groups
during the work (laboratory) period.

The work period during the second observation was used for reading
and note taking activity but was iii.eceded by.a period of discussion dUring

which "ussian political concepts were explored.

The reading, again done

by the entire class, was George Orwell's Animal Farm, assigned for the
.

0

purpose of reviewing and criticising concepts, associated with communism.
The teacher went about the room speaking to individuals when signaled by
raised hands.

At both observation sessions these seventh graders appeared

to'take the class seriously and to be involved in doing assignments.
A brief interview with this. teacher was the source of information

for the Indianola Plan-fOr School Without Schools (see above).:
Eighth - grade American History

Five of eighteen students were absent from American History class on

the S.W.S. darof observation, four were absent on the\"regUlar day".
Attendance was not officially taken and. the teacher had to.look at his

roll book to respond to 'the observersi question about atencince.

Students

were still arriving fifteen minutes after the scheduled beginning of the
period.

As each arrived the teacher re-iterated the task for the day

which was to copy notes

on the chalkboard.

There

as "bantering"

back and forth among students and between the teacher and individual
students during the whole class period.

The word "bantering" includes

playful, CompleininTand grumbling, saracastic and needling exchanges.
The teacher dicier-Tt seefftoapprove much of the studel!t chatter but did'
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as much talking of a non-task variety as anyone.

Class eventually appeared

to be'underway when most of the students began note-tak ng and the, teacher.

started conferring at his desk with certain individuals
he was reilmning to them.

egarding assignments

Several students identified .m stakes in the notes
O

which had been written on chalkboard by a student.

The 'eacher explained to

.

the observer that they took turns "putting up" the notes

The teacher indicated in a brief interview session't at the class
was "proceeding pretty much as usual, although they couldrlit do everything
they usually do".

.

He

as "giving more homework" in an effort to cover.

everything. Discussion

ime was.cut short, however,- and he preferred to

have a class period for talking about the "notes" before testing students
on the material given in theM.'
Sample Notes
1.

England was the'first industrial nation in the world.

.

z

6.

\10.

Most of the workers on the Union Pacific were Irish and most of the
workers on the Centr'al Pacific were Chinese. To be part owner of a corporation you must buy a share of stock.

ElementEK
Four elementary classes were observed in two different elementary schools.
One. class of Fair Avenue third graders was visited in their host school,

Kingswood, and then in their own building.

The other thretplasses were
rA

Gables fourth, fifth and sixth grade students in their own buildibg.,
Third Grade Math and Language Arts

The White observation guide didn't work well in the-third grade
classroom of Fair Avenue students at Kingswood.

Four adults working in

the room among 23 children included the regular teacher, a language
specialist assigned during S.W.S. to the third grade classes, a tutor,
and a reading clinician.

The morning block of time in this room wa'S given

C
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to language arts while in another.room a group of 18 third graders was
meeting with another third grade teacher to practice math skills.

The

two third grade teachers and the language specialist were teaming very
,satisfactorily, they thought, during S.W.S..

Individual students, groups of students and teachers had mobility

but the grouping patterns during the30-minute observation period included
several student-student groups of 2 or 3, a (1) student - (1) tutor group,
and a group-of *(3) students ands teacher.

One teacher went about the

room'joining the small student groups or answering questions of individual
students seeking her out.

Informal conversation carried on by students

and teachers alike oroke out at times although without a noisy or disruptive
e It
effect. No disciplinary actions occurred during the observation period.

Work in the room related tolanguage curriculum, although one small student
group was using math_flash cards.

Writing activities in some of the student

groups were focuied on students ides about how they would behave in adult
roles, i.e., parent, worker, friend.

The return to this class two weeks into the regular school session
created a similar impression in the observer.
in class, but 'only one adult this visit.

activity was again noticeable.

There ware 23 children

The variety of group size and

The morning was given to completing work

in language arts and math with the teachee givingattention to one group
of'children while the remainder of the class worked on assignments:
1 Boy at typewriter - involved - spelling words 0
6 Children with teadffer gathered around a table working on spelling
1 Boy working on papers at a.table off to the side of the room
2 Boys at small, work table
Remainder of
class at work at 3 tables along blackboard wall
.

.

Different spelling, math, langusage and writing assignments were listed
on the chalkboard .cor several groups.

Materials being used 'around the class

included spelling texts, math cards and notebooks, lined paper and picture
dictionaries.

The teacher felt that SU,61.-schools "had.gone pretty well considering..."
I

ilia

.
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Intermediates, Third - Sixth Math, Social Studies, Science

Three teachers of third, fourth, fifth and sixth level students at

Gables Elementary School were obser4d and interviewed.

Gables is an

open space facility and each teacher has in the intermediate area a home
base group which includes students at two grade level age ranges,
3-4, 4-5, 5-6.

Each teacher has instRdtional responsibility to orobps

4
of students drawn from the whole intermediate area foi-.'math.

is employed occasionally

This arrangement

for social studies-science units, as w

In the first class observed some students were,worINg at tables
while a group of 3-4-5 level studentsseated on Carpet mats near the
chalkboard.received instruction iR metric measurement from -the teacher.

Each had a textbook and following the teacher's explanation and
question period, they went to tables to work-on the assignment given in
Ik
.math.

Other wort:for their day in school waslisted on the chalkboard

and included science and social studies-ssignments of the uread-the-text-

and-answer-the-questionsvariety. D uring tbe work period which involved
all the childi:en located at this teacher's home base, she circulated from

table.to table in response to individual student signals or to check With
;.;

others on certain assignments that were due..
`A scene very similar to the one described above was observed on. the
,return visit when regular school had resumed

ktOtal of26 children

:

.

were gi-ouped at tables at the teacher's home base:
t

,

Most students were
.

reading library-belfrecreational" books while a few worked with health
and math books.

IndiAdual students conferred with the teacherewho\took

time out from drawing geonittric figures on, the clIalkbaard, to talk wil.,h;c'
them.

When this was finished she asked 4th level students J15 students)

to come up with their carpet mats and math workbooks toe-the chalkboard'
area.

Explanation, discussion, questions and assignments regarding the

geometrical figures followed in that order .1 31;
L!L

Several S.W.S. field trips in which.ill students participated were
arranged by this teacher, with transportation handled by parents.

The

teacher thought each of the trips had been extremely worthwhile, adding
that whe would not hive taken on the amount-of planning required for so
many trips under normal circumstances.

They went to:

a)

the Seventeenth Aveue Library (Col. Schs.' Main Library) where
each student checked out 5 books

b)

The Ohi9 Historical Society -where they attended the movie and
lab class on natur 1 science, visited the "Village" and took in
the pioneer life.e hibits and thelold bones" (Indian exhibits),

.

.

c)

.

.

The School For the Blind where they saw how blind persons "go
to school" as well as a movie entitled "What Do You Say When
You See The Blind ? ",

d)

s

State House Tour which included an interview with the State
Auditor and a total of the rotunda.

In addition to field trips and the day-in-school the teacher had
followed a schedule for class meetings with students on every other day..

..

,

of the week.

-

,

-

Wednesdays

w1iere

scheduled for lessonsi.som

devoted to reading with all her students
..0

tame during. the day-.

Math'"groups met' at

Various hokes Monday morn ngs and at Gables from 2:30 - 4:09 P.M. on
Tuesdays, as soon as the

isiting students were dismissed.

Two Social

Studies groups convened' pesday'and Piday mornings respectively.
The teacher is quot d in regard to the setting described above and

.

/

the students' learning, .'I got so much done with just being responsible
to one group of children -at a time - with no bells, no 'Clocks, no other
i

I

groups".

4,

t

"I felt they realli learned.
skills they have.

I was amazed by the independent study

Many /of them had ideas of their Own that they went

ahead on, or they did ltra things like watching the media lessons.
Ififth graders were mos
more than they normall

The

likely:to go ahead, and I think they learned
would".

O
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"Me felt a sense of urgency and wanted to accomplish as much as we
could".

"Kids sure found out that the world can change".
"I.think we'll -.teacheri, kids, parents.- be glad when it's over ".

Intermediate, third- Sixth Math:Social Studies, Science
A second class of intermediate level pupils at Gables was in a group
meeting with the teacher to determine which S.W.S.
turned in so far.

assignments had been

She was naming children whose Social Studies assignments

had been received and graded according to contract terms.

Frequent

.

discussion between teacher and individuals interrupted this session.

Once

the "finished" students were identified; those whose work had not been
accounted for were questioned, "Paul, - where's Paul? - We 'have to have
a, talk, Paul".

Group laughter.

"Tiffany, have you done any social studies?"
book at home".

"I didn't have a

.

"I need the third assignment from Kevin ".

Kevin starts crying

silently..

"Ed, looks 'Rice I have only one assignment from you".

"What is it Tiffany"?

"I've got some stuff in my notebook," from

'tiffany.

Kevin's friends reassure him by telling him the teacher hasn't
gotten around yet -today to looking at the "papers' in the tray".
Etc.

Children were praised for their knowledgeable contributions to the
social studies discussion held that morning based on their home preparations.

Tht meeting then ended with reminders thit next week would

be Spring Vacation.

When asked how she would have handled social studies under normal

conditions, this teacher replied that she would not have taken a "straight
teaching" approach, (explained as textbook reading to do assignment sheets)
J%
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as she had done for home work during S.W.S.

The unit in progress during

S.W.S. would have been co-operatively planned and carried out by her and
another intermediate teacher without using the text which they consider
inadequate.

The team effort had been ditched, but the teacher thought

her students had responded well to the independent student assignment
used instead to accommodate S.W.S.

She had distributed among the students

along'with straighttext assignments "some four boxes of books from the
main library resource center which fit th-e Colonial Period they were
studying".

Students' reporting on the books they read indicated that

"-they had caught the flavor of the:times".

She said she would have

started out-the unit if done at school with thejlrunner map, going from

there into independent activities, with no "straight teaching
Her comment about the effect of S.W.S. on her students was that they
were still asking after three weeks of S.W.S., "When is vacation?"

Her

meaning was that S.W.S. was like "vacation" to them.

Intermediate, Third - Sixth Math, Social Studies, Science
The third group of intermediate students at Gables were discussing
the details of a Camp Trip planned for the week following the S.W.S.\
Spring Vacation.

This trip was being planned with two professors and \

thirteen students of Natural Resources from OSU. Activities for Gables
students would focus on crafts and sciences of pioneer life such as
weaving, baking, preparing meals including beverages from foods available
,

through the natural environment, on nature and animal studies and the
planting of a "school'forest" of about 600 seedlings.

The class had

raised funds for the trip by opening a school store in which student-made
products (food and crafts) were sold three days a.week during regular
school.

(This had necessitated student banking and accounting as well.)

This teacher thought that the quality of learning resulting from such

G:
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activities was-not occurring in the S.W.S. "read -do" variety of assignments.

Learning was affected because of the difficulty in follow-up on "questions
kids-have" and because of their inability to budget time.
done badly, and other work didn't get done at all.

Some work was

The weekly day in

school was not typical because the time was spent collecting.and checking
assignments and in testing
testing learning.

A great deal of time was given on

the day in school to discUssing the problems that showed up in the home
work turned in.

A variety of field trips had been arranged by this teacher, for
total class or interest group participation.

He'said that all of these

were possible because of S.W.S.

He could not have done nearly so.Much

tripping during regular school.

He was especially satisfied with:the-

preparation for the upcoming Camp Trip he was able to provide his students
through the extensive use of field trips.

Most (3/4) of the class had shown up to see the Natural,Environment
Exhibit and the Planitarium at COSI, OSU's "Ohio Wild Flowers and Trees"
Display and the Bird Refuge at Blendon Woods Pond.

Groups of 13, each

had attended COSI workshops in "Weather ", "Optical Illusions",%"Ufos and

Extraterrestial Beams",

and the Environmental and Pldnitarium_Laboratories,

all of which charged participation fees.

A group Of five students paid

to participate also in Blacklick Woods' Nature Workshop.

The students

had attended 3 four-hour evening sessions and were planning a report to
their classmates.

10
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SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS
OBSERVATIONS
by

Margaret Wehner

Introduction

My observation of the secondary science area_focused_on science
teacher perceptions rather than classroom observations.
observe

Although, I did

2 ninth grade general science classes and 1 tenth grade life

science class during the half day I was in each school:

In addition to

seven science teachers, three building principals were also interviewed:These opinions and. perceptions were determined by responses to the

following.questions:
1.

What do you think of the SWS program?
Class attendances?

2.

What resources have been made available to you?
you use TV programs?

Benefits?

Problems?

How did
;

3.

Did you try some new teaching methods or strategies that
you plan to use when you get back to your regular schedule?

4.

How. did you provide for laboratory activity by students?

5.

Did yOu attempt to expose the students to new materials and
concepts or did you use this time to 'reinforce and review
what had been previously covered?

6.

If you had it to do all over again how would you change the
way you handled this situation?

This report,is divided into three sections.
I.

School 'by school results which include the following:
.

A brief description of the school

.

Classroom observatiors during SWS and after school resumed

.

Clas's teacher intrxvieas during SWS and comments after school
resumed

Other science teacher interviews

134..

II.

Principal interviews during SWS and their perceptions after
school resumed
,

III.

Summary

The first high school visited had an enrollment of 1651 students of
which about 2% were from low income families.

(Low_ income _ was determined
.

I

by the percent of families in..the attendance area receiving money from

Aid to Dependent Children.)

This high school served as a host school with
(1

their:students meeting each Tuesday during School Without Schools (SWS).

Classroom Observation
I observed a tenth grade life science class which Was modified
biology.

Eighteen students were p;-esent.

betoo attentive.

The students tended not to

There were frequent requests at the beginningOf the

period to go to lockers, etc., all of which were flatly refused by the
teacher.

The teacher divided the class into 4 groups and appointed acaptain.
for each group.

She then read a ghort-Trtidleabout daYotenemia to

the class, and wrote five questions on the board concerning the
article.

Each group was to work together to answer the questions and

the captain turned in the group response.

Only about one or two

students in each group actively participated in the task.
were somewhat passive and/or made non-relevant remarks.

The others
When all teams

completed the task the teacher went over the answers with the class.
The remaining class time was spent clarifying homework assignments.
Each student was responsible for making a scrapbook of'newspape'r

articles concerning one of the following subjects, energy; drugs, or
pollution.
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On the return visit there were 28 students' present.

During the

first half of the class time about 10 students were taking'a make-up
test.

The remainder of the, class worked on an, in class assignment-

wrfting answers to questions from the textbook.

The teacher made many

classroom management statements during this time.

Students did not appear

too interested, and there was frequent talking out in class by students.
During the last part of the clats the teacher returned homework,
passed back test papers and discussed test results with the class.
Selected students were called upon to read the questions and give the
answers.

According to the teacher there were a lot of discipline probe

lems in this class.

I was excused the last few.minutes of the period

so the, teacher could talk privately with the class about their behavior.

Classroom Teacher Interview
1.

(See questions on page one of this report)

This teacher felt SWS program was a good idea - "Kept kids in

touch with the basics."
2.

She felt the resources were adequate.

TV kograms were assigned

although thought to be better for elementary than secondary students.
Took a field trip to Ohio State University.

Most students don't think they

have, to be here, so most won't attend field trips which are .scheduled on a

day other than the assigned SWS day.
3.

She didn't try any new teaching methods or strategies but did

set up a telephone tree for communicating with her students.

Classes were

organized into teams with captains who could call the teacher during school
hours only to relay only questions or'concerns from the other students.
4.

Did not give lab work.

5.

The majority of time was devoted to rein'orce what had been pre-

viously covered.
6.

However, some new materials were provided.

If she had it to do over, she would plan more field trips.
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Teacher Comments After Return td Regular School

At the follow up visit this teacher stated students had been

.

tested since their return and performed about the Same as

.

always which was generally poor.
The teacher noted students from other classes:,Who did home-

.

,work and attended the 3 days did better on the test.

Students had time to gather more indepth information for
notebooks on drugs or pollution than they would have had.
Students'revealed greater knowledge and understanding of

.

these subjects (drugs and pollution) during discussion but
not on testing.

She had an opportunity to identifystudenti who were interested
and did assignments.
Other Science Teacher Opinions

I was able to interview three other Biology teachers concerning
..,

SWS.

The following were their responses to the questions and

their comments after school resumed:

O
O

Teacher A Interview
1.

This teacher felt SWS at least kept communication open with
kids - "hopefuTTy-seme-learning going on,"

Based on work

collected there was an-effo t by some'students to prepare and

\

14n ce was reported very good
Attends

complete assignments.

normal and above - until today (the last day) and it was lets than
2:

I didn't assign TV for Biology classes but did assign to my
social studies classes.

Received notification ahead of time

about the program content for social studies.

There was no

advance knowledge of content for ,Biology programs.
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3.

Basically assigned readings and asked specific questioni
because there wasn't time to discuss topics in class.

4.

No lab work given.

5.

Assigned mostly new material.

If no questions were asked about

homework, then I went on to the next topic.
6.

Don't know what I would change under the circumstances.
Overall, for situation it went pretty smooth.

Everyone was appre-

1V

hensive at first but it wa's all well organized and had coop-

eration from administration.

There was a. lot of enthusiasm

first"two weeks - "kind of bottomed out now - everyone let

.

down,"
Aft

Teacher Comments After Return to Regular School
.

Generally test grades were one step lower.

.

Gradual decline in quality of work by students, i,e., A and
B, papers were C by third week.

.

.

.

.

Realize my students need more structure-meeting once a week was
not enough.
May try project or independent study approach for history
class
don't see it for science.
Some teachers felt they didn't have enough grades for a 6
week letter grade and wanted to go with a pass-fail.
(I
have more grades than normal). Some students felt this was
a "cop out" on the part of teachers.
Students said they wouldn't
have done all that work if it was going to be a pass-fail.
Felt SWS more difficult for science and math than social
studies because one unit builds on another, especially in
math.

Teacher B Interview
1.

"Think SWS is horrible - frightful way. Not much learning
going on." Don't like to go too far because of kids that
aren't here.
First week attendance was better than now
(3rd week).
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2.

Would want more field trips, more supplementary materials
Didn'tassign TV science - had
and utilize library more.
already covered the material. Problem with TV programs
"Miss meat,
students can't ask questions and can't discuss.
of education when you can't discUsS." Basically think
putting on a show for the public, which was the only advantage
of SWS.

3.

Didn't try dew teaching methods.

4.

ik) lab experiences provided, do very little,anyhow. 4Usually
do frog dissection in spring.

5.

Provided mostly new materials;

6.

If had it to do over would make better use of field trips
and utilize the library more.

Teacher Comments After Return to Regular Schooll
.

.

Gave list of questions from two chapters qicussed during
SWS. ,Discussed first two days back and gave quiz third day.
Results were worse than ever except for 8th. period class
which was outstanding.
Felt poor results were because:
tough material in these chapters
too much time had passed
didn't cover material in the usuil Manner.

.

Would like to see field trips worked into regular curriculum.
Take a week and arrange field trips for whole school. Work
in cooperation with other teachers' and combine several classes
together.

Teacher C Interview
1.

Relatively ineffective - too
much time in between. Got to take a lot of field trips
that was good. Attendance was normal during SWS.

"SWS was better than nothing;'

2.

A good job was done providing community resources.'

3.

The only new strategy I've used was two Way communication With students
with a telephone tree.

4.

Provided no lab activity.

5.

Gave regular assignments up through March 18th, no assignments
due until second day back.
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6.

If had it to do over would require assignments weekly.
Studentsvere putting off doing assignments.

Teacher Comments After Return to Regular School
. ,

.

.

tested students second day back.
they knew there would be a test.
ments did well on the test.

They did poorly even though
Students hAO had done assign-'

See possibility of incorporating field trips.into- regular
scheduling using key subject areas.

Felt that field trips should not be required because of those
students not interested.
Let students sign up for field trips.
Current limitations of field trips were:
- time of day and limited Amount of time that can be spent.
- students miss other classes
- inconvenience to other teache;-s

- logistics of putting it together
- limited availability of biases.
field trips.
\,.

.'

.

Need buses allocated just for

Students needed more structure within a block of time.
Curriculum needs constant explanation and clarification -therefore
difficult during SWS.
Felt teachers lost their teaching. momentum. They.needed more time
with kids.

The second school visited had an enrollment of 13F1 students with
about 2% from low income families.

During the SWS they met each

Wednesday at a host school.
Classroom Observation

A student teacher conducted this ninth grade General Science class.
He gave an interesting slide presentation about bats.

Each slide was

explained and questions posed by students were answered.
teacher seemed very knowledgeable about the subject.
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The student

Students seemed

.144

very interested and attentive for the most part,

though the

student teacher had to interrupt his presentation seve'ral times to

discipline individual students.

regular teacher indicated these

Th

students were more "hyper" than usual because of the new location.
On the return visit the class was taking a test.
teacher was in the class.
'balancing equations.

A substitute

The test was on an investigation and

Thii test covered work completed since the re-

turn to regular school.

Class Teacher Interview

This interview was with the regular classroom teacher.. I was
unable to interview the student teacher.
1.

The teacher felt school was very difficult for one day a
'week.

"Really just holding.

is disastrous:' Class attendance As reported to be above
normal\the first two weeks and about

normal

.the third

week.
2.

"Resources were super

-

library and A.V. materials.

made us feel at home." ill science good.
other-dAy.
'3.
4.

Host school

But only on every

Did not'assign for my students.

The student teacher was conducting all the classes.
Couldn't provide lab experiences being in another school.
It would be necessary to transport equipment.

5.

Provided students with new material not the regular curriculum
but enrichment materials.

Planned 3 one day units with a re1

lated field trip.

One class period was spent identifying

tree twigs in winter condition, and was followed by a field
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trip to Blendon Woods:
snakes and bats.
units.
6.

a

The other two units were about sea

A trip to the zoo was to.conclude those

4

"Pleased with resdits -I used high level interest materials."
_Ninth grade is the first introduction to scienc4 for students.

Junior high level good-age to "hook kids" but should start

1

out with life science, that is living things.' I plan to in-

corporate a living things unit.in my science program.
Teacher Comments After Return to Regular School
While this teacher was not present during the follow-up observa-

tion I was able to talk with theteachera few days later.
The teacher'reporied 85-90,percent of Students did work
assigned during-NS but it was, graded.
Kids enjoyed field
trips - 55 (out of 180)went to the zoo-on next to last day
of SWS.
.

Saw no difference in performance - after first couple of
days settled in like they had never been away.
Spent about two days "catCti up time."

.

.

had a small group of ,students who usually do C to B work
really take hold and do better than usual and get A's.
Will definitely incorporate animal unit and expand it.
reported they liked this unit.

Kids

.

Students reported they didn't mind doing homework at home
but missed the kids and seeing their friends.

.

Poor students loved being away, however did have some who
realized they needed school every day.

During the follow up visit I was able to talk with another science
teacher while the class was taking a test on the metric system.

Their

homework assignment during School Without Schools was to make a notebook about the metric system.

C
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This teacher reported disappointment with the quality of
work from studentw.

There should be more help and support from

X

parents in completing homework assignments. He reported an instance where
SOO.. I
.

a pareht-gpfused to purchase a metric ruler for his child to use in

completing SWS anignment.
The third school had an enrollment of 791 students, of which
approximately 10% were from low income families.
In addition to their regularly scheduled day at the high school,
teachers met with students two additional days each week.
divided :into two teams for each grade level.

were held"at sites other than,the school.

The staff was

The extra class sessions

No observationkwere made at

these class sessions.

Classroom Observation
Durirq the SWS observation the main activity was a discussion
of individual student projects.

on weather

Onehudent was making a scrapbook

The teacher asked questions on what information had

been collected, pointed out different sourcl,s 'where additional infor-

mation on weather Was available.

For the remaining 10 minutes. of the

period there was a lively discussion in response to the question
(./

"Is there a gas shortage and energy crisis?"

Students expressed per-

sonal opinions and the teacher seemed to be leading the class to' explore
both sides of a, situation as well as to differentia:e between fact and
_opinion.

The teacher attempted to involve all eleven students present.

On the return visit, results of a test on simple machines were returned to students.

The entire period was devoted to discusing each

'question and the correct answer.

This test covered.taterial covered

since the return to school on March 7.

.

re

.'

.
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There was no testing over SWS homework assignments.

compete -the

,who agreed to

24 homework assignor nt.

If C for the six weeks.
received a grade of

All students

handouts on energy

Students wanting a higher grade

agreed to write-a research paper on an energy related subject.
Class Teacher Inteirview

.

This tea her felt the school without schools program was a

1.

statemen

that education was important.

It provided the

opportun ty to rice to an uncomfortable situation.

It had

provided a chande to see kids .outside of the structure and
on a mor

informal basis.

"The greatest resource is our own ability to adjust."

2.

stated T

He

was not helpful to him, as he met two other days in

addition to the assigned day at the host school.

He felt the

.

TV scien e programs should have been about energy.
Putting

.

he bulk of responsibility on the student for

assignmen s was a different teaching method.
,

After regular

school st its I plan to provide opportunities for students to

assume re ponsibility for certain types of assignments but
would als
4.

include testing.

No laboratory activity was pi.ovided.

Feel lab is wher'e

they are.
.

5.

All materials were new,.

I inserted a yhole ,neii.unit on energy:

a
6:

-N.

.
.
.

Don't.know whai I-would dd different-would want to do
.

e

v

.

better. job.

.
.

Comments by This Teacher After School Resumed
.

a

"Students did more on' their own than I anticipated."
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"Students don't have enough opportunities to do research
Honors
type papers. They have difficulty expressing ideas.
class enjoyed "digging out" information. Most kids seem to

.

want to be told what to do'
.

"Day to day contact much to be preferred."

.

"Glad to be back."

Principal Comments and Perceptions During School Without Schools
Benefits
.

"The best possible thing could have done.
idea in a crisis situation."

It was brilliant

.

Public-has an opportunity to see some excellent teaching (TV).

.

Teachers meeting and working with business people.

.

Staff learned to know each other better and have more "esprit
de corps ".

.

Parents volunteered who hadn't previously - going on field
trips, etc.

.

.

.

.

.

Collassial cooperation with community recreation center.

Provided a.city-wide opportunity for community participation
witWCOlumbus Public Schools.
Teachers will get the most out.of SWS
Gave 'kids more independence.

Guidance took on scheduling for next year - 2/3 of students
seen and scheduled.
\

.

Kids never realized how much work they were really doing.

Disadvantages
.

.

.

Education not revered it
kids another vacation.

in my neighborhood - gave lots of
e of the teachers took some days off.

At mercy of professional> m of your staff - no way to be
accountable.
Went down hill 3rd week.
SWS attendance not required.
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.

.

All the uncertainty since December 17th - snow days, fuel days close school - keep the school open - then school without schools.
Short time tdcirepare materials and plan.

Principal Comments After Regular School Resumed
Strengths
It
.

.

.

!

.

.

.

PR with community.

Teachers meeting with students in other site including homes
enabled teachers and parents to know each other.
Subtle implication of the importance of education because of
effort put forth by school system.

Think community pleased - think an operating levy could
have won easily if on ballot at end of SWS.
Teachers benefited by realizing regular routine isn't as rough
a% they thought.
According to reports from parents a lot more kids watched TV
than was expected.
d.
Field trips most successful when planned by teachers.

.

Only expected about 30 -40% of students to attend but attendance
excellent. almost as good as regular school

.

There were benefits to students wno followed through and did assignments.

.

SWS met kids social need "keeping in touch",once a week.

Problems/Disadvantages
.

Too few kids took advantage of TV.
.

.

.

\

The higher the grade level the less TV was\applicable.
Have ,a lot more truancy than ever had for this`school
\
at this time
\.
of year.

.

Increased activity and discipline.

.

Lack of specific instruction.

.

Educational TV problem without talent professional people to
present.

.

Art teacher reported couldn't find any students who had watched
TV.

.

Made people - teachers, students and administrators - somewhat
complacent.
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.

.

Lack of specific instruction related to particular subject(s).
Many teachers felt didn't have enough information from students
to give a letter grade on report card for grading period.

Recommendations/Suggestions from Principals
.

/
.

/

Should have education programs on all three TV channels instead of
those Saturday cartoons- provide greater amount of education.
Provide independent study experiences for junior and senior
high students.

.

Week of field trips for whole school worth pursuing.

.

School system should consider allocating buses just for field
trips.

Summary
.

.

.

.

.

.

All but one person interviewed felt SWS was a good idea.
least kept kids in touch with the basics.

At

The most frequently mentioned problem was not seeing kids
often enough.
Generally class attendance was at or above normal the first
week and declined to slightly below normal by the third week.

Resources were reported quite adequateby teachers with all but
one using the field trip 'opportunities.
Community

cooperation and involvement were reported outstanding.

TV science programs were not assigned except for enrichment
and/or extra credit activity. Teachers felt programs were too
general or material had already been covered.
Most teachers did not attempt any new teaching methods or
strategies. Two teachers are planning to provide more opporOne teacher
tunities for independent study for their students.
is planning to incorporate'an expanded animal unit in the
general science course.

/

.

.

.

No laboratory activities were provided.

Most teachers provided new materials either in form of enrichment
materials or regular assignments.
If they had it to do ovgr teachers indicated they would make more
use of field trips.

-"---..,...._.
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Four of the seven science teachers interviewed tested studerifi
over the SWS homework assignment during the first week of
regular school. Results were reported to be.poorer than usual.
Students who completed assignments performed-better on the test.
Principals indicated SWS was good idea and very positive for the
community.

My personal impression from observations and interviews was
students were overwhelmed by the volume of.assignments and
didn't know how to deal with them. This crisis seemed to point
up a great need for providing students with more opportunities
earlier in their schooling to independently manage their
assignments and responsibilities more often.
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B. Site Visitation Team Reports
A team of specialists in education was created during the
first week of the study to observe and record activities and
issues outside the classroom related to the School Without Schools
Program.

Although team members were not restrained from recording

their observations of any aspeCt of the program, they were given

direction on areas to emphasize during their time at the site
based on their specialty.

The:,&edentials of the team membei-s

and their assignments were as follows:

George Mallinson (science education during School Without
Schools)-Dr. Mallinson is a former Dean of the Graduate
School and is presently Distinguished Professor of
Education at Western Michigan University. A former
science teacher and recognized leader in science education, he was well equipped to observe the science
education program in Columbus during the School
Without Schools
Charles Warfield (administration, school board, and minority,
group perspectives of School Without Schools)-Dr. Warfield is Associate Professor of Educational Leadership
and Director of the Para School Learning Center at
Western Michigan University. As president of the
School Board and a member of the black comunity in
Kalamazoo, Michigan, Dr. Warfield was aware of the
issues that similar groups in Columbus might be concerned with during Schdol Without Schools
Richard Munsterman (administration, cost and legal/political
aspects of School Without Schools)-Dr. Munsterman is
Associate Professor of Educational Leadership at
Western Michigan University and a specialist in school*
management and finance. His background in school
business management andsplahning represented an important administrative perspective of the School Without
Schools program
Donald Weaver (coordination.and use of community resources
during School Without Schools)-Dr. Weaver is Professor
of Educational Leadership and Director of the Community
School Development Center at Western Michigan University.
As a specialist and national leader in community education, Dr. Weaver was well equipped to analyze the
School Without Schools program from a community education
point of view
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With the exception of Dr. Mallinson, each team member was at
the site during the week of February 21, the last-meek of the School
Without Schools Program.

Dr.. Mallinson was at the site during the

week of February 21 and returned on March 18 to observe the Columbus
Public Schools back in regular session.

157

Their reports follow.
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School Without Schools
Site Visitation Report
by

George G. Mallinson

Introduction

The researcher presenting this report visited the "Schools Without
Schools" Program of the Columbus Public Schools, Columbus, Ohio on February 21,
22, and 25, 1977 during the implementation of the Program; and made
,a "retrospective" visit on Friday, March 18, 1977.

The inquiries made

during the first three visits emphasized, "What is going on?" and, "How
well do you think it is going?"

On the "retrospective" visit the inquiries

emphasized, "As you look back, what do you think was accomplished (or
not accomplished)?"

The persons and "agencies" contacted by the Evaluator

preparing this report appear in the Appendix.

No effort will be made to

chronicle the various discussions. Rather, some of the key 'points that

emerged from the interviews will be summarized and generalilations (hopefully correct) about the observations will be made.

The Background

The "Schools Without Schools" Program of the Columbus Public SthOols,
Columbus, Ohio that extended from February 7, 1977 to, for all practical
purposes March 7, 1977, (holiday February 28 - March 4) was a reaction to
a crisis to which the school system was not prepared to respond adequately.

During the middle of the week of January 17-21, 1977 the Administration
became aware that it might be necessary to close the schools because
Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc. that supplied the school system with natural

gas for fuel no longer had sufficient reserves to accommodate the schools.
Thus, the schools were to be cut off from a fuel supply.

The last days of

"regular school" were Thursday, Januaryi.1.ii,,,m1977,and Friday, January 28, 1977.

J0
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However, attendance since the schools opened after the Christmas Holiday
recess had been sporadic because of inordinately cold weather and heavy
snow.

The "emergency days" had been exhausted and it is difficult to

suggest that any systematic effort had been initiated internally to come
up with solutions if the schools closed for a lengthy period.

Conversations with a number of persons elicited contradictory information
but it dcis appear that the motivation for the "Schools Without Schools"
Program came from Mike Jurgeson of WBNS Radio of Columbus, Ohio who
suggested the use of various communications media to broadcast and televise
educational material so students could learn at home.

It is also claimed,

and the claim seems tobe true, that after he contacted the Superintendent
of Schools of Columfids, Ohio, Dr. John Ellis about the possibility, he

also contacted Mr. DiAngelo the Station Manager of WBNS-TV Channel 10 who
agreed to cooperate and provide "prime time" for educational broadcasts.
Suffice to say, on January 28, 1977 the President Pro Tempore of
the Ohio Senate and the Speaker of the Ohio House of Representatives
issued a statement proposing "to authorize through temporary legislation,

and...additional fifteen (15) days to the schedule of closures for response
to energy shortage."

This legislation was later passed.

On February 1,

1977 the Columbus Board of Education, acting on the assumption that such

legislation would be passed, closed the Columbus Public Schools effective
February 4, 1977 through February 25, 1977.
the "Schools Without Schools" Program.
gratis by WBNS radio from 10:00 a.m.
7:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

It was also agreed to operate

Initially, radio time was provided

- 2:00 p.m., and by WBNS-TV from

Another radio station, WCBE (90.5 FM), and three

other television stations, WCMH-TV Channel 4; WTVM-TV Channel 6; and
WOSU-TV Channel 34 joined the effort.

There is no need to document here the various elements of programming
since they appear in theyiewspapers of Columbus, Ohio.
10

5q

.

Also, the intentions
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for the enterprise are described in "Handbook for Schools Without Schools."
Columbus Public Schools, Columbus, Ohio, February 2, 1977.

It is evident,

however, that the Columbus community including the public and non-public
schools, newsmedia and organizations too numerous tt mention marshalled
their efforts to "make a go" of the enterprise.
time to make the transition.

But, there was little

The "Schools Without Schools" effort was to

run three weeks from Monday, February 7, 1977 to Friday, February 25, 1977
followed by a one week recess.

This left only one week, January 31, 1977

to February 4, 1977 to marshall all resources. This was a major handicap.
The Program apparently encountered another problem on the morning. of
January 28, 1977.

On that date the Superintendent of Schools was internter,

viewed and asked if participation by students, faculty and administration
viewed

in the "Schools Without Schools" Program was required or whetrier it was
optional.

At the time, there was some question as to whether the alternative

educational plans could be considered "legal" school days according to
Title XXXIII and Chapter 4141 of the Revised Code of the State of Ohio.
Consequently, his response was construed to indicate that participation
was "probably" voluntary.

Television programs that night indicated that

indeed the alternative plans could be considered legal school days and
participation was required.

But ifthe legislation allowed for fifteen

(15) additional "emergency days," the extent to which actiVity during the
"Schools Without Schools" Program could be required was somewhat obscured
in a legal haze.

However, during the following week schools did not meet,

and teachers in each school worked on their own programming for the
enterprise.

There is no evidence that a formal statement came from the

administration resolving the issue of voluntary or required "for once
and for all."

:t is true that on Page C-2 of "Handbook for Schools

Without Schools" there is a list of "Some Expectations."

Had they been

conscientiously implemented the Program would undoubtedly have been a

ut-
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major success.

But, they were not generally considered to be mandates.

So, the inevitable occurred.- some students and faculty treated participation as being more or less voluntary whereas others treated it as
being required.

Observations During Implementation

The comments that follow must be weighed in term of the fact that
the Evaluator confined his obseryations mainly to the fields of science
and mathematics and to only a small segment of the total efforts in
those fields.

Therefore, they must be judged only as they are part of

all the observations of all the evaluators.

Interviews with teachers and administrators revealed that the planning

of activities for the different schools during the "Schools Withaut-Sth017--Program varied greatly.

However, the heart of the Program was to have

one day of "official attendance" each week at a school that used coal
or oil for fuel.

For example, on Monday, the faculty, students and

administration of School A would use School A.

On Tuesday, the faculty,

students and administration of School B, a school that was closed because
it used gas as a fuel, would use the coal-fired School A.

On Wednesday,

the faculty, students and administration of gas-fueled School C would
use School A and so on.
Weeks.

The arrangement would be repeated the following

Under this plan, 36 schools were open each day.

(The remaining

four days would involve television lessons, radio lessons, field trips
and whatever a resourceful teacher could "dream up" including seminars
in homes, bank conferences, Pizza Huts and bars; and telephone conferences.)
On:the one day of "official attendance" students were given ass4'nments
to be completed and turned in the following week.
to complete assignments and were graded on them.

Students we"required"
At the "official attendance"

sessions the teachers were expected to devote the minimal amount of time
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giving assignments and give the maximal amount of time to answering student
questions and giving assistance with difficulties. encountered on the
assignments.

Apparently, on February 3 and 4, 1977 the teachers were apprised
of the logistics and on February 7, 1977 the TV lessons began with anorientation on TV.

Because of the short time involved, participation of

the teachers in the development of activities was limited.

In fact,

several persons interviewed indicated that the plans were made without
consulting them and the tasks were thrust on them without much infor-.
mation.

The "downtown staff" planned how the radio would be used.

plpnning was done before TV time was assured.

This

The first efforts in-

volved the elementary schools and three target areas were selected,
reading attack skills, mathematics and foreign language.

However, as

plans matured the radio lessons on WENS were 'geared mainly to the junior

and senior high school Whereas WCBE-FM radio and the television stations
provided more time for elementary programs.

Recognizing that at anyone time under ordinary circumstances, many
different learning activities would be underway, and that a decision
had to be made as to what would be telecast and broadcast, it was

decided to program lessons that would have potential audience of at
least 3,000 students.
The obs'ervations of this Evaluator indicated that the greatest

effort to comply with "Some Expectations" was in the elementary schools
and the efforts dwindled to little more than a nodding deference or
less as the grade levels increase through junior and senior high school.

In-two daises, with slightly less than 50 minute sessions the teachers
spent practically all the time on reading problems that comprised the
assignments to be turned in the following week.

The Evaluator wondered

why the problems were not duplicated and 4iAtributed with the most of the
tip

j.

tjz

0

t.
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classroom

time being devoted to more useful educational activities.

ti

The climates,

in most of the junior and senior high school ranged

\from mild djsorder to major chaos.

was, in general, difficult to

;discern that in some classrooms there was more than a carnival atmosphere.

Some teachers attempted to establish a degree of order but others did not.
The least desirable attitude observe

was typified in the.statement

of one high-school chemistry teacherf who when asked about what was one
\.

of the best things that happened during SWS, to.wjt:

"The best thing

was that four mornings a week I di n't get up until after 9:30 a.m.!"
The assignment of classes to 1oal-fueled buildings caused some mago
problems particularly when two cla ses of elementary students were
assigned to to the same large room.

One class would be seated in one',

direction and one seated the oppo ite., There was little for the students
to do but sit since such rooms w re vastly overcrowded and the noise
level of the talking and shoutin

by both students and teachers made any

significant learning impossible"

Discussions with teachers and adminis-

i

trators about complet;in of assjgriffients resulted in inconsistent

information, probably because ti
here was great variance from grade level
and from class to class even within buildings.

However, if this Evaluator

were to give a "ballpark figure" it is estimated that about 10 percent
of the students completed and turned in their assignments; about 66
percent turned in incomplete assignments; and possibly 30 percent completed
insignificant amounts or

nofthing

at all.

Insofar as "creative activities" on'the nonschool days are concerned, greatest efforts sjemed to be in the elementary schools where
i

many teachers, although not a majority, arranged field trips.

The

"creative activities" at the high-school level seemed largely to be
telephone conferences between students and teachers and occasional
meetings at teachers' homes.

There was some concern about teacher
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liability if alternate sites were used for learning activities so any
such sites had to be approved by the Board of Education on the assumption
that such approvalywould make it possible for the regular liability
/
insurance to cover any accidents.

The field trips Tentioned most frequently

involved the Center "of Science and Industry (COSI) and the.FOrt Hays
Career Center.

A meeting-with William C. Schmitt, Director of COSI

indicated that the normal flowof visitors was 800 per day but that had
increased to.between 1200 and 1800 per day during the ."Schools Without

The usual $1.50 per student and $2.50 per adult admission

Schools" Program.

fees were waived for the "S-choolslfithout Schools" Program.

No attempt was made to integrate the radio or television presentations,
directly with classroom activities although some effort was made to cover
areas that were'likely to be topics at the levels and classes, foe which
a

they were designed.
instruction.

The aim seemed to be enrichment rather than direct

According to the personnel in the radio and television

stations, na effort was made to'assess the size,
reactions

,the Presentations.

of the audiences or the

Any comments were' unsolicited.

The numbers,

of written comments that were received were greater than normal and were
mainly positive.

However, most of them came from older persons who

apparently were intrigued by the diversion from the usual TV and radio
programs.

A few negative comments were received about the replacement
D

of "soap operas" but these were in the minority.
For all practical purposes, demOristrations and laboratory exercises

.disappeared from the activities in junior and senior-high science classes.
Reasons given varied but the two f011owing were voiced most frequently:
1.

"Not enough time in 'one class period when you have to give
assignments and collect papers."

2.

"I don't want anyone coming from another school to start using
MY laboratory and MY chemicals (or equipment). And I wouldn't
go into another schobl and use another teacher's laboratory and
use HIS/HER chemicalOor_equipment)."
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Despite subtle suggeitions that the laboratories, chemicals, and
equipment were the property of the school system, not that of the science

teachers, and were purchased for the learning experiences of the students,
the opinions expressed were unchanged.

A number of problems also arose among principals and their staffs
who apparently were expected to move into their "assigned coal-fueled
schools" and operate from those vantage points.

It was clear that they

sought quickly to "stake out" the largest and best furnished rooms as
their territories in the assigned schools and protect them.
became an issue of "whose school it was."

It now

The presence of additional

sadministrators from Schools 13, C, D, and E, for example, in School A
placed burdens on parking spaces.

As a result, signs indicating that

parking places were reserved for only staff member of School A

..1-ifieared.

In another incident, a principal who was assigned to a coal7foeled

school was adament about his students having'xhocolate milk because ofits sugar content.

In HIS school'only white milk was available but

chocolate milk was available in the cafeterialiof the coal-fueled school.

This created a crisis of major proportions in the cafeteria, particularly when he could not get white milk delivered for luncheon for'HIS
students.

The upshot was that those students who picked up cartons of

chocolate milk were forced to return it.

It was never really clear how television teachers were selected
,

.

although it was indicated by some administrators .that they were selected
from among volunteers.

Others

tiated that the "political process" was

involved more often than not because those who were part of the "in
crowd" were selected.

There were also indications that few teachers

volunteered to be exposed on the TV monitor because of their fears "of
looking bad."

If indeed those with the highest level of ability to

function effectively on TV were selected, viewings of the TV lessons

f'
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suAested that the fears of the unselected were well founded.

The

Evaluatdr had experience for 1967772 with the WHRO-TV Channel 1

of the

i

Hampton Roads Educational Television Association in Norfolk, Virginia
preparing science scripts and coaching "television teachers" for presenting science programs.

The brief time available_at Columbus, Ohio

\...1(1

:
.

.
.

for prepari.ng quality programs was patently insufficient.

The coverage

of the lessons was generally topextensiveand consequently, the /treatment
of-topics was cursory with little explanation.

The presentations with few,

exceptions, resembled "badly read papers" at

meeting.

a

The "retrospective

visit" on March 18, 1977 revealed information that had not been mentioned
on the earlier visits, namely, that TV lessons had been developed in
the late 1960's with a zero budget by personnel involved with science
and mathematics.

There seems to be some concern that this expertise

had not been tapped for the "Schools Without Schools" Program.

Efforts

to pursue this issue failed to elOt further comments.
Viewed in terms of the staff pf the Columbus Public Schools,
i

.

there was far too little time to p et:ere adequate alternative learning
experiences "from scratch."

Also, there was not sufficient time to

prepare guidelines that clearlydem,rY.ed the rolesa nd responsibilities of
administrators, faculty, students or\parents_ Although the effort did

not break down, and some mod things

D

re accomplished, a much longer

eriod of preplanning, not a panic effort as a response to a crisis, is
Clearly indicated.,

Observations of the Non-School Community

The Evaluate visited a number of the

\

and radio stations, had

telephone conferences with personnel from t e newspapers and talked with
administrative

of two legislators who failed to appear for
ti

conferences.

He als?'t lked with personnel. a ,cpsr.
...

1

It was evident

cb
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that

in general, the community did endorse, and marshalled its resources

to imple ent, the "Schools Without Schools" Program.

It was indicated by some school personnel that certain establishments
contributing time and space for alternate learning sites did so because

they needed to improve their images in the community.

Yet,

appears

that when assistance was solicited from major enterprises to "help make
education go," there was little reticence about participating.

In fact,

a number of industries, agencies and organizations offered to assist but
there was neither time nor staff available to exploit

the opportunities.

On several occasions it was indicated that sponsors of regular
TV and radio programs paid for the time used for the educational programs
when their programs would have been aired.

This may have been true in

some cases but discussions with personnel in two TV and one radio station
seemed to indicate that was not true for all sponsors.

It was pointed

out that the total loss of sponsor revenue to all the TV and radio stations
contributing free time was about S10',000 per week.

It was further

indicated that if a similar situation were to occur in the future, financing'
from public sources would be necessary to sustain the efforts.

The TV

and radio stations could not be expected to give free time for a repeat
performance.

Conferences with Roger Masten, Junior High Arts Impact Coordinator
who served as Production Program Coordinator for the TV lessons, indicated
that the control of the TV programs was in the hands of school personnel

and no attempts were made by station personnel to interfere withthe
content.

However, the technical expertise, together with scheduling

and maintaining the usual time constraints, were made freely available
when requested.

The Evaluator sat through several programs in the control

rooms of the TV stations during tHe telecasting of educational programs and
also observed the rehearsals an ti gwas clear that, unless asked for
ts
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assistance, *the station personnel kept "hands off," handling only the

technical operations needed for production.

Both the Columbus Citizen-Journal and Columbus Dispatch made_contributions to the "SChools Without Schools" Program.

Both papers published

logs of the TV and radio lessons that were aired on the participating
stations each day.

The Columbus Dispatch also published a feature called

"Classroom Extra" that was "designed to keep students in touch with
lessons and to supplement. the instruction students will get during weekly
.

class time."

-

The feature varied in length from day to day, sometimes

covering as many as thrde full pages.

The areas covered in the features

included, among others, "Reading," "Language," "Math," "Health," and
"World Geography."

The issues examined by the Evaluator'seemed to 'be

aimed at students from the middle elementary grades through the first two
years of high school.

The Evaluator was informed that the feature was

produced with the consultation of a staff member of the Department of Education
of Capital University in Columbus, Ohio.

Information about the way, and the extent to which, the
Extra" was used was scanty.

"Classroom

Telephone conferences with persons at the

Columbus Dispatch indicated only minimal feedback and most of that came
from senior citizens who apparently found the feature an interesting
diversion.

The Evaluator queried a number of students about their use

of the "Classroom Extra" and failed to find that any of them used it
regularly.

None of the teachers he interviewed used the feature as a

regular assfgnment although most of them stated that they mentioned it
to the students.
queried

Recognizing' that the sample of teachers and students

presented'only a'minute portion of the total population,

conclu-

sions about the way, and the extent to which the feature was used are
obviously sjispect.

1%
In sumfhary, the "Schools Without Schools" Program did, possibly for'the

,,,,,
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first time, instill both interest in, and awareness of, the problems that

exist within the Columbus Public Schools, by a lrge segment ofthe
community of Greater Columbus.

If nothing else was accomplished, this

was a major benefit.

Observations from the "Retrospective Visit"

On March 18, 1977, this Evaluator made an ex post facto trip to
Columbus, Ohio to interview some of the personnel with whom he conferred
on earlier visits to determine what their "hindsight views" might be:,
The list of persons with whom he met appears in the Appendices.
generalizations that follow are not in any particular order.

The

Some represent

almost direct quotes of statements made by interview, others are paraphrased from comments that were made and still others are summaries of
points that were essentially similar.
1.

In general, the retrospective comments about the achievement of the
"Schools Without Schools" Program were less optimistic than the ones
made while the Program was being implemented.

Those made to the

Evaluator on the last day of implementation, February 25, 1977 were
More optimistic than those made on March 18, 1977.
2.

A major concern expressed was the lack of time for, and less than
broad partic.ipation in, preplanning for the activities in the class-

room on the one day classes met, and also for what was expected of
administrators, facultj, students and parents on the other days.

It was stated frequently that no definitive directions came from the
"central office" describing what was expected in school and out of
school.

As a result, conscientious teachers did their best with

minimal infromation and the less conscientious did little or nothing.
This resulted in resentment and, in some cases, verbal conflict
between those "who did" and those "who didn't."

.16D
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3.

It wa.. stated by several that groups of administrators from different

schools can't be put in a designated building without chaos.

The

communicaLions systems, particularly telephones, are overburdened and
as a result, the administrators have little to do.

The problems

were particularly evident in the lunchrooms where six to eight principals
.

.

,

with different ideas for food \management gave conflicting orders.

The

parking lot situation was also chaotic
haotic with principals trying to
line up buses and children with bullhorns.

In brief, a big problem

was the logistics of handling the activities of these professional personnel.
4.

The less able students were "losers" in the "Schools Without Schools"

\

Program.

They did not respond to the extra ii 1p sessions arranged by

conscientious teachers, but they did at first respond to enrichment
activities such as field trips.
waned.

However, particiaptipn in these

The more able students responded much better to help sessions,

were more responsible in completing their,assignments, and had better
attendance than the less able students.
5.

There was no clear understanding of the basic function of the "Schools
Without Schools" Program.

Some teachers were of the opinion that
\.,

students were expected to progress in their learning although not so
much as if they had regular classes.

HoWever, it seemed that the

more widely held view was that the Program was mainly a holding action
in which.ttudents would not retrogress.
2

.6.

Several persons indicated that one day a week without other contact
was not sufficient to "get the show on the road.'

It was stated that

even if the only other communication were by telephone, every student
should be contacted,.i'f'at all possible every clay and kept as busy
as possible.

It was mentioned that many problems arose when younger

children were home and both parents were working.

It was stated that

child abuse arose drastically in/F,ranklin County, Ohio in which Columbus
/

ii: 1.70
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is located.

Apparently, many parents are not attuned to day-long

contact with young children.
7.

In summary,

nearly everyone indicated that without more time for

planning, another "Schools Without Schools" Program in response to
crisis would fare no better.

It was recommended that in a non-crisis

situation as exists now, a crisis plan should be developed involving
broad participation of both the school and non-school community,
taking cognizance of what happened in January through March 1977.

Such a plan should clearly define expectations; responsibilities and
roles of administrators, faculty, students, parents and potential

participating organizations and groups; and methods of maintaining
more sustained activity among these participants so that students
are kept productively occupied.
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PERSONS IN COLUMBUS, OHIO CONTACTED BY DR. GEORGE G. MALLINSON DURING THE
EVALUATION OF "SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS" SUPPORTED BY A GRANT FROM THE NATIONAL
SCIENCE''FOUNDATION - February :1, 22 and 25, 1977.

Monday, February 21, 1977
1.

8:00 &.m. - 9:30 a.rd. at Fawcett Center for Tomorrow.
a.

Robert McNemar, Director, Science and Mathematics,
Columbus Public Schools

b.

Otho Perkins, Science Supervisor

Met with:

c. 'Earl Tharp, Mathematics Supervisor.
2.

10:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.. at Center of Science and Industry.

Met with:

William C. Schmitt, Education Director, COST
3.

12:45 p.m. - 1:05 p.m. at Mohawk Jr-Sr High"School.

Met with:

Miss Russell and Physics Class in Room 311
4.

1:45 p.m.

- 2:30 p.m. at Mohawk Jr-Sr High School., Met with:

Mr. Hopper and Algebra I Class ia'Room 204
i

5.

2:35 p.m.

- 3:20 p.

.

at Mohawk Jr-Sr High School.' Met with:

Mrs. Cooper and Biology Class in Room 312
6.

:00 p.m.

3:45 p.m.

Telephone calls to staff in offices of Messrs. McNemar, Perkins
and Tharp to plan for activities on Tuesday, February 22, 1977.

Tuesday, February 22, 1977
1.

7:45 a.m.
a.

- 9:45 a.m. at WTVN-TV Channel 6.

Met with-Roger Masten, Junior High Arts Impact Coordinator, Columbus
Public Schools who was serving as Production Program Coordinator for
ETV lessons.

,
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2.

3.

b.

Met and discussed ETV lessons with Bob Weisner, Production
Director, WTVN-TV, Channel 6 and Chris Walden, Assistant Program
Manager,'WTVN-TV, Channel 6.

c.

Watched organization of activity for production of ETV lessons and
watched two programs being telecast, one at 9:00 a.m.
for 7th grade mathematics, and one at 9:15 a.m. for 8th grade
mathematics.

10:00-a.m. - 12:00 noon at WCMH-TV, Channel 4
a.

Met with Robert Odell, Program Director, WCMH-TV and production
staff to discuss problems with producing ETV programs with regular
teachers making presentations.

b.

At 11:00 a.m: watched ETV program for elementary science geared
to lower elementary grades.

c.

At 11:15 a.m. watched ETV program for elementary mathematics
dealing with fractions geared to lower elementary grades.

a.

12:45 p.m. - 1:05 p.m. at Beechcroft School

(Walford students (15) in attendance).
Mrs. Betty Curry'
b.

Kindergarten class

-

1:05 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. at Beechcroft School

Walford 6th grade and split 5th and 6th grade back to back
in same room. Mrs. Deibie Embree (23 students) and Mr.
Richard Touvell (25 students).
c.

1:30 p.m, - 2:03 p.m. in Beechcroft School Library
Walford 4th and 4th and 5th split. Also 3 students needing
special help. Mrs. Barbara Barlow (21 students) and Mrs.
Heisel (18 students). Special teacher Mrs. Nuld worked with
3 students, I almost done when I entered, 1 she handled in
about 20 minutes and I with whom she just began working.

d.

2:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. in Beechcroft School

Two classes 'of Walford 1st graders back to back in large room.
Mrs. Catherine Shafer - 20 students, Mrs. Cynthia Clark - 20
students
e.

2:30 p.m. - 2:50 p.m.

in Beechcroft School

Met and discussed, situation with Mrs. Diane Burwi,tz, Principal
of Walford
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3.

4:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m.

Met in group with Evaluation Team:and Representatives of Columbus
Public Schools at CEA building.
Dr2Sanders passed around list
for names of attendees.

C.)
Friday, February 25, 1977

1. '8:15 a.m. - 9:00 a.M,. - at East Main High School, Champion and Monroe
students in building,_

Met with Teresa Ayltte - 7th grade mathematics teacher at Champion
and Gerald Casper, 8th and 9th grade mathematics teacher -at Champion.
No students present.
2.

9:00 a.m. - 9:20 a.m. at East Main High School
Met with Dan Spivex, Principal at Monroe.

,3.

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. at East Main High School

Met with Robert W. Marsh, Physical Education and Health Science
Instructor at Monroe.
in "study hall" with 51 students.
4.

10:05 a:m. - 10:50 a.m. at East Main High School

Met with Jeff Cox, a 9th grade general science teacher.
study hall with 42 students.
5.

Met in

11:00 a.m: - 11:40 a.m. in East Main High School

Met with Curt Hilton, Teacher of 8th and 9th grade algebra and
general mathematics at Monroe. 25 students in "holding
pattern."
6.

1:15 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. in Headquarters, Columbus Public Schools

Met with Robert Barrot :, Budget Analyst (lobbyist), Columbus
Public Schools to discuss legislatlon of "eMergendY days" and
legality of "schools without schools."
7.

3:00 D.M. - 4:30 p.m. - Capitol compl'ex

Waited for 2:1eC. 'ators who agreed to show up but who did not.
Talked briefly,w
their administrative assistants.
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Friday, March 18, 1977

1.

8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. at Walford_Elementary School.

Met with:

Diane Burwitz, Principal and Elementary Teacher
2.

9:15 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. at WTUN-TV Channel 6.

Met with:

Chris Walden, Assistant Program .Manager
3.

4.

11:00a.m. - 12:00 m at Annex Building, Columbus Public Schools.
a.

Otho Perkins, Science Srervisor

b.

Earl Tharp

?et with:

Mathematics Supervisor

12:00 m - 1:00 p.m.

Met with:

Roger Masten, Junior High Arts Impact Coordinator, Columbus
Public Schools-who served as Production Program Coordinator
for ETV lessons.
5.

1:15 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. at Marion-Franklin Senior High School.

Met with:

Mr. Hopper, Instructional Coordinator6.

2:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. at WBNS Radio, 62 East Broad Street, Columbus,
Ohio.
Met with:

Nancy Michaels and Art Artage, Production Department,
WBNS.
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Schools Without Schools
Site Visitation Report

3\'

,

Charles War\ field

The Problem
The concept of "Schools WithOut Schools" is an outgrowth or reaction,
to an energy crisis which wa.1 experienced by the Columbbs,PublIc.SchOols%

This crisis was not merely one that the public schools experienced, bit

/

one which encompassed the whole State of Ohio during this past Writer of
1977.

The problem, was the shortageof natural;gas available for the publiC

school system as well as other factories and ondustries
Ohio.

in the State of

The public schools were notified sometime.in January that their

gas allocation for the -next three weeks would not.be

would be a gas cutback for the schoolsystem.

and that there

The school systeefound

itself in what is called, "the commercial categ*y",-which Out them on

.

low priority in terms of energy supply. -While school officials felt that
the Columbus Public Schools should be put in a higher priority category,
.

,

such as that of the hospitals and other public service agenctes,.they
were unable to have the system moved into that-position.

The board

appealed to the. State Legislature which was unable to help with the supply

of natural gas needed to operate the schools.

The Governor was also

unable to help the school system with securing more natural -gas to keep
the public schoois operative.

So the energy shortage created a crisis

for the Columbus Public Schools.

Through the leadership of the superintendent, the school system
began to look at the alternatives that were available.

The problem

became one of having one hundred and seventy-seven buildings to operate
with only thirty-six eguipped^with,alternative fuel systems that could
function on fuel other than natural gas for A least three weeks of the
L
.
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school year.

The first alternative was. essentially, to close the school

system down completely..

This was an unacceptable alternative due to, the

excessive amount of employment compensation that would have to be paid to
the staff members who were employed under contract in the. public schools.

This plan was additionally ruled out.because ally days that the schools were

closed would have to be made up later on in the school year, causing
additional financial difficulties for the school system.

The second alternative was to institute triple sessions in the
approximate forty schools available to all of the students in the public
school system which totals some 96,000 young people.
out as being unfeasible.

This too was'ruled

Lastly, the superintendent suggested that the

available schools would remain open and implementation Of a new concept
"Schools Without'Sdhools" would be instituted.

U
Basically, it meant that

the community would be asked to open its doors to young people and provide
the necessary space for education during the three weeks the school system.

would havto be closed.

The idea of "Schools Withouf Schools" was presented

to the Board of Education and received unanimous support.

Administrators' Reaction

The superintendent called his top7level administrators together, presented

the plan, indicated the/affirmative:action of the board, and indicated thathe
wanted every individual to do his best to make the project a success.

One

of the major concerns that' confronted the'administratorS during

earlydeljberations.was transportation .',.

.

how to get the youngsters

1

moved within the city to the.different sites that might be made.available.
It appeared that transportation might be a big obstacle in determining the
success.of "School Without Sciiools".

The city officieal were notified,

as well as the total community, of the plan to-move ahead with "Schools
Without Schools".

The-mayor immediately demonstrated tupport'of the,
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program by providing $25,000, to the Columbus Public Schoolsfor transPortation.

The city Recreation Department also made space available

throughout the city for students!to meet and participate in different
activities.

AnOther concern was the contract with the Teacherq' Associa-

tion of Columbus; to alleviate this possibility, it was decided early
in the plan that the executive secretary of the association -would be
included in all plarining meetings with the administration in an effort to

establish strong support for the teachers' association in implementing
the prop6sed new plan.

During the meeting Of the administrative staff and the Columbus Education

Association:it was decided that there would be no layoffs and that everyone
would be paid during the three week Period that "Schools Without Schbols"
would be -n operation.

It was decided early in the deliberations that this

et

was a crisis program:and that speed was of the utmost importance.

Elaborate

planning would not bd-essen'tial, and cnetral administration would take the

geTatest*responsibility'for Jeadership in an effort to make the program

operatie.

Dr. Ellis, the superintendent, pointed out that his staff was

well qualified, well equipped intellectually and functionally, and had
strong organizational abilities which would enable them to adequately
implement the crisis-program within a very few days.. This demonstration

ability and preparedness of the central administration and resulted from
the fact that central administration had been confronted with a crisis
similar to this two years ago when the Columbus Education Arsociaton
struck +ha Columbus Board of Education.

Eme."..,), plans of a

nature, calling for processes similar to those that would be followed
during this natural gas shortage, had been implemented.

And so, with the expertise of the staff, the involvement of the
teachers' association, the leadership of Dr. Ellis, the superintendent,

and the approval of the bbardTtColumbus Public Schools set about to
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institute the "School Without Schools" concept.

Implementation of Plan
After central \administration had identified the

for-the new

program,, principal's were briefed on the rules of the game.

biggest complaints presented by the principals was that
enough structure and that they would not be ablq to keep

One of the

here was not
rack of all

of the places where children would be housed, and conseque tly, they would
be unable to keep a record as to whether or not teachers were meeting with
students in the various- places around the city having classed.

In response

to this concern, they were encouraged to be as flexible as p4sible and
,return to their buildings and work with their staff to increase flexibility

and creativity to ensure that the three week period would be operational,
and would give'maximum education to students in theft. building.

The principals wend back to their buildings and began talking to
teachers about the plan.'

In response, staffs began to plan the Rinds of

!things they miaht want to attempt during the three weeks the schools would
be closed.

The plan was that each elementary and secondary school would be

bused into one of the thirt-six operative schools one full_day a Week.

Each

teacher would have a chance to meet with their class at this time,'. and give

a week's assignment to the students.

During the rest of the week teachers
\

could plan activities, such as field trips, to many of the educatiLnal sites
throughout Columbus and the surrounding areas.

Teachers could aisd set

up alternative L.mting places providing additional contact with the, students.

Many teachers immediately set out to secure alternative meeting spots to
the public schools.

Administrators were cautioned to be as positive toward

teacher request as possible.

Principals were also notified that they would be in charge of certifying
all structures made available to the students in their school buildiclgs.
(-/

-
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That is, any offer of space would have to be checked :lilt and certified by

the principal of the building before students would be allowed to' use the
space made available.

Principals were informed of the usual risk involved

in recruiting voluntary help and, of course, using buildings that might
be made available.

However, they were strongly encouraged by central

administration to take the risk, and use voluntary help as well as the
facilities thai,yould be donated to their buildings, provided they were a
safe structure and had been approved by the fire marshall and other city
officials.

Private homes were also used, but were not under the same

constraints as buildings such as bars, banks and other public buildings
that were later to be donated to the school for use as classroom space.

Consequently, with the orientation of the principals, an operation and
coordination center was set up in the administration building to
coordinate and centralize all requests that might come to the Columbus
Public Schools.

The center would handle such requests as volunteer

services, donation of buildings, bus trips and other related concerns.

The neration and coordination center proved to be one of the most
important ingredients for the success of "Schools Without Schools" and it
became apparent that it was essential for an operation and coordimtioc:
center of this nature to be instituted in the Columbus Public Schools.

While planning and work was being done within the central administration,
leaders within the legislature were implementing legislation that would er

le

a program of this nature to operate without the schools being penalized for
not being officially opened.

At the same time, the superintendent worked

very closely with the parochial superintendent in trying to provide as many
facilities and program that could be made made available to the parochial school
children assuring them they too could participate in this new program.
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Community Response

The response to the concept on the part of the Columbus community was
The business community began to open its doors to the students

tremendous.

of the Columbus Public Schools making available every possible facility that
existed.

The television stations, one by one, began to :Jnate ftee morning

television hours for educational instruciton which took the place of many of
the popular early morning programs usually scheduled.

The Columbus.Dispatch

and other newspapers fell in line and donated two full pages which the public
schools used to Present educational material each day to the entire school
district,

Am and FM radio also provided free time for educational programs

that were geared to the students during the period of time they were,not in
school.

The sponsors of the radio and television programs were contacted

and ag -eed to allow the time to be used by the Columbus Public Schools to
provide educational programming.

The State Superintendent of Education

also became excited about the program and provided money for staff members
to help develop the media presentation.

Teacher Response

Many of the teachers in the Columbus Public Schools saw this as an
opportunity to attempt creative and innovative ideas without the structure
of policy and buildings.
students.

Many teachers found exciting ways to educate the

Some teachers made arrangements to contact their students every

day, providing many of the students with daily ee ration.

One teacher,

for example, rode around with his CB radio on keening in contact with his
wife at home.

When students would call with problems, his wife would call

him on the CB radio, and he would then go the the youngster's house and help
the student with homework that had been assigned.

Other teachers made sure

that their students watched all television and radio presentations as well
as work and problems t zt were found it the local newspaper.

Consequently,
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teachers found themselves with much more paperwork because of the way the
program wat operated.

Several problems did become apparent.
week and for a week at at time.

Assignments were given one day a

When the students returned, that simply meant

the teacher would receive a week's homewprk at a time, and in the\high school,
this resulted in a great deal of work for the teacher as well as for\the
student.

Ire

,other problem area, teachers were selected for the media

presentation by the administration.

Some teachers, reportedly, felt hurt

because they were not picked as special teachers to either work on the

newspaper orradio or television presentation.
This period of time'also helped teachers to learn more about the
curriculum of'the Columbus Public Schools, and to be creative in achieving

the goals that had been set for the efferent class levels.

Many teachers

went further than the job called for, using tneir own gasoline and thier own
cars to transport the students to the different sites where learning
was taking place.

Some of the teachers felt that there were too many

meetings being held for teachers and that principals were asking too much
in terms of record kiiping and paperwork at the different sites where
youngsters were meeting.

Teachers felt that the main reason for the success

of'the project, as it related to them, was that t"ey had a strong contract
which allowed them to bargain from a position of strength, particularly in
relation to the parameters that were set regarding the operation of the

schools during this propsed time.

They felt that much of their participa-

tion depended upon the ability of the Columbus Education Association to be
involved in the decision making at top level and the strength of thier
contract, which allowed them to negotiate reasonable changes in oiJer for the
"Schools Without s. hooll.," to operate successfully.

Although there was some

concern on the part of the teachers that adequate screening was not implemented
in terms of securing the sites opened to youngsters, generally they felt
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that an adequate job had been One by the administration to secure the
sites that had been dr,nated by citizens in the community-where classes
would be held.

Parent Reaction
0

The reaction of the "Schools Without Schools" from parents of children
of the Columbus Public Schuols was for the most part favorable.

Parents

felt that because of "Schools Without Schools_ and the presentations that
were made on television and in the newspaper, helped them to better
understand the role and purpose of the schools. in the educational process.

For many parents, this was the first time they really began.to understand
what schools were trying to accomplish and exactly what went on in the
Classroom with the children.

A lot of this occurred because parents

allowed their home0o be used for classrooms and activiely participated
in the education of young people while they were using their homes as a
classroom setting.

Parents particularly liked the educational trips their

children were having that were a direct result of the'"School Withou SchOols"
Program.

Parents could actually observe and appreciate what was happening

to their children because of their involvement in the education of their
children.'

Many of the parents also had no concept of the work that had been done
by teachers and administrators prior to the "Schools Without Schools"
Program being initiated.

They were unaware of the long hours that had been put

in by teachers and,administrators in an attempt to make this program successful.

Parents were greatly impressed, by the mommitment of the Columbus %blis Schools
to keep schools opened, even though there was a crisis.

Neverthless, it

was felt by many that the schools didn't take the point of least resistance,

which would have been to shut the schools down as other surrounding school
districts had already done.

There was a sense of pride and strong, favorable
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feelings toward the leadership in the community, as well as in the schools,
for pulling together a program of this nature with such short notice.

Even

though the Columbus Public Schools were presently fighting a school desegre-

gationcase in the federal court, neither White nor Black parents complained
\,,

about busing students around the community. _Many White students were buse
into predominantly Black schools for the one day, while many Black students

were bused into White schools for the one day of schOol each week.

While

this busing situation, of course, did not replicate anything similar to a
desegregation order, it is significant to say there were no complaints
abo t busing into neighborhood schools or neighborhoods which were predominately
\J

Bla k or predominately White.

As a sideline, shortly after the team visited

Columbus Public Schools, the desegregation order was received.

There were some hardships and concerns that parents had during the
"Schools Without Schools" Program.

For many parents the schools provided
va

a day care service which was not available during this crisis period.

Many

parents had to have older children stay home and care for younger children
because baby sitting services, through the schools, were not available.
This caused the older children to miss the days that they were to be at
school receiving assignments, and did not allow them the opportunity to go
on field trips that were being provided withing the school system.
Many of the advisory councils which were set uo by the schools did not
meet at all, and as a result, much of the work that the advisory councils
had been doing fell behind.

Provisions were made, however, for-these group

meetings to be made up later in the year.
Another problem was scheduling.

Many of the parents felt that the

r.

reading programs and the morning television programs were too early for the
young students.

Some ororams started as early as 7:30 a.m., and parents

complainedthat,very young children were still sleepy amod, consequently,

they were not interested in watning the early morning programs.
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Many

-
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parents had three, four and five youngsters in the family, all of
whom had
different schedules to be met.; This became very confusing for some parents,

particularly in terms of when and where youngsters were to meet, and what
time they were to be picked up by buses whose time schedules
were continually
changing.

Considering all of the problems, however, the parents managed

to survive much of the scheduling changes.

r

Many parents complained that it was upsetting to Ivilvheir children.
home all day, and becuase of the cold weather, they Were:,Ohable
to go outside,
which Ldused additional problems in some households.

Many parents humorously

complained that their children were "eating them out of house and home"

as wresult of not being able to go outside.

In general, parents willingly

,

coped with inconveniences ats best they could with the knowledge that
the
sci-Jol system was doing their, best to7provide some kind of education
in

the time of crisis.

Student Reaction
"Schools Without Schools" was what might be called a very successful
program considering attrr!ance.

the progrm.

Attendance was taken every day throughout

During the first week in,the secondary schools,,81.9% of the

students were in attendance.

In the elementary silhool, 86.6% of the

children were either at the sites or in the schools they had been assigned.

the second week, 87% of the secondary students participated in the "Schools
Without Schools" and 93% of the elementary students participated.

In the

third week, which was the final week, the program hegan to experience
a slight
down-hill trend, when attendance fell off to 80%, in the entire system.

Some

of the students were overwhelmed with the.large amount of homework that was

given pem.

Many of the students

J went to school on the one day schedule

and received the homework assignment, felt they were given too much homework
for the peiod of time available to complete assignments.

86

Others complaijned

\
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that for the amount of homework that wz.s given, many did not have ample
study space at home where large families and cramped conditions did not
permit good study facilities.

In spite of these problems, it was obvious

that some'of the students were'very much excited by the program.

Others

were less than enthusiastic, but it appeared over all, that students

were making an effort to adjust to a crisis within their school system.

Summary

The reason for much of the success of "School' Without Schools" in my
opinion, is that the crisis imposed on the Community was defined as something
that

outside of the control of the administration, the school board or

the teachers union.
_-)

As a result of this, all factions felt they could take

part in attempting to make this' particular porgram operate successfully.,

The community decided it would try to become part of the educational
laboratory for students.

The success also depended upori the strong

,leadership and planning that went into the formation of this program.
0

Capable leadership, with authority, appears to be one of the key components
essential in putting together a concept and operation Of this nature.

Oddly

enough, there were no public relations programs to sell the concept because
-of the lack of time.
program.

Additionally, there was no public input into this

Many felt that the program would not have been successful unless

it was implemented iediately, and that a crisis is essential for a program
of this nature to work.

04' course, in every vgment of'the intervier

completed by this reviewer, no one thought that 'School Without Schools"
was

equal to the regular school nogram,and certainly.all were anticipating

the resumption of the regular sc:Iool program which beganMarch 7.
One of the prire outcomes of a program Of thus nature was that it had
great human relations value.

It is my belief that there was an i provement

in studnet-teacher relationships as well as teacher-parentsrelatioRships.
f.

1R7

,i)
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teacher-administrator relatiOnships were greatly improved as a result of
this program.

It helped all segments of.the educational community,

including parents, to have a better understanding of the tasks that other
parts of the educaticin community perform.

One of the shortcomings of the

Columbus experience is that there was no systeMatic evaluation of the program
other than that carried out by the team from Weatern Michigan University and
others.

There was no internal system operating to monitor the new and

innovative techniques that teachers were using to tducate youngsters.

The

only possible method of gathering this information, ex post facto, would
be on ansinformal basis, form teachers as they internally share information
that can be compiled.
Po...ibly many of the media presentations can and will be analyzed

later as,well as newspaper and radio presentations.

Unfortunately, much

of the new strategies developed by the Columbus Public Schools for teaching
youngsters outside of the school walls will not be f,)rmally recorded for
prosperity.
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School Without Schools
Site Visitation Report
by.

Richard Munsterman

This information is my report for the "School Without Schools"
Pregi.am. It consists of my interpretations and conclusions based on
the interviews and information supplied to me about the following
issues:

1.

What factors led to the development of the SWS program?

2.

How much power have the public utilities over public educatio'?

3.

Is the SWS program in violation of any laws or contracts?

4.

Who were the key non-school actors in developing the SWS Program?

lb

What did they do?
5.

What was the cost of the SWS program?

6.

Could the SWS program succeed without a crisis?

7.

How would a school system prepare itself for a crisis of this
nature?

8.

What steps were necessary to develop and implement the SWS
program?

4"/

1S9
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QUESTION:

/ANALYSIS:

What factors led to the development of the SWS program?
The emergency that led to the SWS program was a short term-

problem of unusually cold weather and the long term problem of Columbia
Gas of Ohio, Inc., in supplying the natural gas needs of the Columbus
area.

According to the Mayor and other school persons interviewed, the

gas shortage in the area started five years ago.

For the past three

years, schools w(re curtailed in their gas allotment by 40 percent as
they were this year at the beginning ofthe heating' season.

But due

to the past warmer winters, this curtailment caused the Columbus
School System a few problems.

The extreme cold of the 1976-77 Winter

was very unusual--1 in 10,000 probability of this happening.

This

was what brought this crisis to a critical situation.
The Columbus school. system had reacted to this problem by starting

a conversion process of changing-thefr-heating system-to-multifuel
installations, and practicing strong conservation procedures.
Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc., had made provisions for additional

interstate gas supplies the previous winter and again this winter
but alloca)ted this yeas supply according to procedures that would hale
cost the users additional.money because they had to use this high cost
gas first.

Few users opted for this option which was a very sound

management decision considering the probability of the weather deviating
10 percent from normal is 1 in 100.

According to Columbus Gas, the requirement to use the interstate
gas was based upon the cost saving management decision of the compahy.
In order to insure the additional 12 to 13 billion cubic feet supply
when needed, they had to guarantee purchase before the heating season

100
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of 1976-77.

Again, this decision was based on the same probabilities

of the weather deviating from normal and if the gas was not needed,
it would have cost the company millions of dollars.

Another factor that must be considered was the design capacity
of Columbia Gas° distribution system whichis -4°F.

When the tempera-

ture drops below this temperature for extended periods of time, the
gas company must curtail its industrial and large commercial
users.
Schools are classified as large commerCial users by the Public Utilities

Commission of Ohio and have been since the 1930's.

This cOnstraint:

of the distribution system would have closed Columbus schools
using
natural gas for about five days without an!,:shortagein supplies.'
Another issue that probably had the, greatest impact on the

/1

decision to close the Columbus schools was "Paydhecks
vs Schools.".
This issue was stated in most interviews-as e major variable
in the
decision'to curtail gas supplies to schools.
In concluiTom, 'the closing of Columbus
schools this year waS an
..,

event due to the extremely cold weather and
some management decisions
based upon probability values of the weather
deviating from normal.
This same emergekcy could happen again unless
sthoolt convert their
hK
facilities to multi-fuel heating systems,
the Public Utility Commission
of Ohio changes its allocation priorities,
and Columbus Gas increases
its storage capality and is allocated
a greater quantity of interstate.
.

gas.
4

.

.

Based.Upon the data in Exhibits IV and VI
provided *1 the interviews,

and other information

the closing of Columbus schools Could not

have been pre-ented this year unless the school system would
have

a

converted to bottled gas at extremely high cost during this emergency.
Dayton school systet made this conversion at an increased cost of
$475,000.

QUESTION:

Now much power has the public utilities over public education?

ANALYSIS:,' There was no indication from any source that the crisis was

an attempt to control publiL education.

Schools appeared to be an

innocent party in a natienai'problem of control over the supply and

pricek

natural gas.ZThe extreme cold winter of 1976-77 caused

more, problems than anticipated in this conflict.

The Ohio Senate has

YI

an 4/estigation upaerway to determine if there is an organized with.

holding action by the Major gas producers to withhold natural gas from
the interstate:Market.

-QUESTION:

ANALYSIS:

Is the SWS program in violation_of any laws or contracts?

Due to master cAntracts with the teachers and other

c...iployees

of thi'Columbus public schools whfck,jnvolves school calendars, loss
of-pay, and teaching
of agreement with the

ys/ it was necessary to negotiate memorandums
groups (see Exhibits I and II).

These agreetr .ts

provided fo calendar changes and expected dudes of the staff during
the emergency.
-

Another legal problem was the use of non-school facilit4
liability coverage for the school system and the teachers.

ad

A procedure

was developed in conjtmction with the system's insurance agent whereby

any facility used mst be approved and inspected in advance by a school
administrator and the fire department.
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Ohio has a legal requirement that school must be in operation
182 days (Ohio Revised Code 3314.48).

In addition schools may close

up to five days for calamities such as weather, epidemics, etc.
Teachers and other school employees would not lose pay for these days.
In order for the SWS program to function for up to three weeks; it
1.

was necessary for the legislative bodies of Ohio to .pass,emergency
legislation.

Senate Bill No. 51 (see Exhibit III) allowed schools

an additional 15 days due to this emergency.

This bill was passed

in less than 10 days during normal' sessions of the Ohio Senate

and Ruse of Representatives.
An important issue that the school system had to consider was
to pay teachers for staying at home or to pay teachers fur operating

#

,

a program in less than desirable facilities.

The SWS program was a

legal alternative after the passage of Senate Bill No. 51 and the
other agreements between the employee organizations.

QUESTION:

Who were the key non-school actors in developing the
SWS program?' What did they do?

ANALYSIS:

Mayor Tom Moody and his staff.

This group helped coordinate

the use of community facilities for the SWS program.

The, Mayor also

was very active behind the scenes lending his support.
,Senator Oliver Ocasek and Representative Vernal 'hiffe, Jr.

Both

of these persons were instrumental in the passage of Senate Bill No. 51.
Columbus Dispatch which provided in their news coverage the crisis,
the Classroom Extra, and the attendance .0 a reporter as an observer
at all school cabinet sessions.
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Columbus Fire Department for inspecting all non-school facilities
used in the SWS program.

Columbus Catholic School System in developing plans for closing
buildings and operating in reduced facilities prior to the crisis.

Columbus radio and TV stations which supplied the facilities,
air time, and expertise in producing the educational programs.

Private agencies which opened their facilities and provide
staff for educational tours.

Ohio State University which-provided prograhs and facilities.

QUESTION:

What was the cost of the SWS program?

ANALYSIS:

The major cost of the SWS program wWa-foregone activity

cost of using staff in planning and operatin4 the SWS program.

During

this crisis most of their normal duties were suspended or reduced in
scope so that they could devote full time to the program.

Additional costs to the ColumbS school system were for supplies
and materials for the TV and radio programs.
be $10,000.

This was estimated to

Other increased costs were gasoline and maintenance for

buses, maintenance pers6nnel for building closings, and the addition
of substitute teachers for those involved in the TV and radio programs.
A,

Offsetting these cost increases were reduced overtime for bus drivers,a
reduction in heating and lighting expenses in the closed buildings,
reduced use of substitute. teachers, and some reduction in the use of
classroom supplies.

In addition to the school system costs, the radio and TV stations

were estimated to be losing $100,000 in advertising revenue potential.
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The Classroom Extra was estimated*tx have a cost if the space was
purchased of $4,000 per day.

All of these institutions have some

foregone staff activity costs that-Were not estimated.
The City of Columbus allocated to the 'Columbus school system

445,O00 to be used to pay for buses for educational field trips.

The city also had a large foregone activity cost fore operating
maintaining their faCilities that would normally be on reduced

ours

and staff during this time period.

Other privateand public agencies had foregone staff activity
costs that were not'estimated for running the greater than normal
.

educational tours through their facilities.
In summary, the SWS program did not cost the Columbus school
system any large direct dollar expenditures.
were foregone staff activity costs.

The biggest costs

If the services of 'the radio;

TV, and/or newspaper were direct costs to the school system, it is
doubtful if the program would have been economically feasible.

QUESTION:

CouTd the SWS program succeed without a crisis?

ANALYSIS:

No.

The SWS program worked because both the staff and

school administrators faced a common enemy.

Also, the SWS program

provided the teachers and administrators with the opportunity to
be innovative and creative and to do this in the limelight of the
public due to TV and newspaper coverage.

The "Hawthorne Effect"

was operating in the izeginning of the crisis.

Teachers, students,

and'schools were receiving front page news coverage.
of the program it was page "three" news.
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Towards the end

Intei-views with teachers
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O

/ and'administrators indicated that the "Hawthorne Effect" has worn
off and lets get back to regular school.
/

QUESTION:

How would a school system prepare itself for a crisis.of
this nature?

ANALYSIS:

1.

-

Develop some general guidelines for the operation of

schools in a reduced state.

Identify key staff who have technical and`functional

2.

knowledge

about the total school system.
3.

Review any laws, contracts, and insurance policies for

provisions for operating other than the normal school day.
4.

\Plan for a communication center with extra phone lines.

5.

Plan for a communication release network with all local

ay

news media.
6.

Establish a cabinet of central office stafts board members,

teacher and other organization representatives for dealing with daily
probl ems.

7;

Plan fOr building administrators to be the key communication
eF

person with their staffs.
8:

Develop logistic plans for
a.

Food service

b.\ Transportation

9.

c.

School supplies and equipment

d.

Operations and maintenance of buildings

As soon as possible determine an ending-date for the crisis.
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QUESTION:

Whatsteps were necessarOb 'develop and implement the
SWS program?

ANALYSIS:

.\

The dolumbus,Public School

Handbook for School Without

Schools is a.ery compleie guide for planning
an educational crisis.

The following sections are to>present the major concerns foi- t
personnel, and other educational

unications,

support systems used it

SWS program
The major items that should be presented in the communication
section are:
1.

List of contact persons for all news media sources

2.

Information center with lists cf persons and areas of
responsibilities

3.

Schedile of school assignments and location of all
building administrators

4.' Statement of school board resolution concerning
emergency
5.

Guidelines for all staff to use in dissemination of
all communications

6.

List of persons to contact for generating support for
emergency.
List of community leaders

7.

List of police, fire, and other critical services who
need to plan for the emergency.

Issues that deal with staff assignments and responsibilities
are:
1.

Memorandums of agreement .between the school board and
employee organi ations,concerning changes during the
emergency

2.

List of responsibilities-and dutiei* of the various staff
categories

3.

Assignments for school nurses, counselors, custodial,
maintenance, and lunch room personnel
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4.

Rules relating to student attendance and use of facilities
and supplies

5.

Principals responsibilities during the emergency.

6.

Coordination of special programs such as,
r"

a:

Special education

b.

Vocational and technical education

c.

Interschool athletic events and practices

Information that is needed by the staff concerning community
resources should list:
1.' Avai,lability
2.

Program description

3.

Group size

4.

Age .level

5.

Method of reserving the facility

6.

Schedules of TV, radio, or newspaper educational
supplements or programs.

Procedures need to be established by the central-office for the
following activities:
1.

Use of non-school facilities.
departments of their use

Inform police and fire

2. .Transportation routes and services
a.

time schedules and routes

b.

Supervision assignments

c.

Field trip procedures

3. 'Record keepihg procedures for student and staff data
4.

Lunch program fee collection

5.

School moth-balling procedures

3
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6.
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Emergency storage procedures for
a.

Art supplies
ti

b.

Audio-visual equipment

c.

Business office education equipment

d.

Lunch room supplies and equipment

e.

Industrial arts area equipment and supplies

f.

Library supplies

g.

Physical education lockers

g.

Musi cal equipment

7.

Record keeping procedures for removal of any equipment or
supplies from building due to extremes in temperature

8.

'Mail delivery schedule

9.

Scheduling of additional trash collection

10.

.112

yrollschedules and reporting
Provisions for additional phone equipment in buildings

12.

Procedures for ordering supplies and delivering them to
the staff in their new building assignments

13.

Develop logistic systems for moving food, supplies, and
equipment to the needed locations
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EXHIBITS ON FILE RELATING TO SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS INTERVIEWS

EXHIBIT I
and II

Memorandum of Agreement between Columbus Board of Education
and OAPSE, Columbus Public Schools Chapter. Concerned with
Educational Aids and Food Service Personnel.
.

EXHIBIT III

Copy of Senate Bill No. 51 - To provide for 15 days for
energy shortage school closings during the 1976-77 school
year, and to declare an emergency.

EXHIBIT IV

Degree Days Chart by Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc.--

EXHIBIT V

Copy of Curtailment Levels by States of Gas by Columbia Gas
of Ohio, Inc.

EXHIBIT VI

Weekly Weat r Comparison for Calender Period - November, 1976
to Date with ctual Weather for Same Period Last Year.
Columbia Gas o Olio, Inc.

EXHIBIT VII

Copy of February 21,.1977,news release by Columbia Gas of Ohio,
Inc. on increased gas allocation.

EXHIBIT VIII

Series' of Press Releases of the Mayor's ,Office concerned with
the Energy Crisis..

EXHIBIT IX

Survey of School Closings in Ohio due to Weather and Lack of
Energy from Senator O. Ocasek's Office.

EXHIBIT X

Letter from Attorney General of Ohio Concerning Public Law
Revised Code Section 4905.302. This was in response to
Mr. White of Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc.

EXHIBIT XI

Press Statements by Senator Oliver Ozasek and Representative
Vein Riffe.

\J

I

EXHIBIT XII

Copies of the Columbus Dispatch - "Classroom Extra" February 1, 1977 to February 22, 1977.
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Bpard of Education

Exhibit I'
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
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February 1, 1977,

p7-3-45)

The Columbus Bo ard of Education and the Columbus Education Association
hereby agree to the following school calendar changes and to the guidelines*
set' forth herein relative to. the emergency closing of
most Columbus Public
School buildings as p result of the natural gas shortage. currently being
experienced by the Columbus Public Schools:
.

r"

Calendar Changes

The Professional Meeting day previously scheduled for February 21, 1977
shall.be elimin ted. An Emergency Planning day shall be observed
Wednesday, Feb ary 2, 1977 as a day for teachers to plan with-their
buildiLg admini trators for activities to take place during'the
emergency closing. At least half of said Emettency Planning day shall
be reserved. for individ.ual preparatiohs by teachers.
2.

The spring break days previously scheduled for April 11 through 15,
1977 shall be observed as a winter break to be scheduled February 28
through March 4, 1977.
Emergency Guidelines

1.

The Columbus Board of 'Education and the teachers of the Columbus.Public
Schools, represented by the COluMbu's Education Association, shall
endeavor, during the period of emergency cloning to provide the best
possible education for pupils of the school system under the emergency
conditions by utilizing available community facilities and resources
in addition to available school system facilities and resources.

2.

During the period of emergency closing teachers shall be assigned duties
or shall undertake duties usually associated with the teaching profession
an shall not be assigned duties of a
make work" nature, extensive
clerical duties, or assignments not usually associated with the teaching
profession.

3.

Participation in the programs designed for presentation in the media
shill be on a voluntary basis.

4.

Participation in activities beyond the normal work day of teachers
shall be on a voluntary basis.

5.

Teachers shall have no less than the normal preparation, planning, arid
lunch periods provided during the regular school year, on aweekly
average.

es;
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February 1, 1977
4

6.

0

A joint Conflict.Resolution
Committee, composed of-four members
shall be established to,expedite the-resolution
i0
of problems rebated
to the emergency plosingor programs and activities
arising therefrom.
The committee shall, report at least weekly
to the Superintendent and
the President of the Columbus Education Association
and shall operate
under the rules for joint committees set forth,
in Article 508 of the
CEABoard Master Agreement.

COLUMBUS BOARD OF EDUCATION
OF THE COLUNBUS CITY SCIOOL DISTRICT

COLUNBUS EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Theodore W. Thomas, President
.---......,

John''Ellis, Superintendent

}Jac..

urgess, Executive Dirac or

Mrs. Prentice moved, seconded by Dr.. Walker, that the
above reccumendation and
'the Mjmoran,jum of AgivPment be approved,
iWES:

1.11-s. Prentice, Mrs./Redden, Dr. ;Walker, 1,1r. Boley, Dr.
limier,

Langdon - 6

EOF.S:

None
notion carried.
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
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Representatives foi the Columbus Boaid of Education and OAPSE, Columbus Public
vf+
Schools Chapter, hereby agree to'the following emergency guidelines'and
apknowlega the followilig ca,Lendar changes related to the-emergency closing
of most OolUMbus Public School buildings-as a result of the natural gas
shortage being experienced by the Columbus Publid/Schools.
CAIENDAR CEANGES.

Ia the event the Columbus Board of Education4e-schedules spring break from'.
April 11 through April 15, 1977 to February 28 through March 4, 1977, holidays
provided classified employees covered by Section 14.1 of the current Board/OAPSE
Agreement shall be observed on March 3, and March 4,,1977 and holidays provided
classified employees and educational aides covered by Sectiott
observed February 28 through March 4, 1977.
EMERGENCY GUIDELINES

The'emergency closing"of many school buildings may result in an interruption in
the normal work activities of some educational aides and classified employees
such as food service personnel. -Such employees should first be offered work'
within their classification. If such work is not available, employees
should be offered other reasonably suitable work. The houre''Of work
offered will be at least equal to the employee's regular scheduled hours
of work on a weekly basis or two-thirds of such schedules hours if the
work offered is on an overtime basis.
If employees who are so reassigned
elect an unpaid status for the period of the emergency they shall do so
'without loss of paid holidays which occur during the emergency period.
Employees who elect an unpaid status will have their life and medical
insurance coverage maintained on the same-basis as existed on
February 7, 1977, the beginning of the emergency period.
All provisions
of the current Agreement between the Columbus Board of Education and
OAPSE, Columbus Public Schools Chapter shall:continue during this
emergency period, except is provided in this Memorandum of Agreement
between the/Columbus Public Schools Administration and the Columbus
public Sc6ols Chapter.

p
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(Amended Senato.Bill No. 51)

AN ACT
Tozprovide for 15 days for energy shortage
school closings during the 1976-1977 school

year,: and to de are an emergency.
Be it enacted by the GeneralA tenthly of the State of Ohio:

*,

.

SECTION 1.

Notwithstanding sections 3313.48, 331.8.481,

3813.482, 3313.484, 3313.485, and 3317.01 of the Revised.Code, for

purposes of suds sections the first -15 days during the 1976-1977
'school year on and after January 3, 1977 on which the schools of
any school district were scheduled in'the district's adopted school
calendar to be open for instruction with pupils in attendance but,
in the determination of the Superintetdent of Public Instruction,
were not so open because of a lack or potential lack of heating fuel
sufficient to enable the .schools to be fit for school use or because
of the issuance, amendment, recision, or suspension of a rule under
section 122.87 of the Revised Code, shall be deemed tube days the
schools were open for instruction with pupils in attendance. Except
as otherwise provided in-Section 2 of this act, all persons employed
by aboard of education and scheduled, to work on such days but not
required by the board to so work, shall, for purposes of all provisions

of Title XXXIII and Chapter 4141. of the Revised Code and any
agreements, adopted,under such title or chapter, be deemed to have
been employed and to have worked on such 'day for the same number of hours they. were scheduled or would ordinarily have been
required to pork on such day, as determined by the Superintendent
of Public InstrUction.

SEcTION 2. Section 1 of this act does not pruhibit a board of
education from requiring any employee scheduled to work on-any
day scheduled in its adopted school calendar as a day the schools

are to be open for instruction with pupils in attendance to work
on such day, nor does it affect any provision of existing law or
any agreement adopted, thereto if an em)loyee does not work the
number of hours required by the board on such day.
SECTION 3. This act .is hereby,declared to be an emergency
measure necessary for the immediate preservation of the public
peace, health, and safety. The reason for such necessity lien in the
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Am. 'S. B. No. 51

!
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fact that the immediate action is necessary to permit school districts
to close schools because of fuel shortages without jeopardizing their
financial conditions by eliminating the need for employees to receive
or employers to pay unemployment compensation benefits for 15
days of fuel shortage closings, giving employees full pay and other

remuneration for such days if they are not required to work, and
requiring any fuel closings in excess of the 15 extra days granted
by this act to be made up prior to July 1, 1977. Therefore, this act
shall go,into immediate effect.
Speaker

of theHouseof Representatives.

President

of . the Senate.

Paas
1

., 1977

Approved

Governor.

This act is not of a general and permanent nature and does

not require a code section., number.

Director, Legislative Service Commission.

Filed in the office of the Secretary of State at Columbus,
Ohio, on the

day of

,

A. D. 1977.

Secretary of State.
.

-File No

Effective Date

-

Le'

I,

(Amended Senate Bill No. 51)

AN ACT
To provide for 16 days for energy shortage school
elosinks during the 1976-1077 school year, and to
declare an emergency.

Introduced by
MESSRS. JACKSON-CELEBREZZE-COLLINSGAETII-MAHONEY-MILLESON-ROBERTO.
SPECk-ZIMMERS-LUKENS-CARNEY BOWENMESRELCOXSCHWARZWALDER-CALABRESE-MS .VALIQUETTE-MESSRS . BOGGS-R. JAMES-SKEEN-ZEHNER-SAWYER-L . BROWN-LOCKER

,

Passed by Senate,

reGRUA rty

.A

,1977- .

Passed by the House of Representatives,

reaat.)140..li

2

,1977

..
.
.
;Wed in the ogee of the Seer. etary of State ..'.
at Columbus, Ohio, on the
.

.

of

c7.-*

'
*.

A. D.1977

Secretary of Stele.

".

.

.' ':'
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\fOUR

\IIVOMA1-10
Questions

Answering Public
And kIsein Media of the
From

lle\i4s

1/24/77
CURTAILMENT LEVELS iSY STATES

COLUMBIA GAS OF OHIO
Nov. 1, 1976
J. Residential and human needs ti
2. Commercial and Industrial using
over 200 Mcf a month (excluding
industrial food processing) ,
3. Large Commercial
4. Large Non-Substitutbble Industrial
Loads (Million or more a month) Excluding Food Processors
5. Large Substitutable Industrial
Loads (Million or more a month)
6. large industrial boiler loads
No. of Custohlers Affected:

Jan. 1, 1977

0%

Feb. 1, 1977

0%

%

0 %
40 %

10 Wan. 10)
50 %

85 %1

to %

50 %

85

65 %
100 %

100 %

*30 % (Max)

100 %
100 %

100 %

1,650 industrial; 13,300 commercial

COLUMBIA GAS OF PENNSYLVANIA
1.
2.
3.
4.

Residential and human needs
Remaining commercial loads
Remaining industrial loads
Remaining large industrial loads
Large Commercial loads except schools
Schools
5. Large Industrial boiler loads
with installed alternate
fuel capability
No. of Customers Affected:

0
0
0
4o
40
10

%
%
%
%
% (Max)
% (Max)

100 %

r

0 %
0 %
0'%
65 %
40 % (Max)
10 % (Max)

100 %

0 %
0 %
ioq %

IN %
.l

.

s.

40-% (Max)
10 % (Max)-

100 %

370 industrial, 416 commercial

COLUMBIA GAS OF MARYLAND
Residential and human needs
Remaining Commercial Loads
Small Industrial Loads
Large Commercial Loads
Large Industrial Loads with
Alternate Fuel Capability
6. Large Industrial Boiler Loads
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

No. of Customers Affected:

0
0
0
0

%
%
%
%

0 %

0

%

0 %

0

%

0 %

0

%

0 %

%

0%

20%

90 %

100 %

op %
100 %

27 industrial, zero commercial
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Nov. 1, 1976.

Jani.

1, 1977

Feb. 1, 1977

COLUMBIA GAS :OF- KENTUCKY

1.
2.
3.
4.

Residential and human needs
Remaining Commercial loads
Small Industrial Loads
a. Large CommerciallLoads
b. Large Industriat.Loads without
'alternate fuel capability
5. Large Industrial Coads With
Alternate Fuel Capability
6. Large Industrial Boiler Loads
N9. of Custorilers Affected:

0 %

0%

0 %
0-%

Q %
10 %

0 %
40 %

160 %
75 %

10%

55 %

100 %

100%.

100 %
100 %

100 %
100 %

100%

0 %
3 5

92 industrial, 10;115 commercial

COLUMBIA GAS OF WEST VIRGINIA
..,.1. Residential and small commercial
.,.. (Less than 50 Mcf/day)
2
(a) Firm industrial & commercial

plant protection
(b) Large commercial loads (50,Mcf/daY)
(c) Smalt firm industrial loads (up to
300 Mcf/day)
,(d) Firm Industrial feedstock and
l_processLog_loadi_not_specified in
2(a) and 2(b)
.
All Industrial requirements not
listed ip 2, 4 or 5.
I

i

1

'1.

1,.
1

I

7

1

0 %

0%
0%

0 %

.0%

60%

0%

100$
r

0%
50°6

'0 %

100 %

65% (Jan. 16)

100%

100%

100 %

100 %

100%

l00

%

100 %

100 %

100 %

100 %

Lange firm industrW-boiler loads
(More than 1,500 Mcf/day) with
alternate fuel capability

5, Large firm Industrial (boiler' loads
(3;000 Mcf/day) with alternate fuel
icapability.

No..of Customers Affected:

190 industrial, 200 commercial.

206

Nov. 1, 1976

,Jan. 1, 1977

Feb. 1, 1977

COLUMBIA GAS OF VIRGINIA.
1. Residential and human needs without
alternate fuel capability
2. Small Commercial and Industrial
Requirements without Alternate
Fuel capability
3. Large Commercial and Industrial
Requirements, without Alternate
Fuel Capability'
4. Requirements for Human Needs
with Alternate Fuel Capability
5. Requirements with Alternate Fuel
Capability not under other categories
6. Large boiler feel requirements
7. Interruptible (all, classes)

0%

0%

0-$

0 %

0 %

0 %

0 %

- OA

.

No...of Customers Affected:

0 %

,

,
0 %
tOo %
.too %

100 % (Jan. 20)`
\
too %
too %
\

49 industrial, 47 commercial

ti
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100 %
too %
too %
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Nov. 1,

COLUMBIA GAS OF NEW YORK

Jan. 1, 1977

Feb.

1977

1,

(announced 1/25/77)

I.' Residential' and Human Needs
.Remaining school loads
Remaining 'Small Commercial
3.
and Industrial Loads
4.
a. Remaining Large Commercial
and Industrial Loads
b. Schools i
5.
Customerscuritailed during
1974-75 winter
6.
Customers (all classes) with
installed dual fuel capability
2.

No. of Customers, Affected:

1976

0 %
0 %

0 %

0%

0%
0%

0 %

0%

0 %

0 %
-0 %

'0 %

0 %

60 %

100%

100 %:

100%

50 %

15

0 %

35-industrial, 109 commercial

ti

21

%.

15 % (Max.)

A

COLUMBIA GAS'OF OHIO, INC.
Weekly Weather Comparison for Calendar. Period Novetber, 1976 to
Date With USWB Normals and Actual Weather for Same Period Last Year

February
November

Season'

through
2/13

to

December

January

1,077

1,161

478

1,020

1,311.

,496

949

1,284

1,657

552

4,442

Normals

35.2%

19.2%.

42.7%

15.5%

30.0%

Last Year

70.1%

25.9%

26.4%

11.3%

Normal DDDs

702

Actual DDDs Last Year

558

.

,,

Actual DDDs This Year

Date
3,418
,

3,385

PerC'ent Actual Deviation
For This Year Compared to:

2/15/77.

21 2

Engineering and Planning Department
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NEWS :CIL:LEASE-I

FOR ADDITIONAL INFCRMATION CONTACT
GAS COMPANY MANAGER IN AREA

ti
0

OR

COLUMBIA GAii OF KENTUCKY
COLUMBIA GAS OF MARYLAND
v COLUMBIA GAS OF NEW YORK
COLUMBIA GAS OF OHIO

COLUMBIA GAS OF PENNSYLVANIA
COLUMBIA GAS OF VIRGINIA
COLUMBIA GAS OF WEST VIRGINIA

NEWS DEPARTMENT
99 N. FRONT STREET. COLL . dUS. OHIO 43215

TELEPHONE (6141 460-2400

FOR USE AFTER 2 P.M. MONDAY, FEB. 21, 1977

Substantial conservation by residential and small commercial gas
consumers and some improvement in gas supply will enable ColumbIa Gas of
Ohio to make more natural gas available to large commercial users -- including
schools -- and large industries that cannot use an alternate fuel.

The company announced today that, beginning Mar. 1 and until further
notice, curtailment of commercial customers that use more than a million cubic

feet of gas a month will be reddcecfrom 85 to 50 per cent.

Curtailment of

-large industrial uses without alternate fuel capability will be reduced from
85 to 70 per cent.

Other curtailment the company currently has in effect will not
change.

Today's action is being taken under new curtailment guidelines
established Friday (Feb. 18) by the Ohio Public Utilities Commission at the
request of Columbia Gas.

Marvin E. White, Columbus; chairman of the board of Columbia Gas of
Ohio, said it would.be impossible for Columbia to predict what impact this
-

change will have on operations of individual schools, businesses and industries.
"Each customer will have to evaluate the amount of gas made available
by this change and how it effects facilities and operations.

Some may be able

to resume operations immediately; others may not be able to reopen at all,".
White said.

2.13 more

-

- 2 .

White praised Columbia's one million
residential and small commercial
gas customers throughout the state for their conservation effOrti.

He said

Ohioans can be proud of their contributiOn to helping
overcome the severe 1
energy shortages brought about by the coldest winter in the history
of Ohio
and the nation.
He .stressed that it would be necessary for Columbia's customers
to

continue to ,keep thermostats turned back if the
company is to continue to

providethe additional gas to those schools, businesses and
industries that
need it so desperately.

BC-022277
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DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS
EDUCATION PROGRAM OFFERING

I.

INDOOR'EDUCATIONALPROGRAMS (Using unheated facilities: scLools, recreation
# centers, etc.)
..OMMINI.Nie

--A). Introduction to First Aid and Care of Injuries:

4.*

1. Consideration of the methods of prevention and care of injuries, conditioning of athletes and safety provisions
2. Basic first aid instructi:7 in accordance with Red Cross
guidelines and standards
'4
-_B)*Element4ry Principles and Techniques of Drama:

2

1. Course to include instruction and,porticipation in acting,
stagecraft, sets andlightinge direction, mime, creative
dramatics stage movement and comedy'
2. Field

trips may be included

C) Basic EXperiences'in Music:
1. Course primarily deals in group singing, musical games,
instrumental practice, discussion of music history, fundamental music techniques and choral organization

D) Introduction to Ever da

Mechanics and E ui ment'Maintenance

1. Lecture/Deinonitration class on basic mechanical techniques
with Tespect to maintenance.and repair of the.follcwing:

Bicycles
Trucks

Gasoline Engines______Automobiles__

.Heavy Equipment
Vans

Motokycles

2. Basic identification and instruction in the use of small tools
and shop equipment-

4;0
E) Fundamental- Dancing Techniques

1. Study of basic dance movements to incl ude:

Modern
Tap

Popular Dance
Afro-American

Square and-Folk
.Cheerleading

-

2. Instruction to include demonptration; interpretation and
participation

S

1

.
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F)

Introduction to Physical Fitness and Conditioning

1. Calisthenics, Free Exercise and Rope Jumping
2:4a-sit Indoor Sports Skills (Basketball, volleyball, Group Games)
G)

(

Group Experiences in Creative Skills

1. Course.tobe offered in conjunction with the Department of
Recreation and Parks Senior Citizen/Arts and Crafts Program
2. Instruction and participation in the following areas:
Handcrafts
Drawing
Metal.Work
Carving

String Art
Neddlecrafts
Woodworking
Glasswork

Ceramics
Painting
Cooking
Weaving

3. Field trips may be included
H)

Orientation in Sports Officiating

1. Clinics will be offered for the study of playing rules, rule
interpretation, techniques and mechanics of officiating organized
softball and basketball programs
I)

Basic Gymnastics and Human Body`Movement
1. Instruction to include demonstration and participation
2. Tumbling, floor exercises

3. Parallel bars, balance beams, trampoline
4. Basic body control and moverhenf

21'7
- 2 -
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III.

OUTDOOR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS (To be operated at various Recreation and
Park facilities)
A) BalSic Techniques in Outdoor Survival

.1. This multi-faceted course will primarily be concerned with outdoor survival during sub-freezing weather
2'. Survival training will include:

Orienteering
Backpacking

Winter Camping
.Camperafts

Hiking TeehniqUes
Skills

Nature Study and Interpretation

B)
60.

1. This course will provide students with first-hand, on-the-site
experience in conjunction with the Franklin County Metropolttan
Park program
.

2. Studies will include wildlife and plant identification, field
trips, lecture and instruction by park naturalist
Techniques in Forestny and Arboriculture

1. Course will include basic instruction on the value of trees and wqpd
products, tree identification, tree trimming and pruning, nursery
management _and tree removal

2. Program will include field work and participation with regard to
forestry activities

.

/\
D)

Group studies in Hceticulture and Gardening'

1. Course will include basic instruction and participation in areas of
horticulture to include:
.
,:1-9
\
Gardening techniques
Seed Selection
Landscaping
Indoor garden activities
Plant Identification
Planting/potting
....

s,

2. Course will include field trip and course work at the Filnklin Park
Conservatory
..E)

Introduction to Outdoor Winter Sports and Activities'

1. Course to include instruction and. participation in the following
winter activities:
Ice skating
Snow sculpture
Snow skiing

Sledding
Ice hockey

Ice fishing
Winter games

2. Course will include demonstration as well as participation

218
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III.

SPECIAL' EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS (Using special facilities within Columbus)
A)

Studies in Zoological and Environmental Ecology
1. Course to include lectui.e, field trip and indepth analysis of

Columbus Zodfaciliies to include:

.

Tour of Zoo displays by qualified Zoological Guide
- Identification and study,of Zoo animals and their
environment
- Ekamination of Zoo maintenance facilities and Zoo
management program
B)

Pridtiples of'Science and Industry
1. Course work to be conducted at the Center of Science and
Industry (COSI) in conjunction with COSI staff
2. Program to include tour and explanation of COSI exhibits,
historic background of science and industry, discussion
of past-present-and future with respect to Columbus, Ohio

C)

Principles of Landscape Architect and Park Plannin

.

1: Course to include lecture, instruction and tour of area
examples'of park development and landscape architecture
2. Topics to glude park design,.landscape principles, survey
and map work, residential landscape design and playground
development
D)

Introduction- to Employment and the Job Market
1.

2.

,

lation of real life employment
Course to include s
circumstances -to 1 clude personnel interview, job classifications.
employment potent'al, i.e.; what is expected in' the real world
Program will be centered around public job - classifications with
'tours and guest speakers available as required

219
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SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM OFFERINGS
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS .

)

Est. No. of Participants

I.

INDOOR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

A.Intro. to first aid and care of injuries
200

4 sites at 50 participants/site

B. Elem. Princ. and Techniques of Drama
150

2-sites at-7-5/site

C. Bask Ekperiences in Music
4 sites at 100/site

400

D. Intro. to Everyday Mechanics 6 Equipment Maint.
150
1 site (service complex) at 150/site

E. Fund. Dancing Techniques
'4 sites at 100/site,
:

400

F. Intro. to Physical Fitness 6 Conditioning
-

.

6 sites at 100/site

600..

G.- Group Experience in Creative Skills .
6 sites (senior citizen centers) at 5P/site

300

H. Orientation in Sports Officiating
9 sites at 50/site

100

I.

Basic Gymnastics and Human Body Movement
200.

4 sites at 50/site

Total Indoor Program 2,500
per Class

220
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Est. No. of Participants
II.

OUTDOOR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

A. Basic Techniques in Outdoor Survival

3 sites at 50/site
Sites: Big Walnut Zone (Three Rivers Park)
B4 Run Zone (Big Run Park)
.
Indian Village Camp (Griggs Reservoir)

B. Nature Study and Interpretation
4 sites

150

450

Sites: McVay Firm Lodge (200)
Blacklick Wood c, Lodge (100)

Darby Lodge (100)
Blendon Woods - outside (50) .
C.

-7

Techniques in Forestry 6 Arboriculture
1 site (Hort 6 Fort) at 50

50

Group Studies in Hort a Gardening
1 site (Conservatory) at 200

200

E. Intro to Outdoor Winter Sports 6 Activities

5 sites (shelterhouses) at 50
(Westgate, Whetstone, Southview, Goodale,

250

Wolfe)

Total Outdoor Programs
Per Class

221
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Est. No. of Participants
SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

A. Studies in Zoological & Environmental Ecology
1 site (Columbus zoo)

20--tours at 50/tour

1000

B. Principles of Science & Industry
1 site (COSI) at 1000 /class

C. Principles of L.A. & P.P.
4 buses at 50/bus
Intro. to Employment 8Job Market
Need Big Site at 500/class

O

222

1000

200

500
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PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS, pursuant to Ohio Revised Code Section 122.86,
Governor James A. Rhodes has declared an energy emergency:- and

WHEREAS, Governor James A. Rhode6has asked all Mayois
to proclaim emergencies within their respective jurisdictions and to
call on residents to comply with the ,conservation requests made by
him; and
,

WHEREAS, the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens of
the State of Ohio and of the City of COlumbus,,are threatened by reason

of a shortage of natural gas; and

WHEREAS, Columbus City Codes, Section 123.01, provides the
circumstances under which the Mayor of the City may proclaim .the
existence, of a state of emergency:
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Tom Moody. Mayor of the City of Columbus,

Ohio, di; hereby proclaim that an emergency exists with regard to the
shortage of natural gas, which said emergency substantially impairs the
functioning of the city government and its ability to protect the lives and
property of the people of Columbus.
7.
.Accordingly, I do call upon all residents of the City of Columbus,
Ohio, to conserve natural gas in every possible way. including:

1. Reduction of all residential heating to 65 demos
during the day and 55 degrees at night.

2. The closing off of all unused rooms.
3. The supplementiit,of heating by using alternate
forms of heating if available.

4. Reducing temperature to 45degrees in unused or
little used facilities; such as residences when the
occupants are away on vacation.
5. Reduction of the temperature in all office buildings,
commercial establishments, and schools to 65 degrees
during the day and 55 degrees at night.

6. The use of any other meanslo prevent heat loss which
are reasonable and appropriate finder the circumstances,
and which do not substantially impair health, life, or
property.

223
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I further proclaim that City Hall is esiablished as emergency
headquarters to deal with all human and logistic emergencies which may .
occur locally. I further proclaird that all dePartments and divisions of
the City shall be regarded as headquarters for such human and logistic
emergencies as may come within the scope of their duties. and that any
such emergencies coming to their attention but not within the normal
scope' of their .duties be referred immediately to the directors of the
respective departments. I further proclaim that the M4yor and the cabinet
of the City of Columbus shall constitute an Emergency Committeeto coordinate
all city services during, the period of emergency. I further proclaim that
all existing human service agencies within the City of Columbus are an
important part of the private and governmental partnership which .constitutes
our human-services deliyery system and I call upon zach.of such agincies
to devote itself to the relief of human needs arising as a result of thiS
State of emergency.
I urge all citizens who encounter a problem to contact directly
the service agency most directly concerned with the particular, problem.
The State of Emergency shall be deemed to Continue until further

order.
IN'WITNESS WHEREOF, I have

hereunto set my hind and caused
the Great Seal of the Mayor of the
City of Columbus, Ohio, to be
hereto affixed this 24th day of
January,.

;

2'4
t
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ENERGY CRISIS

The Department of Recreation and Parks has initiated the
following action with respect to the current energy crisis:

1) All recreation and community centers havethermostats set'at 420
or lower during program hours. All hottiAter tanks have been shut down.
'2) All Saturday morning recreation programs have been discontinued until.
further notice. As a result of this action, facilities will not be
heated during non-program hours and on weekends except for heating
requirements to insure that the plumbing does not freeze or become
damaged. Due to the construction of our facilities, it is impossible
in many cases to drain water pipes and-temperatures must be maintained
at a minimum of 40°. Even at these extreme temperatures, our Adults
Sports Section noted that during the weekend when, temperatures dipped
?.
below zero and our gymnasiums were'between 400-450, 56 of the 58
scheduled teams showed up and participated in our industrial league
basketball program.

3) Enclosed shelterhouses at Westgate, Goodale, Southview and Whetstone
Parks have been closed and winterized.until further notice.
4) Golf.Clubhouses/Maintenance areas have been closed and all golf
maintenance,personnel have been centralized at the rear maintenance
area 'at Airport Golf Course.
'5) The ColumbUs Indoor Swim,Center, our largest single recreation area
with respect to gas consumption, has been closed and winterized until
further notice.
6) The Franklin Park Conservatory, the largest park gas consumer, has been
totally converted to fuel oil.

45

7) All park zone headquarters have been weatherized with major -heating units
and hot water tanks shutdown. Auxiliary heating equipment is being used.
Zone crews are reporting'to the nearest recreation center to minimize
heating needs at zone 'buildings.

.8) The Department of Recreation and Parks has operated on a "pooled" basis
with regard to gas allocation since 1973. Through on-going energy saving
steps, our department was able to save on gas consumption during the
Due to
1975-1976 seasonby 30.9% below our :urtailed allocation level.
the extreme weeder and limited natural gas availability, our department
has initiated a number of additional procedures'And guidelines aimed'
We currently are operating at approximately 9.5%
toward energy savings.
below our current curtailment level. However, we anticipate addition'al
curtailment on various facilities which will require the =operation of'
Recreation and Park staff and participants if we are to continue our
programs.
January 27, 1977
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FOR INMEDIATi RELEASE
JANUARY 28, 1977

76

t

di

--Due to the severe weather situation and extreme travel,

conditions, the Department of.Recreationand,Parks hat announded the
closing of the following faciltt4es:ald programs effective 12:00 Noon,

Friday- January 28, 1977:

ALL RECREATION CENTERS
ALL SENIOR CITIZENS CENTERS
THE' ARTS AND CRAFTS CENTER

.

ALL SCUEDULED ADULT $PORTS LEAGUES AND PERMITS

ALL ICE-SKATING LAKES
Facilities and programs will remain.closed,throughout the
weekend and until furthe? notice.

226
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DEPARTMENT-OF RECREATION AND PARKS
SUMMARY OF ENERGY CRISIS

THIS AFTERNOON;

4

I HAD DELIVERED TO SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT JOHN

ELLIS, A LIST OF RECREATION ANi.PARK FACILITIES HEATED BY ALTERNATE
FUEL SOURCES WHICH WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR USE BY THE BOARD'OF
EDUCATION ALONG WITH A PROGRAM OUTLINE FOR A VARIETY OF EDUCATIONAL/
LEARNING EXPERIENCE. CLASSES AND RECREATION AND. PARKS DEPARTMENT.

PERSONNEL WHICH CAN BE COORDINATED WITH THE COLUMBUS 'PUBLIC SCHOOL
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM.'

PERSONNEL AT THE COLUMBUS ZOO HAVE CONSTRUCTED WIND BREAKS WITH
BALES OF HAY AND STRAW FOR OUTDOOR DISPLAY ,ANIMALS,

ALL ANIMALS

.

ARE REPORTED DOING FINE WITH THE POLAR BEARS PARTICULARLY ENJOYING
THIS "BREAK IN THE WEATHER".

THE MAJOR ENERGY SOUReE FOR zop

FACILITIES IS FUEL OIL, AND THE SUPPLY IS'RbORTED TO BE ADEQUATE
FOR,THIS CRISIS PERIOD.
3.

'2'\

ALL RECREATION AND. PARKS PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN. CLOSED INCLUDING ALL

SENIOR CIT4ZEN CENTERS, THE.ARTS AND:CRAFTS CENTERS, ALL ICE-SKATING,
LAKES AND ALL SCHEDULED ADULT SPORTS liAGUES AND GYMNASIUM PERMITS!'
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.
4.

SENIOR CITIZENS LIVING ALONE SHOULD BE CONTACTED BY FRIENDS,A0
NEIGHBORS ON A DAILY BASIS DURING THIS CRISIS PERIOD TO INSURE:CHAT;
THEIR NEEDS ARE BEING MET.

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE.TELEPHONE NUMBERS FOR THE GENERAL PUBLIC RE'QUIRING INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE ARE:

CITY OF COLUMBUS

(461-5671)

STATE OF OHIO TOLL FREE LINE

227
a.

.

(1-800-282-9234)

;
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THE'FOLLOWINCINFORMATION HAS NOT BEEN DISTRIBUTED,TO THE GENERAL
PUBLIC SINCE IT IS PART OF OUR EMERGENCY CONTINGENCY: PLAN:

1.
.

RECREATION AND -PARKS ENCLOSED SHELTERHOUSES'AND LODGE FACILITIES
ARE CURRENTLY STOCKPILED WITH FIREWOOD AND WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE
ON AN EMERGENCY BASIS AS REQUIRED BY RED CROSS.

RECREATION AND PARKS HEAVY EQUIPMENT, TRANSPORTATFON VEHICLES AND
.STAFF ARE AVAILABLE ON AN EMERGENCY BASIS TO ASSIST IN TREE REMOVAL,
SNOW REMOVAL AND TRANSPORTATION OF FOOD AND/OR'PEOPLE AS REQUIRED
BY RED CROSS.
3.

FOOD STOCKS ARE CURRENTLY AVAILABLE ON AN EMERGENCY BASIS IN CONJUNCTION WITH PROJECT NICE AND CAN PROVIDE UP TO 24,000.MEALS AS
REQUIRED BY RED CROSS.
.

O

a
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OFFICE OF THE-MAYOR
TO:

Bernard T. Chupka
Charles Wenner
Melvin B. Dodge
Michael J. Gable
N. Jack Huddle
Etobert C. Parkinson
Ronald J. Rotaru
Robert W. Newlon
Odella T . Welch
Daley Crawford .
Dr . W E. BroWn

FROM:

,-

Tom Moody, Mayor

$

Attached is a copy of a'request
February 1,,1977. I urgently request received shortly after noori,
your utmost cooperation in preparing a response.
.
I request Direct9r Robert W. Newlon
tq att as coordinator for
the receipt of informatibn from all city departments
and charge him with
the responsibility of preparing
a'single combined report.
Ili the event that there ha's been no impact
department, please notify Mr. Newlon by written on your particulars
message.
I ihould like all material to be hand-carried
to Director Newlon's
office by noon, February 2. It is
recognized
that
the
answers to some of
these questions will be impossible
for
us
to
formulate,
but I-will not recognize this as an excuse for failure
to
reply.
For
preliminary purposes, I
request that the Department of
Development
attempt
to respond to items
3, 15., 16 and 17 from any
sources thaf-are available. I request that the 2,
Department of Public Service respond
items 7, 8, 9, 12, and 18 from
ever sources are available. I requeet to
that the Department of RecreationWhatand Parks respond to items 10, 11,
of Public Safety respond to item 11 13 and 14. I request' that the Department
communicate any inforMation to the
Department of Recreation and Parksand
for inclusion in their
report. All departments should respond to items 4, 5 and 6.
.

The preliminary assignments of these
convenience only. If you have any informationareas of responsibility is for
affecting any of these areas,
which areas have not been assigned
to
you,
please
communicate that information
to the assigned department.
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
Page Two

February 1, 1977

Director Newlon is requeSted to prepare and deliver the completed \
prelim inary report to Director Chupka in suffidient time to permit communication
by Leeds ,Teletype to the Disaster.Services Agency and to the Ohio Department
of Highway Safety, prior to midnight, February 2": Without further instruction
or reminder, all departments are charged with up-dating this information and
delivering it to Director Newlon's office by noon, February 14. Director
Newlon is requested to prepare the written con'irmation at that time for
delivery to the Disaster Services Agency -not later than February 15. 1
request that Direttor Newlon forward a copy of both the February 2 and
February.15 reports-to all persons to Whom this memo has been sent.

0

4.

TM: pm
Enc .

J. C . Gafford

cc:

.

O

20
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F/OHALLTERM
OHLEADSCY 015 10:49:3? 02/01/77
LEADS 7 OHLEADSCY 020177

.

ALL DEPATMENTS OHIO

iPAGE 1 OF' 2)

GOVERNOR JAI ES C. RHODES REQUESTS THAT THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE BE TRANSMITTED
BY THE MOST EXPEDIENT MEANS TO ALL MAYORO AND COUNTY COMMISSIONERS IN OHIO.
TO:

ALL MAYORS. 'Frtb COUNTY COMMISSIONERS IN OHIO

FROft,-

JAMES C. CLEM, DIRECTOR OF DISASTER SERVICES AGENCY

IN ORDER TO ASSESS DAMAGE SINCE THURSDAY, 2? JANUARY 1977, RELEATED TO
THE WINTER STORM, TO REQUEST FEDERAL ASSISTANCE, WE NEED PRELIMINARY DAMAGE
ESTINATES.NO LATER THAN MIDNIGHT, 2 FEBRUARY, 1977. THE FOLLOWING INFORNATION IS REQUESTED TO BE INCLUDED IN YOUR PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES,

NAME OF CITY OR COUNTY
POPULATION
r 3.. ESTIMATED NUMBER OUT OF WORK ONE OR MORE DAYS.
;P.- 4.
OVERTIME PAY TO CITY, COUNTY OR TOWNSHIP EMPLOYEES, RELATED TO STORM.
'41-5. COST O; RENT OF EQUIPMENT.
COST OF.FUEL, PARTS AND REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT ABOVE NORMALLY BUDGETED COSTS.
6.
S. THR NIIMBRR OF KNOWN BROKEN WATER MAINS OCCURRING IN JANUARY-, 1977.
WIDER OF KNOWN BROKEN WATER MAINS' REPAIRED IN JANUARY, 1977. (END PAGE 1)
8.
1.

2.

la a a.

Sn

F/OHAL7TERM
.OHLEAD CV 018 11:39:51 02/01/77.
NUIRER OF BROKEN WATER MAINS IN JANUAO, 1978
11.710. CO:T OF MASS CARE AND FEEDING
Asi4"21. S ARCH AND'RESCUE COSTS

(LEADS 7 PAGE 2 OF 2)

ZW12. AiY DAMAGE TO PUBLIC BUILDINGS OR FACILITIES
NIMBER OF PEOPLE IN SHELTER AND HOW LONG
Ni:MBRR OF PEOPLE STILL IN SHELTER
UMBER OF BUSINESSES INTERRUPTEDIAND HO') LONG.
Isthr'16. P,OVIDE HOUSES DAMAGED.
rARM OR'LIVESTOCK LOSSES.
-STIMATED DAMAGE TO ROADS, STREETS, AND BRIDGES:
PLEASE FORWmRD ABOVE ESTIMATES TO DISASTER SERVICES AGENCY 4 OHIO D&APTMENT
r
OF HIGHWAY SAFETY = MA LEADS TELETYPE /OHLEADSCY)
.

WE REALIZE THAT THE REQUESTED ESTIMATES WILL NOT BE FULLY ACCURATE OR: COMPLETE,
AND THAT THE BURDEN IS GREAT, BUT NEED BEST INFORMATION'POSSIBLE BY THE DEADLINE IN ORDER TO EXPEDITE GOVERNORS `.S REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE'.

REWEST PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES BE CONFIRMED IN WRITING WITH INFORMATION.A5
WEST
ACCURATE AND COMPLETE ASPOSSI7,LE TO OHIO DISASTER SERVICES AGENCY,
GRANVILLE ROADS; WORTHINGTON, OHIO, '43085; NOT LATER THAN 15 FEBRUARY, 1977
F. NO RESRONSE BY DEAD-LINE, WE WILL ASSUME NO DAMAGE.,
MAJOR GENERAL JAMES C. CLEM
ADjUTANT GENERAL
DIRECTOR OF DISASTER :SERVICES
itriV rstiGt,d Ur di

RELAYED

OHIO LEADS CONTROL

bJEG
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CITY OF C131.11iiiIIS
DODDWrW.NCY;LON
Olitacrale

TOM MOODY

OHIO

r.

MMMR

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

February 14,01/21.
.40

Major General James Clem
Adjutant General of Ohio
Director'of,Disaster Services
.0*

Dear Sir:

.......

As,a.fo llow-up answer to your message of February 1, 1917 .dMayor
Moody, attached are supplemental answers to your 18 categories.

.
Answers to the questions regarding unemployment are, still incomplete
and probably can be best answered by the Bureau of ynemployment Compensation.,
Damage to public buildings,so far discovered, has been slight, but: the
dadage to our streets has been estimated at ten'times than of recent winters....
Temporary repairs have been attempted but are unsatisfactory due to thel
-freezing and thawing, and our steel cover plates have long since been put
to use. Guard devices, lights and traffic directors are being used.
Suits
against the City have been threatened by motorists for both car and...personal
"
injury.
.

'The extentof dadage due to frozen pipes and water lines is not fully
known, but,reports continue to come in.
I trust this answeres your questiOns, but if there are any specifics 6
additional:War:nation needed, please call me.

4
Yours very truly,

Robert W. Newldn
Director

232
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QUESTION
Columbus
2

Previously answered

3

Estimated Number out of work one or mete days.

-

Community Services Department reports 13 businesses connected with it down for a total of 30 days.

o

During the week ending February 5, 1977, 5,092 people
filed initial unemployment claims in Franklin County.
Of these, 3,492 were energy related job losses. This
shows a marked increase over the 298 persons newly'
.unemployed for :nergy related reasons for the week ending
January 29, 1977.
The total number of claimants in Franklin County who were
unemployed.ent week or more was 12,814 as of January 29, 1977.

6

Overtime pay to tity employees related to storm.

4

Workhouse
Police - Investigative Section
`Police -,Headquarters - Service Bureau
Police - Administrative
Police - regular
,
Police - Fire; Crisis Center
General police overtime to close down
Columbus Hotel, Krumm Shelter House, escorts
of snow plows 4 stranded motorists. "B" Co;
Same for "C" Co.

223.20
$ 3,671.36
$

$'1643.24
138.24
$-- 162:12
548.95
.."$
$

.

1 1,921.21

.

Freeway. Patrol

I
,

,

Marine 4 Park Patrol
SWAT Platoon
Helicopter service
Health Dept. - February 2 - 14
Recreation - Parks
Development Department

/
/

/

$ 1,452.84
$
854.33
$
49.63
$
205.15
$
604.24

/
,'

,

$

307.84

$ 1,500.00
$
854.39

/

5

Cost of Rent of Equipment
I

Community Services

$

I

233

200.00

229
-2=
4

QUESTION
6

'

Cost of fuel, parts and repairs above usual budget.
Recreation & Parks Department
Division of Fire
Fire Prevention Bureau
Workhouse report cement walks-raised
by freeze but no estivate on cost
Police Jail Bureau
Police-Administrative
Police - Regular
Police -Fire, Crisis Center
Community Services
Service Department - Equipment Parts

$ 1,200.00
$ 1,183.49
$ 1,459.75

$

4

'231.00

$ 1,640.00
$

219.70

$

549.00.

$11,400.00
$12,9011.00

Nutker of known broken water mains in January, 1977.

As Before
8

Number of know n broken water mains repaired in January.

As Before
9

Number of broken water mains in January, 1976.
73

10

Cost of mass care and feeding
Krumm Recreation Center
Community Services

11

.

$ 1,500.00
$ 3,250.00

Search and rescue copts.

Police - Fire Ciisis Center
12

363.50

$

175.00

Damage to public buildings and facilities.

Health Department
13

$

Krumm Recreation Center, 854 Alton Avenue (opened Friday,
January 28, as emergency Red Cross shelter)
Friday, January 28 Saturday, Jan. 29 Sunday, January 30 Sunday, January 30 Monday, January 31 Tuesday, Feb. 1
Wednesday, Feb. 2 Thursday, Feb. 3
Friday, Feb. 4

Saturday,Feb.

234

10
25
25
47
46
45
27
22
7
0

people
prople
people
people
people
people
people
people
people
people

- 9:00
-' 9:00
- 9:00
- 12:00
4:00
4:00
- 4:00
- 4:00
- 4:00
- 9:00

p.m._
p.m.
p.m.
midnight
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
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QUESTION,

Numberof_people still in shelters.

14

None
Number of businesses interrupted and how long.

15

The following, chart indicates the estimated effect of
the winter storm and associated utility curtailments on
local business establishments by sector.

Adversely
Affected
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Wholesale Trade
Selected Services
Other
Totals

a

Curtailed
hours and
production
cutbacks

740
4,403
980
4,424
475
11,022

Curtailed
By
85 percent

Total
Establishments

202*
171
48
171

740
3,522
588
3,539
250
8,639

11

740
4,403
980
4,424
500
11,047

.

603

*Industrial. customers have been curtailed by 30% to 100% 'depending on the nature
of manufacturing operations.

16

Provide houses damaged.
Information not yet available.

.17

Farm or livestock damage.
Livestock losses:

Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

Beef
Milk Cows
Hogs (feeder pigs)
Farrowing (baby pigs)
Sheep and lambs

loss
loss
loss
loss
loss

- 266
- 75
- 177
- 873
--540

/
/
/
/
/

Value
Value
Value
Value
Value

-

$19,913
$ 5,625
$ 2,380
$12,222
$10,800

Milk Production:

Milk which had to be
dumped because farms
could not be reached:

.

Unit loss - 2,185 gallons
Valile -.$17,500
,

Poultry:
i.

,

-..

Unit loss- - 14,841 dozen eggs
Value,,- $11,131

Laying Hens

235
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QUESTION
17 (cont.).

Other:

Pasture fences
Building losses
Greenhousp & nursery

stock losses

$6,000
$8,000
$29,000

Total:

$122,570.

The animal losses are attributed mainly to extremely cold
temperatures and storms. This is the primary season for
birth of young animals so farms were particularly hard hit.
Another factor in animal losses was inaccessible roads which
made feeding impossible at times.
18

Estimated damage to roads, streets and bridges-.

$125,317.00 in addition to those previously reported.

r% o
t_J
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CITY OF COLUMBUS
ROOMY W. NIEWL.ON

.

OHIO

DIRICTOR

1

TOM MOODY
MAYOR

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

February 3, 1977

Major General James Clem
Adjutant General of Ohio
Director of Disaster Services
Dear Sir:

In conformity with the message of February 1, 1977 to Mayor
Moody, he directed me to obtain answers forColumbus to the 18
categories outlined, and such is attached.
Yours very truly,

If)013eAlt il/j nt,44+0--.
Robert W. Newlon
Director
RWN/bb

2"
{

"
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QUESTION

/

1

Columbus-

2

The population of Columbus is now 602,630. It was 539,677
in the 1970 census.
The population of Franklin County, of
which.Columbus is the county seat, is 911,951, of which
789,058 reside in the cities, 21;107 in the villages and
101,786 in the unincorporated areas of the county.

3

Estimated number out of work one or more days
Columbus has a large percentage,of federal, state, county, city,
university and school employees on salary. Papier's office
advises 1,706 new claims filed for week ending January 29 in
Franklin County and 298 of these were energy related. We expect
substantially more in week ending February S. Many of our large
employers such as Lazarus and Nationwide are either on alternate
fuels or have switched. Papier estimates one-third of 40,918
claims existing in Franklin County as of January 22 were related
to energy crisis.

For the period January 27 to February 5, Columbia Gas took 202
industrial accounts off its lines. These accounts employed
102,000 persons. For the same period, 400 commercial accounts
wore told to suspend service. We do not have accurate reports
as to the number whb complied and the number of employees involved.
No City employee has been laid off
4

Overtime pay to City employees related to storm
Department of Development overtime
Municipal Garage
Overtime cost
Related equipment failure
Building damage
Total Municipal Garage
Lands and Buildings
Overtime cost

353.04

$
$
$
$

3,305.02
1,000.00
3,000.00
7,305.02

$.1,590.65
100.00
$

Rental of equiplient

Damage to buildings: City Hall,
Annex, Police Station
Total Lands and Buildings
i

Department of Recreation & Parks

2a

$

$ 3,950.00

TT:MM.
$

850.00
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QUESTION
Division of Sanitation
Street Maintenance
Airport
Water Division
Electricity Division
Department of Health
Workhouse'
Fire Department'
Police Department
5

$

8,000.00
$ 12,111.00
$
3,025.00
$ 11,025.00
$ 1,675.00
$
563.00
$
223.00
$
975.00
$ .
325.00

Coit of Rent of Equipment
Sanitation
Street Maintenance
Airport
Water Division
'Electricity Division

$

172.50
$ 29,641.00
$
3,800.00
$ 6,941.00
$- 4,560.00
$
500.00

CommunitySerVices
Fire Repair & parts
Hydrant supplies
6

$
$

.

'851.00

255.00

Cost of fuel, parts and repairs above usual. budget'
Sanitation
Traffic Engineering
Airport
irport
Water Division
Electricity Division
Community Services
Police Department

$
$
$
$

$
$
$

.

1,442.00
940.00
1,790.00
6,116.50
463.00
7,500.00
1,847.00

Number of known broken water mains in January, 1977
118
8

Number of known broken water mains repaired in January
83

9

Number of b-roken water mains in January, 1976

73
10

Cost of mass care and feeding
Community Services
Kruma Recreation Center

11

$
$

5,500.00
850.00

$
$

3,088.24
1,300.00

Search and Rescue costs
Police Department
Police Headquarters

239'

235
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QUESTION

12

Damage to public buildings and facilities
Sanitation
Traffic Engineering
Water Division

13

$
$
$

1,335:00
2,120.00
500.00

Number of:persons in shelter and how long
Krumm Recreation Center, 854 Alton Avenue (opened Friday,
January 28, as, emergency Red Cross shelter)
Friday, January 28
Saturday, January 29
Sunday, January 30
Sunday, January 30
Monday, January 31

-

-

10
25
25
47
46

people
people
people
people
people

- 9:00 p.m.
- 9:00 p.m.
- 9:00 p.m.
- 12:00 rddnight
- 4:00 p.m..

The Department ofealth reports 77 calls during January concerning
frozen water pipes in Columbus homes".
14.

Number of people still in shelter
SO people as of 9:00 a.m. - February 1; 1977
45 people as of 4:00 p.m. - February 1, 1977

IS

Number of businesses interrupted and how long

The following chart indicates the estimated effect of'the winter
storm and associated'utility curtailments or local business establishments by sector.
Curtailed Lours Curtailed
Adversely
and production
to MainTotal Estab
Affected
Cutbacks
tenance Level lishments
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Wholesale Trade
Selected Services
Other
Totals

740
4,403
980
4,424
475
11,022

740
3,522
588
3,539
250
8,639

202
171
48
171
11
603

740
4,403
-980

4,424*
500.

11,047_

Although the,above chart indicated only nunfbers of business establishments
experiencing cutbacks in hours of operation and production, it is assumedi,
'that all establishments in this category hmi service interruptions of at
least one -half day.

210
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QUESTION
The Community Services Department reports 13 businesses doing
construction work for it were interrupted for a total of 30
days.
16

Provide houses damaged

The total number of houses within the City ofColumbus experiencing winter storm damage, as reported by the Code Enforcement
Division is 43. Of these 43 houses, 29 were damaged by water line
breaks, 11 were damaged by fireplace problems, and 3 were damaged
by snow load problems.
17

Farm or livestock damage
A repre'sentative of the Ohio Department of Agriculture assumed that
livestock losses due to the recent storm and cold weather would be
minimal in the Franklin County area.
According to the Animal Scierice
Department at Ohio State University, only newborn animals would
experience any difficulty in surviving the cold weather. The Franklin
County Extension Service was closed for the week.

The Department of Health has expressed concern over loss of milk
due to road conditions and with regard to its inability to deliver
normal social service to the elderly, shut-ins and the ill.

.

18

Estimatedlamage to roads, streets and bridges
$19,985.00

24

23.7,

st

1-,

JANUARY 28, 1977
c'-`
...

FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES:
-.-----:k"

BY ORDER OF THE MAYOR, ALL CITY HALL NONESSENTIAL SERVICES WILL
.

BE ENDED AT NOON ON FRIDAY, JANUARY 28, AND PERSONNEL INVOLVED
WILL BE RELEASED.

.

THE MAYOR'S STAFF WILL CONTINUE ON DUTY AND ALL ,DIRECTORS% AND
WHATEVER SUPPORT STAFF THEY DEEM NECESSARY WILL REMAIN ON THE

JOB UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

/

r

2 4(,7

.
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

February 14, 1977

MEMOTO:

RALPH BANGS, PATTY MILLER, BETTY WEBER, EDIE POLING

FROM:

J'. C. GAFFORD
EXECUTIA ASSISTANT TO THE MAYOR
c.1

i

Anticipating phone calls pursuant to chuck holes, the following response to the citizenry

\s appropriate.'
.1

Wesestimate that over 52,000,000 damage has been done to the streets so far this winter.
This is five times the damage we have ever experienced befo're. We have 15 patch crews
working full-time and they have been for almost two weeks. In the event that the caller
states that they are suing, or want the City to pay for damage to their car, they.can submit
a letter,With a description of the incident and attach-the bill or estimate for repair,to the
Division orEngineering and Construction, 50 W. Broad Street, or theythave the option to

submit the letter directly to the City Attorney.. In either event, the claim will be investigated
and they will be adVised accordingly.
If a caller claims v{ater damage due to negligence of the City, the same process can be used
either going directly,to the City Attorney or send tho letter plus the bill or estimate to the
Division of Water.

JCG/ejp

cc. T. Moody
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February 7, 1977
Mr. Kline Roberts

r

Columbus Area Chamber of Commerce
50 West Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215

.Dear Kline:

Attached is a copy of the telegram from Richard C. Gilliland,
Regional Administrator, EmployMent and Training Administration.
United States Department of Labor, sent February 3 to the State of
Ohio. The State of Ohio has requested Mayors to assist in providing
this information since state sources cover only a part of the information

requested.

.

Confirming our telephone conversation, I respectfully request
the assistance of the Columbus Area Chamber of Commerce in providing
such information as you caz frown our largest employers. My Ailternative
would be to have a member of my staff make daily phone.calls-to--thoie---employers , whiCh I would consider to be somewhat disruptive to their
activities.

If you should have any questions after reading this. I shall be
glad to confer with you.- --Irra-ddition, Ms. Barbara Jones, secretary
to Richard D. Jackson, Director of Administration for the State of Ohio
will participate in coordinating reports from the various localities and
she undoubtedly can add to your petspective.
I am delighted at the efforts the Chamber has made already to
ascertain the true impact-of the weather and.the energy shortages on our
local commerce and industry, and I feel you are' uniquely qualified to
assist the Department of Labor in providing proper information to the

President.

Sincerely yours.
4b

TOM MOODY, Mayor

TM: pm

Enc.
cc:

Ms. Barbara Jones
AP.

.
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MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT DIV
30 EAST BROAD STREET
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SUBJECT: CURRENT WEATHER/ ENERGY PROBLEMS
THE WHITE HOUSE HAS DIRECTED THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR TO PROVIDE A DAI
Ly

STATE BY STATE SUMMARY .2EHENERGy *RELATED ACTIVITIES TO INSURE THAT
TEE'

PRESIDENT HAS THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE 'AND TIMELY INFORMATION AVAILABLE
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS NEEDED FROM EACH STATE ON A DAILY BASIS:
f.
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1. THE BEST ESTIMATE OF THE' TOTAL NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS UNEMPLOYED

AS A CONSEQUENCE OF WEATHER CONDITIONS AND RELATED ENERGY SHORTAGES.
THIS TOTAL NUMBER SHOULD REFLECT NEW LAYOFFS ANDR RECALLS SINCE
THE LAST REPORT AND INCLUDE BOTH INSURED AND UNINSURED WORKERS.
ESTIMATES ALSO SHOULD INCLUDE SCHOOL PERSONNEL WHO MAY BE TEMPORAR

ILY IMPACTED. IT ISIMPROTANT THAT THE.STATE ESTIMATES REFLECT THE
MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND RELIABLE INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO THE STATE
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY:AGENCIES AND OTHER SPATE AGENCEIS WITH A DIRECT
INVOLVEMENT IN THE CURRENT PROBLEM.
WHERE FEASTSLE, THE: ESTIMATES SHOULD BE COORDINATED WITH THE
SPECIAL TASK FORCES ESTABLISHED BY AND REPORTING TO THE GOVERNORS.

THE NEWARK OF LOCAL SESA OFFICES SHOULD BE IN A GOOK POSITION TO*
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CONTRIpTE TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THESE ESTIMATES BY. THEIR MONITORING
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THE ABOVE .INFORMATION SHOULD BE PROVIDED TO THE REGIONAL 'OFF*
EACH 'DAY AND SHOULD.REI.E.OTTHE RELATED ESTIMATES OF ACTIVITIES AS
OF THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS FOR THE PREVIOUS DAY. AS OrSCUSSE0 BY
TELEPHONE THIS MORNING, EACH STATE ADMINISTRATOR IS ASKtO TO SUBMIT

ONE REPORT WHICH COVERS THE ACTIVITIES IN THAT STATE. GOVERNORS'

DIRE

(

ORS OF MANPOWER ARE ASKED TO PROVIDE WHATEVER INFORMATION IS AVAIL=
ABLE TO THE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY ADMINISTRATOR.
IT IS MOST IMPORTANT THAT THE FIGURES REPORTED BY THE ,STATE.,;

BE THE ONLY FIGURES USED. BY ALL. LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT IN IDENTIFYING
THE NUMBER .OF TOTAL UNEMPLOYED DUE TO WEATHER /ENERGY PROBLEMS.
-

THE REPORTS WHICH ARE DUE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY AT 16:0.0 AM EACH
MORNING SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO ME ATTENTICW: CHUCK KANE.YOUR
COOPERATION IN COMPILING AND SUBMITTING THIS REPORT WILL BE GREATLY
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AND FIRMS,

2. A SUCCINCT DESCRIPTION OF ANY PROBLEM (S) RELATING Tu SESA AND CET
RESPONSIBILITIES CONSIDERED URGENT TO BRING TO THE ATTENTION OF THE
NATIONAL OFFICE AND WHITE HOUSE.'

41.

3. 'BRIEF SUMMARY OF ACTIONS TAKEN BY SESA'S AND OETCPRIME SPONSORS
IN RESPONSE TO THE IDENTIFIED PROBLEMS. FOR EXAMPLE, UTILIZING

is

ARMORIES AND OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES FOR SPACE; WAIVING
PRESENT PERSONNEL POLICIES TO HIRE TEMPROARY HELP IN UI OFFICES;
UTILIZING NEW SHORT TERM PSE ENROLLEES FOR EMERGENCY SERVICES; EXTEND
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ED WORK HPURS OF SESA OFFICES, ETC.
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ColUnibUs 43216
From The De 3k Of

SENATOR OLIVER OCASEK
.

PRESIDE ft

TEZIPORE

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

All Senators
Senator Ocasek, President Pro Tern
S. B. 51 - School Closings
February 15, 1977

last Thursday and Friday I accompanied
Dr. Essex on visits throughout the state to meetings with
Superintendents relative to S. B. 51
and any concerns related to
school closings either through
.weather
or lack of energy.
AttaChed is a summary of the
seven regioral meetings. You will note,
that it is not a serious ,problem of
make-up days prior to the end of
the - school year, June 30th.
Concern was expressed as to weather
make-up days for"Saturdays, and in
June as to pupil attendance.
There
was also,a division of opinion over whether
be enacteditr-the near. future or ate later further legislation should
date.

If you ham any opinions relative
to this matter, please express
to Senator Jackson as he will probably
them
be sponsoring further emergency
legislation relative to weather
- related days of closing.
I would also
be happy to discuss the schoOls'
concerns as we heard than last week.
0.0.

00:cc.
attach.

emL

,

2/'"
1C.)
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"Operation Deepfreeze"
State Totals,

1.

HOW many weather related days have
you been closed this schdol Year?

gn 0-5
2.

*gig 6-10

El

16-20

j

over 20

Eli 6 -10

ED]

11-15

g

16-20

over 20

Do you have plans to continue some form of
and teachers during energy related closings?instructional activity with students

Eg
4.

11-15

How many energy related days have you been
closed?
123710-5

3.

igq

yes

no

Eg

no answers

With the modification of the 180 day requirement
due to energy related
closings as enacted in S.B. 51, will you be able to complete
your school
year by June 30?

PI

yes

ER

no

no answers

.1

Districts Represented = 430
Attendance. = 655

249

245

SURVEY OF SCHOOL CLOSINGS
SUMMARY
Cincinnati
1.

How many weather related days have
you been closed this school year?

Eg 0-5
2.

PE]

11-15 0 16-20

EE1

over 20

0-5

,5-1

6 -10

4

11-15 J 16-20

RE]

over 20

Do you have plans to :ontinue
some form of instructional
activity with students
and teachers during energy related closings?

D
4.

6-10

How many energy related days have
you been closed?
42

3.

UM

yes

Eq

no

pg

no answer

With the modification of the 180 day
closings as enacted in 5,8. 51, will requirement due to energy related
you be able to complete your school
year by June 30?
yes

Mg

no

no answer

Districts Represented = 55
Attendance

= 69

Zanesville
1.

How many weather related days have
you been closed this.school year?
0-5
R.1]
6-10
gl
11-15
E
16-20
over 20
Haw many energy related days have
you been closed?

M

2.

a 0-5 m
3.

6-10

11-15

'

pi

16-20

over 20

Do you have ,plans to continue
some form of instructional

and teacher?during energy related closings?
yes

'4.

V

no

M

activity with students

no answer

With the modification of the 180 day
closings as enacted in S.B. 51, will requirement due to energy related
you be able to complete-your school
year by June 30?

El

yes

tg

no

no answer

Districts Represented = 48

250
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Youngstown
1.

How many weather related days have you been closed this school year?

ro 0-5
2.

ID,

6-10

co

Eg

over 20

jJ

11-15

g

16-20

gl

over 20

Do you have plans to continue some form of instructional activity with students
and teachers during energy related closings?
39

4.

16-20

Kg

HOi many energy related days have you been closed?

0-5 f 6-10
3.

11-15

yes

30

no

pq

no answers

With the modification of the 180 day requirement due to energy related
closings as enacted in S.B. 51, will you be able to complete your school
year by .Tune 30?
70

yes

Or]

R

no

no answers

Districts Represented = 76
Attendance = 109

Dayton
1.

How many weather related days have You been closed this school year?

ED 0-5
2.

ETA

11-15

16-20

ID

g

over 20

Ki

m

6-10

11-15

M

16-20

ig

over 20

Do you have plans to continue some form of instructional activity with students
and teachers during energy related closings?
yes

4.

6-10

How_many energy related days have you been closed?

En 0-5
3.

1g

plg

no

n20

no answer

With the modification of the 180 day requirement due to energy related
closings as enacted in S.B. 51, willyou be able to complete your school
year by June 30?

n

Yes

no

no answer

Districts Represented = 84
Attendance = 127

251

247

Cleveland
1.

fow. many weather related days have you been closed
this school year?

01 0-5
\2.

01

11-15

16-20

El

0

over 20.

02

6-10

01

'11-15

RI

16-20

over 20

Do you have plans to continue
some form of instructional activity with students! /
and teachers during energy related closings?

ILE
4.

6-10

How many energy related days have you been closed?

gg 0-5
3.

Fil

yes

14

g

no

no answer

With the modification of the 180 day requirement
due to energy related
closings as enacted in S.B. 51, will
you be able to complete your school
year by June 3C?
541

g

yes

no

II

no answer

Districts. Represented = 57

Attendance = 99

Toledo
1.

How many weather related days have'you been closed
this school year?

fig 0-5 _g
2.

g

over 20.

g

over 20

16-20

0-5

33

6-10

ER

11-15

g

16 -20

Do you have plans to continue some form of
instructional activity with students
and teachers during energy related'closings?

Eg
4.

11 -15

How many energy related days have you been closed?

E
3.

ILI

6-10

1

yes

no ,

grj

no answers

With the modification of the 180 day requirement
due to energy related
closings as enacted in S.D. 51, will
you be able to complete your school
year by June 30?

g

yes

g

no

El

no answers

Districts Represented = 73

Attendance =103

252.

4

248

Columbus
1.

this school year?
How many weather related days have you been closed
16

2.

11-15

Eg

.6-10

gl

16-20

j

over 20

0-5

EED

11-15

02g

6-10

I]

16-20

gg

over 20

with students
Do you have plans to continue some form of instructional activity
and teachers during energy related closings?

g
4.

p]

How many energy related dayS have you been closed?
WI

3.

0-5

yes

11:1

,no

2]

no answers

related
With tile modification of the 180 day requirement due to energy
closings as enacted in S.B. 51, will you be able to complete your school
year by June 30?
pre

yes

gg

no

El

no answers

Districts Represented = 37
Attendance = 77

2 47)
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State of Ohio
Office of the Attorney General
.

Michael R. SzolOsi
First Aisistant Attorney General

Richard S. Walinski
Chief Counsel

G. Duane Welsh

William J. Brown
Attorney General

Executive Astistant Attorney General

P. Michael DeAngelo

February 9, 1977

DeOuty.Attorney General

Honorable Oliver Ocasek
President Pro Tempore
Ohio Senate
State House
Columbus, Ohio 43215
Honorable Vernal G. Riffe, Jr.
Speaker, House of RepreSentt'atilies
State House
Columbus, Ohio 43215-

Dear Senator Ocasek and Speaker Riffe:
I am in receipt of you'r letter dated February 9, 1977,
requesting my views on the accuracy of assertions made by
M. E. White, Chairman of the Board, Columbia Gas of Ohio, ,
Inc.'in his letter of February 7, 1977 to each of you.
it Mr. White asserts that Revised Code Section 4905.302
appears to prevent his company from charging a residential:
customer for short-term emergency volumes of as while directing that the costs of such purchases be assessed only
against curtailed customers.

Based on his interpretation of the law, Mr. White proposes that the General Assembly suspend the operation of
Section 4905.302 until November 1, 1977. He asserts that
a ,suspension of the law would enable Ohio distribution comp)inies to compete on,an equal basis with other distribution
Companies for gas needed this winter to supply residential
--- customers.

254

.9,

..
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Honorable Oliver Ocasek
Honorable Vernal G. Riffe, Jr.
Page 2
February 9, 1977
I have researched Section 4905.302 and have concluded
that Mr. White's interpretation of the Section is not entirely
accurate. No suspension of the law is necessary to'charge
residential consumers for short-term emergency volumes of gas
used to meet their demands.
Notwithstanding Section 4905.302, Ohio distribution companies may recover the cost of short-term gas used to supply
the needs of residential consumers provided that none of the
ga's decreases levels of curtailment for classes other than
residential consumers.
In other words, there appear to be no
statutory restrictions to the purchase of emergency volumes of
gas for use of residential consumers or for billing those
residential' consumers as long as none of the emergency volumes,
of gas for which they are charged decreases levels of curtailment to other customer classes.
As usual the Office of the Attorney General is available
to answer any further questions you may have on this matter or
to do any legal research necessitated by the current energy
shortage.
Sincerely,

WILLIAM J. BROWN
Attorney General

vh
cc:

Governor James A. Rhodes

2r

..A. 1 Y Id.

Al
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.

cOLIHIBUS--Nenate HajorIty Leader OlIvor neasek and Souse SpeakerVera Rtfru issued the following statement In reseonne to torrespon%fence received frena Marvin n. whitv, chairman of the Board of Columbia
Cns of Ohio, Inc.
****************

Columbia's,recent allegation that

1111

1213 prohibits them or any
.

other Ohio Gas Company from making emergency purchases of-natural

as

is wrong.

Nothing; in HB 1213 prohibits a natural gas company from purchast

ing any gas at any time gas might be available.
Likewise, Columbia is incorrect 'in its allegation that it cannot

charge its customers who use emergency purchases of natural gas, the
full price of that gas.
1113 1213 was written and enacted onthe strict principle that
,..

:

whoever uses the gas pays for the gas.

One'matter should be made very clear,'however.
a

So long as Columbia

has on hand regular priced gas which it purchased at the start of the
winter season, no higher *priced emergency gas should be piped to

Columbia's residential customers.

If the only gas left is emergency

gas, then the home owner will receive it and will pay for it.
It will not go unnoticed that Columbia sold nearly 21 billion
cubic feet of fts regular priced natural gas reserves last fall -that was a management decision.

It will also not go unnoticed that Columbia, just yesterday,
told many of its non-residential customers to start "burning"

as

again -- another management decision based on the belief that the
weather will be normal henceforth.

.

If Columbia is attempting to cover-up bad management decisions
by using enacted legislation and the weather'as its scapegoat, we
...-

will,not tolerate that.

Columbia should get on with the business of serving'its cus.tomers.

It should begin to think of the public i't serves!

-- 30-:-

Attached are copies af Columbia'sitpeattex Riffe's correspondence.
-Also,a February 9 latter from the Attorney General to Speaker Riff° and
Senator °meek.

2 5C

ii
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School Without Schools
Site Visitation Report
by

Donald C. Weaver

Community Involvement In "School Without Schools"
."Community Schools" have been-in operation in this country for
many years beginning in 1935 in Flint, Michigan, through the pioneering
efforts of Flint school personnel and'such community leaders as Charles
Stewart Mott.

Although schools in Columbus, Ohio, have .not carried the label

"C6mmunity Schools," many of the activities sponsored by the Columbus
Schools have, no doubt, been characteristic of those sponsored under
the aegis of community education in schools across the country.

It

seems reasonable to predict an even greater emphasis upon the "Community" aspects of education and increased'liaison between school
and community in Columbus in the future due to the work' of several

individuals and groups during the crisis precipitated by the closing
of public and parochial schools for a 30-day period beginning February 7,
1977.

The "School Without Schools" program in Columbus required the
mobilization of both school and community resources within a matter
of a few days.

In fact, the mobilization of school and community

resources within severe time constraints was, in itself, an achievement worthy of investigation.

However, such efforts resulted in a

month-long demonstration of what has been called in the community
education literature the educative community--where everyone teaches
and everyone learns.

Nearly every public and private agency

delivered educational-services and classes were held in such

C
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facilities as pizza parlors, banks and private homes.

Television
0

and radio stations sponsored educational programs, many of them

,taught by local teachers.

Parents assumed responsihility for.Assist-

ing students to learn at home and teachers maintained daily contact
with parents.
-

The lessons to be learned from the Columbus experience are many.
Certainly, the logistics of planning for such a crisis are of concern
to all schools and communities faced with future emergency closing
IMP
of schools.

HOWever, for the student of community education, the

inferences to be drawn go beyond how to keep school, without schools.

What happened during the month-long expeilment in Columbus may well
have altered perceptions of school personnel regarding the role of
community' agencies and groups in the educative process.

Similarly,

community groups and agencies may have developed renewed interest in
becoMing part of the educative process.

If, indeed, such changes

did occur as a result of the crisis, the relationship between school
and community in Columbus may have been profoundly altei-ed for the
future.

Hence, those who would infer from the Columbus experience

the means to increased-school- community involvement in their Communities would then require answers to th'e following questions:
1:

What community agencies or groups were involved'?

2.

What led to the involvement of those particular
agencies or groups?

3.

How did the involved agencies or groups perceive
their contribution during the crisis?

4.

How were the involved agencies or groups perceived
by school personnel?

258
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5.

What changes in perceptionsemong school'and
community personnel_ may have resulted from
increased Community involvement during the
crisis?

In an effort to suggest possible results from increased community involvement, the contributions of three selected agencies
and/or groups will be discussed--parents, the Ohio State University'

and agencies provping field trips.

Parent Involvement in "School Without Schools" Program

The writer interviewed several parents, teachers and principals
regarding the part played by parents during the crisis.

All groups

interviewed believed that parents were much more actively involved

in their children's educationduring'the crisis and all groups predicted increased parent involvement once the schools were reopened.

The parents interviewed seemed genuinely pleased at the opportunity
to be directly involved in the educational process, although many

.

parents were not sure they would welcome such heavy involvement
year-round.

One parent remarked, "After .a month of homework and

p.shing to get assignments- done, I'm ready tolet the teachers do
the teaching again."

However, that same parent testified that she

was much better informed regarding the goals of the school and would
keep in much closer touch with the teachers in the future:
Although several parents referred to the lessons provided
through the Media, all parents interviewed attributed the success
of the school without schools primarily to close working relationships between school .personnel and parents.

It would appear that the impetus for increased parent.involhment
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came fromsontacts initiated by teachers and principals.

Teachers

were urged by principals to .initiate contacts with parents, and

apparently most teachers did urge parents to assist in teaching the
children at home.

However, several principals reported incidents

of parents volunteering their, services during the orisis'7,-.and the
1

writer observed a number of parents visiting the community
where classes were in session.

When asked if parents vis4ted regular
.

school sessions in-such large numbers, the principals at two sites
reported that they did not.

Both,teachers and igincipals reported
,

increased home telephone contacts and,visitations by teachers and
.

student teachers.

As one central office administrator put it,

"The

prime factor' in the success of the experiment is the spirit which
has prevailed throughout-the month."

Apparently, a spirit of coopera;
1

-'

tive endeavor to4maintain an edgoatjonal program in the face of
crisis was demonstrated by .both parents and school personnel in
Columbus.

Whether the spirit of cooperative effort to provide education
within the community will continue remains to be seen.

However, it

seems likely that if parents are to continueto be productively
involved, teachers and principals will need to continue to initiate
contacts and provide opportunities for parents to get involved.

As

Ms. Judy Carter, daughter -in -law of the President, remarked at a

,recent National Community Education workshop,
people involved is to ask them.
do if you only ask.".

"All it takes to get

You'd be surprised what people.wil:1

However,, ifithe case of the schools, the asking

must be done by .school personnel because most-parents still view
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education as the 'province of the professional educator.

And while

many of the barriers previously existing between parent and school

have been removed in Columbus as a result of the crisis, continued
efforte to convince parents that they can contribute to the educational Process will be required.

Involvement of Ohio State University in "School Without Schools" Program
While few school systems in crisis have ready access to an
institution which provides the resources of Ohio State UniVersity,

nearly every school system has access to some institution of higher
,learning; hence, the story of how Ohio State University became
involved in the "School Without Schools" Program merits consideration

by those school systems seeking greater use of existing community
resources.

)Information regarding the involvement of Ohio State University

as secured from two sources--an interview with Ms. Ida Holapz,
Assistant to the Dean of the College of Education, and Dr, Frederick
Cyphert, Dean of the College of Education at Ohio State University,
and a press release prepared by Cyphert.

The initiative to make the resources4of the University available
to area schools during the crisis appears to have been primarily that
of Cyphert.

After a series of brief meetings with the members of the

college's faculty; Cyphert w \'ote area school superintendents on

February 2, one day after the decision to close schools had been

announced, to offer to them what limited space the University had
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available and as many of its faculty and equipment resources as
could 'be mustered in a shOrt time without' disrupting ongolng University .programs.

On that same day, Cyphert sent the University's 18 deans a memo
asking them to develop an inventory of tours, demonstrations_, course
.

offerings, special prograMs and lectures they could make available
to area school children.

:

,Two days later, on February 4, after pro4ssing the dean's
responses, Cyphert sent a list of available educational experiences
for children to area superintendents.

The offerings totaled 165,

enough to make up the curriculum of a small liberal arts college.
Offerings included short courses on environmental planning,
population and the worldis food supply, fork. art, rare books, and

film and dance workshops)

Special audit arrangements for high school

students in the University's basic courses, were also worked out.
Cyphert's report of 'the initiatives cif the University to serve

the community indicates a real effort to a oid the usual logistiical
entanglements involved in, programming at t e university level.

asked how this was accomplished, Cyphert re lied,

When

"One reason is that

people at the University were already sensitzed to the nature of tIe

t
problem the community faced.

There was no debating the fact that an

crisis existed, nor was there any question that we had
a major responsibilty to get involved."

A second factor, he s id, was the free flow of communication

from the start of the declaed crisis between the College of EducaI

tion and the office of the governor (James A. Rhod' ), the state
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legislature

the state department of education, area school superin-

tendents:and

cal teachers.' associations.

We had a sound, cogni-

tive map of where all of them were going and why.
"Lastly, for the first -time in years representatives of all

parties to a major undertaking were brought together in the
same
place at the same time.

People responsible for space allocation,

for scheduling, and for academics all
came together face to face.

And

that's the way communications took place, simultaneously,
not
serially, and face to face, not by memo.
Because of the urgency of the University's task, the dean

Admits, "I made decisions
cumstances.

had no right to make under normal cir-

But if I'd waded through normal channels and waited for

the usual process of communication and decision-making to
run its
course, we'd still be deliberating over a plan."

Cyphert also has been impressed with the effects of crisis
on
the University itesif.

"What we all have found is that there is no

house of talent greater than here at this University.

We have also

found that there is even more talent than is being used
effectively

in the course of normal events, largely because
we routinize, stereotype.

Our professional ranks, filled with knowledgeable and imagina-

tive people, can do much more than we routinely
give them a chance
to do.

This crisis has given them that opportunity and they have

responded generously."

In the case of the University as with parent involvement, the
question of whether the momentum will be sustained
remains to be
seen.

The University has demonstrated that it can extend itself
to
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include educational opportunities outside those usually
provided to

the university community exclusively, while at the
same time con.

vincing many of its faculty members that they have talents
which
can serve the community.

Continued use of University resources by

the community will require sustained contact between community
representatives, particularly school personnel, and key members of the
University staff.

Involvement of Agencies Peoviding Field Trips for the
"School Without Schools" Program

On February 2, 1977, the Handbook for School Without
Schools

was issued by the Columbus Public Schools detailing,
among other
things, 38 different tours available to student
groups within the
Columbus area.

An emergency communications post was set up in the

Board of Education building to expedite transportation
for the
greatly expanded field trip activity and the shuttle bus
service
required to utilize off-campus class meeting sites.

Subsequently,

the field trip sites were increased until there were 203
available
field trip sites.

Although the prime purpose of discussing field trips is
to
identify the range of possible resources and the means by which
they
are identified, it must be borne in mind th.t utilization of
such
resources requires an efficient transportation network supported
by
an accessible communication system.

Columbus provided both.

This

writer spent time in the emergency communications area and discussed
with personnel assigned there the problems encountered.

2 t..) A
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few problems were encountered, thanks to an effective communications
system.
.

School's anticipating similar emergency closings would do

well to study the emergency communications plan so skillfully
employed by the Columbus schools.
During the month-long "school without schools" program, 97% of
the closed schoOls scheduled field trips which involved approximately.
96,,000 students in one or more of such trips.

The trips included

such sites as:

Air Force Base
Airport
Art gallery
Banks
Black Hall of Respect
Center of Science & Industry
City Hall
City tours
Conservatory
Dairy barns--O.S.U.
Fire houses
French market
Heliport
Hospitals
Industrial plants
Newspaper offices
Ohio Historical Society
Ohio Theatre
Police Academy
Restaurants
State Capitol
Supermarkets
TV and radio stations
Zoo
School personnel report 'hat most of the sites used for field
trips were volunteered by the agencies themselves and, in many cases,
those agencies employed additional personnel to manage the large
numbers of students touring the facility.

The writer visited two

field trip sites and talked to personnel involved in providing
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services.

The staff at both the Center for Science and Industry and

z-, the Public Library viewed the increased activity very positively
and

reported good cooperation by, school personnel.

Members of the school

staff who coordinated the field trip activity pointed out that during

the crisis many additional field trip sites were identified
which
can be used when the schools are reopened.
It seems reasonable to assume that as a result of the
" School

Without Sthools" program additional agencies have been included in
the educational process and that through sustained effort on the
part of the schools such agencies can continue to share in making
Columbus an educative community.

Although personnel in the Columbus schools do not claim
to have
"community schools,' per se, this writer's observations
during the
"School 4ithout Schools"

program would indicate that there exists

in Columbus a climate conducive to the development
of a community
education program.

The extent to which Columbus school personnel

capitalize upon that climate as the schools reopen will,
no doubt,
determine the future of community education in that city.
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1.

Hearings

Group Interviews with a Selected Group of Columbus Public Schools Teachers
On February 22, members of the study team interviewed a group of about25 teachers who had been selected to represent different grade levels and
subject matter areas (science, social studies, and math) in the Columbus
Public School system.

The meeting was chaired by Daniel Stufflebeam with

other members of the team participating in the questioning.
Eight general questions were presented to the teachers and
they
were asked to comment freely'in response to these questions.,

Each

question is repeated below followed by characterization of the
responses
that were received.
a.

What was it like to be a teacher. when "School Without Schools"

first got started?

Would you say the situation was exciting, confusing,

challenging?
-

From the responses received, it is obvious that to
be a teacher in the early days of "School Without Schools" was
to be in a great

confusion.

Directives and other

directives countermanding the prior directives flowed from
many sources, including the superintendent's and principal's

offices, the CEA, and of course the gas company.

These

communications were conveyed by television, radio, telephone,
newspaper bulletins, and hallway conversations.

Having

access to the emergency central office communication nerve
center helped, but it didn't solve the problem.

As the

teachers said, it obviously couldn't because everyone from
the top doWn was confused and didn't know what they
could or
could not do.

Confusion certainly ruled the teachers' day.
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In addition, the teachers interviewed thought that
many people suspected that the School Without Schools
program was just a public relations program.

Many people,,

they said,-at first didn't take the idea seriously.

At the

same time, thr...e apparently were many teachers who were

enthusiastic, excited, ready to move ahead and do something good and different.

Please describe the charge you received.

b.

How did your role

chancre, if at all?
.

Cons4stent with their answers to the first question, the

teachers said their charge wasn't very clear.

They didn't

know whether they would have to work through spring vacation, whether they would have to make up days in the
summer.

They further weren't sure whether grading would

be delayed until, after school with schools returned and

subsequently found that gradipg was to "proceed as usual.

Originally they said they were told to cover the same
material that they would have covered in the ,classrooms.

But

overall they said that even as the School Without Schools was
coming to a close, they still had no set of'directives,

didn't know what other people were doing, didn't know how
the overall program was proceeding, and didn't
even know

what to tell their students
done.

about the grading that would be

As a consequence they said the program had become

a

very individualized program and reflects individual teacher's
thoughts about what they are required to do as well as what

they thought they should do given that the
requirements were
not clear to them.

A positivesside of this response was that
co
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one teacher said that other teachers felt they were

being encouraged to be cre.tive andsaw_this as a positive
aspect of the lack of direction.
c.

Overall do you think student needs have been met by

School Without Schools as well as they would have been met under the
regular program?

The responses to this question were pretty thin.

In

general the teachers thought that school with schools is
definitely a preferable way of meeting student needs.

How-

ever there were some positive reactions that suggested that

many of the students' needs were met, and in some cases, met
'even better than they could have been met under normal
circumstances.

For example, one person noted that attention

in senior high had been better and that problems of retention
between sessions were markedly absent compared to what had
been expected.

An,ther person noted that there likely was

a problem in access to textbooks and other books in the
schools.

On another positive note the advisor system was

noted as a way of helping individual students keep in contact

with someone who could help themmith their individual
interests and needs.

It was further noted that students

were given a real opportunity to participate in self-directed

learning and some people hoped and thought there would be a positive
carry-over in this area.

The final comment was that some
a

people mink that administrators have been able to respond
more directly to student's needs through this period by virtue
of being called on to truly administer as opposed to serve as
a detective in apprehending wrongdoers.
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d.

In what

Schools

There were a great number of responses to this question,
and, in general, it was apparent that the teachers believed

that the program had indeed been a success given the requirement to do something instead of School with Schools.

The

majority of responses were positive but there were also some
negative responses.
o

'Positive responses included the --flowing:

Students are doing more on their own.

Putting the

responsibility .for their own learning on the students
was definitely a positive aspect.
o

Mothers are learning more.

The telephone contact with

the parents was important and helped parents to get
insight into their roles in education.
o

The planning was tremendous.

Somebody said

demonstrated what we were able to do.

,

"Actually we

We showed that we

are indeed professionals."
o

Discipline has improved because of the program.

This

experience will give us impetus for planning our programs
for next year.

It was a positive experience to be able to

watch other people teach (on television).

But there were soTe negative responses as well.
o

One thing didn't work, the teacher centers.

Students

would call, especially at the junior high school level.
make an appointment but would not show up.

Senior high

students may have become babysitters throughout,this
period.
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One person Summed up the responses to the success question pretty
well.

He said,

For us it was kind of like a breakthrough.

There

Were computers, swimming, the newspaper, television, entanglement in
government, and with the gas cdmpany.

It was sort of like a war.

glad that most people dug in and did their job.
dynamic.
e.

1c4e,WOrked hard.',

Itwas school.

I'm

We didn't do anything

We did our job."

If it were to-be,done over, what changes would you like to

see?

Most people were in agreement that it shouldn't be done
over unless absolutely necessary.

But they said some positive

features that ought to be retained included getting away from

dependence on a set textbook, continuing the whole business
of telephone contacts, reallocating time so the teachers would
have special time to spend in planning and working with those_
students who are behind, dropping or changing the tutor centers
so that they work, and making the requirements for students
in the program clear and explicit.

Speculating about what particularly should be done if the
program has to be repeated in another year, the teachers
hoped that more consistency could be built into communications
and directives, that the tutor centers could be improved or
dropped, requirements of students could be made explicit, that

bothersome problems -uch as parking and,a lack of space for
meeting with stude

and a lack ,of telephones could be

resolved, and that better arrangements could be made for
students who need laboratories such as Chemistry labs.

2'7
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was also suggested that kits for individual students could

-- be prepared and provisionscouldbemade-so that teachers and
students could make better use of television, and someone
said that it would be good if the Dispatch-could continue
to carry educational materials.
\

Overall; however, one teacher

summed it up by saying he was glad the program is over with
he hoped we_wouldn't do it again, said especially one of the
\difficulties in going to another school for the School With
Schools part of the program is...that yo6 don't want to use

other people's equipment and even if you do, you don't know
where things are.

Finally he said you can't carry your lab

with you.
f..

How about attendance, should it have been mandatory for 'out

of school activities?
One Person said that she had gotten good attendance.

Other

eople complained of the lack of explicit requirements

for attending scheduled activities. Someone spoke about one teacher
who set Up office hours and coerced students to attend in
supposed violation of the.rules of the program.

But it was

noted the students were coming and the service was being used.
It Was generally agreed that students would use services if
requirements were explicit.
g.

How would you rate the importance of TV, radio, the newspaper,

/

tie tours, and community courses, out-of-school sessions and the in-

0
school sessions?
I;

I

Positive responses to this question seemed to be in
relation to the field trips.

It was noted that they are

heavily utilized and have proven to be a very desirable, and
important part of the School Without Schools program.
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Expressions of gratitude were made concerning the TV,. radio',

and newspaper portions of the program', but it.was further

noted that these often didn't fit with the teacher's plans
or the studentts current level -'of progress, and that it was
difficult to kn %w $ol'at-would becoming'forth so that teachers
/

could utilize the TV, radio, and newspaper offerings in
their planning of instructional experiences.

It was noted
/

that even the field trips would have been better if transportation problems could have been solved (for example, some
families had several children who had to be gotten to points
of departure at the same time for different field trips).
It was also noted that the-newspaper materials seemed to 4e.

aimed at second through fifth grade and had-little to offer
above or below those levels.
-h.

How adequately have parents contributed?
Teachers said they found that they could get more surfpbrt

from parents than they previously had thought they could -7:nd

there was an indication that the parents are always absolutely
crucial in this type of a program.

It was repeatedly mentioned

that parents also were benefited by Virtue of the School Without '
Schools program.

Overall, then, this small group of teachers were proud of the
efforts they and their colleagues had made in responding for
crisis, 1977.

energy

They said the program had definitely started 'out on a

very confusing note, and that many of them had remained confused
throughout the,experience.

They seemed to understand that most of

this confusion was unavoidable, they were highly respectful of the

2'7°
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i,-..;rship that had been shown by the Columbu5 administration, and

were grateful for the contributions of:community;agencies and parents.
Overall, they hoped the School Without Schools program would never

have to be repeated, bt if it did, that direction could be clearer,
planning could be rs;ore a

nced, and 'requirements on students im-

posed and made more explicit.

The teachers also hoped that an elf-

phasis on.using the community as a learning laboratory, more individualized instruction and less keeptng to the textbook might be
positive long-term benefits from lessons learned during the School
Without Schools program.

O

0
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Group Interview with TV and Media Teachers in the Columbus School

Without Schools Program

Members of the study team met Or about 20 teachers who had
been commissioned to d6 TV and radio teaching during the School Without
Schools Program.

The discussion was free-flowing and a number of main

points seemed clear from the discussibn.
..

i

.

1

The first is that the people involved in the TV and radio part
t

of the School Without Schools Program were undoubtedly excited and
heavily involved by their participation.
learning experience themselves.

They had had a brand new

Some of them had been conscripted into

the program, others had volunteered, and still others who wanted to be
a part of it had been left out.

At first many, and perhaps all of them,

were frightened and confused about the prospect of appearing before the
OUblic.

They had much to learn ab011t preparing scripts, props,

rehearsing, using cues, communicating clearly, and, in general, appearing
on taped and live media.

At the same time, they had the studentsthey

had previously been working with mho were left behind and had to worry
about what was happening to them.

It seems that these teachers were so occupied with learning and

;performing their new role that they could hardly think about the deeper
'issues of how to stimulate learning and how to make what they did mesh
with the larger School Without Schools Program.
It seemed that the media 'teachers viewed their role considerably

differently than did the other teachers.

The former orouo seemed to

see the media teaching as the core part of the School Without Schools
`Program, while the regular teachers thought of it as a little used
public relations feature of the program.
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Probably all teachers would
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agree that the media presentations were little utilized
by students
and teachers.
\This is not to say 'hat the media par'

failure%

of the program

a

It waset.
1

It:
o\

wa\S

Put education and teaching in the public view of the
community and the parents.

o I Identified talented teachers and gave them an important

'learning experience in regard to the media.
'o :Created positive working relationships between the school

district and the public media.
o

Provided learning experiences for community members and
parents.

o

Helped Columbus School district get a realistic view of
home of the possibilities of using media as well
as the

great problems and difficulties that, must be overcome if
the TV and radio presentations are to make sicnificant

impacts on the learning of students.
o ,Resulted in preparing instructional props and video tapes
that can be utilized repeatedly by regular teachers in
regular classrooms.

Overall the TV and media teachers were
very enthusiastic and
positive about their participation ih the program.

They had been helped

to grow through this experience in their professional
capacities to
t ach and use media, but they agreed that there
was insufficient
o portunity to solve problems of how to relate media instruction
to the
orrgoinig learning activities of the students throughout the Columbus
system.
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Group Interviews with Columbus Parent-Teacher Association (PTA)
Representatives

Information about School Without Schools was obtained from the
central board of the Columbus Public Schools PTA by means of a
O

mailed questionnaire and a structured group interview.

Twenty-six

written responses were obtained which included both teacher and
parent responses.

Additionally, twelve parents on the central PTA

board participated in the group interview which was held May 3, 1977.

Both the written and interview responses reflected that the
group had mixed feelings about the program.

Most of the respondents

wished the prograh, hadn't been necessary and hoped it would never
have to be repeated.

They were proud and appreciative of the cm-

.

munity effort but were dubious about its educational benefits.

They

complained that many students just wandered the streets and that it
was very difficult for families with more than one child to transport
the children to the various scheduled functions.

They were agreed

that a main weakness of School Without Schools was in not requiring
all activities and in not testing and grading the material covered.

The majority of them favored instituting some sort of annual winter
vacation in the event of future crises.
Following is a summary of the written and oral responses to
each of the eleven questions that were asked.
a.

How did School Without Schools affect the community?
When boiled down, the responses to the question were:

o

School Without Schools united the community in an educational venture; particularly it brought education and
the media together.
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o

It caused the community.to develop a greater appre-

ciation of the need for education and the value of
the local school districts; and it dramatized how

a

large urban school district can become involved with
its community.
o

It greatly increased parents' involvement in their
children's education.

o

It saves the community from having to pay teachers

extra for making up school days in

he summer.

o

It reduced educational services to students.

o

It sensitized, the community to the severity of the
energy problem.

b.

What are the.main benefits of School Without Schools?
Three people said emphatically that there were no bene-

fits; they elaborated by saying the School Without Schools
was an emergency measure and was only slightly better than
having NO.SCHOOL:

The other respondents cited benefits for

.students, parents, teachers, the school system as a Thole,
and the community as follows:
o

Students were given opportunities to continue their
education; slow learners, especially, were given
individual attention; opportunities for student
parent conferences were increased; many students
saw "how the other half lived"; students became
more aware of the importance of teachers; good students had the opportunity to do challenging assignments; and the students were helped to retain what
they had learned pric

to School Without Schools.
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o

Parents increased their awareness of the e:Jcational
process and the problems of schooling.

o

Teachers were allowed to work in new mediums, and were
forced to become more creative in using resources often
overlooked.

o

The school district improved its relations with the
public; Scnool Without Schools resulted in much good
will toward and better understanding of the schools;
and the district improved its communication with all

segmentseorthe community.
o

The community found that many of its people could work
together in an emergency and that they could do so in
flexible and adaptable ways.

c.

What are the undesirable consequences of School Without
Schools?

Responses to this question reflected the general feeling
of the PTA group that School Without Schools was making the
best of a bad'situation.

In spite of the good will, good

intentions, and hard work on School Without Schools through-

out the'community, the bottom line assessment was that education suffered.

It was 'said that School Without Schools

was almost the same as no school.
o

Teachers had to neg ect the "whole child" while trying to keep up with the basics.

But time was lost

even in teaching the fundamentals, especially science
and math.

One effect of the program not being manda-

tory was unequal instruction -- some teachers worked
hard, others didn't.
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o

Parents were fooled into thinking something useful
could he accomplished; they often couldn't cope with

-4.

their children's assignments; and it was difficult
for them to help even logistically where there was
more than one age croup in the fami.y; they found
that their children had !men assigned too much homework and that this conflicted with field trips, con-

tact with teachers, and otheTTCTiVities.
o

Students viewed. School Without Schools as play time,

and most ignored their .assignments; those needing

extra help didn't take advantage of what was offered;
many students lacked the motivation and narental sup,

port to carry through with their assignment; students
were bored; there was a general loss of continuity in
performance and attitude; and returning to regular
sessions after School Without Schools was difficult.
Cs

Average and below average students suffered because
they didn't have sufficient motivation to work on
their own.
o

Senior high students suffered especially because busy
work replaced teaching.

d.

Which, if any, of the components of School Without Schools
should be intearated into the regular curriculum?
Many respondents noted that most elements of School With-

out Schools were al4eady a part of the regular curriculum.
Then they discussed their perceptions of the parts of School
Without Schools?

N
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o

The clear winner

with 13 votes" was field trips.

The

board members said they were terrific, well-organized,
and very interesting.

One person worried, however.

that they might be too''disruptive during the v.egular
school year.
o

Four persons recommended the continued use of television
if financially feasible.

It was also recommended that

it would work only if required and. graded.

Other comnonents that were -mentioned once or twice were

newspaper instruction, better use of the business community in teaching, radio (as a supplement), and dittos.
Two people said that nothing whatsoever from School.

Without Schools should be continued in the regular
program.
e.

Should the Columbus Public Schools seriously consider
modifying the school calendar in order to conserve
energy?

Would you favor some form of winter vacation?

Of the nineteen people who responded, only three were
definitely opposed.

Nine said maybe; they either weren't

sure or were in favor of such a move only if a real crisis
emerged.

Seven said they would favor such a shift in the

school calendar.
o

Those who were opposed were emphatic in their opposition but gave little explanation.

They mainly said

there must be some better way.
o

Those who gave a qualified or an unqualified yes contributed a number of observations.

They noted that

such a move should he executed only if there is a real

X31.
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crisis; but the observation was also made that when
industry is closed, it is a school's responsibility
to be flexible.

in the event of a crisis they said

the Columbus Public Schools should have a contingency
rt

plan ready for execution.
o

Various ideas were expressed concerning what should
be included in the contingency plan.

SoMe said the

plan should include a winter vacation along'witif the
usual summer vacation.

One person observed that the

plan sbould eliminate summer supplemental income.
o

Suggestions for actual calendar changes included
the following;

Add 2-4 weeks to the Christmas vaca-

tion; if necessary, have4,yacation from December 1-

January 6; start school one week earlier.
o

Several caveats were presented.

One that was shared

oy several people was to bear in mind that it is as
hard to concentrate in a,steambath classroom as in
a cold one.

Ahother problem concerned what to do

about the winter sport seasons.
f.

What age groups profited most?

How?

Six persons said they didn't know and five said
none, because all students lost.

Eight said the ele-

mentary students clearly profited most, two said it
was the high school students; and preschool students
and adults each received one vote.

One person said

they all profited in some ways such P.- learning to
4/

work independently and to assume responsibi'ities.,
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g.

Which age groups profited least?

Four persons said they weren't sure, and four said
all lost.

Eight persons said the high school students

got the least from the program, while the primary grades
and junior high levels received two and one vote, respectively.
h.

What types of learners profited least?
Three weren't sure, and four said none profited.

Fifteen thought it was the better,students; one comment
ih support of this feeling was that the accelerated studerilts found School Without Schools a challenge.

It was

jiso stated that "a bright, motivated student will learn
in any setting," but that there are not many of these
students.

Four respondents said the average students

profited most. ,A comment in support of this was that
the average students had help from their parents.
i.

What types of students profited least?

The groups and the number of times each was idertified are as follows:
Slow students
Average students
Handicapped students
Minority group students
Previously unsuccessful
Middle Class students
All students

12
3
2
2
2
1

2

Dosn't know
j.

Givin no energy problem, would you prefer some form
of School Without Schools?

The sentimeat was overwhelmingly against this idea.
o

Nineteen people favored school as usual.

One person

said School Without Schools was a pubiic relations tool
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and ought to be forgotten as quickly as possible.
Another added that even spring vacation should be
discontinued.

Another person said that only another

real crisis should close the schools.

It was also

stated that January and February are the best months
for teaching; and another respondent suggested that
more field trips should be added to school as usual.
o

Three persons said they would favor some form of
School Without,Schools and one person wasn't sure.

One wanted it set up sothe Spring Break would be
retained.

Another suggested that the month of

Februt -3/ be devoted to School Without Schools.
k.

If schools' have to close again, what should be

the contingency plan?
Many ideas were expressed in response to this
qUestion.

They are listed below as they were pre-

sented.
o

Charge students higher fees for shop, art, etc.

o

Sell books to students

o

Eliminate busing

o

Charge $2.00 per class

o

Begin a few days early (a week)

o

Attend school on 6 Saturdays

o

Skip final exams and teach up to last day of school

o

Have longer winter break

o

Cut out Easter vacation

o

Have one month break -- late December to late January

o

Stagger schedules so two schools could meetin one
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o

Have 4 nine-week sessions, with two week breaks and

normal holidays, and of course, the longer summer
break
o

Find a better way for teachers and students to meet

o

Use shutdown time as vacation

o

Extend school into June

o

Increase community involvement

o

The program should to required

o

All work must be graded and tested (h.gh school)

o

Assignments should be handed in and checked weekly

o

All teachers and principals should work equal time

o 'Do not have classes in beer parlors or like places
o

Teachers should be available daily in the community
to help students

Provide alternative meeting places for regular classes
o

Make up all the drops missed

o

Use of television, radio (commercial,publiC), and
alternate classroom locations

o

Have trips

o Coordinate curriculum with what has gone before
o

Investigate and determine why we closed our schools
s,

and froze thif winter while Columbia Gas and Texaco
Oil were hoarding the Natural Gas Reserves

.
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D.

Secondary Analysis of Existing Data
1.

Television Ratings

Regular Nielson and Arbitron reports on television viewing in

ColuMbus during the month of February, 1977 were obtained from the
lOcal television stations and analyzed for viewing patterns that could
be linked to the School Without Schools Program.

The three network

television stations in!Co.umbus donated morning air time to the Program as follows:
/

WBNS-TV (CBS), 2/7-2/25/77, 7:30 am-11:30 am (M-F)
WCMH-TV (NBC), 2/14-2/25/77, 11:00 am-12:00 noon (M-F)
WTVN -TV (ABC), 2/14-2/25/77,, 9:00 am-11:30 am (M-F)

Arbitron reported Monday through Friday share trends (% of
households watching television) during the past year in the Area
of Dominent Influence (ADI) or'greater Columbus area.
trends are presented below as a four week average.

These share

Generally, the

shares for the ADI did not differ greatly from the Metro Columbus
shares.

Asterisks (*) in the table indicate times each station par-

ticipated in School Without Schools instruction.

ADI SHARE TRENDS, FEBRUARY 1976 - FEBRUARY 1977
MONTH
Feb, '76
May.'76
Nov '76
.

Feb.'77

7:30-8:00 *WBNS-TV (CBS
WCMH-TV (NBC)
WTVN-TV (ABC)

40

25

31

17

40
20

50

38
25

25

8:00-8:30 *WBNS
WCMH
WTVN

33
29
29

30

8:30-9:00 *WBS

35

35
45
20

WCMH
WTVN

25

2

19

45
20

42

30
45

12

20

24

47,

29

11

43
24

44
28
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Feb '76

May '76

Nov '76

Feb '77 ,

35
35
25

21

20

10

WCMH
*WTVN

47

40.

60

21

25

15

9:30-10:00*WBNS

36

.57

9:00f.9:30 *WBNS

33

21

-WCMH

29,

47

*WTVN

24

21

-

10'

:19

36.
.

'.'

1

i

10:00-10:30*WBNS
WCMH
*WTVN

35
13
43

33
22
39

32
23
36

'16

10:30-11:00*WBNS
WCMH
*WTVN

45
10
35

44
38

33
24
38

50
15

11:00-11:30*WBNS
*WCMH
*WTVN

35
10
35

35
18
29

35
13
35

11:30-12:00 WBNS

33

36
23
18

33

21.

'17

14
43

19

16

47

15

.

*tfl

17
21

WTVN

29

(f)Arbitron Television:Research

ADI rating tren4 for the percentages of households with a television set that were pned to each channel were reported by Arbitron
over a 2-1/2 year period and revealed results similar to the Neilson
data as indicated in the table below.
donated to School Wit-out Schools.
11

Television.

Asterisks (r) refer to'times

HUT refers to Household Using

1

1

To interpret the table, consider the intersection of the February
1977 column and the 9r00 AM row.

The data for that call indicates that

during that time slot:and period that 29 percent of the households
...!

i

,

17

,33
47

,

%
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with a televis.6 set.in the7,greater Columbus area had their sets

turned on, that 12 percent were tuneu to-WCtihthat,2 and 3 percent,
.

respectively, were tuned to'WBNS and WT /N (she two channels that at

that time were,transmitting School Without tchools programs) and.
that 3 peftent were tuned to some other chbnnel.

It can be noted

14.

by-scanning the February 1977 column that the School Without Schools
programs consistently drew smaller percentages of the. viewing audience.

WBNS, the channel with the most School Without Schools Pro;

gramming, lost the'most irCits.viewin-audience as can be seen by
contrasting the February 1977 column,with thdae previous months and
year's.

1

.

Vo

_

y.
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ADI RATING TRENDS

Mon/Fri
Time and ADI Ratings
Station
OC
NO
74
74

6:00 AM
WCMH
WTVN
WBNS
HUT
6:30 AM
WCMH
WTVN
WBNS
HUT

FE
75

1

1

1

1

(Month and Year)
OC
NO
FE
75
75
75
76

MA

MA

OC
76

NO
76

FE

1

2

1

76

77

-1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

5
3

4
2

5

5

6
1

2

5
2

5
3

1

2

2

3

4

4

5
2
5

4

1

5
2

7

1

4

5

4

3

10

9

8

10

12

11

13

14

13

14

11

6

5.

7

6

7

6

2
2

1

1

3

4

4

12

10

12

13

5
15

15

4
16

5
3
5

6

4
2

6
3
6

8

6

5
3
2
12

6

8

7,

8
4

8

7

7

6

9

9

5

2

4

6

4

7:.00 AM

WCMH
WTVN..
WBNS
HUT
7:30 AM
WCMN
WTVN
*WBNS
HUT

8:00 AM
WCMH
WTVN
*WBNS
HUT

1

13,

.

3:

15

4
5
16

3

5

8

5

7

7

6

20

.21

22

19

6
17

8
4
6

20

21

20

20

20

.

9
4
6

3

8
4
2
17

8:30 AM
WCMH

6

7

8

7

7

6

7

9

.WTVN

8

9

8

9

7

5

4

4

6

5

4

5

5

3

4

7

7

7

7

5

6

20

21

8
19

7

20

5
2

18

21

20

20

19

21

18

\

*BNS
HUT
9:100 AM

WCMH

'5

7'

8

9

7

7

7

1WTVN

9

8

8

1?:

6

4

5

3

4

6

5

4

5

5

4

5

5

7

6

7

17

19

20

20

4
19

3
17

4
20

3
2

19

5
19

*WBNS
HOT

.
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20
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OC

9:30 AM
WCMH
*WTVN
*WBNS
HUT
10:00 AM
WCMH
*WTVN
*WBNS
HUT
10:30 AM
WCMH
*WTVN
*WENS
HUT
11:00 AM
*WCMH
*WTVN,

*WBNS

HUT
11:30 AM
*WCMH WTVN
WBNS
HUT

FE
75

MA

74

NO
74

5

7

7

5

4
4
17

6
6

8
4
6

21

5

7

2
8

2

OC
75

NO
75

FE
76

7

7

6

5

.6

5

5
19

5

7

20

20

21

9
4
4
19

3

4

3

3

3

4

8

5

7

7

7

6

9

6

5

6

6

5

16

7

16

21

16

17

17

10
8
23

18

16

22

4

6

3

3

2

3

3

5

1

3
7

4

2
8
16

7

6

8

-6

6

7
9

6
7

6
5

8

8
17

5
5

7

10
3
3

2a

16

17

17-

20

16

15

21

20

5

6

3
16

3
2
7
17

6
2

4

75

.

MA
76

OC
76

NO'

FE

76

77

7
6

8
8

3
19

22

.21

4

5

9

6

8

3'

.

.12
4
2

4,

3
19

4

2

3

2

6

4
4

3

4

6

6

7

5

7

8

7

6

6

7

7

6

5

3
8
8

18

22

16

18

18

20

17

17

23

7

5
6

4

3
6

4

4

5

5

5

4

7

10
23

8
.24

8
22

3
6
6
19

8
24

28

7

4.

.

5

4

3
3
18

4
12
6

9

9

10

9

22

'25

27

23

8
23

6
6
10

7

8

8

8

8

6

7

8

7

WTVN'
WBNS

6'

7

6

5

4

5

5

6

12

10

12

10

7

26

31

13
36

11

HUT

29

28

29

28

3
10
27

10
29

13
33

6

7

9

8

8

8

7

7

8

7

6

10
10
30

11

9

10
26

12
8
29

7

7

6

9

28

25

25

29

8
9
9
29

Noon
WCMH

12:30 PM
WCMH
WTVN

NUS
HUT
1:00 PM
WCMH
WTVN
WBMS
HUT'

25

8
9

9

5
9

23

26

13
33

6

7

8

8

8

7

7

7

8

10
4
22

11

11

11

6

6

6

6

6

4

9
32

6

9

11

11

9

26

24

27

26

23

8
23

25

2S0

11

7,
8
9

27

8
11

8
30
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Nielson estimated numbers of school age children watching television on the average over the four weeks in February 1977.

Nielson

also reported Monday through Friday share trends for the percentages
Of households watching television during the past year in the Designated Market Area (DMA) or greater Columbus area.

The share trends

are four week averages.

ESTIMATES OF SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN WATCHING TELEVISION,
FEBRUARY 1977 AND WA SHARE TRENDS, FEBRUARY 1976-FEBRUARY 1977
W8NS -TV

4'

SHARE
CUD
TNS
TRENDS
(EEL:LI:12_171 1_01 afT11
FE
NA
JL
NO
-.FE

7:03 am9:00 am

0

9:09 am..

12:03 noon

Noon4:39 pm

4:30 pm7:30 pm

76
76
76
76
77 19,000

FE
NA
JL
NO
FE

76
76
76
75
77

FE
r4
JL
NO
FE

76
76
76
76
77 12,000

(2-11)

1,000

1,000

.40
54

9,000

24
25
29
27
46

29

7,000

4,000

17

14,00

42
42
39
45
39

9;000

76
76
76
76
7/ 29,003
.

.

-,
` I

34
36

31

12,000

2,000

20
26
32
29
27

14,000

8,000

32
22
24
24
27
19

12,000

13,000

28

28

24

33
34

24
25
26

29

26,000

36,000

33

37

27

33
24

30
22

31

B

.

34

25,039

25

SHARE
TRENDS

(12-17) (all ages1

26

6,030

31

21,00

SZ:11),

TNS

24

38
32

F.4 76

.

CHD

25
25

9,003

-

WTVN-TV

SHARE
TNS
TRENDS
(12-17) (all anes)
42
48
48

37
33

FE 75

FE
NA
JL
NO
FE

CHD

31

JL 76
NO 76
FE 77 14,000
7:30 pm11:00 pm

3,000

30
25
16
29
12

wcril-Tv

.

28,000

15,000

22

42,000

33
32
49
35
35

27

25,003

20,000

30

40,03D

t

11:03 pm1:00 ?m

FE
NA
JL
NO
FE

76
76
76
76
77

26

49
44
43
40

28
26
33

3,09)

5,000

,32

----

5,000

41

18.
20
26
21

1,000

4,000

A. C. Nielson Company

To interpret this table, consider the 7:00 amo 9 :00 am row
for February 1977.

It 'shows that of the households tuned in at that

time, 12 percent were tuned to WBNS-TV, and 8 percent to WCMH -TV,
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and 8 percent to some other channel.

Nielson estimated that.19,600

children aged 2-'11 and 3,000 children aged 12-17 were watching VBNS-TV

on the average during that time slot in February 1977.

These estimates,.

however, are very unstable due to the small size of the respective
samples and can only be used as a gross indication of viewing pattern.
Compared to evening viewing (7:30 pm - 11:00 pm), the viewing behavior
of school aged children during School Without Schools programming was
relatively weak.

It is apparent from the share trends that the chan-

nel with the least amount of School Without Schools programmina
(WCMN-TV) drew the largest part of the overall audience - an unusually
large part, to be sure.

Nielson'reported the following viewing patterns (4 week average)
for school age children watching television Monday through Friday
during February in the greater Columbus area.

(See chart, next page.)

The conclusions drawn from these analyses and other more detailed
data summaries were that the School Without Schools Program did have an
effect on television ratings and shares for the three network stations
in Columbus.

Essentially, WBNS-TV, which donated the most tiro and

resources of the three stations, was hurt on ratings and shares.

This

-outcome does not reflect the impact it had on the small audience it had

for each time period throughout the morning and it may be a result of
the television instruction plan which had 15 minute programs, each

aimed at a very specific age getup (e.g., 1st grade reading, high school
biology),

Arbitron reported that out of 367,000 households estimated

for the Columbus metropolitan area, an estimated 362,100 had at least,
one television set.

Thus, the opportunity for television instruction

was available for most children.

2"

01:4

Supplemental analyses obtained from

.288_

Arbitron were directed at answering the question of whether School
Without Schools television was used by specific age groups when it
V

was directed specifically at them.

The analysis gave 15 minute break-

.

-/

downs, Monday through Friday, 7:30-11:30 am, for 5 age groups.

The

pattern of watching did not follow the pattern of School Without
Schools programming, in general.

Survey data did indicate, however,

that primary grade°Children did make -mouse of School Without Schools.

television to a far greater extent than did upper grade level students.

Time(am)

.

ts

7:30

8:00

Households With Children Watching
Total Households with WBNS-TV Where:Heavy-School- Without
Children 2-17 Watching
Schools Programming Occurred
Television
2-11
12-17
26,000

17,000

3,000

50,000,
:18,000
1,000
(27,000 households had 2-11 year olds watching Howdy Doody on another channel
,

8:30,

46,000

.

21,000

- 2,000

7
9:00"

36,000

8,000

2,000

9:30

32,000

6,000

3,000

10:00

59,000.
8,000
5,000
(40,000 households had children watching Sanford'and Son on another channel)

1Q:30

8,000
4000
(36,000 households had children watching Hollywood Squares on another channel

11:00

11:30

-

55,000

/

48,000

6,000
5,000
(14,000 households had 2-11 year olds watching Electric Co. on another channe

114,000

4,000
1,000
(82,000 households had children watching Happy Days on another channel)
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D.

Secondary AoRlysii of Existing Data
2.

Rodosky Study

A dissertation study of reactions to and attitudes toward
the School Without Schools Program by students and parents in the
Columbds School District was conducted by Mr: Robert Rodosy, a doctoral
student in Educational Development at The'Ohib State University.

Arrange-

ments to obtain and make use of his data were made eilly in the present
study by the,principal investigators.

The Rodosky data were used to

answer research questions pertaining to the School Without Schools
Program and to validate responses received in .the mail survey described

in this report (at least ohe common question was asked on each form
of the two surveys).

Rodosky used a one percent random sample of available classrooms
in each Aid for Dependent Children quintile in grades 2-12 in the
Columbus Public Schools for his student survey (about 900 students).
He received a 100% response rate by taking the questionnaire into the
classroom.

Approximately 300 parents of the 900 selected students

(parents of every third student) were sampled for the parent survey.

.

Rodosky's response rate fo'r parents was about.32%.

Five instruments were used in the study:

three to, measure attitudes

and actions at various grade levels (grade's 2-3, 4-8, 9-12), one to

measure attitudes and actions of parents, and one interview schedule for
follow-up interviews with a subsample of parents and students.
(Cronbach's a) reported for the four attitude inventories were:

294

Reliabilities

290,

.55
primary.(grades 2-3)
.81
intermediate (grades 4-8)
sec6ndary (grades 9-12) = .89
parent = .92

Results v'f an analysis,of the Rodosky data generally verified
information obtained\by other means during the study.

Students and

parents were generally favorably disposed toward the program, but
not ecstatic.

Homework constituted the most frequently used instructional

activity of students, and pareqts and student feelings toward different
people connected with school either did not change or became slightly
better during School Without Schools.

Math was the most frequently

studied subject during School Without Schools, according to parents.
Parents did not take the active role in structuring student learning
that was expected of them.
O

Considering the potential negative impact of sudden large-scale
change in schools on a community, the program did quite well, at least
in the eyes of students and their parents.

Vs.'"
at)

i

it,
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RODOSK1-TABLE I
4,

Gi;ade's Student Surve

ITEM
1.

School Iiithout schools was good.

2.199

2.

I was' h'appy.

2.362

3.

I went 'on a field trip.

a

r

1.950

.

0.857
0.805

:

0.967
fl

4.

I watched T.V. school.-

.5. .I listened to radio school.

2.579

1).774

1.780

0.919

6.

I did Oe newspa'per work.

2.114

0.951

7.

My teacher gave methomework.

2.956

0.283

8.

My Mom and Dad-made me do mY
school work.

2.759

0.602

Pfy teacher helped me do school work.

2.292

0.899

My Mom and Dad helped me do school
work.

2.742

0.629

2.792

0.575

9.

10.
tl

0

11.

I read a school book.

12.

I did math.

2.962

0.248

13.

I am happy t :be back in real scnool.

2.708

0.658

'

Yes = 3
Don't know = 2
No = 1

(
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R000SKY TABLE 2

`SURVEY:

Middle Grades Student Survey
ITEM

.

Sx

I feel that SWS was:
a.
Good - Bad
-

(3) - (1)

(

'Useful - Useless'
(3) - (1)
c.

0.810

2.367

0.863

2.238,

.

0.876

Fair - Unfair
(3)

f.

2.429'

Pleasant - Unpleasant
(3) - (1)

e.

0.835

Hard - Easy
(1) - (3)

d.

2.371

(1)

2.437

0.809

2.589

0:699

2.332

0.748

1.984

0.924

2.068

0.849

2.262

0.844

2.365

0.767

Important - Not Important
(3)

(i1)
I

5.

During SWS I felt:
a. 'Happy - Sad.
(3)
b.

-

(1)

Bored - Interested
(1) - (3)

c.
,,-

Turned-on - Turned-off
(3)

,,'
d.

(1)

Useless - Useful
(1) - (3)

e.

.

Important - Not Important
(3)

(1)

2°7
J

-

0
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RODOSKY TABLE 2 (continued)

SURVEY:

Middle Grades Survey
ITEM

*6.

S

During SWS how many times a week
did you do the, following:'
a.

watched the T.V. lessons

1.9

b.

listened to the radio lessons

0.5

c.

did the nevispaper lessons

1.4

d.

went to the library

e.

met with my teacher(or teachers)

f.

did homework

.g.

0.7

1.4
3.3

read g-ichool book

,

L

2.2

.0

**7.

h.

did math

i.

worked on a subject other than
reading or math

3.0

j.

went on field trips

k.

het in a place other than school

0.7

During SWS:
a.
My teacher gave me new work to do.

b.

c.

d.

e.

2.5

0.9

1.8

0.4

1.4

0.5

My parents made me do the newspaper
lessons.
y 1.2

0.4

My parents insisted that I listen
to the T.V.-and radio shows.

My study schedule at home was
different that it normally is
during regular school.

1.8

0.4

1.5

0.5

Uwatched T.V. lessons untended
for other grade levels.

* 0 - Not at all
1
- Once/week
2 - Twice/week

3 - Three/week
4 - More than three/week
Ca

** Yes = 2;No = 1
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-

0.

0
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RODOSKYTABLE 2 (continued)

\

-

SURVEY:

'Middle Grades Survey
ITEM

Ala

**7.

During SUS:. (continued)
f.
I listened to radio lessons

intended for other grade
levels.
g.

1.2

0.4

My parents made- me study my
school work before doing'anything-'7
elsA:
1.6

0.5

Are yOuiglad to be back -Fp school?

1.8
111)4'

9.

I

ow feel -***

School

2.4

0.6

Parents

2.4

0.6

'-teacher(s)

.2.3

0.7

Classmates

2.3

0.6

School Work

2.1

0.8

Principals

2.1

tr..1111/

0.7

a
Bus Drivers

2.1

0.5

T.V.

2.3

0.7

2.2

0.7

j

Radio

Newspaper

.2.1

0.7

Books

2.3

0.7

The Gas Company,

1.8

0.8

Library

2.3

0.7

State Government

2.0

0.8

City Government

2.1

0.8

I

** Yes = 2; No = 1
*** Worse = 1; No Change = 2; Better = 3
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RODOSKY TABLE 3;

,SURVEY:' Upper Grades Student Survey
ITEM

Sx

1,

0

411.

I feel that SWS was:
good - bad
-(5) - (1)

a.

b.

c.

d.

3.7

0.9

meaningful - meaningless
(5) - (1)

3.4

0.9

unsuccessful - successful
(1) - (5)

3.5

1.0

3.3

0.9

3.5

1.0

3.6

0.9

3.6

1.1

3.5

1.1

2.9

1.0

2.8

1.0

3.5

0,9

3.1

1.1

3.1

0.9

2.7

1.2

3.2

1.0

complete - incomplete.
(5)

:e.

(I)

explained - unexplained
(5) - (1)

f.

g.

exceptional - unexceptional
(5) - (1)

useful - useless
(5)

h.

(1)

unorganized - organized
(1)

(5)

2.. During SWS I felt:
a.

rewarded - unrewarde&i:
(5) - (1)

b.

turned-off - turned-on
(1),

c.

d.

(5)`

.

happy - sad
(5) - (1)

involved -uninvolved
(5) , (1)

e.

f.

important - unimportant
(5) - (11
bored - interested
(1)

g.

(5)

attentive - unattentive
(
(5) 7 (1)

h
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RODOSKY TABLE 3 (continUed)

SURVEY:

Upper Grades Student Survey
ITEM

2.

X

During SWS I felt: (continued)
h.
indifferent - eager
(1) - (5).
i.

.

2.8

1 .0

3.3

1.0

concerned - unconcerned
(5) - (1)

*3.

Sx

During SWS,how many times a week
did you do the following things?
a.

watched the T.V..lessons

1.1

\ 1.4

b.

listened to the radio lessons.

0.4

\0.9

c.

did the newspaper lessons

0.5

;\.)

d.

went to the library

1.1

1.2

e.

met with my 'teacher(or teachers)

1.2

1.2

f.

did homework

2.8

.1.2

g.

read a schoolbook

1.9

1.4

h.

did math

1.5,

1.5

i.

worked on a subject other than
reading or math

j.

went on field trips

.

1.4

0.4

0.8

met in a setting other than school

0.8

1.1

During SWS:
a.
My teacher gave me new work to do.

1.9

0.3

1.1

0.4.

newspaper lessons'.

1.1

0.5.

My study schedule at home was
different than it normally is
d
ing regular school.

1.8

0.4

;
.

**4.

b.

c.

d.

My parents insisted that I listen
to the T.V. and radio shows.
My parents insisted that I do the

lit
*

0 = not t all
1 = once/week
2 = twice/week

-3 = three/week
4 = more than three/week

301

** Yes'= 2; No =
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RODOSKY TABLE 3 (continued)

SURVEY:

Upper Grades Student Survey
ITEM

**4.

S

During SWS:
(continued)
e.
I watched T.V. lessons intended
for other grade levels.

x

1-.

0.5

I listened to radio lessons
intended for other grade levels.

1.1

0.3

My parents insisted that I study
my school work before doing
anything else:

1.3

0.5

1.7

0.4

School

2.2

0.6

Parents

2.2

0.4

Teacher(s)

2.2

0.6

Classmates

2.2

0.5

School.Work

2.0

0.7

Principals

2.0

0.5

Bus Drivers

2.0

0.4

T. V.

2.2

0.6

Radio,

2.2

0.5

Newspaper

2.3

0.5

Books

1.1

0.5

1.7

0.7

2.2

'0.5

State Government

1.9

0.5

City GoVernment

2.0

0.5

f.

.

5.

Are you glad to be back in school?

6.

Have your feelings changed toward:***

The Gas Company
Library

*t Yes = 2; No . 1
*** Better -'3; No change

,

2; Worse = 1
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RODOSKY TABLE 4

SURVEY:

Parent Survey

ITEM
1.

X

Sx

I feel school without schools
was:
a.

good - bad
(1)

(5)
b.

(1)

1.2

(5)

3.6

1.4

3.2

1.3.

3.7

1.3

3.7

1.3

3.7

1.4

3.9

1.3

3.2

1.4

3.2

1.4

3.5

1.2

incomplete - complete
(1)

e.

3.6

unsuccessful - successful
.

d.

1.2

meaningful - meaningless
(5) - (1)

c.

3.8

(5)

unexplained - explained
(1) - (5)

unexceptional - exceptional
(1)
g.

h.

(5)

useless - useful
(1) - (5)

unorganized - organized
(1)

2.

(5)

I feel my child reacted to SWS the
following ways: a.
unrewarded - rewarded
(1)

(5)

b. _turned -off.- turned on
(1) - (5)
c.

sad - happy
(1)

d.

(5)

not involved - involved
(1)

e.

(5)

3.6

unimportant - important
(1)

f.

-

(5)

bored - interested
,(1) - (5)

303

3.4

1.2

3.3

1.5
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RODOSKY TABLE 4 (continued)

SURVEY:

Parent:Survey
ITEM

.

X

Sx

3.4-

1.3.

3.2

1.3

3.4

1.4

During SWS my child:*
watched-the T.V. lessons

2.1

1.6

b.

listened to the radio lessons

0.6

1.2

c.

did the newspaper lessons

1.3

1.5

d.

went to the library

1.0

1.1,

e.

Met with his/her teacher(s)

1.6

1.2

f.

did homework

3.6

0.9

g.

read a school book

3.1

1.2

h.

did math

3.0

1.3

i.

worked on a subject other than
reading or math

3.0

1.0

j.

went on field trios

0.7

0.9

k.

met in a setting other than school

0.8

1.2

1 feel my child reacted to SWS the
following ways: (continued)
g.
inattentive - attentive
(1) - (5)

h.

i.

indifferent - eager.
(1) - (5)

unconcerned - concerned
(1) - (5)

3.

a.

4.

rnow feel: **
a.

School system

2.3

0.6

b.

Other parents

2.2

0.4

2.3

0.6

c Teachers
*

0 = not at all
3 = three/week
1 = once/week
4 = more than three/week
2 = twice/week
** Better = 3; Mo change = 2; Worie = 1
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RODOSKY TABLE 4 (continued)

SURVEY!

Parent Survey
ITEM

4.

X

I now feel: (continued) *
State Government

d.

5.

0.6

e.

School work

2.2

0.5

f.

Principals

2.3

0.5

g.

Bus Drivers

2.1

0.4

h.

T.V.

2.7

0.5

i.

Radio

2.5

.0.5

j.

City Government

2.0

0.6

k.

Newspaper

2.7

0.5

1.

Books

2.3

0.5

m.

The Gas Company

1.5

0.6

n.

Library

2.3

0.5

I insisted that my child follow
the T.V. lessons.

1.4

0.5

I insisted that my child complete
the newspaper lessons.

1.5

0.5

I was in more contact with my
child's teacher(s) than I normally
would be during regular school.

1.2

Q.4

by child watched T.V. lessons
intended for other grade levels.

1.5

0.5

My child's teacher visited my home.

1.0

0.3

During SWS:.**
a.

b.

c.

P

1.9

d.

e.

*

Better = 3; No change = 2; Worse =
** 'Yes = 2; No = 1
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E.

Survey.Results for Parents, Students, and Teachers.

A mail survey was conducted in April 1977 to provide a
representative sample of parents, students, and teachers an opportunity
to report their experience with the School.Without Schools Program.

Since much of the data collection in-thts study was nonrandom and
often unrepresentative of any larger populations, the mail survey

Was planned to confirm or disconfirm many hypotheses that:were formed
earlier.

The questionnaires were sent during the first week of April 1977
to independent random samples of 200 parents of children in the Coluttibus

"

Public Schoois,200 students enrolled in'the Columbus

Public Schobls

(grades 7-12 only), and 200 teachers employed in the Columbus Public
Schools.

The response rate for each group, after one follow-up letter

-sent the first week in.May 1977 was as follows:

,

79 parents (39.5%)
T16 students (587)
146 teachers (73%)

Distributions of respondents on such variables as age, grade, number of
children, and building assignment caused no concern about respOnse btgs.
However, the survey results were used only to supplement other sources of
data in arriving at conclusion and are not the major source of informationfor this report.

Findings from the mail survey generally confirmed earlier observations
and data generated by the Rodosky Study.

Parents were not greatly affected

by School Without Schools and did view it as a successful response to the
energy crisis.

Working at home on assignments, parental help, and one

day per week in school were the'major sources of instruction during the
Program from the parent perspective.

Parents did become mote aware

of school programs in Columbus as a result of the crisis, but they would

300
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prefer school as usual next year

Students identified homework and one day per week in school as the
major sources of instruction during SChool Without Schools.
in all subjects were a bit heavier than normal.

.-

Assignments'

They were neutral about

returning to school, but did view School Without Sc cools as a successful

response to the energy shortage.

Students were split about whether some

form of School Without Schools would be desireable next year regardless__
of the energy situation.

Field trips, meeting in school as a class,

and working at home on assignments seemed to be the most popular elements
if the Program were to be repeated.

Teachers reported'receiving communications about the Program from
many sources; staff meetings and radio/TV were the most^frequentVimentioned. ,Teachers reported treating their normal curriculum in different
ways, verifying earlier observations of high variance among teachers
about what they taught.

About half reported teaching the same material

they would have covered.

Those who taught

in different subject areas

reported normal pupil progress in health, but varying degrees of sliiipage
in mathematics, reading

and language arts, science and social studies.

These perceptions were based on teacher observations, test results, and
other sources of information to teachers.

Percent of time teaching

different subjects during Schools Without Schools did not

.

or change

significantly from normal for any subject, although total time obviously
was different.

Teachers were slightly on the positive side in,judging

the Success of School Without Schools and would much prefer school as
usual next year if possible.

There did not appear to be any cOncensus
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by teachers about the type of student that would benefit most from
School Without Schools although gifted and high school students were
identified most often.

Those they thought had been hurt included

physically and mentally handicapped, and kindergarten- primary students.

4
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PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE
School Without Schools Report

Please answer the following questions about the School Without Schools
Program and return this form in the attached stamped envelope.
Thank you, in advance for your time and effort.-

Number of children attending Columbus Public Schools:

1.

Number of children

1

2

23
29.1%

40.5%

3

-

4

5

6

--..

Frequency
Percent

,

32

14

5

17.7%

.

Category

Frequency

p
'Didn't, or hot much
,
Confusion
Stress Barents
arents related to .works
Scheduling problems

1

1.3%

Percent

Transportatia problems

5

21.9
9.6
8.2
8.2
6.8

Babysitting and economic

3

4.1

Parent became teacher - positive-

6°

8.2
6.8
2.7
6.8 4
5.5

16
7
6
6

-

Parents found teaching difficult
Child's education enhanced
Child's education suffered
Greater awareness of children and schools
Helped bond family
Children bored
Busier
Children home - positive
Unrelated answer

-

5
2
5

4

2

-

'2.7

1

1.4

1.

1.4 `-

2
2

2.7
2.7

Did School Without Schools change your attitude toward the Columbus
Public Schools?- (Circle one)

No

Yes

Frequency
Percent
If yes,

27

35%

50
65%

n what way?

Frequency
Category
45
No answer
Yes, attitude posit4ve
16

.1

5.1%

How did School Without Schools affect your life?

2.

.

4

6.3%

',?s, attitude negative

7

No change, positive
No change, negative
Difficult to interpret.

4
8,

309

Percent
56.3
20.0
8.8
5.0
10.0
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'4.

To what extent was the School Without Schools a success? (Circle one)
Very Successful

Very Unsuccessful

Frequency
Percent

18v

5.

10
14.5

26.1

Mean:
2.65Standard Deviation:

3,

2

1

25

36.2

4
10
14.5

5
6

8.7

S
1.26-

Approximately how many hours per day in a typical week during School
Without Schools did your child receive education from the following
sources? (Write in the number of hours for each day of the week for
only those sources that apply.),
,SOURCE

M

Tu

.

F
.

Field Trips
Meeting as a class in a
school with the regular
teacher
Meeting-outside the
school with the-,regular
teacher

..

T.V; Instruction

...

Radio Instruction

Newspaper Instruction
Getting help from you
Working at home on
assignments

,

Other (please specify)

310
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Item 5: Cell entries are means, standard. deviations, medians, and ranges, respectivc

Source

'M

fiNN

Field Trips

0.3
0.8
0.0

0.4
1.0

0-1'2

0-4

1.0
2.4
0.0

1.2
2.5
0.0

Meeting as a class in a
school with the regular
teacher

Meeting outside the school
with the regular teacher

0..0

Radio instruction

Newspaper instruction

Getting help from you

Other (please specify)

F

Total

*1.6'

0.0'

0.4
1.0
0.0

0.3
1.0
0.0
0-4

0.3
0.8

0-3

0-4

1

2.7
'' '0.0

0-12

1.1

1.1

5.6

.6

2.4

2.2

6.5.

0.0
0-12

0.0

.0.0

0-8

0-8

0 -8

0.4
0.8
0.0
0-4

0.5
1.3
0.0
0-8

0.4
0.8
0.0
0-4

0.4

0.2

-7-'1,8'

1.2
0.0
0-8

0.8
0.0
0-4

3.4
0.0
0-20

2.0
0-4

0.7
1.0
0.0
0-4

0.6
0.9
0.0
0-4

3.2
4.2
2.0
0-20

0.2
0.5
0.0
0-4

0.2
0.5
0.0

0.4
-0.6
0.0
0-2

0.3
0.6
0.0
0-0

1.7
2.8
0.0
0-10

0.8

4.5

"1.0

4.9'

,

.

Y

0.6.

0.7

0-4

0.2

0.2

0.5
0.0
0-4

'0.5

0.0
0-4

0.2
0.5
0.0
0-4

0.3
0.6
0.0
0-2

0.3
0.6
0.0
0-2

0.3
0.6
0.0
0-2

.

1.0
1.0

0.9
1.0

0.8

p.5

0-.4

1.5
1,3
1.0
0-6

0.3
1.8
0.0
0-15

.
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,

6.0
0 -40

:

.

J1.0

-0.8
0.5

",

07.4

ID-4

0.9
1.0
0.5
0-4

1.0
1.0
0.5
0-4

1,4
1.4
1.0
0-5

1.5
1.5
1.0
0-6

1.5
1.4
1.0
0-5

1.4
1.4
1.0
0-6

0.2
0.8
0.0
0-5

0.1

0.2,

0.1

0.5
0.0
0-4

0.8
0.0
0-5

0.7
0.0
0-4-

,

Working at home on
assignmen.4

Th

0-8

0.7
1.0
0.5
0-4

TV instruction

W

,

0.8
2.5
0.0
''''..

0.5.

0-4

.

0-20

2.5
0-20
-

6.9,
r`

6.5
5.0

0-28
0.5
2.5
0.0
0-20

.>
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6.

(a)

Next Winter, suppose there will be no energy problem and the
schools have plenty of gas. Which of the following would you
prefer? (Check_veone)
School" during the Winter as 'usual.

Some form of School Without Schools in February
Frequency

School during the Winter as usuaT.
Some form of School Without Schools in
February.'
(b)

,

-

61

Percent
80.3

..

15

19.7

If you check the second option, which of the following would
you want to see included? (Check v/ all that apply)

11

Percent
73.3

12

80.0

7

46.7
73.3
33.3
33.3
80.0
20.0

Frequency
Field Trips.

..

Meeting as a class in a school with
the regular teachers
'Meeting outside the school with the
regular teacher(s)
T. V. Instruction
Radio Instruction
Newspaper Instruction
Working at home ih.assignments
Other (please describe)
7.

.

11
-5
5

,12

I have become more aware& the school programs'in Columbus as a
result of thii crisis? (Circle one) 0

Frequency
Percent.

Yes

No

75

26

1T 2
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Schoo l Without Schools Report

Please answer the following questions about the School
Without Schools-Program
and return this form in the attached stamped envelope.
Thank you, in advance, for your time and effort.

1.

7

8

9

Number

16

17

'19

Percent

3.8

14.7

16.4

Grade

.

Age

12

grade

10

11

12

22

28

11

19.0

24.1

-

Your age:

2.

v.

Your current grade level 4'

Continuing
Education

9.5

.....

Mssing

Total

1

2

115

0.9

1.7

100

-years

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Missing

-T.---

Frequency
P::`rcent

-

3.

6

15

18

22

22

21

9

2

1

5.2

12.9

15.5

190

19.0

18.1

7.8

1.7

0.9

Total
116
100.

How many hours per day in a typical week did you work on schoolwork durir
School Without Schools using the following types of schoolwork? (Write
in the number of hours for each day of the .geek for only the types ofschoolwork that you used.)
Day
Types of Schoolwork
M
W
.Tu
Th
F
j

Field trips

Meeting as a class in a school

with youeregular teacher
Meeting outside the school
with your regular teacher

TV instruction
Radio instruction

Newspaper instruction
Working at home or1
assignments

Other (plege describe)

I

4i
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Item 3: Ce11.6ntries are means, standard deviations,. medians, and raripp_respectivelY.

Ines of Schoolwork

Tu

W

0.1

0.1

0.4
0.0
0-3

0.4

0.2
0.7
0.0
0-3

1.1

Field trips //

'0.0
.0-3

.

Th

F

0.2
0.8
0.0
0-6.5

,

Total

0:2
0.7
0.0
074

6.7
1.8.0.0'

0-13.

.

Matting as a ClaS5 in a school
with your regular teacher

Meeting outside the school
with your regular teacher

TV instruction

Radio instruction

1.3
2.5
0.0

1.5
2.6
0.0

-1.6.
2.8
0.0.

0.7
1.9
0:0

0-8

0-8

0-8

0-7.5

.0.1

0.2
0.9
0.0
0-8

.0.3

0.5
0.0
0-4

0.3
0.6
0.0
0-3

0.3
0.6
0.0
0-3

0.3
0.6
0.0
0-3

..

0.1
0.2
,

Newspaper instruction

Working at home on
assignments
t

Other (please describe)

0.1

0:8
6.0
0-8.,

,

.

0.4
.1.3

0.2
0.7
0.0

.

5.7
".4.9

0.0
0-7

'..6.0

'0.2

1.0
2.0
0.0
0-8

0 z30

0.7
0.0
.,

0 z-'6

0.-5,

0.3

1.5
2.7

0.0
.0-3

0.3
0.7
0.0
0-3

0.1

0.4
1.0
,0.0
0-5

:6.6

OA
0-15

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.0

6.2
0.0

'0.0

0..0

0.2
0.0

0 -1

0-1

0-1

0-1

0-1

0.2
0.6
0.0
0-4.5

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.3
0:0
0-2

0.3

0.3
0.0
0-2

0.6
1.7
0.0
0-10

1.4
1.2
1.0
0-5

1.3
1.8

1.3
1.2
1%0
0-5

'1.2
1.2
1.0
0-5

6.7
5.4
5.0
0-27
0.5
2.4
0.0
0-18

0.2
0.4
0.0
0-3
1.5
1.4
1.0
0-8

,

..,

.

1..0

0-8

0.0
0-2

%,

0.1

0:1

0.1

0-1.,

0.1

0.6
0.0
0-4

0.6
0.0
0-4

0.5
0.0
0-4

0.5
0.0

0.5
0.0
0-3.8

0-3.8
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4.

How did your assignments in each of the following subjects during
School Without Schools compare with your regular program? (Circle
one for each subject.)

Lghtr.
Much Lghtr.
'during SWS' dur.SWS

SUBJECT

Health
Mathematics
Reading, Language, English
Science
Social Studies

Health

3

2

1

2

3

1
1

2
2

3
3

2

3

5

18

-

4 ,
9

4
4

54
5

4.

5

4

5

4

.5

Mean
Std.Dev.

5

3.3

7

Al

42.9%

21.4%

16.7%

10
10.5%

12

32

33.7%*

28
29.5%

13

12.6%

13.7%

3.2
1.2

13

21

29

35

12

3.1

English

11.8%

19.1%

26.4%

31.8%

10.9%

1.2

Science

10

10

15.2%

15.2%

8
12.1%.

Reading,Language

Social Studies

5.

'2

1

11.9%

7.1%

Mathematics

3
3

1

,

Hvr..dur. Much Hvr.
SWS
dur. SWS

Same

,

19

19

28.8%

28.8%
23
19.8%

6

14

36

5.2%

12.1%

31.0%

3:1
.

1.2

15

3.3

12.9%

1.1

How did you feel about returning to school full time after School Without,'"
'Schools?
(Circle, one)
Very Happy

Frequency
Percent

Very Sad

Normal.
2

3

4

5

8

27.

9

24.1

'43
38.4

24

8.0

21..4

8.0

1

Mean:
3.0
Standard Deviation:
Median:
3.0

1.1

315
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To what extent was the School Without Schools a success?

6..

Very Successful

Frequency
Percent

.

29

7.

,

26.1

Mean:
2.5
Standard Deviation:
Median: 2

Very Unsuccessful
2

1

(C4rcle one)

30
27.0

3

30
27.0

4

5

13
11.7

9
8.1

1.2

Next year, suppose there is no energy problem and the schools have
plenty of gas. Which of the following would you prefer? (Check/ one)
Frequency

A

Percent

School during the winter as usual.

59

52.7'

Some form of School Without Schools in February.

53

47.3

If you checked the second option, which of the following would you want
to see included? "(Check V all that apply)
Frequency

Percent
66.0

Field Trips

35

Meeting as a class in a school with the
regular teacher

35

66.0

Meeting outside the school with the regular
teacher

16

3Q.2

T.V. Instruction

19

35.8

Radio Instruction

11

20.8

Newspaper Instruction

16

30.2

Working at home on assignments

43

81.1 ,

Other (please describe)

31.6

,

8

15.1

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE
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School Without Schools Report
Please answer the following questions ibbu-t-the School Without Schools
Program and return in the attached stamped en:ei-o . Thank
you, in advance, for your time and effort.
1.
School Respondent Distribution
,SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
2
100 Beechcroft Jr. Sr.
301 Alpine
1
101 Briggs-302 Alum Crest
3
303 Arlington Park
102 Brookhaven
0
103 Centennial
304 Avondale
1
104 Central
305 Barnett
3
105 East
306 Beatty Park
106 Eastmoor Sr.
1
307 Beaumont
107 Independence Jr. Sr. 1
308 Beck
1
108 Linden McKinley
309 Bellows
2
109 Ma-ion Franklin
310 Berwick
f2'
110 Mifflin Jr. Sr.
311 Binns
1
111 Mohawk Jr. Sr.
312 Brentnell
2
112 North
.313 Broadleigh
4'
113 Northland
314 Burroughs

114
115
116
117
118

South
Walnut Ridge
West
Whetstone
Adult Day-Evening

3
4

3
2
0

315` Calumet

316
317
318
319

Cassady
Cedarwood
Chicago
Clarfield

320 Clinton. Ele.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
215
217
218
219
220
221

Barrett
Beery
Buckeye.
Champion
Clinton Jr.
Crestview Jr.
Dominion
Eastmbor Jr.
Everett
Franklin
Hilltonia
Indianola Jr
Johnson Park
Linmoor
McGuffey Jr.
Medina
monroe
Ridgewiew
Roosevelt
Sherwood
Southmoor
Starling

222 Wedge wood

223
224
225
226
227
228

Westmoor
Woodward Park
Yorktown
A.G. Bell
Clearbrook
Colerain

3
1
1

0
1

0

0
3

2
3
2
1

2
0
1

1
1

0
1

321 Como
322 Cairtright
323.Cranbrook
324 Crestview Ele.
-325 Dana

326
327
328
.329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341

Deshler
Devonshire
Douglas L.C.
Duxberry Park
Eakin
East Columbus
Eastgate
Easthaven
East Linden
Eleventh
Fair
Fairmoor
Fairwocd
Fifth
Forest Park
Fornof

2

342 Franklin `on

2

343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352

1
1

1
1
1
1

0
0

Gables
Garfield
Georgian Heights
Gettysburg
Gladstone
Glenmont
Hamilton
Meimandale
Heyl
piighlad,317

1
0
0
1
1
$3

1

0
1

0
1

1

0
0
01

0
1

0
1

0
1

0
0
1
1

0
0
1

1

0
0
2
0
2
1
1

0
1

1,
1

0
1

1

0
0
1
1

1

0
0

0

353
354
355
356
357

Homedale
Hubbard
Hudson
Huy
Indianola

358 Indian. Springs
359 Innis

0
1
1

0
0
0
1

360
361
362
363

James Road;
Kent
Kenwood
Kingswood

0

364
365
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385

Koebel
Leawood
Liberty
Lincoln Pc 'k
Lindbergh
Linden
Linden Park
Livingston
Main
Maize
Marburn
Maybury
McGuffey Ele
Medary
Milo
Molei
North Linden
Northridge
Northtowne
Oakland Park
Oakmont

1

386 'Ohio

387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
.401
402
403
404

Olde Orchard
Parkmoor
Parsons
Pilgrim
Pinecrest
Reeb
Salem
Scioto-Frail
Scottwood
Second
Shady Lane
Sharon
Shepard
Siebert
Smith Road
South Mifflin
Southwood
Stewart

405 Stockbridge
406 Sullivant

1
1

0
1

0
1

3
0
1
1
1

1

1

0
0
1
1

1

0
1

1

1.
1

0
1

1'

0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
O
0

o
1

1

0

313-

407
408
409
410
411
412

Thurber
Trevitt
Valley Forge
Valleyview
Walden
Walford

4131atkins
414 Wayne-j__

415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422

Weinland Park
West Braod
Westgate
West Mound
Willis Park
Windsor
Winterset
Woodcrest

0
1
1

0
1
0
0
0
11

0
0
0
1
-1

CAREER CENTERS
500 Fort Hayes_
501 Southeast,

2

999 Missing

8

2.

1

Your age

years

Mean:

38.2
Standard Deviation
Median
36.5

10.5

318

314

3.

What grade(s) do you currently teach?

Grade
K

Frequency
12

,grade(s)

Percent
8.2
OD

1

23

15.8

2

23

15.8.

3

14

4

21

14.4

5

15

10.3

6

f9

13.0

7

23

15.8

8

28

19.2

30

20.5

10

27

18.5

11

27

18.5

12

28

19.2

8

5.5

Mjssing

313

315

4.

If applicable, what subject(s) do you currently teach?

Counselor
5
Driver's Education
General Elementary
55
Social Studies z
3
Problems of Democracy 1
Math
4
Algebra-Geometry
3
Math EMR
2
Math Advanced Placement
1,.
Foreign Language
2
Special Education EMR 4
Speech and Hearing
Therapy
4
Visually Impaired
2
LBD
2
Reading
1
English
5
Primary-Language
Development
3'
Data Processing'
1
Intensive Office
Education
1
`Occuational Work
Adjustment
2
Distributive Educ.
2
Industrial Arts
1
Machine Shop
1
Drafting2
Hume Economics
3
Auto Body
1
Life Science
1
General Science
2
Vocal Music
1
Physical Education
2
Health Silence
1
Music
More than 1 subject
listed
23
MV

3

320

316

5.

What communication channels did you find to be most effective for getting
information about School Without Schools while the prqram was operating?
radio arid/or TV

grapevine
staff meetings
memos from the principal
the central administration's
Handbook for School Without
Schools

personal conversations With
administrators
.newspaper
other, ,please specify-

Frequency.

Percent

grapevine

30

21.5

staff meetings

85

58.2

memos from the pripcipal

60

41.1.

the central administration'
Handbook for School Without Schools

24

16.4

radio and/or TV

80

54.8

personal conversations with
administrators

52

35.6

newspaper

51

34.9

other, please specify

11

7.5

6.

.

(a)
In what wry, if any, did you deviate from your normal curriculum
during School Without Schools?
Frequency
Percent
covered same material I would have covered
80
55,6
omitted.the following material
37
25.7
covered different material
45
31.3
took more field trips than I would have taken
45
31.7

321
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7.

(a)

What did you find about-pupil progress,in each of the following
areas: (Circle one for each area
Below
Normal
a.
b.

c.
d
e.

Health,.

Mathematics
Reading,Language
Arts, English
Science
Social Studies

Way Above
Normal

1

2

1

2

1'

2

1

2

A

2

Normal,.

4
4
4

5

6

5

'6

-4
4

5

3
3
3

,

Didn't Teach
This

6

,

i

3
3

.

6
6

-,

5

1

(b)

What is your primary basis for this estimate?

Check V one)

1

test resuls
-

observation of pupils
other (please specify),
1

.1

Health

2

2

4
21
3.5% 18.6%

4

5

2

2

6

Mean
Std.Dv.

82
1.8% 72.6%

2.9
0.9

12
15
39
12
1
39
10.2% 12.7% 33.1% 10.2 %; 0.8% 33.1%

2.7
1.0

1.8%

Mathematics 4''

3

1.8%

Reading, Language
Arts, English

5

22
46
4.3% 18.8% 39.3%

9

7.7%

32
2.6% 27.4!

Science

4
10
18
3.5% 8.8% 15.9%

4
3.5%

0.9% 67.3%

2.9

13
37'
0.9% 11.2% 31.9%

6

3

56
2.6% 48.3%

3.0
0.8

Social Studies

1

Frequency

5.2%

'Percent

test results

62

46.3

observation of pupils

80

59.7

other (please specify)

34

25.8

t

322

3

1

2.8
0.8

76

'

.

3l
1

8.

Approximately what percent of your. time was spent teaching in each.of the
following subject areas during School Without Schools?
.Health

% of, time

% of time

Mathematics
Reading, Language
Science'

.

Arts, English

%'of time

% of time

'% of time

Social Studies

/
M.an

Health

Standard. Deviation

4.1)

13.8

Mathematics

25.5

28.0

Reading, Language Arts, English

38.7

33.4

5.5

)17.0

11.8

22.4

Science
Social StUdies

,
...

9.

Approximately what percent of your time is normally spent teaching in each
of the following subject areas?
Health

% of time

Mathematics

% of time

Reading, Language
Science
Social Studies

Arts, English

% of time

% 'of tim.

% of time

Mean

Health

...tallAALLCDglisliisal

12,7

Mathematics

22.4

26.0

Reading, Language Arts, English

35.5

31.1

8.01

10.4

ScienCe
SoCial Studies

323,r

12.1

21.6

319

r

14-

10.

o what extent was;the School Without Schools a success?
Very Successful

(Circle one)

Very Unsucbssful

2

3

21

61

14.9

43.3

4

5

,

frequency
Pqrcent
Mean:

17
12.1

38
27.0

4
2.8

2.9

Standard Deviation: 1.0

11.

(a)

Next winter, suppose there will be no energy problem and the
schools have plenty of gas.
Which of the following would you
prefer? (Check Vone)
Frequency
School during the winter as usual.
Some form of School Without Schools in
February.

(b)

126

18

Percent
87.5,

12.5

If you checked the second option, which of the following would
you want to see included? (Check %/all that apply)
Frequency
Field trips

O

16

Meeting as a class in school with the regular
teadiers

11

Meeting outside the school with regular teachers

13

r

TV Instruction

'13

Radio Instruction
Newspaper Instruction

4
\

Working at home assignments\
Other (Please describe)

324
/

9
'

12
2

,

320

12.

(a)

If you favor some form of School Without Schools, for-what
groups would it be most appropriate? (Check
all that apply)
Frequency.

Percent

Kindergarten

18

12.3

Primary

26

17.8

31

21.2

34

23.3

High school

46'

31.5

Gifted students

56

38.4

Typical students

28,

19.2

Mentally handicapped

13

8.9

Physically handicapped

11

7.5

5

3.4

Upper Grades
,:,

Junior high or middle school
,

Others (please specify)
(b)

,

For what groups of students might SWS do more harm than good?
(Check
all that apply)
Frequency
Kindergarten

Percent'

,50

34.2

Primary

55

37.7

Upper grades

23

15.8*

Junior high or middle school

27

18.5

High school

26

17.8

Gifted students

8

5.5

Typical students

33

22.6

Mentally handicapped

60

41.1

Physically handicapped

44

30.1

Others (please specify)

7

18.5
40

321

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS BY-.08ftCTIVE OF THE STUDY

A.

To describe the context of School Without Schools
'Context information is:provided in Chapter I of this Report.
The most, noteworthy context facers found by the principal inves.

4

'tigators were as follows:
1.

The good relationship of the Columbus Public Schools with
all segments of the community -- parents, city and state
government leaders, science organizations, business people,
media leaders

2.

The good relationship of the Columbus Public Schools central
administration with the School Board and teachers union

3.

The strong second and-third level administrative staff,of
the Columbus Public Schools

4:

The accessibility of the state legislature

5.

4

The cooperation of public and parochial school administrations
In Columbus
r

6.

B.

The extensive 'community resources available for educating
,children, outside the public, school building.

7.

Prior planning for a crisis contingency program in the event
schools would be shut down

8.

The mature of the crisis--a natural disturbance (vs: a civil'
disturbance)

.

To characterize the design of the School Without Schools Program'
The design for the program was extensive and detailed.

Further-

,

more, it was compiled and distributed to school peronnel on short
,notice (within a week's time).
may be categorized as follows:
1.

Communication
-to school personnel
-to students and parents
-to the community

'326

Important elements of the design

322

Communication efforts included:
(1) The School Without
Schools Haidbook made available to all school personnel and
supplemented with written daily bulletins; (2) a telephone
hotline; (3) a war room (of telephones) for school building
personnel to arrange field trips and have questions answered;
(4) _daily bulletins in the newspapers and over radio and
television; (5)* daily meetings of the administrative cabinet,
periodic meetings-with school principals, and constant
contact with the teachers' union.
2.

Progrun

Instruction occured via field trips, meeting one day per
week in a school building, meeting outside the school with
instructors, television, radio, newspapers, and working at
home on assignAnts. A grucial factor that probably had a
negative influence on the program was the early decision that
participation by students in the out-of-school part of,the
program was optional.
.

Facilities
d Facility maintenance was achieved by detailed mothballing
procedures by district custodial stiff for those buildings
that were closed and by regular maintenance procedures for
those buildings left open. Safety and security were prime
concerns when buildings were closed. Support personnel, such
as the evaluation unit in the Columbus Public Schools, were
used to aid in the maintenance of facilities.

4.

Transportation
Bussing students for field trips and scheduling new bus
routes for the one day per week in-school sessions were.the
main concerns in transportation.
Safety.of children attending
school functions received considerable attention.

The following pages contain verbatim information about the aesign
of the program supplied by the media and by Columbus Public Schools
tel

personnel.

.

Thi's information is provided in its full detail so that

,others, who might want to, implement a similar program can benefit.' If

readers wish to skip this section they mayimove on to page

.

rim
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SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS HANDBOOK'`
CONTENTS

A.

Introductory Memo From the Superintendent

3

o Resolution adopted by the Bnard on February 1.
o--News release distributed on February 1
B:

Where to Find Us

o .Emergency Communications Post
School offices
Departmental offices
o' People
o
o

.

C.

Use of Board Facilities

o .What's available
o
How to use.it
o Transportation
D.

Use of.Community Facilites
o
o
o

E.

Teaching by TV
o
o
o

F.

What's available
How to reserve it
Transportation

1.1BNS (Channel 10)

WCMH (Channel 4)
WOSU (Channel 34)

Teaching by Radio
o 'I.:CBE (90.5 mHz)
o WBNS(1460 kHz)

G.

.

Teaching by Newspapers
o

"Classroom Extra: in'the Dispatch'
,

H.

Division of Adail=taljon Information

I.

Division of Business Affairs Information

J.

Division of Instruction Information

K.

Division of Personnel Information

L.

Division'of Special Services Information

.,s
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Columbus Public Schools.
Columbus, Ohio
January 26, 1977

With the latest Columbia Gas curtailment of 85%, the
Columbus Schools.
have only enough gas- to last until February 17.
thee (be totally gone.

The gas allocation would

In order to avofdthe prohibitively expensive prOcess

of mothballing schools, the schools should be closed
now, and we would need

to remain closed until:April 3 when the new allocation begins.
In short, we face a crisis of monumental proportiohs.

on voluntary measures at this stage is unrealistic.

Relying solely

Permitting' variods

school districts to do "their own thing" will create even more problems.
We need a state-wide plan with legislative or administrative
relief from
current legal requirements.

Listed below are suggestions that ought to be part of
whatever plan
is adopted:
1.

The current!' calendar requirement of 182 days should be modified.

A number of emergency days should he designated
-- perhaps a
maximum of 30.

Legislation should be enacted that would make

it unnecessary to make up at least one half of the days lost
because of the energy crisis.
If schools are closed, we face substantial uaemployfr.ent
compensation payments that would be an added expense.

Some

relief should be provided either through state reimbursement
to school districts or enabling districts to pay personnel
for all or a portion of the energy days.

0
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3.

Consideration should be given to developing alternative
educational efforts while schools are closed, such as radio,
television, newspaper lessons, plus home tutoring, home
visits, telephone tutoring, or special centers established
in the recreation centers, churches, or buildings that have
available fuel.

This.is complex and fralight with problems,

but if school personnel are paid for the days schools are
'on

closed, they should be available to provide service to the
students on whatever basis is feasible.
4.

Schools should not be mothballed.

The problems of draining

the water, cutting pipes, putting antifreeze in traps, etc..,
are more substantial than most people realize.

Extensive

damage is highly probable, including structural damage, wood
floors buckling, paint coming off the walls and freeze-ups
due to the residual water remaining in the lines.

Gas must

be provided to maintain temperatures to avoid freezing.
5.

Flexibility in the State plan should exist to enable those
school districts with alternative fuels to continue to operate
if such operation does not further jeopardize industries or

schools in their own or other areas.

Closing everyone at the

same time is the simplest approach, but flexibility is the
better approach.
6.

Provisions

to

make up days lost should be flexible.

Adding

an hour per day to the school calendar should be permitted, with

one day of credit counted for each additional five hours completed as one possible way of making up days lost.

330
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7.

All holidays and school recesses that were scheduled in the
calendar during the remaining days in the school year should
be rescheduled as part'of the time school is closed during
the energy emergency.

8.

Schools should be assured that when they close for 30 days
or a similar extended period that upon reopening they can
continue without further interruption.

331
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Memo

To:

The School Staff

From:

John Ellis

Date:

February 2, 1977

Now that the Board of Education has taken official action to close
schools at the end of the day on Friday, February 4, and to endorse the
"School Without Schools" project, we are challenged to make the most of
the unique opportunities that lie before us.
"School
School Without Schools" will be difficult. The logistics
confronting school personnel already are mind-boggling. Conditions will
change from day to day, once we launch on Monday, February 7. The force
of circumstance will require each employee of the Board to reach deeply
within the wellsprings.of.imagination and ingenuity.
Above all, we must communicate..
Toward that end, we have taken several
steps. First, we have compiled this Handbook.
I hope you will note that
it is long on information about educational opportunities and short on
administrative directives. This is in keeping with the philosophy behind
the "School Without Schools" project.

Because this Handbook is incomplete and will be updated as new information becomes available, I suggest that you place these materials in a
three-ring notebook set aside exclusively for this project.

Several other lines of communication will be open to you throughout
the project, in,:luding:
o

A bulletin in each daily newspaper, beginning with the
Dispatch on Sunday, February 6, and the Citizen-Journal
on Monday, February 7.

o

A brief radio report on new project developments, to be
broadcast over WCBE at 3:30 p.m. each day, beginning
Monday, February 7.

o

Daily mail deliveries to the "project office locatilm" of
each school, beginning Monday, February 7.

o

An- Emergency Communications Post at the Education Center,
to be activated at 1 p.m. on Thursday, February 3.
(For
a list of these phone numbers, see Part B of this Handbook.)

Fortunately for all of us, there is no cookbook for "School Without
Schools." Any suggestions you, your teachers, or parents have will be
appreciated by the central office staff. Don't hesitate to send them in
or phone them in to us.

Best wishes for every success and satisfaction in conducting this
project. May our great city make the most of this opporttinityi

3°9
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February 1, 1977'

RESOLUTION REGARDING THE NATURAL GAS CRISIS

WHEREAS, Governor James A. Rhodes on January 27, 1977, declared a.
statewide natural gas crisis under powers granted in Section 122.87 of.
the Ohio Revised Code; and
_WHEREAS, Mayor Tem Moody promptly issued a similar declaration
ppl-icable to the city of Columbus; and
WHEREAS, the President Pr-o Tempore of the Ohio Senate and the
Speaker of the Ohio House of Representatives on January 28, 1977, issued
a statement proposing "to authorize, through temporary legislation, .
.
an additional 15 days to the schedule of closures for response to-energy
shortages"; and

WHEREAS, the Columbus Public Schools have conducted an exemplary
program ,to conserve natural gas only to be faced with rapidly escalating
curtailments applied by Columbia Gas of Ohio, Inc;; and
WHEREAS, said curtailments of Columbia Gas have reached
the prohibitive level of 85% for 45 Board-owned facilities, a level
tantamount to
the unilateral closing of schools by Columbia Gas; and
WHEREAS, the school system has explored every conceivable
avenue for
relief from the curtailment levels imposed by Columbia Gas; and
WHEREAS, realistic calculations indicate that the supply of
natural
gas allocated to the Columbus Public Schools will be exhausted
on or about
February 17, 1977; and

WHEREAS, prudence dictates that the school system's rapidly dwindling
supply of natural gas-be used so as to prevent costly structural
damages
or ether harmful effects to school facilities;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: That the Columbus Board of
Education
recognize the existence of a crisis of such proportions that
the only
reasonable course of action available to the Board is to
cause all schools
to be closed effective at the end of the school day on Friday, February 4,
1977.

BE IT FURTHER RESO!VED: Thit the school
administration be authorized
and directed to employ such measures as are required to protect and
secure
all Board-owned facilities serviced by natural gas.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the school administration
plan with the
school staff for the most effective educational utilization,
from
February 7 through February 25, 1977, inclusive, of
all other Board-owned
facilities an, such community facilities
as are offered voluntarily and
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Board of Education

February 1, 1977

without charge to the Board, provided that each such community facility
is determined by a member of the administrative staff to meet reasonable
standards of safety and fitness for the educational purpose intended, and
is included on a list of approved facilities compiled by the Superintendent
of Schools, which list shall include all publicly-owned facilities made
available to the Board by the Mayor of Columbus.%
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Board express its support
for the
"School Without Sdhools" project, which shall be conducted between
February 7 and Februiry 25,,1977, and which shall feature imaginative
scheduling of pupils into schools serviced by alternative sources ofenergy, television and radio lessons on commercial stations as well as
'WCBE, newspaper education activities, instructional activities in a
variety of municipal facilities made available to the Board by the Mayor
of Columbus, and a wide range of creative learning experiences in private
facilities donated to the Board.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:.: That the Board request parents and pupils
to cooperate with all segments of the school staff and the community in
helping the "School Without Schools" project realize its fullest potential.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:
That the Board express special thanks to all
community organizations, institutions, and media which have already offered
to contribute materially to the implementation of the,"School Without
Schools" project; and specifically request that the administration maintain.
a complete log of all such contributions during the course of said project
so that the contributions of the community may be spread upon the minutes
of the Board And duly recognized.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Board approve the attached
"Memorandum
of Agreement" with the Columbus Education Association, containing provisions
relating to "Calendar Changes" and "Emergency Guidelines," and authorize and
direct the President of the Board and the' Superintendent of Schools to affix
their signatures to said "Memorandum of Agreement."

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That holidays previously scheduled for
classified employees and educational aides during the week of April 11,
1977, shall occur during. the week of February 28, 1977.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That classified employees and educational
aides who elect an unpaid status during this period shall be considered
to be on a Board-approved leave of absence.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:
That all use of building contracts for. all
Columbus Public School buildings by outside organizations be suspended
for the duration of the emergency, effective at the close of business on
Friday, February 4, 1977.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:
March 7, 1977.

That all schools be reopened on Monday,

7
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT

The Columbus Board of Education and the Columbus Education Association
hereby agree to the following school calendar changes and to the guidelines
set forth herein relative to the 'emergency closing of most Columbus Public
School buildings as a result of the natural gas shortage currently being
experienced by the Columbus Public Schools:
Calendar Changes
1.

The Professional Meeting day previously scheduled for February 21; 1.977
shall be eliminated. An Emergency Planning day shall be observed
Wednesday, February 2, 1977 as a day for teachers .to plan with their
building administrators for activities to take place during the
At least half of said Emergency Planning day shall
,emergency closing.
be reserved for individual preparations by teachers.
.

2.

ze-

The spring break days previously scheduled for April 11 through 15,
1977 shall be observed as a winter break to be scheduled February 28
through March 4, 1977.
Emergency Guidelines

1.

The 611umbus Board of Education and the teachers of the Columbus Public
Schools, represented by the Columbus Education Association, shall
endeavor, during the period of emergency closing to provide the best
possible education fur pupils of the school system under the emergency
conditions by utilizing-available community facilities and, resources
in addition to available school system..facilities and resources.

2.

During the period of emergency closing teachers shall be assigned duties
or shall undertake duties usually associated with the teaching profession
and shall not be assigned duties of a "make work" nature, extensive
clerical duties, or assignments not usually associated with the teaching
profession.

3.

Participation in the programs designed for presentation in the media
shall be on a voluntary basis.

4.

?nrtieSparion in activities beyond the normal work day of teachers
shall he on a voluntary basis.

5.

Teachers. shall have no less than the normal Preparation, planning, and
lunch periods provided during the regular school year, on a weekly
average.

6.

A joint Conflict Resolution Comittee, composed of four members shallbe
established tc expedite the resolution of problems related to the emergency
closing or programs and activities arising therefrom. The committee shall
report at least weekly to the Superintendent and the President of the
Columbus Education Association and shall operate under the rules for joint
committees set forth in Article 508 of the CEABoard Master Agreement.
(2/2/77)
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COLUMBUS WILL HAVE "SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS"
Superintendent John 'Ellis today announced ari unprecedented community -based

plan t nkeep learning alive" in Columbus and throughout central Ohio.While
schools are closed because of the fuel crisis.

The plan will be launched on

Monday, February 7.
Ellis said:

''We're calling it 'School Without Schools' because that's

exactly what we're going to do.

We will have school in Columbus even though

'buildings served by natural gas are locked up tight.

We've been flooded with

offers of space and help from every conceivable source.

We're going to have

one of the greatest educational efforts this country has ever seen."
Dr. Ellis said the project will make use of mass media, school facilities
that'do not require natural gas, and community facilities which have been
offered free of charge for the duration of the fuel crisis.

The Board of Education is expected to approve details of the plan on
Tuesday.

Changes in the school calendar will designate Wednesday, February 2

as an Emergency Planning Day for staff members.
classes on Thursday and Friday, February 3 and 4.

Students will attend regular
School Without Schools will

operate from February 7 through February 25, followed by a one-week "Spring
Break," February 28 through March 4.

Regular classes are scheduled to resume

on March 7.

Ellis outlined the basic structure of the School Without Schools plan as
follows:
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The school district has about 30 buildings heated by fuel other
than natural gas and each student will attend classes one, day per

week-during the shut-down period.

Students will turn in homework?.

pick up assignments and receive instructions for their weekly schedule
on this day.

During the other four days of the week, students will participate in
a variety of activities including classes in various non-school facilities throughout the community, field trips and,home instruction via
television, radio and newspapers.

Teachers will maintain contact with

students by telephone and personal conferenceS, as needed.

"Clearly, we have the most unusual opportunity any city has ever seen.
During the next three weeks, an unbelievable array of activities and creative
use of time, talent and community resources will keep learning alive in COlumbus,"
the Superintendent said.

"We are depending on parents to play an important

role in this whole process, exercising good discipline at home to see that children
parti cipate in the activities and coPplete assignments."
Radio and TV lessons have been planned by ,school personnel and will bepresented by Columbus teachers on WRNS -TV, WCEE -FM Radio and WENS-AM,Radio.

Broadcast schedules will be printed in most area r,ewspapers.

W5:S-TV will air

four hours of lessons daily, beginning at 7:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
WCBE-FM will broadcast six an'.1 one-n'alf hours daily, beginning at 9 a.m. and

WSNS-AM Radio will offer four hours of instruction each day,,beginning at ld a.m.
Most other Columbus area broadcasters are providing free public service time to
support the effort.

In addition to the media, Ellis described the following community resources
that have been worked into the School Without Schools project:

Columbus Mayor Tom Moody has offered city recreation centers and other
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municipal facilities throughout, the city as placed where teachers and coun-

selors can meet pupils.
Mel Dodge, director of the City Recreation and Parks Depirtment,.has
developed a series of indoor and outdoor educational

programs which can be

taught jointly by City personnel and Columbus teachers.

Examples of these

,

coureses are:

.

,

FirstAid, Everyday Mechanics,Gymnastics,,Forestry, Ecology?

Landscape Design and Introduction to Employment and the Jab Market.
.

'...f

,

The Center of Science and Industry will offer tours and instruction
related -to COSI exhibits.

Battelle Memorial Institute has donated the use of its 600-seat
auditorium, plus science lessons and demonstration's by its own staff scientists.
The State D9partment of Education has developed a two-page newspaper
"Classroom EXtra" which will be 'printed daily in the Columbus Dispatch.

Dean Frederick R. Cyphert of Ohio State's College of Educition has
volunteered to coordinate activities at OSU which would include guidance
counseling tours and special programs.
Many other individuals and community agencies have offered assistance;
Ellis said-, including area churches, banks and theatres.

Anyone wishing to

make facilities or services available to the School Without Schools project
should contact Lucien Wright, coordinator of project community facilities

at 225-2842.
Some programs will continue uninterrupted during the shutdown period,
Ellis said.

These include:

The school for crippled children housed in the electrically-heated
addition to Colerain School.

Adult High School classes, moving from Central High School to Mohawk
Junior-Senior High School.

-more-
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The School of Practical Nursing.

All CETA Programs.,
All off-campus special education programs and,services, in:cluding
those at Dodd-Means Hall, Florence Crittenton Home, Children's Hospital.,
Upham Hall, the St. Vincent Children's Center and the Juvenile Center.

:

.

Athletic activities for boys and girls interscholastic teams are
being re-scheduled into non-gas heated buildings.
Some music and drama activities are being re-scheduled. into other
school and community theatre facilities.

Scheduling Of students for the various field trips and community facilities
will be booked by teachers through a central administration office.

Transpor-

,tation will also be coordinated thl.oUgh the central office.

'Each teacher will continue to be responsible for his or her pupils every,
day.

Attendance will be taken at scheduled_activities and grades will be

assignedon the basis of work completed and handed

in.

Beyond that, we are

taking a 'eommon sense' approach to.education, relying on the ingenuity and
creativity of\our staff.

The seety, health and welfare of students will be

our primary consideration at all times," Ellis said.

"One of the most impprtant lessons we teach is that people must con-'
tinue to learn even after they leave school.

This three-week period will

provide an intensive program in helping to demnnstrate that individual
initiative and persistence are vital in getting a solid education," Ellis
concluded.

-30-
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
DELIVERIES
1.

School mail deliveries will continue on a daily basis
and will be made to the school
office of the temporary location of each building
principal. Materials and checks
that must be delivered to,custodial personnbl
or any others who continue
.to be assigned to the closed school must be made by
the building principal. ".
.

i°

2.

3.

U. S. Nail - Place a,box marked U. S. Mail outside the
normal mail delivery
',door each'morning and instruct the custodian
to bring it in after the mail
has been delivered that day.
Deliveries of various supplies and equipment which
have been purchased from
outside vendors will continue to be delivered during this
period. Place
signs on the inside of all normal delivery doors instructing
delivery drivers
to come and knock at,a door which the custodians
can monitor with some
reasonable frequency.
.

.

CUSTODIAL.SHIFTS AND CLEANING ASSIGNMENTS
Until specific instructions are given twthe contrary by
Tom,Barton or
a custodial supervisor, custodians should maintain their
present
shift schedules.
We will be making arrangements for weekend
coverage in many schools by existing
custodial staff and we will be making
arrangements for the temporary reassignment
of one custodian to,all of the secondary schools
which are going to remain open.
Elementary schools which are going to remain open and need
additional custodial
help should make their request to Tom Barton.
All of these reassignments and
shift adjustments will behandled by Tom Barton and
our custodial supervisors
through direct contact as promptly as, possible.

Head custodians°in schools which are closed,should
assign specific cleaning
tasks to the employees in the same manner
as summer cleaning except that floors
should be spray buffed rather than scrubbed and
stripped. However, the first
priority is to assist with monitoring heating
problems and temperatures in the
building and assisting in closing up the building
as tightly as possible.
Let's get boiler rooms and fan rooms cleaned
up during this period. Call
Ed'Molter for a pick-up on broken furniture
and 'trash that cannot be handled
with our normal trash collection_companies.
SECURING THE BUILDING AND OPERATION OF THE
HEATING PLANT IN CLOSED BUILDINGS
Engineering Services personnel and Maintenance
Department personnel will
assist the head custodian at each building in reducing
temperatures to the degree
possible without causing damage and freeze-ups.
There will be ten teams of these
personnel assigned to groups of schools.
They will visit your building as
promptly as possible to provide whatever
assistance is needed.
Until they arrive,
building temperatures should continue
to
he
reduced
in
the
Same
manner
as in
recent weeks. There are
some items which can be proceeded with this Friday,
February 4.
1.

Leavy all classroom doors unlocked and open
except for the room where
audio-visual equipment is stored.
This must include kitchen and shop areas.
(advise your Food Service Manager of this).
This instruction is essential
because our maintenarce people cannot get into
some areas when they are
locked and the head custodian does not have
a key.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS (continued)

2.

Take all covers off of unit heaters and leave them open.

3.

All schools with service tunnels should have all-of the lights. eft on
and the access doors open. Tunnele,should be .checked daily for problems.
Burned out light bulbs should be replaced promptly in these tunnels.

,

jfe

.

4.. Lights in ail classrooms shouldbe let,

off except as needed.
. /-

5.

A thermometer should,be monitored in the,..:oldest clasSioom in the building..

6.

,C.lose all outside air vents and exhaust gr 'ills or cover them if they :can't
\
be closed.

7.

Pull all window shades at the close of school on Friday, February 4.
0.

CUSTODIAL ABSENCE REPORTING

.

Custodial absence reportingtbhould be handled in the' same manner as it
is presently handled.
In order to do this princiAls will need to knot: from;
their head-custodian when.a custodian is absent from duty:
-0

TRASH COLLECTION 'SCHEDULE

Schools. which are in operation will have trash collection at least as often
as, their present schedule and may get.additionalpicx-ups by calling 225 -2610.
Schools which are closed will haw; one, trash collection during the week of
February 7 and one trash Collection during the week of.February 28.
;

USE OF BUILDING CONTRACTS
All use of building contracts have been cancelled for the duration of the\
emergency period effective at the, close of business Friday, February 4, 1977.
\
MAJOR CONTACT PERSONNEL
All custodial assignment questions znd all clerical assignment questions
should be directed to Tom Barton at 225-2503.
All requests for supplies and equipment and the relocation of all equipment
and furniture should be directed to Bill Cooke at 225-2820.
All heating problems should be reported promptly in the fullowing manner:
Day time - 225-2642 or 225-2643
Night calls should go to Floyd Mash - 279-1126
Larry Mozingo - 263-9174
Clarence Lewis - 891-1939
Charles Randolph - 491-5363
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MAIL DELIVEV LOCATIONS
BUSINESS AFFAIRS

Columbus Public School Facilities
Which Will Be Open During The Energy Crisis
February, 1977
0,

.

Secondary

Elementary and Special

Other
.

.

Beechcroft

Beck

52 Starling

Briggs

Clinton

Southeast Career

Centennial

Colerain

Fort Hayes Career
(New Buildings)

East

Como

Independence

Deshler

Adult Health Career
Marathon Station
'Linden McKinley

-East Linden

og

Mohawk

Fifth

North

,Gables

These facilities will be oven but
do not have instructional-programs
270 East State Street

Northland

Hamilton

West

Innis

46 Starling Street
Seventeenth Avenue Complex.

Crestview Jr.

.

Kingswood

Fort Hayes Transportation_Office
Everett Jr.

Liberty
(

Indianola Jr.

Smith Road Transportation Office
Lincoln Bark
.

,

Food Production Center
Roosevelt Jr.

Linden Park
Oakland PaFk

Non-school district operated mail
delivery locations

Shady Lane

St. Vineents
South Mifflin

/cuvenile Center (Tuesday and.FrIday
Sullivant
0.5.17. Upham Hall

West Broad
FlOi"atice

Crittenden Home

West Mound

'

.

COSI .(Tuesday and Friday)

IP

First Avenue School

(2/2./77)
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR EMERGENCY MOTHBALLI G OF BUILDINGS
While it is unlikely, it is posSible that a loss o\f gas pressure at one or more
buildings could occur during this period. In the event gas for all schools had to
he shut off_.announcements to this effect would be placed on radio and televisl.on.
In case of such an announcement all head cdstodians and\all custodial personnel
should report immediately to their building.

If loss of gas pressure in an individual school results in a shut down of
heating, the head custodian should innediately contact the emergency numbers-for
Engineering Services and proceed as directed.
If there is a school-wide shut.downof
gas announced in'the media, the custodial personnel should take the actions listed
below as soon as they arrive at the building. Engineering Services personnel and
others will be going from building to building during such a time to provide all
the assistance possible.
(Do 1 before 2, etc.).
1., Shut off the water at the meter.

--

z.

2.

Open al". faucets in bathrooms, kitchen areas, etc.

3.

Flush all commodes as soon as water quits running out of fa,ucet .

4.

Shut off gas valve to all boilers and hot water heaters, ranges, and any
gas appliances.

5.

Shut down all circulating pumps.

6.

Open blowoff line on boiler to begin draining boiler.

7.

Go to each unit heater or radiator and open all bleeder valves.

8.

Open faucet and drain hot water tank.

9.

Shut off air compressor and shut off all fans.

10.

Make sure sump Rump is operating.

11.

Begin to put anti-freeze in all commodes, urinals, lavatories and floor
drains and sinks.

The following amounts should be used being sure to use some judgment where
there are\ abnormally large trapS or drains:
a.

b.
c.

Urinals, lavatories, sinks -- 1 pint
Bradley sinks, floor drains -- 1 quart
Commodes -- 11/2 quarts
Note:
The commode tank should be almost empty because you flushed it

after the water had drained out of the lines. After the above
instructions have been completed, go back and sponge out the
remaining water from the commode tanks.

.

If you have special problems during any
this process, contact Floyd-Mash
at 225-2642 or 225-2643. If you have electrical problems with your sump pump
call the Maintenance Department at 294-6317.

4
'
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COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
RADIO -TV - PROGRAM INFORMATION

(During Energy Crisis)

(See program logs in Part E and Part F of this. handbook.
Station

Program

Contact Person

Telephone

Beginning Reading
Lions
Tigers
Dinosaurs

Nancy ZoOk

464-4591

WBNS -TV

Reading - :Rainbows
Mary Wheaton
Reading - Signposts
Norma Sexton
Reading - Secrets
Louella Tapo
'Reading - Rewards
John Matchett
Reading - Panorama and Fiesta
Mary Lou Casanta
Readiag Brenda Conard
Kaleidoscope
Images
Galaxies
Special Education - Elementary
Kay Teagardner
Fine and Performing Arts - All Students
Ensemble
Jerry McAfee
Vocal
Bunny Shontz
Wind Instrument
Clarence NtBroom
Vocal (Interval)
Jim McDodd
Instrumental Music
Improvisation
Tom Dale
Instrumental Music
Strings
Ted Pollock
Multi Arts
Hank Russell
Junior High Grammar and
Composition
Elizabeth Pettit
General SCience and Algebra
Otho Perkins
General Math for Secondary
Students
'Earl Tharp
American History and Government Gladys Wagstaff
Senior Hid\ Grammar and
Composition
Kathy Parks
World History for Secondary
Students
John Grossman
Biology and Geometry
Otho Perkins

464 -4591
464 -4591

464-4591
464-4591
-464-4591
464-4591

464-4591

464-4591
464-4591
464-4591
464-:4591

464-4591

'

464-4591
225-2845
464-4591
225 -2669

225-2669
464-4591
464-4591
464-4591
225-2669

WBNS-AM
RADIO
Fine and Performing Arts - All Students
Vocal
Jim Gallagher
Playing By, Ear
Richard Early
Instrumental Music - Jazz
Jerry McAfee
The Arts and You
Phil Arena
Charlene Gamble
Principles of Democracy
Diana Galbreath
Ohio History, Government
and Geography
Ray Pauken
World Geography for Secondary
Students
Herb James

464-4591

464-459k
464-4591
464-4591
-464-4591

464-4591
464-4591
464-4591
(2/2/77)
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Station

Program

Contact Person

Telephon

Junior High Grammar, Vocabulary
and Literature
German
French
Spanish
Current !Issues for Secondary

Sharon Dorsey
Helma English
Diane Ging
Charles Vedder

-464-4591
'864-6059
876-177;

WBNS-AM
RADIO

Students'

Senior High Grammar and Usage
Senior High Literature

-

':457-.221

Jack Readey
Paul Wiess
Barbara O'Connor

464-459
464-459
464 -459
.

WCBE-FM
RADIO
Language Arts and
K - 1st Grade.
Language Arts and
2nd Grade
Language Arts and
3rd Grade
Language Arts and
4th Grade
Language Arts and
5th Grade
Language Arts and
6th Grade

\,

Math

Ruth Murray

464-4591

Martha Dorsey

464-459

George Goodrich

464 -459

Alberta Myers

464-4591

Ruth Hale

464-4591

Charles Kellar

464-459;

Math
Math
Math
Math

Math
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WBNS-TV

Beginning Reading - Tigers, Lions and Dinosaurs
WBNS -TV

7:30 a.m.

21-F

The Beginning Reading TV Show will include selected readings for
children
from the books Tigers, Lions, and Dinosaurs. Emphasis will be on comprehension
and vocabulary. Decoding skills, particularly
consonant sounds, will be- stressed
daily. Good literature and enrichment
activities will be included and children
will be encouraged to continue independent reading at home.

Reading - Rainbows
WBNS -TV

7:45 a.m.

M-F

The program will focus on reading for meaning.
Emphasis will be on the
development of various comprehension skills such as literal comprehension,
sequen
and following directions. Vocabulary specific to Rainbows
as well as new words
pertinent to the reading selections will be developed.
Decoding skills relating
to letter-sound associations, particularly clusters, will be stressed.
Good
stories and poems will be shared daily. Children will be encouraged
to continue
suggested reading and extension activities.
r

Reading -- "Signposts"
".-133NS-TV

8:CO a:m.

M-F

This program consists of stories presented through
storytelling, and
visuals to whidh the child can respond. These stories will
serve as the
basis for general skill instruction.
The major comprehension focuses will
be reading to follow directions, reading to dote
correct sequence, reading
to note detail, and reading to understand
sentence structure. Also included
will be skill instruction in vowel sounds
(decoding skills) and extension
activities in literature.

Reading -- :SECRETS

WBNS -TV

8:15 a.m.

N-F

The program consists of stories,
poems, skill instruction, vocabulary
study and extension activities at
a level appropriate for children reading
in Secrets. Skill Instruction will
fcicus on:
consonants, clusters, prefixes,
suffixes, compound words, punctuation, and using
context to determine meaning
of unfamiliar words. The students will also
have
opportunity to read along
as reading selections are shown on the

346
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Reading

"Rewards"

ENS-TV

8:30 a.m.

M-F

The following stories will be used to present children with literature
and the printed words Just Like Abraham Lincoln, Saturday Surprise,
Mx.Picklepawts Popcorn, and Hawaii. Poetry selections will also be used.
--The skills to be covered include: compound words, figurative speech,..
true-to-life and fanciful; setting of stories, punctuation (commas).

Reading

"Panorama" and "Fiesta"

WENS-TV

8:45 a.m.

M-F

The theme of this program will be "Movint Cn" (transportation). This
Mill introduce stories, poems, literature, word skills (structural analysis,
affixes, compound words), comprehension (using diction3ry to get word
meanings and context of sentence to figure out meanings of words). This
material will be taken from the basal readers creative activity sections.
Materials from home will be used for follow-up lessons.

Reading--"Kaleidoscope"

"Images"

WENS-TV

"Galaxies"

9:00 a.m.

M-F

This program will introduce and present stories or other short selections
A purpose will be established for reading or listening and stress coprdhensio
or vocabulary development. Specific skill areas to be covered will be:
study skills, literary skins and structural analysis. Follow up activities
will be suggested near the conclusion of each Program.

Special Education for Basic Living

WENS-TV

9:15 a.m.

M-F

The Basic Living Skills program will include safety in the home, telling
time, fire sifety, counting change, using the telephone, language concepts
related to season (winter, Valentine's Day), listening comprehension and eating
cut (manners, ordering). Content will focus on the elementary age group but
will provide a range of activities to reinforce concepts for secondary students
as well.

2
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Fine & Performing Arts - Multi-Arts--(K-61
M, 2/7/77

9:30 a.m.

WENS-TV

Presented by
Activities in dance, drama, music, and visual art.
teachers from the Caltmet/Cassady and Sharon/West Mound IMPACT teams.

Fine & Performing Arts - Multi-Arts--(K-6)

WENS-TV

9:30 a.m.

/A

M, 2/14/77

Activities in dance, drama, music, and visual
art.
Presented by
teachers from the Cranbrook/Eastgate and
Douglas/Marburn IMPACT teams.

Fine & Performing Arts - Multi-Arts--(K-6)

WENS-TV

9:30 a.m.

M, 2/21/77

Activities in dance, drama, music, and
visual art. Presented by teachers
from the /ndianola/Kingswood
and Pinecrest/WatkinsIMPACT teams.

Fine & Performing Arts - The Visual
Arts--(7-12)

WENS-TV

9:30 a.m.

Tues., 2/8/77
Conversations about Painting
- a discussion with Roman
Columbus painter.
Johnson, well-known

Fine & Performing Arts - The Visual Arts--(7-12)

WENS-TV

9:30 a.m.

Tues., 2/14/77

Conversation 'about Sculpture - a discussion with arilyn Reeves, prizewinning Columbus sculptor.

Fine & Performing Arts - The Visual Arts--(7-12)
9:30 a.m.

WENS-TV

Tues., 2/22/77

Conversation about Architecture - A discussion with Bruce Grulke,
environmental-designer-in-residence at Marion-Franklin high School.

343
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-Fine & Performing Arts--Instrumental Music

WSMS-TV

"Starting a Tone on a Wind Instrument
"Releasing the Tone"

9:30

Wednesday

On February 9 a studio group of eight Columbus Public School instrumental
music students will be used to demonstrate the various aspects of beginning
a tone on a wind instrument.
On February 16 a studio group of eight Columbus Public School instrumental
music students will be used to demonstrate the various aspects of releasing
a tone on a wind instrument.

r-

Fine & Performing Arts - Jazz Improvisation
WBNS-TV

9:30 a.m.

On February 23, a small jazz combo'will present
a demonstration and
explanation of an approach to jazz improvisa_ion.

Fine and Performing Arts -- (Vocal) -- Interval Recognition
WSNS -TV

9:30 a.m.

Every

Thursday

This program is an introduction to music reading utilizing the interval
approach.
Beginning with the scale, the space or internal relationships that
z:ppear in all music wil"_ be explored. Without regard to clefs or keys, the
intervals will be define:1 through syllables and familiar songs.

The intervals are reviewed, then identified by the viewer of the
intervals as shown on the screen. The intervals are flashed on the screen
for a short time--students will be asked to write down the name of the
interval. The interval is shown again and, students asked to score their
answer.
;

Interval recognition will be continued at a faster flashed speed.

_Fine & Performing Arts -- "String Instruments"
1:Br.S-TV

9:30 a.m.

Friday

On February 11 and 18,the program will include tuning, warm-up exercises
to establish basic platform; note reading, identification of
whole-steps and
half-steps, scale building, rhythm and bowing exercises
on string instruments.

349
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Fine and Performing

Arts - Instrumental Music -- "Ensembles - -A Start.to Musiciansh

WENS-TV

9:30 a.m.

Friday

On February 25 the program will deal With the attainment of music
fundamentals and musicianship by the means of instrumental music,,ensembles
at the secondary level. The production will explore music reading, rehearsal
problems, interpretation, and ensemble discipline through the use of live
ensembles.

Junior High Grammar/Composition
WBNS -TV

9:45 a.m.

M-F

The program will provide learning activities built around three broad
Features, Sensory Awareness, and Sharing Student Writing.
These areas
will have the following content: Features: 1) Famous quote of the .day,
2) Writing hint. of the day, 3) Word of the day, 4) Synonyms (Thesaurus),
5) Sentence conbining and 6) Parts of speech. Sensory Awareness will help
students learn the techniques of observing by "describing" through poetry,
dialogue, reporting, and characterization.
topics:

Science - SecondarY7-Science 9
WENS -TV

10:00 a.m.

M-W-F 1st week
T-Th 2nd week

The lessons will explore various concepts and processes-important to
Grade 9 science. Topics such as matter, energy, density, measurement, and
so forth will be investigated. Each lesson 'will emphasize
a different aspect
of Grade 9 science.

Algebra - Secondary

WBNS-TV

10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

T & Th.
M4i-F

1st week
2nd week

The programs will cover the major topics of graphing,
relations and"'
functions. Emphasis will be placed
on plotting points, relations and
functions, linear functions, polynomial functions,
slope - intercept
form of a linear functicin,
parallel lines and slope, and intersection of
functions. Appropriate assignments
will be made from C.a textbooks
"Discovering Algebra I" and "Discovering Algebra
II" by Jacobs. Students
will need*notebook paper, graph paper and a straight
edge.

350
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General Math - Secondary

IONS-TV

10:15 a.m.

M-F

The topics will concern contemporary mathematics in general. They
will coordinate matters of current interest with computational exercises.?-.
Topics to be covered include: metric measuremelt;_probakility,,
ilumbAritheoriesv-computational short cuts, using a calcul4irr, informal geoMetr, mathematics
and ecological concerns.

American History and Government for Secondary Students
WENS -TV

10:30 a.m.

M-F

The chronological development of "basic" American
history will be emphasized
and,will be programmed to meet the needs of both 8th
and 11th grade students
fol101ng this topic outline:
1st week
Reconstruction
2-7
Monday
Economics of the South
2-8
Tuesday
Governmental Legislation
2-9
Wednesday
The South's Reaction
2-10 .Thursday
Character Sketches
2-11 Friday
The End of Reconstruction

2-14
2-15
2-16
2-'17

2-18

2nd week
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

3rd week
Monday
2 -22
Tuesday
2-23 Wednesday
2-24 Thursday
2-25 Friday
2-21

Rise of Industry
Circumstances that caused the Industrial Boom
Immigration
Inventions/Inventors/Impact on Society
Character sketch of an Industrialist
Rise of Labor
'Westward Movement
American Indians
The American Indians and Conflict

Manifest Dekiny
The Iron Horse
Yesterday., Today, Tomorrow?

Znglis'-: Composition for Senior High Students--Writing
- Structural Composition

WENS-TV

10:45 a.m.

M-F

These 15 lessons arc designed to give students
the basic tools for
...
writing.
It will each them how to find
an
interesting,
appropriate/topic
and how to'present that topic on
paper.

(2/3/77)
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World History - Secondary Students

WBNS-TV

//
11:00 a.m.

M-F

A format using "The Time Machine" theme will be used.to
trace world
history..//The first week will include: 1) Sentinels of Silence
- Mexico; '.
2) Losingdoms - West Afrida; 3) Merchant Prince
- Venice; 4) Family Feud Chinalr5) Heavens to Galileo. The second u_ek will include:
1) The Cultural
Collision - Turkey; 2) The Iron Man - Germany; 3) Window
on the West - Soviet Union
4)* Birth of a Dram - East Africa; 5) Philip's Obsession
- Spain. The third:
week will include: 1) On First Impression
- France; 2) Canadian George- Canada;
3) Passage Thru Paradise - Pakistan; 4) The Black-Napoleon
- Haiti;,5) Timeless
People - Phillipines.
.

Math - Secondary

Geomet41

WBNS-TV

.

:

11:15 a.m.

MWF
TTh

1st week
2nd week

The geometry lessons will be taught in
Geometry by Doleiani. The first four lessonsconjunction with the text, Modern
will cover the constructions in
Ch. IO. Specifically:
Cotstructions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,
10, 11', 12.
The next four lessons will cover some
coordinate geometry sections in Ch. 11.
Specifically: 11-5, 11-6, 11-7, 11-8.

Science - Secondary--Biology - Life Science
WBNS -TV

11:15

'

T-Th 1st week
M-W-F 2nd week

The cell is the basic unit of life, and is of major emphasis in Grade 10
Biology. The lessons will,explore the cell, its structure and processes.
Each lesson will emphasize a different cell function or characteristic.

3`z°
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Radio - WBNS

English - Senior HighGrammar/Usage
WBNS -Radio

1:15 p.m.

M-F

The learning activities will concentrate on the problems of language
and communication. The emphasis will be on usage, vocabulary, and diction..
Assignments will utilize dictionaries and newspapers and will require paragraph
writing.
Students will be asked to keep a folder of assignments.

English - Junior High

Grammar, Vocabulary and Literature-

WBNS-Radio

11:00 a.m.

14-F

The learning activities will concentrate on the develemment of basic
language skills, vocabulary and literature appreciation.
Program content
will include basi.c language skills, i.e., mechanics, usage and sentence.structure. The program topics will cover listening skills, word associations,
figurf!s of speech, the short story, open-ended stories, humo,-, newsogge-character sketches, sensory writing and other related content.

Current Issues for Secondary Students
WENS-Radio

1:15 p.m.

M-P

The currea American and world scene will be analyzed through topic
presentations by guest experts who will also field questions called in
by students. Topics include The Right to Die, Plea Bargaining, The
Energy Crisis and Health Care. Two days will be devoted to each tOpic
with the presentatiOn by the guest expert on the first day-and responses
to qtiestions from students on the second day.

English - Senior HighLiterature
VLINS- Rau to

1:45 p.m.

M-F

This senior high radio English course is.designed to trace the
progression of literature from the oral tradition to the structure of the
20th century short story.
Included in this progression will be mythology,
legends, poetry and short stories.

',.3 5 3
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Fine and Performing Arts

Instrumental Music -- Jazz

WBN5 -Radio

10:00 a.m.

THE NOW MUSIC -- From where did it come? A capsule survey of the development
of jazz into the Rock Era. The program will begin with dixieland
jazz in the
early 1900's and trace the development of jazz through the 20's, 30's,
40's,
50's and its influence upon the 1960's and 70's. The program will be -aimed at
the secondary level student.

Fine and Performing Arts--Instrumental Music --JAZZ

WKS-Radio

10:n0 a.m.

Monday

"The Now Music--From Where Did It Come?" On February 7 and 14 a capsule
survey of the development of jazz into the Rock Era will be presented.
The program will-begin with Dixieland jazz in the early 1900's and trace
the development Of jazz through the 20's, 30's, 40's, 50's and its influence
upon the 1960's and 70's. The program will be aimed at the secondary level
student.

Fine and Performing Arts--Playing by Ear
WBNS -Radio

10:00 a.m.

Monday

On February 21 the program will stress-the importance of careful
listening and learning to play by ear. There will be musical examples as
played by nrofessionals, an opportunity for listening to and play back a
melodic line. Advice will be, given on further work the student can do at
home.

Fine & Performing Arts (Vocal)

WM-Radio

10:00 a.m.

Wednesday

On February 9 Mr. George Mass'ey will present a live performance on
a folk approach as a preview to the Opera Figaro. The opera will be
presented on February 17, 10:00 a.m., at the Chio Theater.

On February 16 the topic deals with environmental sounds as they are
employed by composers to become organized sound--MUSIC.
On February 23 the lesson, will explore ways camposers.organize familiar
scenic and sounds of the environment into musical compositions.

354
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Ohio History, Covernmen: and Geography
WBNS-Radio

-

Secondary Students

M-F

10:30 a.m.

This program will present the chronological development of Ohio beginning.
will be
with the Civil. War period. The history, government and geography
The
fifteen
programs
bpsics
will
be
emphasized.
woven together and the
will consist of stories dePling with individuals who helped shape Ohio's'
history pnii government Pnd interviews with government, industrial end civic.leaders.

P-inciples of Democracy
WENS -Radio

Secondary Students
10:15 a.m.

M-F

The learning activities will analyze key concepts of American democracy.
Emphasis will be on the basic concepts of government. The topics in order of
presentation are: a pro and con discussion of President Carter's
amnesty program,
student rights and responsibilities, the effects of broken homes on family members
and wise use of consumer credit.

World Geography for Secondary Students
ESNS- Radio

M-F

10:45 a.m.

The Uric concepts of geography, such as culture, climate, map and globe
skills, etc. will be emoh:_sized. Topics will be weather, weather' measurement,
man vs. weather, present fuel usage, and future fuels.

4
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Radio - WCAE-FM
It is suggested that principals duplicate these materials for their teachers.

Language Art

and Math,..i.

WCBE-FM

Kindergarten and First Grade
9:00 a.m., Repeat at 12:30 p.m.

M-F

The prograM wall include the following areas of study: Language
Arts - listening skills, stories, poems, riddles, rhyming words,
contractions, compound words, sounds and si!milar. activities.
Mathematics - Counting, sequencing, sizes, shapes,
fractions, time,
number facts and similar activities. Science - Weather, animals and
similar interests. --Social'Studies - February Holidays and Black Histgry
Week.

Language Arts and Math
WCSE-FM.

.

--

Third Grade

10:00 -a.

Repeat at 1:30 p.m.

M-F

The programswi ll include the following:
extending vocabulary through use of textbooks, Language Arts - ExpLaing and
poems, games, and music.
Mathematics - Addition, subtraction,
multiplication,
and introduction of
division. Social Studies
- Stimulating student interest in obiervation of
his/her immOiate environment.

Language
::CBE -FM

A*1;d

Math

s

Second Grade
9:30 a.m.

Repeat at 1:00 p.m.

M-F

The programs will cover the following areas:
Mathematics - Addition,
ubt.raction, two-digit problems, shapes, sizes,
sequencing of numbers,
measure--.ents, time, and story problems. Spelling - Unit 19,
page 64, the'
first week activities to be completed during the
week with a test on
Friday: d'ctxonary skill-, sentences, rhyming, plphAbetizing,
pnd creative
writing.
Units 20 and 21 during the Fecond pnd third weeks.

fLanguaie Arts and Math
WCBE-FM

Fourth Grade
10:30 a.m.

/
Repeat at 2:00 p.m.

M-F
The programs will offer
the'folloing: Mathematics
facts and concepts of multiplication,
- Reviewing basic
definitionof terms, and steps
for problem solving. SFelling
necessary
- Units 19, 20, and 21 as a base, following
.presented in the units.
concepts

353
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Language Arts and Math

WCBE-FM

Fifth Grade
11:00 a.m.

Repeat at 2:36 p.m.

M-F

The programs will include the following: Language Arts .7- Usingattention\,
getters in the areas of &thematics and science to initiate language arts.
activities. An integrated approach will be used to help students understand
the relationship between language arts and other subjects. Mathematics".Activities will include exercises involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and problem solving exercises requiring sophisticated approaches.
:

Language Art.; and math
WCBE -FN

Sixth Grade
11:30 a.m.

Repeat at 3:00 p.m..

M-F
The program content will consist of
a review of basic facts. A high
'degree of interest material will be
offered after the review exercises.

4
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SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS
Elementary Subject Areas Offered On Radio And Television

Subject
Fine & Performing Arts
Fine & Performing Arts
*Fine & Performing Arts IMPACT
Language Arts
Language Arts
Language Arts
Canguage\Arts
language Arts
Language Arts

*Liteature -

-

K-First Grade
Second Grad4.
Third Grade
Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade

Fourth, Fifth, Sixth

Mathematics - K-First Grade
Mathematics - Second Grade
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics
*Mathematics

-

Third Grade
Fourth Grade
Fifth Grade
Sixth Grade
Primary & Intermediate

Station. or Channel

Time

WBNS-TV
WBNS-AM
WTVN-TV

Channel 10

Channel 6

9:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

WCBE-FM
WCBE-FM
WCBE,FM
WCBE-FM
WCBE-FM
WCBE-FM,

90.5
90.5
90.5
90.5
90.5

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00

a.m. & 12:30 p.m.
a.m. & 1:00 p.m.

90.'5

11:30'

am. A 3:00 p.m.

WTVN-TV

Channel 6

11:00 a.m.

elCBE-FM

90.5

WCBE-FM

90.5

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
11:15

1460

WCE-FM 90.5
WCBE-FM
WCBE-FM
WCBE -R4

90.5
90.5
90.5

WCMH-TV

Channel 4

Reading- Tiger, Lions, Dinosaurs
Reading-'Rainbows
Reading- Signposts
Reading- Secrets
Reading- Rewards

WBNS-TV Channel
WBNS-TV i Chariul
WBNS -TV Channel
WBNS-TV
Channel
WBNS -TV' Channel

Reading=- Panorama

WBNS-TV1
WBNS-TV
W
WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV

ReadingReadingReadingReading-

Fiesta
Kaleidoscope
Images
Galaxies

*Science- Primary & Intermediate
Social
Social
Social
Social
Social
Social

Studies
Studies
Studies
Studies
Studies
Studies

I

WCMH-TV

- K-First Grade
- Second Grade
- Third Grade
- Fourth Grade,

- Fifth Grade
- Sixth Grade

Special Education for Basic Living
Skills

10
10
10
10
10

Channel 10
10

Channel 10
Channel 10
Channel 10
lianne1-4

WCBE-FM
WC8E-FM
WCBE-FM
WCBE-FM

90.5
90\5
9025
90.5

WCBE-F

90.5,

WCBE-FM

90.5\

WBNS-TV

Channel 10

*Programs offered on WCMH-TV and WTVN-TV are schedule
February 14.

a.m. & :30 p.m.
a.m. &'400 p.m.
a.m.

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

81

&
&
&
&
&
&

7:30 a.m.
7:45 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
8 :15 a.m.

8:30
8:45
8:45
9:00
9:00
9:00

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

11:00 a.m:
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a:m.
a.m.

& 12:30
& 1:00 p.m.
& 1:30 p.m.
&
&
&

2:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

9:15 a.m.

tentatively to begin on
(2/9/77)
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12:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

alm.
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SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS

\econdary

Subject Areas Offered on Radio and Television

Subject

Station or Channel

Time

Current Issues

WBNS-A

1460

1:00 p.m.

WBS-TV

Channel 10

9:45 a.m.

WRNS -PM
WBNSL-TV

1460
Channel 10
1460

1:00 a.m

English
Junior High Grammar and Composition
Junior High Grammar, Vocabulary,
Literature
Senior High Grammar and Composition
Senior High Grarrmar and Usage
Senior High:Literature

WBNS-AM
WBNS-AM

1460

10:45 a.m
1:15 p.m.
1:45 p.m.

Fine and Performing Arts
Fine and Performing Art:,
* Secondary Arts 7-12

WBNS-AM
WBNS-TV
WTVN-TV

1460
Channel 10
Channel 6

10:00 a.m
9:30 a.m.
10730 a.m

Foreign Language
German
French
Spanish

WBNS-AM
WBNS-AM

1450
1460
1460

11:30 a.m
12:00
12:30 p.m

Government, History and Geography
American History and Geography
Ohio History, Government & Geography
Principles of Democracy
World Geography
World History

WBNS-TV
WBNS-AM
WBNS-AM
WBNS-AM
WBNS-TV

Channel 10
1460
1460
1460
Channel 10

10:30
10:30
10:15
10:45
11:00

Mathematics
Algebra
General Math
Geometry
Matnenatics for 7th and 8th

WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV
WTVN-TV

Channel 10
Channe1,10
Channel 10
Channel 6

10:00 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
11:15 a.m.
9:00 a.m.

Science
Biology
General Science

2%.5-TV
WBNS-TV

Channel 10
Channel 10

11:15 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

WCHM-7,'

Ch...nnel

BNS-AM

Vocational Ed /Care'' & Practical education
* On the Way To Work

*These are the progra7s

4

11:30 a.m.

rhPnge has been made.

350

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m
a.m.
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SOME EXPECTATIONS

I'

1.

Pupils and teachers are expected to have at least one day "in-school"together each week between February 7 and 25.

2.

Teachers are expected to arrange for as many additional activities
involving pupils as possible, including lessons in the media, visits
to community facilities, and such activities as they are able to

..

create.
3.

Pupils are expected to participate in all scheduled School Without
Schools activities, and parents are expected to help see that they do.--

4.

All scnool personnel are expected to use maximum creativity in making
assignments and maintaining contacts with pupils.

5.

Throughout the School Without Schools project, school personnel are
expected to help pupils and parents be fully enforced about:
o

The Columbus Public Schools building their school is
assigned to use one day per week.

o

The bus schedule for the "in-school" day.

o

Lesson assignments.

o

Learning opportunities available through television, radio,
the newspapers, and community facilities.

o

How teachers and pupils ,can stay in touch with one another.

Note:

The expectations listed abo-.-e also apply to situations
in which a school will have its "in-school" day in a
community facility.

6.

Pupils are expected to be present when their school is scheduled
for its "in-school" day. Normal excuses for absence will be accepted.

7.

Teachers are expected to determine whom to call in case of an emergency
while a pupil is in school or participating in a School Without Schools
activity.

8.

Pupils are expected to take textbooks home, as instructed by their
teachers.

9.

Pupils are expected to complete assignments mace by their teachers
during the School Without Schools project.

3 ,r; 0
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10.

Teachers are expected to take attendance at all scheduled School.
Without Schools activities.

11.

Teachers are expected to record grades on the performance of pupils
on assignments made and tests given daring the project.

12.

Teachers are expected to keep themselves available for professional
assignments as needed.

--.

3C1
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TRANSPORTATION GUIDELINES

General Information

Contract Serrices

All contract operators have been asked to operate their routes (both
Parent Pay and Board Pay) on a regular basis when the school is in session.
Children will be delivered to and picked up from the alternate school site.
Leading and Supervision
Buses will be on site 15 minutes prior to the scheduled departure
time at the Home School.
Buses are to be loaded one at a time with the
lead bus being loaded first until full. As soon as a bus is full, it will
leave for the alternate school site, discharge the children, and return to
home school with possible second load trip.
Principals should see that a staff member is assigned to the loading
site to assist with the management and .loading of pupils.
Neighborhood Routes
Where neighborhood routes are normally transported to a Home School,
those routes will operate and will transport the students to the alternate
school)site.
An attempt will be made to operate those routes as close to
schedule as possible for morning pick up. All afternoon take home trips
will need to be adjusted according to the revised school day schedule.
Columbus Plan

Secondary Columbus Plan will operate on a regular schedule Monday
through Thursday for children whose schools are in operation. Routes will
operate only for morning and afternoon schedules. There will be no noon
or half-day Columbus Plan routes.
Fort Hayes Career Center and Southeast Career Center will operate
Fridays only and will maintain their normal schedule.
All Columbus Plan elementary routes will operate on Fridays only.
Routes will be run on the regular schedule; and in the regular pattern
and students will be delivered to the alternate school.sites. Any Columus Plan school not in session on Friday will not have transportation for-...
the duration of this plan with the exception of Innis which will receive
one trip.

(2/2/77)
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Elementary Schedule
For schools whose children will be delivered from a Home School to
an alternate school the following schedule will be in effect.
9:00
11:30
12:00
2:30

Buses leave Home School
Buses leave alternate site with A.M. Kindergarten
Buses Leave Home'School with P.M. Kindergarten
Dismissal
Return to Home School

Buses will be on site 15 minutes prior to the leaving time at the
Home School for both morning and noon pick ups.
There will be no transportation of Special Education Students who
are-located in regular school buildings. Alternate plans are being
arranged for these pupils.
Secondary Schedule
8:00
3:30

Buses leave Home School
Dismissal
Return to Home School

Secondary E.M.R. students will be transported to the alternate
school site by Transportation, Inc.

3"
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SCHEDULE OF SCHOOLS USING AVAILABLE FACILITIES DURING ENERGY CRISIS
SCHOOL

Forest Park(B)

Beechcroft JS

Beechcroft

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

N. Linden(B)
Val. Forge(B)
Wedwood(B)
Ridgeview(B)
Eastgate .

Walford(B)

Lindbergh
Centennial

Briggs

Briggs

Centennial
East

East

South(B1

Franklin

independence

Indep. J-S

W. Ridge(B)

Yorktown(B)

..

THURSDAY

Indian Spg.(B)
Devonshire
Hilltonia

Linden McK.
M. Franklin(B)

,

Maize(Ii)
Salem(B)
EakisaB)

.

Cranbrook(ll)

Beatty Park
Eastmoor Jr.(B)
Johnson.Pk.(B)

-

Linden McK.
Mohawk

FLIDAY

Monroe(B)
-

Champion
Berwick(B)

.

ScottwOod(BI

Brookhaven(B)
Mohawk J-S

Linmoor

Barrett

,

Duxherry Pk.
Pinecrest(II)

McGuffey Jr. '
Buckeye(B)

Sames Rd.(B)
Barnett(R)

Whetstone(B)
Mifflin JS(B)

North
Northland

Woodward Pk.

Beaumont(B) ,
Clinton Jr.(B)

Calumet
Parkmoor
Northtowne

West

%Vest

Central( B)

Westmoor

Starling(B)

Walden
Georgian Fits (n)

Everett

Lexington(B)

North
Northland
.

.9-

.

Medina(B)

._

Thurber

Everett

Ntilo(B)

Indianola

Medary

Roosevelt

Main(R)

Indianola Jr.
Roosevelt

Crestview

Crestview Jr

Beck
Clinton
Como

: Siebert

Beck
Clinton
Como
Deshler

Deshler

HomedaletB)
Koebel(B)

E. Linden

.

Fifth
Kenwood(B)
Hamilton
Innis.

Liberty
Lincoln Pk.
Linden Pk,

Oakland Pk.

Southmoor

Watkins(B)
Moler
Ohio(B)
.
Second
Gettysburg(B)

Fairmoor(B)
Kent

Indianola Eye.
Beery(R)
Crestview EtcFairwooc1(3)
Sharon(B)

Ileyl

Northridge

-.

E. Linden
Fifth
Gables
Hamilton
Innis
Kingswood

Sherwood(B)
Dornireon(10
Livingston
Glenmont(B)

Winterset(B)
Hudson

Gladstone
E. Colun bus(B)
Faii(B)
Wdodcrest(B)

Cassady( B)

Garfield(B)

J Treitt(B)

Liberty
Cedarwood:B)
L:nden
(Primary)
Brentnell(B)

I MaYbury
Lincoln Pk.
McGuffey Ele.

'Southwood
Linden

Weinland Pk.
Gables
Eleventh(B)
Pilgrim(i3)

3!arburn(P.
s

Kingswood

0, Orchard(B)

Easthben(lb

Reeb

Smith Rd.
Linden Pk.

.

(Interm 1

Huy ,

Broadleigh(B)

.

Oakland P.

.

Stmvart(13:

-

Shady Lane

Courtright(B)
So. MiiIhn
(Primary)
Scioto Tr.(B)
West Broad

So. Mifflin

.

Stillivant
West Broad
West Mound

Oakrnont(B)

Arling. Pk.
(Primary)
Sullivant
Bellows(B)
Valleyview(B)

Wayne

'(B) indicates school will be bused

Willis Park
Shepard(B)

Ileimandale'll)

Shady Lane
Arling. Pk.
(Worm.)
Stockbridge(B)

ilighland(11)

Avondaie(11)

Dana(B)

Burroughs

Chicago(B)
Binns(B)

FrnnklintoniBi
West Mound

Leawood
So. Mifflin

(Intern)
.

'

SCHOOLS LISTED AT LEFT ARE THE HOST SCHOOLS
Schools Using The host's Facilities Are Listed To The Right Under The Days They Attend
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under a tentative agreement pith the

By CHARLES FENTON

Columbus Education Association, Ellis

Catrn,lovrnal Staff Writer
.

Columbus Public Schools will re-

main dosed through Wednesday due to
the gas crisis, then will hold two days
of classes before closing until March 7.
officials said late Monday.

During the month-long shutdown,

the district will broadcast lessons
daily, and will try to provide at least
one-half day of classes each week for

all 96,000 Columbus students.
THE DECISION TO keep city schools
closed until Thursday came after

Columbia Gas of Ohio asked

all

commercial users to remain closed. if
possible, due to continuing severe
weather.
At a meeting Monday morning with
all c;ty school, principals and teacher
representatives from all buildings.
Supt. John Ellis and other administra-

tors outlined plans for the February

shutdown. '
*WE HA VE 0 CLOSE schools;
there is no quesL.on about that," Eiiis
said. "The gas just is not there."

tinder receptly-impo:ed gas allocation-Culbacks. the district has enough
gas to last just two more v.eeks m tn
177 boardowned buildings which use
that fuel, he said.
ADMINISTRATORS prefer to make

their own-plans for a shutdown

said.

CE.'S LEGISLATIVE assembly will
meet Tuesday morning, to tote on that
agreement and other guidelines for the
emergency shutdown.
Columbus Board of Education will
meet Tuesday afternoon to formalize
the system's gas crisis plat's.
,
During the shutdown. 29 city schools

which can be heated w ith other fuels
trill serve as centers for communications and production of special study
materials.

PLANS CM.I. FOR those schools
heated with electricity. fuel oil or coal
also to be used for once-aweek classes

for as many Columbus students as

possible. Ellis said.
Students from around the city would

rotate in the available heated rooms,
with elementary students expected to

hate orehalf claw of cl.i4ses each tt evk,

and most :econdary students to have a

fa day.

ALL SCHOOL EMPLOYES will be

e)wn, and will be expected to be

avail- hie for assignments as needed,
the su erintendent said.
Teachers will report to their regular
buildings Wednesday morning. to begin planning special activitites for the
coming three weeks.
The week of Feb. 28 to March 4 will

their books home with -them so they
can follow the broadcast lessons, or to
use lesson plans which will be printed
in newspapers. Merriman said.
WHEN STUDENTS REPORT to
schools Thursday and Friday, they will

complete work from .the semester

which ended last week while schools
'were closed, and will be given longterm assignments for the emergency
shutdown, he said.

Regular school buses willbe available to take students to special activities and to those schools that Oill be
open In addition. officials are working

on a plan to use some COTA buses

during the emergency, Ellis said.
ARRANGEMENTS TO obtain "selfhelp" gas from some independent well

owners are nearly completed, and
reopen the schools in March, Ellis said.

February will depedd on the initiative

Even during the shutdown, gasheated schools must use some fuel to
keep facilities from being damaged by
freezing. so the entire winter allocation from Columbia Gas will be used
up before March, he noted.

of Columbus leathers and their students.Ellis said

can do. without a lot of petty rules

k;lt on the payroll during the shut-

for instruction.
Children will lye encouraged to take

should result in sufficient fuel to

"All 'of us must rally to show the
entire community what educators are

murdered."

Merriman, assistant .superintendent

RUTMOST OF,THE learning that

Ile e.tlied on teachers to stretch their
unagonations to find ways keep education going in the city during the
enforced shutdown.

made of." Ellis said.
'1 think this emergeacy will draw. us
together." he said "But if we jtn.t sit
around and don't do anything. we'll get

TEAMS OF TEACHERS are preparing lessons in many basic subjects for
broadcast on local radio and television
stations. beginning Feb. 7,'sajd Howard

will go on during the remainder of

leaving enough gas to keep buildings
from freezing rather than watt for
the gas company to cut off their fuel,
Ellis said.

-

"I want you to show the finest you

front the administration," llrs said.

"SOME OF WHAT IS going to
happen will be marvelous," he predicted, "And some will he just rubbish "
To help the schools cope with their
energy crisis, many groups and indivinuals around Columbus have offered
heated space for educational activities,
Ellis noted..

The city administration has offered

the use of recreation centers and

personnel, while the Center of Science

and Industry and Battelle Memorial

Institute auditorium also will be available, he said.

be observed as "spring vacation,"
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Education Flows
otter
ith Scho
Iant?.

Students in Columbus' gas-starved
,schools had another holiday Tuesday
while school officials continued plan-

Childrenfilecomplaint fJ4/

ning School without Schools which will

nurse education along through February.

Studefits probably will get a spring

break Feb. 28 through March 4, but
will meet with their teachers periodically during the three weeks before
that. Regular classes are to resume
'March 7.
AFTER A ROUNIY of meetings with

officials of Columbia Gas of Ohio.
.Columbus city government and various
cultural institutions, School Supt. John
Ellis said:
o School will be closed Tuesday and
Wednesday.

Teachers will report to schools

knowledege flows more freely than
gas. t

THE COLUMBUS Educp..1 Association met Tuesday at Mohawk High

School and ratified changes in the
school calender, and the school board

was to consider the changes at a

meeting set for later Tuesday.
The latest revision of school plans
came Monday after the gas company
announced continued curtailments to

its commercial customers that use
more that 200,000 cubic feet of ges'a

month. That includes many school
buildings.
Ellis said the Columbus school
system has 29 buildings that do not rely
, on gas for heating.
IN THE TUESDAY meetings, teacher representatives and the school

.Wecinesday for planning meetings for
the School without Schools program.
Students will report to sc.hcv.)1
Thursday and Friday to pick up books,
get assignments, and find out how they
are to stay in touch with their teachers. board were to consider 2 change in
dates of the spring vacation It had
ELLIS SAID plans for the remain- been slated for April 11 through 15. By
der of the month, wh:ie still a little moving the break to Feb. 23 through
indefinite, call for students to net March 4, it would come at the end of
with their teachers at least one day a the School without Schools program
week. A school spokesman said some and would get the school system
elementary students will see their through the winter season of high .gas
teachers virtually every day.
curtailments.
The sessions will be held in, those
Schools operated by the Columbus
schools which heat with something Catholic Diocese also were closed
other than gas and in. some city-owned Tuesday and will not open Wednesday.
and private facilities such as Battelle Students are to get assignments ThursMemorial Institute.
day. and the Catholic schools then will
School officials also plan field trips close through March 7 because of the
to institutions such as Battelle and energy crisis.
COSI during the period the buildings
The Ohio General Assembly within

are closed. and they are counting as
well on educational programming on
radio and television stations and the
educational sections of The Dispatch
and CitizenJournal to make sure that

the next two weeks is expected to

consider legislation that would save
the schools fr:m having to make up
days lost because of energy emergencies.

_
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.

We the children of Room 7, Eifthav Scho

wish to complain about the closing of o

library learning center. We need a library t
study in, to have bee.ks for enjoyment an
learning, and to get an excellent education, W
can't use our library learning center without
librarian.
,
Our older brothers and sisters got a go,
education and we want one too. We are als
II

I

concerned about the kind of education ou
little brothers and sisters-are going to get if tli

levy does not pass. We would not want th
burden of their poor education. on o
consciences.

Please work to pass the school levy befor
our teachers are cut. We do not need a bigge
unemployment problem. Also, please work
get more money for education from the state
Please help. 6M GRADE, Room ?;Fifth
av School.
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While Schools
Shut.
rr"
Dear Parents:

We apologize for the inconveni-

ences, but we are in a bind. The
gas company has said there
simply isn't enough gas to keep

0,

.

1 '`
.

4;,.4.;

'1

4. 7if

schools open. So we have to close
must schools for a month beginning Feb. 7. Spring vacation will
be moved from April to the week
of Feb. 28.

Despite the difficulties, we

want to continue to keep learning
alive during the Feb. 7-25 period.

Education will be offered in

different plac"s and in different
ways. But if you and your children want to learn, the "School
Without Schools" program will
provide a lot of opportunities.
i:::

2..:

tiorf. Teachers are organizing a
variety of ways to keep in touch
with their students. Television,
telephones, radio, newspapers,
and regular tlasSitorns all will be
important. Small groups, 'large
groups, regular groups and field
trips of all descriptions are part
of the program. You can expect
to receive specific information
Your children can learn a lot.

:

-25'.!:""?

WE NEED UNUSUAL coopera-

from your school and through the
media.
4..

.::i:

ooperation.Urged- 11
.

1

'

f

-

,

:

:.:.

%

home Programs Important

:::

12

DR. JOHN ELLIS

courage it. but you are the real
loser if you sit on the sidelines.
We also expect good discipline.
We don't have time to beg anyone

to behave, and if students cause
problems, they will be quickly
excluded.
We face an emergency. It will
requii e the best in us. If you can

during this time or they can

help in any way, or have suffffestions,please let your principal or
teacher know.

into it. That will certainly be true

The Mayor, city officials, the
news media and community organizations have been :terrific.
We have an opportunity to turn a

waste the ppportunity. You get
out of education what you.put

during the next three weeks.

Please insist that your rhildren

watch the appropriate programs,
listen to the radio programs, e, 'bad situation into something

follow the newspaper instructions, and do their homework.
Also be certain that they report
to school at scheduled times and

participate in the other educa-

tional activities.
VE AREN'T GOING to send

the truant officer after. people<
who don't participate: We don't
have time for that. We expect
participation and strongly en1.,

"

3 it)

good. The Board of Education
and I enthusiastically welcome
your participation, understanding and cooperation in the
"School Without Schools" program. Workinr, together we can
insure that your children contin-

ue to learn during this crisis
period.

I
32s:

a
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re arations, ;aide
es sions
or
By Robert Albrecht

- t*.;

..

.

or n-a oapeoes sew

,

' Cournbus Public School principals
*,: and their assistants met at Mohawk
1.-

: High School late Wednesday afternoon
fora cra.lh course in emergency school'
:preparations and got a 100-page document to guide them over the next three
weeks while schools are closed.

Supt. Jahn Ellis-and otherdaritinis-

trators gave the school officials as
: much -ii formation as they could regardirig operations during the shutdown made necessary by natural gas

:shortages, btit cautioned them that
_plans could change daily.

.

'EACH PAT IN the guide was

dated'so that i can be discarded if a

more current order is needed.
The guide covers everything from,
payroll reporting to where to find the

care centers. Damon Asbiry, a director in planning, research and development. said.
Children six to 12 years old whose

parents both work will be.able to stay
at the centers when they -are not in
class or at some schoolsponsored
activity.

ASBURY SAID Franklin County
and United Way officials secured
emergency facilities at such places as
the Salesian Boys Club, the South Side

Settlement House and the YWCA.
About 1.700 students will be able to

take part in the day care center
activities, he said.
SOME OF THE e: oectations admin-

istrators have developed for the
"School without Schools" program and
teachers include:

various administrators during the
three weeks so \ they can answer
questions that will come up unexpectedly.

Pupils will take textbooks home.
as instructed by their teachers, and are,
to, complete assignments during the
three-week period.

Teachers are expected to determine who to call in case of emergency
while-a pupil is under their care.
I
Teachers should arrange for as

many additional activities involving
pupils as is possible, including lessons

in the media, visits to community
facilities, and such activities as they

are able to create.
Pupils are expected to take part
in the activities, and parents are
expected to help see that they do.
Teachers are expected to record
grades on the performance of pupils on

assignments made and tests given
during the"School without Schools"
project.
Teachers are expected to keep
themselves available for professional
assignments as needed.

The Dispatch Will publish school

and bus schedules the location of
school administrators, and radio and
television listings of educational programming in the Friday edition. This
information will be carried" as Class-

.

c col etivities
o Be Continued

room Extra. Page ThAee.

Student attendarke durirg the
three-week period is mandatory, administrators said. Attendance will be
taken at the once a week. meeting of
each class and durineother schoolsponsored activities.

The three onceweekly meetings
will count as attendance for the whole
time. administrators said. The regular
school lunch program will be in effect.
too.

THURSDAY AND Friday were to
be used by secondary school teachers

as testing days so grades could be
tabulated before the schools close.
Eleme tary teachers were able to
compl te the grading period last week.
Sch 1 officials have been offered
the ust of 19 locations throughout the

Columbus area for emergency day

N
r

1

. Some Columbus Public School activities will continue dUring the monthlong shutdown even though the natural
gas shortage has cancelled most classes.

Supt. John Ellis said alternate fuel

Classes for both sessions will ix
held at Mohawk, instead of Centre
High School, which will be closed.

ALSO CONTINUING during tilt
shutdown period are programs at

supplies will enable continuation of Dodd and Means Halls at Ohio State
classes for crippled children, the, Uri! :ersity. the Florence Crittenton
Licensed Practical Nursing program, Home,' Children's Hospital, Upham
all CETA programs and the adult high Hall at University Hospital, the Si.
school.

Vincent Children's Center and clastes

REGISTRATION FOR both day and
evening adult high school classes will

Juvenile Court.
Athletic activities and some music
and drama programs are being scheduled in school or community buildings

he held from 6 to 9 p.m. Thursday at
Mohawk High School, which uses coat
for heating.

ik

3 6.

for wards of the Franklin

not using gas.

County

Mt

11) CHARLES FENTON

t ch

s

CM/tn.-IN./tut Stall ~et.

Active -cooperation of all Columbus
Public Schools teachers, students and

Revised calendar for city schools
announced by Board of EduCation

parents will be necessary to assure

success of the district's "School Without Schools" proem... Supt. John Ellis
told the Board of Education Tuesday.
The board voted formal approval for
the program, to begin next week, and

Here's the calendar or Columbus Public Schools' 9G.000 students,
revised Tuesday by the isoard of Education due to the district's gas crisis:

Duthori7ed closing all city schools li om

the end of the school day Friday until
March 7, due to the gas shortage.

Wednesday

BECAUSE TREY will try to emit' hue

planning.

teachers report for emergency

some education, even with nearly 150

.

,Thursday and Friday
All city schools open; students

buildings closed, administrators are

calling the emergency program

"School Without Schools," Ellis ex- .......:::
"Students are expected to participate in all scheduled activities during
1the shutdown: and we call on parents
' dained.

to insist that they do," Ellis said.
ACTIVITIES WILL include lessons
broadcast daily on television and radio,

'

Schools remain closed, but

report to complete work for

first semester, and pick up

'

assignments and schedules for
"shutdown.",
.

eh. 7 to 23

"School Without Schools" in

some district buildings and var-

ious community centers. All

f
students required
to take part

in scheduled activities. Attendance will be taken, and grades
given for assigned work.
Feb. 2S to March 4
"Spring Vacation," rescheduled
from 41pril 11 to IS; no classes.
f
"
3Iarch 7
Regular classes resume. Off,tcials expect to observe April II

(Good Friday): and May 30
(Memorial Da}) as holidays, and

to end the school year on June
17, as scheduled earlier.

onceaweek classes in the 29 city
schools heated by other fuels, and

special field trips, he said.

In addition, Columbus city recreation centers will present minicourses
in almost 100 topics. The mini courses

are being prepared vecially for the will be assigned to one of the 29 schools

heated by electricity, fuel oil
coal,
Students from each of the 150 gas- he said.
1
heated buildings which must be closed
ONE DAY EACH week the ,reschool shutdown, Ellis said.

set

-assigricd students will be picked up at
their regular schools and transported
to their alternate School, where they
will.be taught by their regular teach-,
ers. Ellis said.
; OR those days. students will turn in
homework. pick up.assignments and
receive instructions on other weekly
activities, he said ."
/ All teachers will continue working

,jturing the shutdown, and will be

4 expected-to use their ingenuity to take

P.advantage of the many comraunitv
facilities which will Ire avaiiai,ie for
l!pecial activities, he said.
TEACHERS WILL take attendance

at scheduled activities, and will give
gradei-on work harried in Ellis said.
Activities scheduled Bring the shut-. down, plus the 15day fuel emergency

allowance measure expected to be
passed, by the Legislature, should

permit the district to write off regular
,days missed during the inor.h, he said.
That would allow Columbus schools
to complete their regular caleddar by
June 17, as scheduled. Ellis said.
HE PRAISED THE Columbus Mication Association, which represents 'city
teachers, for agreeing to change spring

vacation from April 8.15 to Feb.

20March he noted.
Some programs. including adult high

school, crippled elation's school, the
school of practical nursing and van
CE TA programs, will continue uninter-

369

ruptedly during the shutdown.
INTERSCHOLASTIC athletics and
some music and drama activities will
.he rescheduled into nong.is heated
buildings. Ellis said.
,
"One of the most important lessons
we tdch is that people must continue
to learn after they leave school,

.
"This program will help demon-\3
:strate that 'individual initiative and
persistence are vital, in getting
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Baby sitting help offered

parents in school dosing

Parents who need babysitting help
because,of the closing of the Colurnbus
schools may get help froth 22 United

Way agencies during the month the

Southside Settlement House, 363 Reebav; YWCA, 65 S. Fourth-st; North Side
Day Care Center, 94 E. Third-av; West
Side Day Care Center. 40 N. Grubbst.
Ohio Avenue Day Care Center, 162

schools are closed.
The Columbus Board of Education,
Columbtis Education Association. and
United Way (UW) have developed

Ohio-avt. South Side Day Care
Center, 255 jteeb-av; Neighborhood

THE PROGRAMS WILL help chil-

South Side YMCA. 190 Southwood-av;
Central Branch, YMCA, 40 W. Long-st;

House, 1000 AtcheSon-st; St. Stephen's
plans forchildren's programs at the '.Community
House,1790 Cleveland-ay.
agencies.
Hilltop YMCA, 2879 Valleyview;

dren, primarily in kindergarten

through 6th grade, whose parents must East Side YMCA. 130 Woodland-av;
work.
and the Jewish Center, 1125 S. CollegeAnnouncement of the plan was ay.
made Friday, by Supt. Dr. John Ellis,
MEANWHILE, UNITED WAY will
CEA President Ted Thomas and Unitto 'lose 10 of its 11 food pantries
ed Way Execiitive Director Al Dietzel. have
Saturday because they have run out of
Teachers will be provided at the food..

locations to help with instruction,

Jim Sanders. disaster coordinator
recreation and`cultural activities.
for UW, said there is a critical need for
The agencies will serve--a- -total of . more food and particularly for warm
2,155 _new children, Distzel said.
blankets.
The pantries were set up with
THE LOCATIONS FOR the emer-

gency child care program are West
Side Boy Club, 115 S. Gift-st;

Grogan Boyi Club, 1012 Cleveland-ay;
Big Brrothers, 2104. Tuller-st.
St. Aloysius (Catholic Social Services), 197 E. Gay-st; Epilepsy Associa-

Lion. 144 E. State-st; Gladden Cornmunity House, 183 Hawkesav: Hilltop
Civic Council, 2510 Sun:rant-ay.
Rosemont School, 2440 Dv: alightav; Salesian Boys Club, 80 S. Sixth-st;

extended hours a week ago when
severe weather hit.

LEFT OPEN WILL BE St. Stephens

Community House, which has been
handling around 60 requests for food a
day.

Persons wishing to donate food, so
some of the pantries may open again:
may call the UW office at 486-5391.
Pick-up and delivery of food donated is

being arranged by that office for
without transportation.

I,
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PROGRAMMING FOR.WBNS TV-10

t

7:30 a.m. BEGINNING READING LIONS. TIGERS,
DINOSAURSA story from Lions. The letter "B" is
discussed as well as clusters "pl." "it" a-id "sm."

et WRNS Radio

7:45 a.m. READINGRAINBOWSThe winner of

10 na a.m. Fine and Perforning ArtsInstrumeptal

8:00 Lin. READINGSIGNPOSTSStuclents read the

10.1.i a.m. PrincipleS of Democracy The accomplishments of the UN and its prospects for the future

yesterday's puppet contest is a guest. Tile "br" cluster
and "e114 phonogram is studied.

M usic

10.30 a.m. Ohio History S Goer entM interview

story rAre We Lust. Daddy?" on page 4 of Sig.nposts.

8:15 a.m. READINGSc.CRtTS--The story is "Jasper
MakeS Music" on page 175 to 181 of Secrets. The skills
lesson ,is alphabetizing.

8:30 a.m. READINGREWARDSA fiLnstrip entitled
"Words, Words, Words" and a discussion of tongue

twisters provide vocabulary development.
8:45 a.ni: READING
PANORAMA AND FIESTA
.
The reading skill of recognizing.sequential order is
developed through cartooning.
9:00 a.m. READINuKALEIDOSCOPE. IMAGES. GALAXIES4-"The Life of Ilarriet Tubrr.an" is discussed as
a basis for studying a biograohy.
9:15 a.m. SPECIAL EDUCAT1)N FOR BASIC LIVING
SKILLS=7Valentines are used to practice reading and
writing.
9:30 a.m. FINE AND PERFORM:WC ARTSA discussion
of troll activities and how they can inspire musicians ;,
dancers; and artists as well as story tellers.
9:45 a.m. JUNIOR HIGH GRAMNLkR AND COMPOSI-

-

with Mayor Toni Moody

10:45 a.m. World GeographyAn introduction to the
concept of culture

11:00 a.m. Junior High English-i-The methods of
adverti.sing

1

11:30 a.m. Germari.1-Early language instruction.- Includes simple structures ?nd dialogues, and cultural
capsules
12:00 noon FrenchBasic language instuction. Inclitdes
simple structures and cultural capsules
12:30 p.m. Basic language. Includes simple structures .
and dialogues. and cultural capsules \
.
LOD p.m. Current IssuesThe effects of \Television on
American-life
1:15 p m. Senior High Languaze SkillsThe importance
of good communication skills in job seeking
1:45 p.m. Senior High LiteraturePoetry \

TIONCONTRAST poetry helps students develop

writing skills
10:00 a.m:; GENERAL SCIENCE AND ALGEBRAA

computer is used to demonstrate graphing linear

functions.
10:15 a.m. GENERAL MATH FOR SECONDARY STU-

DENTSAn informal geometry lesson by studying
mathematical illusions.

10:30 a.m. AMERICAN HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT

Discussion of the circumstances that caused the
industrial boom of the post-Civil War period.

conflict in Turkey.

To the Editor:
Teachers and school employed, unions may strike almost directly against
the taxpayers for still higher salaries,
wages and fringes with school closings

discussell with emphasis on v. hat happens to chromosomes diging the four major phases.

during negotiations, and causing a
serious impasse between the tWo

10:45 a.m. SENIOR HIGH GR.AXMAR AND COMPOSI-

TiONIiow leads can be used to develop effective and
unified paragraphs.
11:00 a.m: V,ORLD HISTORY FOR SECONDARY

STUDENTSA study of 'sta.:50 and toe continuing

11:15 a.mt BIOLOGY AND GEOMETRYMno'sis is

.

PROGRAMMING FOR WI'VN TV-6

9:00 a.m. 7TH GRADE MATHAn introduction to the
meaning of fractions

9:15 a.m. 8TH GRADE MATHLocatir.g points for
,ordered pairs and moving figures on a grid
9:30 a.m. DIOCESAN .CATHOLIC SCHOOLSSOMETHING SPECIAL --PART 1
10:1)0 a.m. DIOCESAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLSSOME-

"

THING SPECIALPART 2
10:30 a.m. ARTS IMPACTContrasts in the various arts

'

will be demonstrated ciassi,al. versus "pop" art

approaches to music. dance. and the visual arts
111:00 a.m. LITERATURE FOR ELEMENT.11tYA potpourri of activities in literature B- o'As atout people in
'

!

other lands, about crafts. and about folk tales are

4

School Hopes Dim

reviewed

PROGRANIMING FOR WCM11 TV4

11:00 a.m ELEMENTARY SCIENCEHow to identify
t_ winter-birds in Oh:o and details on the construction of
two simple bird feeders.
11:15 a.:n. ELEMENTARY MATHPrimary geometric
shapes are investigated
11:30 a.m. "ON THE WAY TO WORK"---Some basic tips

on first aid and

on hx.:. to make an

inexpensive first aid kit for Ine hone.
WCBE Radio. 90.5 FM

9:00 a.m. Kindergarten & First Grac eValentines. "V"
sound. synonyms. subtraction, Lose

,groups.

A SMALL BENEFIT would pe
derived from passing further school
tax levies on which property-owning
taxpayers and others would default
owing to inability to pay the higher
rates.

Next comes Mother Nature and her
stri}ie with a 10-inch snowfall and 10 to
20 degree be. w. zero cold. The result?
Schools close.

THEN THERE is old Father Time
saying he is running out of fuel to keep

the scholars and teachers warm. The,
result? Scnools closed.

So, with three called strikes on
them, the future of the public schools
looks rather bleak.
George S. Koren.
Columbus.

9:30 a.m. Second GradeValentine activities, single
digit subtraction and "Y" and "AY" endings

10:00 arm. The Third Grade Lanuage and Math
Sequencing, two column addition, problem solving.
valentines. love

10:30 aim. Fourth GradeValentines Day. 3 and G
-sounds. multiplication and division

,1":011 a.m. Film GradeSentence structure, comma,
dictation and listening skills, division quiz, brain
r teaser

11:30 a.m. Thought problems, compound wotds, valen.

DISPATCH
2/14/77

.
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.
These are broadcast lessons prepared by teams.
of Columbus teachers to keep -,rea students in
touch with edtfcation while schools are closed due

to the gas crisis.
:
Reading textbooks referred to in listings for
WENS -TV are those used in Columbus Public
Schools, but officials say the lessons wilt be useN1
for all students.

PROGRAIMNGtOR WTVN TV 6
9:00 a.m. 7TH GRADE MATH
Word problems

involving all fraction operations.
9:15 a.m. 8TH GRADE LATH
"Pink Panther's Last
Case"
oictere and circle =ohs.
9:30 a.m. DIOCESAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

PROGRA351ING FOR WBNS TV-10

7:30 am. BEGINNING READING - EONS. TIGERS.
DINOSAURS
A visit front Dr. Charlotte Huck of
Ohio State University, a national authcrity on reading.
7:4: axis. READING - ftALNBOWS
Colors are used to
teach phonics in the story ANNIE'S RAINBOW.
8:00 3.ril. READING - SIGNPOSTS The
unportance of
vocabulary study is stressed by
FOLK TALES.
8:15 ara. READING - SECRETS reading
A mystery guest has
words to say about the importance
of reading.
8:30 a.m. READING -REWARDS A highly motivated
reader becomes a good reader.
8:45 eau. READING - PANORAMA AND FIESTA
Phonics decoding skills are practiced through signs.
tongue twisters and songs.
9:00 atn. READING - KALEIDOSCOPE. IMAGES.
GALAXIEZ
Being able to classify literature is
important to goo reading.

9:15 3.M. SPECIAL :::DUCATION FOR BASIC LIVING
SKILLS The da's and don'ts of anplvin2 for a job.
9:30 3.211. FINE AND FF,P.FORMLNG
ARTS
Music
reading. rehearsal problems.

interpretation. and
discipline are studied as they aoply
to live ensembles.
9:45 a.m. JUNIOR HIGH GRAM:4AR AND COMPOSITION
More on how to handle dialogues in writine.
10:00 am. PHYSICAL SCIENCE An dlusuati on of the
periodic motion of a pendulum and the factors which
effect this period.
/0:15 am. CONTEMPORARY MATH

up"

"Summing it

10:30 a.m. AMERICAN HISTORY ,The

and
the problems of the "Old WeSt" situation
as they have
developed until today.

10:45 a.m. SENIOR HIGH GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION
Sure cures for sick papers.

;

TH ENG SPECIAL - PART 1
10:00 a.m. 3IOCESAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS
SOMETHING SPECIAL - PART 2
10:30 alit. IMPACT OF THE ARTS SOUN'DLNG JAZZY:
Interpretation of jazz symbols used to create the jazz
sound.
11:00 3.M. ELEMENTARY LITERATURE - INTERMEDIATE

libraries.

Hew audio visuals media are cataloged in
WBNS Rai:M.1460 A.M.

10:00 a.m. FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS
American music
10:15 a.m. PRINCIPLES OF DEMOCRACY
system government

AfroSchool

10:30 3.133..01i10 HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT

A

summary discussion of previous programs
A discussion and
exploration of a mour.tain wilderness
11100 a.m. JUNIOR HIGH ENGLISH
A summary of
the last three weeks
11:30 a.m. GERMAN
Early language Instruction.
Includes simple structures and dialogues, and cultural
mpsules
10:45 a.m. WORLD GEOGRAPHY

12:GO coon- FRENCH

Basic language instruction.

Includes simple structures and dialogues, and cultural
capsules
12:3J p.m. SPANISH
Basic languzge. Includes simple
structure and dialogues. and cuitural capsules
1:00 p.m. CURRENT rSSLtS
41:13 p.m. SENIOR HIGH LANGUAGE SKILLS
A
review of our study of lancua *a
1:45 p.m. SENIOR HIGH LITERATURE
A mini-quiz
over the week's lesson An assigament for a short,
short story project
WCBE RADIO, 90.5 FM

11:00 a.m. WORLD HISTORY
A study of the
Philippines. Discussion of the place of a pr unitive
people in our current world.
11:15 a.m. BIOLOGY
A look at the supporting
structures of animals with emphasis on the rr-arrenaaan skeleton.

9:00 a.m. LETS IMAGINE. K-I. State Fair ViSit,
Synonyrns. Antonyms, Rhjmtng Words. Math Review.
9:30 2.M. SECOND GRADa.. Related Mathematics and
Language Arts Activities, Cirjo Pre. -nts- Grant and
Harding.

PROGRANLMING FOR WCMH TV 4
11:00 a.m. INTERNMDLATE SCIENCE

Subtraction and Multiplicat.aa. Writing Stories
10:30 a.m. FOURIV-GRADE. Spethag Test and Mathemattes Culinination.
1I:00 a.m. LET'S GET IT TOGETHER. Fifth Grade,
Riddle. Multiplication. Rationale Numbers. Sentence
Skills, Story Enduiers.
11:30 a.m. RADIO SD_ Sixth Grade, 'llought Problems.
Spelling Test, Interview.

A lcok at heat

and its properties.
11:15 a.m. INTERMEDIATE MATH
Measurement
skills are practiced in real world anplicauors.
11:30 a.m. VOCATION AL EDUCATION Steps
in ruing
the Federal income tax short form 1C40-A. Students
should have their W-2 statements and
1040-A
four..
11:45 a.m. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
All
about
CB
radios.

37°

10:00 a.m. THIRD GRADE. Rev"

of Addition.

All programs are repeated starting at 12:30 p.m.

Broadcast on WCBE Radio, 9e.5

9:00 a.m. Kdgn.
Arts and Math

First Language

9:30 3.M. fr.:co nd
Gradca.anguage
Arts'and Math
10:00 a.m. Third Grade Language
Arts and Math
-

10:30 a.m. Fourth Grade Language
Arts and Math
.
11:00 a.m. Fifth Grade Language
:Arts and Math
11:30 a.m. Sixth Grade Language
Arts
and Math
,
P.

THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS
'ARE EEPENIS
OF MORNING I.R.S
SONS

12:30 p.m. Kdgn. First Language
Arts and Math
1:00 p.m. Second Grade Language

Arts and Math

1:30 p.m. Third Grade Language

Arts and Math

2:00 p.m. Fourth Grade Language
Arts and Math

2:30 'p.m. Fifth Grade Language

Arts and Math

3:00 p.m. Sixth Grade Language

Arts and Math

Transportation guidelines
for Columbus
public schools during the
energy crisis
ELEMENTARY SCHEDULE
For school., whuse children will be
delivered from a Home School to
an
alternate school. the following
schedule will he in

effect.
9:00Buses leave Home School.
11:30Buses leave
with A M. Kindergarten.alternate site
12:00 Buses leave Home
School
with I'M. Kindergarten.

2:30Dismissal.

Return to Homo School.
Buses will be on site 15 minutes
prior Io the leaving tune at the Home

School for both morning and noon
pickups
There will be no transportation of

Special Education Students who are

located in

regular school buildings.
Alternate plans are being arranged
for
these pupils.
SECONDARY SCHEDULE

8:00Buses leave Home School.
3:30Dismissal.
Return to Home School.
Secondary E.M.R.

stud6nts will
traniported to the alternate school be
site
by Transportation. Inc.
LOADING AND
.
Buses will be onSUPERVISION
site 15 minutes
prior to the
at the Homescheduled departure time
School. Buses
loaded one at a time with are to be
the lead bus

being loaded

until full. As soon as
a bus is full,first
it will leave for the
alternate school
site, discharge the

children, and return to home
with pcs,ible second load trip. school
Principais should sec that a staff
member is assigned to the loading
site
to assist witlythe
loading of pupils. management and

rn

NEIGiii:ORHOOD ROUTES
Where neighborhood routes are

CO

normally transported to a Home
School. those routes will operate
wilt transport the students to and
alternate school :Me.

the

An attempt will be made to operate
those routes as close to schedule

as
possible for morning pick up. MI

afternoon take home trips will need
to
be adjusted according to the
revised
school day schedule.

3:30 p.m. School Without Schools
Announcements

This schedule, effective Feb. 7,

1977, is subject to change.

Wr.
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C. To describe the Delivery, of the School Without Schools Program

Information about the degree to which the design was implemented is provided in Chapter III of this report.

Further infor-

mation compiled by the media and by Columbus Public Schools per

sonnel is given on the foligAng pages.
Noteworthy points ,regarding the implementation of the program
are the following:
.

1.

2.

!

Variance in the nature and degree of instructional activity
by teachers during the crisis_was_high and individualistic.
Highly motivated teachers were creative and dedicated in their
performance; others did little more than was required (one
day per week). Elementary teachers generally demonstrated a
higher degree of enthusiasm and dedication than' did secondary
teachers.

.

The extent of volunteerism with4n the community was high,
witness .the following tabulation:
Non-School Facilities USed.for Instructional Purposes
Private Homes
Recreation Center
Churches
Banks
Restaurants
Fraternal
Private Recreational
Hospitals
Hotel/MotEl
University/Schools
Businesses/Stores
Apartment Party House.)
Day Care/Community Centers
Federal Government
Library Branches

606
29
54
11

23
3

14
9

4
7

33
14
37
1

19
T6-4-

Public Schools

36

890

As of 2/18/77, 125 schools reporting.
3.

There was high variance among studen's and their parents in their
level of involvement and commitment to the Program. There did
not appear to be any systematic factor that would account for
this variance.

37G
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4.

Little disruption,of.community life (crime, child mistreatment,
work, communication, transportation, basic needs) occurred
other than the need for child care at home.

5.

There was a general slowdown in the pace of scheduled instrucLittle change in curricular emphasis was
tion during the program.
noted,-although "peripheral" subjects such as health, physical
education, foreign language, did appear to receive less attention.

6.

The instructional strategies most often used by students were
one day at school and homework.

Readers not interested in the details of the implementation of the
program may want to skip to page

371'

INFORMATION ON THE IMPLEMENTATION
Or THE SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS_ PROGRAM
'COMPILED BY THE COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

In January 1977 the Columbus Public Schools were notified by
Columbia Gas of Ohio they were going to increase natural gas curtailbents in 45 large school facilities and plate.new curtailments into
effect for 129 of our smaller buildings. These new curtailments,
high usage of natural gas during November and December, anticipated
continued high usage in January, February, and March, and other fuel
problems placed the Columbus Schools in a most precarious position.

It was anticipated that in order to continue school even atmuch
reduced temperatures the Columbus Scnools would need to have 230 million
cubic feet of natural gas during February and March.
Of that supply,
less than 64 million cubic feet was available. Only enough fuel
remained to keep schools open through February 17, 1977.
.

Very little natural gas remained, even for basic needs in order
to keen buildings from freezing. This had to be prevented as long as
possible..
These facts were reported to the Superintendent of Schools and
he decided to close schools to
1)

protect the public's investment of hundreds of millions of
dollars in school building for as long a time as possible.

2)

give us time to search for new supplies of natural gas from
independent producers.

3)

afford us the opportunity to alter the fuel supply requirements
as many, buildings as possible from natural gas to
fuel and coal.-

4)

assist Columbia Gas of Ohio in their attempts to protect
natural gas service to homes, hospitals, and other human
needs.

6

87U
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MEMO

To:

Daman Asbury

From:

Calvin Smith

Subject:

Gas conservation accrued during the recent thirty
day closing

Date:

March 10,

1977

r-- ---goy the period February 4, 1977 through March 7, 1977
-had estimated that under" less than normal temperatures the Columbus
Public Schools would have consUmed 134.8 million-cubic feet of natural
My estimate from aas meter reaeingt taken by DERP personnel
gas.
during)the period referenced is that we consumed 40.93 qjllion cubic
It would appear that we have saved 93.87
feet :0 natural gas.
would estimate that this is a
:Ion cubic feet of natural gas.
savings of 51278,165.00 not spent'in this area which ordinarily might
have been.
1

I

If Columbia as of Ohio had diver-red the conservation to
residential consumers, 2700 'homes were heated during our closed
period by the gas We saved.

ummary
"SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS"
ATTENDAki0E REPORT

Elementary
Attendance

7,:

Secondary
Attendance

.

%'

February 7-11

44,428

86.6

34,333

819

February 14-18

44,127

86.0

33,573

80.1

February 21-25

42,446

82.7

31,621

75.4

AVERAGE

43,667

85.1

33,176

79.2

fr

fg

0

o

.

SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS
ATTENDANCE REPORT,
FEBRUARY 7
11, 1977
SECONDARY
ENROL_LMENT _

ELEMENTARy______

-11

ATTENDANCE

%

uIiNROLLMENT
.....

MONDAY

12v15

TUSDAY

VEDNESDAY

9212

76.7

10669

3764

3, 2. 1

10530

9027

35.7

6095

5147

84.4

260J

2183

33.9.1

z

ATTENDANCE
.:.

9033

7915

8146

7041

9563

7940

83.0

8040

6921

86.1

16511

14611

88.5

87.6

\

86.4

1

...

THURSDAY

"RIDAY

.

1

1

ci

t

'AL

41?12

34333

31.9

51298
I

38 -

44428

86.6

.

,

/

SCEOOL I.IIHOUT ;CCOOLS
ATTEXLIt;XE REPGRT
FLMARY 14
18, 1977

,..,

s?

.,

SECO:MARY

CIAENTARY
'S
.4

ATTWONICC

1.1:EOLL:UtT

-

.

i2ois

9413

78.4

9033

1066v

035J

78.3

0/
N

ATT680ANCE

T1IR6L1.(ILUT

7-,

8175

.90,5*

8146

7127

87.5

-....,

.

EDNES9AY

HURSDAY

,

10530

8707

82.7

9563

7834

0.9

6095

4906

80.5

8040

6626

82.4.

2603

210

83.9

16511

14365

87;0

41912

33573

51203

44127

...49.1

382

i-

7

96.0

SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS
ATTENDANCE REPORT
FEBRUARY 21 - '25, 1977

ELEMENTARY

SECONDARY
1

I

ENROLLMENT

v
..

'ATTENDA NCE

ENROLLMINT

ir-

ATTENDANCE

12p15

9024

TUESDAY

10669

4012

75.1_

3 LAO

69Z0

WiDNESDAY.

10530

8242

73.3

9563

7559

THURSDAY

6095

4592

75.3

8040

6286

FRIDAY

2603

1730

41912

3'1621

TOTAL

____1038

__75....1

`

66.5

1.19_36

I.

42446

75.4

L

3
O

705 ..---

5: t)

R5.1

79.1
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INTER-OFFICE
;. COMMUNICATION

BOARD OF EDUCATION

s

CITY OF COLUMBUS
Date

February 28, 1977

To
FROM:

Mr. Lucien Wright
Carol Reese, Volunteer Services

Subject:

Volunteer Placement in Day Care
Centers

is
The Volunteer Services office received 62 names in response to the
,need for volunteer participation in Emergency Day Care Centers during
the "School Without Schools" period:` Our referrals are listed as
follows:
Center
Big Brothers'
Community College
Epilepsy 'Center

Milo-Grogan
Neighborhood House
(OSU student;)
North Side
St. Aloysius
St. Stephen's (OSU)
YMCA
Jewish Center

Number Referred
03
03
03
02

01
10

06
02
-10

01
'02

43

*Call-ins.nor referred (lack of transportation,
parking cost
etc.)
*Mifflin Jung
High-School Students (placement
limited due o shortage of.reacher supervision)
*Sulli ant Elementary'School Library
TOTAL

Copy:

Mrs. Frances White

3E.4

3

14
02
62

378

Summary

ESTIMATED PUPIL TRANSPORTATION TO ASSIGNED SITES
FOR INSTRUCTION DURING "SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS"

(Estimated). :

Type of Vehicle

Number
Operating

(Estimated)

pulls Transported Daily

66-passenger

119

11,900

32-passenger

60

1,680

7

300

Lift Buses
Spares

TOTAL

10

Pupils Transported
"School Without'Schoo
178,500
25,200'

4,500

--

196

13,880

Includes public and non-public schools.
approximately 15% of the total.

385

207,700

Non-public schools account for

379

Sur.r/".ar.
USE OF CITY RECREATION CENTERS FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES

Schools

Students

Teachers

February 7-11

35

4,505

619

February 14-18

45

6,160

690

February 21-25

39

4,284

529

TOTALS

47*

14,949

1,838

*

.:-

Represents an unduplicated count of schools.

I

r

3P
....$0
2 28 4.7 da

..

380

NON-SCHOOL FACILITIES USED FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES*

Private Homes

693

Recreation Centers

29

ChurChes

59

Banks

12

Restaurants
Fraternal

3

Private Recreational

16

Hospitals

9

Hotel/Motel

4

University/Schools

7

Businesses/Stores

33

Apartment Party Houses

16

Day Care/Community Centers

39

Federal Government

1

Library Branches

19

968

Public Schools

36

TOTAL

As of 2/25/77, 150 schools reporting.

3 2'7

1004

381

Summary

"SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS"
LUNCHES SERVED AT ALTERNATE SCHOOLS/SITES

Number of Sites

Number of Lunches

February 7-11

25

6,414

February 14-18

26

7,878

February 21-25

25

7,371

TOTAL

26*

21,663

AVERAGE DAILY

18.5

1,444

.

*
Unduplicated count of sites.

-.,

383

382

February 28, 197y

Mr. E. Tilton
c.c.! 4r. C. Hartman
c.2.1,
Dr. Damon Asbury

-

Lunches served by Production Center:
durin3 "School without schools"
.t

Attached to this masa are the participation reports for
meals served
froim the Food Service Production Center.
A breakdown of this report
is as follows:

1. 1Hot Lunches
2,

served in Elementary Schools

(17 locations)

66,674

Cold Lunches, served in Elementary Schools

(1 location *)

2,1179

3.1 Cold Lunches

4

-:

Cold Lunches

served in United Ws; Agency Facilities
(18 locations)
served in "Alternate Sites"**

(5 locations)

,

14,103
5,091
1

1

Total Lunches - Food Services Production Center

87,347

*Shady Lane - not equipped to serve hot lunches
4,14 Non-school locations arranged for by schools:

IDouglas - I3ancChio Plaza, Broad Street Presbyterian Church,
COSI
Windsor - Windsor Re Creation Center
Duxberry - Village green Party House

Michael B. Morrill

380

"School Without Schools"

MEDIA INSTRUCTIONAL TIME

Elementary (K-6)

Description

Reading

Hours

WBNS-TV

1:45 daily x 15 days

26.25

WCBE-FM

1:30 daily x 15 days

22.50

WCMH-TV

:30 daily x 10 days

WCBE-FM

1:30 daily x 15 days

22.50

WCBE -FN

1:30 daily x 15' days

22.50

Fine &Performing Arts WBNS-TV

:15 daily x 15 days

3.75

WTVN-TV

:15 daily x 10 days

2.50

WBNS -AN

:15 daily x 15 days

3.75

WCMH-TV

:30 daily x 10 days

5.00

WTVN-TV

:30 daily x 10 days

5.00

WBNS -TV

:15 daily x 15 days

3.75

TOTAL

122.50

Math

Language Arts
Social Studies

Science

Literature
Special Education

,

Daily Average

Total TV Time

51.25

Daily Average

3.41

Total Radio Time 71.25
Daily Average

4.75

5.00-:

8.16 hours

"School Without Schools"

MEDIA INSTRUCTIONAL TIME

Descript:on

Secondary (7-12)

Math

Language Arts

HourS,

WBNS-TV

:30 daily x 15 days

7.50

WTVN-TV

:30 daily x 10 days

5 . 00:

WBNS-TV

:30'daily x 15 days
:45 daily x 15 days

11.25

WBNS-TV

:30 daily x 15 days

7.50

Fine & Performing Arts WBNS-AM

1:00 daily x 15 days

15.00

WTVN-TV

:30 daily x 10 days

5.00

WBNS-AM

:15 daily x 15 days

3.75

Science

URNS -TV

:15 daily x 15 days

3.75

Foreign Language

WBNS-AM

1:30 daily x 15 days

22.50

Vocational Education

Wall-TV

:30 daily x 10 days

5.00

TOTAL

97.50

Social Studies
0

Daily Average

Total TV Time

45.00 hours

Daily Average

3.00 hours

Total Radio Time
Daily Average

52.50 hours
3.50 hours

.

6.50 hours

Week of 2/7 - 2/11

Senior High, Junior High, and Elemenfary Schools

Small Gr:up

Telepiv..ne/
ii

.u"r4nc

Field Trine

_

Of
4'1111.nt=

7

20

45

543

101

3i S

.141

10,915

170

2401

47

110

1417

161

690

1150

14,720

204

2340

H

1157

1-=,744

1625

19,367

1
1

79

165

2370

1

53

259

907

12,097

1534

151

1

16,260

1276
.

,-,

94

10

199

3155

96

367

I

1023

12,447

1441

1275

h

1446.--'

17,410

1371

20,.123

6e75

87,704

dl

il

86

II

tI

194

3101

72

290

14,647

219

L

23'35

.1111

I

326

713

1

10,5:i6

45:5

2191

4:07

64,826

872

10,101

4.

392

I

1

i

393

e#11( of 2/14 - 2/18

S9nir:r High, Junior High, Elereeory Schools

1

Swill Grz.up

1

rc.:a-ry:1.-sn

i

7eleph!:ne/

Sri:?:',
1

N:. of
Field Trins

39

14

'-'

195

,!sni-r_l

32E5

1

-::.,nchc.,:,-

it!

104

il

1

I

..nt,..:

''',--.:"--r.rs

534

i

111-

2-177rrl V1s.:1

676

StudrInts

f:-.,c'se:.rs

12,408

[

262

S-ud.:nz.F.

2735

I

,

15

94

123

246

3236

I
1

62

259

133

990

13, 5:i0

327

43b0

276

4725

199

1553

1I

40

124

101

1

691

13,7E3

1

473

11

248

IL

X819

11,462

1649

1

ii

246

074

34

13

543

1497

1,633

150 5

19,936

1323

17,697

974

14,970

6737

90,1^91

1

g

127

1017
1

97

rn

1

II

1

IE

13,963

1

1

]

.....

17

1437

:
I

I

15

r.tr

1

9,282

I.:6

1411

11

0.
.111

I
I
1

541

4.1

I

1290

1

19,701

341

1493

4124

60,535

I

.

9E2

e370

Week of 2/21 - 2/25

Fie'

Senior High, 'Junior High, and Elementary Schools

CIl Grr..up
7riDs

Teliph.:n/

Tut%rinc

y7re v-c

N:. of
Id T-iDs

S'ulrInt5

TeDc-?rs

S-u-jer-s
1

119

274

4211

1

61

225

1029

12,145

220

i

2663

g

1584

19,249

1

II

323

II I

126

263

4250

73

41

335

1026

Is8

e43

14,529

134

1274

12,512

132

1056

I

1481

1
1

1284

18,305

2-4
I
I

133

275

4512

4

I

48

242

393

12,203

III

896

1

.1327

17,855

935

1.1 259

1

92

581

232

1292'

3712

20,513

40

263

230

520

1220

4316
-L

969
61,063

rs,

143

949

740

4E42

1

6611

69,636

397
39C

388
"School Without Schools" Bus Information
For the 15 day period February 7 - February 25, 1977
I

C.P.S. Buses
Small Buses - 36 capacity
15 days x 22 buses

330

bus trips

Large Buses - 66 capacity
12 days x 66 buses =
3 days x 55 buses =

792
165

bus trips
bus trips

150

bus trips

Contract Buses
Large Buses - 66 capacity
10 days x 15 buses =

C.O.T.A.
Large Buses - 66 capacity
10 days - (varied between 11 to 33 buses)

Total Bus Trips

G

3^

=

-

285

1722

bustrips

COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION
COMPUTATION OF EQUIVALENT SCHOOL DAYS FOR "SCHOOL NITHOUT SCHOOLS" FIELD TRIP OPERATION
p;

Hrs.

386

579

1088

1632

1200

162

243

130

195

58

87

115

172.5

63

63

30

Hrs .Per

Program

Number of StUdents and Hours of Participation
2/11
2/10
2/9

2/8
Hrs.
Stu.

2/7

StudenC.,

Stu.

Activit

COSI

1.5

CITY OF COLUMBUS

1.5

01110 HISTORICAL SOCIETY

1.5

Science Tours, Demonstration Classes
Outdoor education criries, iirldustriiT-tours,classes in a variety of subjects.
Tours of Ohio Historial-Museum and
Ohio Village.

BATTELLE

1:0

Science Classes

STATE OF OHIO

1.5

COLUMBUS PUB. LIBRARY

1.5

Tours of State Capitol and Offices
Classes in use of 1TUTiry , reaaing ,
black history, creative writing.
Tours and-aiscusiTOns of-Eoding,
book control, etc.
Tours of business establishments, service organizations, demonstrations.
Classes in a vaReIy of subjects,
tours of facilities.
Alternate phyiTEiriducation activities, bowling, skating, etc.
Ohio Theater Presentations, art
gallem, educational movies.
Tours of offices, court
observations.

111

30

166.5

Stu.

Ors.

Hrs.

Stu.

Stu.

Total
Stu.
Hrs.

Hrs.

1342.5 4455

6682.5

801

2405

3607.5

640

960

2175

3262.5

257

171

171

682

682

388.5

120

180

634

951.

2832

2040

3060

8547

210

315

100

150

546

220

330

120

180

675

30

45

206

309

1329

395

782

1173

534

621

948

1422

161

161

257

144

216

259

1742

2613

1888

1800

886

797

1195.5

414

,

,

rn
cc)

17T11 AVENUE LIBRARY

1.5

BUSINESS AND
SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS

1.5

01110 STATE'UNIVERSItY

1.5

RECREATIONAL ORG.

1.5

CULTURAL ORG.

1.5

FRANKLIN COUNTY

2.0

U.S. POST OFFICE

1.0

FOOD SERVICE

1.5

1339

2008.5 1538

2307

.

81

54

55

82.5

127

25

37.5

310

465

66

99

110

165

186

279

42

63

113'

169.5

75

112.5

446

624

88

132

145

217.5

29

43.5

262

'393

35

70

161

322

35

35

66

99

5271

7826

126

2062

252

3061.5 3470

5253

84

5792

84

135

254

254

191

286.5

257

385.5

8517.5 5080

7467

1675

4.5 hours/school day a .074 equivalent school days.

400
390

1012.5

135

32,125 hours i 96,000 total enrollment .-.335 hourser student.
.335 hours per student

819

190.5

Tours of Post Office facilities
Tours of food service processing,
sales, packaging firms, demonstrations.

TOTALS

12820:5

32125

COLUMUS PUM1£-5E1100LS
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION
COMPUTATION OF EQUIVALENT SCHOOL DAYS FOR "SCHOOL WITHOUT

Hrs.Per
Student

Pron?am

2/21

Activit

St.'

COSI

1.5

CITY OF COLD: ous

1.5

OHIO HISTORICAL SOCIETY

1.5

Sc4ence Tours, Demonstration Classes
Outdoor education classes, industrial
tours,classes in a variety of subjects
Tours of Ohio Historicai'Museum and
Ohio Village.

BATTELLE

1.0

Science Classes

STATE OF 6110

1.5

Tours of State Capitol and Offices
Classes in use of library, reading,
black history, creative writing.
Tours and discussions of ceding,
book control, etc.
Tours of business CsaTilarnents, service organizations demonstrations.
Clai;es in i-larieti-61 subjects,

COIWBUS PUB. LI811A0

1.5
.

17T11 AVENUE LIBRARY

1.5

COSINESS AND
S1I1' /ICE ORGANIZATIONS

1.5

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

1.5

RECREATIONAL ORG.

1.5

CULTURAL ORG.

1.5

FRAM iu COUNTY

2.0

.

1279

_

I0OLS" FIELD TRIP OPERATION

NuMLer of Students and Hours of Participation
2/22
2/23
2/24
2/25
Stu.
Hrs.
Stu.
Hrs.
Stu.
Hrs.
Stu.
Hrs.

1918.5 1110

1665

898

1347

1121

Total
Hrs.

Stu,.

1201- _ID__ 1159.5 5194_ 1191____

620

830

1013

1519.511419

2128.5 1910

2865

-

-

981

1471.5 1042

1563

1180

1Z20-1815

-

-

362

362

295

295

24'

24.9 _218_ _218_1119-_1.119.

-

-

235

352.5

101

151.5

254

381

-

-

649_ ,9688,5._

??45.6

L427

\

----

90

tours- of facilities.

Alternate physical education activities, bowling, skating, etc.
Ohio.Theate Presentations, art
gallery, educational movies.
Tours of offices, court
observations.

Hrs.

SCI

'441

3661.5 2297

135

145

217.5

209

401

601,5

723

084.5

912

437

655,5

371

556.5

301

3445.5 2159
313.5
1368

451.5

152
1151

190

.16125 4228L

49

3238.5 1258
_2211

1887

8155

_184.51

123

1726.5 1051

285

639

7_15

-

.95E1.5_
1:123.2..-

1078.5

719

1576.5 4238

234

6412_

6357

351

1533

2299.5

324

1136

1704

874

1311

3825

5737.5

-

-

-

.

400

600

240

360

87

130.5

193

289.5

216

\
1589

.

2383.5

391

586.5

-

-

589

883.5

-

-

382

573

-

,

U,S. POST OFFICE

1.0

FOOD SERVICE

1.5

VOCATIONAL ORIENTATION

1.5

TOTALS

Tours of Post Office facilities
processing,
Tsoatlje:,!Pai4isnervfiZspr=sn!nt

-

747
334

'897

1120.5
501

90

90

118

Ila

60

60

83

549

823.5

286

429

450

675

304

456

r

,3:16

3594

400

600

300

450

300

450

_100

150

11\434

2.151

14496.5 j78F5

1,1632

8845.5 '051

41,416 hours t 96,000 total enrollment = .431 hours

113350.5 :854

1:074.5 :759

per student.

.431 hours per student i 4.5 hours/school day = .096 equivalent school days.

83'

_351_351

4141

130

.

LULUMUUla VUULIL WIUULb
.DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION
COMPUTATION OF UNIVALENT SCHOOL DAYS FOR "SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS" FIELD TRIP OPERATION

Hrs.Per
Student

ProgrJm
COSI

1.5

.

CITY OF COLUMBUS

1.5

OHIO HISTORICAL/SOCIETY

1.5

Science Tours, Pemonstration Classes
Outdoor education classes, industrial!
tours,classes in a variety of subjects
lours of Ohio Historical Museum and
Ohio Village.

BATTELLE

1.0

Science Classes

1.5

Tours of State Capitol and Offices
Classes in use of library, reading,
black history, creative writing.
lours and discussions g coding,
book control, etc.
Tours of business establarnonts, service organizations, demonstrations.
Classes in a variety of subjects,
tours of facilities.
Alternate physical education activities, bowling, skating, etc.
Ohio Theater Presentations, art
nallery, educational movies.
Tours of offices, court
observations.

/

STATE OF OHIO

M

Activity

COLIPIRUS PUB. LIBRARY

1.5

17TH Amur. LIBRARY
BUSINESS MO

1.5

SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS

1.5

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

1.5

RECREATIONAL ORG.

1.5

CULTURAL ORG.

1.5/

FRANKLIN COUNTY

2.0

U.S. POST OFFICE

1.0

FOOD SERVICE-

1.5

VOCATIONAL ORIENTATION

1.5

Tours of Post Office facilities
Tours of food service processing,
sales, packaging firms, demonstrations.

2/ 4
Stu.

JUR

Ors.

Huriber of Students and Hours of Participation
2/15
2/16
2./ 7111.s.
Stu.
Hrs.'
Stu.
Hrs.
Stu
Stu2./10 Hrs.
_1306- 2n2g

.

.567

1813.5

-798-

1448

2172

1235

1852.5

835

1252.5 5338

8007

1939.5

1091

1636.5 4359

65316_

1125

1070

706

1059

429

643.5

840

1260

1293

81

81

215

215

124

124

305

305

315

315

669

143

214.5 1411

1605

317

475.5

115

172.5

390

585

446

2045

3067.5

2149

3223.5

2250

3375

1995

157.5

84

126

150

2992.5

1790

2685

1040

663

994.5

105

587

880.5

516_ 804

135

202.5

110

165

60

90

313

469.5

241

361.5

859

230

345

88

132

71

106.5

103

154.5

552

60

90

73

109.5

333

388

582

743

35

70

101

202

.75

75

110

110

546

819

307

46

60

226

90

339

_734_ 1101_ _626 _939 _638_ _95L 312L- ..46aLL.

317.E -109 150

7206 10611.5

222

ig

35

__135._3WWL

12813.5-

828
1114.5

LEL_ ._532

__LIE _2E

__10
3Q_

UAL_ 11369

100

8166 1 23

96,000 total enrollment = .567 hours per student

hours per student 4 4.5 hours/school day = .126 equiyalenschool days

404

403

2116.5
5343.5

486

225

1049

'0229

324

9513

54,434 hours

J19L! 598E9.8982__

2185-5 ._l 209

750

145

TOTALS'

Sti;r1.3talitrs.

STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN "SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOUL54 FI
PRCGRA

U1S1
Ohio Hist.Soc.
Battelle
Cols. Pub.
Library

TYPE OF ACTIVITY
ORGANIZATION
iours,classesjecons.
Tours,classes,demons.
hio Hist.Soc.Alo Village
Tours,sciince classes
Battelle MOTial Institute
Films,use of liTrary,
Main Library-1-15 brancifTibrar tes
career ed.read.bl.stu. in city of Columbus

I:

1

OTRIPS BY PROGRN4 AHO GRADE LEYCL
2

3

4

5

T-TJR-1806 2258 189Q 1911'2257
444 1306 '236 1640'0554

,

33 -1171

6
217.1

1295 1106

599

- - -

7

9
223

8
372

10

595 '11-F-lb3

Tous,classes,demen-

Coluems

strations.

State of
Onio
17th Ave.
Library

Tours,State Office &
Legislature Visits

Work Ns:Water Trect.Plants,Zoo,
Frank.M.Rulverizing Sta.Metre.Pks.
Sen.Citz.Otrs.,Muncipal Dtr'c.
Ohio Dept.Natl.Resources,S.ete
Capitol,State Off.Tower, State Leg,
Fairgrounds,State Institute
Columbus Public Sciools
Central Library
Rock ell,Sears,Borden,Sheraton,Amer.
Ed.Press,Amer.Red Cross,OPaceland

.

Teta

12.1

Spec
234

15 637

SS

-244

10,812F

12

2,84T

3311.--4111---276-72151c

Not Arailarle

26,931

-City 117111-,Thv.61-1-Ird7iv.ot Police

City of

11

5ff 276
336 110-6-4257-1-&-28
252

.

1240 1808 1813 1585 2014 1459 1805

128

164

148

783

711

193

514

242

126

25

586

404

218

348

82

172

152

166

14,202

2,684

,

Tour
.

33

306

412

319

353

215

290

153

235

471

766 1006

854

960

352

206

-ln

90

48

50

50

70

1,928

Ctr.Hunt.Bank,MINSALof Realatos,
Bus.& Serv.
Organiza.

,

Tours,demon.practical experience.

.

.

DSU

lours,classes,demons.
.

Organiza.

Al'ernate Physical
Educe. Activities

Cultural
Orlanita.

Touis,films,classes,
Misc.presentations.

Food
Service

Toursclasses,prac-

R,-!creatienal

rn
Cr)

tical experience.

Gen.Motors,Indus.Nucleonics,Ohlo
Bell,Christ.inn,City Hatl.,Ohio
NatI.Cols.Showcase,Colsd, So.Elcc.
Cols.Dispatch,WCOL,LazarUsjlation.
Ins. Lee Wards,WTVNACI,Num.sm.bus.

300 Classes, piogroh, tours
Milo-Grogan Boys' Clubs,Capricenes
Golden 8-8all,ICC Chalet,lceland,
Li-den Roller Rink,rikeLon Lanes,
Skateland,YCA,YWCA,Sub-Aquatics,
United Skates of America. -Ohio Iheater,Art Callery,Corum,
OSU,Studio 35,T,hcater on Continent,
University Theenr, City Tour.
Anthony Thomas,A a P,Ilig Bear,Porden
Test Kitch.Burger Chef,Burger King,
Clinton.Bakery,Krispy Kreme,E1 Adobe
Jai Lai,Cols.Sch.Food Serv.Ctr.
French Mkt.Krema,Koger,Linden Mkt.
McDonald's,Old Church Ils.,PaPa Joe,
Roth Prod.Sanese Serv.,Stump's,White
Castle,Wonder Bakery,Wort.h.Indus.

Franklin Co.

lours.Court Visits

Court Ils.Record's.Offi lall of Jus.

C,:iierCf-rs.

Intro.to Car.-Prog.

Fort Haves, Southeast

U.S.Govmt.

lours

OCkenbacker AFB,M5-5P.O.

TOTALS

f.,

4 Si J

140 -N) 275

tiU

28

160

859

378

630

500

124

7,449

--n

217

100

235

525

126

2,591'

356

623

447

275

120

85

2,104

110

280

105

117

4,830

98

58

109

3,837

33

231

295

570

687

659

945

166

261

371

590

516

461

490

474

450

279

53

134

125

.

, ----

105
.

a

401 6648

15-4---4-9Y-T-q0T65
8381 7653 9664 8917 86f

15-6.-TISr-

'463 2371

40
45 1866

171

45

11T

1,915
60

89

3376 1363 2683 2243

1294

20

ug
99,767

393

Echicitiou.

ir
-

WBNS

Columbus area radio

lyzed through field trips and 2:30 Other Families, Other
acid tclevidn stations have microphotography.
Friends tnt.
Social StudScience is Discovery 3 ies. Field trips to other
turr.cd over large blocks 9:03
Science. Areas of as- families around the world
of their broadcasting time tronomy, geology and eta).
2:45 Self, Inc. Int-Jr Hi
for the use of educators gy for third graders.
Health. Question. and prob9:20
Wordsmith
tnt.
during the time schools
lems that will help the 11 to
Arts. Language 13 year old during physical
are closed because of the Language
development through listen- and social changes.
fuel shortage.
ins!, speaking, reading and 3:00 Mulligan Stew
The programs are de- writing.
Health. Fun to learn activisigned to keep students in 9:35 Ripples K-Pri
ties to teach good nutrition.
Health.
Encounters
shown
to
Spetouch with lessons and to develop a child's feelings, 3:30 Home Room
cial messages for teachers
supplement the instruc- values and ability to cope.
relating to COETY protion students will get dur- 9:50 Stepping Into Rhythm grams
and other Central
Pri
Music,
Rhythm,
singing weekly class time and
Ohio educational informaing,
movement
and
musical
at other times they meet styles for children to develop tion.
With their teachers.
preferences.
Teachers have been en- 10:05 Process And Proof 6

Science, Investigation
couraged to follow up the
develcoment of soludaily programs with their and
students with whatever tions to the problems of

drill or testing they find
helpful, The stations and
educational programs
are:

WRNS-TV
Channe110

conservation.
10:25 Science Is Searching
K-Pri Science. Discovery

of fossils, dinosaurs, the

*

*

Radio

y1cO:00FineandPerforming
144Cl AA'

10:15 Princieles Of Deinoc-

10:30 Ohio History, Gov-

-

e rnment and Geography
10:45 World Geography for
Secondary Students

11:00 Junior High Gram- 'mar, Vocabulary, and Literature
11:30 German
12:00 French
12:3.3 Spanish

1:00 Current Issues for

Secondary Students

1:15 Senior. High Gram-

mar and Usage

1:45 to 2:00 Senior High
Literature

..

WCBE

moon, and animal eggs, by
90.5 F.M.
kindergarten and first grad9:00 Kdgn.-First
Laners.
guage Arts and Math
10:43 Science Room Int
9:30 Second Grads LanScience. Co.;tent based cn guage Arts andsitaln
Physics, chemistry, and 10: CO a.m. Third Grade

7:30 a.m. beginning Read- earth science for middle Language Arts and Math
ing
Lions, Tigers, Dino- graders.
10:30 Fourth Grade
saurs
11:00 Electric Company
Langua Pe Arts and Math
7:45 a.m. ReadingRain- Language Arts. Aimed to11:00 Fifth Grade
Lanbows

ward the 7-10 year old to guage Arts and Math

11:03 a.m. Reading Sign- develop sounds, reading and
spelling.
Posts
Se8:15 a.m. Reading
11:33 Sesame Street Lancrets
guage Arts. Aimed toward
pre-school
and primary
8:30 a.m. Reading
Rewards
grade children to dave!op
Pan. sounds, reading and spell8:45 a.m. Reading
ing.
orama and Fiesta
9:00 a.m. Reading
12:30 Guten Tag Sec
Kaleidoscope, Images, Galax- German: An enrichment

11:30 Sixth Grade
Language Arts and Math
THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS ARE REPEATS OF
MORNING LESSONS
12:30 Kdgn..First
Language Arts and Math

1:00 Second Grade LangU3ge Arts and Math
1:30 Third Grade
Lanies
course of conversational guage Arts and Math
9:15 a.m. Spectif Educa- German, for first year Ger- 2:C0 Fourth Grade
Lanlion For Basic Living Skills man Students.
guage Arts and Math
12:45
Sell,
Inc.
Int-Jr
Hi
9:30 a.m. Fine and Per2:30 Filth Grade
LanPhysical Education. Physi- guage Arts and Math
forming Arts
9:45 a.m. Junior High cal fitness developed in your 3:00 Sixth Grade
LanGrammar and Composition living room.
guage Arts and Math
10:00 a.m. General 1:00 Enjoying Art 2 Art. 3:30 School Without
Science and Algebra

February creative art

10:15 a.m. General Math through monoprints, Veen-

for Secondary Students

tine painting, clay and a

10:30 a.m. American His- birthday party.
tory and Government
1:15 Exploring Art 3
10:45 a.m. Senior High Art. Shape, space, line, color
Grammar and Composition and sculpture is ernoha.
11 :00 a.m. World History sized.
for Secondary Students
1:30 Ripples K-Pri (R)

11:15 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Health. Helping a Child deBiology and Geometry
velop values, feelings and

W SU-TV

Schools Announcements

T°aps
Establish a daily routine with

ability to cope.

your children during the "School

Language Arts. Creative
writing skills in imagery,

Without Schools" program. The sched-

3:45 Tyger, Tyger Int

;Wiry, drama, limerick and

CHAIM EL 3.4
stories.
8:15 Short Story Showcase
2:00 Roomastics K-Pri

Sr. Hi
English. Reviews Physical Education. Physiand segments of Hamlet, cal fitness developed in your
Much Ado About Nothing, living room.
and Othello.
2:13 Stories of America

8:45 Community Of Living Pri Social Studies. EnterScience. taining and informative stoEcology data can be ana- ries of America's past.

Things Jr. Hi

407

ule can be flexible, but it should

include regular times to do school

work. Don't !et your children put off
school work until evening.

Listen to or watch some of 'tile-

radio and TV programs with your
children if you can.

Read the special 'educational

section in the newspapers and encourage your child to do some acthities at
his or her level.

arent
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Coluilibus,Its Schools. Shut,
Turns.toTeadhing Over T.V

NEW YORK TIMES
2/7/77

zYWIC7.Mts

COLUMBUS. Ohio, Feb. 6With the
public and parochial schools closed here
for the next month because of the natural

gas shortage, pupils will be offered instruction tomorrow on television and
radio, in newspaper pages and'universay
classes and, for the hardy, outdoors.
Television programs such as "Captain
Kangaroo" and "The Price Is Right" will
be canceled for four hours daily on
WBNS-TV;' The Columbus Dispatch will
print two-pages of lessons and tests; high
school seniors and juniors will be invited
to Ohio State University, and city recreation aides will offer such courses .4 "outdoor survival.",
"We have asked for a creative response
to keep education alive for the duration,"
the Superintendent of Schools, John Ellis.,
said. "The community response has over.
whelmed us."
About 93.000 public and 16,000 parochial school pupils were affected by the dos-

ing of the Columbus schools on Friday.
Perhaps 70 percent of the schools in the
slate. will be closed for varying periods
over the next month because of the gas
shonap,e. But no other city has been as
hard-hit as Columbus and none has reported such a broad range of, substitute
educational activity.
The entire teaching staff has been en-

couraged to use "any creative method
they can find to maintain contact with
their students," Dr. Ellis said.
One teacher plans to use- her camper

for giving reading lessons, others will
telephone; some have planned
tator
small group sessions in space made avail-

able by restaurants. A motel has offered
six rooms for use by the public and parochial schools, and banks have offered their
conference rooms.
"We ten L suing to send the tr,J.int

offiLtr atter people who don't par:lc:pate," Dr. Ellis said in an open letter
to parents. "We don't have time for that.
We except participation and strongly en

parochial schools for free time, Mr, D'An'gelo said had he insistedion "mandatory
for upper classes. Programs on WBNS viewing." A station spokesman explained
rad:o and on ,other commercial and educa- that this meant that teachers would give
tional stations Will cover the hours from tests to students and check at least one
then until 3:3D P.M.,*the normal school day each week that television assign-

closing time.,-r-

,

Students at each vade"1:vel will check
newspapers for listings ofL, the programs
intended for their respective age groups.
For example, the 8:15 AM. Monday pro-

.merits were being carried out.
Thirty-seven of Columbus's 167 schools

that use sources of energy other than
natural gas will remain open for once-a-

week meetings of teachers And students.

Students will be assignments and to go
gram of 15 min .:es' du:: on Is listed as over material taught on television,
Ohio State,University, which has more
"Reading Secrets." Secrets is the name
of the text used by third graders.

School officials are stressing that the
intention is to maintain pace with fundamentals. Educational television stations
operated by the school board and Ohio
State University will supplement these

than 50.000 students, remains open because it uses alternative sources of ener-

gy. University officials are inviting
Columbus high school juniors and seniors
to attend classes on a seats-available

basis. They are alto opening libraries on

the campus fo high school students.
basics with enrichment programs.
' About 420-persons will participate is
Recreation Courses

"the television programs, comprising the

Thr city's Mayor, Tom Moody, has directed recreation officials to work with
"What is unique is when commercial the school system in devising a variety
of short courses and field trips. Tomor-

personnel needed in front of the cameras
as well as those behind the scenes.

television offers four hours a day of free

time," Dr. Ellis said. The community's row. such courses as "outdoor survivial,"
two o:her commercial stations have also "nature study and interpretation" and
offered two or three hours, he comment- "forestry and arboriculture" will begin.
The Columbus Dispatch is donating a
ed, but there, are no firm plans now to
twopage daily section containing lessons,
use this time.
printed assignments, tests and other inFree TV Time Offered
formation prepared by the State EducaHe said that on Jan. 26, when the ther- tin Department,
mometer was hovering at 10 below zero,
Battelle Memorial Institute, the interow:. James A. Rhodes declared a crisis national research organization whose
and the closing of the schools appeared headqudrters are here, is offering its staff
imminent. he retested a call from Eugene of scientists for lectures to high school
D'Angelo, general manager of WBNS-TV, students. Battelle is involved in varied
the local CBS affiliate. offering free time research, including coal gasification

in the event of closings. Dr. Ellis ai.d studies and energy conservation,
Dr. Ellis expects a side benefit accruing
a dozen school officials began planning
with the station's personnel the same day. to adults.

"Moct adulic do rot know what ha
Mr. D'Angelo said the station's estintted
tit,. loss for time turned over to the pens in schools." he said. "Parents don'
schools would be about Sl00.000. This know how we teach reading, math o

results from lost network revenue, the Englidt. This will provide an excellen
scrapping of commercial production and opportunity for parents to know wha
is betrg fought. And it will help parents
loss of new advertisers,
In negotiating with. the public and learn how to help their students."

courage it, but you are the real loser
if you sit on the sidelines. We also expect

good discipline. We don't 'have' time to
beg anyone to behave, and if students
cause problems, they
be quickly excluded."

The ,batik of the emergency program,
called "School Without School," will be
on television and radio. The television
programming is hom 7:30 to 11:30 A.M..
beginning with lessons for first graders

and ending with biology and 'geometry
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General Assembly °Ks.
Funds For Field. Trips
The Ohio General Assembly overwhelmingly passed legislation Thursday aimed at ?Rowing Columbus education officials to use 3451.650 in
federal funds to provide field trips for
students while city schools are closed.
The assembly's action came when
the Ohio Senate approved the legislation (House Bill 178) Thursday by a
31-0 vote. The House passed the bill
last week.

The 1976 law required mental
condition reviews to be made nn all
patients in state hospitals by Feb. 22,
said Sen. John T. McCormack. D- .
Euclid. a sponsor of the measure.

But hospital officials have found the
deadline impossible to meet, McCor:
mack explained. Without passage of
the emergency bill. McCormack added,
the state would be forced to release
thousands of mental patients if the
THE EMERGENCY BILL was for- patients requested to be freed from
warded to Gov. James A. Rhodes, who state facilities.
said he will sign it.
MEANWHILE, THE HOUSE passed
State Sen. Robert O'Shaughnessy.
a
bill
the State Controlling
D-Columbus. a sponsor of the measure, Board allowing
,?o require certain state agencies
said the bill will allow local school
return mune:, to the Emergency
officials to waive lengthy reporting to
Fund.
regulations required by the U.S. DeThe seven-member board fears
partment of Health, Education and
there will not be enough cash in the
Welfare (HEW).
The HEW funds will be used to emergency fund to pay for disaster
provide trips to museums, government relief programs undertaken in the
buildings. Ohio Historical Society, Co- wake of recent blizzards and severely
lumbus Zoo and other cultural and cold weather.
The legislation (House Bill 186)
educational facilities, O'Shaughnessy
passed by an 85-0 vote. It will now be
said.
considered by the Senate.

FROM 5,000 TO 10.000 Columbus

students will participate in the field'
trip program. The funds will be used to

hire 100 COTA buses and pay for

admission tickets to educational facilities.
Twenty-two Columbus recreation

centers. settleinent houses, YMCAs
and churches will participate in the
program.

In other legislative action, the
Senate passed legislation (House Bill
164) that would allow officials of state
mental hosptials an additional 5:11
months to review the condltions of
mental patients.
UNDER A LAW enacted last April.
mental patients could demand to he
released from state hospitals Tuesday

if examinations into their mental
competence have not yet been reviewed.
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By PATRICIA KERN
News Editor
The tiooN sit ung shut on most schools in
Co lumlnis last weekend, not to open again
until at least Monday. Mar. 7.

the traditional concept of
school was left behind "School Without
But

%%Idle

Schools."as the Colombo . PIM lie Schools

dubbed their substitute pi ogramopened
on Monday in movie theaters, fire bout.c,
ivate homes and bank lobbies. Parti.:1M.1

school classes were housed in much the
same kindi of facilities, while also using
rectory and convent space where possible.

On Friday, Feb. 11, Dr. John Ellis,
superintendent of Columbus public schools,
and Father David Soi ohan, supei intcndcnl
of the diocese's schools, held a joint press-

conference during which they bestowed
iielldeserved accolades upon one another.

ELLIS sm Essm that the No systems
"enjoy true cooperation," and called upon
the entire community to rally behind "this
joint effort of COMIll unity learning."

Both school systems, are ivorking on
sph1 class or S'plit.day schedules Some
classes meet formally with learlita s once
or Mice a week, Mule otheis gallica at a
central location once a week to get

assignments and turn in completed
hommork.

ILNCI:GROUND ON CLOSINGS
'1 hough there was speculation that the
Columbus public schools would probably
have to close in February for a period of
lime, final word was not given the system
until Jan. 26, at which time Dr. Ellis was
iidormed that an 85 pet cent gas cur.
tail:mail Would go into effect February 1.
It came as "slagged ing news," actor ding
td Father Sorohan, when Columbia Gas of
Ohio* informed him en Friday, Feb. 28 that

the, pa: oelibl sehoolg would also be curtailed by 83 percent.

non tel
ei s

COLUMBUS DIOCESAN schools and

chuelrelated facilities had volmitarily
conserved gas for the past two years
keeping thermostats at G5 at all times. All

gas within the system was pooled, and
schools v, (IC well within their allotment.
However, Columbia Gas, labeling the
dwindling gas supply in Columbus a "fuel
crisis," dictated that the Columbus
parochial schools would be allowed only
111.1InknalICC level heat of 55 degiees.
A plan to use five Columbus Catholic high

school buildings as feeder schools fell on
Monday, Jan 31 when the, school office
received word they must also close. But, as
Father Seroban pointed out, "Men it's put

to you that you are depriving residential
users of gas by staying open, you have no
choice anyway."

TV CLASSES
!When the public schools announced their
closing
WItNSTV (Chan. 10) stepped

forth with an offer of air time. Following

their lead. the ITS station, WOSU-TV
(han, 3.1) and the two other eenune; eial
Tv
aim. and WTVNI
(nun. G offer eel free learning time to I oth
public and parochial schools. The public

school's own radio station, WCBE', had
alia'aily made plans to stepup activity and
WRNS radio volunteered more time.

()NE CONCRETE parochial school TV
program got off the ground just this

Wednesday on WVNTV (Chan. 6).

Diocesan school personnel and the Diocesan TelevisionRadio Service office,
under pi:Amer Father Tom Farley, are
airing a live
religious education pro.
gram. "Something Special," for one hour
Mondays through Fridays, until Feb. 25. A

story about the program appears in the
televisionradio colmnn on page 16 of this
week's issue of 'Me Catholic Times,

COMMUNITY SUPPORT

Drs. 'Ellis and Sorohan have expre§sed

0

C

erflifilE-3
CHILD CARE

United Way agencies in Columbus have

deep gratitude for the generosity of the
community in opening homes and

established a series of milers to help

establishments for public use.
The diocesam school office reports that

TIIE DIOCESAN CATHOLIC Social

besides usipg parish rectories and con-

working parents during the crisis.

.--

Service department (a WY agency) opened

a developmental center for children from

vents,some classes are in more ingenious
settings.
Watt mon high school is meeting in the

Aloysius Family Service Center,

Reynoldsbuig St. Pius is using Messiah
Luthei an church, St. Andrew's , Battelle

p.m. Monday through Friday, with a

twin theaters at Graceland Cinema:
and Riverside Ilospital: Wehrle high school

is using Indian Mound recreation center
and Our lady of Perpetual Help is in the
Grove City K of C

EACH PRINCIPAL is making bus
arrangements where feasible, but when a
school is spread out in several facilities,

such transportation becomes an impossibility. For instance, Westerville St.
Paul is using five locations, including the
Fire House, Hub. J"ederal and private
!millet:.
Further indication of community support
comes from buqincsses and indushies, city

and state governibent which are opening

their facilities for field tripsto further
implement the learning process.

OUTSIDE FRANKLIN COUNTY

Several out of town schools are also

adapting to different teaching facilities.
Delaware St. Mary is using Ohio
Wesleyan Univer sity buildings and has two
hours of radio time each evening. Wellston
SS. Peter and Paul is in four rooms in the
public school. Portsmouth Catholic

elementary is meeting in its one bighting
which heats with oil. London St. Palcitl is
using the public school building facilities
while Dover St. Joseph has alternate fuel,
and is maintaining classes as usual.

kindergarten through sixth grade at St.
3/".

Midland Ave., on Columbus's Westside.
He Center operates from 8:30 a.m. to 4

regular hot school lunch served daily.

/ .0 TINES
2/11/77

Cont.

pro,...:ani provides n steady flow of food
insteao of making -fanillies dependent of
food centers. He did stress. however, that

Carl Bruner, director of the Family
Service Center, is coordinator of the new
program. assisted by Joyce Rodgers.

Volunteer teachers conduct education

programs and enrichment activities
throughout the day.
The program is open to all public and

parochial school children throughout

Franklin County. and can serve up to.200
children. To register call Catholic Social

food donations are still being received
since they can tide over families until they
get on the Food Stamp program.
The program is operating in four arras of
Columbus: North-1135 Cleveland Ave.

EastTeamsters Hall, 555 E. Rich St.;

SouthLocal 379 at 1571 Parsons Ave.; and
WestSt. Aloysius Family Service Center,
35 Midland.
For those unsure of their eligibility, call

the State Welfare Department toll-free

Service at 221.5591, ext. 20.

hotline: 1-800-2S2-1190.

FOOD STAMP PROGRAMS

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE

With unemployment growing daily as a

An emergency assistance program is

result of office and industry closings.

United Way of Columbus has established
four Food Stamp centers where those who
qualify can apply for and pick up stamps.
United Way's Jim Sanders said that this

also operating at St. Aloysius where those
whose utilities have been shut off, or who

face eviction, may apply for immediate
_assistance with the Welfare Department.
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Father Das al Sorohan and Dr. Jahn EilLc met with the press last Friday to announce the
shared effort of the Columlui parochial and public schools in m..intaining sound education

during the school closings mandated hs the fuel orris.
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How do they know th,:re
is anyone out there tis:ening?
Wiley
r

;71

said they hove
asked ;he students to

Elf.1!
kt.',

V.,..41 Zi

..4A

write in and have gotten -a
number of responses. One

student. responding to a
e-4 --ii
--,

a
.4 G,

m'M q.
q !:-..-n Esq.

.. -3

i T's-::i 4-1-ti I'V

ar. t.7.1-1-4.?.
a :v.1 Li

4 .v .,-,0

request to write sentences

.

Ls

oeginning

E-,04

t-...--

J./a

.....t.--:.r.-3
-......-:, ,.),

'

zi
k.--,

Doing a. half-hour radio
Particularly complicated,
program may sound simple Wiley noted, is trying to exbut for a veteran teacher it plain certain math conis much more difficult than cepts, such as carrying,
spending a day in the over the radio. You can't
classroom.
just walk over to the blackCatherine Wiley. a third board. You have to do it all
grade teacher at Duxberry with words.
Park Elementary, is orte of
Wiley's team of three

three teachers on a team teachers is tne only ailpresenting the WCBE-FM black team on the WCBE
radio procram for third programs. She works with
Bracers, broadcast at 10 Elaine Bell, a third grade
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. daily, teacher at
Cassady
during the. School Without @eh% itary and George
Schools session.
Goodrich, a thud grade
"It's quite chaltenging." teacher at Scioto Trails

said Wiley, who has :aught Elementary,
The hail -hour program
for 33 years. "Most people
don't realize how much covers language arts,
work it is :a do a haft-hour mathematics and scc:al

g

-

has

tuna:air

;74
introduced

14-

material

about noteworthy blacks
such as Matthew Henson, a
black explorer who was the

first parson, other than the
Eskimos, to reach the
North Pole, and Benjamin
Banneker, a free black who
was the first person to

dumb names to s'ad

valentines to."

make a clock in America
and the surveyor who laid

out the city of Washington.
D.C.

Wiley said the group

works daily from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. to preare their
half-hour scripts. All three
participate in each scrip:.
trying to interweave the information to make it in-

teresting

segment. You have to set studies and is usually set sational.
up interesting action, with- around a theme, such as
out the use of visual aids." the cold weather. The team.

and

conver-

.

;

'

,

'

I

,23
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AT FORT HAYES -- One of the biggest ef-

forts in terms of teacher hours Curing the
SchOol Without Schools program hss gone

Into the recto and r, programming. The

pars for the to vision programs, pictured
hore are. left to right, Edwina 3radley, Project Care Coordinator. Stitt./ Rich. Second
Avenue School end Mary Ann Ponzone,
reacting specialist.

teachers are using tne Performin Arts lacMiles at Fort Hayes Career Center to pro -_____

.,.

rid
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with ':For-

and Unfortunately" wrote: .
"U :fortunately, we didn't
have school and we missed
our \latent:he's Party:
"But fortunately. I._didn't
have to write out all -those

399

Intercom

Special Edition

Ellis to' take toip U.S. athica ls
Superintendent John Ellis has
announced he will be leaving Co-

lumbus to take a top job in the

,...41-4.w4"4--e-,r-

United States Office of Education.
Here is the complete text of his

''.i.--.....,4.

--

.....,.....4.....,....,

, -,..,

statement issued on February 17.
"I have been asked to accept the

,

,,....r..,,,:-.............. -.-

s ::--zir4s:IthasS;,"'-`-','".
:.4..'-'s:N=Z:-'-'7v:
....,........,:itzn. 'IT-

t.,

times.

"The Board of Education will
have an opportunity to.. appoint

.4.'...trxi---eW.,12:
Fte.e,,,...Pst_...idiat..,!:...

j._._;ts:,:r..t3::..:-s..tltt:..11;::::

position of Deputy Executive Commissioner of Education in the United States ',Office of Education. It is
an important post in which one can
contribute to education throughout

-...

....ii

t.

...--f:

s

..,

another Superintendent whoee tenure can extend through the next
critical period. I will work with the
Board of Education to establish
departing date that maintains progress. The offer, of course, is .,ubject to the approval of the Civil Ser
vice Commission in Washington and
the Columbus Board of Education.
I have complete confidence in the
Columbus staff and the teamwork
that has been established. We are
blessed with inrge numbers of coin
petent and dedicated people.
"I expres4 my deep appreciation
to the Columbus Board of Educa-

:...-.... 3",
--7:114:7'
i..

....:..

.i.fV*g."'
.1".:=4Fsl.

the entire nation. After agonizing

reflection. I have decided to. accept
the risks and the challenges of the

Colunib.ts ei a beautiful city, and

"It is. there.ore, with deep regret
that I consider leaving the community. There is no good time to lea % e
one set of responsibilities and begin
another. This time is no exception.
"One of my most important considerations was whether I would be
unfair to the Coiumbus schools by
leaving now. There were major
probleins when I citrne to the di,;.
trict. Ninny were solved. other:.

here. The cooperation and friendliness we find in Columbus make us

case are the two most pressing matters that need resolution now. I
have confidence that the communi-

new poz.iEl0:1.

"The Commissioner of Ecitica-

tion-clesignete. Dr. Ernest Boyer,
former Chancellor. Stare University

of New York. is a brilliant ethicator
'with can:standing human qualities:
I am loo' tinE,- forward to working
with h: "-

"I did not seek a posit:on in

kl:nshin;zun. nor did i expect one.

my family and I have thorothly
enjoyed !Mill; here and wortnng
fee! right at home.

posi

exemplary manner. We haXe an excellent Echooi system that has made
solid progress in extremely difficult

7.--"..":5-a7ree0,-.-esee-s,
7/ - .....- _I.:4,,
irt:liti
.0....44r.,cr.rjr-...v,..-.:,t-,;:?..,,,,,,;....7.-,
:"
'.. 7::
-1.-erelz.ar'r_k;-;.:r.::-.,%::;_"i":".:4F,..,,,.-_:.
;

.

February 21, 1977

tion. the administrators, teachers.
staff and sn.,'nts of the Coh:mbus
Public Sehnnis and to the citizens
of Columbies :or the privilege of

de:ninped. and senile remain.
name aed the deseeeegation court

working

you. The coop( ration

has been outstanding, and I shall
always remember with deep affection this beautiful community vend
its wonderful people.-

ty will handle these issues in an

Hard work, creativity keeps learning alive in Columbus
There' were skeptics who said
due to the natural
gns shortage.
Picturei.1 here and on the back
page of this issue are a cross-sec-

it couldn't be done. They asked

hoW 96.700 children could, go to
F0100! !n only 33 bioldings. They
argued
that bus schedules
couldn't be worked out, that
teachers wouldn't be able to
mai:nein contact with pupils,

-

plunge. The skeptics were wrong.

.

that perents wouldn't do their
part, and that attendance would
Hard work, creativity and unprecedented cooperation by every segment of the community is
keeping learning alive in Colum-

bus despite the fact that 150.
schools are closed for a month
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lion of the activities that have
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focused nation-wide attention on
Columbus Schools.
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Get:,nti Idst ounute insrructrons before the op,rrunq of School
ohcr!
tePw;ion b:oadca;:s. about. 101 Colurnhul tanhers who serve
wr.tecs. prostucers and J;:se niers Jsletnbted
the lVID.3 TV stud.os whPre
they watched a trlai run (left) gnu 9ot a peo.talk torn
John Cr.r.v.
ford ("csn:). Fotat,ives
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ails drivers are 'unsung heroes' in School Without Schools
"The bus drivers have been making the whole
system possible," according to Sally Arnold, transportation supervisor, who has been in radio contact

with drivers from the School Without Schools
Operation Center at 270 last State Street. "The
drivers have gone out of their way" to complete
regular school-toschool runs, plus running neighborhood routes and field trips to about 150 new
sites, she said.

During the School Without Schools program,
about 180 buses have been running almost con-

Ie

stantly from 7:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each day.

S'O'

Many of the bus drivers have never been to some

of the schools and while there have been a few

re

momentarily lost drivers, they have met all of the
schedules With a minimum number of late buses,

-rt

:

-4kkieZ

.7

Arnold said.

badly needed bus service, more than GO percent of
the seats for- the ten-day period had already been
booked.
Each principal has a complete listing of field trip
opportunities and requests must be placed through
the principal's office. Most City of Columbus tours
and recreation centers have been heavily booked,
but many classes offered by the City and by Ohio
State University are still available. Some afternoon
times are open for COSI, the Ohio Historical Society and the Columbus Zoo. All requests must be

By the cud of the first week, more than 90q. of

the schools had called the Operation Center for
field trip transportation. Some bus drivers have
been working without a lunch break, running a reg-

uiar bus route and two field trips in one day."
These bus drivers have made a lot of sacrifices so
that the children in Columbus can continue their
education," Arnold added.

The transportation problem was given a big
boost when Columbus City Council approved a
625,000 grant Making about 40 COTA buses available for field trips. Within one day of receiving the

scheduled by 4 p.m., two days prior to the field
trip date.

leachers find now ways zo rnainigin Du-oil contact
When School Without Schools
on the drav:ing bore.d,

was .:ill

planners a;ereed to keep afoninistra-

tive red tape" at a minimum and
to pize:e the highest priority on

radio conve.-ter :as:alled in her car
for the duration. Carrying textbooks and extra plectice sheets on

tirade cards, media schedules and

her tutoring expedition. she has

to the homes of each of her 6,0

found pod ra.iponsc from many of

helping teaela.r.s maintain daily t..cntact ...nth their students. Many

her 180 stye:lents who need personal
help.

z-noo's, especially at the eir.men-

Teachers at Yorktown Junior

ter:: ie., el, have been able to ticeompli:h :hi: by simply relocatine in
Fel% ate hones, chnrebes, businesses,
E'er:tries,

reeaezitiOn

centers. and

other eon-school facilities.

Many other teachers have come
tar with some very unusual ways to
maintain daily contact with pupils.
Here are a few examples:
0 Elaine NIcCormick, Starling Junior High teacher, put "Have Math,

Will Inver signs on her car and
drove around the neighborhood offerint; curb-side lessons. She stays in
contact with Starling's relocated
nffice at West High School usinte a

High are u :fig a telephone hot line

operate:1 by the student council.
tet:eats ..ho
to contact
teach .:s about lessees can call the
brie. Teecher; are also ;Liking student council members to relay information about field trips and other learning activities.
O Mifflin's Home..voric Hotline,

which went into operation last fall
and attracted nationwide attention,
is preying to he a altiable iink bet.....een teachers and pupils. A threeminute recorded message is packed

with informacion about transportation, field trips, basketball games,
k.

4r

.1.J

assignments.
0 Margery I'dorris is making visits

Indian Springs kindergartners.

0 Beth Sherrocl, primary EM11,
teacher at Feirmoo, has scheduled
each of her students for a 15-minnte telephone lescon every day. She
uses a variety of teehniques during
the phnne sessions, sometimes asking the children to read, have' a
spelling check or a question and
answer period.

Imogene Nielsen, Sourly High
guidance counselor, is tutoring five
foreign students daily in the home

of one of the students. When she
discovered that none of the five had

ever visited points of interest in
downtown C'olumbus, she arranged

for a tour of the State House and

City
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Daily ,bulletins
aired by WCBE
School

Without

Schools

Meet the president,

Custodians hold lonely vigil in enyi.-iy
schools,'preventing freeze-ups

an-

,. nouneements are being aired at
3:30 p.m. daily over WCBE Radio
(903 'on the FM dial). Since this is

the only channel of immediate

Irvin hitcher, head custodian at
Valley Forge Elementary School, is
president of °APSE Chapter 580, representing about 164 head custodians in
Columbus Public Schools. His experiences during the current shut-down are
typical of the hard work and concern
being displayed by custodians all over

communication with all employees,

staff members are urged to listen
during this period of crisis.

ClaSsified payroll
schedule revised
With

the city.
Witcher spends his day going from
one end of the building to the other,
making checks to see that water is cir
culating and monitoring room temper-

all

schools closed for
"spring break," February 2S
through March 4, the payroll schedule for, classified persdr nel has been
revised. Checks will be available on
_March' 2 at the Education Center,
270 E... State Street, or c'eliveredIto
regular, locations on March 7.
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atures to prevent damaging freeze-ups.
"It's like a grave yard here. This is a

place where you're used to hearing
voices all the time." Witcher said.
"No..v it's like a ghost :own."

In addition to guarding the build-

Columbus Plan

ing. Forest Park's custodian said, "We

process delayed'

had a lot of snow to move and our
plow was broken down." Those kinds
of frustrations were shared by many
other school custodians, but everyone
pitched in to do battle with the worst
winter of the century and came up

The fuel crisis has caused a delay

in the annual Columbus Plan recrui::nent drive. The first day for
accepting applications has been
moved from March 1 to March ,14.
According to Noval Goss, direc-

v-Inners.

As President of Chapter 5S0. Witcher says, "Our main concern is for
ei-eiTone to do the best joh they are
capable of doing. Head custodians
hate to be effective managers and this

tor of pupil personnel, Columbus
Plan administrative manuals for the
1977-7S school year will be clist,ibuted after regular school resumes
on March 7. Application forms will

chapter gives us an opportunity to exchange concerns and work out problems." The group tries to keep abreast
of new techniques by inviting outside

be available for students and parents in et.ch school office on March
14, ha sai

speakers to their meetings.

Witcher's concern for responsibility
and human relations is evidenced by
an unusually varied background. He
majored in child psychology and is an
ordained minister serving the Jerusalem Tabernacle Baptist Church. He is
also in the process of writing a book
about his experiences and observations
over the years.

Other officers of ()APSE Chapter

550 are: Vice-president Willy Artis,
Sr., Eastmoor Junior; Secretary Harry
Cox. Centennial; Corresponding Secretary Clarence Burrs, Jr., Mohawk;

Treasurer Charles Gibson, Sharon; and
Chaplain Clarence Finney, So:: theist
Career Center.

Calendar changes adopted for schools, central office
Calendar chirtges for the

remainder of t::.. 1976-77 school !tear have
been v.-c:cked out with emPloYe°
groups and formally adopted by the
Board of Education.
The School Without Schools program will operate through February
25. Spring break has been rescheduled for the week of February 28
through March 4.

retained in the caleralar are Good

Regular school will resume on
March 7. The school year is expected to end on June 16 for students
and June 17 for teachers, as pre-

This change affects personnel in
the Education Center, Fifth Street
Annex, Sixth Street Annex, Adult
Education and School Service Center,. Health Career Center, Library,

Friday, Apr:I S and Memorial Day,
May 20.
The Education 'Center and related offices will obierve the following
revised schedule:
`Larch 2 - Close at 4 p.m.
March 3-4 - Closed all day
April 7 - Close at 4 p.m.
April 8 - Closed all day

viously scheduled. Two holidays

.
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Maintenance

Center, and Garage.
Personnel who work on special
assignments, or who have e.ening
or other schedules, should work
appropriate schedules as directed
by their supervisors.

Music Festival
mover! to April

29

The Spring Music Festival origi-

nally scheduled for April 1, has
been re-set for Friday, April 29 at
St. John Arena on the Ohio State
campus at 8 p.m.

a'

Logo deigiePb Independeñde teacher
Art teacher Jeffrey haw of thdependence Junior.Senior High School
was already working overtime, helping prepare visuals for TV proams,
when he was asked to come up with a logo for School Without Schools.
His icicle-laden oneman show is now appearing in all daily and weekly
newspapers and public service television announcements.
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Un-school places for displaced students and
teachers included the Van Dyne-Cr.tjy p3ntwhere Smith Road teacher Patty Mi!I worked
with third graders.

p, .,_
7i
Don Davis. snitted from his usu

z_-.

..

,

:cb os adult education supervisor to
a temporary assignment in the
School Without Sc.,00ls Operation
Center. vors wittt team of cen-

Fourteen phones in the Operation Center rang off the hook
with requests-for transportation, facilities and information.

val admnistrators to coordinate

From left to right. Hilda Bess. Dick Beck and Charles New. -

Preparing scripts for some of the many radio

field triO bookings.

man help keep things running smoothly.

(left to right):

--a' -.''--

lessons aired daily on W3NS and WCBE-PM are

Patty Asbeck. Karen Dauer,
Clint Hickman aad Alberta .iyers.
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Ctassroorn :eacais became instant TV t3rS aroadcass.np
lessons on a'j tiree local cnar.nels. W8N '-TV producer Al
Dcmpke (ler:) coaches teacners Brend i Conard. Diane
OShaughr'ess.. Sylvia Thompson, Mary :ried and Cnarles
Lews.

A crew of taler.ted art taches as
working behind the scenes to pro.
duce visuals for several hours of
tce'isiOn prcgrarts daily. Bruce
Bishop (leftf. Franklin Junior H.gh,
discusses his work with art superMartin
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Toact-aers and students from Oakland Park nnd
Stewart Tatht:o'sal Schools pan to continue
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:ng one buikfing during the feel crass. Pactuiecf
above is O3klancfs pri.V. teacher Hoii .'dckson
in a School athOut Schooi sess'on.
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To identify effects of the School Without Schools Program

Information pertaining to the effects of the Program has been

provided,sin part, in Chapter III of this report.

Further observations

.

and newspaper reports related to effects of the program are contained
on the following pages.

Readers wanting to skip the remaining cam-

pilation of information in this section could move to page

.

Effects considered noteworthy by the principal investigators include

.

the, following:
1.

Benefits received by students were highly variable as was
level of involvement., Students who wanted to could and
did make use of many opportunities that were usually unavailable
under normal conditions.

2.

School personnel following the crisis returned to business as
usual.
They did benefit from increased awareness of the regular
instructional program by parents and voters, but few changes in
usual behaviors within the organization resulted.
It is important
to note that the school administration came out of the crisis with
an exceptionally positive image throughout the community when
the potential for failure and negative reactions was high.

3.

The program kept students thinking about school tasks over the
four week period, although the involvement of some was minimal.
As several teachers reported, at least it was better than
coming back after Summer or Christmas vacation.

4.

The program did not have a noticeable effect on the school
budget, considering the fact that salary and benefits costs
which comprise 87% of the budget were kept constant.

5.

Students and teachers agreed that one day per week in school
and homework were the two most effective instructional
strategies used during the Program.

6.

Implementation of the Program during February 1977, iile
successful, reduced the chances of ever doing it ag n in
the same way in Columbus successfully. This time i was an
emergency and everyone pitched in; next time the community
will question the planning capability of the school administration.

7.

The Columbia Gas Co. has received considerable pressure from
the government to prepare for possible extreme needs of its
consumers in the future.
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By MICK! SELTZER

Virginia Prentice called

"one of the most excltin
adventures this city coul
have."

Z'

.4.
.. I

...

The superintends
called it "one of the mo

dramatic efforts in th
country."

.

14411,,r;

Walter
Cronkite'
Evening News, spent
week covering it, and
was carried on the'Toda
Show. Barbara- Walter
evening news piogram an

the front page of the N

York Times.
It was the most massiv

school buting effort
144v

th

city of Columbus had seen

the School Withou
Schools program, yet I
went into motion with th

14%.

:

:

full support .of the city'

staunchest - busing op
4.7

HERE WE GO
A school bus driver :`;-.claseas for the day. The students an well
watches the traffic and keeps an eye on the - provided
for with school
and a
children en outs to the elle where Douglas lunch. (STAFF PHOTO BYmatwials
ROB BUSBY)

Elementary School students will have

--.

ponents.

.

x

.

The -program bega

Monday. transporting en
tire school populations fo
their
one-day-per-wee
sessions
at . 'schoo
buildings that use fuel
other than gas.
By the end of the week
students from a total of 8
schools would be transpor
ted to another building
School officials estimat
approximately
7,50
students per day would b

transported, a total

o

37,500 per week. more the
one-third of the schoo

system's student popul

Von.

At the Columbus Board
of Edu ration's committee
of-the-whole meeting on

Tuesday,' the Schools
Without Schools program
received its most enthusiastic praise from the
white board members, all

of whom have taken strong

positions against busing.

"I was proud of Columbus before, but I'm prouder
now," said Marilyn Redden.

"I've never seen so

much creativity," she commented, referring to the

radio and TV programs.
"I've been astounded."

Redden said she was
surprise:d they.were able to

transport the kindergarten
students, adding, "i can't
believe what you're able to
do with this transportation
SCHOOL'S INColumbus
area students are being bused
to local business.,
for cilium, due to the
Ise laernentery

shutdown. Doug.
School student* are divided
between Ohio
National Dank and the downtown
BY ROB .BUSBY)
YWCA. (STAFF PHOTO
-
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maze."

Virginia Prentice said

.

406
she had been hearing from Walker suggested that an
parents and business corn-_ effort be made to prevent a
munity and commented:. recurrence.
"Through adversity, we
A school official had
'have' picked up something earlier told the CALL-

POST that the low atten-

rpally fine."
Board president

M. dance may have been the
Steven Boley also ex- result of a rumor that was
'pressed enthusiasm about circulated that attendance
'the -.creativity that was was optional.
'emerging as a result of the
In a separate InterView,'
program:
Walker told The CALL-'
'When black board mem./ POST he thought the

'be( Dr. David Hamlet'. School Without Schools
asked if any of the parents program was going
for children were corn- but there were areas where!

....-

iplalning about busing. Dr. he has some concerns and.
';Watson Walker volun- wants to learn more about!
teered that "nobody corn- what Is going on:
.

had no complaints programs, he said. "The'
about the busing, but Red-- lower economic groups
den said she had had a get the tail end."
couple of questions about
He ncted that he had
'IL
seen photographs of
FoilmAng a report that . teachers In homes in the
attendance on Monday north end, and that these
rises- 88 percent at the opportunities are not
elementary level and 82 available in ghetto areas.
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Enjoying InnisElementary School'
audio equipment
are Csaaady first graders, left to rig
Trine Jenkins. Eric White, Michael
Jacobs and As
Dooley. Helping out are Caseadi
teacher Ellen St
and principal Donald Gales.
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percent at the secondary
level. Walker asked what
-happened at MarlonFranklin. were attendance
was only 48 percent.
Told that the analysis
had not been completed,
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for racial balance."
classes get the maximum,
Supt. John Ellis said he. thrust," in these kinds of
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HERE COMES THE BUSES - Students
from Brookhaven High School, 4071 Karl

Rd., arrive bright and early at LindenMcKinley High School . for their day of
:,asses. Students from all over the city are.

participating. In the "School Without
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Schools Program." Entire' schoollci
populations are transported for ono -day -Par -week classes at echo(); buildings that'
use.fuels other than gas. (STAFF PHOTO .
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Ellis gives high marks to 'School Without Schools'
By CHARLES FENTON
Cituen,lournat Vail writer

The entire staff of Columbus Public

Schools deserves an "Aplus" for its
enthusiastic production of the "School
Without Schools" program. Supt. John
'Ellis told the Board of Education
Tuesday.
Teachers have been "superb," sup

port personnel are doing an "excelmost important
lent" job, and

students and their parents are "happy"

with the emergency project, Ellis
reported.

ONE SIGN OF TIIE program's
success is attendance at once-a-week`

classes in the 36 district buildings

day, bus drivers are running hundreds
of field trips, he said.

Donald Davis, a supervisor in
charge of the field trips, reported

Ilatnlar asked the superintendent

'15,776 of the district's 96,000 students,
have been booked for tours, so far.
"WE HAVE FILLED the Center of
Science and Industry every day," Davis
said. "And we are afraid the animals at
the petting zoo are going to be petted
to death."
Ohio State University has agreed to

planned about all the busing involved iri

open up 150 classes in a variety of

subjects to Columbus students tempo-

rarily out. of school due to the gas

which remain open because they are
heated with fuels other than gas.
another administrator noted.
Attendance Tuesday was 36.4 per

crisis, he said.
Teams of teachers preparing more

cent for elementary students and 132.1

WCI1E. said Evelyn Luckey, executive
director of elementary education.
The broadcast courses combine
basic skills and "enrichment" in a wide
range of subjects, she said.

per cent for secondary students.

among those scheduled to attend at
alternate schools, said Edwin J. Tilton,

assistant superintendent for administration.
"Those figures would he good if

conditions were norm.itfilton said.

"But you must remember that temper
attires set a record law in Columbus of
13 below zero Tuesday morning."
CHARLES C. HALL, assistant su
perintendent for Business affairs. reported the complex transportation

inetwork set up to move students to
ialtet nate schools was working well,
!despite the weather.

"You can imagine what it's like
driving a school bus 'this winter," Hall

9,2,'
j said.

In addition to carrying pupils hack

and forth between their "home"
schools and the alternate sites each

BOARD MEMBERS nearly got into
mother racial fuss when Dr., David D.

than 40 daily broadcast lessons are
receiving "excellent" support from
regular staff at stations WRNS and

any parents or children had cointhe emergency schooling program,
Ellis was well into a typically

\I

lengthy reply when Dr. Watson II.
%I/Aker interjected:

"No one complains about busing

unless it is for racial integration."
At that point Mrs. Redden, an
avowed foe of busing for racial integra-

tion, smoothed the warming issue by
saying:

"The people of Columbus really
want our kids to get a good education,
no matter what the circumstances."

BOARD 31EMBER Marilyn Redden,

who praised the quality of the broad-

casts. said she has watched them

herself since they started Monday.
"I have never seen such creativity
before," Mrs. Redden said "Even Dr.

Ellis was on this morning... being

measui ed metrically in a math lesson."
Howard 0. Merriman, assistant
superintendent for instruction, said he
believes Columbus teachers are learn-

Essex To Discuss Energy
With Area School Chiefs
Martin W. Essex, stalk superintendent of public schools, will meet with
central Ohio school superintendents to
:discuss the energy crisis aL 7:30 p.m.
1Thursday at Groveport-Madison Iligh

ing new skills every day from their

School.

"School Without Schools" teaching
experience.
"Every kind of teaching and learning imaginable is going on in Columba
right now," he said.
r

The meeting is one of a series Essex
and other state Officials have planned

.

.

with superintdndents throughout the
state Thursday acrd Friday :.
The officials want to collect facts on

the effects of the natural gas shortage
for possible new policies or legislation.
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with el en:ary school sden:s studyn;
rezdnz ad math. Several miles to the

east, a: the nne of Jane Pratt, ancithcr
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arning arter scoo,
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reinls. the cost
sfores and other' of rnal;dng soma sets :
overtime for
sfay open or are.emplomees.
heated with a fuel the than natural gas., ,./
k may be this is a good break
r.The three. ior comni:r.:ial television for the lads, getfmg away fr::.ra the classstations and several. rod* stat:ons have:
aid Jusiy A. Nlankins, whose 9canceled regularly scarde.ed program- tyear-o! daughter, Bow Ann, was busy
1,nnirs. hotels, rest:al-I used for producing corn.

and

ran s. ehurche.
places ilia: c.f.le:

:ring for as much as six hours a day !lvorkin; or, matn questions in the class
to provide teachers w;tii 15-^"^utt ses- at the lidden paint store.
sions of air time for class programs.
"But he kids ::sent not going to school
These are buttressed bv pubhcat.on in when\ o ers in the other nearby towns
The Columbus Dispatch, the c:Vs morn- 'are go; z," she added. "Seems to me
ing daily paper. cf at least two pages: others :at finding natural gas and maybe
of school lessor.s and a schedule of the ;Columb could co more."
classes to be tough: on television as well , Robert 1. Barlok. whose 10year-old
as other school-related activities in th.5! daughter rbara was in the same class,
city.
; said he tho ght the emergency program
.

cField trips have been planned to:was "great

places that would not otherwise have ;

worldng out real Nell."

The teach- rs. 1 think, are being very
been scheduled for many of the students professional bout it." he said.
from the chers kitchen at some of the
From a s
perspective, the
big hotels here to the offices of some: school progr
has worked wonders,
of the city's major businesses.
many privately ay. Dozens of teachers
clligh school seniors have been invite3I and school ad., ristrators who have
to participate in classes a: Capital
; refuse:4. to work t ^ether :tithe past are
versity and Ohio State Universtty. which wonting togetter ow with enthusiasm.
also have held special sessions for :hese ! The public schoo system here, which
students on the conege experience.
saw i:s tax-increase roposal rejected by
Is all of this working?
; voters last Nove:nbe is also getting
"We're getting calls and 'letters from some needed positive p
01-7 students," said Thomas L. Rose. 2, And students are ri Ina buses to all
high sch0'11 math teacher who was parts of the c. with no complaints, an
prepar.ng for his television math show asset. for Columbus. wh\ch is eupecting
on WBNSTV, which has said it will lose a Federal school desegregation order to
5100.000 in revenues by staging the be handed d:e.vr.. possibly rext week, thst
school shows. It reathed that fig.:re based . might regal:a the use GI school buses
on stud.o time that would normally be : for implementation.
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An .unprecedented effort

..:to keep students learning:

School ithont Schools
By Karen Foster

.

On Friday. Feb.. 4, the
Columbus Public School
System closed the doors to
1. its natural gas heated
% buildings and the public.

James Ferguson says he is
hopeful that no major
problems will arise while his

students are guests at
North.
While elementary. school

educational system's wheels

students usually remain

of normal operation ground
-to a halt.

within one classroom for

But education marches on.
In an"unprecedented corn-

-:
.munity effort to continue
education in a time of Crisis,"

the Columbus Board of

their instruction, high school'
students are accustomed to
changing rooms for each
class. Whetstone administrators solved this confusion by

teachers. administrators. the
local media and the community at large banded together
-.to forth "School Without
Schools."

giving students maps of the
North High building.
Ferguson says he thinks
students want to be in
classes even if it is only one
day a week, since "they've
been out somuch lately."
But. he emphasizes. "the

. ,"School Without Schools-

students will need encour-

is the title of the program

agement to get as much out
of the program as they can."

Education,

Superintendent

'of Schools Dr: John Ellis,

under which students of all
. ages will have the opportunity to continue to learn even
though their normal learning
centers are closed.

The program as many
parents now know, is no
'?.easy undertaking.

As Dr. Ellis says. "Without
their (parent's) help. our
whole program, would be
lost."

"We are depending

on

teaching

process

doesn't stop with weekly
;classroom visits or daily
media programming.
Educational and recre
at ional facilities throughout
the city have offered the use

of their facilities to educa..tional groups and school
-officials are accepting the
invitations.
Teachers now have a
chance to arrange field trips
to such places as the Center
of Science and Industry

(COSI). the. Ohio Historical
Society. Battelle Memorial

Institute. The Columbus
Gallery of Fine Arts, and the
Ohio Theatre.

To avoid scheduling too
many groups in the same
place at the same time.
teachers who wish to take
advantage of the field trips
call into the coordinating
center of the School Without
Schools program. located in
the Board Room in the

Columbus Board of Eduction building.

One of the major projects

parents to play an important

was to arrange the schedules
of 191 schools so each would

role in this w hole process,

There. a small army of

exercising good discipline at

telephone coordinators ar

home to see that children
participate in the activities

range times and transporta
lion for field trips. The

and complete assignments,"
Ellis says.

coordinators keep everything in order by means of a
large chart that shows which
groups are where and when.
Its no easy job coordinating

have a chance to meet at
.

Parents will play a large
role in that encouragement.

But the School Without
Schools'

least one day a week in one
of the system's 33 buildings
not heated with natural gas.

In spite of the short time
administrators had to prepare for such a project. on
Monday. Feb. 7, students
like those from Whetstone
High School found themselves attending classes in a

different environment.

Whetstone students will attend classes once a week in
the home of their traditional
rivals North High School.

Whetstone

principal

In addition to attending
classes once a week. students wily receive their
lessons via "local television

and radio stations. Putting
together lessons that will be
effective for an entire school
system is no easy task -

especially in the short time

field trips for 90.000 pupils.

and even days before the
program officially began.
phones were ringing contin
uously.

Since the program has

teachers had to prepare. But
at 7:30 Monday morning the
show was on and beginning
readers were exposed to

been underway for such a

-Lions, Tigers. and Dino-

several school-aged children
may find it difficult to

saurs." on WBNSTV.
Programs have been devised for all levels of
students and teachers
throughout the school system are incorporating these
into their own lesson plans.

short period of time. it

is

impossible to analyze how it
is

working. Parents with

arrange convenient time

427

schedules if all the kids have
different activities scheduled
for the same day.
But. as Dr. Ellis says,

"'Clearly. we have the most
. unusual opportaity any city

has ever seen. During the
Ii next three weeks, an unbe-

lit vable array of activities
:and creative use of time,
talent and community re
sources will keep-learning
alive in Columbus."
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DAY CARE CENTERS STUDY
SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS REPORT
by

Susan Kensinger

The following study was done to determine hpw the Day Care
Centers in Columbus, Ohio were affected by the School Without Schools
/

program during February, 1977.

The hypothesis was that Day Care

Centers would be more actively involved in the care and education
of school age children.

A random sample of twenty-four of the one hundred centers in the
area was selected for interview.

Five either chose not to participate,

or were unable to provide the information requested.

The directors

were asked for enrollment information for January, February, and March.
A copy of the questionnaire is included.

The tables on the following page show the effects of the crisis
on enrollment and personnel changes.

Those centers which served exclusively welfare and lower
socio-economic level parents lost children and staff.
r

One of the

directors said the drop-in babysitting service stopped completely
during February.

She suggested that since parents were not working

then, there was no need or money for babysitting.

She also mentioned

that enrollment came back up slowly.

Those who claimed to serve middle and upper middle parents
tended to gain more children than they lost.
a total of 51, 3 centers lost 26.

Five centers gained

Of those who served a mixed

population, one center gained 5 and 3 together lost 24.

In this

sample, there was a loss of 179 children and a gain of 150.

423
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Three of the four centers which serve only preschool lost
children, suggesting that parents of preschool children found less
need for services during this time.
The centers which added personnel serve middle and upper levels.

None of those which added teachers were exclusively preschool, and
none served only lower socio-economic levels.

All of those which

added served school age children and middle socio-economic levels.
A total of 19 people were added.

Two were released.

Day care services experienced a shuffle, with new needs requiring
new solutions.

The picture that emerges is that parents who were

out of work, or whose older children were home, tended to remove
,preschool children from day care in February.

Also, there was a

large increase in need for care for school age children.

Older children already enrolled in the centers were there for
7 hours a day longer than usual.

Normally, they come early in the

morning, are transported to school, and return in the afternoon
to wait for their parents to pick them up after work.

Centers

found it necessary to adjust their programs, room arrangements,
and schedules to accommodate these children through the day.

Add

to these regulars an additional 150 children, and we see the

Day Care Centers actively involved in the educational process.
It is difficult to determine the factors which caused the
expansion of some centers and not others.

One director, anticipating

the need, placed a large ad in the paper.

She had room for 100

children, but received no response.

429

Another director said she

414

offered space to the school system, but no one used it.

She decided

this indicated the laziness of the teachers in that system.

Some comments which color this picture:
- "It was crowded."
- "Tough on the center."
- "Hated it!"

"Expensive."
-

More interruptions."

- "Hampered the preschool."

One busy director concluded in exasperation, "To top it all off, nobody
was getting sick!"
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Looking for child care?
Babysitting? Tutor3ng?
Use this free Eie ester saMce

Colonial Hills. 885.4316, 8886406 or 885.9542; Evening St..

846.9588; Wilson Hill. 436-

:4567; Worthington Estates.
.436-1678.
846.5851; Worth.

, ington Hills, 888.7485; Perry
Middle. 885-0143. Worthingway Middle, 885.0176.

Want to Hire Babysitter

While children are out of school, many working parents
are suddenly faced with child care problems. As a public

Sitter needed for 3 children in

service. The Booster has opened up. at no charge. its

my home, Beechwold area.

classified advertising section to persons who are willing to
babysit. who need baby-sitting services. and persons offering
tutoring services.

Mon.-Thurs. 1;45-5:45. Days
can be split betwoon 2 sitters.

This week, over fifty individuals and groups have

NEED babysitter liomedale

268.6505 after 7.

responded. The Booster hopes that this service will be useful
to the community.
These ads will run every Weanesday, as is. until

School area, 1 child. 436.4216.

Columbus Public Schools reopen. unless the Booster is
notified by the placer.
BABY SITTING

Avail. for baby sitting. Call

Excellent child care in my

Linda 457.5405.

4073.

home. Gables East area. 457-

Baby sitting weekdays. 1 bl.
from Crestview, any age.
Experienced. Call mornings
262-8420.

Mother with training in educ.
will care for children 5.8. my

Hills area.
436.0270.

mother will babysit, my home

while schools are closed.

Day or week.

Will babysit in your home,
Olentangy Commons area.

Colonial Hills Area, (Wor.h.

$1 hr. 436-1038.

any day except Wed. 457.2383

40.25 Whetstone H.S. girls
will babysit while the schools 't

are closed. Call Mrs. Helen
Buchholz. 451. 7343.

Child care & tutoring, exper.
ienced certified elementary
teacher. 865.4114. Colonial

; High school student will baby-

, sit in Crestview school area. c.
:reasonable rates. 26.3.9432.
Columbus teacher will watch
children while out of school &
will tutor at her home.
;457.5907.
Will babysit children ages 3 &
up. 267.4211.

Clintonville. Mon.Fri., daytime, S20 /wk. 263-5887.

Will babysit for school age !
children during crisis. Clinton
Elem. area. 263-4076.

Mother wants to babysit in
her home, Graceiand area. ;
436.42.32.

Former lower elem. teacher
will care for children & help

Babysitting in my home. Any

age, Calumet-Crestview
school area. Experienced.

!

home. Clintonville 263.6309.

Bahysitting, my home. Cranbrook. Mon.-Fri., daytime.
457.9567.

Will babysit ANYTIME. In
your home. Worthington

Estates area. 816.2421.
OSU area. Rabysitt;ag in my
home. Hot lunch. Prefer pre
school-elem. school age. 2625777.

Do you need a baby-sitter?
Will watch children school age

,or under. 265.2500.
Experienced mother will care
for your child during the day.

Monday-Friday. Crestview

262.4766.

Will babysit Mon.-Fri. anytime. in your home, any area.
but need transportation. 457-

school district. 262-9292.

Reliable mother willing to be
"substitute mother" & keep
your children -during these
next. few crisis weeks. Can.
provide help w /lessons nice

Will babysit in my home,

4939.

in my home.

broadcast lessons on radio.

Will babysit in my home.

silting in my home. Colonial

Ex-pre school teacher &

school closing. Will have

Cooke & Indianola area, Mon. Fri. daytime. 261-8694.

.3 .yrs. exper.Wilidobaby7

262-4093.

Former school teacher will
babysit in own home during

3707.

my home. Cali 287-3709.

area. Have exper. and recom.

TUTOR

(Sharon School district). 888-

Child care and/or tutoring in

Will babysit in Clintonville

Will babysit

Worthington H. S. students
willing to babysit in these
areas. Brookside, 889.8952:

lunches, & lots of love

&

attention. Loc. off Calumet,

between Indianola-High. 2620803.

Will care for your school age
children in my home. Home 'dale school vic. 846-9722.

with homework during break.
268.6189.

431

Will babysit anytime MondayFriday. In your home. Hudson
St. area. 268.91-10.

Crestview area. Mon.-Fri.
daytime. 261.75$.13.
Will babysit in my

Free tutoring. OSU student
teacher. Elem. & intermed.
level students. 252.6228, 124,
p.m.

Certified teacher will tutor
grades 7 through 12. 268.1283
Speech therapist with 10 yrs.
public school experience will

tutor your child with speech
problems, my home or poss-

ibly yours. 457-7492.

Cert. & experienced Elem.
tutor all subjects. individual
or groups. Reas. 268.5254.

Certified Elem. teacher will
tutor grades 1-8, all subjects.
.268.2353.

Certified elem. teacher will
tutor in her Worth. 'fills home

or in your northend home.
885.6258.

.TUTOP.ING. in my home on a

;voluntar basis. Business
teacher for 11 vrs., retired.
Commercial subjects. (bookkeeping. shorthand. etc.) geography & history. By appoint-

merit. Whetstone & Worth,ington H.S. area. 888-3953.
Tutor, certified in grades
,6.12. 2 Master Degrees. 6 yrs.
exper. 224.0303.
Tutoring offered (+axing school

Will care for children in our
home, days. 2420 Glenma..vr

closing. elem. & secondary.
Clintonville area. Exper. cert.
teacher. 262.391.
PRIVATE TUTORING. Experienced teacher and tutor.
grades 1 thru 8, any subject.

Ave. 263-8013.

885.3712.

home.

north end. Mon.-Fri. days,or
eves. 476-3821.

Will babysit pre schoolers or
kindergarten children. Clinton
School area. 267-4280.

Babysit my home. -CalumetCrestview area. Reas. rates.
Inquire at 118 Olentangy St.

416
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ublic. Library Sets Increase
tial.deritma elated. Pro gramsi
511

1 3.

Expanded Public Library activities
scheduled while schools are closed by
the natural gas shortage include a film
series for elementary school students

died, as of Thursday, by calling the
main library, not the branches, the

-students.
" Magic Carpet: Other Lands, Other

ing to the amount of response the.

and workshops in filmmaking and
!career opportunities for secondary
q'enple.,a four-week program to help
grade school students learn about the
'world around them, will be held at all
'library branches, a spokesman said.

e REGISTRATION FOR it and all
Other library programs can be han-

spokesman said.
Library video specialist Randy Stith
will supervise the filmmaking workshop. which will be scheduled accord-

PERSONS FROM the community

who- work in such fields as law

enforcement, medicine, business and
education will speak and answer questions about their work in the career'
opportunities program:

program attracts.
A list of speakers and dates will be
The program will treat basic techniques of script writing and production available at library branches after.
responsibilities.. Student videotapes Feb. 7, the spokesman said. Library,
produced during the workshop will be officials also are planning to expand
scheduled for broadcast on public other services. such as film showings
story hours. Announcements will
access television channels, the spokes- and
be made as details are arranged, the
man said.
spokesman said.
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'Kid crisis' has parents snowed under
By RAY HUGHEY

Wrotte

Harsh cold weather and natural gas
shortages are closing Columbus area

schools and creating headaches for

working parents.

What do they do with the kids?

Besides its own short-term emergency child care system. the agency has

developed a pool of about 12 to 13 day

.care centers. and refers callers to the
one nearest them.

Many bowling alley operators feel
they provide a service by staying open.

so parents can leave their children.
Some are organizing activities for

She said the agency also makes

youngsters while schools are closed.
"It doesn't bother us at all," said Rn

home?

which has about 600 child care slots for
persons who qualify.

"They're burning up energy and givin
us free heat."

Some are turning to public service
agencies for help Others scan classified ads for sitters, inquire at nurseries
and day care centers. or find more

said the public' school closings mean

Where can they find a babysitter?
Could Grandma come visit? Should
they do without a paycheck and stay

informal babysitting means.
.
CARL PORTER, executive director
of the 'Vest Side Day Care Center at 40
N. Grubbst. said he received numerous inquiries from working parents
His center has *i5 youngsters enrolled, and is licensed for 80. Another

facility at 162 N. Ohio-av has 69

'children enrolled, and is licensed for
79.
`;'" They are trying to revise licenses so

;they can handle another 20

30

youngsters during the closings.
Mary Lynn Vaughan, director of the

North Side Day Care Center at 94 E.
Thirday. received a number of calls.
.The center already is over-enrolled.
she said. but will take in perhaps 10
more youngsters.
;.' MANY CALLS ALSO were received
by Comm unity Coordinated Child Care

,of Franklin County, which acts as a

clearing house, executive director

.Hanna Dillard said.

referrals to the welfare department,
ANOTHER NURSERY school official

older kids are home to babysit the
smaller ones, causing nursery school
enrollment to decrease 50 per cent.
Pat Powers ran a classified newspaper advertisement offering to babysit
in her Whitehall home. So far. people
are misreading the ad. She received 10
calls from persons wanting to babysit
for her.
While schools close, bowling alleys,
indoor tennis courts and skating rinks
remained open, and some found themselves filling babysitter roles.
ONE TENNIS COURT operator said

parents were dropping kids off at hi:
place early Tuesday with sack lunches
so they could stay all day. All the kidt,
were getting on his nerves, he said.
Lt r),

01

Beach. Amos Lanes %ice presiden

THE. KID BUSINESS had lode

picked up lately. said Dick Brau

manager of Main Lanes Bowling Cen
ter. They stay until about 4 p m.. whic

is about the time a school day woul
end
Don Wortman. manager of the port

Side United Skates of America rolle

skating rink. said he has bee
swamped with calls from paren
asking them to open so they could sen
their kids oer while they worked.

Mother S tisfie
lih
Se
.
ool Plan
do

.-

.-.

By Robert Albrecht
... ; of nut Dispatch stag

ment list to their students,

MRS. GEDD.E said the

and they have set up children are a little noAfter a week of the temporary quarters at isier than usual, but

"School without Schools" such places as the Jewish teachers are doing the

project, one East Side- Center, 1125 College Ave., best job they can, under
mother said she is satis- to meet with students who the circumstances, and
fied that her two sons are want extra help, Ken said. attendance has been good.
learning as much as can TONY SEES HIS class- "It's a shame they had to
be expected.

for 21.Z hours every close, but all in .all, the
."I don't know that mates
day
except
at teachers are doing their
they're going to advance. Scot twoodThursdays
part," she said.
Community
but at least they won't Church. 3330 Scottwood The Columbus Public

lose what they have," Mrs Rd Thursdays, Fairmoor
Vernell Geddie of 65t1 S. students get a full day of
Hampton Rd , said.
classes at Deshler EleIT 11ASN'T BEEN too mentary School.

School system will carry

on the "School without
Schools" project for another two weeks. There
hard to make Ken, 16, a He said he gets a lot of will be a week of spring
junior at Eastmoor High drill in arithmetic, read- vacation after that, and
School, and Tony. 10, in ing and spelling and classes are expected to
fourth grade at Fairnioor enough homework to resume March 7.
....._ ..____
Elementary School, keep keep pretty busy in the

up with home assign- afternoons.

ments they've been given,
she said.
Ken is losing out on his
industrial arts classes, but
there is still work for him
to do in history and English.

His mother, one of the
educational aides the district laid off a few weeks
ago because of financial
problems, takes Tony and

I

a group of his friends to
school at the church and

Eastrnoor teachers are sta. until time to bring
mailing a weekly assign- them home again.

WATCHFUL EYE
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Mrs. Vernell

Ceddie and her granddaughter,

rricia, check progress at the dining
room table as Ken, at left, and Tony
spend the afternoon in Iron' of the

textbooks they brought home with
them when school closed last week.
(Dispatch Photo by Ken Chamber-

I lain)
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By PAULINE WESSA

Cabin fever. a malady from GreatGrandma's day, is making a big impar.
on the contemporary scene with school
closings and housebound kids.
A lot of adjusting is being required
of family members. Housework schedules have gone down the drain. Sanity
levels and senses of humor have.been1
'challenged.

:

fire re dreS
wariustmera
','BUT' BETTY VOWED, "when Fri-

day comes and both are in school
Parkmoor I am going to go to the
movies and see 'Fun with Dick and
Jane' and forget everything. Everybody I know is doing this." she said.

blocks away who said, 'Say something

profound. Talk to me like a .human.
being'," Penny said. laughing.
"It's nice when Ed comes home and

Patti Baumann. who works at the
Diocesan Communications Depart-

I can talk like an adult and have

school soon, we won't be able to afford
them!"

but to a more convenient, spot near

We're working on a TV room down,
in the basement because we are

Logistics encountered by families
with a number of youngsters
each.
with a different schedule are mind-,
boggling One watches TV while an=
other listens to the radio and,then they.
switch.

schools. providing the children (she has
six) with easy access to their schools."
EACH OF THE KIDS
Patsy and
Bobbie, twins age 9; Karen, 13, Joe, 14;

NEARLY EVERY MOTHER we-.
talked to said that eating is big on the
agenda
and one mother of four
teenagers said "if they don't go back to

ment, encountered some special problems."We moved over one weekend

someone else tell the kids to sit down.

both Christ the King and Hartley

completely convinced they need to be
down there away from us.

KEEPING TRACK OF WHO should

be doing what, where and when has
reached olsTnpic proportions in some
houSeholds. And making sure that each

youngster gets to school for classes or
field trips has necessitated carpooling
and some complicated scheduliag.
Said Betty Carroll, .nother of two,'
_It's working relatively well except for

the little one...Stephanie, who's

6 .because of the difficulty Jr teaching
rending, That's an art rather than
mechanical The primary kips need the.'
,
attention of a trained teacher.,
"I HAVE TO BE THERE in front of
the TV at 7.30 in the morning with
pencil poised. I take notes and Lien I
have to write them in print so-

Terri, 15 and Chris,

16

has a:

different schedule and different place
to be. "The older children look after
the younger and Terri is assisting some.,
of the neighbors in babysitting because
of sporadic schedules. Chris works at

the school but is never sure what
hours." Patti said.
To keep track of who is where when

she gets home. Patti has set up The
Drawer. "All the information goes into
that drawer and I read it when I get
home. It's kind of like an inout basket
thing.
.

ASKED 110W SHE WAS coping.
Penny Rice laughed...and laughed...and
laughed
"It's different:' .,he said. "The house
is a shambles:

Stephanie can read them. I have to
make sure she does each step and
understands exactly what she's sup-

THERE'S TERESA, 17; Edward, 15:
Thomas, 10; Michael. 9: and Sharon's
Iittie Alan (Abercrombie). 6. and Pa-

couldn't believe it, because I'm

Maggie, is in seventh heaven with all
this bedlam."
"We average at least one good fight
an hour at different age groups, but at

posed to do with each little letter. The
first c'ay or two it took about six hours.
I

AND I HAD A TELEPHONE call

this morning from a friend a few

organizeu. Between programs or while

she's cutting and .pasting, I run and

throw a load of clothes .in . or -do

something like that.
"Courtney, my fourth grader, is the
organized one She can read her list of
instructions and do them by herself.

We've made up a time chart on the

trick. 5. "Our yearold Irish setter,

least we haven't had to go to the
emergency room yet. I wish it was

summer.
"TilFRE'S MUCH SHARING be-

tween them when they're in their

With mud and kids in and out, I have to

better moods. Some of the older ones
read to the younger. They all go to
Bexley except Eddie and he goes to St.
Charles.
Penny said the grocery bill has gone

set aside.

become a social occasion with the
mothers lingering to talk to each other.

board listing all the programs and field

trips I have less time to do the things
I normally do in terms of housework.

be more flexible. And some special
projects I was working on have been

up. but going to the grocery has

'2 U

"I'VE GOTTEN A LOT of closets
cleaned upstairs...and washing is a joy

because I'm, downstairs away from

them." she said. "And I've changed my
bath time to late at night.

"You look for retreats," she admit;
ted "The warm days we've had have.
been a blessing I let them go out when'.
it was cold, but not for long because of

frostbite...and I've worried about
. the C-J avid he went out everyThomas some mornings. He's carries!

morning The morning it was 19 below,
he worried me because he didn't come.

and didn't come. I sent Ed out and
there he was just plcaldingailong.

"AND WHEN THEY CAME,on TV.

about trash pickup

well. I realize;

some things are frozen to the ground
hut I had to laugh when I realized here

was a 10-year-old boy out delivering
papers in the early hours every day,
and they were all out.
"The family conjueates in one room
by instinct to keen w: -m We told the
kids about coal furnaces and how you
stood over segisters to dress and how
we stoked them
or pretended to.
We've had a lot more family sharing
than usual Even when the grandparents came over. They shared at jut the
old farmhouse with the outhouse.
"WE'VE LAUGHED A LOT. You
HAVE to. But it's been good to see

people who normally wouldn't speak to

each other out helping each other.
"And whenever anyone starts complaining about not having anything to
do. I usually come up with some chores

and that ends that," Penny said,
laughing again.
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POLICE STATISTICS - (JANUARY AND FEBRUARY 1977)
SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS REPORT
The criminal offenses included
in these statistics include the following:

Non-neglfgent manslaughter,
rape, robbery, assault, burglary,
larceny, vehicle theft

Jan. '76 - 253
Jan. '77 - 197
-7-6; decrease of 22.1%

Feb. '76 - 244
Feb. '77 - 298
54 increase of

The greatest increase in February
involved auto theft.

Rape went down

considerably.

Malicious destruction also decreased.
Jan. '76 - 623 cases
Jan. '77 - 410

213 or 34.2%

Feb. '76 - 794
Feb. '77 - 606

108 23.7%

Auto theft:

Jan. 13 adults, 6 juveniles
Feb. 10 adults, 7 juveniles (these
are only the ones caught. There
are many other unsolved car thefts.)

436

22.1%
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E.

To obtain reactions to the Program by parents, students, and
teachers

Reactions to the program by parents, students, and teachers
are provided in Chapter III of this report.

A few newspaper

items relevant to their reactions are provided on the following
pages.

Reactions or particular importance in the judgment of

the principal investigators included the following:
1.

Parents, students, and teachers generally viewed the Program
as a positive experience and, generally, a successful response
to a school emergency.

2.

Aril three groups would prefer the regular school program over

sOme form of School Without Schools in the future.
3.

Teachers viewed the program as an acceptable way of coping
with a situation over which they had no control. They would
have preferred more structure and mandatory participation.

4.

There was some question among students whether the crisis was
real, but they accepted the restructured school program with
few objections.

5.

Parents accepted the program as a necessary action by the
school administration in a situation over which administrators
had no control.
They were anxious to get their children
back in regular session as soon as possible.
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NORTHLAND NEWS
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by MARTIN ROZENNWI:

;The coldweather induced energy

shortage has necessitated a temporary
cltange in the' educational routine for

Columbus students. The Columbus
Public Schools have- initiated the

tchool Without Schools" program and
Columbus Diocesan schools have also

ben

to alter their schedules.
Surprisingly, seniors from DeSales
and Brookhaven aren't. overjoyed that
sPtool is almost, but not quite. out.
"This is really disrupting schools."
Bonnie Baird, a Brookhaven student.

said. "There's not much you can do
4uring winter. I think most students

dill keep up with their studies

there's not much else to do-nd are

anxious to get back to school. I feel
sorry for kids in the feture because of
all the cutbacks that are being made."
For some students keeping up with
studies will be a problem. Others are
more fortunate.

"We got three weeks worth

of

homework today." DeSales student
Mike Sawczyn said. "but it will be a
problem without help from teachers.
:We will be able to see them during the
week, but they won't have as much
time for each individual student."
"I'm going to take it easy and listen
to my new stereo." Joe McCloskey.
also from DeSales. explained. "I'll do
'All any work in one day and mess

"I have a parttirne job and I'll also
work at home." Brookhaven's Lisa

t

warm.

r

-

Patti Shansbaugh o . Brookhaven
noted that she'd "rather go to school

Lanning said.
"There's nothing much to do but
watch soap operas." Rhadhika Bhat
said. "and I only like 'The Young and
the Restless.' You have to do
something to entertain yourself. A lot
of people will go to Florida now instead
of spring break."
"I guess I'll go different places since
I don't have a job," Brookhaven
'student Sharon Kelly stated. "This has
interferred with school functions like
dances and the Senior Party."
Linda Kolk, a DeSales student, has a
slightly busier schedule. "I'll be at
school everyday practicing gymnastics." she explained. "and I want to
take a Senior Lifesaving course. I did
have to cancel reservations in Florida.

. when it's cold. than go while it's hot,"
So despite all the complaints.
students really do like school, at least a
little anyway.
Brookhaven Principal Lewis Feesler

noted that his school had the best

attendance of' the year last. Thursday.
one day after "School Without.
Schools" plans were announced,
"I think this proves that kids really
want school," Feesler said. "maybe

they've taken it for granted in the
past, but not now."

This will get pretty boring after
awhile. My dad works nights and

sleeps during the day, so I'll probably
drive my parents nuts."
Although it is not yet a myth that
students really dislike school, it's not
totally fact either.
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get better grades. I think a lot of
students enjoy doing the work by

f

'themselves and not being in school all
:the time."

MIKE SAWCZYN
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;. "I'll forget things like chemistry and

,math." Brookhaven student Rhadhika
:Bhat complained. "It hurts not to have
teachers help."
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to constructively occupy free

time will be a common problem and

;challenge for al-nost ail students. Most
'expressed an interest in partying. but
`.this would not take up all of their free
time.
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Fight Expected On SC13001, MX Plan
The sponsor of legislation aimed at replacing

local

school property taxes with income and
corporation franchise le% ies conceded Tuesday his
bill will face stiff opposition.
State Rep. Arthur ilkowski, D-Totedo. predicted the measure (House Bill 37) will pass the Ohio
House this year b.:t will face substantial opposition in
the Senate.
THE BILL would anew a local board of education
to place the income-franchise tax issue en the bal:ot
to be voted on by residents of the school system's

While *Overall local taxes prohably would be
increased under his bill, property owners would no
longer -shoulder the major burden of supporting

schools. Wit kowksi said. This burden would be shifted

to wage earners and businesses and industries,

Witkowski said.

WILKOWSKI PREDICTED city officials would
generally oppose his bill because many municipalities already impose payroll taxes.
Tnese official; fear that another local income tax
district, Wilko..vski said
for school purposes would make it more difficult
:
The board would be required to reduce property
taxes while imposing the new income and franchise to get voters to approve boosts in municipal income
taxes.
kvies.
Witkowski conceded that the new incomeWILKOWSKI ADDED that the Ohio Education
franchise tax could actually increase the overall Alsociat:on (OEA), which represents Ohio teachers, is
taxes for the school district.
unenthusiastic about the legislation.
LOCAL OFFICIALS, Will;owksi said. could still
said the 0EA's influence is limited in
impose a limited amount of real estate tax for school the Witkowski
House. But Senate Majority Leader
purposes His bill would also allow most school Ocasek. D-.Al,ron, has close ties to the teachers' Oliver
union,
districts to generate more revenue through the new
Witkowski claimed. The 0EA's potential
income-franchise tax than was generated through the will make passage of the legislation opposition
much more
old property tax. Witkowski added.
difficult in the Senate than in the House, Witkowski
Mayor beneficiaries of the legislation would be said.
low-income homeowners who cannot afford Ngh
The bill was to be considered Wednesday by the
property taxes, Witkowski said.
I louse Ways and Means Committee.

,
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F. To ascertain the extent of use of the Pro ram outside Columbus
Use of the School Without Schools Program in districts surrounding
Columbus was minimal during the month of February, 1977.

Infor-

mation about use by surrounding districts is provided on the following
pages.

It remains to be seen whether the Columbus experience can be,
or will be, used by other districts or again by the Columbus Public
Schools in the future.

A valuable collection of instructional

materials (teacher handouts, television video tapes, radio audiotapes, newspaper Classroom Extras) was generated by the School
Without Schools Program.

Furthermore, a detailed administrative

handbook of procedures for implementing such a program now exists.

Availability and awareness of these materials and collectioni of
information will undoubtedly influence use in the future.
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SUPERINTENDENTS STUDY
SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS REPORT
by

Susan Kensinger and Elizabeth Gilson

Superintendents in seventeen districts surrounding the Columbus
Public School District were contacted by telephone and asked to respond
to a questionnaire.

The following is a list of districts and super-

intendents contacted:

Bexley - Mr. Blough
Canal Winchester - C.A. Miller
Grandview - Don Williams
Hamilton Local - Roger Hoffman
Jefferson Local -'Maurice E. Jones
Madison Local - Philip Williams
New Albany - Dr. Howes
Reynoldsburg - John Babel
Scioto Darby - Mr. Barnhart,
Southwestern City Schools - Martin Stahl
Washington Local - Willard Grizzell
Westerville - Dr. Harold G. Row
Whitehall - gilbert Johnson
Worthington - Dr. George M. Carnie
Columbus Parochial - Dr. David V. Sorohan
Columbus School for Girls - Mr. Chatman
Columbus Academy - Mr. Putnam
In response to the first question, five of the seventeen districts,
closed for less than a week to convert to alternate fuel, or did not
close at all.

One system made plans to be closed for an extended period,

but was able to purchase self help gas after one week.

The remaining

eleven were closed from two to four weeks, with most providing an alternate program for three weeks and taking spring vacation for one week.
All of the superintendents questioned whose districts were closed
described their alternate plans.

One mentioned confidentially that even

though there was not a lot of education going on, he felt it was necessary

44 I
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to look like something was happening.

A friend of his in another

district in Ohio simply shut down, offering
no alternative, and was
soon relieved of his job.

The alternate plans mentioned were similar to the Columbus plan;
including split sessions to provide one day a week in
a building
heated by fuel other than gas.

Teachers making telephone contact with

students was mentioned six times.
in homes with students.
packets.

Seven districts had teachers meetin

Six districts mentioned the use of homework

TV was included in six reports.

districts.

Trips were mentioned by five

Two said there were no trips because of finances.

(Inci-

dentally, many teachers this spring are finding it difficult
to get
trips cleared because now we have to "catch up".)
four times.

Radio was mentioned

Newsoapers were mentioned by five districts.

were generally required to be availa3le.

The teachers

In one district, space was

rented in a shopping mall for H.S. teachers to meet
with their students.
In one, the kindergarten met in a firehouse
on a regular, full-time
basis.

Comments regarding the media include the following:

were open did not use the media programs.

The schools that

Four that were closed did not

use them officially, and did not care to comment.

One interviewee said,

"The kids watched them, but they were not
considered that useful."
said there was a problem in the variation
between gardes.

Another

A third said

he was, "very gratified they were there, BUT,
even with coordinating
attempts, it was not the same as noral."
more parental involvement than before.
fifth said, "They improved over time.
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A fourth said, "It created

It whetted the appetite."

A

Initially, they were geared to

426

lower middle, becoming more sophisticated.
Dispatch contribution was well-done.
concerning the other media.
creative."

A sixth thought the

He heard comments both ways

A seventh called them "interesting and

An eighth said there was excellent response.

"This is

not criticism," he said, "but it left a false impression that we can
do without teacher contact."

A ninth stressed that many watched them

as a supplement, and thought they were good as such.

A tenth said

they were excellent, "Under the circumstances, an attempt to do something was made.

I have a feeling that people think schools aren't

as necessary as they are.

It was excellent in an emergency, but some

people may think the academics were not interfered with."
Feelings were revealed in response to question 5, "How would you
feel about doing this next year without a crisis?"

Most said no and

responded by explaining that they have already converted to alternate
fuels to prevent it.
children benefit:

One superintendent said he didn't think all the

"Independent study is for the upper echelon."

absolute "no" responses were recorded.

Nine

One interviewer from a school

district that did not close suggested that "It could be a fine method
as an alternate plan, however, nothing competes with the classroom."
Another said, "A lot used under crisis ought to be continued.

We

ought to be using community resources all along, not in lieu of classes,
but' with classes."

Another interviewee said that for the most part,

good things happened, but it is important that students stay in school.
He said the independent learner atmosphere needs to be continued.

One

interviewee suggested that this might be a clue to a formal or informal
summer situation limited by finances.

44,1

Another thought they would like

it administratively, but the community is resisting.

One interviewee

said, "It was marvelous public relations, but an educational disaster:
The decision to close for that long was premature and:unnecessary."
One person summed up the feelings of most of the responders when
he
clearly stated, "Next year?

Over my dead body:"

In response to the question, "What would you do differently?"
said, "We won't have another crisis."

One

Most have made plans for flexible

school calendars, or for converting buildings to other fuels.

Some who

used only minimal resources suggested that they might plan
a fuller
program.

Five said they were not interested at all in Columbus School
Without Schools Program.
little education.
they weren't."

One said, "We know it was good P.R., but damn

It had people believing things were hunky-dorey when

He also said that as a P.R. ienture it communicated

to the public that "WE CARE."

He said, "It may help pass the levy

next time."*

The following are some areas of interest suggested by interviewees
who would like to know more about the School Without Schools
Program:
- How did student-teacher contact work out?
Attendance in homes, classes, field trips?
- Cost, besides salaries.

Cost of field trips', etc.?

- Achievement of children?
- Affect on graduating seniors?
- Children's attitudes?

- Attitudes of the public at large?
- How ARE schools meeting the closing crisis?
- Transportation problems?

444
*The voters actually turned down the Fall 1977 Columbus Public
Schools levy, perhaps over their current desegregation and busing
issue.
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- Philosophy behind what went on?

- Evaluation of how successful the Columbus officials thought
it was?
-

Damage done.

-

How many teachers DID use other facilities?

-

How could the successful parts be incorporated into the ongoing
Program?

-

What was NOT successful?

-

Average number of hours of daily instruction.

-

Administration and organization.
How did he rally his forces?

-

Student reaction, parent reaction, teacher reaction.

-

How were they when they came back?

-

Appraisal of TV

-

Could we make a media bank?

Was it the schools' liability?

Superintendent's reaction.

(Would like to have own teachers in it too!)

Other comments:
1.

"The main significance is that Columbus has shown it could

work together.
2.

out.

Now they can work on the desegregation crisis."

"Depending on the media wa., ineffectual for getting information

Messages got garbled or mislaid.

Only three of ten stations aired

the ammouncements."
3.

"Schools were placed on industrial commercial basis.

SWS was

used as a reason why by Langdon Bell in a PUCO testimony in early
February."

He also said, "The public had trouble understanding why we

had to pay during the shutdown."
4.

"Parents SEE they have a role in the education of their own kids."

5.

It might get the next levy passed.
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I felt that many of these people felt themselves in a bind.

They seemed obliged to follow the example of Columbus.

They felt

it necessary as a PR move to make their time out of school
as productive

as possible for the students, yet at the same time, they expressed an
underlying concern that too much success might prove to the public that
schools, which is what they stand for, might be seen as unnecessary.
It is a stressful situation to be in a position of responsibility
for
the needs of people, successfully meet those needs, and at the same
time feel that this same success demonstrates that everything
one has
stood for in the past just might not be as essential as we have told
those we're serving.
This feeling of "double-bind" came through loud and clear in
many of my conversations.

There was a feeling of "I'm not sure how

I should respond officially, but I do want to maintain my position."
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Tutoring. grades 1-8, experienced elementary teacher.
267-8634.

TUTORING. all subjects &
COUNSELING. Certified &
Experienced. 268-5436.

BOOSTER
2/9/77

OSU English grad will tutor in

composition, critical & creative writing & reading. 2633845.

Bil a]s Forced to close building...* :
Despite efforts to secure
"self-help" natural gas. the
Worthington City Schools
have been forced to close
temporarily. But school officials are hopeful that the
learning process will continue even though the physical
plants are not available.

tion on times and dates of

.....

lar \ and athletic activities

"School

could be at any time.

be determined by

Columbus Public School

which could reopen schools:

these class sessions has been

effect until .schools can
Program is similar to the .. reopen which, officials say,

will be continued as much s
possible: middle school atra-curricular activities ir

Without Schools"
program devised by the

school.

sent home with students.
The Emergency Learning

system. Worthington school

officials are encouraging
vised a system called the their students to make use
gram." The program will

:"..

:

The Emergency Learning
Program will remain in

School officials have de-

"Emergency Learning Pro-

._____.

4.

of special educational programming on WBNS-TV and

require all students to meet Radio, WOSU-TV and
at least once a. week with WCBE Radio. Worthington
teachers.
officials also hope to negoti.

Between meeting days. ate some media time for
student will be required to their own programming.

complete assignments at
home. Also during this time,

There are three factors
the availability of natural
gas from Columbia Gas
Company. securing "selfhelp" gas from independent
producers or warmer weather.

ea h

Finally, officials annou c
ed that spring vacation a.:
been changed from Ma cl.
21.25 to February 21-25.

Until such time that
schools reopen. all winter
term Continuing Education
classes scheduled at schools
will be canceled.
High school extra-curricu-

students may work with

their teachers in homes.
through phone contacts and
on field trips.
All students will meet

once a week in the central
and west areas of Worthing--

ton High School's main

campus. These facilities are
heated with electricity and
fuel

oil.

Elementary and

middle school children will
meet in four-hour sessions
either in the morning or
afternoon, while all high
school students will meet in
one 5-hour session. Informa-

The schools have been in the news for seve'al weeks here in Columbus, but last week the
no
was b`.e newsthe news media that is Representatives from all three major networks, AS
CBS, and NBC, were in town to report on the school system's effort to keep students learnin
while the 'buildings are closed. Here NBC correspondent Bob Kur interviews Dr. John Elli:
Columbus Superintendent of Schools.
1,

2

Photo by TeTerri Lehm
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How did this happen?
Now, it seems bowling alleys and indoor
tennis courts have suddenly been pushed or
',*shoved into becoming babysitting emporiums.
flow about that? Schools must be closed but

CITIZEN JOURNAL
2/7/77

4- these enterprises can stay open. I have nothing

against tennis courts or bowling alleys, but I
can't fathom how such a state of affairs could
.e.e: possibly come about

RL 2 Pickerington.

(ANNE G. WINDMILL-

DISPATCH
2/7/77

asis
Educators in central Ohio area wilt
try to keep open the lines of learning to

students this week during forced

shutdowns of most schools because of
the shortage of natural gas.
HERE IS A list of education activities in area school systems this week:
Grandview Heights
regular
school schedule Monday and Thursday.
No school Tuesday or Wednesday. No
decision reached yet for Friday.
Upper Arlington
senior high
students will report Monday and Tues-

day from I to 3 p.m. Junior high

students report Wednesday from 12.30
to 2:30 p.m. Mini schedules will be in
effect to give students opportunity to
meet with teachers.
Worthington
short session
Monday for all students. Classes Tuesday through Feb. 14 to be held at
Worthington High School on a rotating
basis for all students.

o Hamilton parent-teacher con-

ference 1 to 8:30 p.m. Monday, teachers available at South elementary from
9 a.m. to noon Tuesday through Friday;
for South students Tuesday, Central
elementary students Wednesday, middle school students Thursday and high
school students Friday.
o Canal Winchester all classes on

Bexley regular classes Monday
and Tuerday. Reduced schedules in all

buildings I to 2:30 p.m. Wednesday
through Friday.
Whitehall
regular' classes
Monday and Tuesday. Students to meet

with teachers in regular buildings
from 9.30 to 10:30 a.rn. Wednesday and

Columbus Diocesan FrankIi
County Schools

closed. Classes

non - school locations.

Washington Local (Dublin)
high school closed. Double sessions

Dublin Middle Schools. Elementar

Saturday.
Reynoldshurg
students begin
once-aweek classes at the junior high
school on Monday. Students have been
scheduled for the one day, depending
on which city school they attend.
Jefferson Local
elementary
and middle school students will attend
two two-hoer sessions each week at the
Gehenna el!ddle School. High school
students wilt attend on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
Plain Local
School will be

heated schools closed. Classes a

for other students Monday through

closed for the next two wee' s. Stu-

double sessions in new high school
building: grades I through 12 from B
a.m. to 1 p.m.: kindergarten through
sixth grades from 1 to 5 p m.
Pickerington
regular classes
students Monday through Satorday in
the high school building. Elementary
school students will have class in the
high school building through Saturday
the week of Feb. 14.;

schedules and locations will be distributed. Elementary students will begin
new 'schedules next Monday. After a
day off on Wednesday, secondary
students will begin attending classes at

'

Friday.

Friday.
Groveport-Madison
regular
classes for high school students Monday through Saturday Double sessions

dents were given instructional Packets
Friday for use during the dosi%
Westerville
all students will
ha.e normal classes on Monday. On
Tuesday, secondary students will attend at regular buildings from 7c30
until 12.30 p.m. to receive new
class schedules. Elementary students
will have no school Tuesday. but will
attend at regular buildings Wednesday

for high school and middle school

North High School on Thursday an

from I to 5 p.m. when new class
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schools on regular schedule.
Scioto-Darby (Hilliard)

close

Teachers meet with students at no
school locations.
South-Western

natural ga

sthools with fuel oil or electric hea
Teachers meeting with students

non-school locations.
Columbus
weekly classe

transferred t3 29 ,chool building
using fuel other than natural gas and t
some nonschool ouildings made avai
able by public or private firm
Attendance at all school functions wi
be taken.
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CHAPTER V

IMPLICATICNS FOR THE FUTURE

A.

Guidelines

The experience in Columbus yielded valuable
information about
restructuring a school system under crisis conditions.

The following

sections 0 the report contain suggestions to various
groups gleaned.
from the Columbus experience and documents prepared
by CPS personnel.

The sections are directed toward:

1.

Central administrators

2.

Building administrators

3.

Physical plant staff

4.

Teachers

5.

School Board

6.

Parents

7.

Students

8.

Support units

A :4 1-

ti

:

.
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1.

Guidelines for Central Administrators
Guidelines for central administrators are organized into three categories
a.
b.
c.

Preparedness
Action
Review

Preparedness guidelines are as follows:
(1)

Every school system should have a crisis contingency plan,
adopted by the board, that indicates responsibilities of all
personnel in the systems and directions for acting in each
area of responsibility.
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

The plan should cover, at least,

Communication
Facilities
Program
Transportation

The plan should stipulate that all staff and employees are
subject to temporary reassignment during a crisis and should
describe in detail emergency assignments.
(2)

An inservice training program for all personnel should be part

of preparing for reorganization under crisis conditins.
(3)

A crisis leadership board should be designated to formilate
all decisions for the district and maintain leaderihip during
the crisis.

it is important that this board remain in communication

during the crisis.

The board might consist of a school hoard

representative, a teachers union representacive, the superintendent,
an assistant superintendent, and possibly, the centrC
administration department heads.

Each person should assume

responsibility for an area of the contingency plan.

The

crisis board should know the law and be aware of alternative
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actions it can take under crisis conditions.

Decision making

protocol should be clearly explained, including especially
those decision areas that require ratification by the
school board and the extent of veto powers of different
members of the board.

Preparedness in the four action areas could consist of the following:
(a)

Communication
(1)

contact people with newspapers, television, radio
and key offices or agencies (e.g., school board,
legislative, mayors office, teachers union, State
Department of Education) should be established

(2)

prepare directives to each level of personnel so
they are ready for adaption and distribution

(3)

establish communication lines (mail routes, telephone
numbers, runners, etc.)

(b)

Facilities
(1)

mothballing plans for all buildings should be worked
out in detail

(2)

security and safety staff should have explicit
instructions

(3)

inventories should be continually updated and kept
secure

(4)

plan for contingency sites for instruction if
regular facilities are removed

(5)

arrange for or prepare contingency lists of emergency
replacements for all personnel

d
A
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(c)

Program
(1)

maintenance plan for instruction during a crisis
period or a description of plans for communicating
delivery of instruction to instructional personnel

(2)

stock instructional material to support the
contingency plan

(3)

assign special responsibilities for program delivery
under crisis conditions (e.g., media coordinators,
rights and responsibilities of teachers, material
reproduction staff)

(d)

Transportation
(1)

arrange for a support transportation system if
needed (e.g., volunteer private autos, city buses)

(2)

develop a list of standby drivers

(3)

routes and schedules should be filed to meet
different sets of assumptions about an emergency.

Action guidelines are as follows:
Materials gathered from the School Without Schools experience
pertaining to actions assigned to school staff are provided in
Appendix H.

Points relevant to the roles central administrators

play in operating a school system under crisis conditions
include
the following:
(1)

Maintain communication with all schools and with the public.

(2)

Make policy decisions, e.g., grading, mandated vs. voluntary
participation.

(3)

Troubleshoot

(4)

Monitor operation of emergency plan and correct as
necessary.

(5)

Inform police, fire, civil defense, others of actions.
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Review guidelines are as follows:

The main points for central administrators to consider following
the emergency are:

2.

(1)

Revise the emergency plan where weaknesses appeared.

(2)

Enlist assistance as needed to regroup.

(3)

Identify problems resulting from the emergency period and
begin action to resolve them.

(4)

Undertake business, insurance inventory.

Guidelines for Building Administrators
While the emergency is in progress, this is where the action
is in the areas of facilities, program delivery, transportation of

students, and communication with teachers, parents, and students.

The bulk of the administrative guidelines developed for the School
Without Schools Program was developed for building level action.
These guidelines have been collected and are provided in Appendix H
because of their exhaustive coverage of actions building level
personnel may be asked to do.

Points of note include the following:

(1)

Daily physical plant inspection, security;

(2)

Staff communication, telephone numbers, weekly staff meetings;

(3)

List of resource people, agencies that could assist with
programs, and telephone numbers;

(4)

Very specific plan of action and assignments for building
and staff maintenance of all programs including support
services, such as school lunch programs;

(5)

Daily report - attendance, participation, problems, daily
log of staff activities;

(6)

Payroll harfling, mail handling;

(7)

Reschedule events, e.g., athletics;

(8)

Oversight of building, "mothball," if called for;

...

....:
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(9)

Enforce district policy, legal matters (e.g., approval for
use of non-school facilities);

(10) Summon emergency aid if needed.
In contrast to central administration where the emphasis is

first on planning and then on review, building administration emphasis
is first and foremost on action and implementation during the
emergency.
3.

Guidelines for Physical Plant Staff
The reader is referred to Appendix H for physical plant

directions, especially for mothballing buildings.

Points of

importance include:
(1)

Maintaining daily communication and reporting with building
administration;

(2)

Keeping a daily log of actions taken;

(3)

Maintaining building security, conducting building checks;

(4)

Assisting building administrators and faculty in implementing
emergency storage procedures (see following pages for
detailed directions on emergency storage);

(5)

Directing operations for mothballing buildings, if called
for (see following pages for detailed directions and cost
estimates for mothballing buildings);

(6)

Regulating utilities (gas, oil, coal, electricity, water)
as directed by building administrator;

(7)

Making emergency repairs;

(8)

Assisting in conducting inventory of equipment and supplies.
The Columbus Public Schools "School Without Schools" Handbook

contained an enormous amount of detailed information regarding
emergency storage and mothballing.

This information is valuable

and is reproduced on the following pages.

A March, 1977 article

from the Ohio Association of School Business Officials also provided
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detailed information and cost estimates for building shutdowns.
That information is also reproduced for future use on the
following pages.

Readers wanting to skip the remainder of

this section may turn to page

'

A.

V

li

A '.., 1/4.
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MOTHBALLING ANDIMERGENCY STORAGE PROCEDURES
SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS PROGRAM
Columbus, Ohio Public Schools, February 7-24, 1977

Emergency Storage Procedures During School Closing
During the February emergency closing of schools certain equipment,
materials and supplies may require special treatment or steps to
safeguard them from damage by lowered temperatures.
Deoartment administrators have prepared the following series of
contingency instructions and procedures for the protection of school
property.

If teachers want to accept responsibility for any school

property they require for their instructional program, please have
them sign out thoso items to be responsible for them.

The following instructions are not applicable and definitive for
every school, therefore, please exercise any additional cuations you
deem appropriate for other unlisted school property.
Emergency Storage Procedures
In the event that schools are closed and buildings are "mothballed"

for the duration, steps will have to be taken to avoid
art materials
and equipment being destroyed by freezing temperatures.

Below is a

list of procedures for assuring the safety of your various art
supplies
and apparatus.

We ask you to take all endangered items home and give them safe,
warm
storage.

Perhaps some of your fellow teachers could heir) you with this

task.

Please fill out the Inventory storage sheet.

Leave a copy with your

principal and maintain one for yourself.
To stake sure that the plumbing in your area is properly drained,

find out who has the draining assignment in your building and provide

a
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list of waterlines, pipes, taps, and drains located in all rooms of
your department.
Art Supplies
1.

Enlargers:

2.

Cameras:

3.

Projectors: May leave in building but suggett storing in warm
secure place (do not use until projector has returned to room
temperature).

4.

Film (undeveloped):
store in dry place.

5.

Film (slides, 16 mm):

6.

Photo Papers:
If unsealed, store in warm dry place (avoid
condensation durina transport by packing in styrofoam cooler
or other insulated container).
If sealed, may remain in
school building.

7.

Chemicals: Store mixed chemicals in above-freezing place;
unopened dry packaged chemicals may remain in school building.

8.

Ceramic and enameling kilns:

Remove lenses, box carefully and take to warm
place; cover enlarger with blanket or some heavy porous fabric.
Box carefully and take to warm secure place.

9. .Moist clay:

If unsealed or not in tin or plastic,

Store in dry warm place.

May remain in school buildings.

If frozen, mu.' be re-processed.

10.

Flammables:
If in metal containers, may remain in school
building; if in glass containers, place in sink or metal leakproof trash can in case glass breaks.

11.

All moist or liquid materials without alcohol content:
Remove
to warm place, i.e., liquid tempera, varnish, enamels, inks
(tube and bottle), acrylics, oils, glazes (mixed only), glue,
paste, Gesso, polymer medium, wax-resist liquis.

4 ".
,..)
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INVENTORY SHEET:

TEACHER COPY

EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES REMOVED FROM BUILDING FOR EMERGENCY STORAGE
SCHOOL
TEACHER/ S

DATE
EQUIPMENT

Quantity- Item

Makc.

1Mcdel

Ser. No.

1

CPS No.

STORAGE LOCATION

i

I

I

1
1

i
I

1___

I

j
I

I

1

1

MATERIALS
Unit
ft"2-1

I

,
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STORAGE LOCATION
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Mothballing - Audio Visual
The following items need to be protected from freezing temperatures:
1.

Videotape recorders, cameras, and tapes.

2.

Equipment that uses vacuum tubes - 16 mm projectors,
radios, television sets, reel to reel tape recorders.

3!

Audio tapes, cassettes, filmstrips, film loops, records,
microfilm.

4.

Microphones and tube amplifiers.

Batteries should be removed from all equipment.

Transistorized equipment should weather satisfactorily if protected
by wrapping or boxing.
Central Sound Systems should be covered with protective material.
PLASTIC MATERIALS SHOULD NOT BE USED as a protective wrap as they
will hold moisture.
Use newspapers, canvas, etc.
Equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip projectors, opaque
projectors, microfiche readers, should be protected but NOT moved.
Insofar as possible, equipment should NOT be stored against exterior
walls.

CONTINGENCY PROCEDURES AND GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS
OF BUSINESS OFFICE EDUCATION AND DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION TO FOLLOW IN THE
EVENT OF CLOSING OF SCHOOLS
General: All machines are to be unplugged. All machines are to be
covered to keep dust out. Where possible, store small machines in BOE
storage room and lock.
Discard of take home all fluids, glue, etc., items
that would freeze.

Specific Procedures to Follow for Each Type of Equipment:
A.B. Dick - Contact person Earl Meyers - phone 488-5961. Spirit
duplicating machines. New models - take hose out of gallon can,
Pump air through the lines, conseauently clearinq all alcohol liquid
to the reservoir. Once alcohol is in the reservoir it will evaporate
before freeqing.
Kepp machine covered and unplugged.
Old A.B. Dick - Container with alcohol must be removed.
Recommend
pouring of alcohol from container, either discarding into sink or
pouring back into can for storage.

45J
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Standard Spriit Copy Machines - Check fluid level guage.
If not
over half way full, leave as is.
If the guage reads "full" try to
get fluid out of machine somehow.
(When machine is full there is
possibility of freezing, consequently major damage to the machine.)
If machine is half full of liquid, freezing is almost out of the
question, Keep machine covered and unplugged.
A.B. Dick Mimeo - Unplug and make sure ink pad is in correct diagonal
"STOP" position and keep machine covered.
Photo Copier - A.B. Dick #675 copier.
Petroleum base solution is
used.
Do not think that it will freeze. Consequently keep machine
unplugged and covered.

3M Photo Corer - Model #209.

Instructions are to take paper out.
nd pink intermediate rclls). Unplug, cover machine
with plastic garbage bag or plastic cover provided when machine was
delivered. The imoortant thing is to keep machine covered and free
from dust.
(White roll.

Remington Photo Copier - Model II and III.
Contact person
Toronto - phone 272-8998. Take paper out of machine--take
out of machine.
Dump fluid out of tank.
Unplug and cover
Possible problem--flattening of feed rollers unavoidable.
quire service call when operating again.

Joe
all fluid
machine.
May re-

A.B. Dick Table-Top Offset - Make sure that the machine is cleaned,
especially the ink rollers. Drain all solutions.
Leave in night/
latch position.
IBM Key Punch - Seven locations.

Unplug machine and cover completely.

3M Thermo Fax Machines - Make sure to cover when machine is cool to
avoid dust getting into machine.
Unplug.
Inner-Office Telephone System - No instructions. However, there is
the possibility of moisture and condensation developing and having
corrosion occur on the switching equipment. This will require a
service call when operational again.

Transcribers and Word Processing Equipment - (S.E.C.C. and Ft. Hayes
C.C.)
Unplug equipment. Keep all equipment covered.
Make sure that
room temperature has been reached for at least eight (8) hours prior
to turning on equipment.
Once this is accomplished, turn on each
piece of equipment for two (2) hours prior to operation.
Calculators and Mechanical Adding Machine - Cover machines and unplug.
Allow machine to reach regular room temperature before starting to
turn on again. This means the heat in Lab must be on for a minimum
of 24 hours prior to operation of this piece of equipment.

4S0
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Electric Typewriters - All 6ectric typewriters present unavoidable
problem--condensation will occur with up and down temperatures,
causing rusting of type bars, shaft and other metals. Machines
should be kept unplugged and covered.
IBM Selectric and Other Element Machines - Unplug, completely cover,
store if possible.
Allow machines to reach room temperature before
using.
Cash Registers in D.E. Labs - Cash registers at Briggs and Independence,
Model DTS 100. Contact DATA CASH - phone 224-4800. To prepare
machine for cold storage, remove cash drawer out of machine and in
the back of the machine is a cover plate (either black or silver).
Remove this plate and disconnect the black wire. This disassembles
the battery package. Unplug the machine and keep covered.
Supplies - (Fluids, cleaners, glue, etc.) GET SMART, THMK!! Check
all cabinets and storage areas to determine what is freezable and
what is not.
Pack up items that will freeze and take home.

Sink Location - Some of the BOE labs have a sink located in the
storage room.
Make sure to identify in writing to your building
administrator, the location of this sink and that it needs to be
drained if schools are "moth balled."
"Mothballing" Buildings

If it becomes necessary to "mothball" buildings, or close them without
heat for a number of days, please take the following action:
1.

Notify all regular teachers who are assigned cars to store
those cars at their homes in as safe a location as possible.
Engine should be started and run for several minutes the day
before school resumes, to be sure car will start the first
day of school.

2.

Notify all substitute teachers who are assigned cars to return
their cars to 17th Avenue the afternoon of the last day school "---is in session. If these substitute teachers are assigned to
Driver Education positions when school resumes, they should
contact me at 224-6488 (office) or 885-3234 (home) for car
assignments.

3.

Notify Driver Education Team Teachers at your building to secure
trailers as follows:
a.

Remove projectors and
home.
Call me to let
these materials.
Our
materials are insured

films and store them in a teacher's
me know which teacher is storing
insurance company tells us these
while out of the trailers.
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4.

b.

Remove all personal items from trailer.
which might freeze.

c.

Disconnect battery from emergency light.

d.

Turn off all circuit breakers in trailer, turn off and
padlock switch on outside of school building. Cables can be
left in place.

e.

Store steps inside trailer to make it more difficult for
anyone to enter trailer.

f.

Double lock doors with original locks and padlocks.

Remove any liquid

If multi-media equipment is in use in your school, store projectors and films at a teacher's home and let me know which teacher
is storing them. The console should be stored in the school
building in as secure a place as possible. Wiring taped to
floors can be left in place, but responders should be disconnected
and stored with the console.

Closing of Lunchroom for the Energy Crisis
Each Food Service Helper is asked to comply with the following
instructions for closing the Lunchroom for the Energy Crisis:
1.

On the last day of serving lunches, please send your Daily
Lunch Report and copy of the bank deposit slip to your
Satellite Manager, Quality Assurance Office by school mail,
or stamped, self-addressed envelope to be sent to each school.

2.

Lunch Program Monies - all monies on hand must be deposited
in the Ohio National Bank by the Principal or person designated by him.

3.

On the last day after you have served the lunches, do the
following:
a.

Refrigerator - clean and unplug the refrigerator, leave
the door propped open so odors may escape.

b.

Safety Alarm Recorders - (Only the schools receiving P.M.
deliveries have these.)
Please leave the switch on
CLEAN so the refrigerator will not alarm when it is plugged
in when we return.
Place a new chart in the recorder.
Please remember to send the chart and report to Burnett
Collins, Quality Assurance Office, by school mail.

c.

Milk Coolers - clean and unplug the milk coolers, leave
the doors open.
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4.

d.

Oven - clean.

e.

Tables - please made certain they are free of all soil.

Keys - please leave all keys with the principal.

Please call your Satellite Manager when you are finished with the
above to inform her that your Lunchroom is ready for closing.

Milk - After lunch is served sell any remaining milk to children
or adults.

If you have any milk left in the cooler after the lunch

period give it to students who serve the school in a specia! way (i.e.,
Safety Patrol, etc.).

DO NOT LEAVE any milk in the cooler.

(Same

applies to Orange Juice.)

Care of Food - Store All Food Properly
1.

All possible frozen meats, fowl, similar, as well as frozen
vegetables and fruits should be used before the close of
school.

2.

Every effort should be made to use as much food as possible
before the close of school.

3.

Store any remaining dried eggs in tightly covered containers
and refrigerate.

4.

Store any remaining starch foods, rice, flour, cornmeal,
macaroni products, rolled wheat, dried beans,-and similar in
tightly covered containers.

5.

Refrigerate all foods that cannot be kept in dry storage.

6.

All butter and margarine should be frozen. It is advisable
to refrigerate only what will be used daily, and keep the
remainer frozen.

7.

All cheese is to be refrigerated, not frozen.

8.

Milk and Bread - keep orders to a minimum - what is necessary
On last day of operation, freeze any remaining milk and
only.
bread.

9.

Discard especially
Discard small amounts of leftover foods.
leftover cold sandwiches, wrapped hot sandwiches, gravy.

el1 r
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10.

Consolidate all frozen and refrigerated products as much
as possible and disconnect those refrigeration units not
needed for storage.

11.

PLACE LOOSE ICE CUBES IN EACH FREEZER LEFT IN OPERATION.

12.

Ask custodian to check freezers and refrigerators that are left
in operation.

13.

All refrigeration and freezer space which is not in operation
should be washed and rinsed to remove soil and then washed with
baking soda water (1 tablespoon soda to 2 qts. water) and dried
thoroughly. The doors are to be left open if they are not kept
running.
Fasten sign on door "Please do not close."
PULL PLUGS
DO NOT REMOVE CIRCUIT BREAKER LOCKS OR LOCKING BRACKETS ON
CIRCUIT BREAKERS.

14.

All counter units (salad pan and milk cooler units) shall be
PULL THE PLUGS.
DO NOT REMOVE CIRCUIT BREAKER

turned off.
LOCKS.

Locking Equipment
1.

Do not lock any equipment, milk coolers, refrigerators, etc.,
unless food/supplies are stored in the units.
Keep cash
register drawers open or lock the cash registers in the storeroom or office.
(Recommend moving cash registers to storeroom
if possible, but leave drawers open.)

2.

Clean the ranges, ovens, deep fat fryers, steam cookers and dry
thoroughly.
Leave pilot lights on.

3.

Steam cookers should be left with doors ajar.

4.

Diswashers should be left open for ventilation after a thorough
cleaning.
Lift or remove "food collection" pans to allow air
to circulate.Turn aas pilot off.
Leave valve open.

5.

All booster heaters should be turned off.

6.

Tell the custodian all qas pilot lights on ranges, ovens,
steam cookers, etc., are to be left on. Exception: The
dishwasher and serving counters heated by gas. Turn these off.

7.

Have all refuse and waste cans scrubbed with hot detergent
water.
Sanitize, rinse and dry thoroughly. Do not put paper
in these.
Leave uncovered.

8.

Telephones.
Be certain to lock the telephone. Keep office
door locked if possible. Phone will be on - must be locked.

9.

Safes are to be unlocked and open.

.
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10.

Lunch Tickets - The unused portion of rolls of lunch tickets
remaining at the end of the last day of school should be
Docked in the storeroom.
Do not leave in the safe, and do not
send to the Food Service office.

Security

Please, be especially security conscious for the closing period.
Custodians may do building checks, but you should expect that to be
limited.

STEPS TO BE TAKEN FOR EMERGENCY CLOSING OF SCHOOLS
In the event that schools are closed due to the gas emergency the
following procedures should be taken in the home economics rooms:
A.

Schools Closed, Minimum Heat (Above Freezing)
4.

B.

1.

Arrange with the head custodian to have the gas turned off to
the ranges and dryers.

2.

Remove all food from all refrigerators and freezers and discard.
(Any item of value may be taken to your home freezer for storage
should you desire.)

3.

Unplug freezers and refrigerators, Ciefrost and clean interiors.
PROP DOOR OPEN SO THAT IT
REMAIN OPEN TO PREVENT UNDESIRABLE
ODORS IN THE APPLIANCES.
(This precaution is taken in the event
of power failure.)

4.

Unplug all sewing machines.

5.

DRAIN the water out of all steam irons.

Schools Closed, NO HEAT
1.

Arrange with the head custodian to have the gas turned off to
the ranges and dryers.

2.

Remove all food from all refrigerators and freezers and discard.
(Any item of value may be taken to your home freezer for storage
should you desire.)

3.

Unplug freezers and refrigerators, defrost and clean interiors.,
PROP DOOR OPEN SO THAT IT WILL REMAIN OPEN TO PREVENT UNDESIRABLE
ODORS IN THE APPLIANCES.
(This precaution is taken in the event
of power failure.)

4.

Unplug all sewing machines.

5.

DRAIN the water out of all steam irons.

4
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6,

Arrange with the head custodian to disconnect washers and dishwashers and be sure all water is drained from the appliances.

7.

Arrange with the head custodian to shut off water and drain all
pipes to sinks and hand bowls.

8.

Empty bottles of distilled water or take them home to store.

9.

All canned foods, bleaches, furniture polish, ink, liquid soap,
and other solutions that would freeze are to be boxed and labeled:
STORE IN A HEATED AREA. This should be brought to the attention
of the principal or head custodian.

CONTINGENCY PROCEDURES AND GENERAL\INSTRUCTIONS FOR DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS
OR TEACHERS OF TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL AND AGRICULTURE TO FOLLOW IN CASE OF
CLOSING OF SCHOOLS
General

In the event that minimal heat is maintained in your building be sure
to secure all flammable liquids under lock and key , lock up all tools,
remove all saw blades, etc., that could be used in vandalism, grease all

exposed machine surfaces, close off all draft sources, such as, air intake
and exhaust systems.

In the event that a moth balling takes place with no heat we hope
that you will do all in your power to help minimize any loss to supplies
and equipment.

Below is a partial list of precautions and suggestions

that may help during this emergency.
1.

Close all "draft areas" in your room, such as, outside air
intakes, exhaust vents, etc.

2.

Move benches away from windows and put rags at bottom of
windows to absorb moisture

3.

Windows should be locked.

4.

Grease all exposed machine surfaces.

5.

Drain water from all air compressors and traps.
to be done last.)

6.

Clean and oil all Graphic Arts machinery, pl,tten presses and
offset equipment.

If necessary make a locking device.
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(This may have

7.

Drain blueprint machines of ammoni

8.

Make arrangements for heated storage for any liquid chemicals
that you do not know the freezing temperature of (example:
detergents, diluted chemicals and other water soluble chemicals).

9.

Take precautions tc protect all materials that freezing will
damage, such as, glue, water base paints, etc.
(This may mean
taking them home if possible.)

.

10.

Flammable materials should be stored in metal containers and
locked in metal cabinets.

11.

Tools should be oiled and stored under lock and key where they
are not usually stored because of possible break-in at schojls.

12.

Remove blades from all power saws and lock up to avoid-theft.

13.

Take all batteries out of electronic equipment.

14.

Box all electronic equipment feasible, put absorbent material
inside and seal.
We will supply boxes and absorbent materials.
It may be advisable to take some equipment home. When equipment
goes back into service do the following:
a.
b.

c.

15.

Allow 24 to48 hours to warm up and dry out.
High voltage units, such as, scopes and power supplies,
should be visually checked inside for dryness. Arcing
could take place if it is not dry.
Replace all batteries where needed.

Call for "pick up" on all Oxygen and Acetylene tanks.

NOTE:

After returning to school and you find any damage to
equipment due to vandalism, weather, broken water lines, etc.,
please inform this office immediately so we can get things back
in operation as soon as possible.
16.

Check the attached list and make arrangements to assure that
all items which apply to you are provided for.

A
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Prepa-e the following list of appliances by draining or pumping antifreeze through them:

Drain

Drain and Pump
Antifreeze
Pressure Washers
Steam Cleaners

Floor Exhaust Systems
Floor Grid Systems

Air Compressors
Air Lines

Air Compressor Water Cooled Driers
Shop Toilets
Shop Urinals

Cooling Systems of cars which will be stored
Cooling Systems of Mock-up Engines which
will be stored
Empty 55 gallon drums
Water Coolers

Unused lab areas with sinks and drains
Radiators
Sprayers

Water Cooled Machines
Machines with water cleaning systems
Insure water .i., out of lift pits
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Library
1.

Remove all plants, aquariums, live animals and other specimens
that low temperatures would kill.

2.

Remove supplies that would be damaged by freezing such as:
ink, mystic tape, replacement lamps, plastic spray cans, thermal
masters, AV repair kits, laminating supplies, etc.

3.

Follow instructions regarding AV equipment and software as
developed by the Department of Radio, Television, and Audio
Visual Education.

4.

Disconnect any copying machines.

17th Avenue Library
1.

Check water lines and drains to break area, rest rooms, and
for sprinkler system

2.

Arrange for removal and storage of equipment that would be
damaged by low temperatures.

3.

Prepare other equipment for low temperature:
a.
b.

c.
d.

Bell and Howell Reader Printer - Disconnect and call
service before using.
MTST machine and all electric typewriters - Disconnect
and do not reuse until 10 hours of warm up.
Xerox machines - Disconnect.
A.B. Dick Automated Press - Disconnect, clean, and remove
rollers.

e.

Tape machine - Remove water.

4

Arrange for removal and storage of supplies subject to deterioration
from low temperatures such as:
glue, spray cans, thermal masters,
mystic tape, labels, etc.

5.

Notify companies that have hot and cold drink vending machines.

6.

Notify all vendors to stop shipments until school reopen.

The above tasks would resolve some problems which would result from
mothballing; however, nothing could be done about the following:
1.

Damage to books and AV software - sheer volume prevents removal.

2.

Approval of invoices - payment would be delayed until they could
be checked.

1
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Mothballing - Physical Education
1.

All supplies for physical education should be stored in
cabinets or on shelves in a designated area. This material
should not be left op the floor.
It is important that all
materials are sufficiently secured.

2.

Caution should be taken to assure that the materials are
sufficiently warmed up before their use. Damage will probably
not occur if the temperature is gradually lowered and raised.

3.

Audio-visual materials such as films, loop films, and projectors
should be taken home and stored in a warm area since extremely
low temperatures can damage this equipment.

4.

First aid supplies, especially those in glass containers, should
be put in your medicine kit and taken home for warm storage.

5.

All students should remove belongings from lockers, this includes
clothing, deodorant cans, towels, etc. Remind students they
will be expected to have their physical education clothing the
first day schools reopen.

Closing School Health Rooms

Should the Columbus schools be closed due to the energy crisis, the
following guidelines should be used to close the school health rooms:
1.

Take audiometers and blood pressure equipment home to
protect fv.om loss or vandalism.
Transport inside your car
rather than the trunk as the audiometer may be damaged
by severe cold.

2.

Arrange with the school office to lock up small equipment and
health records similar to the procedure for closing school
in June.

3.

Call Molly Parsons if you have questions about your role or
responsibilities during this crisis.

Mothballing - Science
Elementary:

Equipment - No equipment provided by our department should suffer
damage if subjected to low temperatures. If in doubt about a particular piece of equipment, call the Science Department, phone 225-2728,
Chemicals - Flush all liquid chemicals down a sink, using an ample
supply of water. Allow at least a minute of water flow between each
different kind of chemical.
Let water run for at least five (5)
minutes after the 'ast chemical.
Alcohol burner fuel will not freeze
if kept in the bui.dings, and ne.ed not be flushed down the sink. Dry
chemicals will not be damaged by the cold.
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Living things:
A.

Drain all aquaria, aquaria filters and pumps. Air pumps
ned no draining. Send all livings things in aquaria home
with volunteer students if possible.

B.

All animals kept in small cages should be sent home with
stuOnt volunteers if possible.

C.

All plants and terrariums should be sent home with student
volunteers if possible.

Secondary:

Equipment - No equipment provided by the science department, except
calculators, should suffer damage by low temperatures.
Calculators
should be taken home or transported to any available alternate
storage area where temperatures will not go'below 40 degrees F.
If in doubt about a particular peice of equipment, call the Science
Department - phone 225-2728.

Chemicals - Flush all liquid chemicals that may be in danger of
freezing at about 0 degrees F down a sink, using an ample supply of
water.
Allow at least a minute of water flow between each different
kind of chemical. Don't flush acids down with organic liquids. Most
concentrated acids will withstand the low temperatures, but all
diluted acids, bases and reagents should be flushed down a sink.
When in doubt, dump it
Living things:
A.

Drain all aquaria and tubing. Send all living things in
aquaria home with student volunteers if possible.

B.

All animals kept in environmental chambers, cages, or terraria
should be sent home with student volunteers if possible. Shut
down all environmental chambers.

C.

All plants and small terrariums should be sent home with student
volunteers if possible.

D.

All cultures of microorganisms should be flushed down a sink
with an ample supply of water.
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COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SIXTH AVENUE INSTRUCTIONAL CENTER

Noted below are general elementary school materials, and instructionally related materials which should be removed from buildings
before the building is "moth balled":
ART MATERIALS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

G'Jzes
Turpentine
Varnish
Shellac
India Ink
Gum Solution
Fixative Spray
Vinegar
Tempra Paint

OFFICE MATERIALS
1.

2.

Rubber Cement
Spray Cans

3.

Ink

4.

Glues (liquid)
Correction Fluids
Mimeo Ink (remove from, mimeograph)
Ditto Fluid (remove from ditto machine)
Copier Toner (remove from copier)
Copier Dispersant (remove from copier)

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

CLASSROOM MATERIALS
1.
2.
3.

Aquariums (emptied)
Science Kits (liquids removed)
Liquids - all liquids should be removed from Teachers'
Students' Desks

MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS
1.

2.

Pop Machines (emptied)
Milk Coulers (emptied)
Nurses' Supplies (liquids should be removed)
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ELEMENTARY TEXTBOOKS
Every student should take home their present reading book.

7
All

students (grades 3-6) should take home their spelling and mathematics
books.

Second grade students, only spelling books.

Teachers may make

assignments in other areas that would involve additional books going
home.

A record of books each student takes home should be kept by the

teacher.

All books should be removed from window ledges and if possible,
from exterior walls.

Students should be encouraged to participate in special

programs

via WCBE and other educational stations.
SECONDARY TEXTBOOKS

Students should continue to assume their responsibilities for the
textbooks assigned to them.
All textbooks should be taken home.

CONSUMABLE WORKBOOKS
Consumable workbooks (mathematics, handwriting, reading, etc.) should
not be sent home.

Teachers may provide instruction in these books when

meeting with their classes.

Separate pages from workbooks me" be duplicated and used as a homework assignment.

The consumable workbook resource is not easily replaced

and if taken home could be thrown out, burned or misplaced.

To assure

that students and teachers will have this resource available when regular
school resumes the duplicatiun process should be used.

PRINCIPALS ARE REOUESTED TO DUPLICATE THIS PAGE FOR A HANDOUT TO TEACHERS
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Vocal Music EqApment
Pianos are affected more by heat and humidity than cold.

Less

damage would occur when the temperature is lowered and raised gradually.
The pianos will probably require two or more tunings after being in
extended cold temperature.

The electronic music equipment is not affected by cold temperatures,
however, it is suggested that all equipment and materials be stored on
shelves off the floor to avoid possible water damage.
Secondary Vocal Music Room
Piano
1.

2.

Move all pianos to an inside wall in the classroom.
over the piano with a canvas or blanket if available.

Record Player, Tape Recorder and Rhythm Instruments
1.

Store all equipment on shelves off the floor.

Elementary Principais
Piano
1.

Move all pianos to an inside wall in the classroom.

2.

Cover the piano with a canvas or blanket if available.

Record Players, Tape Recorders, Rhythm Instruments, Autoharps,
Rdsonator Bells
1.

Store equipment on shelves off the floor.

Piano Labs and Orff Instruments
1.

Move to an inside wall in the classroom.

Instrumental Music

Io case schools are closed and buildings are "mothballed" the
following procedures and precautions should be followed:
1.

Students should take their privately-owned instruments home.
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2.

Students who have rented a school instrument should be
encouraged to take it home.

3.

The following precautions should be taken for instruments
remaining at F:hool:
A.

B.

C.
D.

Strings--keep violins and violas in cases and cover
cellos and string basses and store them on shelving
off the floor.
Woodwinds--be sure all moisture has been dried out
of each instrument and store in cases on shelving.
Brasses--empty spit valves and empty out slides and
tubing, store in cases on shelves.
Percussion--cover all instruments, store drums off
the floor.

E.

F.

Pianos--store against inside wall, cover piano with
cover or piece of cloth.
Electronic equipment--store ac- usual in a dry place.

Keep all instruments away from heating units, doors or windows.

The music stores tell us that all instruments un take extreme cold
weather if the change of temperature is gradual.
to the restoration of heat in a building.

Damage to wood instruments

is usually caused by extreme heat and humidity.
and equipment are stored off the floor.
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This also would apply

Be sure all instruments
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MOTHBALLING PROCEDURES AND COST ESTIMATES*

IF YOU MUST CLOSE- -

School officials should be aware that the Ohio State Department of
Education published a "Guideline for Closing Schools Due to Lack of
Fuel" in January, 1974.

Copies can be obtained from Columbus.

The

following materials are furnished as a supplement by the Energy Committee
of OASBO.
I.

SCHOOL SHUT DOWN PROCEDURES AND THE ESTIMATED COST INVOLVED IS
AS FOLLOWS:

3.

5.00
5.00
200.00

4.

40.00

5.

800.00

6.

100.00

7.

8.

40.00
100.00

9.

100.00

10.

100.00

11.

150.00

12.

100.00

13.
14.

10.00
10.00

15.

20.00
40.00
40.00
10.00
10.00

1.

2.

$

Shut off the gas supply at the regulator.
Shut off water at the curb (Utility Company).
Compressor rental for 40 hours.
Remove the water meter and drain it. Suck water
from main line to curb box.
Drain domestic hot water heating tanks. Note:
Turn off fuel supply.
Open the line at the furthest
point and several pertinent locations and apply compressed air at 50 P.S.I.
Blow the water back to the
meter opening.
Open all flush valves; remove cap disc and remove
water-50 valves.
Open all s4nk faucets and block open-20 units.
Electric water cooler drinking fountains-unplug and
remove drain plug from tank. Block hand valve open8 units.

Open all regulators to drinking fountains and remove
water-20 units
Remove most of the water from sink P-trap; pour in
one cup of ethylene glycol-30 units.
Remove most of the water from toilet P-trap in stools
and urinals.
Pour in one pint of - thylene glycol50 units.

Floor drains--pour in one pint ethylene glycol-20
units.

16.
17.
18.
19.

Open exterior hose bibs-10 units.
Remove hot water circulating pumps and drain return
lines-2 units.
Remove aquariums and drain-2 units.
Open and drain dish washers pumps-1 unit.
Open and drain clothes washers pumps-2 units.
Open and drain booster heaters for dish washers-1 unit.
Open and drain steam jinneys from auto shops-1 unit.

*Reproduced from March, 1977 issue of School Business Affairs, pp. 61-62.
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20.

S 10.00

21.

300.00

22.

23.

10.00
20.00

24.

50.00

25.

100.00

26.
27.

200.00
50.00

28.

40.00

29.

500.00

30.

500.00

31.
32.

37.

100.00
10.00
100.00
20.00
50.00
50.00
300.00

38.
39.

20.00
1000.00

40.

500.00

41.
42.

10.00
10.00
100.00

33.
34.

35.
36.

43.

44.

pressed air a450 P.S.I.
Shut off air compressors and drain tanks, filters and
air lines.
Flush with nitrogen-1 unit.
Shut off fire alarm system, especially smoke detectors.
Shut off clock and bell systems.
Shut off gas to all educational equipment, lab tables,
stoves, etc.

Close and lock all exterior doors; install chains and
locks (make them very tight) on all doors except one
entrance door.
Open classroom doors.
Close all windows and lock; re-check every window to

45.
46.

be certain, that it is locked.
Deliver extra replacement windows, window boards, bolts
and locking strips to the boiler room.
'Close all window drapes, shades and blinds.

47.

48.
49.
50.
51.

Open and drain steam boilers on food service pressure
cookers-2 units.
Remove all fire sprinkler heads.
At the furtherest
point apply compressed air at 50 P.S.I. to remove
water from the sprinkling system-10 units.
Drain water cooled refrigeration system-1 unit.
Drain water cooling tower and storage tanks from air
conditioning system-1 unit.
Remove grease trap covers and install antifreeze2 units.
Pump water from dilution sumps from art and science
rooms-2 units.
Pump water from clay traps and remove clay-3 units.
Remove water cutting oil from shop cutting machines5 units.
Remove boiler and mud leg plugs; open blow down valves
and drain system-2 boilers.
Open steam lines and headers at their furtherest point
and apply compressed air at 50 P.S.I.
Remove float traps, drain and leave disconnected50 units.
Remove air vents on steam coils and drain-24".
Drain water from safety controls-2 boilers.
Remove feed water pump and drain-2 units.
Drain feed water receiving tanks-2 units.
Drain vacuum pumps and tanks-2 units.
Drain heat exchangers-1 unit.
Drain radiant heat for under floor heaters and blow
out with compressed air at 50 P.S.I.-2 units
Drain expansion tanks-2 units.
Drain heating hot water loops and blow out with com-

Turn of all lights except interior and exterior

100.00

security lights.
Open all electric breaker panel doors.
Check all back draft dampers to be sure they close
properly.

I
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52. S 100.00
53.
54.

500.00

55.

50.00

56.
57.
58.

20.00

59.

200.00

60.
61.
62.

10.00
200.00
57110.00

Check attic dampers to be sure they close properly.
Remove all waste and garbage from building.
Cover all outside air and exhaust air grilles with
plastic.
Disconnect all acet., agron, oxygen tanks and install
nitrogen in lines.
Shut off as many electric power panels as possible.
Oil all shop equipment that will rust.
Remove pets, plants, fish, etc.
Remove water base paints, floor finishes and water
based scientific supplies. etc.
Remove all perishables that would freeze.
Empty vending machines and leave doors open.
Empty refrigerators, freezers and leave doors open.
Possible cost involved for shutting down a school
building.
Estimated man hours=700.

Some other areas of concern prior to shutting down a school building
are as follows:
1.

Notify the U.S. Post Office for a change in tne mailing address
or holding the mail at the Post Office. Some post of:ices will
hold first class mail and parcel post for up to 30 days.

2.

Notify all vendors to withhold deliveries or substitute a change
of address.

3.

Notify all truck lines who normally deliver to a school building
of a change in address.

4.

Notify United Parcel Service of a change in address.

5.

Notify all utility companies c' the school closing.

6.

Notify all city departments of the school closing...police,
fire, water, sewer, engineering, etc.

7.

Notify security companies of the school closing.

8.

Notify construction co.

actors who have contracts to complete.

In the event of a complete shut down, structural engineers, architects,

utility companies, mechanical engineers, plumbing contractors and electrical
engineers should be consulted as to potential major damages to the physical
plant which might result or could be prevented.
items are of major concern:
w

(1)

Some of the tollowing

roof failure; (2) parapet wall failure;

(3) structural damage; (4) masonary damage; (5) twisted door and window
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mullions; (6) broken pipes; (7) heaved thresholds; (8) plister and paint
damage; (9) frost damage to interior footers; (10) wood floors
(11) floor tile_and carpeting coming loose; (12) ceiling tile or acoustic
plaster damage.

The problems involved with reopening a school building can vary
"widely wit

the severity of the weather, age and construction of buiidtng,

and length

f shutdown.

II.

ING PROCEDURES AND THE ESTIMATED COST INVOLVED IS AS.FOLLOWS:

'RE -OPE

Reassembling systems (1,400 man, hours).
Fire, theft, vandalism.
Electronic equipment and materials that have picked up
moisture and other damage.
50,000.00 Major damage to physical plant.
700.00 Replace 20% of T-stats-10 units.
200.00 Replace 50%, of flush valve diaphrams-25 units.
500.00 Replace 15% of steam traps-10 units.
15,000.00 Replace 5% of piping and fixtures.
500.00 Replace 50% of steam valve discs-25 units.
200.00 Replace 50% of smoke detectors that don't have resets.
500.00 Replace 10% of clocks, bells and P.A: systems.
500.00 Replace 10% of unit ventilator motors.
200.00 Replace paper damage.
1,700.00 Payroll for personnel who are required to work- supplemental contracts: warehouse deliveries, data
processing, accounts payable, payroll, mail services for
administration, emergency personnel. Minimum 2 hour
building check, per day, per building.
$ 94,220.00 Possible re-opening cost
$101,330.00 Total estimated cost for shutting down and re-opening
a school building.

$ 14,220.00
5,000.00
5,000.00

O
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TO MAINTAIN BUILDINGS AT A MINIMUM TEMPERATURE
by'OASBO Energy__

POTENTIAL PROBLEM AREAS

I.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
.

9.

10.
11.
12.
II.

Bells, horns and buzzers if not turned off at the master, clock.
Security alarms.
Fire alarms and smoke detectors..
Freeze ups.
Plumbing lines in exterior walls if not drained.
Outside air and exhaust air grilles if not covered.
Electric motors.
Sump pump.
Freezer and refrigerator.
Data prodessing and other electronic equipment.
Fire extinguisher freeze ups,
Vandalism.

.

SHUT DOWN PROCEDURES PRIOR TO CLOSING

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Clean total building.
Turn off all acet, argon, oxygen and propane valves.
Shut off gas to educational and food service equipment, i.e.,
lab tables, stoves, etc.
Hot water heaters should remain on (set temperature back to
100 degrees).
Hot water circulation pumps should remain on.
Vending machines should remain on, but contents should be
removed.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.

Air compressors should be turned off and drained.
Close and lock all exterior doors; install chains and locks
(make very tight) on all doors except one entrance door.
Open classroom doors.
Close all windows and lock; re-check every window to be certain
that it is locked.
Deliver extra replacement windows, window boards, bolts and
° locking strips to the building:
Close all window drapes, shades and blinds.
'Turn off all lights except interior and exterior security lights.,
All -electric breaker panel doors should be left open.
In hot water heated buildings the circulating pump should be left on.
In electric heated buildings.the radiant heat should be left on.
Check all back draft dampers to be sure they close properly.
Check attic dampers to be sure they close properly.
Remove all waste and garbage from building.
Turn on the security system upon leaving, if applicable.
Review security procedures to prevent unauthorized entry.
Reduce food inventory:
Remove all perishables that will not keep in excess of 30 days.
Remove pets, plants, fish, etc. from building.
Remove all monies from the building.
Do not remove telephones unless it is for more than 30 days.
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III.

DAILY OPERATING PROCEDURES
1.

2.
3.

4.

Building operators must call in to a designated official daily.
Arrange for daily building checks.
Maintain the building temperature so that it will not drop
below 40° in the coldest area during the next 24 hours.
Check the temperature of the freezers and refrigerators. If
freezer temperature rises above 20° or refrigerator temperature
rises above 40° report this immediately to the designated.
official.
Check all rooms in the building for temperature, roof leaks,
water liiks, fire, vandalism, etc.
Complete total vision check of the building exterior.
On steam heating systems, after you have shut the boilers
down,, be sure to operate the vacuum pumps on continuous cycle
for a minimumcof 15 minutes and then return to the float position.
Fill out a vandalism report for each case of vandalism and
submit to.the designated official.
Report all cases of vandalism immediately to the designated
official.
Call the designated official for assistance or energy information (telephone number).
.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

IV.

OTHER ITEMS OF IMPORTANCE
1.

Personnel who are required to work:
Building operator-4 hours per day, 7 days a week.
Recommended time (12 Noon to 4 P.M.)
Emergency maintenance personnel
Mail services
Warehouse deliveries
Payroll

Data processing
Accounts payable
Supervision
Negotiated agreements.
Notify the U.S. Post Office for a change in the mailing address
Notify all vendors to withhold deliveries
Notify truck lines for change in delivery address:
///4
Notify United Parcel for change in delivery address.
Notify utility companies.
.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
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Guidelines for Teachers
Two big lessons were learned from the Columbus experience.
First, teaching th,rbugh television and radio requires skills

that many teachers had to learn.

'

Appendix I contains guidelines

for teachers who taught via television.

Second, teachers should

have printed instructional materials and worksheets on the shelf_

as a contingency for a crisis situation. ,bntent in Appendix H
that relates to teacher responsibilities includes the following:
(1)

taking responsibility to be knowledgeable about the operation
of the program as it affects the,teacher, his or her students,
and their parents; and fadlitiekand Material used by the,
teacher;

(2)

planning instructional-actionOor the emergency period-scheduling classes, projectitig assignments, determining
activities during the period;

(3)

maintaining communication, reporting with the building
administrator, department chairpersons,'students, parents.,
colleagues;

(4)

bringing problems to the attention of the building administrator;
.

.

(5)

maintaining record keeping--e.g., attendance,, lunch program
use;

5.

(6)

storing, saving instructional equipment, materials, and
supplies (see pages in preceeding sectiorl;

(7)

following central administration policy and leg al proceduret\.
for field trips, other experiences;

(8)

knowing fire and emergency evacuation rocedures for any
facility used for instructional purp es.

Guidelines for School Boar
Although not directly involved in school operations during
a crisis, the Board can play an important role in establishing
policy that would clear the way for school administrators to act
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with emergency powers under crisis conditions.

The Board can also

play an important role in rallying the community behind the school

system in timesof need.
The community and the Board did raise certain concerns about
School Without Schools in Columbus.

6.

These concerns included:

a.

mothballing of buildings

b.

destruction of uninhabited school facilities

c.

effects of the program on education

Guidelines for Parents
Parents must take on certain responsibilities for education
during a crisis.

Most important, they must be responsible for

their own children clarifying directions given to them, watching
over their safety and security, insisting on completion'of school
assignments, and trying to assist their children when they need
help on homework.

Parents should volunteer services or facilities

when possible and cooperate with school officials as requested.
Parent involvement during School Without Schools included:

7.

Guidelines for Students
Students will get out o-'f a contingency program an amount

proportional to the commitment they have to making it work.

Hence,

students are advised to follow instructions from their teachers
and to take advantage of. educational opportunities made available
to them.

They should be sure they understand instructions given

to them during the crisis period and should ask questions if
they do not.

Cooperation and participation during an emergency

are the students'greatest,responsibilities.
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8.

Guidelines for Support Unit
.

Units with staffworking in counseling, evaluation, legal

services, curriculum, development, public relations and the like

should be prepared for special assignments during a crisis.

Roles

they might-play include:

monitoring all utilities in school buildings:
electricity

'1.

gas, water,

2. )noitoring security and condition (temperature, damage) of
schrl facilities
.

3.

preparing press raleases for. administrator approval, at the
direFtion of school central, administration

4.

mainaining a hotline to answer questions about the crisis
progrim or to coordinate questions and responses as needed

5.

preparing short term plans (bus assignments, routes, building
assignments for children)

6.

outlining legal and contractual constraints that the emergency board will need to deal with

.

.

,

1.

1).,.

conducting parent conferehces.
\

B.

Implications

The experience of School Without Schools has led the 'co-authors

of this report to reflect on the following implications for educators:
1:

For School. Planners.

It is predictable that the energy crisis

in Columbus was not\an isolated event and that school closings
due to extended cold weather or other natural disturbances will
be seen more and more\frequently.

First,alternative models of

scheduling public instruction will need to be developed and
thoroughly analyzed for their implications for a given school
district.

Year round schOols with extended winter vacations,

January plans with projects assigned outside the, classroom, and

other new.and creative schedules will need to be considered.
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Second, energy plans are needed for school districts before
they can determine the feasibility of remaining open during future

winters: *Commitments from public utilities for as long as five
years into the future must be known and negotiated; changeovers
from present energy sources to more readily available ones must
be started and budgets-should.be adjusted to accomodate them;
new sources of energy (artificial or manufactured gas, solar, and
nuclear sources) must be considered and evaluated.

Surprises in

mid-year will not be tolerated by the public very long.

.

°

Third, alternative program delivery systems and crisis conngency plans are needed for school districts.

If school buildings-

,

are closed in the futlre, does that mean education cannot be
continued?

The answer in Columbus was "no," but School Without

Schools was only one of many alternatives that could be developed
to put a school district in readiness for the next crisis.

Walk-

..

abouts, Experience Based Career Education, and short term magnet
programs are but a few of the ideas for education outside the school
building that need to be considered and developed.
2.

For Federal Research and Develo

ent A encies.

Research and

Development projects and in-service training, funded by such
agencies as the National Science Foundation (in Science), the
U.S. Office of'Education, the National Institute of Education,
and state education departments, are needed to prepare the
nation's schools for crisis programs.

As noted several times

in this report, it is evident that schools will continue -co close

for any number of reasons, and most districts do not have contingency
plans or materials for instruction.

Curriculum development is

needed to prepare "shelf" materials and teaching procedures
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that'can be used when a crisis strikes.

Further, administrative

contingency plans and assignments should be vregular part of
any district's policies and procedures.

Most districts cannot'

afford to direct scarce resources to contingency planning and
development, leaving the onus for action on federal and state
agencies supporting education.
.

Another dimension of crisis planning that federal and state agencies'
should consider is research on viable alternatives to classroom
instruction under crisis conditions, on organizational behaviors
and methods of coping under crisis conditions, and on the nature
and effects of different crises that affect education.

We know.

little about the extent to which schools are aftected by crises in
this country nor do we know hots they have responded under different
crisis conditions.

Such knowledge is going to be extremely import

tant to school administrators in the future if our predictions
of Continuing and more frequent crises are correct.

3.

For Local and State Curriculum Development Specialists.

The need

for curriculum and, administration plans described under (2) above

should not be overlooked by local and state education agencies.

Although support for research and development should come from
federal agencies, such products will need to be supplemented and
modified to fit local requirements.

Furthermore, many written,

audio, and video materials already available to districts can be
O

organized around a locally developed contingency plan.

Every

district should have a crisis plan on the shelf ready for implementation.
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4.

For Or adizational Development and Inservice Training.

Contingency-

planning and preparaiiori is more t 'han just a fire drill as the

--Columbus experience,has demonstrated.

Personnel assignments and

responsibilities 4hould beldetaile&cuctured, and4derstooq.).
School districts should indoctrinate all personnel in the contingency system to be ready if and when a crisis strikes.
5.

For Legislative Action.

The next time a crisis happens, a school

district may not be able to wait-ten days for legislative action
that will make its contingency program legal.

Legislationaffec-

ting the legality of school board or administeative decisions under.
crisis' conditions should be reviewed at both the local and state*,

levels and new laws should be proposed in the event_ emergency

actions are prevented by current legal barriers.
Another type of legislative action may be required if dis/

tricts do not.appear to be prepared for continuing their responsibility for public education even when emergencies occur.

State or federal legislation may require approved contingency
plans to be part of any districts policies and procedu
A third concern for state and federal legislation is the
distribution of energy resources In this nation.

Federal energy

laws prohibited a quick soution to Columbus' energy problem.
State investigation into planning and development practices of.
the Columbia Gas Company followed the Columbus crisis.

Reassign-

ments of priorities to place schools in the category of Human
Needs'is being considered.

Energy use by schools (type, rate,

and total amount) is being reviewed. .Regulation /deregulation

continues to be an issue that affects education.
ti

L
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.

A further implication for legislative' action it-provi ing
.

school crisis funds. 'Legislative action.to help schools uric*
emergency Conditions does not need'to be ad hoc or hurried.
Carefully planned and formulated legislation could be prepared
prior to, and in preparation for, the emergency need for funds
to continue education under crisis conditions'.
r."

Considering'all of the above recommendations for contingency
1

planning, however; it must be emphasized that planning, to be effective,
must be an on-going process.

Plans on the'shelf that are .dirtcted to

pertinent sets of assumptions can be invaluable in providing a running
start in 'response to an emergency,, but such plans only form a point of
departure.

'To respond effectiVely to crises, peOple must be skilled'

in the process of continually planning, executing, evaluating, and
revising their response actions.

The main message of this report is

that the "Columbus Story" gives great impetus and direction to those
thousands of schools and communities that need to 'improve their

capacities to cope with educational emergencies.

11
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A PROPOSAL-TO STUDY THE COLUMBUS OHIO
"SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS" EMERGENCY
EDUCATION PROGRAM

Lb

Need for the Study

Emergencies, whether they are social, economic, or enviro nmental

in origin, often impact'seriously on a school districts opera tions.
Examples are when school districts are forced to close their doors
because of failure to pass a board issue, natural disasters

-

uch*

as floods, or social upheaval.

The interruption of school operations has serious implication s for
k,

science education.

Students are left without systematic support for

developing their knowledge of natural science, mathematics and social 'A
science.

Parents must assume new responsibilities for their offspr ing's

science education.

And science educators must decide how they can ,c ope

with the particular emergency.

This latter challenge becomes more complex, but also more tractable
when School districts decide to continue their programs inspite of the
emergency.

Then science educators must determine how they can organize

deliver, and manage instruction, and-how they can interact with students

education practice has been maintained..

At present science educators have little guidance about the best ways
to deliver science edikation outside the normal school structure.
are not certain that it's even,a good idea to try.
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They

They must develop insight into these complex issues, because school
closings are an increasingly frequent phenomenon.

One way of overcoming

this lack of knowledge is to learn from the experiences of educational
institutions that attempt to continue to perform their functions even

when-tudents and teachers are closed out of their buildings.
A timely opportunity for conductin

sue' "crisis research" is one

that arises out of the closing of schoo s in Ohio during the 1976-77
school year.

This closing is due to the shortage of natural gas in

combination with sustained extreme cold.temperature.

Inspite of the

necessity of closing its school buildings, the Columbus Public Schools
have decided to conduct "School Without Schools" and they have invited
the_Western Michigan University Evaluation Center to study their attempt
to do this.
1lb

This invitation, we believe, deserves a prompt response.

Columbus

is making an extensive effort to continue to deliver educational services,
and the community is immersed in the effort.

Teachers have been.kept on

the payrolls and are developing audio visual instructional materials for

use via the public media and are are meeting students at least weekly
outside the schools.

The TV and radio stations are allocating in excess

of 20 hours of TV and radio time daily for the delivery of lectures and
demonstrations.

The Ohio Department of Education is producing recordings

of
the lectures and making these available to students.
.

The local news-

P

paper has created an education supplement which carries daily assignments;
and the churches have opened their doors so that teachers and students
can meet at least=weekly.

Moreover, school districts throughout western

Ohio, which like Columbus have had to close their doors, are planning to
use the Columbus TV and redid broadcasts.
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There is much that might be learned from this massive effort at
alternative education.

Are the students continuing to learn?

Does

the prograth work better in some subject areas than in others, at some

grade levels than at others, and for some kinds of students than for
others?

Can students learn physics and chemistry outside their school

laboratories?

What are the costs and benefits to the families of

students, the school district and the community?

How was Columbus able to

mount the program? What can we conclude from the Columbus experience
about the contingency plans that districts and science education departments might develop) and hold in readiness in case of a shut down?

How

do those involved in and affected by the prograM judge its worth? Any
insight that can be,gained regarding.the answers to these and related
questions will undoubtedly be of national significance aici of particular

help to the science educator.
0

Goals

It is therefore proposed that a study be undertaken immediately to
achieve the following objectives:
1

to describe the social, political, afid
educational context within which the alternative program
is being offered;
(1)

1

(2)
toxharacterize and assess the design
of the alternative educational system, with partiOular
attention-to the programming that has been, done itn the
areas of mathematics, natural science, and socia science;
(3)
to decribe the extent that the design for
the alternative program is being implemented and, in particular, to describe how science education is bein provided;
(4)
to identify effects on students, families,
the ColuMbus School District, and the Columbus community;

(5) to obtain judgments of the worith.of the
alternative education program from students, teachers, and
parents; and
,
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c'

(6) to ascertain the extent that districts outside
of Columbus make use of the Columbus District's alternative
education program.

Research PUT)
L

The stud of the Columbus plan must be both responsive, to local
school district information needs and provide data of interest to eduCators
across the nation.

.4.

Although it is impossible to predetermine all the

local information needs at this time, questions of both local and national
interest can be projected.

It is tfiese queitions that will determine the

design of the study.

Table 1 contains a list of questions, and research strategies to answer each question, for the study.

Together these questions define a set

of criteria that best represent the interests of both local and national

audiences, in the judgment of the investigators. New questions may be
added to the list once the study begins.

The design for the

tudy can be described as a multiple-method investi,

gation of a program for which multiplp criteria are appropriate.

Each

method proposed in Table 1 has been selected as the best "strategy for
addressing the associated question or criterion based on considerations
of validity and feasibility.
Because the Columbus School District has invited the'study, cooperation
in sample selection will not be a problem., Sampling procedures and 'sample
sizes,,will be determined in cooperation with the evaluation staff of the
District.

Data resulting from the use of each research strategy will be compiled
in tabular or narrative form and reported to selected audiences of the
study according tp their information interests.
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Reporting audiences will

.\

Table \1

Design for the-Evaluation-Effort.-_-

Research Strategy

Questions

.

1.

What instructional/affective effects,.
an be inferred from the change?

1.

Time series; administration of
objectives; referenced tests;
teacher judgment; results of
regular-testing progrim.

2.

What effects on family life result
from the change?

2.

Survey interviews with parents;
students; unsolicited comments.

What effects on social life/
socialization of students result
from the change?

3.

Survey interviews with parent,
students; + teather judgment
(upon return of students to classes).

Is the new program instructionally
sound?

4.

External panel of reviewers; internal,
self-study committee.

To what degree do students participate-in instruction?

5.

Survey, obserVation in homes; survey
interviews:

4.

-6.

'7.

.

,6.

(a) How does the new curriculum
differ from the old?

(a) Structured comparative curriculum
analysis.

(b) Is it implemented as planned?

(b) Process Monitoring using program
design as the standard:

What ig the cost of the new program
compared to regular program (line
comparison)?

Cott analysitby district staff.

8.

Is the new program credible?

6.

Survey interviews with relevant
segments of the population; collection
of comments through media coverage,
other documents; use anthropological
consultant.

9.

(a) Program description -- plan,
procedures, facilities and equipment, personal use, problems in
implementation.

'9.

(a),Collect documents, interview
district administrators, program
directors - collect enough information so that another district couldimplement the plaU if they desired.
(b) How did teachers, parents, studen
spend their time -- a scenario.

(b) What went on between beginning
and end of the program?
10.

Is the program in violation of any
laws, any contracts?
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10.

Analysis of school law, union contract and program procedure..

i

include, but not be limited to the following:

Columbus School District

administrators, teachers and school board; citizenstof Columbus, Ohio:
NSF; other national education agencies; the national public; the education
research community; and education policy makers.

Media for communicating

the findings of the study will include the local and national press,
telexiision, radio, written technical reports, and meetings with relevant
audiences.

Schedule of Activities

Table 2 contains a projected time schedule with ending dates for each
project activity by personnel involved with each activity.

The categories

of project. personnel listed in the Table are as follows:

Co-Principal Investigators - Dr. Daniel L. StufflebeamOirector
of the Evaluation Center at Western Michigah University and Dr.

James R. Sanders, Associate Director of the Center, will serve
as project directors.

Resident Researcher - A researaer who is already located in
Columbus, Ohio will be identified and hired to serve on the
project staff during the period covered by the study.
$.

r,

Expert'Pan.1-, A team of external investigators, including an
ethnographer, a media technologist, a curriculum expert, and a
.social scientist will be identified and hired to take an intensive
look at the new Columbus system.

Resident Secretary - An on -site- clerical support person will be
hire

o provide necessary_ clerical assistance.

Evsaluation

enter Clerical and Technical Staff -.Support personnel

from the Evaiirelon Center at Western Michigan University will be,.

hired and assigned to certain project activities as indicated in
Table 2.
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.Table .2

.

Schedule of Activities and Project Pertennel ,

Projected
Endin' Date

Co-Principal
Investi ator

2/15/77

Visit Columbus
to lay groundwork.

Recruit staff

2/21/77

Serve as a member of review

2/23/77

panel.

Co-Principal
Investi ator

Resident
Researcher

Expert
Panel

Interview' aders;
Establish &
maintain doc- observe activiument bank.
ties & prepare
visitation
schedule for
expert panel.
Support ex-.
pert panel's
visit.

Support expert
panel's visit.
Interview &
observe.

A

Review
materials.

Visit
Columbus
to intetview &
observe;
write
.

reports.

.

3/4/77

Prepare & provide interim
report to
Columbus.

Serve as a
member of the
review panel.

Evaluation
Ctr. Tech. Staff

Type mtli.
for visiting
& resident
researcher.

Aid coordinator
in recruitment.

Prepare teacher,
parent, &
student survey

Irf.sit Columbus

forms.

.

Evaluation Center
Clerical Staff

w/ Coordinator.
Move to Columbus

Administer
survey

2/25/77

Resident
Secretary

:Support
visiting
researcher'.

Support
expert
panel's
visit.
Compile
archival
report;

forms.

Support expert panel's
SUpport res-

Type trip reports.

m,

ident KvislftAng researchers.

Process survey
data & write
up survey re-

Type visiting researcher's report.

Develop visiting researcher's
report.

Prepare visita-tion schedule
for expert

ports.

panel.

report.

Edit visiting
researcher's

Support expert
panel's visit.
Conduct final

Support
Visit
Columbus expert
to inter- panel's

survey.
Develop final
survey report.

view &.
observe.
Write
trip
reports.

visit.

Type expert panel's Edit expert
panel's. report.
report.'
Edit.
Type visiting &
expert panel'-s
report.
.
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curriculum
.cost analytis;
I crh law rn.

Edit trip
reports.

visit.

V
11.

Jable-2
Schedule of Activities and Pro ecC Personnel

Projected
Ending Date

May 1977

Co-Principal
Investigator

Assist in
synthesis.

Resident
Researcher

'

Assist in
synthesis.

Co-Principal
Investi ator

Expert
Panel

Assist in
synthesis.

Synthesize
final
report.

Finalize &
release re-

Support
press

port.

conf.

Conduct,
press
conference.

Sdpport
press
conf.

Resident
Secretar

.

Evaluation Center
Clerical Staff

Evaluation
Ctr. Tech. Staf

Support synthesis.

Support
synthesis.
Edit synthesis.

Type & reproduce
synthesis.

Partici-

...pate in
press
conf.

.

0
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APPENDIX B

r ENTRY INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
AND INTERVIEWEES

4

I

,

cx

ENTRY INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

What are the important issues in studying this program?
anyone-look at it% Where should we be looking?

1.
-

Why should

O

2.

.(a) In what respect has the program been a success, not been a success;
-what is your overall judgment?
.
.

-(b):What ingredients made it'

03.

What might be changed to make it better?
$

4.

What changes were made as you gained experience?

5..- What are the salient features of the program?
la

6.

.

Who are the -top 5-10 actors in, the program_and what- do they do?

1s the full curriculum being continued in'the program?
Why? What has crisis done to the teaching;of science?

8.

What-new things are being

9.

What student benefits are evident?
parent I problems
.
teacher

What has dropped?,
Math? Social Studies

done that should be continued?

a!

1

0

10.

Is thi, the way other districts should go when schools are closed?

Will jt',
.

alway'work? What Auld you recamment to others?
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11.

Who do we see to get it?
sampling frames, mailing labels

ongoing studies

testing schedules

cost data

daily schedules

curriculum materials, media storage

class objectives and achievement data

'how teachert, students spend their time

How would,you rate the alternatives?'

12.

_What else might Columbus have done?

13.

What is your judgment about the expense of the program?

34.

What do you think about long range impact on Columbus Public Schools will be

15:

Is your judgment what is the most representative'high school,in the district

16.

What kind of phone calls have come to the central administration?,

17.

Is anyone monitoring gas across the city?

18.

What contacts have teachers been making?
other than assigned school days?
*to

i66

How are students participating on

ENTRY INTERVIEWEES

Columbus Public Schools
J.
H.
J.
E.
D.

Ellis
Merriman
Davis
Luckey
Davis

. M. Brierly
C. Smith
M. Wehner
R. Coldren
B. Bowen

Columbus'Education Association
J. Borgess

Columbus Catholic Diocese
v

F. Sorahan

Columbus Community Leaders
E. DiAngelo
J. Moskus

---
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PROJECT PERSONNEL

Co-Principle Investigators:

James R. Sanders, Associate Director Evaluation Center and
Associate Professor of Educational Leadership, Western
Michigan University
'

Daniel L. Stufflebeam, Director Evaluation Center and Professor
of'Educational Leadership, Western Michigan.University

Research Assistants:

Elizabeth Gilson, Graduate Student, Ohio State University

Susan Kensinger, Graduate Student, Ohio State University
r.

.1

Contributing Researcher:

Robert Rodosky, Graduate Student, Ohio State University and
Evaluation Specialist, Columbus, Ohio Public Schools
Classroom Observation Team:

Terry Denny, Assistant Dean for Graduate Programs, University
of Illinois
.

Barbara Grandon, Elementary Teacher, Scioto Downs, Ohio School
District

Marilyn Suydam, Professor, Mathematics Education, Ohio State
University
Arthur White, Professor, Science Education, Ohio State University
Supplemented by:

Miriam Brierly, Evaluation Specialist, Columbus, Ohio Public Schools
Channell, Mathematics and Science Education Department,
Ohio State University
Joe Crosswhite-, Chairman, Mathematics and ScienCe Education,
Ohio State University

Peg Kasten, Mathematics and Science Education Department,
Ohio State. University
Diane Thomas, Mathematics and Science Education Department,
Ohio State University
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,:Margiret Wihner, Evaluation Specialist, Columbus, Ohio'
Public Schools
Site Visitation Team:
A

George Mallinson, Distinguished professor of Education,
Western Michigan University
Richard Munsterman, Associate Professor of Educational
HLeadership, Western Michigan University
Warfield, Associate Professor of Educational Leadership,
' Western Michigan University

Chatirles

Dona d Weaver, Director, Community Education Development -Center,
land Professor of Educational Leadership.,Western Michigan
iUniversity
4

Data AnalySts:
Rand,

Demaline, Graduate'Student, Evaluation Center,
Western Michigan University

Marjorie Hershiser; Graduate Student, Evaluation Center,
Western Michigan University
Clerical Support, Business Management:
Klazina Johnston, Secretary, Evaluation Center, Western Michigan
University
Karen Wentland, Secretary, Evaluation Center, Western Michigan
University
Carolyn Williams, Secretary, Evaluation Center, Western
Michigan University
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APPENDIX D

INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO THE
CLASSROOM OBSERVATION TEAM AND TO
THE SITE VISITATION TEAM

r.

INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO THE
CLASSROOM OBSERVATION TEAM

1.

Team Members 1 Days Scheduled
Terry Denny, U. of Illinois
Tug. Wed.
Barbara Grandon, Scioto Darby School District (Elem.) .umi,Thut:\
Marilyn Suydam, Ohio State Univ. (Math)
Tue., Wed.
Arthur White, Ohio State Univ. (Science)
Tue. Wed. Thur.
.

,

2.

Part Time:
Joe Crosswhite, Ohio State Univ. (Science)
Miriam Brierley, Columbus Public Schoolv(Eval.)
Peg Wehner, Columbus Public Schools (Eval.)
Liz Gilson, Ohio State Univ.
Sue Kensinger, Ohio State Univ.

Tue. Wed. Thur.
Tue. Wed. Thur.
Tue. Wed. Thur.

Purpose of the Panel
- observe, listen, interview what science education is doing
- portray the story of science education in the program, describe
conceptualization of instruction, teaching process and decition)
making procest
-place in historical context; in context of normal currictrium'v
- portray concerns, issues, discussions inside and outside
class
- record what the student and the teacher are doing, appear to
be thinking
-record thit experience in a usable for% and prepare a 1000 -2000
word report.

3.

Potential issues, questions
-What emphasis, change in emphasis has occurred in the curriculum?
- What did they teach?. Was it new, enrichment review?
- What different teaching methods have been used during the
3 weeks (catalog and describe); what material was used ? - How have teachers organized for teaching? Scheduled, used field
trips, radio, T.V., special meetings, time periods, change
laboratory routines; done testing?
- What role changes have occurred for teachers?
- Have teachers felt uneasy due to the new freedom? Have they taken
advantage of it?
- Have students felt uneasy due to the new freedom? How have they
reacted?
-What variability do you see among, teachers, within classrooms
(e.g., use of T.V.) over grades, across schools?
-Is there any unrest developing among teachers, tudents (e.g., with
the old way of doing things, with the school y shout schools)?
-What decisions had to be made by teachers--wha. did they decide- how did they decide? Could they have used more help? What?
-How have changes in setting affected the lives of teacher and
student;' affected-instruction?
- Are teachers concerned with anything? St-1*U concerned?
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4.

Procedures

, .

1. Follow itinerary
2. Introduce ser to teachers, briefly describe your purpose:
to portray the "School Without Schools" program--requested by
the'school system, would like to listen and learn and talk
later if posOble.
3. Be UnobtrusiVe*
4. Take notes or record observatioas in some other usable way- so someone else can comprehend them
5.,Write up within
week and send typed report to us at Starling
Street office, 225-2896
6. We will have forms for you to fill out 4r payment next week
7. Next meeting: Monday dinner, February 21, 6:30 P.M. at
Stauffer's University Inn

Emergency Phone:

WMU Emergency Research Project
52 Starling Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215
(614) 225-206
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Social Studies

SCHOOL

Mohawk J-SH

Flannigan, Teacher.
Schmi51t, TeaCher.

Indianola Jr.H.

J. Sauer, Dept: Chr.

South SH

M. otonud

Franklin Jr.H.

H. Hord, Principal

Eastgate Elem.

C. Psaltzgraph, Principal Rm,.209

Starling Jr. H.

Science

Math

Social Studies
'Science

CONTACT PERSON

Hilltonia Jr. H.

r

Woodford, Rm. 308
Chr.'

Buckeye Jr. H.

H. Nicklaus, Principal

Woodward Park, Jr. H.

B. Vogely, Teacher

McGuffey Jr. H.

P. Barker,x,Principal. Office

North S.H.

T. Dent, Dept. Chr.

Northland., S.H.

P. Sherer, Dept. Mr.

McGuffey Elem

F. McCaw, Principal

Ridgeview Jr. H.

E. Feltz, Dept. Chr.

.Southmoor Jr. H.

C..Cardasis, TeaCher

Brookhaven S.H.

R. Tata, Dept. Chr.

Northland S.H.

R. Miller, Dept. Chr.

Central S.H.

M. Stinon, Principal Office,

Eastmoor Jr. H.

R. Hayes, Principaip

Forest Par* Elem.

K. R. Paul, Principal

Walford Elem

Diane Burwitz, Principal

I
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CLASSROOM OBSERVATION ITINERARY

Tuesday

Team Member
..Terry Denny

FairmoOr Elem.
(at Deshler)
Kent Elem.
(at Deshler

McGuffey Elem.
(at Linden Park)

2. B. Grandon
(Elem. Science,
'Math, Social
Studies

Thursday

Eastgate Elem.
Franklin JH
(both at East)

South SH
(at East)

.

Wednesday

Huy Elem.

(at OaklandPark)

3. M. Suydam
(Sec. Math

Northland SH
Central

4. A. White
(Sec. Science)

North

6. 4. Crosswhite,
(Sec. Math)

Brookhaven SH
(at Linden McKinley

.

C

Woodward Park JH
(at Northland)
Ridgeview JH
jat Centennial)

Medina'JH
(at North)
Dominion JH
(at Crestview)

Southmoor JH
1
(at Roosevelt)
McGuffey JH
(at Linden McKinley)
.

6. M. Brierly
(Sec. Social
Sciences, Elem.
Science)

7. Peg Wehner
(Soc. Science)
Contact Persons

8. S. Kensinger
Small group
for T.W.

.

L. Gilson

10. George Mallinson

1

Fair
(at Kingswood)
Indianola JH

Gables
Eastmoor
(at East)

Woodward-,Park JH
(at Northland)

Starling JH
(at West)`

COSI

Art Gallery

Ohio Historical
Society

Public Libraries

City Park and Recreational Facilities

North SH

1

orthiand SH.

Forest Park and"
Wilford (at Beech'croft) Crestview JH
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INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO THE SITE VISITATION TEAM

Columbus, Ohio "School Without Schools" Project
Interview Questions
We nee1 to know the answers to the following questions. Specific
assignments will be given during our orientation meeting
I.

Questions That Investigate the 'Social, Political, and Educational
Context:

1. What factors led to the development of,the program?
2. What'are the.key issues that now attend the program?
a. Which ones should receive major attention in this study?
b. Are there any important side issues?
3. Is the program in violation of any laws or contracts?

4. What community resources were potentially available to support
education in Columbus?
What was their level of involvement prior to the program ?'
r

5. Are there any student needs to which SWS is particularly responsive?
6. Are there any student needs that are poorly served by SWS?
7. What are the main strengths and weaknesses of the curriculum, as
revealed by SWS?
8. Has SWS uncovered any particularly strong or weak capabilities of.
the CPS?
9. What is the likelihood of future shutdowns due to the gas shortage?

0 II.

Questions That Characterize and Assess the Design of SWS::

I. How was Columbus able to mount the program?

2. Who were the key actors? What did they do?
3. What preconditions, assumptions, and working agreements were
established? Were they sound?
4. What curricular choices as to content and method were made?
Were they sound"
5. What budget was allocated?

Was it adequate?

6. Is'the new curriculum instructionally sound?
7. How does the new curriculum differ from the old?
8. What is the cost of the program compared to the regular program?
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9. Is the new curriculum credible?
10. How can SWS be characterlz
cost, and organization?

III.

re content, method, facilities,

Questions That Assess Implementation:
1. Does the program work better in some subject areas than other?
a. At some grade levels better than others?
b. For some students better than others?
2. To what degree do students participate in instruction?
3. Is the SWS being implemented as planned?
4. What went on between the beginning and end of the program?

IV.

Questions That Assess Effects on Students, Families, Columbus
School District District, and Community:
1. Are the students continuing to learn?
2. Can students learn physics and chemistry outside their school
laboratories?
3. What are the costs and benefits to the families of studedts,
the school district, and the community?
4. How do those involved in, and affected by, the program judge
its worth?
:J. What effects on family life have resulted from. SWS?

6. How has SWS affected the socialization of students?
7. How has SWS affected teachers?

V.

Questions that Consider the Future Implications of SWS:
1. What can we conclude from-the Columbus experience about the contingency plans that districts and, science education departments
might develdp and hold in readiness in case of a shutdown?
2.,What steps must be implemented to develop and implement,SWS?
3. How likely is it that SWS type programs will have to be operated in the future?
4. What are the implications for the school calendar cf the SWS
experience?

51C
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APPENDIX

E.

NEWSPAPER SURVEY FORM

0

77

,r
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COMMUNITY SURVEY,

I.

0

2.

Please () as appropriate.
student

Private school

teacher

high school

parent of student

junior thigh _school

school .principal

middle school

school district administrator or supervisor

elementary school

Taxpayer with no Children 'in Columbus Schools

Other district

Columbus

Parochial school

What exciting, interesting, or unusual things occurred during School
Without Schools?
ti

3.

What feature or activities of School Without Schools do you think we
should consider for continuation in some way in the future?

4.

Many school systems had to close down completely. _As an alternative,
think the Columbus Public Schools "School Without Schools" program His been:
Very successful

.

011Moderately successful
F..] Successful

0 Unsuccessful

5.

Please indicate which of the following School.Without Schools experiences
you had some contact with or observed:
A.

Field trips

B. aMeeting as a class in a school with the regular teacher
C.

Meeting outside the school With the regular teacher

D.

TV i.

E.

Radio instruction

F.

Newspaper instruction (Classroom Extra)

G.

Working at home on assignments

H.

Other (Please describe:)

ruction

57
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-r
6.

Please indicate which of the following school subjects you observed
or had contact with during "School Without Schools." Indicate fOr
each subject checked, how often you had contact with it during the
15 day project.
How Often

A. EiReading
B. ['Science (general, biology, chemistry, physics)
C. ['Social studies (history, geography)

D. DMath
E. [l English, literature
F. [:" Physical education

G. r:lHealth

H.-ElArt and Music

I.- Language Arts
J. OCareer.awareness, career education
K. [] Foreign language

L. ['Vocational education

Which of the ones you've checked were handled most adequately?
Which of the ones you've checked should have had more time?

7.

What community needs were met by the "School Without Schools" program?

\\
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APPENDIX F

r

MAIL SURVEY FORMS, COVER LETTER, FOLLOW-UP LETTER

Inv

MEMORANDUM

TO:

A Selected Group of Parents

FROM:

The Columbus Public Schools

DATE:

April 25, 1977

You are one of a selected few whom we are asking for advice.
Although we have received many comments on the School Without
Schools Program during February, we still don't know for sure
how it went or whether it should be tried in some form again
next year. We are asking you and a very few others to represent
We intend to take your responses
Columbus by giving us advice.
to our questions very seriously in our report on the School
Without Schools.

Please take a few minutes to fill out the enclosedlorm.and
return it in the enclosed envelope. If you fill it out right
away, you are likely not to forget--and it doesn't take much
time.

Because you are one of only a selected few whom we are asking
for advice, we have attached a number to the form indicating your
This is only for a follow-up contact with you in
identification.
case we don't hear from you. We will tear off the identification
number once we receive a completed form from you. You can be
sure that your identity will not be associated with your responses
,,and the community report we produce will completely preserve
your-anonymity.
This is important to us, to Columbus, and to other communities
that want to learn about the School Without Schools Propam.
We wish to thank you for your assistance.

j
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School.Without Schools Repot

Please answer the'following questions about the School Without Schools Program
and return'this form in the attached stamped envelope:
Thank you, in advance, for your time and effort.

1.

Number of children attending Columbus Public Schools:

2.

How did School Without Schools affect your life?

3.

Did School Without Schools change your attitude toward the Lolumbus
Public Schools? (Circle one)
No

Yes

If yes, in what way?

4.

5.

To what extent was the School Without Schools'a success?
Very successful
Very unsuccessful
2
3
1
4-,
5

(Circle bne)

Approximately how many hours per day in a typical week during School
Without Schools did your child receive education from the following
sources? (Write in the number of hours for each day of the week for only
those sources that apply.)
Source

M

.

Tu

H

i

F

12.1.

,

Field TripsMeeting as a class in a
school with the regular
teacher
Meeting outside the school
with the regular teacher
TV instruction
Radio instruction
Newspaper instruction
Getting help from you
Working at home on
assionments
Other "(please specify)

I

.

.

,

.

....

,
,

I

,
I

.

,

mr1,9

.

6. (a) Next winter, suppose there will be no energy-problem and the schools
(Check %/one)
have plenty of gas. Which of the following Would you prefer?

School during the winter as usual

Some form of School Without Schools in February
If you checked the second option, which of the following would you want
tosee included? (Check all that apply)

(b)

Field trips

Meeting as a class in a school with the regular teachers

Meeting outside the school with the'regulr teacher
_

.

TV instruction
.

Radio instruction

NeWspaper instruction
Working at home on assignments
Other (please describe)
.

7.

I have become more aware of the school prog*rams in_ Columbus as a result
of this crisis? (Circle one)
No

Yes
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

A Selected GroUp,of Students

FROM:

The Columbus Public Schools

DATE:

April 25, 1977'

You are.one of a selected feil whom we are asking for advice.
Although we have received many comments on the School Without
Schools Program during February, we still don4t know for sure how
it went or whether it should be tried in some form again next
year. We are asking you and a very few others to represent Columbus
by giving us advice.
We inters0 to take your responses to our
r report on the :School Without Schools.
very seriously in

Please take a few minutes to fill out the enclosed form and return
If you fill it out right away, you
it in the enclosed envelope.
are likely not to forget--and it doesn't take much time.
Because you are one of only a selected few whom we-are asking
for advice, we have attached a-number to the form indicating your
This is only for a follow-up contact with you in
identit.cation.
case we ton't hear from you. We will tear off the identification
number once we receive a completed form from you. You can be sure
that your identity will not be associated-with your responses and
the community report we produce will completely preserve your
anonymity.

This is important to us, to Columbus, and to other communities
that want to learn about the School Without Schools Program. .We
wish to thank you for your assistance.
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School Without Schools Report

Please answer the following questions about the School Without Schools Program
and return this. form in the attached stamped envelope.
Thank you, in advance, for your time and effort.
1.

Your current grade level:

2.

Your age:

3.

Hpw many hours per day in a typical week did you work on schoolwork during
School Without Schools using the,following types.of schoolwork?. (Write
in the number of hours for each day of the week for only the types oP
schoolwork that'you used.)

grade

a

.years

t
.-...zw_

yoes of Schoolwork

.Tu
.._....

Th

F

Field trips

Meeting as a class in a school
with your regular teacher
Meeting outside the school
with your regular teacher

TV instruction

I

.

Radio instruction

.

.

Newspaper instruction

.

Working at home on
assignments

.

Other (please describe)
.....

..._

.

.

How did your assignments in each of_the °flowing subjects during School
Without Schools compare with your regular program?
(Circle'one for
each subject.)

Assignments

Subject

Much lighter
durina SWS'
Health
Mathematics
Reading, Language, English
Science
Social Studies

1
1

.

2
2

1

2
2

1

2

1
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Lighter
durina SWS. Same

3

3
3
3
3

Heavier
during SWS
4
4
4
4
4

Much heal
during SI

5
5
..,..

5
.5-

5

6

Hoii did you feel about returning to school full time after School Withou
Schools? (Circle one)
.

2

:6.

Very sad

Normal

Very happy

4

3

To what extent was the School Without Schools a success?

(Circle one)

Very unsuccessful

Very successful
2
7.

5

3

.

4

.

5

Next year,. suppose there is no energy problem and the schools have plenty-7
of gas. Which of the following would you prefer? (Checklione)
School during the 'winter as usual

Same form of School Without Schools in February

If you checkedthe seconeoption, which of the following would you want to
see included? (CheckVallithat apply)
Field trips
Melting as a class in ;a school with the'regular teacher
Meeting outside the school with the regular' teacher

TV instruction
Radio instruction
Newspaper instruction
Working at home on assignments
45

Other (please describe)

-
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MEMORANDUK
0-0

TO:

A Selected-Group of Teachers

FROM:

The Columbus Public Schools

DATE:

April'25, 1977.

Although 4
You are one of a selected few whom were asking for advice.
we haVereceived manycomments oi4 the School Without Schools Program
during February, we still don't know for-Sure how it went,or whether
it should be tried in some form again next year. We are asking yod
and a very few others to represent Coluthbus.by giving us advice. We
intend to take your responses to our questions very seriously in.'our
report, on the School Without Schools,

Please take a few minutes to'fill out the.enclosediarm and return
If you 111 itout right away, you are
it in the enclosed envelope.
likely nofto forget---and it doesn't take much tin*

.1

Because you are one of only a selected few whom we are asking for
advice, We have attached a number to the form indicating your
identification. This is only for a follow7up.contaCt with you in
case we itIon't hear from you. We will.tear off the identification
umber once we receive a completed form from you. You can be.sure
that your identity will not be associated with yvriresponsesand
the community report we produce will completely pregerve your
anonymity. ',

This ig,important to us, to Columbus, and to other communities 'that
want tojearn about the School Without Schools Program. We wish to
thank yoU for your aqsistance.

44

\
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School Without Schools Report

Please answer the following questions about the School Without Schools
Program and return this .form in the attached stamped envelope. .Thank
you, in advance, for your time and effort.

I. School

2.

grade(s)

3. :What grade(s) do you currently teach?
4..

years.

Your age

If applicable, whatvsubject(s) do you currently teach?

t.
5.

What communication channels did you find to be most effective for getting-7
information about School Without Sdhools while the program was operating?
radio, and /or TV

grapevine
staff meetings
memos from the principal
-the central administration's
Handbook for School Without
Schools
.

6.

personal conversations with
administrators
newspaper
other, pleasp spec;fy

In what way, if any, did you 'deviate from your normal curriculum
(a)
durihg School Without Schools?
*covered same material I would have covered*
omitted .:the following material

covered different material
took more field trips than I would have taken
(b) Please identify special content and teaching methods you used
during School Without Schools:

7.

Please describe briefly how you spent each week during School Without
Schools:
Week of February 7

Week of February 14

Week of February 21

530

What did you find about pupil progress in each of the following areas:
(Circle one for each area)
Below
Way Above
Didn't Teach
Normal
Normal
Normal
This
Health
a.
1
2
3
4
65

8. (a)

tz$

b.- Mathematics
c.

d.

1

Readingl.Language
Arts, English
g
Science

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4'

5

6

2

3

4

5

.

6

.- 6
,

e.

Social Studies

2

1

3

5,

4

:..

......

-,,x,: (b)

What is your primary basis for this estimate? (Check I one)

**

<11

,

,
.

test results

observation of pupils
.

other (please specify)

1*

What were the important advantages and disadvantages of, School Without

9.

Schools '1°.

L

,Advantages

','

1.

1,..

2.

2.

3.

3.

,

JO.

D5tv..ar4101.
,

VI

Approximately what percent of your. time was spent teaching in each of the
following subject areas during School Without Schools?
% of time

Health

% of time

Mathematics

1..

Reading, Language

Arts, English

% of time
,t

Science
Social Studies

% of time
% of time
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11.

Approximately what percent of your time is normally spent teaching in each
of the following subject areas?
% or time

Health

% of time

Mathematics

Arts, English

Reading, Language

% of time

Science

% of time

Social Studies

.

12.

% o- time

To what extent was the School Without- Schools a success?
Very unsuccessful

Very successful
1

(Circle one)

3

2

4

5

13, (a) Next 'linter, suppose there will be no energy problem and the schobls have
plenty of gas. Which of the following would you prefer? (Neck one)
School

ring the winter as usual

Some form of School Without Schools in February
If you checked the second option, which of the following would'you want
(Check V all that apply)
to see included?

(b)

Field trips

Meeting as a class in school with the regular teachers
Meeting outside the school with regular teacher.;

TV instruction
Radio instruction

Newspaper instruction
Working at home on assignments
Other (Please describe)
If you favor some form of School Without Schools, for what groups would
It be most appropriate? (Check,/all that apply)

14. (a)

kindergarden

gifted students

primary

typical students

upper grades

mentally handicapped

junior high or middle schoo
high school

0J

physically handicapped

.

others (please spebify)

-

wjlit groups of students; might
(Check Vail that apply)

more harm' thari stood?
1

..

,

)

kindergdrd e

gifted students

primary

typical }students-

,

\

mental ly handi.capped

upper grades

junior high or middle school

-

physically handicapped
others tplease specify

high school

r
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FROM:

The Columbus Public Schools

DATE:

June 3;1977

Our records show we haven't received a completed questionnaire covering
the Sthool Without Schools Program from you:
We mailed you the original
questionnaire on April 25 and, very seriously, we need your assistance.
A new questionnaire is enclosed, in case you have mislaid the earlier one
or if it has been lost in the mail. Please take a few minutes now,
complete the,form,' and return it in the enclosed envelope.
Becausi'you are of a very few people being asked to supply information;'
your response does make a difference. Thank you, in advance, for
your comments.
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"SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS":

COLUMBUS OHIO'S EDUCATIONAL RESPONSE TO THE
ENERGY CRISIS OF 1977

N

James R. Sanders and Daniel L. Stufflebeam
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Western Michigan University
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School without schools: enough in name alone
to quicken the professorial heartbeat of anyone
interested in the pedagogical enterprise! The
Columbus story tells us how teachers were expected
to and did perform in a setting for which they had
received not the slightest bit of training. It
should not surprise us that the teaching did not
prove to be a festival of creative response to the
political necessity for teaching in places other
than the classroom. The teachers simply did not
know the territory.
While it should be obvious to all that knowledge of subject matter has little relationship
to the effectiveness of the teacher, one suspects
that teacher training might aid its clients
through an increase in attention paid to techniques for instructing learners in places other
than the c.1,assroom.

The pattern of elementary teachers working
outside of schools as they did in school is clear
in the Columbus report.
Subject areas being emphasized by classroom
teachers at the elementary level during
School Without Schools were reading, spelling, and mathAatics. Teachers reported
that they had been requested by central
administrators to concentrate on these
Some history and social
areas.
basic
studies topics were being taught, but there
was very little attention given to science.
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The science curriculum, especially at the elementary level, was revealed to be weak in both the
School Without Schools Program and the regular
school program. Science is a little - taught, subject by many teachers at the elementary level.
Those at the elementary level who did teach science mainly followed a textbook.
A similar profile was charted for the secondary teachers in both science and non-science subjects.
Teachers reported that there was considerablau
pressure to cover material that would normally
be taught during this period. most felt that
they were one to two weeks behind after regular
school resumed. 'Teachers also were relieved
that structure and rules returned to normal
after School Without Schools.

The reader with a socio-anthropological :bent
will find the discussions of turf intriguing:
"I don't want anyone coming from another school
to start using NY laboratory and MY chemicals
for equipment]."
Of course the nonconformists were noted. "One
biology teacher offered his students a two-week trip
to Florida under his supervision; and having received
about ten volunteers, packed several vans and took the
group to Florida along with a couple of parent chaperones."

One of the summary items offered by Sanders and
Stufflebeam wraps it all up:
We saw that School With Schools was the most
effective component of the School Without Schools
Program.
A decade ago Seymour Sarason_studied the manner
in which schools change and how we try to change them.
His tenet is upheld by Sanders' and-Stufflebeam's study:
"The more things change in education the more they remain the same."

*a * * *

* * * *
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In 1977, Ohio, like much of the rest or the nation, experienced its coldest winter
shortage
of
natural
gas
to
meet
the
more than a century. This fact, coupled. with an acute
situheating needs of Ohio's industries, businesses and homes, presented a special emergency
Heat levels had to.be
the
western
half
of
the
state.
ation'for all the school districts in
plants
turned down in order to preserve pressure in the gas delivery system; and buildings,
well as expensive equipment, somehow had to be proend animals in the school buildings, as
in Ohio to close
tected and preserved. More importantly, it was necestary 7'..a many cities
schools to the use of children and educators.

Rather than accept a mandated holiday for a month, the Catholic and public schools in
They called it
Columbus, Ohio, decided to meet this challenge with an innovative response.
educators to
In
effect,
they
decided
to
continue
to
pay
the School Without Schools Program.
totalscommunity
as
the
classroom
for
the
delivery
of instrucdeliver education and to use the
Television
schools
in
this
program.
The community supported the Columbus
tional services.
educational
and radio stations devoted more than twenty hours per day to the delivery of
in the area opined up their facilities to
Businesses
and
educational
institutions
programs.
The community mounted a massive busing program to transport
use -by students and teachers.
other stimustudents to zoos, museums, libraries, industries, a police academy, and many
homes,
bank
lobbies,
and
churches.
Teachers convened their classes in
lating settings.
effort.
overnight,
a
total
community
education
In short, Columbus mounted, almost
In the early stages of this program, the National Science Foundation decided to support
Schools Program and assess its
a study that would describe and analyze the School Without
how
math
and
science
teachers responded to this
effects. NSF wanted to know particularly
had to be made in mobilizing this
They
wanted
to
know
what
decisions
type of emergency.
in developschool district to do this program, and they wondered whether there is any merit
schools might be prethe
Columbus
experience
so
that
other
ing contingency plans based on
To address these questions, a team, based at Western
pared to beet a similar crisis.
conduct a study of the Columbus
Michigan University's Evaluation Center, was commissioned to
School Without Schools Program.
.

.

by various means.,
That study involved intensive efforts to gather appropriate information
Without Schools Program to'
during
and
following
the
School
Experts visited Columbus both
various people who
observe it in action, to gather existing doEumentation, and to interview
Randomly
sampled
groups
of
teachers, gtuwere involved in, or affected by, the program.
and their perobtain
information
about
their
experience
dents, and parents were surveyed to
local
newspapers;
and
Surveys were also conducted through the
ceptions of the program.
those ratings
ratings
were
collectid
and
analyzed,
since
Nielsen and Arbitron television
Schools Progrim. Case matewere taken during and following the time of the School Without
diaries
and
scrapbooks,
and studies done by other
erials including a television documentary,
Hearings were conducted
Schools
Program
were
collected.
researchers of the School Without
television;
science,
math
and
social
studies teachers; and the
with teachers who taught over
including individual parents,
People
at
all
levels
of
th-.,
program,
Columbus PTA Council.
Public and Catholic school
teachers, and students in the public schools were interviewed.
institutions,
as
well
as
personnel
of the public media
administrators in area educational
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stat,Ons and newspapers, were also interviewed. A massive amount of information bearing on
the School Without Schools Prograq was thus amassed.

This report presents a segment of the findings, particularly those that deal with
issues of math, social studies, and science teaching. Additional findings are presented
in the general study report.'

This report contains the authors' interpretations based on their review of a large
amount of data.
Citations to specific testimony and findings are presented to illustrate
the main interpretations that we believe are warraeted. While we attempted to choose anecdotes that would help the reader get a valid view of the background data, we realize that
we could have chosen other anecdotes that would have formed a different, perspective of the
data.
Also, the data we gathered certainly were far from the complete, set that were available for collection. Overall, we gathered much data which we have attempted to distill and
present here with helpful examples; we realize that our report is notcomplete and may be
inaccurate in some unknown ways; but this report contains our best interpretations of the
complex program called School Without Schools.

Observations contained in this report are presented in four sections. The first contains information about the setting and the program that was studied. The second provides
a description of characteristics that were general to science, math, and social studies instruction at all levels of the Columbus Public Schools and the Catholic diocese during the
School Without Schools Program. The third contains findings particularly relevant to elementary instruction, especially in science, and the fourth deals with instruction at the secondary level with an emphasis on science education.

An attempt has been made in this report to be descriptive rather than judgmental. However, it was not always possible to make this distinction because much of the data collected
were people's perceptions concerning how well the prognm had operated.

THE SETTING AND THE PROGRAM

The Setting,

According to the Columbus Area Chamber 9f Commerce,
Columbus, Ohio, is a capital city.
the population of the standard metropolitan area (1970 census) is 1,017,847. The city of
Columbus itself has a population of 539,677, of which 19% is nonwhite.
.

'Sanders, J. R., and Stufflebean, D. L. A Study of School Without Schools: The
Columbus Ohio Public Schools During the Natural Gas Shortage, Winter 1977. Kalamazoo,
Michigan: Evaluation Center, Western Michigan University, 1977.
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The city is served by the major state university. and seven other colleges and universities within the surrounding area. ,In addition, there are four business and technical
schools of higher education in the county. Columbus is a center of. cultural activity in
central Ohio with five major theaters, nine community theaters, two ballet companiEs, professional sports, and public recreation. Fourteen musical organizations, four fine arts
galleries, and a number of cultural arts centers are also found in the city. It is the
second-largest city in Ohio and twenty-first largest in .t.he.United States. It ilialso the
only major city in Ohio showing an increase in population from 1970 until 1974.

The principal employers in Columbus are-the State of Ohio, the Ohio State University,
the federal government, the Columbus Public Schools, two large department store chains, the
City of Columbus, Western Electric Company, and Ohio Bell Telephone. The impression one
gets from a visit to Columbus is that it is a growing, vibrant, midwestern city with substantial resources that contribute to the cultural and educational well being of this
Its population is a cross-section of American society.
community.

The Columbus Public Schools serve approximately.96,000 students in 177 school buildings,
which is a drop of about 14,000 students over the last ten years. The Catholic Diocese in
Columbus serves another 15,000 students. The Columbus Public Schools' budget for the school
-year'runs about $116,000,000, of which 87.1% goes to salaries and fringe benefits.
.

The Columbus Public Schools have had a history of clbse community relations evidenced
by participation of school district administrators in community service organizations suds
as Kiwanis. Other evidence of this close relationship includes frequent meetings between
school administrators and city and state government officials, periodic and frequent media
presentations by school personnel over television and radio, and the existence of central
administration staff assigned specifically to communicate district information to parents,
legislators, government and business leaders, the media, and representatives of community
special interest groups. The school board has had a good relationship with the superintendent and his central administration staff, supporting them at almost every turn.

However, the Columbus Public Schools did face several difficult problems in r976 -77.
In November, 1976, a levy failed and the levy was to have been brought up again in June,
Furthermore, the school district was involved in a desegregation suit brOught about
1977.
by the Columbus chapter of NAACP. The racial makeup of the schools is approximately 67%
white and 33% nonwhite; and although no noticeable civil disturbances existed, the black
community was concerned that the distribution of students to buildings within the district
had historically segregated black students. The makeup of the school board'is four whites
and three blacks. Several votes, especially those relevant to the desegregation issue,
followed racial lines.

Factors that led up to the School Without Schools Program included weather, politics,
and economics. No one had anticipated that Columbus would experience the coldest winter in
more than one hundred years in 1977, and this certainly, has to be pegged as the main reason
for the closing of,all but thirty-six of Columbus' school buildings. Backup emergen5y gas
supplies had been made available to users by Columbia Gas-during August, 1976, but the price
would have been higher for this supplementary gas and its offer carried the stipUlation
that,the more expensive gas had to be used first: Because no one could have predicted the
cold winter, the school administration made a fiscally prudent decision in August not to
order the supplementary supplies. By the time the crisis hit in February, 1977, Columbia
There were
Cas had released the supplementary supply and it was too late to retrieve it.
some strong feelings that a dispute betweeu Columbia Gas and the Ohio legislature over the
former's authority to assess Ohio residents for the acquisition and storage of contingency
gas supplies was another cause for unpreparedness. Many charges and counter charges were
heard during the school shutdown. One such charge was that Columbia Gas has released itsbackup supply of natural gas in order to make the residents of Ohio realize their dependence on
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Columbis Cas for continued and adequate gas supplies during cold winters.
Since the weather
turned out to be much more severe than anticipated, the gas shortage was far greater than
Columbia Gas officials or anyone else might have planned. Whethei or not such charges are
true, it was true that Columbia Gas and Columbia Transmission services were inadequate to
sieet. the needs of Columbus and indeed of service areas through' western Ohio.
The moat noteworthy context factors preceding the School Without Schools Program were
as follows:
a.

The good rela ionship of the Columbus Public Schools with all segments of the
community--parents, city and state government leaders, science organizations,
business people, media leaders;

b.

The good relationship of the Columbus Public Schools' central administration
with the school board and teachers' union:-

c.

The strong second and third level administrative staff of the Columbus Public
Schools;

d.

The accessibility of the state legislature;

e.

The cooperation of public and parochial school administrations in Columbus;

f.

The extensive community resources available for educating children outside
public school buildings;
planning for a crisis contingency program in the event schools would be
shut down; and

h.

The nature of the crisis--a natural disturbance (vs. a civil disturbance).

Detailed context information is provided in the general study report.

The Program

The object of the observations contained in this report was the School Without Schools
Program initiated by the Columbus Public Schools in response to a mandated shutdown of
facilities by the Columbia Gas Company during February, 1977. The purpose of the shutdown
was to conserve quickly disappearing supplies of natural gas so that homes, necessary
facilities such as hospitals, and businesses could remain open. The School Without Schools
Program began its operatibn on February 7, 1977, and concluded on February 25, 1977. The
week following the School Without Schools Program was designated as a Spring vacation.
This vacation time had been originally scheduled for April, but was moved up due to the
natural'gas shortages.

The design of the program was extensive and detailed. Furthermore, it was compiled
and distributed to school personnel on short notice (within a week's time). Important
elements of the design may be categorized as follows:
a.

Communication
- to school personnel

-to students and parents
- to the community
(1)
Communication efforts included:
School Without Schools Handbook
made available to all school personnel and supplemented with written daily
hiAlctinz; (2) a telephone hotline; (3) a war room (of telephones) for school
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building persohnel to arrange field trips'and have questions answered; and
(4) daily bulletins in the newspapers and over radio and television.
b.

Program
Instruction occurred via field trips, meeting one day per week in a school
building, meeting outside the school with instructors, televisibnt radio,
papers, and working at home on assignments.

mm-

c.

Facilities

Facility maintenance was achieved via detailed mothballing procedures
by-district custodial staff for those buildings that were closed and via
regular maintenance procedures for those buildings left open.
Safety and
security were priie concerns when buildings were closed.
Support personnel,
such as the evaluation unit in the Columbus Public Schools, were used to aid
in the maintenance of facilities.
d.

Transportation
Busing students for field trips and scheduling new bus routes for the
one day per week in-school sessions were the main concerns in transportation.
Safety of children attending school functions received considerable attention.
The City of Columbus, under Mayor Tom Moody's leadership, granted $25,000 to
the Columbus Public Schools to support the increased transportation expenses
that were due to the School Without Schools program.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS PERTAINING TO
EDUCATION DURING SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS

The importance of contingency planning for and during crisis situations was demonstrated in the School Without Schools Program. Both the Catholic Diocese and the Columbus
Public Schools, as well as the State Department of Education, had rudimentary contingency
plans of various forms available.
The Catholic Diocese had planned for the eventuality
of being closed out of their gas-fired buildings, and had projected that they would cycle
their students through the other buildings that were heated by coal and electricity. This
contingency plan became a general strategy of both the Columbus* Public Schools and the
Catholic Diocese throughout the energy crisis.
Also, the Columbus Public; School's had
developed a contingency plan months prior to the energy crisis,_in case of a teacher strike;
and each building principal had a building plan on hand in case of emergency. Furthermore,
because of the Xenia tornado of several years ago, the Ohio Department of Education had
developed contingency plans for school districts in the event of environmental or social
emergencies; and this agency produced a detailed plan for closing down school buildings
as a specific response to the 1977 natural gas crisis.

Several findings denoted the importance of contingency planning in this Columbus
emergency.
Both central office and building administrators pointed to the usefulness of
advance planning that had been done, as well as to the day-to-day evaluation and planning
during the crisis! These administrators praised the Ohio Department of Education for their
detailed plan for nothballing a school building and complained only that the plan was not
made available sufficiently early during the crisis. Also, some of these administrators
were criticalof'Columbia Gas for not having done sufficient contingency planning. Moreover, many teachers thought that the main problems in the program were due to a lack of
decisive and clear guidance aethe outset of the program. There was widespread agreement
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that better planning earlier and clearer communication of the plans at the outset of the
program could have eased many teacher, principal, and student problems and probably would /
hive led to more consistent and extensive use of the School Without Schools Program.
i

There were several persons, events, and decisions that shaped the education system
during School Without Schools. First, there eexe ........", leaders in both the public end
\Catholic schools in Columbus. The two school superintendents were able to stimulate and
manage a massive and cooperative effort between the public and Catholic schools. To support
them there were strong second and third level administrators. Further,:riculum special ists developed media presentations and evaluators proyided administrative slfpisOrt.-

Second, the Columbus PAblic Schools immediately involved thejColUMbuiEduc;itien Associa -.
tion (CEA) in all planning and decision making for the emergency program. The superintendent
reported that before he tooL any actions, he met with the\CEA director-and asked him for
his thoughts about the idea. The superintendent did not toe Until the CFA director said
"Let's go with it." Moreover, decisions about moving the,Spring break from April to February
and about the nature of teacher (and hence, student) involvement (eventually defined as
voluntary except for the one day per week in school) had to be/megeliated between the duperintendant and the CEA. Teachers were expected to teach in a host school the one diyiper
week, and were asked to be creative in pursuing learning activities, perhaps along nontraditional lines, the remainder of the time. iIt;was agreed that-no checks would be made on
how teachers spent their tine during School Without Schuols..J

Probably because of the permissivenesi (voiiintary nature) of the program, there was
great variability in the extent to.whi6" students and teachers participated in the out-ofschool portion of School Without,Schools. Also, thi*decision may have accounted for some
decrease in attendance at School Without Schools activities that proceeded from the first
through the second through the third weeks of the program. Apparently, a "novelty effect"
was operaemg-during the first week and probably stimulated and sustained involvement of a
great many-students at first:- However, this seemed to begin wearing off during the second
and third weeks as more and more students stayed away from the out-of-school activities.
Moreover, no particular category of students stayed away any more than any other.
Several
teachers at both the elementary and secondary levels commented that they were not sure how
much longer than three weeks the program could be sustained.

Third, early offers of emergency help from a local commercial television and radio
station, the newspapers, Ohio State University, and a few other community agencies acteally
started the ball rolling for the community involvement aspect of the program. Without these
offers stimulating a wealth of other offers, community reaction may have been too slow to
help.

Concerning the program itself, there were a.number of general conclusions made by
observers. First, and probably most obvious to-all, teaching and learning seemed to suffer
by comparison to regular programs under the School Without Schools conditions. Even though
there was no intent to make School Without Schools a replacement for the regular program,
a comparison did reveal deficiencies in School Without Schools that could have been,over,looked. School Without Schools was seen to pose a .threat to the educational well-being of
the college-bound eleventh and twelfth graders who needed to maintain content coverage i
preparation for college and who needed as much preparation as taey could get for the com0
These students also worried that a hiatus in instruction
college entrance examinations.
experienced in the School Without Schools Program would have a negative effect on GPA.
City-wide testing results and SAT scores compiled at the end of the school year indicate
that student test performance was not hurt by School Without Schools. Average performa es
at the grade levels that were tested showed slight gains In 1977. It, appeared that the e
was a slowdoWi in instructional pace during School Without Schools, but that lost groun
was made up by the end of the school year. In general, it seemed that School WithOut Sc ools
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was seen by teachers and outside observers to work best at the elementary level, next best
at the junior' high level, and least well at the high school level. Overall, almost everyone agreed that there was nothing sufficiently compelling and desirable about School"Without Schools that would warrant its repetition as a regular program. However, it was accepted
as a successful emergency program.
-

I

I

-

Second, it should be noted that there were many features of School Without Schools that
were constructive and viewed by most as desirable. Social integration was aided because of
the integrated learning that occurred when schools came together in the few buildings tat
were open to the students and because of the integrated tours and other activities throu
out the program. Also, School Wiihout Schools revealed it could work well for self -direc
and parental-directed learners. Considering what was seen to work best in School-Without
Schools,' participants noted that the School With Schools portion of the program (one day
week) was the most used and most effective of all the program elements. Next in effectiv
ness-and frequency of use were the many homework aesignments that were given. The third mkt
_used and effective element seemed to be the tours, especially at the elementary level. It
mus/beadded that-the tours added a little flavor of science education not found inthe
regular program. While the TV was the most visible part of the program and the one that r
vceived the most national acclaim, it was also one of the weakest instructional parts of'the
School Without Schools Program. This was not because the programming and present'atlens
were pOor, but because there was little motivation to use them,or opportunity to relate them
teachers. There was little advance
to thelpregramming and teaching being done by
involvement of regular teachers in curricular decisions; and advande information about what.
would he on the media--which was needed by the teachers if order to plan for and use thisservice--was missing.
.

Third, the crisis evoked public services from people and agencies throughout the- communEarly on there was a cooperative response and this response had a positive effect on ,
how the community viewed itself and its schools. The Colubbus Public Schools recorded the
numberiof different non-school facilities used for instructional purposes during School Without Schools. All were used heavily. The record of use was as follows:

_

ity.

u,

r

Private homes
Recreation Centers
Churches
Banks
Restaurants
Fraternal
Private Recreational
Hospitals
,
Hotel/Motel
University/Schools
Buiinesses/Stores
Apartment Party HIcts
Day Care/Communiry Centers
Federal Government
Library Branches

693
29
59
12
28

J

.
.

.

,

3

16
9

4
7

.33

.,.

4

.

.

,

. ,

16.

39
1

19

968

Fourth, School Without Schools enhanced the public relations of theschools in Colubus.
Teaching and learning were made.more visible, especially on TV and, radio; School Without
Schools resulted in increased and improved parental involvement in education. There was
the community.
. clearly some creative, Stimblating teaching that impressed people throughout
did
reveal
some
poor,
unmotivated
teaching.
At the same time, however, the program
o

O

--(°'Y
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Finally, the School Without Schools 'experience prepared school personnel in Columbus
for handling emergency closings if they should occur in the future. In the area of science
education alone, anti just considering decisions that.hau to be made regarding books and
equipment, the closing of buildings proved to be extremely complex. At the elementary level,
all liquid chemicals had to be flushed don a sink, aquaria and aquaria filters and pumps
had to be drained, living treatures necdedluimes, and plants and terraria requiredprotection
from the cord., Teachers had to keep,records of-textbooks taken home and had to monitor use
At rha se^nndary level, in ,1,14tion to the ncti^nc listad above.,
of conzumahle workbook..
teachers had to find homes, and keep record, for calculators and other sensitive equipment.
Every aspect of the school system. required. attention and responsible action by school personnel.
...

The most important general educational implitation of the School Without Schools Program related to planning. .It bade apparent the importance of contingency plans at all levels
of the system.' -It also raised again the possibility of instituting winter vacations with
the addition of school days during the suMme months. However, while it raised the question
of winter vacations, observations also conf med that socially such a change would be reOverall ,,
choolithout Schools wa9 an.intercscing example
sisted by teachers and parents.
4
of a community's collective and innovative response to, a common major emergendy.
1

'

ELEMENTARY SCIEtCE EDUCATION DURING SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS

Although not unique to science education,' there were observations unique to education
at the elementary level. Holding elethentary sessions in secondary buildings created Tome
problems. Facilities such as blackboards and desks; were outsized for elementary students.
Tha proaence of high school and elementary students together created some problems for the
elementary students 41-en high school students forgot to be.considerate of the little persons.
There as-no adequate playground for recess outside and there Were no large toys for kinderAlso, elementary teachers found it was difficult to me!ntain disgarten students inside.
cipline with elementary students in big secondary buildings. However, in one high school
cafeteria, Tchers were surprised to find that it was easier to socialize elementary kids
Children's interest was
in the movable chairs and tables than in their normal classroom.
high only in the classrooms where games were played. .In classrooms where students were
meeting with their teacher only once a week, interest was low and the children ware restless.
In many classrooms it was observed that the-teacher's role was care that of a facilitator
than teacher as he or she had children complete assignments or gave individual help as
needed.

In many respects, School Without SChools was seen to be more appropriate for the
One reason for
elementary level than for either the junior high or the high school levels.
this is because elementary students have a single teacher, with that teacher_fceling direct
and complete responsibility for a single group of children. At other levels, responsibility
is diffused across several teachers for a given grdup of students and across several groups
Single teacher responsibility was peen as potentially
of students for a given teacher.
much stronger than the diffused responsibility found at the secondary lev?1 as s wears ts,
promote the learning of stuaents who are hot in a highly structured environment. Overall,
hat School Without Schools was obServed to maintaln :instruction better at
it must be sal
the elementary evel than at the secondary level..

Methods used in elementary level classrooms during Selool Without School included
question/answer discussions, teacher demonstrations, workbook assignments, and individual
Out-of-class methods included meeting in small groups, attendinwto TV and radio
help.
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instruction, using the newspaper school supplement (Classroom Extra), contacting teachers
Elementary teachers found their'small group co.by telephone, and going on field trips.
tacts to be qdite productive. Teachers working with small groups of children in places
outside. the school discovered they were becoming better acquaifited with their children and
were teaching more material than would have been possible in the regular classroom. This
was so because of the small groups of students teachers had formed. This was much differentfrom the large group instruction most engaged in during the regular program. Some said
their small group contacts were more` successful than their one day in school contact. One
first grade teacher0ound that two children who she thought were possible retentions'had
made.so much progress during School Without Schools as a result of small group work and
paren.tal .help that they would probably not be retained this year.

Transporting one's own materials or borrowing those in a host school were a particular
problem that the elementary teachers faced during School Without Schools. One teacher said
she had to haul three boxes of materials into the school just to teach reading, spelling,
and math: Organizing for the one day in school and organizing all the material for t4 out of- school assignments was found by many elementary school teachers to be a formidable task.

Subject areas being emphasized by classroom teachers at the elementary level during
School Without Schools were reading, spelling, and mathematics. Teachers reported-that
they had been.requested by central administrators to concentrate on these basic skill areas.
Some history and social studies topics were being taught, but there was very little attention given to science.

The science curriculum, especially at the elementary level, was revealed to be weak
Science is a
in both the School Without Schools Program and the,regular school program.
elementary
level.
lit_le-taught subject by many teachers at'the

A
Those at the elementary level who did teach science mainly followed a textbook.
gradd\level
science
workshops
for
Columbus
second grade teacher said she had attended
teachers and had been given all the science suppAes she needed. She said all teachers had
the opportunity to attend these workshops. The obvious inference was that teachers could
did not
get assistance to teach science; but that for whatever reasons, they resisted and
the regular or School WithReasons
given
for
not
teaching
science
in
use such assistance.
dislike of the-textbook, dislike of a
out Schools Programs at the elementary level were:
of
knowledge
to teach science, lack of time,
textbook approach, lack of equipment, lack
fact
that
science
was
graded every other six weeks.
the need to share textbooks, and the
be
The generality of these reasons cannot be judged, but it is suggested that they could
pursued as hypotheses concerning why there seems to be so little science being taught in
the, elementary grades of the Columbus Public Schools. Other than science-related field
One teacher took her class
trips, few teachers planned science lessons for their classes.
Another teacher related that she had
to her home to learn how to care for and feed horses.
had the children play a science game patterned after a Columbus television program called
-"In the Know," in which students from two schools compete by demonstrating their knowledge
"In the Know" game were based on anof various topics. This teacher's questions for her
"out of school" science assignment.
The use of field trips was highly variable both in terms of teachers' employment of
Reasons given by teachers for
them and in terms of the purposes for which they were used.
science lesson that had been
to
supplement
a
social
studies
or
taking field trips were:
children's experiences,
taught before school closed, to extend science concepts, to enrich
For
example, one sixth
and to serve as motivation for discussion when school resumed.
did not meet with her children for instruction
grade teacher with a predominantly black class
of students to the Center of Science and Inoutside school; but she did take small groups
Blind,
the
Black Cultural Center, the Lincoln LeVeque
dustry, the Ohio State School for the
in
Columbus,
for enrichment experiences. Some
Tower, and the TGI Friday, a mod restaurant
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9f the field trips (to the Center of Science and Industry, Ohio wild flowers and\trees
,,display and the bird refuge at Blendon Woods Pond, environmental and planetarium laboratories, etc.) created a science flavor in the elementary portion of the School Without
Schools. This suggested that expanded use of field trips would be one way to build the
science curriculum in a district that has been apparently resistant to science at the elementary level. Only one elementary teacher gave a reason for not meeting outside school with
her students. She said they were not motivated to learn and would not attend.

Elementary teachers were divided about the success of School Without Schools. Some
said it caused students to drop hopelessly behind- Others said students would get as much
attention as they did during the regular program, and maybe more. Most seemed to indicate
Some elementary teachthat School Without Schools was making the best of a bad situation.
ers saw many successful aspects of School Without Schools. Frequently mentioned aspects
were parental help and cooperation, community support, small group and individualized instruction, opportunities to tutor slow learners, and stimulation nrovided the students for
their own self-directed learning.
At best, School Without Schools was judged by teachers
to be a remedial program for slow learners.
Generally it was seen to be a holding pattern
at the elementary level. After several observations, it was concluded by the team of experts that elementary teaching was not innovative during or following School Without Schools.
"Teachers were observed to use conventional methods of teaching and stressed ,gie basics.

SECONDARY SCIENCE EDUCATION DURING SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS

The general observations made on pages five through eight of this report abou- the
condition of education during School Without Schools applied equally to elementary and
secondary science,education. These general points will not be repeated. There are some
additional points, however, that appeared to be, unique to secondary education; and further,
there were observations that could be separated' among the categories of secondary math education, science education, and social studies education.

It was evident during' tha three-week SchoOl Without Schools Program plus one week
vacation that more written work/homework was being assigned to students than was assigned
This heavy emphasis on homework showed up at the secondary level
in the regular program.
across all subject arei-.s. A second general observation at the secondary level was that
great confusion existed over grading during School Without Schools. Even after the normal
program resumed, both teachers and students wer unsure whether grades would be assigned
(1) pass/fail, (2) extra credit, or (3) grading as usual. A third,
for the period as:
fairly pervasive, aspect of secondary education ras the relief felt by teachers to get
Teachers reported that there
back into regular session after School Without S Wools ended.
was considerable pressure to cover material that ould normally have been taught during this
Most felt that they were one to two week, behind after regular school resumed.
period.
Teachers also were relieved that structure and rul s returned to normal after School Without Schoids.

In secondary mathematics, the typical method of\teaching during School Without Schools
Help sessions
involved rel.iew of homework, brief explanations, and question-answering.
were provided by most teachers either during the one ay a week at school or outside the
The teaching methods were observed to ba of very different from the regular
classrobm.
Exceptions to this general observation included observing one teacher using
program.
special activities and projeCts as a method of teaching, another teacher using frequent
testing which was not evident during regular sessions, .\end a third teacher using learning
The learning packeges\were seen as one of the most
packages that she had developed.
There were
innovative approaches used by those secondary nath teachers who were observed.
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also numerous incidences of teaching enrichment material in secondary math during School
Two examples were the teacher taking the opportunity to teach probability
Without Schools.
and statistics and another teaeher teaching number theory. Both topics were ones that would
not have been covered under normal conditions.

Few math teachers used the media or field trips during School Without Schools. Only
one of the teachers observed at the secondary level in mathematics was attempting to use
A few others had suggested to stuthe television lessons as a component of instruction.
dents that they watch the television programs, but these teachers were not integrating it
with their classwork. Teachers frequently commented that content of the television pro_gxams was not made known to them until after they had already planned their lessons, and
they apparently felt no repsonsibility for using the television lessons. Others noted that
the content of the television lessons did not parallel their own instruction, and hence,
did not attempt to incorporate television into their classes. Radio and newspapers were
used even less often than television by math teachers.

Several teachers felt that students had suffered more in mathematics than in other
The comment was made, "School Without Schools was more difficult for science and
math than for social studies because one uni, builds on another, especially in oath."
One teacher was giving quizzes to add marks for grading purposes rather than marking on the
basis of one test. Another secondary math teacher noted that her evaluation of the students'
work done during School Without Schools showed that performance was poorer than usual.
This teacher and hei student teacher had made a special effort to integrate TV lessons with
work sheets and text material into learning packages for the students; and both teachers
had been available to the students extra hours beyond the once-a-week class session. Their
geometry students did not take the initiative to come in for extra help. They seemed to
have watched the first TV lesson, but none after that. These teachers' Algebra II students
They did not do as well on the tests and homework on'rational
also were a disappointment.
The teachers attributed this to the fact that the students were
numbers as was expected.
not mature enough to do so much of the algebra on their own, even with their guidance
through the learning packages and the in-class sessions: They felt that the three-week
period was especially hard on students in the upper level math courses. These teachers
were interesting to observe because of the special efforts they had put into School Without
They demonstrated that it was possible to be creative and productive under crisis
Schools.
Not all of their efforts went unrewarded. Some of their contemporary math stuconditions.
dents who had four special projects to do in addition to the learning packages pleasantly
They said that some of the students who had usually net responded well to
surprised them.
They also commented that the nathe regular work had made good attempts on the projects.
ture of the projects (a home floor plan, a personal cash flow record, a family budget for
a month, an income taxes) had made them much more aware of the students' home life and of
the proble s students bring to school than did any previous work they had done.
classes.

In secondary science the typical method of instruction was one of "hand in the assigned homework and we'll discuss it." Demonstrations and laboratory exercises were greatly reReasons given varied, but the two following were
duced during School Without Schools.
(1)
"Not
enough
time
in one class period when you have to give assignvoiced frequently:
(2) "I don't want anyone coming from another school to start
ments and collect papers";
using MY laboratory and MT chemicals (or equipment), and I wouldn't go into another school
and use another teacher's laboratory and use his cheMicals (or equipment)." Communication
and cooperation about equipment use needed to be encouraged and facilitated. One teacher
felt that the' administration should have mandated that each teacher mount a complete educational program. This might have included instruction, laboratory, help sessions, and
evaluation plans. There was a recognized need for self-contained instructional units or
Such packages might include objectives, references, materials, worksheets,
packages.
Observation of secondary science education indicated
evaluation materia:1 or activities.
that many students were really not used to reading in order to learn. They had become
dependent upon oral and visual learning.
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Science instruction in the secondary schools during School Without Schools could generally be characterized as follows:
a.

Worksheets
The students T;ere given handouts either prepared by or selected by the
teacher; these handouts included questions and problems related to the topics
under study.
The students were to complete these worksheets and problems from
week to week.
..--

b.

Lecture and Discussions
The time in class was spent in discussing questions and difficulties
encountered by the students.
These difficulties were identified by the students in some cases, and by the teacher in other cases. The response to student questions or teacher- identified needs was mostly in a lecture mode once
the difficulty was clarified.

c.

Extra Sessions

'

The teachers generally had some additional contacts, arranged with the
students.
They were basically of three types:
field trips, help sessions
or telephone contact. Attendance was low at these additional meetings.
Teachers seemed to feel that the students who were most _n need did not
attend.
d.

Laboratory

L

There was little laboratory activity.

There were a few interesting projects in secondary science that were created by
inuividual teachers. One student teacher asked the students in his biology class to keep
records of food in:ake, energy output, and weight change for part of a unit on nutrition.
At the end of School Without Schools, students reported their data and discussion followed.
Another biology teacher offered his students a two-week trip to Florida under his supervision; and having received about ten volunteers, packed several vans and took the group
to Florida along with a couple of Parent chaperones. ,He said the group learned a lot during
those two weeks observing different botanical and zoological specimens as they appeared in
nature. The appropriateness of this activity might be questioned, since the students who
vent to Florida were not present in Columbus to pursue their total program of study. Again,
it would seem apparent that the elementary organization, that has one teacher per group of
children, was more conducive to the full out-of-school activities than was the secondary
program, which has several teachers crossed with several groups of students.

In secondary social studies, like secondary science, the typical method used during
School Without Schools was "hand in the assigned homework and we'll discuss it." Observed
classroom periods involved about 65% of class time in independent work by students and 25%
in students asking questions and teachers providing answers. The remaining 10% was spread
over many different activities.

Some social studies teachers took advantage of School Without Schools to provide their
students with experience and discussions that ordinarily would not have occurred, One
secondary sociology teacher took the opportunity to develop a survey of student attitudes
toward School Without Schools as a class project. The questionnaire developed by the class
was administered to a sample of secondary s:udeats. The data were analyzed and written up
in a research report. Another teacher called each student every week for a one-half hour
conversation about their social studies lesson (morals and facts). A third used in-school
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time for reading and note-taking activities and discussion of Russian political concepts.
The reading done by the class was George Orwell's Animal Farm,.assigned for the purpose of
reviewing and criticizing concepts associated with communism. The teacher went around
the room speaking to individuals when signaled by raised hands. Student attention in this
class seemed to be very much directed on doing the assignments.

In retrospect, School Without Schools presented secondary science teachers and their
students with an opportunity to diverge, to open up, to get out of the routine. Some took
the opportunity and were gratified. Most did not at the secondary level; and, as at the
elementary level, once classes resumed, little noticeable residue in science eddcation from
School Without Schools remained.

IN SUMMARY, WE SAW

- a high degree of professionalism and dedication on the part of the teachers,
but also some poor teaching.
- a great deal of traditional teaching and only a modicum of creative instruction.

- the idea of massive instruction over the public media tested, but it did not
work.
- that School With Schools was the most effective compunent of the School
Without Schools Program.
- that math, science, and social studies, in that order, are important parts of
Columbus programs; but also that these topics are often not taught very well- especially at the elementary levels.
- that contingency planning both before and during a crisis is an art that
educators should master.
- vividl; that education is and must be the concern of all segments of society,
especially during an emergency.
- that Columbus has good community strength, and that they can muster 1* in the
face of a common enemy.
- a tough-minded and competent performance on the part of the public and private
schools, but a weak performance by the gas company.
- that none of us are the masters of our own destinies, and that working togeth.:
is often essential.
,

- finally, that School Without Schools could be described as total community
involvement in making the best of a had situation.
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JAMES R. SANDERS

James R. Sanders is Associate Professor at Western
Michigan University and Associate Director of the Evaluation Center there. Before assuming these roles in 1975,
he served as Assistant Professor at Indiana University
(1970-73), and Senior Research Associate with Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory (1973-74), where he subsequently became Program Director and member of the
Council of Directors and of the Executive Board (1974-75).
He is currently a member of the Board of Directors of the
Evaluation Network. He lives in Plainwell, Michigan
with his wife and family.

Jim's teaching interests (evaluation methods, research
methods, statistics and measurement) and research interests
(field experiments, testing, assessment, and research and
evaluation methodology) are reflected both in the projects
in which he has participated and in his publications. The
former include work with the USOE Clearinghouse for Applied
Performance Testing; statewide assessment projects for
Alaska, Hawaii, Oregon and Washington; the Graduate Program
Development Project for the'Faculty of Education at the University of British CoJumbia; and the External Masters Degree
Project at the Western Michigan University Evaluation Center.
His publications include articles in the Review of Educational
Research, Educational Researcher, Journal of Educational
Psychology, Educational TechnOlqa, and the journal of Research
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and Development in Education. He is coauthor (with D. J.
Cunningham) of the chapter "Technique and Procedures for
Formative Evaluation" in Evaluating Educational Programs
and Products, edited by G. Borich and published by Educational Technology Press. He has edited the Proceedings of
the Conference on Problems and Potentials of Applied Performance Testing (with T. Sachse, publishedby Northwest
Regional Educational Labo.ltorjD and co-authored the book
Educational Evaluation: Tneory and Practice (with B. R.
Worthen, published by Charles A. Jones).

DANILL STUFFLEBEAM

Daniel Stufflebeam has been the Director of the Evaluation Center and Professor of Education at Western Michigan
University` since 1973. Previously, he served for two and a
half years as a public school teacher in Iowa and Chicago and
for ten years at the Ohio State University, where he advanced
from instructor to professor and where he directed the test
Development Center and later the Evaluation Center.
Recipient of a Ph.D. in measurement and research methodology from
Purdue University (1964), he has also participated in a post
doctoral program in statistics and experimental design at
the University of Wisconsin (1965).

He has chaired several important committees includAng
the NCME Boe 1's Finance Committee, AERA's Research Training Committee, the PDK National Study Committee on Evaluation,
and the PDK 11th National Sympd'sium on Educational Research.
He is currently the chairman of the Joint Committee on Guidelines and Standards for Educational Evaluation and is a member of the AERA/APA/NCME Committee on the Review of the Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests. He has also
served on the editorial boards of the Journal of Higher
Education, Educational Technology, Evaluation Comment, and
Evaluation and Program Planning: An International Journal.
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He has served as lecturer at the University of New
Hampshire and the University of Jyvaskyla, Finland, and
has been an advisor to numerous governmental and educational agencies.

.

At Ohio State University he performed research on the.
item sampling technique and educational change, directed
the development of more than 100 standardized tests (including eight forms of the GED tests), developed the CIFP
Evaluation Model, and assisted several local, state, and
national agencies to install evaluation systems. Since
moving to Western Michigan University, he has conducted
several major evaluation studies, has codirected an AERA
traveling training institute in evaluation, and currently
is directing.or codirecting projects to develop standards
for educational evaluation, to study the Columbus, Ohio,
public school system's response to the energy crisis of
1977, and to assist Western Michigan University to install
a university-wide program review system.

He coauthored the book Educaticnal Evaluation and
Decision Making, and his articles and book reviews have
appeared in JEM, Educational and Psychological Measurement,
Psychometric., Kaopan, Journal of Research and Development
in Education, Theory into Practice, Studies in Evaluation,
the Journal of Hic711,2r Education, and in several Looks of
readings.
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APPENDIX H

SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS
HANDBOOK MATERIALS PERTAINING TO
SCHOOL STAFF ASSIGNMENTS
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BUILDING PP:NCIPALS GUIDELINES

ENERM CRISIS CLOSINGS

The present crisis threatening the closing of schools is a major
disaster affecting the social structure of the City of Columbus,
the State of Ohio and the United States of America.
The implications and anticipated problems resulting from the shutdown of the public school system are monumental and far reaching.
The educational_loss to students will not only be a factor for the
days schools are closed but will be carried over to the years ahead.
A dedication to make the best of a very negative situation is a goal
that all educators must strive to attain to assure the best possible
educational program for the students of the Columbus Public Schools.
The information and details formulated to give guidance to the
building administrator confronted by the closing of schools due to
the energy crisis is to be a guideline for orderly and safe transition to the shut-down situation and a return to normal building funcThis will not be an all inclusive directive but will identify
tions.
common problems and concerns for the positive return of the school
building a,id the personnel to the educational process.
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PRINCIPAL'S RESPONSIBILITY

1.

Plant inspection - daily security check.

2.

Staff communication - bulletins, plans, etc.

3.

Staff telephone numbers.

4.

List of community leaders who may help with programs - telephone
numbers.
.

,.

/5.

Plan of action for your building and staff - organize a telephone_:.
call system for your staff.

,.. .....

6.

Daily report from the principal, attendance programs, Orticipation
results.

7.

Report of security problems:

8.

Maintain a daily log of activities.

9.

Absentee - Reports - (Classified:-Professional)

10.

Assistant Superiitendent : location - telephone - written reports.

11.

Payroll - handling

12.

Inter-school mail.

13.

Reorganization plans.

14.

Posting of location for your headquarters - for parents, security
and contacts (hours).

15.

Securing the building (as in June - prepare for removal and storing
of live things).

16.

Plan for weekly staff meetings.

17.

Plan to obtain permission slips for non school building activities.
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COMMUNICATIONS WITH HEADQUARTERS & OTHER EDUCATION CENTERS

.

.

1.

Communication with all schools im'rerative.

2.

32 - Educational Centers - Directory Informatio6 will he needed
for emergency situations.
,

C

a) Emergency phone in each Education Center.
b) Communications Center - Board of Education.
c) Mail service.
S.

:-

COMMUNICATION WITH THE PUBLIC

1.

SUperintendent's Office
.........-

2.

Media - TV - Newspapers

3.

Individual school plans - via media, U.S. mail, telephone

4.

Vendors - notification as necessary

5.

Athletic contracts.-

(

a) Organized schedule at schools other than gas. To be organized
and supervised by Don McCualsky and Jane Walters.
b) Basketball - Ladies & Men
Wrestling Gymnastics -
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PLANS - STUDENTS

1.

Attendance or records of work completed.

2.

Credit for work completed, contract assignments.

3.

Large group instruction?

Combination classes.

Guided learning technique, teacher schedules by subjects or

4.
.

classes.

5.

Lesson plans - unit plans

6.

Graduation - Senior credits, completion of requirementS.

counselors.

5 P .1.
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THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

\

1.

Keys to padlocks, lights for buildings, check\,securi ty systems
(Fire alarms, etc.).

2.

Telephone \

3.

Supplies and shipments to the building during sChool hours.

4.

Mail

5.

Maintain supply of material to replace broken wind w

- emergency

,situations.
6.

Schedules - for custodial force.

7.

Registration of new students, withdrawal of students:,

8.

Handling of student records.

9.

Organize your telephone call system
minimal time limits.

foD

r contacting your staff with

10.

Staff meetings - weekly.

11.

Permission slips' for student participation.

;NJ
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DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION INFORMATION
(2/4/77)

"SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHCOLS"
Attendance and Grades
1.

Pupil attendance is required and teachers must record attendance for
assigned school days.

Assigned school days include those days when the

school is in session, whether one day a week or as many as five days a
week in.a Columbus Public School facility or another approved facility.
2.

L.

Credit shall be awarded to students for participation in the "School
Without Schools" program.

teachers should be advised to use the same

techniques that they use in their regular school program to assess grades

and to award credit for the completion of school assignments and approved
projects.
3.

Teachers are not required to maintain or submit to the principal a log
of activities.

4.

Principals should establish the fqllowing expectations for teachers:
A.

Teachers should keep, for their or records,a list of the pupils
involved in each outside activity.

(At a later date it could be very

useful for teachers to knOW who did and who did not take part in a
particular activity.
B.

A list of pupils on a trip is always essential).

Teachers must notLfy the principal in advance of all outside activities
which involves a group or pu ils.
the school office to resnInd
,

By the end of each week,

(This will enable the principal and

o parent contacts in case of emergency).

4chers

sholgd le: the principal or school

I

office know, orally or in writing, how many pupils took part in each
ncrivirv.

PRINCIPALS ARE TO DUPLICATE AD DISTRIBUTE THIS PAGE TO ALL TEACHERS
4a
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C.

Principals should maintain a record of these outside pupil activities
and report the number of activities and attendance on the weekly
report form to the Pupil Personnel Department.

This is a summary

report and teachers should not be individually named on the report.

PRINCIPALS ARE TO DUPLICATE AND DISTRIBUTE THIS PAGE TO ALL TEACHERS

r..

4a (continued)

5P(
(...)

-...c

Closing of the "School Without Schools" program due to
weather conditions.

In the event severe weather conditions would prevent carrying
out programs planned for any day during the period of time schools :are closA for the energy emergency, announcements will be made
on television and radio by 7:00 a.m. All pupil activities at all
Radio and
sites would be suspended if such a situation occurs.
Without
television programs planned as part of the "School
Schools" program will be presented.
Administrators should report to the building they are assigned
to forthe emergency period after checking their own building for
maintenance problems. Teachers and clerical personnel would not be
required to report.

u
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ELEMENTARY LUNCH PROGRAM

The following procedures will be used for operation of the school
lunch program during the duration of tne "School without Schools"
Program.

.

Lunches will be served at all schools and will be available to all
pupils on the day designated as that schools day for attendance by
all pupils during the "School without Schools Program".
All parents
are to be notified of this provision_
Those elementary schools which will be in attendance at secondary
schools should consult the bulletin on secondary lunch programs for
additional information.
I.

..

Money Collection and Reporting Procedure
A.

i-1

The teacher will record the free, reduced price and
paid lunches on the classroom teachers list. The
present (January) classroom teacher's list can be
utilized for this period by putting three additional
columns at the right hand side and recording the
proper dates and days at the top of the column.
Note:

The price of lunches will remain the same

771 price 50; reduced price 200.
B.

The teacher will record the information on the classroomreceipt envelopes (money to be collected for
only one day). Please write the name of the "Home"
school at the top of the envelope.

C.. The Food Service Helper will collect the envelopes
from the classrooms.
Please inform the Food Service Helper
which classrooms are being used by your school.
II.

Lunchroom Procedure

The teacher should escort those children who are participating in the lunch program to the lunchroom and
stay with them until they are seated.
A.

Secondary school personnel will be available to
.help the children through the cafeteria line.

B.

In elementary schools the children will pick up
there lunches in the cuscpmary manner.

rA
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III.

Assignment of Personnel
A.

On those days that your school is in session the Food
Service Helper will perform those duties normally associated with a Monday Operation (i.e., collecting and
counting money, preparing bank deposit, preparing "weekly"
report).
If your regular Food Service Helper is not available, an experienced alternate Food Service Helper will be
assigned to you.

B.

The Food Service Helper will not be responsible for heating
the meals unless you are in your "home" school.
She (he)
will be responsible to assist'in serving the meal to
children.

,

In addition, extra personnel will be available and assigned:
IV.

Banking Procedures

The Food Service Helper w'll turn oven the lunchroom receipts to the Food Service Manager or Food Service Helper
at the receiving school. These receipts will be collected
by Metropolitan Armored Car Company.
V.

Receiving School Procedures

.

These procedures apply'to those elementary schools that
will be "receiving" schools.
A.

The Food Service Helper assigned to your school will
be responsible for heating all meals served in your,
school.

B.

On days that your "school" is used by other "schools"
the Food Service Helper will work that-schedule necessary for heating the meals.

C.

On the day that your "school" is in session your Food
Service Helper will work the normal Monday schedule
(i.e., will collect money, prepare bank deposits and
weekly reports)..

If your Food Service Helper is not available an
experienced alternate will be assigned.
Note:

VI.

Ordering and Delivery Procedures - Receiving Schools
A

A prPdPtermi npri numhPr of llincheS in krfacs (if rmr normal

requirement will be delivered to these schools each morning.
B.

After lunch has been served the Food Service Helper will
call in the number of lunches used and the number remaining.
The remaining lunches will be served the following day and
the Food Service Helper will be instructed on proper rotation procedures.
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VII.

Non Lunch Program Schools

Lunch will be made available to all students regardless
of whether or not their "home" schools. participate in
the Lunch Program. A free lunch, will be available to
those students presently receiving"free milk. The remainder may participate on a "paid" basis only. All
records will be maintained by the Food Services Department.

,

:-

VIII.

Alternate Sites
In those schools having classes in non - school sites, a
The
cold (picnic type) lunch will be made available.
number of lunches needed at these sites must be called
in to the Food Services Production` Center (225-2725) by
9:30 a.m. each morning.

IX.

Breakfast Programs
0

-t

No breakfast programs will operate during this period.
X.

Problems

Questions regarding the above procedure should be directed
to Mike Morrill, Food Services Production Center (225-2725).

ei
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SECONDARY LUNCH PROGRAM

1.

Plan to serve complete meals, milk and a la carte items to secondary
students. We will serve the complete lunch only to elementary students.

I, .
PRICES

STUDENTS

SECONDARY

.Paid

Red Price
Free

r-ADUtTS

ELEMENTARY

MILK
.

6O
20

50%
20

70C

60

...:.

Students --

Adults

lOt

(Beverage not included)

Managers of closed schools will move to the alternative sch,:ol.location,
and will issue free, reduced price and paid tickets to the students" at
the start of the school day in the cafeteria or area designated by the
principal. Tickets will also be available during the noon serving periods.
3.

We will be unable to use secondary student employees during the
emergency period.

4.

Adult Food Service staff members of closed schools will be transferred
to schools' in operation during the emergency period to assist in the
preparation and serving of meals.

5.

Elementary and secondary students will be expected to go through the
cafeteria lines during the noon lunch periods. Secondary students will
present their tickets and/or money at the sash register.
Elementary
students see number 6 below.

6.

Plan to continue the use cf the "Classroom Teachers" list that is
prepared and recorded by the elementary classroom teacher.
Refer to
the alementarPsection below.

ELEMENTARY PRINCIPALS:

Be certain to bring a supply of the necessary forms used in the elementary
lunch program, (Classroom Teachers List, Classroom Teachers Envelopes,
Cloth Money Bags, etc. to be used at the alternative school location).

5

'

7.

The Breakfast Program will not be in operation during the emergency
period.

8.

Arrangements will be made to have a Bank Messenger Service call twice
each week. Lunch room receipts are to be held in the school safe.

9.

Food Service Office to be located at the Food Service Production Center
during the emergency period.
'Phones:

10.

258-2050

225-2725

..-

Elementary principals please refer to the Food Services section in the
"Handbc)k for School without Schools." Note especially the banking
of any remaining food service funds by the school principal or person
designated by the principal on the 'ast day of school. Bank at any
Ohio National Bank -- send duplicate deposit slip to: Burnett Collins;
F.S. Quality Assurance Office. LEAVE THE SAFE LID OFF during the
emergency closing period.

js
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TRANSPORTATION - SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS

All principals are reminded to have supervision for loading and unloading students to be transported from one facility to another for
educational purposes. A teacher should be assigned to ride the bus
with the students. The teachers should be recruited on a voluntary
basisif possible.
If-volunteers are not available this duty should
be assigned on a rotating basis, to assure maximum supervision of
students during the transpoitaticm process.

el
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL' DAY SCHEDULE

(Including Kindergarten)

The elementary schedule for all schools will be as follows:

Morning Session
Afternoon Session

9:15 a.m.

11.:30 a.m.

12:15 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

The above schedule will also apply to schools where children are walk::
my from one site to another.

Appropriate safety plans should be instituted for children walking from
one school to another that might include school safety patrols and safe
routes to and from the alternative school site. -It might be advisable
in some situations where children will walk to an alternative site to
have them meet at their home school and walk as a grOup to the alternaParents should be notified in writ tive site with adult supervision.
ing concerning the bus schedule or the plans for walking to the alter-,
native school site.

KINDERSRTEN ONLY

The principal or a desigrAlted staff member should follow the morning
bus back to the home school at 11:)ontime to insure the kindergarten
children are met by parents or other provisions are made to see them
safely home.

SECONDARY SCHOOL DAY SCHEDULE

8:15 a.m.

-4:30 p.m.

CAREER CENTERS

Career Centers .will follow the above scheduir. cc; Fridays.

el
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NEWSPAPER; RADIO, T.V1
AND
MEDIA PROGRAM INSTRUCTION

The media programs are designed to encourage an on-going educational
These programs should be used to supplement
prograuffor students.
the instructional program planned for the "School without Schools".
Teachers should announce to their-students the daily time schedule
for programs that are appropriate for.their particular grade level.
Emphasis should be given to the viewing and listening media programs
and to the completion of the'Columbus Dispatch daily."Classroom Extra"::
which applies to the educational level of the students involved (see'
section - for program summaries).
Teachers are encouraged to plan 8 follow-up to each of the programs
in which their students participate.
Students may bring in papers
or notebooks compiled from the media experiences, to be reviewed and
discussed in the "School without Schools" sessions.

Principal5 are rqquesfed to encourage teachers to take part in field
The activities
trips andisuppTe.Merril experiences for students.
avail4bla,through the "School without Schools" programs are a once
in a career opportunity to do some of the things you have always wanted
to do bunever had the time or the transportation to do.

PRINCIPALS ARE REOUESTED TO DUPLICATE THIS PAGE FOR A HANDOUT TO TEACHERS.

el
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14ATICNAL EDUCATION
1

Career Centers

Southeast Care-r Center and Fort Haves 'Career Center will'receive
students by Columbus Public School bus transportation on Friday of each week<
Students. will follow their.tegular school transportation schedules and observe
normal pickup points.

Students May attend classes Monday through Thursday on their regular
Career Center schedule-by providing their awn transportation.

Auto echanics,
Aeditibhal instructional experiences for Auto-Nechanics students at
Franklin, Walnut Pidge;1 Central and Small Engine at South High School
are being arranged in the two !Auto Mechanics abs, heated with alternative
fuels. A. meeting of these instxuctors is s 0.0ulad for Thursday at
3:45 at Briags Hiah School.

Marion

.-

Service Station

Thi Service Station at 1080 East Broad will be opened every *day.
stlex4.ritN way attend by providing their own transportation.

Auto Body
The tSohawk High School Auto Body program will be opened every day.
Students may attend by providing their own transportation.

Fire Service and Law Enforcement

Fire Service and Law En&rcrent vocation programs will be offered daily
at Mohawk High School. Students ray attend by providing their own transportation.

Horticulture

The West High School Hortic.at=e program,will be opened every day.
Students may attendLby providing their own transportation.
Electromechanical.

The West High Schoc
Students ray attend

_ectrarechanical program will be offi_ed every day.
iding their own transportation.

574
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EMERGENCY STORAGE PROCEDURES DURING SCHOOL CLOSING

During the February emergency closing of schools certain equipment,
materials and supplies may'require special treatment or steps to
safeguard them from damage by lowered temperatures.
Department -administrators have prepared the following series of contingency instructions and procedures for the protection of school
property.
If teachers want to accept respopibility for any school
property they require for their instructional program, please have

them sign out those items to be responstblfor them.
The following pages of instructions are not applicable and definitive
for every school, therefore, please exercise any additional cautions
you dek appropriate for other unlisted. school property.

575
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EMERGENCY STORAGE PROCEDURES

In the event that schools are closed and buildings are "mothballed"
for the duration, steps will have to be taken to avoid art materials
and equipment being destroyed by freezing temperatures. Below is a
list of procedures for assuring the safety of your various art supplies
and apparatus.
We ask. you to take all endangered items hov: and give them safe, warm
storage. Perhaps some of your fellow teachers could help you with this:.
task,

Please fill out the Inventory Storage Sheet.
principal and maintain one for yourself.

Leave a copy with your

To make sure that the plumbing in-your area is properly drainad, find
out who has the draining assignment in your building and provide a list
of waterlines, pipes, taps, and drains located in all rooms of your department.

ART SUPPLIES

1.

Enlargers: Remove lenses, box carefully and take to warm place;
cover enlarger with blanket or some heavy porous fabric.

2.

Cameras:

'3.

Box carefully and take to warm secure place.

Projectors:
May leave in building but suggest storing in warm
secure place (do not use until projector has returned to room
temperature).

4.

Film (undeveloped):
in dry place.

5.

Film (slides, 16 pm):

6.

Photo Papers:
If unsealed, store in warp dry place (avoid conden- 9
cation during transport by packing in styrofoam cooler or other
insulated container).
IF sealed, may remain in school building.

7.

Chemicals: Store mixed chemicals in above-freezing place; unopened
dry packaged chemicals may remain in school buildings.

8.

Ceramic and ,enameling kilns:

9.

Moist clay:

10.

IF unsealed or not in tin or plastic, store

Store in -iry warm place.

May remain in school buildings.

If frozen, must be re-,processed.

Flanmables:
If in metal containers, may remain in school buildings;
if in glass containers, place in stT1K or metal leak-proof trash
can
in case glass breaks.

84

Art Supplies Continued

11.

All moist or liquid laaterials without alcohol content:
to warm place, i.e., liquid tempera
varnish
enamels
inks (tube and bottle)
acrylics
oils
glazes (mixed only)
glue
paste
Gesso
polymer medium
wax-resist liquis

-,,
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INVENTORY SHEET:

EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES REMOVED FROM BUILDING FOR EMERGENCY STORAGE
SCHOOL
TEACHER/S.

DATE

EQUIPMENT
------ 1
Quantity! Item

Make

Model

Ser. No.

CPS No.

STORAGE LOCATION

,

..

4

v

.

.

.

.

,

MATERIALS
Unit

t)tlLia:.ti.t

Item

,

STORAGE LOCATION
cy
r
`

......

---

,

'll

,

I

,

----
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TEACHER COPY

INVENTORY SHEET:
tt.

EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES REMOVED FROM BUILDING FOR EMERGENCY STORAGE
SCHOOL
TEACHER/S

DATE

EQUIPMENT
Quantity

Item

Make'

Model

Ser. No.

CPS No.

STORAGE LOCATION

MATERIALS
Unit

STORAGE LOCATION

Item

Quantit1J

-----

..... ----

---.

t

.--

.

------------424-8

.
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MOTHBALLING - AUDIO VISUAL

The following items need to be protected from freezing temperatures:
1.

2.
3.

4

.

Videotape recorders, cameras, and tapes.
Equipment that uses vacuum,tubes - 16mm projectors,
radios, television sets, reel to reel tape recorders.
Audio tapes, cassettes, filmstrips, film loops, records,
microfilm.
Microphones and tube amplifiers.

Batteries should be removed from all equipment.
Transistorized equipment should weather satisfactorily if protected
by wrapping or boxing.
Central Sound Systems should be covered with protective material.
PLASTIC MATERIALS SHOULD NOT BE USED as a protective wrap as they will
hold moisture. Use newspapers, canvas, etc.
Equipment such as overhead projectors, filmstrip projectors, opaque
projectors, microfiche readers, should be protected but NOT moved.
Insofar as possible, equipment should NOT be stored against exterior
t!,walls.
.,.
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CaNTLNKL:NCY P. a SIX.

S AND =.....?A3.1, DiSiTIViCTIONSFORD

ATifiltaN'T

CaIRPERSONS OF

BUS DIESS OFFICE EDUCATION AND DISTRIKTIVE =CATION TO FOLIac IN TIE EVENT OF
CDOSENG OF SCHOOLS.

All machines are to be unplugged. All machines are to be covered to
keep dust out.
Where possible, store
small machines in BOB storage room and look.
Discard or take h
all fluids, glue, etc. items that would freeze.

CrTPAL

SP=C PRC=MS

l'IDIMW FOR EAC-I TYPE OF EQUIP'

'T.

A.B. DICK

Cohtact person Earl Meyers
phone 488-5961.
Spirit Duplidating Nachines.
1.
Naw.A.B. Dick models - take hose out of gallon can, pump air
through the liens, consequently clearing all alcohol liquid to the reservoir.
Once alcohol is in the reservoir it will evaporate before freezing. Keep Machine
covered and unplugged.

OLD
Container with alcohol mast be removed. Reco.Trend touring of alcohol
A.B. DICK - fran container, either discarding into sink or pouring badk into can
for storage.

Check fluid level gauge. If not over half way full, leave as is.
If the gauge reads "full" try to get fluid out of machine somehow.
(when machine is full there is possibility of freezing, consequently.
major damage to the machine.
If machine is half full of liquid,
is almost out of the question. Keepaadaine covered and unplugged.

SP IRTT C.OPY

r1-=

A. B. DICK

Unplug and make sure ink pad is in correct diagonal "STOP" position
and keep machine covered.

PHOTO

A. B. Dick 4675 Copier. Petroleum base solution is used. Do not
think that it will freeze. ConseTently keep machine unplugged
and covered

PHDID
OD ?IZR

Model 4...209.

1

Instructions are to take paper out.
Mite rolls and
pink intermediate rolls).
Unplug, cOVer machine with plastic garbage bag or plastic eover provided j,
machine wao delivered. The impertant taing is to keep machine,covered
and free from dust.

PEKENGTCC
PEOPC

Mcdel II & III
contact person Joe Toronto - phone 272-8998.
Take peper out cf mohine--take fluid out of machine. Dump fluid
COPIF.P.
out of 4-?nk. Unplug and cover machine. *
*Possible problem--flattening of feed rollers unavoidable. May require service call when operating again.
A. B. DICK
TABLE-TOOFFSEt

Make sure that the machine is
Drain all solutions.
Leave in night/latch position.

IBZ1 KEY

Seven locations.

especially the ink rollers.

Unplug machine and cover completely.

PUNCH

581
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24I THERMO

Make sure to cover when machine is cool to avoid dust getting
FM:MAC:EINES into machine. Unplug.
k
r.
No instructions.
However, there is the possibility of roisture and condensation
developing and having `corrosion occur on the switching equiprent. This will requi- a service call when operational again.

-=-C.7FICE

riMEPECZM
SYSI7.31

TRANSIRS'

(S.E.C.C. and Ft. Hayes C.C.) Unplug equipment. Keep all
equipment covered. Make sire that roogm 'temperature has been
reached for at least eight (8) hours prior to turning on equipment. Once this is acc.1.;:.iaished.,-Iturn on each piece of equiprent for two (2) hours prior to operation.

13P,D

P=SSMZG
ErSUPMENT

CALCULATORS &' Cover machines and unplug. Allow machine to reach regular room
11/40C-ila.N ICAL
terperature before starting to turn on again. This reans the-ADDLNG1',aal.
heat in Lab must be on for a rainirmra of 24 hours prior to
operation of this piece of equipment.

ELECTRIC

All electric typewriters present unavoir'Phle problemcondensation
will occur with up and down tezrperatures, causing rusting of
type bars, shaft and other retals. Machines should be kept un-

T1"PvWRITERS

'plugged and covered.

MECEPIC
& OTHER ELENENT
MACHINES

Unplug, completely cover, store if possible. Allow machines
to reach room temperature before using.

CASH

Cash registers at Briggs and Independence - Model DTS 100.
Contact DATA CASH - phone 224-4800
DI D.E. LABS
To prepare machine for cold storage, remove cash drawer out of
machine 'and in the back of the machine is a cover plate (either
bladk or silver). Rercve this plate and disconnect the black wire. Thisdisassembles the battery package. Unplug the machine and keep covered.

SUPPLIES

(Fluids, cleaners, glue, etc.) GET SMART, THIg.K!!
Check all cabinets and storage areas to deterwhat is
freezable and what is not. Pack up items that will freeze and take home.

SINK LOC.;TIONScme of the DCE Labs have a sink located in the storage room.
Make sure to identify in writing to your building administrator, the location
of this sink and that it ne.s to be drained if schools are "moth balled."

"
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DSPD TEACHING STAFF CONCERNS

The following information and concerns are those which we feel may
be unique to our department in the event that schools are closed due
to energy shortage:
o

Pre-kindergarten teachers should take necessary steps to
remove snack items from the building which may be damaged
by cold.
They are further reminded to purchase snack items in small
quantities so that surplus of.these items are not on hand
during the crisis period.

o

All Title I and DP teachers are to take necessary precautions
to store equipment such as overhead projectors, language
masters, calculators, and cassette tape recorders in a secure
location, and should not leave them on display so that they are
easily seen through windows.

o

Public school teachers assigned to non-public schools are required to work the total number of days equivalent to the approved public school calendar. In the event the non-public
schools are operated when public schools are closed, teachers
may continue to serve the children.

It is requested that, in the event public school teachers work
in non-public schools which may beopen during the energy crisis
period, sufficient information be maintained so that verification
of time can be provided if requested.
No teacher is required to work more days than would be required
if assigned to a public school. However, all teachers are re-.
quired to work a sufficient number of days to meet their con\
tractural obligation.

4.

t.
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"MOTHBALLING BUILDMS

If it becomes necessary to "mothball" buildings, or close them without
heat for a number of days, please take the following action:

O
1.

Notify all. regular teachers who are assigned cars to store those
cars at their homes in as safe a location as possible. Engine
should, be started and run for several minutes the day before school.
resumes, to be sure car will start the first day of school.

2.

Notify all substitute teachers who are asdrgned cars to return their
cars to 17th Avenue the afternoon of the last day school is in session.
If these substitute teachers are assigned to Driver Education
positions when school resumes, they Should contact me at 224-6488
(office) or 885-3234 (home) for car assignments.

3.

Notify Driver Education Team Teachers at your building to secure
trailers as follows:

ft

a.

Remove projectorsand films and store them in a teacher's
home. Call me to let me know which teacher is storing these
matw_ials. Our insurance\company tells us these materials
are insured while out of the trailers.

b. Remove all personal items from trailer.
which might freeze.

Remove any liquid

c. DiscoTinect battery from emergency light.

d. Turn off all circuit breakers in trailer, turn off and padlock
switch on outside of school building. Cables can be left in
place.

4.

e.

Store steps inside trailer to make it mote difficult for
anyone to enter trailer.

f.

Double lock doors with origInal locks and padlocks.

If multi-media equipment is in use in your school. store projectors
and films at a teacher's home and let me know which teacher is storing
them.
The console should be stored in the school building in as
secure a place as possible. Wiring taped to floors can be left in
place, but responders should-be disconnected and stored with the
console.

158
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CLOSING OF'I.UNCHROOM FOR TilEfERCY CRISIS
.

s

-

Each Food Service lielper is asked to comply with the following
instructions
for closing of'the Lunchroom for the Energy Crisis:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-b

On the last day of serving lunches,
please send your Daily Lunch
Reportand copy of the bank deposit slip to your Satellite
Manager,
Quality Assurance Office by school mailp or stamped,
self-addressed envclop4
to be sent to each school.
Lunch Program Monies - all monies on hand must be deposited in
the
Ohio National Bank by the Principal or a
person designated by him.

On the last day after you have served the lunches,
do the following:
(a)

Refrigerator - clean and unplug the refrigerator, leave
the
door propped open so odors may escape.

(b)

Safety Alarm Recdrders - (Only the schools receiving P.H.
deliveries have these.) Please leave the switch or. CLEAN
so the,refrigerator will not elm when it is plugged in
when we return. Place a new chart in the
recorder. Please
remembdr to send the chart and report to Burnett Collins,
Quality Assurance Office, by school mail.

(c)

Milk Coolers - clean and unpllig the milk coolers, leave
the
doors open.

(d)

Oven - clean.

(e)

Tables - please make certain they are free'cf all soil.

Keys - please leave all keys with the Principal.

Please call your Satellite Manager when you
are finished with the above to
inform her that your Lunchroom is ready for closing.
Milk - After lunch is served sell any recsaining
milk to children or adults.
If you have any milk left in the cooler after
the lunch period give it to
students who serve the school in a special way (i.e.
Safety Patrol, etc.).
DO NOT LEAVE any milk in the cooler. (Same
applies to OranPe Juice)

14
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CARE 0? FOOD - STO2E ALL FOODS PROPERLY
1.

All possible frozen meats, fowl, similar, as well s"frozen vegetables
end fruits should be used before the close of school.

2.

Every effort should be made to use as much food as possible before
the close of school.

4
3.

Store any remaining dried eggs in tightly covered containers and
refrigerate.

4.

Store any remaining starch foods, rice, flour, cornmeal, macaroni
products, rolled wheat, dried beans, and silhilar in tightly .covered
containers.

5.

Refrigerate all foods that cannot be kept in dry storage.

6..

All butter and margarine should he frozen." It is advisableto
refrigerate only what will be used daily, and keep the remainder frozen.

7,

411 cheese is to be refrigerated, not frozen.

8.

Milk and Bread - keep orders to. a. minimum - whal,s is neceseary

On last day of operation, freeze any remaining milk and bread.
9,

10.

Discard small'amounts of leftover foods.
Discard especially leftover
cold sandwiches, wrapped .hot sandwiches, gravy.
Consolidate all frozen and T.efriglrated products as much as possible
and disconnect those refrigeration units not.nePded nor storage.

11.* PLACE 1.00S7-: TCE CUBES IN

FREETER LEFT TN 0=1:PATTON.

C
12.

Ask custodian to check freezers-and refrigerators that arc left in
operation.
.

13.

.

All refrigeration and frCezer space which is not in operation.should
be washed and rinsed to remove soil and then washed with baking soda
water (1 tabiesAoon soda to 2 qt.s. water) and dried thoroughly. The
doors are to be left open if the pr c not kept rvilning.r Fasten sign
on door "Please do not close." PULI PTUdS .' :OT RE:DVE CIRCUIT
BREAKER LOCKS OR -1.0;CKtvO7 FRAr._:,TS
CTRCUTT
.

1,

lh.' All counter units (salad' pan and m;lk cooler ,...n'ts)%shall be turned
off.
PULL THE PLU3S.
DO CO"
C-P.OUT? -P.E.AFT=Ff 7OCKS.

s
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LOCKING EQUIP=

.

,Do not lock any equipment, milk coolers, refrigerators, etc.,
unless food/supplies are stored in the units. Keep cash register
drawers open or lock the cash registers in the storeroom or office.
(Recommend moving cash registers to storeroom if possible, but
leave drawers open).

2.

Clean the ranges, ovens, deep fat fryers, steam cookers and dry
thoroughly. Leave pilot lights on.

3.

Steam cookers should be left with doors ajar.

1.

Dishwashers should be left open for ventilation after a thorough
cleaning. Lift or remove "food collection" pans to allow air to
.circulate. Turn gas-pilot off. Leave valve open.
\

5.

All booster heaters should be tu_Ymed off.

6.

Tell the custodian all gas pilot lights on ranges, ovensteam
bookers, etc. are to be left on. Exception: The dishasher and
serving-counters heated by gas. Turn these off.

7.

Have all refuse and waste cans scrubbed with hot detergentswater.
Sanitize, rinse and dry thoroughly. Do not put paper in these.
Leave uncovered,

8.

Telephones.
Be certain to -lock the telephone.
Keep office door locked if
possible. Phone will be on - must be locked.

Ak
**;' 9.

10.

Safes are to

left un7..ce.,:ed and open.

Lunch Tickets
The unused portion of rolls of lunch tickets remaining at the end
of the last day of. school should be locv..ed in the storeroom. Do
not leave in the safe, *and do not send to the Food Service office.

SECURITY

Please, be especially security conscious for the closing Period.
Custodians may do building checks, but you should exoect that to
be limited.

58 lf
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OPENING
1.

Orders for °rotting - Prepare a-4 phone in all orders, including
standing orders-rmilk, eonuts, etc.).
When we are notified of
opening date, Nr. Oler will notify all companies to deliver as
ordered. Record all orders on yo;r rAILY OPZ.R SHEETS and, for
emergency purposes, notify each member of your staff where records
are filed.

2.

Menus - A one-eek opennt7, menu will be used by all schools. A
regular menu will reach you to use following the first week after
opening.

3.

Commodity Orders.- The comnoity order placed on January 27 will
be delivered on the first Wednesday following school opening.

Send in U.S. Mail on last day

You will receive a stamped, self-addressed envelope for you to send
the following by U.S. mail eni of the day.
r
-

invoices received including last day.
monthly CN 7 report
extra service report (Jan. 2% - day of closing)
weekly labor report
deposit slips to date (inch:de last day)
January inventories - (if not already sent)

CASH REGISTER TAPES
Send. by SCHOOLYAIL, same as always.

Do not send by U.S. mail.

S751)17,17 PAYROLL P---PORTTNG

Report time worked to the school clerk on Friday, January 28.
for 'e-eek of Jan. 31 to the first des'gnated
payroll report after opening.
(If you rust report hours to clerk
on Friday before students work, carry over both Friday and week
of January 31 to the first desi;na.,ei payroll report after opening.
Carry over :'or{ ti:

DO NOT ATTEMPT;TO GJEES THAT '2:7.7, 2":"...-:=TS W21,1, W)RK ON FRIDAY.

Transportation Rr,ports

Vhen ycu return do not neni in transportation cards but continue to
use the
Cha.lge Fund and Final Deposit
1.

The marager will need to '.ake to the bank the chan.3e -fund and any
receipts being held in the safe.- Plan to La',.e another staff member.-..
alonF, to the bank.

2.

Deposit the total amount of receipts on hand,

3.

Get a cashier's check or :..oney o:der from the bank for the amount
of the change fund.
Check sheeld le made payable to the .manAcer.

96

1

Manager shou1,1 keep the check or money order anll cosh it the
day before school reopens.
.

CLOSING WORK SCHEDULE
Manac.ers arc expected to work the next ref:Oar vork day following
the last day of school Lo complete the above (asks.
Call in other staff
members as required. Ovens could be used to bang the temperature up to
a level stifficiant for a short work period ==== However, it wovld be best
to remain over the last day of school, if possible, to complete the above
tasks

a

4.
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.STEPS TO BE TAKEN FOR EMERCHNCY CLOS= CF SCHO013
In the event that schools are closed due to the
should :oe taken in the home economics rooms:
A.

S emergency the follow

procedures

Schools Closed, Minimum Heat (Above Freezing
1.

Arrange with the head custodian to have :he gas turned off to the ranges and
dryers.,

2.

Remove all food from all refrigerators and freezers and d:scard. (Any item of
value may be taken too your home freezer for storage should you desir,p.)

3.

Unplug freezers and refrigerators, defrost and cl=f,r. interiors.
PROP DCOR
SO TEAT IT WILL REMAIN OPEN TO PREVENT UNDESTRBIE ODORS IN TEE APPLIANCES:(This precaution is taken in the event of power failure.)

Unplug all sewing machines.
5.

B.

DRAIN the water out of all steam irons.

Schools Closed. ro HEAT.
1.

Arrange with the head custodian to have the gas turned Of
dryers.

2.

Remove all food from all refrigerators and freezers and discard. (Any item of
value may be taken to your home freeier for storage should you desire.)

3

3npluE freezers and refrigerators, defrost and clean interiors.

to th,. ranges and

PROP DOOR. OPEN
SO 7.E:-.T IT WILL REATN OP,7N TO PREVENT ITNDESTRPET7 ODOPS IN TEE APPLIANCPS.

;:his Precaution is taken in the event of Power failure.)
)..

r:

Unp17..g all Sewing nachines.

DRA2: the water cut of all steam irons.
Arrange with the head custodian to disconnect washers and dishwashers and be
sure all water is draind'from the appliances.

7.

Arrange with the head custodian to shut off water and drain all pipes to sinks
and hand bowls.

8.

Ennty bottles of distilled water or take them home

9.

.

store.

-

All canned foods, °leaches, furniture Polish, ink liquid sco, ard other
solutions that would isyeze are to be boxed and
TITRE IN A HEATED
AREA.
This should be brought to the attention of she yrincipal or head
custodian.
.

.
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CONTINGENCY PROCEDURES AND GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS
OR TEACHERS OF TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL AND AGRICULTURE TO FOLLOW IN THE EVENT OF
CLOSING OF SCHOOLS
GENERAL
In the event that minimal heat is maintained in your building be sure to
secure all flamable liquids under lock and key, lock up all tools, remove all
saw blades, etc, that could be used in vandalism, grease all exposed machine
surfaces, close off all draft sources, such as, air intake and,,exhaust systems.

In the event that a moth balling takes place with no heat we hope that
you will do all in your power to help minimize any loss to supplies and equipmept.
Below is a partial list of precautions and suggestions that may help during this
emergency.
1.

Close all "draft areas" in your room, such as, outside air intakes, exhaust
vents, etc.

2.

Move benches away from windows and put rags at bottom of windows to absorb
moisture.

3.

Windows should-be locked.

4.

Crease all expbsed machined surfaces.

5.

Drain water from all air compressors and traps. (This may have to be done

If necessary make a locking deyise.

last.)
N.

6.

Clean and oil all Graphic Arts machinery, platten presses and offset
equipment.

7.

Drain blueprint machines of ammonia.

8.

Make arrangements for heated storage for any liquid chemicals that you do
not know the freezing temperature of (example: deturgents, diluted chemicals
and other water soluble chemicals).

9.

Take precautions to protect all materials that freezing will damage, such as,
glue, water base paints, etc.
(This may mean taking them home if possible.)

10.

Flamable materials should be stored in retal containers and locked in
metal cabinets.

11.

Tools should be of
and stored under lock and key where they are not
usually stored because of possible break-in at schools.

12.

Remove blades from all power saws and lock up to avoid theft.

13.

Take all batteries out of electronic equipment.

591
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14.

MUSTRIAL

FO!, DILPARFZIENT CHAIRPERjen OR
AOR7CULIURL TO FOLLU:r:C! THE EVENT OF CIOSIM

Box all electronic equipment feasible, put absorbent material inside
and seal. We will supply boxes and absorbent
materials.
It may be
advisable to take some equipment home. When equipment goes back into
service do the following:
A.. Allow 24 to 48 hours to warm up and dry out.
B.

C.

15.

Replace all batteries where needed.

Call for "pick up" or all Oxygen and Acetylene
tanks.

NOTE:

16.

High voltage units, such as, scopes and power supplies, should
be visually checked inside for dryness. Arcing could take
.place if it is not dry.

After returning to'school and you find
any damage to equipment
due to vandalism, weather, broken water lines,
etc., please inform
this office immediately so we can get things back in
operation as
soon as possible.

Check the attached, lisf and make arrangements
to assure that all items

which apply to you are provided for.

CONTT1GEN7Y PROCEDURES Ain GENERU .1::SIRCTIOIIS FOR DEPAaT;.:ENT
"E
TS OR
TEACHERS OF TR. DE AND INDUS:RIAL MD ACHI:ULT-JRE TO FOLI.U.; ::: THE EVEIIT OF CLOSING

OF SCHOOLS

Prepare the following list of appliances by draining or pumping
antifreeze through them:

Drain

Drain and Pump
Antifreeze
Pressure Washers
Steam'Cleaners
Floor Exhaust Systems

Floor Grid Systems
Air Compressors
Air Lines

Air Compressor Water Cooled Driers
Shop Toilets

Shop Urinals

Cooling Systems of cars which will be stored
Cooling Systems of Mock-up Engines which will be
stored
Empty 55 gallon drums
Water Coolers

Unused lab areas with sinks and drains
Radiators
4

Sprayers
Water Cooled Machines
Machines with water cleaning systems
Insure water-is out of lift pits.

5r
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LaRAP:::

Remove all plants, aq:uariuns, live anim,:ls and cther specimens that low
temperatures would kill.

2.

3.

Remove supplies that would be damai-,ed by freezing such as: ink, cystic tape,
replacement lamps, mastic spray cans, thermal ,tasters, AV repair kits,
laminating supplies, etc.

Follow i:.structions regarding AV equipment and software as developed by theDepartment of Radio, Television, and Audio Visual Education.

Disconnect any copying machines.

.
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17th AVENUP, L.7.BP,ARY

1.

Check water lines and drains to break area, rest rooms, and for sprinkler
system.

2.

Arrange for removal and storage of equipment that would be damaged by low
temperatures.
.

3.

Prepare other equipment for low temperature:
a. Bell and Howell Reader Printer - Disconnect and call service before
using.

z,

b. MTST machine and all electric typewriters - Disconnect and do not
reuse until 10 hours of warm up.
c. Xerox machines - Disconnect.
a. A.B. Dick Automated Press
Disconnect, clean, and remove rollers.
e. .ape machine - Remove water.
4.

Arrange for removal and storage of supplies subject to deteriation from
low temperatures such as: glue, sprat; (tans, thermal masters, mystic tape,
labels, etc.

5.

Notify companies that have hot and cold drink vtading machines.

6.

I:otify all vendors to stop shiPMents until schools reopen.

The above tasks would resolve some problems which would result from
mothballing; however, nothing could be done about the following:
1.

Damage to books and AV software - sheer volume prevents removal.

2.

Approval of invoices - payment would be delayed until they could
be checked.

"MOTHBALLING" SCHOOL BUILDINGS

All supplies for physical education should be stored in cabinets or
on shelves in a designated area.
This material should not be left
on the floor.
It is important that all materials are sufficiently
secured.

Caution should be taken to assure that the materials are sufficiently
warmed up before their use.
Damage will probably not occur if the
temperature is gradually lowered and raised.
Audio-visual materials such as films, loop films, and arojectors
should be taken home and stored in a warm area since extremely low
temperatures can damage this equipment.
First aid supplies, especially those in glass :ontainers, should be
put in your medicine kit and taken home for warm storage.
All students should remove belOngingt from lockers, this includes
clothing; deodorant cans, towels, etc.
Remind students ti-iy will be
expected to have their physical edycE ion clothing the first day
schools reopen.

590
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CLOSING SCHOOL HEALTH ROOMS

Should the Columbus schools be closed due to the energy crisis, the
following guidelines should be used to.close the school health rooms:
1.

Take audiometers and blood pressure equipment home to
protect from loss or vandalism. Transport inside your
car rather than the trunk as the audiometer may be
damaged by severe cold.

2.

Arrange with the school office to lock up small equipment and health records simila'r to the procedure for
closing schools in June.

3.

Call Molly Parsons is you have ques.tions about your
role or responsibilities during this crisis.
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"MOTHBALLING" - SCIENCE

ELEMENTARY:

Equipment - No equipMent prov!ded by our department should suffer
damage if subjected to low temperatures.
If in doubt about a particular piece of equipment, call the Science Department, phone 225-2723.

.

0
I

Chemicals - Flush al liquid chemicals down a sink, using an ample
supply of water.
Allow at least a minute of water flow between each
different kind of chemical.
Let *ater run for at least five (5) minutes after the last chemical. Alcohol burner fuel will not freeze if
-kept in the buildings, and need not be flushed down the sink. Dry
chemicals will not be damaged by the cold.
Living things A.

Drain all aquaria, aquaria filters and pumps. Air pumps
need no draining. Send all living things in aquaria home
with volunteer students if possible.

B.

All animals kept in small.cages should be sent home with
student volunteers if possible.

C.

All plants and terrariums should be sent hone with student
volunteers if possible.
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CONTINGENCY INSTRUCTIONS FOR
MOTHBALLING - SCIENCE

SECONDARY:

Equipment - No equipment provided by the science department, except
calculators, should suffer damage by low temperatures.

Calculators should

be takenhome or transported to any available alternate storage area where.
temperatures will not go below 40 degrees

F.

If in doubt about a particular

piece of equipment, call the Science Department - phone 225-2728.
Chemicals - Flush all liquid chemicals that may be in danger of freezing at about 0 degrees F. down a sink, using an ample supply of water. Allow
at least a minute.of water flow between each different kind of 'chemical.
Don't flush acids down with organic liquids.

Most concentrated acids will

.

withstand the low temceratures,:but all diluted acids, bases and reagents
should be flushed down a sink.

When in doubt, dump it!

Living things A.

Drain all aquaria and tubing.

Send all living things in

aquaria home with student volunteers if possible.
B.

All animals kept in environmental chambers, cages,, or terraria

should be sent home withstudent volunteers if possible.

Shut down all en-

vironmental chambers.
C.

All plants and small terrariums should be sent home with

student volunteers if possible.
D.

All cultures of microorganisms should be flushed down a sink

with an ample supply of water.
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DA1.1.P.GEABLE MATERIALS

Noted beloci are general elementary school materials, and
instructionally related materiels which should be 1..amoved from
buildings before the
is "meth balled":

Fad MATERIALS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
G.
7.
p.
9.

Glazes
Turpentine
Varnish,

Shellac
India Ird
Gum Solution
Fixative Spray
Vinegar
Tempra Paint

OFFICE MATERIALS
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

.

Rubber Cement
Spray Cans.
Ink
Glues (liquid)
Correction Fluids
Mimeo Ink (remove from mineograph)Ditto Fluid (remove from Ditto machine)
Copier Toner (remove from Copier)
Copier Dispersant (remove from Copier)

CLASSROCN MATERIALS
1.

2.
3.

Aquariums
(emptied)
Science Kits (liquids removed)
Liquids - all liauids should be,removed froM Teachers'
and Students' Desks

--

MISCELLANEOUS MPTE:ZIALS
1.
2.

3.

Pop Machines ( emptied)
Milk Coolers
(emptied)
Nurses' Supplies (licuids should be removed)

I
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ELEMENTARY TEXTBOOKS

C

4

°Every student shObld take home their present reading book. All
students (grades 3-6) should take home their spelling and mathematics books.
Second grade students, only spelling books.
Teachers may make.assignments in other areas that would involve
additional books going home. A record of books each student takes
home should be kept by the teacher.

All bloks should be removed from window ledges and if possible,
from exterior walls.

f

Students should be encouraged to participate in special programs
via WCBE and other educational stations.

SECONDARY TEXTBOOKS

Students should continue to assume their responsibilities for
textbooks assigned to them.
A All textbooks should,be taken home.

CONSUMABLE\ ViORKBOOKS

Consumable workbooks (mathematics, handwriting, reading; etc.) should
not be sent home. Teachers may prdyide instruction in t hese books
when meeting with their claues.
Separate pages- frOm workbooks ray 1:1. duplicated and us ed,as a homework assignment.
The consumable workbook resource is not easily replaced and if taken home could be thrown out, burned or misplaced. To
assure that students and teachers will have this res ource available
when regular school resumes the duplication. process should be used.

0
PRINCIPALS ARE REQUESTED TO DUPLICATE THIS PAGE FOR A HANDOUT TO TEACHERS.'

el
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Vocal Music Equipment

Pianos are affected more by he
and humidity than cold.
LeSs damage would occur when the temperature is lowered and
raised gradually. The pianos will probably require two or more
'tunings aftei being in extended cold temperature.
c

The electronic-music equipment is not affected by cold
temperatures, however, it is suggested that all eauipment and
materials be stored on shelves off the floor to avoid possible
water damage;
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MOTHBALLING PROCEDURES

Secondary Vocal Music Room
Piano
.
.

.

Move all pianos to cn inside wall in the classroom.
Cover the piano with a canvas or blanket if available.

Record Player, Tape Recorder and Rhythm Instruments
.
Store all equipment on shelves off the floor.
ft

Elementary principals
Piano
.
.

Move all pianos to an inside wall in the classroom.
Cover the piano with a canvas or blanket if available.

Record Players, Tape Recorders, Rhythm Instruments, Autoharps,
Resonator Bells
.
Store equipment on shelves off the floor.
Pibno Labs and Orff Instruments
.
Move to an inside wall'in the classroom.

603
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MOTHBALLING PROCETJURCS

Instrumental basic
In case schools are closed and buildings are "mothl-,alled" the following
procedures and .precautions should be followed:

- Students should take their privately-owned instruments home.
- Students who have rented a school instrument should be encouraged
to take it home.

:

- The following precautions should be taken for instruments remaining
at school-. Strings--keep violins-and,violas in cases and cover
cellos and string basses and store them on
shelving off the floor.
.

Woodwindsbe sure all moisture has been cried out
of each instrument and store in cases
on shelving.

.

.

.

.

:'pty out slides and
Brasses--empty spit valves
tubing, store in cases on helves.
Percussion- -cover all insti ments, stare drums off
the floor.
Pianos-721tore against inside well, cm:er with piano
!cover or niece of cloth.

Electronc equipmentstore as usua

in a dry place.

Keep all instruments away from heating units, doors or windows. The
music stores tell us that all instruments can take extreme cold weather if the
&lenge of temperaturelis gradual. This also would apply to the restoration of
heat in a building. Damage to wood initruments is usually caused by extreme
heat and humidity. Be sure all instruments and equipment are stored off the
floor.
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Colutbus Public Schools
Department of Physical and Health Education
February 1, 1977

To:

Principals; Basketball Coaches, Faculty 1tanagers

From:

Jane Walter, Don E. McCualsky

Subject:

Guidelines for interscholastic Basketball :lames and Practices

Due to the energy crisis a number of adjustments have been made in our
senior high school boys' and girls' basketball programs. We will continue to hve
our games and to have practices. However, schools that are closed due to using!.
natural gas for fuel will have to play all games and conduct all practices at a
school site that is open due to a source of fuel other than natural gas. For both _
the boys' and girls' basketball we will remain with the dates that are now on our
schedules but some floors will be reversed or in tLe case of two gas burning schools
playing they will be assigned to a neutral floor.

For those schools closed due to use of naural gas a practice schedule has
been made for both the boys' and girls' teams at another site.

Guidelines For Practice
1. Each school will be limited to 12 hours of practice.
Varsity and reserve will practice together.
2. Individual schools should take their own equipment (balls,
medicine kit, locks, towels, etc,)
3. Showers will be available for use
4. Coach should collect all valuables from athletes for safe keeping.
(Caution players not to bring valuables to practice.,
Coach rust supervise locker room before and after practice.

6.

Coach should make sure all nlayers enter and leave the building
at the same time.

7. Host schools should welcme visiting schools at first practice and
assign them to locker rooms ald explain about entering and leaving
building.
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Guideline:F. For Games

1. Both varsity and reserve zarles will b(..olayea as scheduled.

Origital home team (girls only' whsse site hns been reversed or changvd should
notify officials.
3. At gas burning schools cc:lc-n75 should take home and auey uniforms, warm-ups, balls,
scorebooks, medicine kit, etc. home. You are not to enter 'your building each time
you have a practice or a game for thee items. Have your players take all nractice
and game gear home as they are not to enter your building before each practice and
game.

4. At gas burning schools the faculty manager should take game tickets, money-b6xes,
rubber stem and pad, checks for naying officials, etc. home as you are not to
enter your building before each game.

5. Buses will be available for games the same as before but not for practice.

6.

When floors\have been reversed e.g. Linden at Whetstone originally. but reversed to
Whetstone at Linden, Linden will now be the home school and the Linden faculty
manager will administer the game. Be sure to notify the officials of change of
site.

7. When two schools have their ge.:Le. assigned to a neutral floor the original home
s-hoo faculty manage:n will administer the game at the neutral site, e.g.
:tarion-Franklin vs Walnut Ridge*at Centennial, Walnut Ridge* is the original home
school so the Walnut Ridge faculty manager trill administer the game at Centennial,
take your ticket seller, ticket taker, police, etc. to Centennial.
The Centennial
faculty manager will be on duty at Centennial, even if his team is playing away,
:s assist the Ualnu: Ridge faculty manager in where to sell and take tickets, uhere
station no lice, uhere loc!ler rooms are, to have bleachers out, to have
scoreboard controls ready, to have building open and closed, etc. The Walnut Ridge
facn2.:y manager should call the Centennial faculty manager in advance of game to

determine whscc. personnel will be needed to administer the game at Centennial.
ti
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GIRLS!, AND BOYS' BASh'ETBALL PRACTICE SCIEDULE
.

i:30

5:00'

:0C

-

6Ci0

BEECHCROFT

BRIGGS

CEUENNIAL

;EAST

',INDEPENDENCE

LINDENMCKINLEv

Beechcroft
Boys
and
Girls

Briggs
Boys

Centennial
Boys
and
Girls

East.

Independence
Boys
and
,Girls

LindenMcKinley
Boys
and
Girls

Brookhaven
Boys

Central
Boys

A.

I,

Whetstone
Girls

Boys
and
Girls

Eastmoor
Boys
and
Girls
* X. k

i:30

8:00

Mifflin
Boys

Briggs
Girls

Whetstone
Boys
.

Central
Gir)s

Walnut
Ridge
Boys

'.

MOHAWK

NORTH

NORTHLAND

WEST

Mohawk
Boys

North
Boys

Northland

West

South
Boys

North
Girls

Northland

Boys

ROOSEVELT
JR. HIGH

Boys -

Walnut
Ridge
Girls

West
Girls

Franklin
Girls

.

Mifflin
Girls

':irls

,

.

AA

n4arionFranklin
Boys

Mohawk
Girls

Brookhaven.

Girls

South
Girls

.

Thurcany, February 10;
'llarin-Franklin Boys will practice at Roosevelt Junior High at 3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Thursday, February 17; Thursday, February 2h
xl,Broohhaven Girls will practice from 5:00 to 6:30 p.m. on Thursday, February 10
..central Girls will practice from 3:30 to 5:00 p.m. on Thursday, February 10

Teams scheduled fur practice from 5:00-6:30 p.m. or 6:30-8:00 p.m. at the following schools on
following dates will
hlAre to arrange another practice time, if possible, with the local building administrator. Pc?ssibly tet:ms involved in
therc time slots could double up and practice in the 3:30-5:00 p.m. time slot.
(There will be no ors':tice at any school
3n Fridays)
February 8
Tuesday

Nit Albany at Briggs
Whitehall at Independence
Whetstone vs Mifflin at Beechcroft
Marion-Franklin vs Walnut Ridge at Centennial

February 9
Wednesday

Eastmoor at East
Central at Linden-McKinley

February 14
Monday

Central at Mohawk
Northland at East
Marion-Franklin vs Mifflin at Independence
Brookhaven at Worth
Linden-McKinley at West
Eastmoor vs Whetstone at Beechcroft
South at Briggs

60'

February 15
Tuesday

Walnut Ridge at East
Mifflin vs South at West
North at Mohawk
West at Northlnnd
Whetstone vs Marion-Franklin at Linden-McM.aley
EasLmoor vs Brookhaven at Briggs
Central at Indopendenee

60S
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Columbus Public, Schools
Depart-Nent of Fhysic::1 and Eealth Edivatioll

I. 1"77

Fehr u-.

Revtsed C.Iy Leaguo

BaskeLbell fche:iule

Febru.!ry 15

2uesday

Mifflin vs South* at West

February 7 West at North
Monday

North at :4ohawk

West
Northland
Whetstone vs Varier-Franklini

February 8 New'Arbany at Brisgs
Tuesday
West at Ready
Whitehall at independence
Whetstone vs Mifflinat Eeechcroft
February 13
Marion -Franklin vs Walnut Ridge* Friday
at Centennial
Febr-aar:-

9

Weilnn:lay

W-,lnut RiJgo at East
(originally at Walnut Ridge'

Eastmoor at East
Central at Linden-McKinley
(originally at Central\

at LindO'n-MoKinley
Eastmoor vs Eroohhaven*.Jp..t Briggs

Central at Independence
Briggs at Zanpville Rosecrans
Walnut Ridge vs Mifflin*
at Beechcreft
South at North
Mohawk at West
Whetstone at Northland
(original-1.y at Whetstone)

Marion-Franklin vs Eastmoor
at Independence
Broolihaven at Linden-neKinley
Briggs at East

February 11 Walnut Ridge vs Central'
at inde-nendence

South at East
Mifflin at Mob.wk
(Originally at Mifflin)

Northland atTorth
st WAst
Brookhaven vs Whetstone-'
at NorthlanA
Eastmoor at Linden-M::Ktnley
(originally a: Eastm-,,or

Independence at Briggs
February 14 ':'entrol at Mohawk-(originally at Central)

Monday

`Ecn-e team at neutral site (HoTts school
f'acu3ty r.hr.aRer administer sane in
cooperation with host s,:hool faculty

Northland at East
Marion-Franklin 7S Mifflin,at Trr'AtAndence
Brookhaven at Nortll
-Linden-McKinley a: West
Eastmoor vs Whetst:ne.,

nrlager.'
--7:.esignates ho-..le teem when floor revern-,L

Home school facity manager
administ;:r gam a,

at Bc,ache,-oi't

South at Briggs
.2 .

37
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Columbus Public Schools
Department of Physical and Health Education
February 1, 1977

Senior High Girls' Basketball Games

North Division

Thursday
February 10

Mifflin-*Whetstone at North
North at Northland
Linden-McEinley at East

5:30 Reserve
7:00 Reserve
7:00 Varsity

'-7:00 Varsity

Thursday

Whetstone at North.

5:30 Reserve
7:00 Varsity
7:00 Varsity

7 : 00 .Varsity

February 17. Northland at Linden-MUnley
4Broolthaven at East

8 : 36 Varsity

South Division
V.chday

Central at West
Eastmoor-*Ilarion-Franklin
at West
South at Mohawk

February 7

Independence at Brigs
Thursday
7ebruary 10

*Marion-Franklin at Mohawk

'IrrY 17

7:00 Reserve
7:00 Varsity
7:00 Varsity

8:30 Varsity

8:30 Varsity

7:00 Reserve
(Marion-Franklin .vs

.

Thursday

5:30 Varsity

Beechcroft)

South at Independence
Eastmoor at West
4-Walnut Ridge at Briggs

.7 :00 VarSity

Independence at Mohawk
*South at West
Walnut Ridge-*Eastmoor
at Independence
Central at Briggs

7:03 Varsity
5:30 Varsity

5:30 Varsity
7:00 Varsity

7:00 Varsity
7:00 Varsity

hor1 tear;;

Thursday, February 24, 1977
Championship Game - 7:30 p.m.
Independence Jr. Sr. High School
O
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ColuMbus Public Schools.,
Department of Physical and Health tcluct'cn
February 1, 1977

To:

Coaches of Junior High Girls' Basketball Teams

FromCJane L. Walter, Supervisor

Du a to the energy crisis many of our schools will be closed,
therefore, the Junior High Girls' Basketball season will be postponed until we return to school in Itarch.

Contact the officials that you have secured for your home
games and inform them of this postponement.
'
A revised schedule will-be sent to you in the near future.

A.n.oroved: Edwin j.eTilton

611
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Coluisbus 'Public Schools

Department of Physical and Health Education
February I, 1977
Principals, Wrestling Coaches, Faculty Managers
From:

Don E.

Sub,fec..::

New Dates and Site for Reserve and Varsity Wrestling Tournament

cCualshy

1-ue to the heatingsystem, at Northland, being converted to fuel oil and to the
schsci calendar being revised the 19-7 City League reserve and varsity wrestling toulnar
ment will be .londucted as follows:
'::ednesday, Feiruary 9, at Northland, seeding meeting, starts at 9:00 a.m.
Thursday, Feb%uary 10, at Northland, Reserve Tournament, starts atR:00 .m.,
FridAy, February 11, at Northland, Varsity Tournament, starts at 2:00 p.m..:
Saturday, February 12, at Northland, Reserve Finals, starts at 12:00 noon
-7
Saturday, February 12, at Northland, Varsity Semifinals, starts after reserve finals
Saturday, February 12, at Northland, Varsity Finals, starts at 7:00 p.m.

Chuc Dcyo will continu e as tournament manager and Paul Wrobbel will serve as tournament director.
They will be sending, further information soon.
Guidelines for Practice When Schools Are' Closed in February

. Schools that remain open will hold wrestling practice from 3:30-5:00(p.m. in
their practiCe area if it is available at that time.
If not start yOur practice
as soon as possible and work visitors in 12 hours later.
2. !:eigbboring schools, cic
because they are heated with natural gas, should-make
arrancemants with a heiah.
In& school to practice from 5:00-6:30 p.m or as soon
as the host school finishes practice if they start after 3:30 p.m.
Each school will be limited to 1-;ii hours of practice.
Varsity and reserves will
practice together.
he host school coach Please coo: erat in every way possible to make your practice
facilities available to your neighboring school/s.
Individu:,1 schools should take their or equipment (medicine kit, locks, towels,
.

:.chcs should collect all valuables from athletes for safe keening.
(Caution
athletes not to bring valuables to practice.
Coaches must supervise locl:er room before and after practice.
Coaches should make certain all athletes enter and leave the building at the sane
time.

Host schools should welcome visiting schools at first practice and assign then: to
lockers rooms and explain about entering and leaving the building.
At gas burn:ng z?hools coaches shoula...take uniforms, warm-ups, medicine kit, etc.
home.
You are not to enter your building each time you have a practice or a
contest for these items.
Faye your rlayers take all practice and game gear home
as they are not to enter your building becfre each practice and match.

:hank you for yo!.-2- cooperation in this emergency.

61.2'
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TEACHER PE

S 'ONNEL

All non-classroom assigned certificated personnel in your
building can be reassigned in your emergencmcnedule as the
,

principal and staff arrange.

Substitute teachers may be used to provide educational
services dulling the emergency when the principal determ'ines it

is necessary during the scheduled class time in a school

facility that is open. Long-term assignmehts may extend beyond that.

fr

Four categories of need are currently foreseen:
1)

Substitutes already in a long-term assignment.

2)

Substitutes replacing teacher; who have been
reassigned to the media effort.

3)

Day-to-day substitutes--when and if needed to
supplant the services of an absent teacher.

4)

Use normal channels by calling Substitute
Services to fill your needs and to release
substitutes no longer needed.

61.°
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PAYROLL REPORTING
Payroll repbrting for teachers during the "School
Without
Schodis" emergency period of February 7
through February 25, 1977,
will be handled in a unique manner.
Principals will be responsible,as usual, fo'r the payroll reporting
of.teachers normally.working
in their schools even though teachers
are temporarily performing
other duties during this emergency.

The following instructions were

developed to provide accuracy and accountability
With a minimum of

/

hassle.

Two reporting forms will be used:
1.

EMERGENCY WORK SCHEDULE STATEMENT (attached and
shown properly completed) is to be
given to each
teacher at your earliest convenience.

This

statement will be compldted by the teacher
indicating any use of sick- leave,
personal leave,
or absence without pay during the
emergency

period, signed by the teacher and returned to you
on Febfuary 25, 1977, the close of the
emergency
period. REMIND teachers that
absence due to

illness or death in their families should be

reported as sick leave used.
2.

The TEACHERS PAYROLL REPORT is a computer
list of
all teachers normally-working in your school.
It

will be.sent to principals along with
appropriate
instruction during the last week of the emergency
period.
It will be completed by the principal
using information submitted by each
teacher on the
EMERGENCY WORK SCHEDULE STATEMENTS.
The TEACHERS
PAYROLL REPORT will be signed by the
principal and
it alone will be sort to the Payroll Sectionies

614
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In

soon after the close of the day Friday, February 25,
as possible.

Retain in your permanerit files the

EMERGENCY WORK SCHEDULE STATEMENTS and the carbon
copy of the: TEACHERS PAYROLL REPORT.

The form "Report Of Employee Absence and Substitute Assignment"

and the green "tetification of Absence" will be temporarily
discontinued during the emergency period as it relates to teachers
regularly assigned in your building.
.

indicate, substitute assignments.

The form will be used only

to-

These should be sent in immedi'ate%ly

after the completion olf the substitute assignment as usual.

All other payroll reporting will remain normal,

a.

C
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COLUMBUS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

EMERGENCY WORK SCHEDULE STATEMENT
February 7 through February 25, 1977

1.

JA01E.

boa

)927.-

(Teacher's Name--Please Print)

'arr/ACikR

arZ6V

2. epi.cLiSs*-1
(Regular Assignment)

3.

4.

5.

These days were used as
sick leave:

These days were used as
Personal Business:.

(Location)

"43,

4%4

1
(List the Dates)

Total

1."4.7,(List the Dates)

Total

Other Non-Work Days (Please Explain).

AB
6.

(4.13

(Soc. Sec. No.)

pAy

S'IZAjc:E

The remaining days of the Emergency Schedule were used to
provide educational services.

I certify that the foregoing
statements are correct:

RETURN THIS FORM TO YOUR PRINCIPAL
OR SUPERVISOR ON FRIDAY, FEB. 25, 1977.

61G
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SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS

PAYROLL SCHEDULE
February 4, 1977

Operating (Custodians, Clerks,
Food Service, Aides checks'to
normal, except aides leaving
payroll - checks go in U. S.
mail Thursday P.M.

February 11, 1977

Aides time sheets go out to
temporary Administrative Units.

February 14, 1977

Aides time sheets due back to
payroll.,

February 18, 1977

A Plan Teachers, Operating
checks to to temporary Administrative
Units.
Teachers Payroll Sheets go out.

February 23, 1977

Aides time sheets go out.

February 25, 1977
(Friday)

Administrators and B Plan Teachers
moved up from 2/28/77.
Checks go
to temporary Administrative .Units,
Teachers Payroll Sheets due back ".
to payroll.

Aides time sheets due back to
payroll.
March 2, 1977

Revised payday for Operating. All
schools closed. Checks will be
available at Education Center or
delivered Monday, March 7, 1977 to
regular schools.

Office of the Clerk-Treasurer
February 4, 1977

617
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DIVISION OP\81ECIAL SERVICES INFORMATION
Suggested Utilization of Counselors and Psychologists

Senior High School Counselors
.

.

.

Re-schedule activities already planned. Example: College admission
testing; i.e., ACT or SAT test dates and locations may need re-set, and
students will need to he notified at once.

Parent conferences or meetings to explain the PCS (Parent Confidential
Statements) and other scholarship possibilities which are in proces's and
pending such as BEOG and OIG.
College and Technical School representatives traditionally visit with
seniors at this time.
Continue to wor}: with overall scheduling procedures.
Example: Subject
selection for current 10th and 11th grade students for 1977-78 school
year.

.

.

.

.

Examine senior schedules and identify deficiencies which could delay
graduation.
Contact.,Columbus Plan students in their buildings to formalize plans for
1977-78 school year.

Contact all other students and their parents with regard to Columbus
Plan opportunities.
Supplement this with radio, TV, and regional newspaper spot notices
about the Columbus Plan.

Vocational Guidance Coordinators
.

Continue to recruit students for vocational programs by phone, in the
home, or at a central location.

Continue to work with current vocational students and par( cats in order
to build a schedtde which will accommodate the vocational program and
still allow the student to participate in extra- curricular' activities
and still graduate on schedule.
'
.

Fo2low up the first-veer vocational students and assist theA in planning
their second year vc.:ational program.

Junior High School Counselors
.

.

0olumbus Plan and scheduling information, similar to senior high activities,
by phone or at a designated location, as noted.
Meet with elementary counselors and administrators and formulate articulation procedures for 5th grade students moving to junior high school.

618
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Elementary counselors
.

Columbus Plan information, by phone or in conference, as junior high
school.

.

Continue processing forms needed for tutoring, psychological testing,
and special class placement.

Psycho...ogists
.

Conduct parent conferences, by phone or in person, in the home or at a
designated station.
-schedule testing appointments which are cancelled.

. Conduct teacher conferences on, children already seen.

. Test and make recommendations for children who ae currently on the
waiting list for Special Class placement.
. Test children identified as "handicapped, and not served" who are known
to live in the district, who must be programmed and placed in a school
setting - H.B. 455.
(This can be done in private homes or in a designated
public location.)
e:"-r

. Write up cases already seen.

(2/2/77)
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TELLING OUR STORY

Since unusual happenings make news, the School Without Schools project
should provide abundant opportunities for coverage by all media. Will you
please assume responsibility for keeping Mrs. Bowen and Mr. Coldren advised
of unusual developments involving your pupils or your staff. Mrs. Bowen may
be reached at 225-2814,.and Mr. Coldren, 225=2860. If you prefer to forward
your news tips to them in writing, please provide the information requested
on the form below.

To:

Department of information Services

From:

School or Department

News item, activity, or meeting:
What?
When?

Where?
Who?

Why? (or other details)

Additional news or feature possibilities

Signed

Date

Phone

(2/2/77)
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Special Education Organizaticn JarLng the "Schools Uithout Schools"
1.

Special Education Office - Mr. Caron
. Mr. Caron and his sezretary,
52 Starlir4; Street (22,-2692).

2.

Ziegler, are ofTiced at

Transportation and Home Instri;;tion - Y.5. Bess

. Mrs. Bess and her secretaries will be officed in the main Board
Building (225-2706).

. Home instruction continues a:
.

3.

T.V. Coordinaticn and Logistics - Jack Dauterman
.

4.

JuVenile Center teaching projran continues as usual.

Jauterman, the LED ai4 ER T.V. coordinatcr;is efficed at
52 Starling Street (225-2692).

Colerain and the secondary orthopedic program .

Zellinga: (267-0333)

Colerain elementary orthopedic program ocntinues as usual (full-time).

. Seccndary orthopedic programs for Westmoor, Independence, and
Marion-5ranklin - We are now planning to use an alternative
facility, perhaps Franklin County Crippled Childrents Society
on a once a week basis.
.5.

A. G. P--,11 Program - la
.

Card

G. Bell office moves to Kings god (2t:14-3176).
A. G. ;le" ele:%entary proj.-:.:_;s1Z11 be housed at Gables (L51 -0158)

and Kingswood (294-317!)
c.

Clearbrook Pro7ram - Y.ro. Castnor
.

.

7.

Clearbrook office moveL to :.!chawk

(228-43131) .

Clearbrook progr= on jndividuni instruction.
contact the parents.

Icachers will

E.74. and r.L.V. Pro:mm
. T.7. ,:ocrdinated by Kay :-,o.::111..Iner.

Secondary 2.!IR will be transporte.: on the .iay that their school
meets.

. Elementary E.at programs are on individual instruction. Students
who live in the schcol's district can go to the alternative site
and teachers will arrange traLsp,ortation for transported students.

621
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. Mr. Penwell will be offices at 52 Starling St. (2252745).
. His program continues as usual.
9.

LBD and LBO Tutoring - Mrs. Serio
. LBO office moves to Starling St. 1225-2745)

. There will bs no transportation for LBD classes. Teachers will
provide individual instruction and contact parents.
. The autistic program continues one day per week in Alum Crest's
apartment school.
. LBD tutoring continues. The LBD tutor presideLt, Mrs. Nancy
Snook, has been advised to inform her tutors to be creative
and ingenious and in fact we want then to zomplete their
allocated hours.
. Marie Tooker is the T.V. coordinator.
10.

Speech Therapy - Dr. White
. Dr. White and secretary officed at Gables Elementary (451-0188)

. Theranists will give therapy in the school that their clients attend.
11.

Visually Handicapped and Itinerant Program - Mrs. Gullion
. Broadleigh School is closed. The visually handicapped program
at Broadleigh and in the seondary schools will continue on an
individual instruction basis. Teachers and itinerant teachers
will contact parents.
. Mrs.

12.

Total Communication and Ohio Deaf - Mr 3. Werner
.

13.

will be offices in her home (231-4203).

Glenmont will be housed at Clinton Elementary 5 days. The secondary
program will be Individual instruction and parent transportation to
the Ohio School for Jeaf, one-half day unless C.S.J. closes.

Family Learnin- Center - Dr. Barnebey
.

This program is officed at Colerain School - program continues.

Other Programs

The following progras continue uninterrupted:
.
.
.

.
.
.

Upham Hall
St. Vincents
Children's Hospital
juvenile Center
Doid-Means
Florence Critterton

622
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I4APPROVAL FOR USE OF NUN-SCHOOL 1 AC1LIT1ES

have inspected and approved the following non-school facility (ies) and
I
request that it (they) be placed on the list of approved facilities for
instructional purposes during the energy crisis period.

Name and Address of Facility.

Owner of Facility

Number of Children
To Se Accomodated

gin

Name of School

Principal/Administrator
Signature

The non-school facility (ies) listed above have been placed on the list of
authorized facilities to be used for instructional purposes during the
energy crisis,

623
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FIRE AND EMERGENCY EVACUATION

All principals are to insure that staff and students are familiar
with the building or facility they are in during the "School Without
Schools" program.
Fire drill instructions and instruction in case
of an emergency evacuation must be developed and explained to the
staff and students.
If your program is conducted in a school building, the fire drill
and evacuation plan for that building should be used and existing
directions noted at the initial meeting of your program.
.

-.-

If the "School Without Schools" prograrii is conducted in a non-school
building, principals must plan for fire or emergency evacuation of
staff and students.

The plan developed for a non-school building should
the principal and discussed with staff and students
initial meeting and as often as necessary to assure
are informed and competent to react to an emergency

be recorded by
during the
ti.at all personnel
situation.

The "building" principal is responsible for the emergency fire and
evacuation procedure initiated for their students.
Fire Department
officials will communicate as necessary with building principals as
in the past.

--1
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APPENDIX I

SCHOOL WITHOUT SCHOOLS
GUIDELINES FOR TEACHING ON TELEVISION

625.
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WBNS-TV
COLUMWM OHIO

(Placa director's name on top)...

PROGRAM:
DATE:
Talent:
Guests:

TO

Teacher Uhits

FROM

Al Dompke

DATE

January 28, 1977

suBJEcT

Beginning Reading
February 7, 1977

Format Sample

Time :

VIDEO

7 :30A/4

AUDIO

C.U. BOOK

Teacher intros beginning lesson...

MCU Teacher

General information on lesson continued... 1:3

CU Flip stand
(Pages of book 11X14
cards)...

Teacher begins reading lesson...several
pages of text will be read.

VTR/cP.s-sette

Silent/Teacher will voice over cassette

7:30

2:30

7:00'

(Students involved in
reading project) 1:15

C.U.,Objects on desk

Teacher refers to objects on desk

C.U. Teacher

Closing remarks

8:30
11:30

e>`

MCU Car61 Cheney

Introduction to break...and next unit.
(Note:

when refering to Teacher use the
individualra last name).

626
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Think Visually
ff
:Chink in terms
of picturer
as well as sound at
all times
when planning sour program.

The value of video must
not
zed.
Commercial broadcasters in
selling television
announcements and programs, consider the visual portion of
to be worth about 757. of the them
value
and the audio portion only 257..
be minis

Ilen you begin to plan
the
production of your
presentation
on
television, think first
in
terms of what will be seen,
then
in terms of Wr,4i: will be
.

said.

134
a

-Plan ViSli a 15
The primary objectrive of using visual materials on tele-,
vision is to help present your ideas more clearly. A secondary-objecDive for the educational broadcaster is sowmanship.
.

7

.

that
should
Here are some criteria
stIlecting visual material.for your program:

.

be considered in

1
e the best tool for the job.

The material must

1

ust,N be easy to der and.

2.

The material

3.

The material must be interesting.

4.

ne whole set must

thought of as a visual.

Aspect Ratio
The television picture is always 3 units high by 4 units
wide. This horizontal aspect ratio of 3:4 is unchanging and
eyemember this when planning all of
cannot be compromised.
your visual material.

3 UNITS

k
4 UNITS

623
mr
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Projected Visuals
MOTION PICTURE FILM
CONSIDERATIONS

IN

THE USE OF

FILL4\

I. CONTENT
Films should be carefully selected and previewed for
content. Content should be appropriate to the program objectives,
the age level and interest of the viewers, and:
the policies of the station.
Most motion picture film was not designed to be seen
on a 21-inch screen. It is advisable that you preview your
film projected at this size so you will see the picture as
your viewers will.

2. SPEED AND SIZE
Only 16 can film taken at sound speed (24 frames per
second) can be used on television.

3. SOUND OR SILENT
Either sound or silent itiri can be used, provided the
silent film was taken at sound speed.
A sound film can be
used as a silent film on TV,
using your commentary live
from the studio.

4., CONDITION

OF THE

Avoid films with scratches and considerable splicing.
Often words or phrases on the soundtrack are lost in splicing and there may be an awkward moment for audio.
The film
should have clear images and sound.

5.

AVAILABILITY

In choosing anyfilm, allow er ugh time for booking so
it will be received at least a week before the program. It
can then be previewed by you and your producer to determine
if
be suitable for use on your program.

0 3 629
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USE OF MOTION PICTURE

FILM

Film on television can be used either as complete story
or as portions of cmplete films
sequences (complete film)
or short film scenes (film clips).

USE OF COMPLETE FILMS
Complete films can be presented as the entire program or as the main feature of the program.

USE OF

FILM

CLIPS

A film clip is a scene rather than a complete story.
The film clip may be a portion of a complete film or it
can be film produced specifically for your program.'

frequently desirable to use film clips
is
It
rather than complete films due to the limitations of
However, film producers vary in their
telecast time.
attitudes toward the use of portions of their films,
and permission for broadcast should include a specific
authorization for their use.

Film clips are also frequently desirable because a
short sequence in a long film may be especially pertinent to the lesson or program while the complete film
would not be so useful.

6 ao
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SLIDES
In television, many visuals are photographed oh 35 Llm
film for projection as 2" x 2" slides.
if your 35 101:1 slides
are selected from an audio-visual library or produced by an
amateur photographer, these are good criteria to follol; in
their selection ,and preparation for use.

1.

Slides should be oriented horizontally,

RIGHT
2.

not vertically.

WRONG

Content should be well centered, allowing for a marginal
loss of the picture when it is seen on the TV receiver.

\

-1 CRITICAL

2"

COPY

IL AREA

14-----11114

14

USABLE TV WIDTH

4

The 2 by 2 inch dimension of these slides is the
outside
dimension. The camera field is considerably inlioe
this.
The aspect ratio of the standard 2 by 2 slide is
not the
3:4 aspect ratio of the television picture. (The
picture
area on the slide is wider in proportion to its hei-ght.)
A certain amount of picture area must ba lost
on
each
side when such a slide is projected
on television.

138

3.

'
T.

Content should belart,e enough
Avoid small detail.
to read.

/#0.4

por..so

te

"re

IV

two.

NOT THIS
4.

lloa

41/ wf M
.0.

BUT

THIS

Content should have a good contrast range
from light to
dark. (Watch this particularly when using color slides.)

5.

Slide.:

on
for superimpoL.ing
Live studio scenes
or

film
can be made with black lettering on a white or off - whit:
posterboard for photographing.
The negative film (black field
be
can
with white lettering)
used for super slides.

ART WORK

SUPER SLIDE

6.

Slides should always be arran:ed in sequence, labeled
Check with your producer on how to label
and numbered.
your slides as each station difters in its method.

7.

Slides must be glass mounted and bound with tope.

(

//;

FILM

COVER GLASS

COVER GLASS
MASKING

C?
f
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Two-Dimensional Visuals
GRAPHICS
-CONSIDERATIONS

IN

THE USE OF

latch for these points in the
graphic material
for

your

GRAPHICS

selz.ction and preparation of
educational television prosram:

1.

ne sure that the material is appropriate
the purpose of your progra,i.

2.

be sure the material is simple,
and to the point.

3.

Graphics should
ratio.

4.

Be sure the copy is well centered
outside dimensions.

always

be

to

uncluttered,

in the 3 :4-- aspect

within the

A good method of establishing copy
area on
your graphics is "The Ruleof One-Sixth." Onesixth of the width on each side and one-sixth
of the height, at tovs and bottom,
should be
considered Only supplementary area.

The

I

Rule of One-Sixth
I

I

SUPPLEMENTARY
7--

I

AREA

1

I

r*.

COPY AREA

7),

I

:
I

.

1

CAMERA

FIELD

I

'PI
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5.

Be sure the material
television.

6.

The size of the graphic material depends upon
its intended use.
An 11 by 14 inch

an be

read as a unit on

card is

best used

OFF-SET.

A 24 by 32 inch chart can be readily
used and seen as on ON-SET.
7.

Be sure
the material
is in goOd condition.
Erase all smudges and rough penciling from
illustrative cards and picture mounts.

8.

Be sure that colors will remain in contrast
after conversion to monochrome.
Only four or
five shades of gray can be clearly delineated
on television.
In choosing combinations of
color, use dark colors against light colors -but never white against black.

EQUIVALENT

MONOCHROME

COLOR

SHADES

COLOR

FOR

EFFECT

ON TV

Dark blue, green, brown

Dark gray or "black"

Light blue and other pastels

White

Medium Gray

Bright red, blue, green.

The actual shade of the color depends a great
deal on how the chart is-lighted and on the
electronic adjustments of the TV camera.
If you are in doubt about the contrast range
of a visual, request to have it previewed on
the TV system before the day of the program.

634
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9.

Use a bold, clean-cut hieroglyphic style drawing. Cartoon simplicity is extremely readable.
If you are an amateur, try the 'stick-figure
technique.

10.

Use appropriate sized letters.
Lettering for
charts used as ON SET visuals must be at least
two inches high.
Try to limit your copy to
three or four lines per chart.

Below are some samples of commercial lettering
available for your use on a limited basis.
By
duplicating the relationship between height
and stroke .of these letters, your hand-lettered graphics will be more effective on TV.

SMALL LETTERING IS

SUITABLE FOR OFFSET

GRAPHICS

EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION

Z.DUCA720NAL TIZLEV3SilttNi
CERTAIN DECORATIVE STYLES

ARE

DIFFICULT

TO READ

Educational Televiision
41,3rotio na;4
d c\3, I 2

ky.),

LARGER

.C4

;

LETTERING IS

BEST USED

USE WHITE LETTERS ON A BLACK
TO

BE

SUP?: RIMPO3F.D

FOR

ONSET

ON T V

13

GRAPHICS

IELOKGROUND FOR GRAPHICS
SCENE OR
PICTURE.

OVER ANOTHER

4.--yegt.z
'
Et.
-

ryr
34

-.-;

r
,4:.__

,.;2-;.te....5..*

1A71;31;IaA

1 fl ?r7;
AnftitN:, .)sviigixtIkti*tri

05
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11.

If photographs are used as graphics,
be sure
they are mounted smoothly, without wrinkles
to pick up and reflect light into the camera.
Photographs should. be a minimum of .8 by 10
inches.
Smaller photographs can be used; but
they are not advised.
Photographs should be
printed on matte paper. If the photo is glossy
it will have to be treated with a harmless
dulling wax spray before it can be used.

12.

If a series of graphics is to be used on your
program,
either ON-SET or OFF -SET, it is best
to have them all the same size or mounted on
the same size backing.

13.

Don't use commercial maps.
The lines are too
Make an outline map using
busy and confused.
bold lines of black or white on a gray card.

14.

Replicas of art are usually copyrighted and
must be used only with the written permission
Any art work to be
of the copyright owner.
hung should be brought to the studio ready to
Remember, to describe the color of all
hang.
art work during the program since this is not
color television.

9

0 /0
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THE BLACKBOARD

S3

In television, just as in.the classroom, the blackboard
proves to be an efficient and effective visual device.

CONSIDERATIONS

IN

THE USE OF

THE

BLACKBOARD

1.
The blackboard should be clean. (Wipe with straight
strokes from the top to the bottom with a cloth or the black board eraser. Never wash a blackboard used on television.)

2.
Chalk should be white or yellow for contrist'and
thicker ana softer than for normal blackboard use.
(Television chalk is usually 1/2 inch square, thus assuring a broad
readable stroke.)

3.

All copy

should

be

planned for television aspect

ratio.

Sentences should be blocked rather than written from
one end of the blackboard to the other.
If it is necessary
to write clear across
the board, the entire board should be
considered as a chart and the size of your letters proportioned accordingly.

The blackboard is best divided into nine 3 x 4 sections
so that each section can be framed as a unit in close-ups.
I

AS ONE: VISUAL

AS

f---?

/1
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NINE VISUALS

t

.GUESTS
In the planning of Your program, you may wish to ask
guest experts or authorities in the field to appear on your
program. There are certain precautions to take when planning
for the appearance.of a guest on your program.
1.

fie
sure your
program.

2.

De sure your guest . is aware of the audience's
level of knowledge and ability to understand.

-1
,.

Don't impose on your guest by asking him to prepare his own television prOgram.
Production
responsibilities should be under your control at
all times.

4.

If your guest presents controversial material,
be sure the opposing views are recognized.

5.

Be sure your guest's material is accurate.

vuPst will

add com,.rhing to

L11..

w

Avoid the temptation to use children on your program.
The awesome environment of the television studio has a strange
effect on the attitude and response of children.
Here are
some pointers to remember in considering the use of children
on your program.

..

1.

Try to find a way to do
using children.

2.

Don't ask children to make a presentation,
but
try to create a natural situation for them.

3.

Try to find a way to
using children.

do the program

4.

Rehearse the children
arrive at the studio.

thoroughly

5.

Try to find a way to do
using children.

6.

Arrive with the children early to allow them to
get accustomed to the zeleviston studio.

7.

Try to find a way to
using children.

,

the

.he

program without

without

before they

program without

i3o che program

without
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THE T V CAMERA

IS

SELECTIVE

Lacause ui the camera's unique ability to be highly selective, the designing of a set for television is much less
critical than for any other media.
Your first introduction to a television studio with its
webs of cables, 'lights and other equipment in the vicinity
of the playing area has shown you how important a role the
camera's selectivity plays in the production of a television
program.

In planning the set for your series, one of the important points that should be kept in mind is the amountof
space you will have allotted in the studio foi your program.
Therefore,
when planning your set, be aware of the
camera's selectivity and constantly work to conserve studio
space.

0

r
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Prepare Scripts
The television script is a very important part in the
planning and execution of your program. With the television
script, the studio crew will know exactly what you are going
The script will also help you
to do just before you do it.
visualize
your
presentation as the viewer
to more clearly
will see it.
The preparation of your' television script will be much
easier if you follow ca fully the procedures outlined on
the next few pages.

Television script preparation involves:

FORMAT OF THE TELEVISION SCRIPT
PREPARING

ROUGH DRAFT

TIMING YOUR SCRIPT
CONSULTING WITH YOUR PRODUCER
PREPARING FINAL DRAFT

3

6 "U
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Format o the 7e3evisiort Script
The television script is

simply an outline of your program
,-74th 4nellot'iAnq of what the. viewer4w111 4ee'as wellas hear.

C.

.

4

The script is divided into two columns:

.

The left column is labeled VIDEO and includes all
of the things you want to show or do.

The right column is labeled AUDIO and includes-ari
outline of the things you will say during the
program.
At the top of the script
information:

you

should

include the following

Name of program
Date of Program,
Time of program
Station
Your name
The names .and telephone numbers
of your guests.1

Arts & Crafts
DAV!:
'TALENT:
GUESTS:

STATION:

WRGB
9:30

Decambt-r 5

TIM:

George Weinheimer
Dr. and Mrs. Edgar KItigman

(FR 4-2991)

VIDEO'

AUDIO

X67

c.

4

Now to Time Your Script
When you prepare the rough draft of your script,
attention should be given to the timing of your .program.

.

careful

tour program can be easily divided into several individual
segments,' After you find out from your producer how much Lime you
will have allotted to you'in your program, distribute the
time
equally to all segments of the program.
Then decide which segments will nad more time and which segments you can borrow time
from.

Time each
minute.

individual

segment

loosely --

within the closest

It is important that yob start your program smoothly to build
interest and minimize channel switching..
It is equally impOrtant
that,your. program close smoothly to leave the viewers with the ionpressidh that everything has gone as planned.
The most rehearsed portions of your program should be the
first and last minutes.
Plan and time thee small portions very
carefully so that., you can open and close your program with precision and finesse.

When indicating the'time for each individual segment on your
.script, two times must be given. First, Indicate the time of each
segment.
Then indicate the cumulative time from the beginning of
the program to the end,of that segment.
Allow for unexpected adjustments of time -- running over or
under. If you allow for summarizing remarks towaul the end of your
program, they can be'eliminated if you are rundiag over or can be
a more complete review if you-are Tunntng short.
Have pertinent
extra-fill material on hand in case you, need it. More often people
run under time than over.

642
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PR:I:PARE 'FINAL DRA77
After Ch,e script conference withyou,r producer
then transferred to

k'4*.

the approved rough draft is
final television script form.

.Your final television scripts to be typed,
allowing plenty of white space, and
a
submitted to
your producer in four (4) copies no later than one
week before your 'program.

The television script is a very functional
part of the tools the studio crew will work with
in the'production of your program.
There are four important things to keep in
mind abou t. your television script;
1.

Keep it simple

2.

Allow plenty of white space

3.

Be precise in your video instructions

4.

Be accurate in youraudio cues

HOW TO

PREPARE

FIN!.1.

DRAFT

RECORDS

In indicating recordings on your script,
the folIvw-r.
information is necessary and is included on the AUDIO side
of the script:
1.
Record title
2.
Selection title
3.
Said and side number
4.
Exact time\the selection plays
5.
Whether the entire section (or band)
is
played or if just a timed portion is to be played.
6.
A cue line consisting of
tl'e colplcte
sentence (approximately 15 words)
you will say
just before yoL want the record to bggin.
7.
Whether the record is to be the only audio
to be heard (indicated as RECCRD FULL) or whether
you want the record to be in the background behind
Your talking or a film(indicated as RECORD UNDE.O.

613 j
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FILM
in indicat_inL film on your script, the following information is necessary.oA the VIDEO side of the script:
1.
The wo4d "FILM" if only one film is used
in the program.
If more than one film is used in
your program, note in the video portion of the
script as "FILM CLIP 1" and "FILM CLIP 2" etc.,
indicating a brief. descriptive title.
2.
Indicate the exact time each clip runs.

On the AUDIO side oflour script, the following notations
are necessary in the use of film:
1.
Whether or not you will use the sound
track on the film itself (SOUND ON FILM --abbreviated as SOF) or whether you want to supply the
commentary yourself from the studio (indicated as
VOICE OVER),
2.
A cue line for the film in the form of a
definite sentence about fifteen words long which
you will say immediately before you wish the film
to appear.

SLIDES

.

In indicating sides on our script, the following information mast be contained on the VIDEO side of your script;
1.
The slide number.
(A11 slides used on
your program are numbered consecutively and must
be used in that order.)
2.
A brief descriptive title,
coinciding
with the description you will give when calling
for the slide.
\

VISUALS
When you indicate on the VIDEO side of\ your script the
use of a visual, the followinginformation shoUld be included:
1.
Whether the visual is used ON SET or OFF SET.
2.
When only portions of the visual will be
shown and the camera moved about on it. \
3.
A descriptive title of the visual.
The indications on £he AUDIO side of your\ script for
slides or visuals should contain an approximate indication
of what you will be saying at the time you wish *_he visual
or slide to appear on the screen.

C
6 ill 4
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Movements on Carslz.ra
MOVE

SLOWLY

Als1) RELAXED

You can show your enthusiasm in other ways
than by flitting around the set. Don't strain
Quick movement is difto be enthusiastic.
ficult to follow with the camera and indicates
poor planning. All movements should be accord
ing to plan as indicated on your script.

GIVE OBVIOUS CUES
Before you
from one part of the sat to
another, or change visuals, give the director
an obvious cue as-to your intentions. For inif the next part of the program will
stance,
take place across the set at the blackboard,
before you cross you can say, "Let's go over
to the blackboard and examine this in a little
more detail ..."
Or, if you are showing an
object and want a closeup of it, you can say
something like this,
"Now let's,take a close
look at the detail on this object...

WATCH

THE CAMERA LIGHT

If the camera light on your camera goes off,
indicating that the other camera is on, turn
to the one that is on.
slowly and casually
Don't snapyour head within "Oh there you are"
The movement from
expression on your face.
one camera to another is best done by looking
down at the work you are doing and then looking up into the lens of the other camera.
,

645
.
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Use ©f Visuals on Camera
TEcHNIQUES

IN USING PROJEQTED VISUAl§

YOUR- COMMENTARY

OVER

SILPIT

FILM

If you wish to give aconnentary over a silent
film,
you must synchronize your remarks with
the film continuity by watching a monitor in
the studio. Voice-over-film commentary should
be preceded by a careful rehearsal and handled ad-lib during the telecast.
.Usually it
is best for the amateur to avoid trying to
follow a script, as he may find himself stumbling i an effort to stay with the film. In
general, it is wise to plan broad statements
about the action rather than specific statements, that require close synchronization.
The use of two voices in conversation is often
more desirable than the use of one voice.

DON'T

ASK

DIRECTLY

FOR SLIDES

ON THE AIR

The cue is the same as for any photo or drawing.
"I'd like to show you some pictures of
these French,
Postcards.
The first one
On the television screen, the
shows. . ."
viewer cannot distinguish between a live visual and a slide.
It is best to eliminate any
possibility of a distraction by not calling
attention tp the fact that the visual is on
Always be prepared to alter your reslide.
mazka if the ,wrong slide appears.

USE CARE WI7H

REAR SCREEN PROJECTION

When you are using rear-screen projection on
your program, find out from your producer the
limits of the area which is lighted before
you so on the air.
Lighting a rear - screen is
and your movements
extreisely critical
have to be contained within the lighted area.

ca 0
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Other Studio Eiaments
CAMERA

THE CLOSEUP

all instances, one of the two cameras used on your program will be the closeSince this camera is reserved
up camera.
there is no need to
solely for closeup work,
when
it is switched on
look through its lens
Find out from your producer which
the air.
will be "your" camera and which will be used
as the closeup camera. Then look through the
times -- even
lens of "your" camera at all
when the camera light is off -- until cued to
the other camera by the floor manager.
In almost

MONITOR

THE'

The monitor is in the studio for your use durNever watch to see how you
ing closeups.
Never watch to see if the directlook on TV.
or has the picture that you expect him to
Your audience is distracted when you
have.
look,off to one side and more than one performer has watched the monitor during a program and found himself waiting for the person
on the screen to say something.
.7t
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NEVER ACKNOWLEDGE

CUES

Your producer or the floor manager will be
giving you a constant stream of cues from the
time you go on to the time you sign off.
Never acknowledge the cues in any way -- not
even the twitch of an eyelash. Remember, you
know what you'in nodding at when you acknowledge a cue, but your viewer doesn't.

BE INTERESTED
Don't fidget,
stare around the studio,
look
nervous or look bored.
Show a vital interest
in what you say or do as well as what others
on the program are saying and doing.
You

never know when your picture is on the
even when you're not talking.

air,

IGNORE DISTRACTIONS
Ignore the movement and actions of the crew
with the exception of the floor manager or
your producer. If you watch somebody walking
across the studio your viewers will be distracted when they see your eyes wander.

NO AMATEUR DRAMATICS
no charitable distinction
He
between network, film and local programs.
seesprofessionally-produced drama on TV every
quality
and expects a
night of the week,
which no amateur group can hope to achieve.
Even usingprofessional actors, local programs
can't compete with New York or Hollywood in
No dramas, no
Please!
the dramatic field.

The viewer makes

skits.

6 +U
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DON'T DO

A RADIO PROGRAM ON TELEVISION

fuo many groups indulge in panel discussions,
and nothing is more daadly on television. In
order to educate, a lot of talk is necessary,
but it can be made infinitely more interesting if good use is made of visual aids.
Network panel shows are successful only because
their participants are famous personalities,
experts at the LV.trade, prominent in the news
or involved in real controversy.

AVOID MOB SCENES
A mob scene -- for our purposes -- is anything more than five people in one setting.
Usually,
three or four is better than five.
A good program depends on content
-- not on
the number in the cast. And no "cast credits"
at the end of the program, please.

NO AMATEUR "EXPERTS," PLEASE
Many people feel, when they have been exposed
to a couple of fV shows,
that they are "experts" and automatically qualified to handle
a television program in any capacity.
::hat
they don't realize is their own ignorance in
a highly technical business.
It takes years
to train a producer or director.
Furthermore,
the procedures at any station are constantly
changing.
Last week's rules may no longer
apply -- and yesterday's limitations may have
charged overnight.
You should always ask for
advice from your producer -- and follow it.

94 0
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Spea2Ong on Television
TALK TO ONE PERSON
Television is an intimate'mpdium._ -Each-vfew-/
er thinks that you are-talktng only to him.
For an effective educational television presentation, you can capitalize on. this sense
of intimacy by always talking to an audience
of one person.

BAUALWASIttii:

DON'T

PROJECT

When you are talking to one person, you naturally don't project asyou would in a classroom
Therefore, there is no
or in an auditorium.
need to project your voice whenpu are before
Keep your voice natthe television camera.
ural, intimate and personal.

WATCH YOUR LANGUAGE
While we are trying to educate our audience
we can also educate
in your subject matte:,
them in the correct use of the'English langu-.
However, this
age by your good example.
does not mean that you should speak in formal
A grammatically correct,
written English.
colloquial English is the
orally precise,
language you should u3e on television.

DON'T

WHISPER

Never whiElper a cue or direction to another person who is on
You cannot hide anything from either
the program with you.
the television camera or the microphone.

157
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Types o Pilicrophoses
THE BOOM ,MIKE
The boom mike is a microphone attached to e long retractable arm suspended above you as you talk.
Your movements are followed by the boom operator.
If you are using a boom mike in your program, never
look up to see if the microphone has followed you and is in
position to pick up your voice. Have faith that it is there.

THE BING MIKE
The bing mike is very similar to the boom except that
its location is fixed.
It will also be suspended above you
on a long arm.
If you are using a bing mike in some part of your set,
remember that its location is fixed and you cannot suddenly
change your mind and cross to another part of the set and
expect to be heard.
The bing mike has its most frequent
application in small instrumental or vocal groups.

THE

LAVALIERE

MIKE

microphone that you will be using most is the lavalier. This is a small, tubular-shaped microphone that hangs
around your neck by a cord.
There are certain precautions to
lavaliere microphone:

consider when you

The mike cable must reach the microphone even though the latter is hanging
around your neck.
Hence, the mike cord
becomes a real problem to contend with
in the blocking of your program.

When you have your walk-through rehearsal in the studio before your prograze,
do it with your microphone on.
Then you will see if the audio man has
left you enough cable to reach all parts
of your bet.
Some action may have to be
altered so that your cable does not become hopelessly entangled.

65
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An Introduction to the Studio Crew

bitt4tit.AST1140

In the actual production of your educational television
program, there are ten people who must know exactly what you
are going to do just before you are going to do it.
The
studio crew is quite important to your program.
Although you will not be expected to know all of the
intricate details of the jobs of each member of the studio
crew,
you should be generally familiar with their function
in relation to their contribution to your program.

159

Cbain of Command and riespon:.-sibility

What appears to be
television studio is

chaotic confusion in the
really highly organized

confusion.

Each crew member has his duties and responsiEach makes his contribution to your
bilities,
program.
It must be remembered that the studio crew
members are responsible onlytotthe studio director.

There is no surer way of fouling things up
than by circumventing your producer.

have a problem, or a suggestion to
make, tell him about it--not the station director,
cameramen or floor crew.
If you

160
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The Director

The director is in charge of the studio crew. Before your program, the director instructs the floor lrew to set up the physical
surroundings in which you will perform according to your floorplan.
From his position in the control room,
he is in constant
communication with each of the crew members through an intercom
system,,` giving a continuous flow of instructions to them.
From
your script, he anticipates your moves and tries to keep the entire
crew one step ahead of you.
The only visual contact the director has with the studio is
through his\televSsion monitors.
He calls for, views and selects
pictures from each of the two studio cameras and the film camera.

The Technical Diiector
In the control roam,immediately to the right of the director,
sits the technical director.
On
commands from the director, the
technical director punches
the
buttons or moves the levers which
effect the change from one camera
to the next.
He is the an respOsible for seeing that the
plIcture being transmitted is of
t4e
highest.quality that can be
produced.
The technical director
i,fs o
assumes the responsibility
2Or assuring that slides and film
ate in the correct order for use
so'n your program.
In many cases
the duties of the technical director
are
performed by
the
director.
$

The Audio

an

The Last of the triumvirate in the control room is the audio
After placing the microphones which you will use in thd
engineer.
set, he controls the sound coming through seeing that it is neither
too loud sr too soft.
He also plays all records or tape recordings that you will use on yoQr program.

The Cameraman
the cameramen are perhaps the craw members you will see the
most.
However, there is more to their job than is seen during the
program.

The cameramen are responsible for putting up the set for your
program according to your floorplan and the instructions from the
director.
During the performance,

director and move and adjust
composition.

they' receive instructions from the
their cameras for the best pictorial

655
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The

moor FV! a ma 1; t) r

The other member of the floor crew is the floor manager.,' Generally, he is the director's right-hand man in the studio. He also
adjusts the lights for each program and relays instructions between
the producer and the directOr.

Th3 Soon, Man
On some of our programs, you may see a member. of the floor
crew that you have not seen.before. He is the boom man and operates
However, it is
--.the microphone attached to the end of a long pole.
only on rare occasions that we can call for the services of this
additional member of the crew.

4.
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The Projectionist
In another part of the cCntrol
area is the projectionist.
He
threads up any film which you may
want to use on a special television projector and inserts your
slides in the special television
slide projector.

The Video Engineer
The video engineer is stationed
in the master control room.
He
shades and adjusts each picture
on the cameras before they are
punched on the air by the technical director.

657
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Icaster Control
The last crew member \is found in the master control room.\
He
does the final adjusting On the picture and sound coming frod the
studios.
He has to be a ighly trained, alert engineer because
there, are many delicate instruments that must be watched constantly.
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Pages 165-170 are deleted due to copyright restriction3.

They contained

"So You're Going to Teach on Television" by Robert M. Diamond (The
Instructor, October 1959)
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REQUIREMENTS F.3R ErFECTIVE TEACRIIA1

It is impossible to define dogmatically the process of teaching by television. Success as- a TV instructor would seem to
be the product of a number of abilities and qualities rather
than the result of any prescribed techniques.
What are some of the basic requirements for effective television teaching?
1.

Effectiveness as an instructor in the conventional
classroom situation.
(Television does not cake good
instructors out of poor ones. Knowledge of and enthusiasm for subject is important and shows through
on television).

2.

An honest and sincere desire to take advantago of
the use of TV.

3.

A warmth or dynamic quality which enables the instructor to "get out of the box" aad maintain contact with the student.

4. ,An imagination to adapt the course content to exploit
the full potentials of television.
5.

A willingness to plan and thoroughly prepare each
television lesson in advance of its presentation.

6.

Finally, a willingness to use tha services of hia
coordinator, the Ti facilities and the reactions of
his students and colleagues in a constauteffort to
improve his instructional techniques.

Collectively, these abilities and qualities can help achieve the
primary objective of any teaching Situation, that of effective
communication. Th.:se are, however, certain characteristics that
make teaching by television different fom conventional teaching.
TE:,CHING TO THE CMERi.

Teaching to a camera ic admi*telly a new experience. The thcught
of facing something as imperconal as a Tri camera may not at final;
seem particularly stimulating ncr at all academic. Some instructors have, in fact, been rather adanent in requesting the presence
of a live audience. Althcugh there are times, depending on the
format of the course, when a studio audience can ba used to
good
adeant.lge, tliere are two basic re. some why the use of a studio
audience is generally not adopted:
1.

Tlie presence of students in the studio results in a
division of the instructor's attention. We have found

6C0
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that when a btudie aulience r. is been eeed, the instructor invariublv eovotea an increasing amount of
attuntion t.) the faceeto-eace group and less attention to the tel:viewing stn dent. The resulte.nt offeet is to make paseive observers of the televicwing
In one seune they aro looking through the
students.
windew at a class in progress in which they are only
indirectly involved. Seeing students present in the
studio evokes the televiewing student aeon isolated
and apart from the studio activity. When there are
no students present in tha studio the instructor
teaches directly to the televiewing students through
the eye cf the camera.
2.

The presence of a studio audience limits the extent
to which televialon can be utilized and exploited us
an instructional tool. One of television's chief assets
is the ability to provide each individual student with a
front row seat. Thum, the student haa an unobstructed
view cf all that takes place, even to the extent of inanucting in cloee-up the emalleat detail.
If the cameras,
which are the eyes of the student, cannot achieve naximum
nobility due to the physical interference cf chairs and
protruding heads and libe, etc., television's special
contribution -- elle close-up -- cannot be fully realized.
Furthermore, the students in the studio may have their
attention distracted by the television activities.

The adjustnent that an_ instructor is called upon to make when he
teaches to the canera rather than to students in front of him has
go automatically accepts the
not seeeed particularly- difficult.
centre as a neaas to reach and communicate with his students.'
soon learns t.) work witheut the cues which .n a conventional classroe= situation might come from "reading the students", 1.0., noting
(Sone instructora have
thvir reactiens and spontaneous responses.
seemed this ercblem most effectively by uaing the camera operates
as their ineediate audience, as a sort of sounding board for flaking
judgments on student reactions.)
The iepertant thing cto rerenber is that generally it does not seen
advisable to nix the two teaching situations -- teaching by teleTechniques that apply
vision and cenventiceel classroom teaching.
to elle do not necessarily apply to the other. Bringing students
into the studio mey provide a more familiar environnent for the
enstructer, but it can hamper the television presentation by interfering with to °vision's special capabilitiee and unique character'istics.
and perhaps most import nt, the viewing student
beccmus a secondary ceenieeretton rather teen the prinar; one
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CCTehOT
TV can be an intimate :-;.11ura.

One of the factors cl)ntributing to this int'..macy is uye contrct.

An instructor, in te:.ching a conventioncd class, ::..ether it is
a small ,,romp muotinj in a t.ypical clscroom c,r a large group
assembled in a lecture hall, nermlly gle4ces about the room
looking from one student to cm,ther, and in so doing shares his
attention with all of the stlonts.

A television instructor, on the other hand, is lookinj straight
into the eyes ,-)f every viewing student, regardless of tha number
of sections or the number of students in each section, when he is:
locking directly into the camera lens. A momentary look "off
camera", a glance at the monitor, the other camera, or- someone in
the studio, may cause a treakdoWn-ifithis direct c,-ntact with the
student. This is not to infer that an instructor's eyes must becone fixed on a camera. An occasional glance at notes, demonstration materiels and equipment is natural and necessary. But
it is important that the telcviewin; student be the constant recipient of the instructor's attention.

We have found that instructors are
unaware of the importance of maintaining eye contact until they are given an .opportunity tp view a recording of their own lectures.
(Arrangement© for
recording; a sample pr,rtion of one of your TV lectures can be Lade
through your production coordinator).
The followin.: technique is sug:ested for tnintaining eye contact:
address the camera with the li:Thted tally light -- the rod light
on the face of the ca:.era. Cuctoaarily, two or more cameras are
used in televisinu your course, ,only on of which is on the air
at a given time. The lichted tally light,inlicates which one.
W:.en the production coordinator in the control room switches from
one camera to another, the tally light will go out on the "dead"
canera and will lieat up on the "live" camera. A hand signal is
generllly given by the camera. operator indicating a chrnge to the
other camera.

FIXING

The rate with which infrmatien is given and visull elements are
presented is referred to as "plcing". Certain factors, both psychological and nechanioal, influence the rate, or pace, which an
instructor employs when presenting his lecture on television. In
televised instruction, unlike convention :l classroom instruction,
the teacher cann-)t see his students and, consequently, he cannot
he certain whether the informatiun Is being given t-;o rapidly or
too slowly.
Bare are several suggested techniques an inz;tructe.r might use to
help his pace his presentation in such a way as t) pr.-vide sufficient time for students to follow the cc :pee of thk. lecture, to
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react to visual and illustrativ_ !arlterials, and to make appro-

priate responses accorain: to their wn individual satisfaction

.

and need:

Anticipate the difficult and cemplux elements of
the lecture, and cake-certain these points are given
special emphasis and adecd_Ite explanation.
1.

Anticipate questions which might arise from the
presentation and try te answer them at appropriate
tines during the presentation.
2.

3.

Duild into the lecture a varied pattern of repetition so as to present information again but in a
different, yet stimulatiag, way.

Related to this preblem of pacing is the purely mechanical one
of following the progress of the instructor as he presents his
material. It is difficult for the cameras to follow rapid, irregular and unexpected meVements. It is particularly difficult and
awkward, to go from one close-up tc another, as time is needed to
set and re-adjust the cameras for the next shot.
During the telecast the production coordinator will, be able to
cake smooth ana meaaingful transitions and anticipate gross
movemeats if the instructor alerts him by employing verbal cues
as the neod arises. (For example:
"In a.moment I wqnt to show
you a Graph illustrating this shift in population, but in the
meantime let's consider the reas:,ns fox. this change.")

A rather zeneral suLgedtion is made about racing: the television
instructor must be careful to keep his rate of development within
the technicra limits of the meaula mad at rate conaisteat with
gocd teaching and learning.

WEAN YOU ARE "ON CAA.F.:RA"

Ba natural. You- aro not appearing as an actor or an actress but
as an interesting person- who has an interesting communication.
That is the only role you are expected to play. With exceptions,
depending on the format, it is better to have one person present
the entire series, or at least introduce and close each program.
You may have guests appear on the program with you, or you may
introduce a guest to present the entire show.
ABOUT YOU' IN ?i,RTICULAR

Your appearance in important. Do watch your posturpl The
audience may not comment about your posture if it is good, but
viewers will certainly notice if it is bad.
a.

.

4.
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1.

Watch Your Stanc,'!

StantUnc pcsturc should bt. corfortable, but at all times
Perforuers should avoid scrginc,
slumpina or leanin- on furniture.
Stn 30 that movement
can cone easily and naturally in cry direction.
',leasing to the cudf.Jnoe:

2.

'.:hen Not ST200%in7

Be Sure to Listenl

Effective listening.while on camera must be an active
process. It .requires more than just placing oneself within
"ear 'shot." Profitable listenin!; requires that the listener
recognize the ideas presented, evaluate and organize then,
discover relationships and s'lect from what he hears those
worth anceptin:.; or ehallengin::.
The natural, thoushtful
critical listener projects through racial expressions and
bodily movements his interest in what is being said. The
animated, alert listener on the screen stinulates interest
On the part of those.idthe viewing audience.
B.,.

The television cameras and microphones work in cooperation
withyou anc can only report what is presented to then. Your
every movement is important. Some people have peculiar mannerisms of which they are unaware. Those may be distracting enough
to cause the audience to focus their attention on these rather
than on what is being presented.. It this is the case, the perto:tier will be ma-de a.rare of them and effort should be put forth
to overcome them. Try to avoid meaningless gestures an unnecessary movenento during the program. They "steal the show" from
what you are saying or doing.
1.

How

Move

Movem: t should be directed, smooth, and easy. Movement
should be plenned in rehearsal and followed on the air. Any
sud,'en spontaneous, or unrehearsed movement may take you out
of the picture frame, to the confusion of the audience and the
consternation of your director.
2.

When to Move

The performer may move whenever there is a need to do so,
but movement for the mere scke of movLmont should be avoided.
Bobbins and w%Ivir.g are very difficult to captnra in close-up
shots.

3.

Cue for M;venent

The crew needs cues for movement
unrehearsed shows. They must sense,
action, the irectin,1 you plan to go
tnet of tote action .:.nticipated.
The
verbally.
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from you on "ad lib" or
from what you say or your
and somethin of the oxbest way to do this is
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C.

You, the performer, ars the most ir.wortant part of the presentation. All props, attire, and visuals are for yc.ur support in creating a real and natural presentation. They must,
in most CASOS, remr.is secondary to you.

special note to the ladies. Do wear a.tailcred dress or
blouse, free from frills and tricky collars. The audience
wants to give its attention to you and not to the dress you
are wearing. The same goes for fiats. If you feel comfortable and at ease in :our hat, wear it if you choose. Do
wear a dress you have worn before and that you know is becomin3. The concentrate upon being your lawn natural, charmt-:
in salf. Dress and make-up are very important to your pre-7
sentation.

Dros6
ft.

nike UD

Mo

_4 we

medium shades.

Shirts should be
Stay within
middle rang= of contrasts and avoid extremes in con-

paAel if oo trasted With a dark suit.
- tracts.
.b.

Wanes mho 11 wear pastels and medium shades.

c.

Plain co ors in tans, light blues, and grays are
preferable.

d.

Tweeds, coarse herrideoones, plaids, and ample broad
patterns are generally accepted. Patterns in tones of
a single color are usually effective.

e.

&Ruined materials, satin, patent leather and shiny
accessories should be avoided:

f.

Avoid jewelry that sparkles under light. RhinastoneS
and polished silver and sold are bad far television
cameras. Poarls and dull-finished uetals are better.
Remenber, a little jewelry goes a long way -- keep it
simple and uncluttered.

be

Eyeglasses are a natural thing.
If you are accustomed
to wearing then, by all mans do so.

"RUN-37.

SHEET

A successful TV 1,resestation is very definitely affected by the
knoWladi;u your prodrction coordtnator has about each lesson.
To
provide your coordinator with this information you should give
him an outline of the day's lesson on which you indicate your
broad t.;.vements %"et easel", "at blackboard', etc.) and
precisely
in what ordsr and at wha points in the lecture the
various visual
materials will be needed. A suggested alternative is to have
your
production coordinstcr write in his own cues when he meets with
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you in conference or, ,cis a last resort, lurinie the "set-up"
pericd prior to tho TV presentation. .4 "run-down" sheet submitted to your production coon:in-:ter is definitely a contribution to a suoother and more successful prescntatien from the
standpoint of the instructor, the production staff, and the
viewing student.

A sample "run- clown" sheet to help you prepare your own outline
is app
PP; P.ZATION OF MATERLZS

For tho preparation of vidual materials assistaace nay be obtainW
from the TV Graphics Secticn. You are encouraged to use this facility. krrancements can be made through your production coordinator.
However, the following, are suggostioms for consideration in preparing your own materials:
.

.

,

1.

Keep your Visuals simple.
Clutter them uP so that
the significance of the message is lost among unimportant
and eerhaes distracting autails.

2.

Use an 11" by 14" card (our standard) for base cards and
for mounting photegrarlis and graphics. Supplies may be
purchased by your depertoent 6r, in cases where a limited
supply is needed, secured from oar graphics section.

3.

Use tits prcper aSeect ratio (proportions), i.e., visuals.
should be approximate4 3 units high by 4 unit.e wide to
fit camera framing And viewing e_reen.

4.

Use the horizontal rather than the vertical format in
the selection and 'design of visuals.
In the preparation of charts, allow a 2" margin around tho
edgee, to insure proeor framing of the visual materials.

6.

Select medium to dark grey, medium to dark blue, and black
for use as base card colors. Charts, diagrams, etc. on
white or very light beckerouns are undesirable.

7.

Use :chit© on black to super is
simple diagrams or outlines and peinted cations over the live picture EIS the
material is presented.
The Superimposition will be discussed in detail in a later section.

8.

Choose a mat finsih rather than a glossy finsih. This
true in the selection of be carrls and is especially appliceUe in th..
ti-_otocrrhA where refl..:Gtions =.
from etuaio liehto may rresent a problem. ,if it is necessary
to use glossy ehotograehic .erints, they rust be nounted cm a
stiff carJ and treated eith dulling serer.
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9.

10.

taterial a recon 'ended
Remember, for telovisin7:
furnat size is 2-1/2" by 2" or about 8 lines of type
about 2-1/2" 16113.

When you use gra7Lics or dia.srams, the letters or figures
should preferably be not less than 1/10 of the height of
(1/15 of the height
the area to be covered by the canera.
of the frame is the absolute rinimum). For instence,
the camera is to cover an area 10." high the letters should
preferably bo not less than one inch high. You can check
legibility by reading the material from a distance equal
to twelve tines the width of the. area to be covered by
thb canera. (For example, if the camera is to cover a
visual 12" wide the printing on it should be clearly readnole from a distance of twelve feet).

USE OF TF

-2...;,CKBOArtb

Make blackboard writing le,17,ible and orderly. Poor writing looks ,even worse when framed in the television screen.
.

2.

Use only one blackboard panel at a time.
mate the 3 to 4 aspect ratio.

This will approxi-'

3. An alternative ia to write smaller' and imagine a blackboard panel divided into 4 quarters or 4 screen widths.
4.

5.

First use the board surfaces to right and lett of yotr
normal standing position rather than the area directly
behing you.
If possible, erase the blackboard when the topic to which
the written material applies is completed, or erase it
at a convenient piaci in the flow of presentation, rather
(This eliminates
than when additional space is needed.
distrr.ction of board material in background when the,
.canera is on close-up of instructor).

6.

If working at one board panel and you find it necessary
to refer to material on another panel, move to that panel,
point out the item, ;auae long enough to permit camera
ledverage, then proceed with presentation.

7.

Upon completion r.)f written material at board, be it one
an involved statement or formula, step to the side
word
and do not block blackboard.work by standing in front of
it.

8.

Stand close to the board material until 7ourlre finished
7,
with it. Then take your normal position at the dusk or
If you keep "'
lectern and continue with the presentation.
glancing back at the board after you have left it, one of

:
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(a) fz.r the ca..:era to pick up both
two thin;;s result:
you and. the bortr makes the board work out of focus cu

too Small to Le rLalable, or (b) the viewar's attonticn
is divided between you and somethik; that you are apparently
looking at bcycnr1 the rnnce cf the camera.

DISPLAYING VI;:g1AL MTERI,ZS
1.

Properly counted clippincs, pictures, and prepared graphics
.can be attached to cork- board easels nr suspended from rings
of flip-card stands.

2.

Dirgrama, yicturos, etc. in periodiC,?as rnd books which
c.nnot bp,_ cut out and prepared in.the recoui:enled way may,
be placelHon a special easel provided far this purpose.
It should be noted, however, that thrb alternative technique
creates srme problems which zay result in inferior quality
reprcduction. SuGgeetion:
Buy a second book.

3.

When earls, pictures, ant! tkree dimensional objects aro
hand-hell for display, it is .necessary to hold the item
stea!y and in a static 1:osition long enough to "permit
proper c:n..lera covorlige.
An object may be slowly turned
in the hands so that all sir1es or parts can be viewed.

4.

If hand-held photo.;raphs and certain three dimensional
objects present light reflection problems as observed in
your studio monitor, tilt them slightly forward at the top
in the direction cf the cal:era to eliminate reflections.

5.

When it is necessary for you to re-Pxamine a hand-held
object which is being televised in a close-up, look at
the studio monitor for aiditional infoimation and detail
instead of pulling the object away from thecaLeras for
your own inspection. This eliminates the 2istrttstion
create' by move:_nts that seem crossly exagEeratod because
of the close-up.

6.

When using a visual there is a tendency to direct your
remarks tcward the visual rather than the camera and consequently you lose contact with tae students. Talk to
the camera and not to thl

7.

When making reference to specific ports of a visual, the
use of a pointer rr.th,r than t:le hcu.d is su;;;rested (not

only for aesthetic reasons but because there is lens
likelihood of blocking the c=era's

9.
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'XI CI!. PICK -UN

A ktvalier or el:est micronLone is us..e. alt.o.3t exclu

A lavalier er c'st miGl.ophone is used tlnoot exclusively f_r
(.ea elm rnl interviews are pozsible exceptions).
ecund
With the use of th-e cit.st microphone you nee1 r..:t be concerned
about voice level. Volume is rcNlated in the control room.
1.

Unlike speaking in a ty)ical classroom, it is not
necessary to project y6ur voice in order to be heard.
Soeak in a normal, cwlversationnl wry.

2.. You are cautioned not to lean on th%2 lectern or,,desk.
If you do, the chest rAcroprione hanf;ci away frog your
chest, and the sounl Is muffled.
'

3.

In a stu(lio.onvironment one should have respect for
the microl,hone. ,Since there,iS always the possibility
of its bin "hot", a goad rule to 'follow is: be careStrict obserful what you say when in range of a Like.
vance may save'you needless erbariassmenti

STIMIO JICNITOP.S

The most ccmmou sinf:le fault cf TV instructors is that of "monitor
the instructor who takes fre(1)
watching". There are 2 types:
quent side glQnces in the Urection of the monitorl.and (2) .the
instructor who nctually teachos to the monitor. A studio monitor
see=s tr have a special attraction for the inexperienced jnstruntor.
Monitor watching, however, is not solely the province of the novi4.
Even the veteran TV instructor trough a habit reinforced over ft
consideraUe 1-,erioll of ti=p uay be a chronic monitor watcher.
Why all this um.l.haSis on a seemingly incidental eleuent of 'TV
technique? Because the iprortant quality of inticacv Is lost when
the instruct.:r does not teach* to the ca,.:.era.

Address tLe camera

lens, the 6 o'clock lens en our caJeras.
Basionlly,

E.tudio monitor serves three purposes:

1. It nnblos you to detc.rmine whothcr or not your viewers
c.re (mein.: well what you want then to eoe.
2.

It ::nobles you,to read or see in detail a visual pisked
up by t:Iplen.Lera in elase-up. If you can ra:.1 it on the
monitorf ;Tour students will be able to read it.

3.

diMplaying visuals
It servos Falco ns-a check .7oint
that may be reflecting ctu.sio lights into the cameraklens.-A slic.ht shift of the object can roce2y
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A.

B.

lry-to disreteard the erdine.ry hustle anl `rustle in the
television stulio. The stuAe crew .rill be Lucy cottine the
scttin,es rne% and aljucting the li:n's,
ran nnd microphones. Just renee.bor that it is their rf:sliensibility to
get the pregrom on the air an.: if they'reiswinGing from the
rafters, it is rdrebably for a i,eod reasoA. It usually takes
10 to 20 people to put your pregan en t1he air. All of their
efforts are aieepd at helping you do the best jeb possible.
You will not have to consi_ler the tec!.:nical aspects. Concentrate upon your partituelr presentation:

Fr6auction treatment f:r the,pro.eran bceinz with the rehearsals.
A close werkine; e.,;reenent with the perfoxLer, producer, direc:for and floor manager is a must. The-producer is-the developer=
or,;anizer of the show. The *_rector services the show and when
the show gees into rroduction4 the direbtor assumes the responsibility for the mest effective presentation of the subject
matter anA will give all the lirectiens.
Floor Manager 18 in
charge ofistudio floor ectivity and relays all coccunications
from the ildirectcr,
Perferers should depeni cn the Floor Manager for 'all cues end answers to questions that may arile.
ePerformqs will have cpeoreunf.ty to meet the Floor Manager
before the program tElen into rehearsal.
1.

Cues

Do not aclencwledge, noticeably, any cud given in the course
of the proGram. The cue will be sustained lone enough to gi've
an o;portuaity to see it. Carry out directions e;iVen by the
Floor Manager in a natural, easy tanner. Yolf:shculd always
wait for a cue from the 2loor Manager befcre beeeinning any
action.
a.

Stand cv -this is a warnin': that a cue is about to be given.
The
rn is raised and held poised.

b.

Act2

c,

Seeed-uo- if the action is running behind schedule the
director will tell the Floor Manae.er to speed up the
talent.--Theeaue to the telent consists
=eying the
index fin:eue in a circular, cicckwise e,
etion.

d.

Slew-lelea- the slew d.:wn cue 13 a stretching gesture, in
which trio two hanls are c.eved away frem each other with
the t.ngors held .e.3 ii f-they were stretching so.aething.

e.

On the nose-if, the _action :.a- unning cn schedule tha
Players are so infermed by the Floor Meneger pointing the
index finger to the tip of the nose.

1-the action-cue is given by bringinte the arm down
and .ointing directly with the index finger at ae person
waiting for the-cue.

11.
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f.

Tighten up-if perfornors art working too far apart for
camera composition, the si.snnl to pull them closer together is made by raising the hands vertically, palms
facln;::, and iovinG 11::nds closer.

g.

Open up-if theperformors are bunched too closet or if
someone is covering notion, the opposite gesture is used;
the proms are. ture:'ed outward and the hands are moved apart;

h.

1.1:3star,:e or downstage -if the performers are working too

near, or too far Iron tne camera, the two hands are-used
in a "go-away" or a "come hither" gesture.
.

1.

-

.

Stay on cmera-often a perlorner forgets to be camerawise and turns too far away from the caLera.' The cue is
to bring the hands up as if they held the talent's head
and to give it a turn in the proper direction. This may
be iamediately followed by pointing to the camera on the
air.

.

vsu.-:,1s-in showing visuals, the

Modelinv. hancl_props

talent showing them may need to be cued to give best position for camera shot. The Floor 'Manager merely pantomimes
the moving, tipping or whatever direction is given.

2.

k.

Time cues-timing cues will be given by the Floor Manager
either by cards ehowing'number of minutes, or seconds, or
by holding up fingers to indicate the minutes and secnis.
All timing cues will be worked out during the rehearsals.

1.

O.K.-when everything is Going as planned, the common gesture of the index finger and thumb in a circle is used.

n.

Cut or stop talkinfi-if the show is running behind schedule
and.some part has to be edited, the cue is executed by
cutting-the-throat novement of the finger of hand across
the neck.

Voice and Diction
a.

Voice-the performer's normal conversational voice, in
most cases, will be adequate.

b.

Vr,cabulary-a simple vocabulary' which will enable the per-

former to exprss himself clearly and concisely should be
He should economize in words and cone directly to
used.
the point. When you oust use a technical or obscure word,
explain or illustrate its meaning for your audience.,
C.

Questions-All questions should be Airect. Questions
should not be prefaced with such statements as, "I would
.like to ask," or "Would you tell me," etc. Complex questions shpuld n%t be.askee..

.

i_,

12.
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an
Errr:rs-Correct err-rs naturally. If a uistake
the
ohz,w,
ri,:lc,nc
in
the
auflence
accident hall oan lurin:
n.-.t be overly
it, but
12 n.t
will n...,tice it.

d,

..1-?

al:)102:etic.
;2attv.nr.:-s:Jue

e.

3.

devel..1,ed

speech 1.ntterns such a:3 a rininLrinflection at the end of
first
eoch thouc;ht, over-emhosizin: the aInc worf.o, as the
or last word in each thouL;ht, etc. These latterns tend
shoul :l be
toward conotony. If tney are distraotin:s they
dry throat,
corrected. If the lerfcruer has trouble with a
it
fuzzy tones, or siuilar irregularity, he should correct
water,
naturally by clearing his throat, taking c. drink of
cr any other natural way.

WorkAnr: with the'Canera
a.

b.

c.

"

PireCt contact -tally lights .will arI,e.lr on the front of

tha cal;era which-is on the air. When s,..,eakin:: directly.
to, the viewau, look straiL-ht into the lens of the cacera.

Eow to switch conora-when.Lhe red lights (tally lichts)
Go out - an indication that the director has switched to
another camera - shift your eye contact to the other cauera
signals
in a natural way. The 'Moor Mnnagt.r will give you
indicatin;-the "hot" or air canera.
Eow to include cr Gera vecen talkin7 with a r:rou.R-if e. meuperforuer's eye contact will be dir-

ber of a grou), the
ected towarkthe cembers in the group with an occasional
with the cauera to cake the viewers feel
direct contr.
that they are included.

13.
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Attire, make -up, use of eyes, elimination of disturbing

mannerisms, giving cues, and acoree of other details involved in

such
effective TV presentation can be learned from outside sources
but the choice of subject
as books, observation and direct teaching;

of the.
"-'16atter.for. each telecast must be primarily the responsibiL.ey
instructor.

He and he alone is in a position to determine what must

relationbe presented, what can or should be de-emphasized, the exact
ship of each part to the whole, at al.

to other words he is the

person who must preserve the integrity of the course.

An instructor may plan a presentation, however, Which, although
logica7, is dull television.

The plc blaile lies in determieing whet
.

is both good teaching and good tolevisiah. pi the hops of being
J

helpful the following tentative euggestionsare reads.
1,

Choice of Areaa to be Covered in Telecasts
A.

Areas in which the specific can precede the genera/. For
instance, when tclkiug about the importance of physical, mental
and emotionar'health as related to proper physical education
training, rather than showing a film of many.children at
diversified play, select a film 434 a few children on a Jungle
Jim taken from different angles.
f,

B.

C.

(Closely related to A) Areas in which inductive teaching is
subject
more desirable'than deductive. Of :.purse, with certain
matter this is not practical.
Areas in which the concrete can precede the abstract. For
instance an instructor was going to consider the fundamental
tenets of Buddhism. He could very well have begun "logically"
by telling when Buddha was born. Instead, he found a bust of
Buddha; it was placed on a revolving pedestal and lighted in
limbo; some of the more important tenet* were'read while the
viewer was looking at the revolving fisure.

a
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Sri coma MOTO difficult areas the ingenioua instructor may
bit upon a "device" which will help to focus attention.

Amusic teacher when wiahilg to deal with "Yeys to Success"
in a certain activity found a,:oost imprOeivt key (plastic
from the dime store!). 2..bunted on velvet and lighted properly
it became an effective "aid."
D.

E.

Areas which will lend themselves to problem preaentation.
au of the limitations of television i2 that it tends to
encourage passivs attention rather than active. Uoderatanding
this, the language instructor vary smartly fades to gray chile
the viewer responds.
Arssa ins which thars-cati be Peceahangs in the preeettation:

As smatter of factovery telecast lends,itself to pace change;
but deliberate planning,. which involves usgraents of illdatrative detail or re-cap material,Nill tasks this eleuant-nore
affective.
2.

kundasieetal Concepts
44

not perfornmaca; ;pod teaching, how
A. The goal is tesChing
°ever, involves moo ahowmanahip.
B.

C.

D.

B.

the focus of attention abould be on educational
Altbov
objectives rather than on audience rating, many time the two
are act incoopatibls.

lesson plena (should b4 hued on *Ind principles of corouunication; stiff unimaginati/e plans ecMetimas getintha gy of
shovin the viewer that he watts to see when be iiante to ;as
it." (Credit to Nr. Bretz)
There is a definite limit to the amount which can be presented
in a sin3le telecast. That limit should be realistically
accepted.

"Shott" rather than "talk About," piovidad to do so will not
dovinrada the prtaantatioo.
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3.

Guides to Procedural Detail
A.

segment for the
Be on the alert for a visually arresting
opening, and possibly the close, of each telocaat. Somtimes the same elamant can be used for both. Of course,
this must be in sharp focu3 with the legion for the day.

with which
B. .Plan a unit, -relatively short (a minute or so),
cue,and
The
instructor
,will
go
into
this
on
to' conclude.
smooth
ending
is
since it will have been "backtimed" a
alsured.
C.

D.

The instructor and/or the producer should provide a clear
script; The nurposeof scripting is to convey to the
director, Who calls the shots, the'Lntent of thee' instructor
and the producer.

Employ movement whenever sessile to do so.

.4.
Manner of Presentation
A.

Sincere

B.

Direct and intimate se though talking to one person

C.

Energetic

D:

E.

Refuse to permit enthusiasm for the subject to be dampened
by the newness of the situation. Learn TV techniques as
rapidly as possible, but remember that 4 few "fluffs" are
infinitely better than a stiff unnatural manner.
Eaintain at all times a strong sense 9f communication.
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